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Aparajita, a predecessor of AaikeSa-

rin, was not in possession of
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Bihubal! colossi, why are they

• ^called Gommata, pp. 270-26

Baji RSo Ballai, father of BSlajl

Baji Rao, p. 431 ;
routed

Trimbak ^ao Dabhade at

Dabhoi, p. 43^

Baladghati) a village comprised

within Saptagrama, p. 235

Balajl Baji Rao, pp. 431-446

Balaji ViSvanath Bha(, crushed

the Jadhavs and Nimbalkars,

p. 432
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grama, p. ^36

Baramatikar, Bapujt Nayak, was

recommended by Bhonsle for

Peshwaship, pp. 432 f.
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P. 55
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Bhaddakacchana, the story of, p. 49

Bhaddakacchana and Vijaya, the

story 01, p. 47
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Kamadeya p. 134
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p. 28
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Brhatkatha, mentions Ra^ha

merchants, pp. 240 f.

Brh at-samhita, the •geographical

chapter of, p. 230

Jiuddhadatta and Buddha^osa,

—

in them scholastic Buddhism

reached the summit of its

negative stand-point, p. 414

Buddhaghosa, on Magadhi, p, 29

Buddhagolrafiastra, attributed to «

Vasubandhu, p. 547

Buddha’s doctrine, Christian mysti-

cism in the light of, pp. 306-338

Buddhism, growth of not-man in,

pp. 405-417; in India, history

of, by Taranatha, pp. 530-33

Buddhist art, the development of,

in South India, pp. 724-40

;

lore. Society for, founded at

Heidelberg, pp. 559-63

Bugug Khan, the ruler of Khocho,

p. 183

Bussy, trained the armies of

Nizam, p. 434 ;
Indian Mussal-

man party at Nizam’s court,

jealous of him, pp. 435, 443

Cakra or the circle with 360, in

Hindu astronomy, pp. 26if.

Cakrapani, 'S^n of Prandat or

Par^adatta, p. 459

Calukyas, wars of, with the Colas,

sp. 210^ « •

Camps, in Anga and Annam,

pp. I7 i.f. *

.

Camun^a JRaya, instiled the Sra-

vana Belgola colossus, pp,27off.;

called Gommata first by Nemi-

candra, pp. 275, 279

Candracude§vara, p. 3 *

Candradeva, father of Kamadeva,

p. 134

Candra^vl pa, identification of,

pp. 638f

Candragomin, mentioned by Tara-

natha, p. 639

Candrakirti, developed the prasan-

ga method, p. 550

Candrasen Jadhav, headed the

opposition to the Bhab family,

P. 432

Canonical Jataka was the Verse-

Jataka, pp. 6ff.

Capa or half-circle, mentioned only

in Siddhantasiromani, *p. 262

Ceylon, Anoka’s Mission to,

pp. 667-78

Chinese authors on India, p. 232

Chinese Buddhists in Kerala, p. 712

Christian mysticism, in the light

of the Buddha'^ doctrine,

PP- 306-338

Chunda Sahib of Arkat, p. 434
Cittarajadeva, a successor of Arike-

sarin, held*Hanjamana, p. 212

Sitara, Bhandup plates of, p. 205

Constitution of a State, the Vedic

principles of, pp. 646-52

Coraiiga was not tli^ founder of

the Ganga family, p. 5?) ,

Dabhoi, the battle of,® at* v^fhich

Dabhade was . routed® by ^Bajl

Rao JJallal, p, 432
Dattaji Sinde, fought with arid

defeated Ramcandra Jadhav,

P- 43 S ;
warring against Malhar

Rao Hojkar p. 436
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Davaka, the kingdom of, known

. from inscriptions, p. 231

Deccanies, the party of, in the

Bahmani kingdom, p. 421

Demetrius, Hinduised as Datta-

mitra, p. 742* .

Devapala, the Sandhivigrahika,

father of Lokaparya, p. 205 ;

later embellishments to his

name, p. 211

Dhanus or arc, p. 263

Dharnmamaipgala, the ceremony

of, pp. iig-120

Dhammiyara,. the founder of the

Silara capital Valipattana,p.2i3

Dhammapada, the Khotan Ms.

of, p. 187

Dhammayata, the meaning of the

term * in Asokan inscriptions,

pp. Ii3ff.

Dhahga Deva, conquered Ra^ha,

P- 239

Dharmaditya, p. 231

Dharmakirtj, pp. 14, 15, author of

Vadavidhi or Vadanyaya, knew

Uddyotakara, p. 631 ;
Vada-

vidhi wrongly attributed to,

634

Dharmapala, defeated BhuSura,

P- 239

DharmapS^haka, defined by Angi-

ras, p. 5*8

Dharaseina I, son *of Bhatarka,

p.*46l*

Dhlirasena IV, -the greatest mon-

arch of the Maitrak^^ dynasty,

pp. 464f.

DharagTs,in Lahkavatara, pp. 553fir.,

their characteristics and dis-

tinction from mantras accord-

. ing to Buddhist and Hii\d&

Tantras/pp. S54ff.

Dhruvasena, brother of Dharasena,

pp. 461 f.

DignSga, pp. 14*22 ,* criticises two

definitions ofptaiyak^, p. 223}

corrected a view of Vasubandhu,

p. 224; refuted ^afikhya system,

p 5*47 :
bis commentary on

NySyamukha, p. $47
Dliinaga, see Dignaga

Doctrine of indissoluble connec-

tion, is of Buddhist origin,

p. 20

Dorasamudra, the capital of Vlra-

ballala, p. 130

Dravidian, Notes on, pp. 593-600

Drogasitpha, elder brother of

Dhruvasena I, pp. 461!.

Dvaravatl, in Indo-China, p. 173

Eastern India and Aryavarta,

pp. 84-101

Eckhart, the greatest of all

Western mystics, pp. 306 ff.

Elapura grant of western Calukya

Vijayaditya, pp. 425-430

English, helped in the establish-

ment of their empire by the

disunion among the Marathas,

pp. 440 f.

Epigraphy, progress in South

Indian, pp. 563 67

Excise and custom^ of Ranjit

Singh, pp. 79-8r
Fredericke, visited Saptagrima

in 1570, p. 236 ^
Gaikvad, Damaji, trapped by

BSlaji, p. 439

Gajalalcfml, the figurd of, oq seals,

pp. 31-32

3
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Ganga kings oT Mysore, perhajjs

* tonnected with GangaJ'a^tra,

p. 52

Gangara^^ra, boundaries of,

pp. 47f.; before 5th century B.C.,

pp. 48fif.
;

in Ihe inscriptions,

pp. 50 ff.
;
capitals of, p. S 3 »

third capital of, called GSngS,

pp. 54f.

Gangs, the third capital of Ganga-

ra^^ra, pp. 54^* J
three condi-

tions for the identification of,

p. 56 ;
could be nothing else

than modern Saptagrama,

p. 234 ;
the long history of, pp.

235fif.
;
mentioned by Artemi-

doros, p. 237

Gardi, Ibrahim Khan, the modern

artillery of, p. 442

Gathas, originally formed the

Jataka, p. 2

Gathas of the Jatakas, the language

of, more archaic than that of

the prose portions, p. 1 3 ;
even

they contain non-canonical

matter, p. 1 12

Gandharvapada, the quarter of the

palace where the dancing-hall

is situated, p. 108

' 'Gauda, included Ra^ha at the

time of Adidura, p. 239

Gautama DharmaiSutra, the date

of, pp. S84ff.

Gawan, Mahiltud, life of, pp, 417-

424-

Geelan, in Persia^ the birth-place

(^Mahmud Gawan, p. 417

Ger^raphy, Ancient Ibdian, the

sttviy pfi*pp. 228-234
'

Ghatv or Kkpala, mentioned in

Jyoti§a-vedaDga, p. 259 j
gra-

dual development of, pp, 2$^.

.

G-haji-uddin, eldest son of the

first Nizam, p. 433 j
falls into

the trap of thfe Peshwa and

is poisoned by.his step-mother,

p. 439

Gnomon, Hindus very skilful in

the usp of, p. 258

Golayantra or armillary sphere,

described by Hindu astrono-

mers, pp. 265-267

Gommata, why are the Bahubal!

colossi called, pp. 270286;

the colossus and not Camunda

Raya was the first recipient

of the name, pp. 281 f,
;
deriva-

tion of the word from' Sanskrit

‘manmatha,’ pp. 282-284
;
taken

not directly from Sanskrit but

through Marathi,' pp. 285!,

Gopacandra, p. 231

Govinda Diksita, . the famous

minister, p. 567

Greek, influence on Hindu astro-

nomy, pp. 68-77

Greek writers on India, p. 232

Grhak§atapadai the quarter of

the palace which should con-

tain the sleeping apartments,

p. 108

Grhastha, highly extq)led in the

Smrtis, p, 6$

Gfhyas, sometimes do not mention

the Upanisadvrsita, pp.* 59-^0 ;

seldoi^ mention the ASramas,

p. 64
'

Guhasena, the first great ruler of

the Valabhi dynasty, pp. 462!.

Guitjabhadra, was the first to
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translate Lafikavatara into

• Chinese, pp. 546, 553

Guptipara, one of the four Samajas,

p. 240

Gurjara kings, personal names of,

pp.,746f.*

Haidar, the rise of, in Mysore,

P-437
Haihaya King Mahar&Qaka Ratna-

deva II, pp. 31 flf.

HSngal, captured by Viraballala,

p. 129

Hafljamana, the town—a new ac-

quisition of SilSra Rat^raja,

pp. 21T, 212 ;
soon went out

of his hand, p, 212; position

of, p. 212

Haribhadra, pp. 17,18

Heidelberg, Society for Buddhist

Lore founded at, pp. 559-63

Hekataios, the earliest Greek

author to write on India, p. 232

Hetudvara, identical with Nyaya-

dvara, p.* 16

Hetudvarasastra, no. 4 in I-Tsing’s

list of Dignaga’s works, p. 16

.Hi^lmba, the story of, recited in

Khocho, p. 186

Hindu ( Hidu )— the earliest

mention of the term found in

Darius’ inscription, pp. 231 f.

;

astroyoniy, Greelj inEuence on,

ppi 68-77 ;
calendar, pp. 483-

511*;^ populations, foreign cle-

ftients in, pp.' 740-50

Hinduism, connection .vifkh,Maha-

yana, p. 545

Hindus, had two methods of cal-

culating the true place of' a

planet, pp.74, 75,- discovered the

• signs of the Zodiac, pp. 75, ^ •,

discovered the parallax, p. 77
*

Hippalus, (Kscovered the Red Sea

route to India in the first cen-

tury A. C-, p.45
Hiranya Pan(|ita, an interesting

anecdote ’about, in Caltanya-

bh.ngavata, pp. 248 ff.

Holkar,lMalnar Rao, defeated by

the English, and treachery of,

at Panipat, p. 441

House-building in Ancient India,

pp. 107-109

Humaytin, son of Alauddln Shah,

made Gawan his minister,

p.418

Indo-Aryan Invasion, is it a myth,

pp. 678-694

Irikkal palace, Trichur, pp. 534!.

ISana Nagara, the author of Ad-

vaitaprakaSa, p. 243

Ifianapura, named after the ruler

ISanavarman, pp. 172, 173

I-Tsing, knew NyayapraveSa and

Nyayadvara, p. 16

Jagadekamalla, the Calukya, p. 132

Jagannatha-vljaya, the campu-

kavya of Rudrabhat(a, p. 1 33

Jaitrasiipha or Jaitugi, defeated by.

Viraballala, p. 129

Jaitugi I, son of Bliillama, p. 1 24

Jaina literature, marriage in, pp.

146- 1 52

Jainism, influence of, in south-

western India about 1000

. A.C., pp. 20711? ;
more ancient

than Rpddhism in Southern

India, p. 671

Jajalladeva Tlaiha^-.i,, * son- of

PjJhviraja, p. 34
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Jambukhag^avlnirmi^aparvai the

• ’professedly geographical sec-

tion of the Mbh., p.- 329

Jatakas, incongruous arrangement

of, according to the gathas,

pp. 9-11 ;
originally consisted

only of Gathas, p. 2 j
the prose

portion ‘of them only mentions

Ceylon, p. 13 ;
various types of,

pp. 13, 14 ;
Weller on, pp.3, 4

Jataka Com., is of fifth century

A. C. but contains older tradi-

tions, p. 2 ;
Sinhalese tradition

about, p. 3

Jataka Githas and JAtaka Com-

mentaries, p. I

Jataka Gathas, only can claim

canonical authority, p. 2

Jataka(thavannan3
, p. 5

Janna or Janardana, the great

Kannada poet, p. 125

Jayasiinha II, the Calukya, con-

verted to Jainism by liis queen

Suggaladevl, p. 208

Jinaprablia Suri, mentions Satrufi-

jaya hill, p. 455

Jinendrabuddhi, p. 15

Jilana, relation between karma and,

62lff.

Jrmbhikagrama, outside which

town Mahavira performed as-

ceticism, p. 45 ; identified with

Jharia, p.*46

Judicial administration of Ranjit

Singh, pp. 81-83

Kalgkavana, marks the boundary,

of Aryavarta, p. 93.; identified

with Kalakarama, pp., 93, 94 ;

cohfusq/d with* Kanakhala,

pp. 99-ior. .

Kalidasa, his humanism, pp. 298f,

Kalifigas of Gangara^ha, mention-*

ed by Pliny, pp. 50f.

Kalingaraja, king, of Kokalla,

P- 33

Kalpanamanditika, Kumaralata's,

p. 187; wrongly called Sutra-

lahkara and ascribed to Asva-

ghosa, p. 187

Kajvar KomSn Pulli, contempo-

rary with Mamulanar, p. 136

Kammala-devi, great grand-mother

of Kamadeva, p. 134

Kamadeva, son o^ Candradeva,

p. 134 ; rebelled against Vira-

ballala, p. 134; espoused the

cause of the Calukyas, p. 135

Kamadeva Vijaya-Pandya, ruler

of Uccahgl, p. 131, followed

his brother to the throne,

P- 132

Kamarupa, did not include Sylhet,

p. 169

Kanada, identical witli KaSyapa,

p. 21, 22

Kanakhala, confused with Kala-

kavana, pp. 99-101

Kaniska, the date of, pp. 760-4

Kapila, the teaching of, p. 406
KapiJar, a poet of the Saiigam,

p. 136

Kara-Balgassum, the' inscription

of, p. 185 ;

Karikala Cola, contemporary with

Mamulanar, p. 136
Karhad^ 4!he capital oi a branch

of the Silaras, p. 208

Karnal, the battle of, p. 438
Karma, relation between jfiana

and, 6ziflr.
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Karmabhiimi, poriod of individual

• exfirtion, p. 146

Karpuramafijari, pp. 567*70

Kartarl, p. 263

Karttavirya, of the Haihaya

family, p. 33*

KaSyapa, identical with Ka^ada,

p. 21

Katavallur temple, where tests of

Vedic scholarship are held,

p. 707

Kathasaritsagara, m'entions Ra^ha

merchants, pp. 240f.

Kathavatthu,’ never distinguishes

between popular and philoso-

phic meaning in doctrinal

teaching of puggcUa, p. 413

Katyayana, pp. 29,30

Kavikankana, glorifies Saptagrama,

p. 236 ;
religion of, pp. 243-256,

475-482 :
was not acquainted

with the Vaisnava etiquette of

his day, p. 256

KavyamimSmsa, the geographical

section of, p. 229

Kerala, some historical monu-

ments of, pp. 534-544 *
religion

and Philosophy of, pp. 702-19 ;

a land of religions and philoso-

phies, p. 703 ;
Chinese Bud-

dhists in, p. 712 ;
foreign

scholars* invited; to defeat the

ClSinese in, Pp.,71'21 I 3

Khanc^giri caves, old Brahml in-

Wiptions inj pp. 511-29

Khapiipgalasi pavatafC justifica-

tion of the terms in Kalinga

Edict of Adoka, p. 1 10

Kharagraha, brother and successor

of ^aditya Dharmaditya, p.4^3

Khasepatan plates of Silara Raifa-

raja, pp. aoSfF.

Khocho, the kingdom of, p. 183

Khwaja Jehan t^s Turk, a member

of the councH of regency over

Nizam Shah, entrusted with the

education of Muhammad Shah,
a

p. 419 ;
put to death, p. 419

Kirtivarman, the patron of

Mi§ra, p. 239

Kutivarman il, grandson of Vi-

jayaditya, p. 425

Kifkindhya, situated on the nor-

thern slope of the Vindhyas,699

Kiskindhya KSn^a, the geogra-

phical cantos of, p. 229

Klaudios Ptolemaios, the last

Greek writer on India, p. 232

Kokalla, mythical king of the

Haihaya family, p. 33

Kosmos Indikopleustes, the Alex-

andrian monk who wrote on

India, p. 232

Kovilam, ruins of, pp. 535 37 ;

traditions regarding, pp.

S37flf-

Kranti-pata, p. 256

Kisna MiSra, author of Prabodha-

candrodayanajfaka, p. 239

Kpfnapura, a village comprised

within Saptagrama, p. 235

Kr^^asara and ArySvarta, pp. 86, 87

Kuei Chi, the Chinese who com-

mented upon VijfiaptimatratS,

p. 550

•Kuk^i, the battle of, yherer'the

Marathae were galled by

Bussy’s arUlIery, p.«434 .

Kumafajiva's transJatioft of*Sad-

dbarma-putj^arlka, pp. ftSS* 556-
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I^niaralata, author ot Kalpana-

mancjitika, p. iS^

Kumarila, p. 15, older than Pra-

bhakara, pp. 7(4 f.

Lally, commandant general of the

French troops in India, p. 435

Land tax, of, Ranjit Singh, p. 79

Lahka, of Ravana, pp, 339-346,

an imaginary place of the astro-

nomers, p. 340 ;
lay to the

north of Narmada, p. 342 ;
not

far off from the southern ridge

of the Vindhyas, p. 342 ;
loca-

tion of, in Central India,

pp. 694-702

Lankavatara, notes on, pp. 54S-556
Lini, abbreviation of Malint, a

name of Campa, pp. 171, 172

Lokaparya, the writer of the Vali-

pattana and the Kharepatan

plates of Silara Raftaraja, p. 205

Lokkigundi, besieged by Vlra-

ballala, p. 129

Madhav Rao, liberated Ram Raja,

p. 439 ; death of, p. 445
Madhvacarya Purijaprajfia, the

founder of the Dvaita philo-

sophy, pp. 716 f.

'Madhyamika,* the city of, inti- .

mate connection of, with the

country of the iSibis, p. 331

Magadhi, the original and natural

language df all kings, p. 29

Mahabhaaya, defines Aryavarta as

the land of the lSi§tas, pp. 96-98

Malianipata, quite a different text

of, according to the Burmese

redaction, p. 12 ,
•

MahaprajftaparamitS-sastra of Nag-

arjuna, pp. $47, 553

Maharas^r!, p. 30

Mahasannipata, defines dharam,

PP- 553 f-

Mahendra, no mention of, in

Afioka’s inscriptions, p. 668

Mahfp^a, called king of Uttara

Ra^ha by Rajendra Co}a,

p. 240

Mahmud, Sultan, of Malwa, in«

vaded the Bahmani kingdom,

pp. 418 f.
^

Mahmud Shah of Gujarat, whose

assistance was courted by

Mahmud Gawan, 1). 419
Maitrakas of Valabhi, pp. 453-474

Mallisena, the epitaph of, at Sra-

vana Belgola, p. 278 •

Mamulanar, a poet of the Sahgam,

p. 136

Manaji Angre, to whose aid BalSjl

Baji Rao had gone at the time

of his father’s death, p. 43

1

Manichaeism, established in Kho-

cho, p. 183

Maijigramam .and Anjuvannam,

p. 565

Mantaraja, king of Kerala, p. 137
Manyabhumi, the corrupt form of

which is Manbhum, p. 45
Maratha army, degeneration of,

pp, 444 f.

Marco Polo, (ii India, p. 233
Markantjeya P.urana, the geograohi-

cal section of, p. 230 ,

*

Marriage, in Jaina literature,

pp.« 146*152
j
in Bhogabhumi,

p. 146; between the four Varrjas

pp. 147 f.
j between non-Jainas

and new converts, p. 148}
between foreigners and mle-
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cchas, p. 149 ; with outcastes,

p. 150 ; in later ages, pp.i5of.

;

the age of| p. 151 ;
customs and

ceremonies^ of, pp, iji f.
; the

object of, p. 152.

MastSnl, Balaji's love afMr with

her, p. 443
MatfCeta, the original hynms of,

p. 189

Mauryas, wars with, pp. 136, 137;

identified with Samudragupta,

p. 137 ; tradition about their

cutting a way through rock,

PP> t 3S> *37 5
reached Mogur or

Mohur, pp. 136, 138

Mauryan invasion of the Tamila-

kam, pp. 135-145

Maya, wrongly identified with

Ahura Mazda, p! 68, with

Ptolemois, pp. 68-69

Meghaduta, the women of the

pp. 297-305

Middle-path, pp. 164-168

Mimamsa, misconceptions about

some terms in, pp. 783-6

Mimainsas, relation between (Jttara

and Purva, pp. 612-629

Mitrapada, the portion of the

building where the king has

his work-room, p. 108

Mogur or Mohur, reached by the

Mauris *in thejr southward

mai\h; p. 138 ; the chief of,

commanding the* Tamil armies,

p^ 142*

Moriyar, who ruled the.tftoivitain,

p. 140 ;
driven out of the South

by the Tamil armies, p. 142 ;

were never allowed to enter

Tamilakam, p, 145

Mouzjris, a.centre of Roman tra(}p

in Malabar, p. 55

Muhammad Shah, the emperor of

Delhi, capturfd by Nadir Shah,

P- 438
• •

Muhammad Shah III, ascended

the throne of thp Bahmani

kingdom after Nizam Shah,

p. 419 ;
put fiawan to death,

r 432

Muhammadan historians, charac-

teristics of, p. 720

Muslim writers on India, p. 233

Mysore, invaded by Peshwa Balaji

Baji Rao, p. 437

Nadia, one of the four Samajas at,

p. 240

Nacjl-valaya, described by Bhas-

kara, p. 268

Nadir Shah, his conquest of

Delhi, p. 438

Nagarjuna, his Mahaprajfiapara-

mitaSastra, pp. 547, 553

Nagarjunikon(Ja, the relics of,

pp. 563 f,

Nakkirear, a poet of the ^angam,

p. 136

Nambi A^cjar Nambi, pp. 446-452,

. 643.45

Namputiris, carrying on ancient

Hindu culture in South India,

pp. 704 f.

Nandas, the wealth 6f, destroyed

by the Ganges, p. 136 ;
fabu-

lous riches of, p. 141

Naradasm^i, the date of, pp. 578^*

Narasiqpha 41 of the Hoysala

dynasty, p. J24 ’
;

Narayaqa Pa^dita, .the ’popular

Kecala author, p. 710
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Nartiyaij R5o Ballal, -the murder tains the definition of ‘pak^a,’

of, p. 445 P- 22$

Narottama-vilSsa, very severe on

non-vaisnava cults, p. 247

Na^ir Jung, successor of the first

Nizam, received^ help from

B5lajT Baji Rao, p. 433

NatyaSastra, of Bharata, p. 28

Niyakas of Tanjore, Buddhism

in the period of, p, 566

Nemicandra, author of “Pafica

samgraha,” in which Camunda

Raya is called Gommata,

pp. 275 f.

Nikitin, statement of, on the con-

dition of the people in the

Bahmani kingdom, p. 723

Nimbarka, opinion of, on relation

between two Mimatnsas, 618

Nlcftipada, the quarter of the

“palace where the armoury

should be located, p, 108

Nirvana, pp, 747 f.

Nityanandapura, a village compri-

sed within Saptagrama, p. 235

Nizam 'All, the de facto ruler of

.Nizam’s dominions, p. 434 ; de-

feated by i’eshwa, p. 436
Nizam-ul-Mulk, headed the plot

of the Deccanies against Gaw-

an, p. 421

Nizam-ul•^^uIk I, advises Mu-
hammad “Shah to fall back

upon Delhi and himself retires

^
to Haiderajjad, p. 438

Nizam ‘Shah, son of Humayuh,
retained Gawan hs his minis-

ter, V18
NySyavarttilfti, supposed reference

in', t9 Vadavidhi, p. 224 ;
con-

Nyayadvara, pp, isff. ;
identical

with Hetudvara; p, 16 ;
was

written by DignSga before his

Pramaniasamuccaya, p. 18

Nyayamukha, Dinnaga’s commen-

tary on, p. 547

NyayapraveSa, the authorship of,

pp, 14-22
;
sometimes ascribed

to i^ankarasvamin in Chinese

tradition, p. 16 ;
distinction

from Nyayadvara known to

Tibetans, p. 17
*

Odeyarasa, the Pandya ruler of

Uccangi, p, 131

Oldenberg, his Akhyana theory,

pp, I and 113

Paisacabhumi, a variant name of

Panitabhumi, p,,47, f.n,

PaisacT, p. 30

Pali, contains many Vedic forms,

pp. 23, 25; phonology of, com-
pared with that ofArdhamaga-
dhi, p, 24 Grammar of, com-
pared with that of Ardhama-
gadhi, pp. 25.26; Verse Jata-
ka, pp,6-9; relation with Ardha-
magadhl, pp. 23-30 ; the

meaning of, pp, 7^3-5
Pallippadai shrines, p. 564
Paficamukhr. vira Jianaman, a

copper image of, pp. 17^1^2
Pagdu Sakya, a cousin o^ Buddha,

P' 49 ;
his settlement at^ Paij-

dua.'pf so

Pandua, the settlement of Patjdu

^akya, p. 50

Pandyakavata, the real meaning
of, pp. 778-82
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Pagini, p, 39

Panipat, the cause of the disaster

in the battle (1761) of, p. 440
Panitabhumi, the same as vajja-

bhumi, p. !^7

Pannavana, the Jaina JJpanga,

p. 230

Paiallax, discovered by Hindus,

P. 77

Paranar,a poet of the Sahgam, p.136

Parasara Tantra, the Geographi-

cal portion of, p/230

Parjanyakapada, the quarter of the

house whgre king’s bath is situ-

ated, p. 108 ;
should contain

the sthanabhumi, p. 109

Paraad, a sort of advisory board

and not a law court, pp. sSyf.

ParthaSSrathi MiSra, p. 15

Pataliputra, the destruction of,

p. 136

Fatafijall, pp. 29, 30

Patvardhan, Gopal Rao, defeated

by Haidar, p. 437
Faulidasiddhanta, originated in

India, p, 70

Pavanaduta,mentions Triveni, p.236

Persian inscriptions from Kathi-

awad,some unpublished, pp. 765-

72

Persians, the earliest foreign people

to leave an account of India,

p»232

'Pelunjal ^ynasty^ the knowledge

I of, ‘enriched by Tali inscrip-

tions, p. 154 ^

Pentingerian Tables, the compiler

of, p. 232

Phalaka-yantra, a development of

Cakra-yantra, pp. 263!.

Pi^ha, mentioned only in Bralvma-

sphutasIddhSnta and L'hlla’s

Si§yadhivrddhida, p. 262

Pliny, utilised the information

gathered by marlmrs for his

work, p. 232

Ponnamba!^, gilding cf, pp.449-

451

Prabhikara, the founder of Guru-

mata, p. 714

Prabodhacandrodayana^akn, men-

tions Bhurisrestha and Ra<}ha,

P. 239

Pramanasamuccaya, of Dignaga,

written after Nyayadvara, p. 18

Pramanasamuccaya of Dignaga,

pp. 223, 547

Pranayapatrika, sent by god Rauga-

natha to Sri Anda], p. $66

PraSastapada, posterior to Dig-

naga, p. 19

PraSastapadabhasya, contains doc-

trines not found in the VaiSe-

sika Sutra, p. 1

9

Prthvldcva 1
, pp. 32, 34

Purva-mlmSmsa, relation between

Uttara-mimamsa and, pp. 612-

629 ;
posteriority of Vedanta

to, pp. 624fif.

Purvasthal!, identified with the

Parthalis of Megasthenes, the

capital of the Gangarides, p. S3

Ra^ha, condition of the people of,

pp. 240fif.

Ra^ha, or the Ancient Gangaraftra,

pp. 44-56 ; 234-242 ;
the in-

dependent kingdom' of, under

the Suras, p. 239 appertained

to the kidgdoffl of Gaud# in the

dlys of Adifiura, p. 239’; nor-

4
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thern and southern parts united

• tmder Vijaya Sena, p. 240*

RSdha Bai, grandmother of Balajh

P. 443

Raghunandana, calls Trivenl the

southern Prayaga, p. 237

Raghunath Rao, rejeqjted from the

past of Commander, p. 441

Rajaditya's Vyavaharagariita, p.124

Rajakedarivarman Col.a, defeated

the Calukya SatyaSraya, p. 210

Raja>raja Abhaya KulaSekhara,

the king who had the songs of

Tevaram hymnists collectedj

pp. 447f.

Rajendra Cola, defeated Ranasura

of Ra^ha, pp. 239, 240

Rajendracojadeva, son of Raja*

kesarivarman, fought against

Satyasraya Calukya, p. 210

RSm Raja, became king after the

death of Sahu, pp. 433-439

Rcima, the route followed by,

pp. 697 ff.

Ramanuja, opinion of, on relation

between two Mimainsas, 618;

the popularity of the philoso-

phical system of, p. 717

Rimatlrtham, the ruins of,

pp. 734ff.

‘

Ramayana, in vernacular litera-

ture, p. 696

Ramcandra Jadhav, son of Candra*

sen Jadhav, p. 435
Raijafiura, or AnuSura, the last

independent , Sura king of

Ra^hav p. 239 ; defeated by
*

Rajendra Cola, p. 240
RanjU Sin^, civil administration

of, pp. 78-83

Rahka, the story of, recorded by

Alberuni, p. 467

Ratna or Raima, the great Kana-

rese poet, p. 271

Ratnadeva II, Mahalanaka, of Hai-

haya family, pp 3iff.

Ra^fa icings of Mysore, perhaps

connected with Gangaras^ra,

P-S2, S 3

Rattaraja, Silara, Valipattana

plates of, pp. 203-220 i
Khare-

patan platoe of, 205f.
;
the con-

vert to Jainism, p. 209 ;
threw

off the yoke of the Calukyas,

pp, 209-2 1 1 ;
conquered Hanja-

mana, pp. 211, 212

Ravana’s Lanka, pp. 339-346

Raya-Pandya, father of* Kama-
deva, p. 131 •

Revati, coincided with the vernal

equinox at the time of Vara-

hamihira, pp. 661 ff.

Reviews :

VijiiaptimatratSsiddtii, pp. 188-

191 ; Sir William Jones and his

translation of Kalidasa’s Sa-

kuntala, pp. 191-2
;

further

dialogues of the Buddha, vol.

II, p. 192 ;
Indische Fahrten,

pp. 1 93-4 i
a brief account of

Malayalam Phonetics, pp. 384-

5 ;
an introduction Jo the study

of the p6st-Caitanya* <Saha-

jiya Cult,- pp. 385^5-, /Seka
^ubhodaya, pp.387-8} the M^a-
bharata (first fasc.), pp. 388-

390,' Ancient Indian colo-

nies in the Far East, vol. I,—
Champa, pp. 390-392 ; Katya-

yanamatasaingraha, pp, 392-394;
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KavynlaAkSra, p. 792 ;
Jaina

Lekha Samgraha, vol. II,

pp. 792*3 ;
Hindu Law and

Custom, pp. 793!.; Indien unter

Britischen Herrschaft, pp. 794-

5 ; the History of Rajputana,

fasc. II, pp. 795-803

^veda, the river hymn of, p. 229

Bjupalika, the river, on the bank

of which Mahavira practised

asceticism, pp. 45(1. ;
identified

with the river Barakar, p. 46

Romakasiddhanta, a very late

work, p. 7*0

Ronki, the Chinese title of a work

of Vasubandhu, p. 223

Roys, of Orissa and Telingana,

invaded Bahmani kingdom,

pp. 4l8f.

Rudrabha^ta, author of the Campn-

kavya Jagannatha-vijaya, p. 133

Rushd, the province ruled by the

relatives of Mahmud Gawan,

P-417
Sada Sena, pp. 638, 642

Sadadiv Rao Bhau, cousin of

Balaji Baji Rao,. pp. 433, 435 ;

led army against Ahmad Shah

'Abdall, p. 441

Saddharmapundarlka, translation

of, Kumgrajlva's, p. 553 ;
Jina-

guptiT and EMiarmagupta’s,

P- • •

Saf^vi
* dynasty, occupied the

throne of Persia, p. 417

Safdar Jung, joins Balaji Rao

in his march upon Bengal,

P. 438
^ahu, MahSraja, the patron of

.Balaji Baji R3o, pp. in-

duced by T3rS Bai to adopt

her grandson, p. 439
Saivism, struggle of, with Jain-

ism, in south-westnrn India,

p. 208

Sakharain B|pa or NanS Fadnis,

p. 431

Salabut*Jurg, the third son of the

first Nizam, p. 433 ;
became

Nizam, p. 434
Samacaradeva, p. 231

Samaja, the meaning of the term,

pp. in-113

Samajas or seats of learning, four

in number, p. 240

Samantabhadra, p. 208

Samata^a, pp. 169-178

Sambachora, a village comprised

within Saptagrama, p. 235

Sarngrama Simha, p. 31

Samodhanagathas, pp. 5, 6

Samudragupta, p. 231 ;
identified

with the Mauryas, p. 137

Sandhabhasa, pp. 287-296 ;
means

abhiprayika vacana, p. 295

;

a misreading of, pp. zS/f.

^angam, constituted by various

poets, p. 136
^

'Safighamitra, not mentioned in

Asoka's inscription, p. 668.

Sankara, pp. 7iSf. j
opinion of,

on relation between two Ml-

tnSmsas, pp. 619 f.

Sankara Svamin, NyayapraveSa

ascribed to, ppi 16-18

Sankaram, ruins of, pp. 734 ff.

Sanku or *sun-dial, description

of, by various Hincju astro-

nomers, pp. 260 f.*

Sankhya, influence of, pp, 4o6f.
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S|liSlihya system, refutation of, in

Lai&kavatara, pp. 545, 547

Sankhyakarika of Bvarakns^a, its

date, relation ^with Lankava-

tara, pp. 546 f,
•

Santipur, one of the four Samajas,

p. 240 .

Saptagrama, identical witl\ Gauge,

pp, 234ff,
;
the seven villages

of, p. 23s )
its earliest name,

P* 235 ;
tradition about the

foundation of, p. 238

Sarasvatl, the river used to flow

once by Sihapura, p. S 3

Sastric studies, foundation of a

school in Kerala for, 713 f.

Satasastra of Aryadeva, p. 547

Satiyapulra, kingdom of, p.231

Satruhjaya, the sacred hill of the

Jains mentioned by Jinapra-

bha Suri, p. 455

Sattanar, a poet of the ^ahgam,

p. 136

Satyasraya Calukya, son of Tai-

lappa and overlord to Silara

Rattaraja, pp. 209, 210

Saumyapada, p. 108

Saurasenl, p. 30

'Sautrantikas,*connection with the-

Yogacaras, p. 549

Seasons and the year-beginning

of the Hindus, pp. 653-66

Senguttuvan ‘Sera, the date of,

p. 136

^raladan, contemporary with

Mamiilanar, p. 136

Shah *AJain, pp. 441, 444-5

Shahl dynasty of K§bul, pp, 747fF.

She;i T^ai, • commented « upon

Nyayamukha, p, 547 •,

Shivaji, last campaign of, 605-611

;

chronology of last five months*

life of, p, 61

1

Sihabahu, p. 51

Sihapura, the storj^ of the founda-

tion* of, p. 51; identification of,

p. 52

i^iksananda, his Chinese translation

of Lahkavatara, pp. 552 f.

^iladitya Dharmaditya, son of

Guhasena,^p. 463

^^ilpaSastras, on town-planning

and house-building in ancient

India, pp. 102- 109*

Simhala (Ceylon), visited by Ra^ha

merchants, p, 241

&nde, Mahadji, nominally Pesh-

wa*s subordinate, p. 445
Sindhi, Mulla Abdul Karim, the

biographer of Mahmud Gawan,

p. 417

Sindkheda, the campaign of, p. 435

Singharia, the grandson of Bhilla-

ma, p. 124

iSista and Ary a, pp. 95, 96

Sivapura, a village comprised within

Saptagram^i, p. 235

Sevuna king, fought with Vira-

vallala II, p. 124

Smrtis, the chronology of, pp, 570-

592

Soghdian language, p/i8j

Soma or Sovajadevi, ^m’otfief of

Kamadeva, p. 131

Samaveda, p. 33

Somesvara,*the Calukya emperor,

P- 13s

Sonacala, the identification of,

PP- 751-57

Soratur, the battle of, pp, 124-135
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^rava^a Belgola Colossus, the date

,* • of the installation of, pp. 2jii.

^ravana Belgola epitaph of Malli-

seiQa, p. 20$

3rlhatta, identified with Yuan

Chwang’s Shih>li-ch‘a-ta-lo,p.i69

Srika^tha, opinion of, on the rela-

tion between two Mimamsas,

p.6i;

Sthanabhumi or parlour, to be

situated in the Gandharvapada,

p. *09

Sthiramati, commentator of Vasu-

bandhu’s TrimsikS, pp, 36, 38 ;

his commentary on the Vijiiapti*

matratasiddhi, p. 550 ;
philo-

sophical views of, pp. 55 if.

Strabo, p. 23a

Subandhu, author of Vasavadatta,

refers to . Uddyotakara and

Dharmakirti, p. 221; the suppos-

ed author of Vsdavidhi, p. 224

Subbhabhumi, a division of Radha,

P-44

Suggaladevl, converted her husband

the Calukya Jayasintha II to

Jainism, p. 208 .

Sugriva, his geography, p. 341

Suhma, p. 48

Sulaiman, the Muslim writer on

India, p. 233

Sunyat^ ot the .Vijflanavadins,

pp 161-164
,

.

3ura dypasty, ruled independently

In Ri^ha, pi 239

Suryasiddhinta, pp. 79, 73-

Sudrutasaiphita, the time of the

later redactions of, pp. 557-59

Suvarnabhumi (Burma), p. 241

Suyaga(jafiga, p. 25

SVay^myara. and other form^'of

marriage, pp. 146 f.

Svayamvah'a or self-revulving

instrument described in the

Siddhintasiremaiji, p. 264

Tahmasp, Shah, p. 417

Tahqiq-i-hindi Alberuni’s work on

Indi^ p. 233

Tailappa, the Calukya, became

overlord of the Siliras after the

Rastrakatas, p. 209

Tali inscriptions, importance of,

pp. 153-160 ;
political signi-

ficance of, pp. 1 5 3ff,
;
constitu-

tional significance of, pp. 156-

159 ;
economic significance of,

pp. 159, i6o

Tambapanni, identification of,

pp. 668fir.

Tamilakam, the Mauryan invasion

of, pp. 135-145 ;
northernmost

boundary of, p. 142

Tainralipta, not far from Gange

and a great emporium of trade,

p. 55 ;
was in existence in the

age of the Mahabharata, p. 48 ;

a great centre of learning in the

Buddhist period, p. 240

. Tantric theory cJf Dharaqls,'"

pp. 554

Tantrikism, in Bengal, p. 242

Taia Bai, imprisons Ram Raja

and invites Maratha chieftains

to help her to oust Balajl,

P- 439

•Tarafdars, their power , seriously

curtailed by Mahmud Gawan,

P-42* .

Taraqatha’s History (jf*Bud^sm

in India, pp. 530-533
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Tiaijfiatiasambandhar, a . saint,

p. 446

Tokhara, described ‘ by Huen*

Tsang, p. i82_

Tokharian langus^e, p. 184

Town planning in Ancient India,

pp. 102-106

TrairQpya, the invention o/, should

not be ascribed to the Vaisesika

school, p. 21

Trimbak Rao Dabhade, routed

by Baji Rao Ballal at Dabhoi,

P-432
Tribhuvanamalla-Pandya, p. 132'

Tripurl, the principality of the

eldest son of the mythical

Haihaya king Kokaila, p. 33

TrimSika, a philosophical work of

Vasubandhu, pp. 36ff.

Triveni, a quarter of Saptagrama,

mentioned in Purana, p. 236 ;

mentioned by Pliny, p. 237 ;

one of the four Samajas, p. 240

Tun-Huang, p. 183

Turiya or quadrant, the oldest

Hindu astronomical instrument,

p, 262

Turkestan, eastern, literary mate-

rials found* in, pp. 182-187

Uccahgi, the Paudya capital,

p. 129 ;
conquest of, by Viraba-

Ilala, p. 130; the Pandya rulers

of, p. 131*

Udayaditya, identical with Tribhu-

vanamalla Pandya, p. 132

Udayagiri caves, *old Brahmi ins-*

criptions in, pp. 5 1 fc-29

Uddyotakara, p, 20 knew Dhar-

iqaklrtfs Vadanyaya and.Vada-

nyaya$ik8ofVinltadeva,pp.?2 1 ff

,

Uigurs, a Turkish tribe, p. 183

U-kong, the last notable Chinese

traveller in India, p. 233

Umapati Sivam, Nambi’s biogra-

pher, p. 448 ,

Upagupta, pp. 53off.

Upanayana, Vedic study begins

after, p. 59

Upanisad, non-philosophical specu-

lation in, p. 614!.

Upanisads, the study of, p.s8,S9,66

Upanisad-vrata, pp. 57*67 ;
a

sacrament necessary for the

study of Upanisads and Brah-

manas, p. 58 ;
sometimes not

mentioned in the Gyhyas, pp.

59, 60, synchronised with the

study of a particular^ portion

of the Veda, p. 61

Uttara-mimamsa, relation between

Purva-mimatnsa and, 612-629

Vacaspati, p. 19 ; ascribes the

definition of ‘pratyaksa* to

Vasubandhu, p, 23^ ;
ascribes

the definition of ‘vada’ to Su-

bandhu, pp. 226 f.

Vadasiddhi, the real name of the

work of Vasubandhu which is

said to be referred to by

Uddyotakara as Vadavidhi,

p. 222

Vadavidhi, pp. 6 30-636 < wrong
identification^ of with" tVfda-
vidhana and Codananypya, pp.

631!., 635 ; attribution of,* to

Vasubandhu, p. 636
Vadavidhi or Vadanyaya of Dhar-

makirti, pp. 22lff.

Vadavidhi and Vasubandhu,

pp. 221-227
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Vadavidhana^ika of Vinitadeva,

. ^pp. 22 lff.

Vadukar, the Tamil designation

of all Northerners, pp. 138!.

Vaide^ika Sutra, does not contain

all doctrines • set forth in Pra-

sastapadabba^ya, p. 19

Vai^oava works of the sixteenth

century, p. 243

Vajira, the nun, pp. 41 1, 413

Vajjabhumi or Vijayabhumi, p. 44
Valabhi, the Maitrakas of,

PP- 453*474

Valipattana, plates of Silara Ra|fca-

raja issued from here, pp. 203-

220; was the capital of the

Silaras, p. 212 ;
founded by

Dhammiyara, p. 213

Vallabha,* opinion of, on relation

between two Mimaqasas, p. 619

Vamba Moryor, or Bastard Maur>

yas, the supposed allies of the

Mauryas, pp. 138!?.

VaipSavati, ja. village comprised

within Saptagrama, p. 235

Varahamihira, places Suhma beb

ween Vaiiga and Magadha,

p. 52 } in his timte the vernal

equinox coincided with the

end of Revatl, pp 661 ff.

Varakaman^ala, the province of,

known frqpi inscriptions, p. 231

Varsa, • relation of, *with Varsa,

yter,,p. €65

Vasairadatta of Subandhu, p. 221

Vasubandhu, his philosophy in

Viipdatika and Trimsika, pp.

36-43, and the Vadavidhi, pp.

22i<-227
;

probable abbrevia-

tion of his name, p. 226;

• BuddhagotiaSastra is attribut-

ed* to him, p. 547; quoted in*

Lahkavatara, p. $5* j
Vada-

vidhi attributed to, pp. 634,

636 ;

Vasudeva Bhatfatiri, author of

Yudhi§th»rtivijaya, p. 154

Vasndevapara, a villa§;e compris-

ed wRhin SuptagrSma, p. 235

Vfivnpada, the quarter of the

house where king spends his

pleasure hours, p. io8

Vedanta, relation between Purva-

mlmarasa and, pp, 612-629 i

priority of Purva-mimatpsa

to, pp. 624^.

Vedic Aryans, occupied Eastern

India at a very early age, pp.

84ff.
;
a wandering race, p. 85

Venkata hill, the northernmost

boundary of Tamilakam,

p. 142

Verse-Jataka, called Pali, p. 6

Verse-Jataka was the only canoni-

cal Jataka, pp. 6ff.

VidiSa, Bindusfira’s viceroyalty

at, p. 137

Viharayatra, meaning of the ex-

pression in Asokan inscrip-

tions, pp. 113!,

Vijayabhumi, comprised the mo-

dern districts of Singbhum and

Manbhum, p. 45

Vijaya and Bhaddakacchana, the

story of, p. 47

yijayaditya, Elaptira grant of,

pp. 425-43,0

Vijaya S^a, united northern and

southern Rajha, p. 240

Vijfiaptfmatratasiddhi, commen-
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tsry on, by Stbiramati and

Kuei Chi, p. 550

Vikramaditya V, the- nephew of

SatySsraya Calukya, p. 211

Vimfiatika, a philosophical work

of Vasubandhu, pp. 36fF.

Vinayaditya, father df Vijayaditya,

p. 42s

Vinitadeva, author of Vadlividhana*

(Ika, pp. 22lfir.

Vinlvale, Visaji Krgna, has to be

recalled from the Deccan, p.437

VTra Hanuman, a copper-image

of, pp. 179-182

Vlra-Pan^ya, brother of Kamadeva,

p. 1 31 ;
succeeded by his

brother, p. 132

Vfravallala II, fought with the

Sevuna king, p. 124 ;
conquests

of, pp. 125, 128-130
j
killed the

Calukya general Brahma, p. 135

Visistadvaita philosophy, esta-

blished by Ramanuja, p. 717

Visnusmyti, the date of, pp. 589 f.

Vifivas Rao, eldest son of Baji

Rao, pp. 433, 442
ViSvarupa Sena, a copper-plate

• grant of, pp. 637-643

Visuddhimagga, p. 29

Vyavaharaganita of Rajaditya,

pp. 124, 166

Yajfiavalkyasmpti, connection with

Kau^ilya, pp. 574^*

Yaskat p* 29

Yasodhara-carita, of Janardana,

p. 12s

Yaiovarman or Da^avarman, father

of the Calukya Vikramaditya

V, p. 21

1

Yasti, or staff, described in Sid-

dhantaiSiromani, p. 263

Yavana dynasty, ip Orissa and

Central India, pp. 749!.

Yogacara school, the works of,

and its relation 'with the Sau-

trantika school, pp. 549 f.

YogavataropadeSa, the restoration

of, from Tibetan, pp. 775-8

Yuan-Chwang: six countries men-

tioned by him identified, pp.

169-171 ; on the condition of

religions in Valabhi, p. 474
Yudhi|$hiravijaya, of Vasudeva

Bhattatiri, p. 154

Zodiac, discovered by Hindus,

PP- 75 . 7^
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Jataka Githas and Jataka Commentary
•

It* is of the utmost importance to know how far the

Jstakas can be used for historical purposes, more especially

for the Wstory of Indian literary types, and for the history

of social life and institutions in ancient India. H. Oldenberg^

has used the Jstakas in support of his famous, though now

no longer accepted, “JLkhySoa-theory”, cl.iiming them as

proving the existence, from the Vedic period onwards, of a

type of narrative poetry, composed in a mixture of prose

and verse,, of which the verses only were committed to

memory and handed down, while the prose story was left

.

to be narrated by every reciter in his own words.* G.

Btthler®, R. Fick*, T. W. Rhys Davids® and Mrs. Rhys

1 The Prose and Verse Type of Narrative and the Jatakas (tran-

slated from the German).—Journal of the PSli Text Society, igio-igi 2,

pp. ipff.
^

•

2 fffmy History of Indian Literature, English Translation, vol. I,

pp. loiff.

3| Oi» the Qrigin of the Indian Brahma Alphabet, 2nd ed.,

Strassburg, 1898, p. i6ff.

4 Die soziale Gli&erung im nordSstlichen Indien zu Buddhas

Zeit, Kiel 1897, translated by Shishir Kumar* Maitra (The Social

Organisation in North-East India in Buddha’s Time, Calcutta J920).

5 Buddhist India, London 1903, pp. 20tff.

I. H. Q., MARCH, 1928
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•Davids' were of opinion that the Jfttakas such as we have

them give a picture of Todian life in the days of Buddha,,

that is, in the sixth^nd fifth century b.c., or at least at the

time of the redaction of the canon in the third, century B. C.

Since then, hewever, it has become the almost general

opiniwi of scholars that only the VMahct-OSth^ can claim

canonical authority, and be regarded as documents of the

third, or even the iifth century b, c., while the Jfttaka

Commentary, as we have it, can claim no higher antiquity

than the fifth or sixth century a. d., though in its prose

parts also it contains old traditions which in many cases

may go back to the same early period as the QsthSs. More-

over, it was generally believed that the original canonical

Jfttaka, consisting of Galhas only, was preserved to us in the

Phayre ms. of Jstakn verses.
®

Professor J. Hertel,* it is true, has suspected long ago

that this MS. may be only an extract from the commentary,

such as there are certain Paflcatantra mss. which contain

only the verses without the prose tales, but have been

merely copied from complete mss. of the Paficatantra.

Lately Friedrich Weller* has examined not only the Phayre

MS. but also two Mandalay mss. of JStfika GathSs, and

has come to the conclusion that all those mss. have been

'I Notes on Early Economic Conditions in Northern India, JRAS.,
• 1901, 8S9ff. •

2 Part of a MS. of the whole Tipijaka presented by the king

of Burma, dated Sakkaraj 1202 and 1203 (A.D. i84t-42), belonging to

the Phayre Colkction of the India Office Lfbrary (seib Qldenberg,

JPTS., 1883, p. 60).

3 Wiener Zeitschrift fiir die Kunde des Morgenlandes, 23, 1909,

279!. ; 24, 123 ; Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenland, Gesell^haft

64,1910,9,58.*

4 Zeitschrift fijr .Indologie und Iranistik, 4, 1926, pp. 46ff. There
is also a M£. of the Jataka Gathas in the Academy of Leningrad, and
Profcssoi* 6erge d’Oldenbyig told Dr. Weller that in his opinion

.this MS., too, was copied froqi a MS., of tlie Jataka Commentary.
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exteaotra an4 oopiad from tho difttaka Commeoiaiy, aa^ by
QO ineana reprasaat iiia aaoient Varae-Jitaka of tbe <Hraoo.

Dr. Weller’s ehief argameot is based .'on the ettrious |re-

dacior’s or •bopijrist's f) note at the end of the Ms^Sup^
jAtakafNo. 77) : ^

Parinibbute pana Bhagavabi Saipgltik&^akli usal^dirttkkhft*

ihfni il®i padSni Atthakathain Sropetvi Iftbnolti ‘Sdini padoa

padftai ekarp gSthain kattrS Bkampfttapillirn Aropesua ti

{FansbdU’s ed., vol. I, p. S45.).
" ’ *

This note refers to the iradi’Honal belief of the Sinhalese

Buddhists that at the eounoil held after the Buddha’s

departure not only the redaction of the oanonioal texts (PaU),

but also that of the commentaries (AtthakathAs) took place.

It is well-known that in the jAtaka Commentary each Jstaka

begins by quoting the first words ®f the first GAthA. Now
our JAtaka No. 77 begins with the words : ISbuni sidantUi

which Is the beginning of the fourth line in our JAtaka

Commentary, while the first line begins with ; usabhH ruMhS,
What the note wishes to explain is, why the JAtaka begins

with Icibuni sldanti, and why it was placed in the EkanipAta,

It says “Now when the Lord had passed away, the

arrangers of tlie Council put the three lines beginning with

usabhS rukkha into the AtthakathA, made of the five lines

beginning with labuni one stanza, and received it into the

canonical text of the EkanipAta”. Whatever the exaot

meaning of this note may be,^ it is clear that* the writer'

I Diff^nt translations have been given. T. W. Rhys Davids

(BuddJiift Birth Stories, London l88o, p. LXXVll, note 3) translates :

''Tbos% vdio held) the Council after the death of the Blessed One

placed the lines, beginning usaMta rukkha in the Commentary, and

then, making the other lines beginning iabUni into one.verse, they put

(dwlataka) into the * Eka-nif*ta (the chapter including all those

Jl^kas vdiich have only one verse)". Fausbbll ())naka edition, vol. VII,

p. iii) translates : “VWjen Bhagavat was dead Hhe • Couppil-hplders

pat the three padas ms^kH rukitita etc. into*the Af^haka^S, and eiade

Jl^Uni and tiia other padas into one f^fha and put it into the
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note found the, three lines beginning with usabM
only in the Atthekathft. Now all the three mss. *of

JStaka verses contain these lines. Hence Dr. Weller conclu-

des that these uss. mast be copied from an AtthakathS

MS., and not from a ms. of the original Ye'rse-JStaka. The

nonclnsion would, be quite justified, if we only knew who was

the writer of the note ; was it the redactor of the AtthakathS,

or some later copyist*? Besides, the eight lines :

UsabhS rukkhs gSviyo gavS oa

asso kaipso sigSll ca kurnbho

pokkhara^I ca apSkacandanam

iSbQni sidanti silS plavanti

maudnkiyo kanhasappe gilanti

kSkain suvaupS parivSrayanti

tasS vakS elakSnain bhayS hi

vipariySso vattati nayidharaatthi^

give, by means of catch-words, the contents of the MahS-

Supina-J&taka, This is the story of a king who was terri-

6ed by sixteen dreams^ which were interpreted by the

(Pfili) of the Ekanipata.” R. Chaln?ers (J§taka transl. ed. by E. B,

Cowell, vol. I, p, 194) translates : “But after the passing of the Blessed

One, the Editors of the Great Redaction put the three first lines

into the Commentary, and making the lines from 'And gourds that

sank^ into one stanza (therewith), put the whole story into the First

Book**, but adds : “I am not at all sure that this is the correct tran-

"slation of fliis difficult and corrupt passage.” Weller (l.c. p. 51)

translates : “Nach Buddhas Tode nahmen die Konzilteilnchmer die

drei Verszeilen, die mit usabharukkka beginnen, in die Abthakatha

auf, machten aus den funf Verszeilen, die mit beginnen^ einen

Vers und nahmen (ihn ?) in den Text des Ekanipata auf*. ^
•

I This last line was missing in Fausbolfs mss., but is warrs^ted

by the Veyyakarana, and by the mss, examined by Dr. Weller.

LafUni in Fausbolfs edition is *a bad readirf^ for labuni (sanskrit

alabfini, ‘pumpkins*).* • It is strange that the new edition of the Jataka

in Siamese characters, Issued by their Majesties Queen Aunt and

Queen Suddhasinninath of Siam in 1925, also has only seven niseda
' of eight lines. This editiori teads

.
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Brahniins as foreboding gretkt oalemities, for the prevention

of which ammai saorifioes with the slaaghter of namerocM

beasts and birds were necessary, while the wise Bodhisatta

interpreted •them as having no reference at all t(#'the l^ng

himself, but tp some distant future wheu wexk and unright>

eons kings would rule. Now the first*.three« lines reie# to

eleven of the sixteen dreams, while the d've lest t lines only

indicate the last five dreams. If reaMy the oanenioal Jstal^a

only contained the lines beginning wth the original

JStaka would only have related a stOry^of five dream$i

and the Jfttaka*A.tthakathft would have given an enlarged

version of an older story. This is, of course, possible. ^

But we cannot be quite certain, as the words l&bani aldaiUUi

at the beginning of the J&taka may also be a mistake of the

MSS. of the JstakatthavaQnanS.

The other facts which Dr. Weller mentions as proving

the u^s. in question to be copied from mss. of the Attha-

kathS, are :(.l) that in some places the word ti (iti) after the

verse proves that some prose text preceded it
; (2) that one

of the three mss. contains some prose passages*; and (8)

that the
^
mss. also contain Samodhftnagftthfts. The “connexion**

(acmodhSna) between the persons of the “story of the past”

with those of the “story of the present'* is generally given

in prose, that is, as part of the commentary, only exception-

ally also in verse. Here it would be necessary to know

whether in all or only in soine of these oases the verses are

I In ^he Tibetan and Chinese versions of this jStaka story

(see ^ (TOldenburg,* JRAS., 1893, PP* S09ff) there are. not sixteen,

buV only ten dreams.

{2 But all. these prose passages are such as have a word-fw-

word commentary j they are found in the Ku^Sla-JItaka (No. 536) which

is so different in style from all the other JStakas that Oldenbei^

ascribes to it quite an exceptional position (jl*TS., I9I<>I9 I 3
, p. *6,

n. 3), and in Jstaka No. 202, where the words appan^t^ iuddke

i^pamSigi0 dkammo appanUrfa etc. tFauft5lI ed.,*vol, II^p; 147'

are a kind of ^IL
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alio io tiie i&rM -mss. It is this Swinodh^^m by

wbieb a seoalar story is turned into a Jfttaka, and I can see

ao reason why SaitaodhftnagSthfts should not ooour also in

a Verae-Jfttaka..

However, it must be admitted that our hope and belief

tllat the original »Ver8e>JStaka is still extant in hss., has

been shaken by Dr. Weller’s arguments, though a critical

edition of the JStaka * Qftthfis from the four mss., which give

the Gftthfts only, or at least a complete collation of these

HSS. with Fausbdll’s edition would be necessary in order

to establish all the facts of the case.

But Dr. Weller ought not to have doubted that a Yerse-

JMaka ever existed at all. For it seems to me that the very

note at the end of No. 77, to which he himself attaches so

great an importance, proves that there was a Verse-J&taka

in which No. 77 began with lahuni, and a cTstaka-AtthakathS

containing all the verses beginning with usbha rukkha. * Apart

from this, however, there are good reasons for assuming

that the canonical J&taka was a Verse-Jstaka.

In the Oornrneutary* we often find references to the

“Paii" as distinguished from the Af(hakatb&, where PSli

cannot mean anything else but the Verse-Jstaka.
*
Thus, in

JStaka No, 142 (Fausbdll, vol. I, p. 488) we read Kalirn pckpeti

in the GSithS. The commentator says that in the Psli they

write pkalatp j^peti, but that this is not found in the Attha-
katyi, and does not make good.sense. In No. 255 (Fausbdll,

vol. II, pp. 29Sf.) the word agiddhita occurs in the GsthS.

The Commentary says : Psliyam pana agiddhima ti likhitam

I Mostly in the Veyyakarana, the word-for-word ccnnmentary
to the githas, but sometimes also in other parts of thp Comftienlyry.

As a matter of. fact, we have no means of distinguishing between
the dififereht parts of the Jfitakat$havannanl. The distinction made by
FausbMl in his edition by printing the Paccuppannavatthu in

sraalier is qeite^ytrary, and has no chronolt^cal meaning. It

is {Ktts^e thalt the Yeyji^a^^a may be later, but it has never been
proved.
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tato ay%in att^akatbftpStbo va snndarataro, that is to say, ho
•piefafs 'the seadiiig of the Atthakathi ‘to that of the ##15!

In No. 479 (I'ansb#!!, vol. IV, p. 286) onr text has two
dfithSs, of wjiioh the second only is a good 6lpka, while the

first cannot he called a verse at all. The CoTOnBeptator says

that in the I^U only* the second verse* i|i to l|n foand. Tn
No. 539 (Fansbdll, vol.VI, p.86, G. 126) the odnameatator^iays

that the last pada faiyUl so yadi hSpoiye is Only foand in ^e
I^Ii, and not in the Atthakathfls {atthakathjtsn n’atthi). In

No. 547 (Pansbdll, vol. VI, p. 647) *the cammentator says

that in the PsU the GhkthSs end with tmdin% samakampathoj

while in the Atthakath# one more gSthS follows.

In No. *505
( PausbSll, vol. IV, p. 447, 1. 3) we read :

Itoparft • utbftiiasnrabandhagabhft PSjinayen’eva veditabbft.

“The following GftthSs, as their connection is clear, must be

underat&od according to the Pali only*.” Quite similarly in

No. 63?(Fau3b6l!, vol. V, p. 460) the gSthSi 2-4 are intro-

duced by the words :Itoparaip uttSnasarabandhSni vaoannpati-

vacanSni Pftlivasen’eva veditabbSni. “In the following the

speeches and counter-speeches, whose connexion is clear,

are to be understood according to the P#li.'’* In both

these passages only the cononical verse-text can be

meant. The same applies to No. 533 (FausbSll, vol. V, p.

341), where 23 G&tb#s are given without any prose, and the

commentator says* : IinSsain gSthftnain sambandho PSlivasen’

eva veditabbo (“the connexion of these GftthSfi most be.

understood by the Pftli itself*)*

In quite a number of other passages, in the VeyySkarapa,

various* ftadings,’ are. quoted as occurring “in the Pftli*

1 4V. «. D. Rbuse (Jataka Transl. ed. Cowell, vol. IV, p. 277)

tranklateS wrongly : “The connexion of the following verses is clear ;

they are arranged in dye succession.”.

2 Or, as H. T. Francis (JStaka Transl. ed., Rowell, vol. V, p. 249)

translates more freely : “The verses that .follow are yf obvious

connexion and are to be understood as uttered by alternate* sfWlt ers

in accordance witll^the scripture context."
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(pftliyeibX or sometimes (vol. IV, p. 134 ; vol. VI, p. 274),

‘•in*the PSli manusdripts** (pSUpotthakesu). Occasionally the.

commentator uses “Pftli” also in the sense of “language of

the canonical text**. Thus, in the MahS-Ummagga'Jfttaka

(No. 556, FausbSll, vol. VI, p. 353), the Bodhisatta is said

to have taught the four counsellors the GftthSs “in the Pali

(language).** And in No. 522 (Fausbdli, vol. V, p. 147)

the commentator explains gambhirapahhain by saying

:

atthato ca palito ca gambhlram, “deep both in meaning and

in Pali (words).” In the commentaries of Buddhaghosa

and others, and iu the Visuddhimagga the* PaZti often occurs

to introduce canonical quotations, where it simply means

“canon”, “canonical text”, “scripture,** much Irke iruti in

Brahraa^ical texts. Of course, in the Jataktthavaimana

also P&li means “canonical text,” but wherever the word

occurs, it refers to Gathas only. This shows that the * canoni-

cal Jataka was a Verse^Jataka, and handed down in different

MSS. from those of the Jstaka-Atthakathft, which consists

of GathSs and prose.

E. Senart^ has already shown that it would have no
meaning to call some verses osamgatha^ “final stanzas,** or

to refer to them as being placed at the end, especially when
in our Jfttaka long prose passages follow after this “end,**

if the author of the commentary had not referred to the last

stanza of a Jfitaka consisting of stanzas .only. The same
.scholar has^ also pointed out® already, that Jstakas with
more than one Gatha occur in the Eka-Nipata. And this
seems to me the strongest proof of an original Verse-Jataka
that the number of verses in the different sections of our
Jfttaka Coftimentary does not tally with tlie titles of^these
sections.

It is well-known that the Book of Jatakas, like the Thlra-
and Therl-Gathas and many other works cff Indian literature,

V Journal Asiatique.'ipoi, ser. 9, t. XVII, pp. 39;^
3 • ^L. C., pj). 402f.
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is divided iato sediiong according to* the number of Qftthae

^belonging to one J’fttaka, the EkarNipftta containing ena,

the Dnka-Nip&ta two, the Tika.Nipftta three gftthSs each,

and so on, up to the terasa-NipSta, “The Secinon of Thirteen

(GiftthSe)”. * The XIVth section is called Fdkiu^^aka-NipSta

or “Section of (JSit4kaa.with a ) Mixed (number bf gftthSs)**.

Sections XV to XXI, Visati-Nipata. TlfpsaiNi^ftta, etc.,

contain Jfttakas with a number pf Gathfts in the twenties,

thirties, forties, fifties, sixties, bevenLies, and eighties, the

last section ( XXII ) being the MahS-NipSta or “Large

Section,,” i.e. the . Section with a large number of GfithSs.

Now what do we actually find in our J&taka Commentary ?

In the Bka-Nvp&ta 14 of the 150 JStakas have more than

one GStha^ : Nos. 1, 25 31, 35 with 4, Nos. 4, 40, 62

with 5, Nos. 67, 70, 78, 132, 150 with 2 GSthSs each, No.

12 with 10, and No. 9G with 11 GSthSs. In each of these

J&takas only one GfithS is given with a v. and the G&thS

MSS. contain only this one GfithS.

In the Duka-NipSta 6 of the 100 JStakas have more than

two Qfttbas : No. 159 with 4 Gs, (but the third and fourth

are only repetitions), 203 with 5, 211 with 3, 220 and 240

with 7 eaeh, and 243 with 10 Qs. (7 of which are quoted from

the VimSnavatthu, and 1 is an UdSna). In Nos. 208 and

and 220 all the GSthSs have a v., and are in the A.

In the Tiko’jHpStci 6 of the 50 Jstakas have more than

three GSthas : Nos. 257, 276, 285, 296 with 4 each. No. 289

with 9 long stanzas in the P., besides 3 Gs. in A., No. 284

with 10^Gs. in P. (between 2 and 8 there are 7 Gs. introduced

by the words : imam dhammaip desesi).

In the Pahca^NipSta 7 of the 25 JStakas have •more than

The GSthls (G.) in the whole of our jStaka Commentary occur

sometimes in the Faocuppannavattbu (P.), sometimes (most frequently)

in the Atitavatthu (A.), sometimes partly ift.the one and partly in

the other. In the VeyySkarapa (V.) also- soqaetimes .verses ut

quoted. These have not been counted.

MAftCH, 1928 *
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five Gs., generally all vfith v. ; No. 362 with 8| No. 864 with

IP',
•Nob. 858, 371, 876. with 6 Gs. each, Nos. 372 and 874

with 7 Gs. each.
’

In the Cha-Nipata 9 of the 20 J&takas have more than

six Gs., generally all with v. : Nos. 376, 383, 389, 890, 891,

892 with 7 Gs’. each. Nos. 380 and 386 with 8*G8. each, and

No. 882 with 17 Gs. in A. (all with v.).

In the* SattorNipSta there are 21 J&takas, 6 of which

have more than seven Gs. : No. 400 with 11 Gs., Nos. 402,

408 and 410 with 9 Gs. each. No. 405 with 8 Gs., and No. 415

with 12 Gs. (all in A. and with v.).

The JL((hci-Nipata contains 10 Jatakas, 7 of which have

more than eight Gs. : Nos, 417, 419, 420, 421, and 423 have

9 Gs. (with v.). No. 422 has 15, and No. 425 has llGs., all

in A. and with v.

The Nava-NipMa has 12 Jatakas, 4 of which (Nos. 428,

429, 430, and 432) have more than nine Gs. The Dasa-NipUta

has 16 Jatakas, 5 of which (Nos. 440, 443, 447, 448, and 454)

have more than ten Gs. The JEkadasa^Nipata has 9 Jatakas,

5 of which (Nos. 455, 456, 458, 461, and 463) have more than

eleven Gs. The Dvadasa-Nipdta has 9 Jatakas, two of which

(No. 466 with 13 Gs., and No. 472 with 14Gs. in A., and one

Samodh&iia G. at the end) have more than twelve Gs. The
Terasa-Nipata has 10 Jatakas, 5 of which (Nos. 477, 479,

480, 482, and 483) have more than thirteen Gs. (generally

witdi V.)

Section *XIV, the Paki^^aka~Nipata, consists of 13
Jatakas,in which the number of Gs. varies from 15 to 47. This
Section with a mixed number of Gs. would, have n(j^ meaning
at all, if thjB other Sections had not been originally idtanded
to contain exactly as many Gs. as are indicated by«the title

the Section. For why should not all the Jataka*s wth
1 4 to 9 ^

01s. be in the Pakiwaka-Nipata,? Why is No. 382
with 17 Gs. in the.Cha-Nip8ta, or No. 422 with 15 Gs. in the
Attha-Nij)ata ? And why are Nos. 483, 489, 492, 498, 494,
and 496 (with 20 to 26 Gs.) in the Pakiwaka, and not in the
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•Vlsati-NipSta ? Why is No. 495 with*47 Gs. not in the Catklf-

sa-NipSta ?

The VUa^i-NipS^a consists of 14 J&takas .which ought to

have from 20 to 29 Gs., but No. 499 has 81, 536 has 44, and

507 has 80Gs. The (Krjisa Nipiita has lO J/ltakas, 3 of which

(Nob.614 to 516) have more than 39 (ts. Ihe*Ca^fAi(Ma>

NipSia has 5 Jstakas, 2 of which (Nos. *524, 525) have 51 Ghi.

The Panpjosa-Nip&ta has 8 JStakas, one of which (No. 627)

has 67Gs. The Sattati-Nip&ta has 2 Jstakas which ought

to have 70 to 79 Gs., but actually No. 531 has 92,. and 532

has 93 Gs. In the AsiU-NipMa with 5 Jstakas, we find 8

(Nos. 634, 636, 637) which have more than 90 Gs. There is

no reason why No. 534 with 103 Gs. and No. 537 with 123 Qs.

should not be included in the Maha-Nip^a, where we
,
find

No. 63ar with 120 Gs.

It is clear that this arrangement of the JStakas according

to the number of GsthSs cannot be based on our J&taka

Commentary. The probability is that there was an ancient

and canonical NTerse-Jstaka, which was thus divided in 22

Sections, and that this division was kept up in the Gommen'

tary, though in so very many cases the number of GfttbSs

no longer tallies with the titles of the Sections.

It is much to be regretted that circumstances prevented

Dr. Weller from ‘collating the Qfttbfts of all the three (reap,

four) MSS. with Fausbdll's edition of the Commentary. Only

when this work will have been accomplished, we shall be

able to see whether in the cases, where the Commentary notes

a differendS of reading between the ‘TSli’* and the Attha*

katb&*th§ G&th|b -MSS. agree with the one or with the

oth^. aAnd ^heu only will it be possible to see whether in

these (jtSthS mss. the number .of GsthSs agrees with the.

titles of the Nipfttas or with the number of^
GSthfls found ia

the Commentary.

At the present state of our kno.wledge we are hounii to

say that not only the prose but /tlso the Gfitbfts of tho

TTfttf^ss contain much that <did not belong tif.thf original
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Canonical JStaka dolleoCion. Fausbdll (JStaka edition, vol.

VI, Preliminary Remarks) tells us that for the MafiS*

Nipftta the Burmese Ms, offers a much enlarged text,

that in fact it. differs so much from the text offered

by the other two Mss. that he * would ‘‘‘advise some

scholar to give a separate edition of the MahR-NipSta

according to the Burmese redaction.'* This, too, shows,

how uncertain our text of the JStaka Book is, and how careful

we have to be when using the JStakas for the purpose

of historical research.

Nevertheless, it remains true that, on the whole, the

GftthSs have a much stronger claim to be regarded as canonical

than the prose of the jRtakas. According to the Buddhist

tradition of Ceylon the original Psli AtthakathSs were

translated into Sinhalese, and afterwards re-translat^d into

PRli by Buddhaghosa and others. The jRtaka-AtthavaQQanS

also is according to this tradition only a translation into FRli,

and a recast of a Sinhalese version of the original PSli JStaka-

AtthakathS. In the course of this work of translating and

re-translatlng, however, the Gathas remained in their original

Psli. If we accept this tradition, ^ the GSthSs arb of course

more original than the prose. In any case, the prose was

•I E. W. Burlingame (Journal of the Americah Oriental Society,

38, 1918, pp. 267f.) has declared this tradition to be “unreliable and
misleading,” For (1) Buddhaghosa and the compiler of the Dhamma*
pada Commentary drew, independently of each other, from common
Pali originals

; (2) the reader or compiler of the Jataka Commentary
copied both Stories of the Present and Storie’s of the fast from
canonical books and from Buddhaghosa’s commentaries, pnd (3)
Dhammapala drew in similar manner from Buddhaghosa’s ‘ cominen-
taries and fr6m the Dhammapada Commentary (cf. Burlingame,
Buddhist Legends frpm Dhammapada Commentary, Harvard Oriental

Series, voh 28, pp, 48fE, s6f.). But it is difficult to understand how
and “whj^ -such a tradition about the Sinhalese translations and re-

. translations should have arisen without any historical background.
On the otheiy hand, when we believe the tradition, it is only natural
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^Iwayn more exposed to changes and enlargements.

qnentiy it is nothing but the poor performance of some
interior writer, especially when, as is often tho case, no prose

is required at all. It is in the prose only thatallasiona

occur to . Ceyhou, and Aot infrequently it is at variance with

the GsthSs. The language of the Gftthiis, too, is more {^rchaic

than that of the prose. v

It is true that in some 0'g,takas, Gsthfts and prose form

a homogeneous whole. In many others, however, the proses

are nothing but useless oommenjiatorial accesEories. There-

fore the Jstakas cannot be taken as examples of the ancient

Indian AkhySna in the sense of the prose-and-verse type

of narrative, as Oldenberg understood it. Not one, but

several literary types are represented in the Jfttaka Collec-

tion. There are some Jstakas which were prose stories

with oyly one or two or a few verses containing either the

moral or the gist of the tale. In these cases it is likely

enough that the commentary has preserved more or less of

the old prose stories. Another type of Jstakas is that of

the Oampd in which the story itself is related alternately in

prose and -verse, in which case the commentary is often an

expansion of the original prose text. But there are other

Jstakas which originally consisted of GftthSs only : some of

them ballads in .dialogue form, others ballads in a mixture

of dialogue verses and narrative stanzas, others again epics

or fragments, and some even- mere strings of nforal maxims

to thitlk^hat the monks who translated from Sinhalese into FSlji would

take c|nonical and even uncanonical Pali texts, wherever they were

available*, from, the original Pali works, and not take the trouble of

translating them from Sinhalese. When we meet. with the same

stories in different commentaries, it is not necessary to assume that

the one has copied from the other. It is dlUre probable that they

were copied from the same pre-existing * sources. Mady. Jsjtakas,

especially the longer ones, probably exbted as . independent texts,

before they were included in a Commentary or Collection.
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on. some topic. In all. these cases the entire prose belongs

to the commentary.^

From all this it follows that when using any part of the

Jfttaka Book for historical purposes, we shall always have

to ask ourselves first, to which stratum of the tfext that part

belongs.

M. WiNTBBNm

The Authorship of the Nyayapraves'a

It should be noted, in view of the interest naturally

taken in the authorship of the NyayapraveSa, which has

been dealt with in an interesting paper by Mr. Vidhu-

sekhara Bhattacharya, (I. H. Q., Ill, pp^ 152-60) th*at Mr.

M, Tubianski in a paper on the authorship of the Ny&ya-

praveSa in the Bulletin de V Academic des Sciences de

I* UBSS (1927, pp. 975-82) contends that it is certain

that the NyHyapraveSa was not the work of .DignSga.

Writing without knowledge of Mr. Vidhusekhara Bhatta-

charya’s arguments, bis chief evidence lies in a comparison

of the Nyayadmra known from a Chinese version and the

NyUyapraveia, His arguments, however, are not wholly con-

vincing. ( 1 ) He points out that the NySyap’aveia adds some
fallacies of the thesis which are not found in the Nyayadv^ra;
this, of course, merely suggests difference of date of compo-
sition. (2 )

The dufanShhasas, 14 in number of the *NySya-
dvSra and even of the Pramamsamuccaya, are .onytted,

all that is valuable in them being subsumed under the
hetvSbhSsas asr in the Nyaycthindu of ipharmaklrti. Now
it may ‘readily be. admitted that the dU^anahUnas are
merely an. illegitimate, relic of the old NySya jati, and

.
• •

.1 Of. my article ‘Jataka’ in Hastings' Encyclopaedia of Religion
and Ethics, vol. rii, p. 492,
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that their dieappearauce is valuable, but there seems no good*

reason for denying that Dignftga himself advanoed to the*

p(Act of rejecting these types; difference of date again ex*

plains the situation. (8) The terminology is more lucid,

which again 'tnerely proves later date, as is| indicated also

by the improved form of exposition. (4) Of more importance

is the fact that Dharmakirti in his critfcism DignSga

in the NySyahindu uses the term iffavighMakrt in his

criticism in lieu of dharmaviie^avifia^tasSdhana, the

more effective name introduced in the Nyaya^'aveia.

Would this be possible if the Nyotyapraveia belonged to

Dignaga ? It seems to me that it certainly would; there

is no reason obvious why Dharmakirti should not have used

the older and more common name. AH the arguments,

therefore, from contents may be disposed of as inconclusive,

on the score that they are consistent with the Nyayapra-

veia being the later work. This view, it must be noted,

involves the rejection of Mr. Vidhusekhara Bhattacharya’s

argument (L H. Q., Ill, 156) that Dignftga in his comment

on his Pramay.asamuccaya refers to the Nyayapraveia

and not to the Nyayadvara, and of his view that Jinend*

rabuddhi in his comment on that work actually cites,

from the Nyayapraveia the definition pratyakqavji

kalpanapodham-, there is no real doubt that the NySyadvara

was used in the ^Prammasamuccaya, and the definition

is taken thence. Even if this proved not to be the

case, it would be necessary to remember that the

quotation is not absolutely assigned by Jinendrabuddhi .
to

the NySyadvSra (.understood by Mr. Vidhusekhara Bhat*

tacbar^a'as Nycip‘apraveSa) but to the NyayadvSrSdi. It

must also be adnfitted that the references to the NyUyopfCt’

vein* see*n in ICumftrila and Pftrthasftrathi Misra by Mr.

Vidhusekhara Bhattacharya (pp. *156, 157) are not conplusive

evidence, in the absence of any definite mention of that text

and of any proof that the doctrines citeSl are not fbund.,in

other parts of the writings of Dign^a. It •appears to. me,
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• therefore, that from the evidence adduced by Mr. Vidhu-

.B*ekhara Bhattacharya <ind Mr. Tubianski alike no certain

conclosion can be drawn.

The external evidence is declared by Mr. Tubianski to

support his dehial of DignSga’s authorship. (l)*The Chinese

tradition ascribes the Nyayotprwiict to SaAksrra SvSmin, and

it preserves both texts, while the Tibetan has only the JVySyo-

praveia, 'omitting the NyayadvUra. Presumably, therefore,

the Chinese had larger materials for ascription, and, since

they adopted the Nyayapravesa as the basis of their logical

studies, presumably knew the author. Xliis argument, how-

ever, omits to note that, of the two Tibetan versions of the

NySy(ipvao6ia one is based on the Chinese version of the

original, and it deliberately gives the name of the author

as Dign5go, This is certainly strong evidence that there

was a Chinese tradition whicli ascribed the text to DignSga,

and, therefore, derogates fatally from the conclusiveness of

the argument from the Chinese tradition, (2) I-Tsing’s list

of Dignftga’s works contains nothing that can' be identifed

with the Nyayapraveia. But that is hardly the case. No.

4 of I-Tsing’s list appears to be the SetudvaraSastra^ or

JSetuvidyadvara, and it is not enough to say that it cannot

answer to Nyayapraveia, “ as the last does not treat exclu-

sively of hetu.*’ There is decidedly more validity in Mr.
Vidhusekhara Bhattacharya’a declaration that SetudvSra and
NyayadvSra (equivalent to Nyayapraveia) mean the same
thing. Apparently, therefore, I-Tsing did know the Ny&ya^
praveia as well as the Nyayadvara, which is doubtless
meant by No. 6 in his list. (3) Mr. Tubianski ^Ids that
it is possible to explain the Tibetan bldnder, aslie calls it.

They knew of the Nyayadvara from DignSgVs owrf reference
to it in his comments on the Prarmttiasarrtuccaya, afid, as

I T^jere is no reasc^ to identify this with the Hetucakfdhafitcttu

.

only, \^ch, according to the History of Indian Logic, p. 300, n. 1, is

only*a part of the Nyayafravoffa^
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they had no version of it, the similarity of name induced th^
to Jbake j^a&kara SvSmin’s Nyd,yapraveSa for the NySyadvSra,

^

as is indicated by the style NySyapraveSadtSm given to one

of the Tibetan versions. This argument seems to possess

no cogency, a^d as a matter of fact there is not the *^1ightest

evidence of ignorance on the part of the Tibetans. On the

•contrary, the Tibetan index to the Bstau-bgyur, the Dkar-
ohag, expressly warns against confusing the J^fyUyapraveSa

with the NySyotdvSra, which shows that, if the two works

of the same general tencr by the same author were some-

times confused, critical opinion was perfectly aware of the

distinction. Nothing, therefore, can be made of this argu-

ment, nor is it necessary to suggest any ground why the

Chinese went wrong; as mentioned above, their mistake

was probably nob general.

Is there then anything to support the Tibetan tradition

of authorship ? Note should be made of N. D. Mironov’s con-

tribution, made accessible in the Garhe-Festgahe (1927, pp.

37-46), where he suggests two small points as supporting the

tradition of Tibet. The last verse of the Nyayapravefa,

runs

:

pad&rtkamcitram akhyatam adau dinmdtrasiddhaye

yeitra yuHir ayuhtir va sanyatra suvicarita.

Mr. Mironov suggests that in dinmettrasiddhaye we have

an allusion to Dihnkga’s name, and he thinks this may be

supported by the fact that Haribhadra in his comment on

anyatra writes Pramdf^asamuccayddau, Mr. Tubianski ob-

jects that Haribhadra’s remark merely proves that he

assumed •UTe author of the NyayapraveSet to be of the same

sohojj Ss l^ignSga, and this is true. But on the other hand,

the remark is specially apposite if the author really were Dig-

nSga, in which case it would be perfectly true and* very much

to the point. Nor is it quite legitimate to pass over the pos-

• sible play in diAmStrasiddhaye; it can carry no great* weight,

but it certainly improves Mr. Mironov's argument.

.

The results arrived at may be summed up as follows

:

IjaQ., MARCH, I9S8 3
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though largely negative, they represent all that can he said

wfth any approach . to’ certainty. The Nyayctdvara, preser*-

ved only in a Chinese rendering, is a work of Dignagu’s,

and was written before, and used by the author in, his Pra-

fnUi}a$amw!Caya and commentary. There is nothing in the

Nyd.yapraveia which is not compatible with the authorship

of DignS>ga, if we assume, as we are perfectly entitled

to do, that it was .written later than either of the two

works above mentioned, and embodies improvements

in minor detail. In any case it is essentially of the same

general type as his works, and can be* used with a high

degree of probability as setting forth his views. It is clear

that in Tibet it was ascribed to Dignaga; this was pro-

bably the case also to some extent in China, and the

most natural explanation of a remark of Haribhadra's

is that he thought the text on which he commented
was one of Dignaga’s, written after the

samuccaya, to which reference is made in the terra anyatra
used in the last line of the work. There is no difficulty in

holding that the work is equivalent to No. 4 in I-Tsing’s

list of DignSga’s works. Against the ascription to DignSga
there is but one matter of weight, the declaration of the

Chinese tradition which ascribes the Nyayaprave6a as trans-

lated to Safikara Svainin, and even that is not conclusive,

because, while, as we have it, the Chinese version of the

Ny&yaprayeaa ascribed to Hiueu-tsaug gives SaHkara Svainin

as the author, the Tibetan version derived from this Chinese

version^ gives Dignaga, suggesting that in the text known
to the Tibetan translator from Chinese this ascrij^-ion was
found. Moreover some weight attaches, to the faol ^that

Hiuen-tsaug is silent elsewhere regarding Sankara, S’v^min,

which is rather curious if he really translated an important

text of his.

‘i I\ was translated first by one and later by another Chinese monk
(see I*. H. Q., Ill, i6o).
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Even, however, the recovery of the Sanskrit version yf

the* NyUyapmveia leaves us hopelessly in the dark on many
.problems of the development of Indian lofrio. I remain

of opinion^ that the most satisfactory way of reading the

history of its development is to ascribe to DigbSga priority

over PrasastapSda, and to explain, as does Dr. Randle,*

*the references of DignSga to doctrines aot found* in the

VaUeyika SHtra but set out in the Pt^asfapUdabMijya, as

dealing with the doctrines of early commentators on the

Vai<Je§ika. That there were such has never been doubted by

any one; without them the BhS§ya would never have assu-

med its present form. I differ, however, from Dr. Randle* as

regards the question of DignSga’s doctrine of indissoluble

connection; VScaspati (p. 127) unquestionably denies that

on DignSga’s view there can be any indissoluble connection of

real things, but it is equally clear that DignSga himself denied

the connection of reals. What other meaning can be ascribed

to the famous passage : sarvo ’yam anutnammmeyavyavaMro

huddhyaru4henaiva dharmadharmibhavena na bahifysadasat-

tvam apgk^ate'i. DignSga appears to me in this passage, which

is unquestionably his, to declare clearly that all the relations

of probans and probanduni have nothing whatever to do

with external reality—which on his idealistic system* was

beyond knowledge if it had any existence at all—but depend

upon the intellect. That means, in the absence of any reason

to denj’ the obvious sense, that all the relations with which

we have to do are matters imposed by the intellect, and

accords adtnii’ably with the doctrine which regards the

intellecl) the essential reality. Dr. Randle holds tjrat there

is no*ewidenoe thait DignSga bases his doctrine of indissoluble

conndctio*h on ‘his idealism, but this evidence seems to me

1 Indian Logic and Atomism (1921).

2 Fragmetsts from Diilnaga, y. 6$. 3 pp. Jj, 54,.

4 For his thing-in-itself, see Stcherbatsky, pp. i53>.iS4i

; for his ultimate idealism, Keith, Buddhist Philosophy, p. 308.
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to be explicitly contained in the word huddhyUruiha, How
else could Dignfiga haTo expressed his doctrine ? Indeed

it would be very satisfactory if other logicians had given

us anything half so explicit.

It seems firrther to me still proper to a^ue that it is

probable that tl^e doctrine of indissoluble connection was

derived by PrasastapSda from a school in which that doctrine

had a natural right to exist. It appears to be impossible

to deny that such a doctrine has such a right to exist from

the standpotnt of such a system as that of Dignftga; the

denial of the NySya school has no cogency for us, nor has

it any relevance to the question whether it was from DignSga
that Praiastapada derived the doctrine of indissoluble con-

nection, which inevitably assumed a very different aspect

in its relation to the Vaisesika as a realistic system. We
are unlikely ever to have any conclusive evidence for ascrib-

ing to DignSga the origin of the doctrine of indissoluble

oofinection, since it may have been evolved by a JBuddbist pre-

decessor, but there is sufficient evidence to show that he de-
veloped it, and, as it admirably suits an idealistic, position, the
probability that it is a Bauddha doctrine is extremely great.
We cannot safely assume that it is an accident that Uddyo-
takara in his attack on the doctrine of aviruihhava associates
it with DignSga, and assign the fact to “his normal habit of
Ignoring Vailejika logic.” It is equally legitimate to hold, and
indeed far. more probable, that DignSga was attacked because
he wa,s, if not the inventor, the protagonist in the exposition
and defence of the doctrine. It is well to remember, that
philosophic doctrines emerge often from m<;fe than '^e mind,
and the origination is in many cases wholly impossible of
determination. But an idealist school is a. more^ naAural
^uroe^ of a. doctrine of indissoluble connection than a realist.
Dr. Randle indeed seems to hold (p. 26) that the Buddhist
logic classified inference “according as they are based on the
real refatiops of causalitjr and identity," thus agreeing with
one Interpretation of Sutra, ix. 2, i, but the term
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“real” appears to me to be wholly iaappUpable to the Bdcip

dhist view. The relatione are clearly dependent on buddhi

and in no sense real, as they doubtless are on thp Vaile^ika

view. As I* pointed out,^ writing before the classification

of inferences was know^ to be found in.Digbkga*s PrtmStfCh

tamuecaya,* the classification is in no wise in disagreement

with the essential doctrine laid down by Dignftga. Any
other interpretation reduces Dign5ga*s*view to hoplaas con-

fusion.

While the question of the in\ nation of the trairi^>y<», or

three canons of syllogism, is not essentially bound up with the

issue of priority of discovery of the doctrine of indissoluble

connection, it seems to me that the effort’ to ascribe it to the

Vaide^ika school is implausible. Pra^astapSda cites memorial

verses, in which the doctrine is asserted to be held by Kftfya-

pa, which means, of course, KapSda,^ the author to whom
the Vmiefika Stitra is ascribed. It is ai‘gued that the ef-

frontery of such a claim, if the doctrine was really a Buddliist

innovation, would be incredible. But this is to ignore the

mode of thought prevalent in the schools. Happily an illus-

tration is available
;
Sugiura tells us that Dignftga ascribes

the doctrine of the nine reasons, which follows from the

trairupya, to Socmock, i.e., Ak^apSda, though it is patently

not to bo found in the NySya Siitra. In truth the most that

can be said for the Sutras of the two schools is that there

is a hint of the trairupya in the NySya, v, 1, 34; and in the

classification of fallacies in the Vaifefika. It was ^uite

enough for Prasastapftda that the explicit doctrine could be

fitted,itf<!^ his system, and it would have been impossible for

him, %to .from the spirit shown by both schools in

their wtitings, to accept anything as given by the Buddhist

philosophy. Here .again the simple explanatidh is that Dig-

I Indian Logic and Atomism, p. 103.

3 History of IntKan Logic, pp. 280, 28n

3 Fragmentsfrom DHmSga, pp. .66, 67. . 4 P' \
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formulated clearly jvhat was implicit in some degree

in both Sfitras, and that PrasastapSda took it over, without

the willingness to admit his appropriation.

Nor ana I oouvinced* that the Vaiie^ika Sutrar, i, 2, 8 does

not teach the ’subjectivity of the universal; certainly i, 2, 8

does not negate that doctrine and the obvious meaning of

sSmanyaiji viSe^a iti huddhyapeh^am requires much explain-

ing away, which doubtless it receives later. It is quite cor-

rectly pointed out elsewhere (p. 71) that the doctrine of the
real universal does not appear to be organically related to

the Yaise^iika realism, and that even FralastapSda does not
connect the doctrine of real predicables with the VaiiSesika
realism of the universal; It appears to me, therefore, as
probable that this doctrine of the real universal was not held
by Kai^da, and tixat, though adopted by his scnool, it proved
intractable and was only in part assimilated by his system.
No j^work more than the V%i6esiha Sutra gives the impres-
sion that the tradition of the school was very far from
accurate.

A. Beeriedale Keith

I Pragmtn^from Di'krMga.u,^,
• •’



The Relation between Pali and Ardhaniagadhl

In the issue of the Indian Historical Quarterly for Septem-

ber, 1925 (vol.’I, no. 8),'Prof. A. B. Keith, m.a., d.o.l., while

summarising the various views regardihg '.he
^
origin of

Pali, the language of the Southern Buddhists, supports the

theory that the Pali canon represents iii part texts composed

in ArdhamSgadhl. Geiger, says he, regards Pali as we

have it, as in essence, a Koine or a literary language based

upon Ardbam8gadhl, while Liiders merely holds that it is

a western dialect into which ArdhamSgadhl works have

been translated. He also refers to the view that Pali is

actually a variety of ArdhamSgadhl. Liiders suggests that

the oldest Buddhist scriptures were composed in Old Ardha-

mSgadhl.

A comparative study of the earliest texts^^ of both

these literatures, no doubt, reveals the factJiial^^ere

is a close resemblance in thought and^tianner of

expression, that several ideas are found to be common

and, what is more striking that they use similar

expressions.^ Inspite of a few ArdhamSgadhisms like

wTfflrt VT VT, it is to be doubted whether

this theory held, by several scholars of high repute can

be supported by the evidence adduced by the ArdhamSgadhl

texts of the Jain canon and the Psli texts of the Buddhists.

It may be proved, on the contrary^ that the Prakrit dialect

known as^ArdhamSgadhl marks a later stage in the develop^

ment* of the prdcess of corruption of Sanskrit 'Words, and

thsl 'PSli marks ihe earliest stage of corruption reaching as

far * as the times of the Vedic or middle Sanskrit, inasmuch

as we find in PSli many grammatical forms that are derived

from Vedic Sanskrit but are absent in th« later or classical

I See my contribution to the Sir A^hutosh Meniprial Volume,

part II, no, 6,
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Sanskrit*. The similarity in words or expressions in both

these literatures oAn be explained by saying that perhaps thu'

ArdbainSgadhI literature borrowed from Pali. At any rate,

the ArdhamSgadhi words or expressions, used to, convey the

same thought as found in Pftli, decidedly point to a stage

farther from Vedic Sanskrit and nearer to modern vernaculars

than F&H.

Let us, therefore,, examine the whole question of the

relation between Psii and ArdhamagadhI from different points

of view, e.g., phonology, grammar, vocabulary, nearness to

vernaculars and other literary evidences, if any.

Let us now first take up the question of phonology.
Out of the vowel and consonant sounds in Sanskrit we
have lost in Psli the vowels w, w, ^ and A the visarga and
the consonants *r and v only. The remaining vowel and con-
sonant sounds are the same as in Sanskrit. It is only in connec-
tion with the sounds mentioned above and the sounds de-
noted by.conjunct consonants that the process of simplification
started in But in ArdhamagadhI we find that the process
of simplificatioh is carried much farther. Several consonants
are softened into vowels or semi-vowels. The non-initial
w,ii,v,9i, a, ? are often found to be substituted by vowels or
Uie semi-vowel «r

; non-initial w, v, v, ^ and n are changed
into V

; the non-initial v is changed into the semi-vowel w
;

and vr are often interchanged, while ift PgU , remains
unchanged except in conjunct consonants ; non-initial it, or z
.8 changed into w

; „on-initiai , into , ; initial , also is
sometimes found to be changing into oi. The final conso-
nants like fir, ft or ft are often softened iuto t

. thesechanges afe met with in one or the other, of later Printswherem the process of softening of consonants or* of 'sound
simplification .is carried on, on a much wider scale In ‘the

r lj cases some of the changes
ref.ir.d to .boy. are Ipuud .adin«>mo th.y .r.not,o. K,
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vf^*, are found side by side with <>ra i^), ftm
j *tT^, ^Nrc with w, Pirf%% wiftin ; ftwfir,

with ftwf,

This shows that the dialect was still ii> a transitional

stage and th^ rules that became rigijl latSr on were not

yet obligatory. But this much is certain (that the way to

the softening process of consonants (whi^^h did not exist in

Pali) was opened and that itself Is a sign of a later develop*

noent.

Let us now turn te anothc; point, that of grammar.

It is often considered to be a chief characteristic ot

Ardhamagadhi, that the nominative singular of masculine

nouns ending in ^ ends in v- But a close examination of oven

Old ArdhamSgadhl texts like Ayarahga, Suyagadahga reveal

the fact that there aVe several forms ending in 'Ht of the nomi-

native singular of masculine words ending in w>6.g., "wl

WBwnir; ’swt 'nfsoat ft'irret

tfv'fl ; ’Star airiwl , etc. Sometimes in one and the same

expression we find the forms ending in v as well as Vt.

BKf’it ^ eft’ll’ This is another illustration

that confirms the view expressed above that the ArdhamS-

gadhl had not yet attained stability and that is probab ly

why the Prakrit grammarians could not codify the rules for

this stage of Ardhamagadhi which is styled by them as Ar^a.

In Pali Grammar (nominative plural of t^) corresponds

to and corresponds to ftfk; of Vedic Sanskrit. This

fw: termination of the instrumental plural is not found in

Ardhamagadhi. Atmanepada forms are still used in Pali,

though yjeir use* is much restricted when compared with

their 0®® Sanskrit. In Ardhamagadhi no trace is left of

the ;saii»e. Iq, Pali there are still three forms of the past

tense, theoretically^ as given, by grammarians, and the

augment is still present, though optionaj.. In A.M*., there

is only one past tense and there is no trace .of the >augment

The infinitive termination andjgerund terminations^ ’Pi,

wr in Pali are traced to Vedic ^ ,

MARCH, 1928 4
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• In ArdhamSgadbl it is found that several of the gramma'

Seal forms have been ‘derived from Pali or from Sanskrit

through Pali, We- cannot expect the forms

wimi and to have come into existence unless they

had passed -through the stage of Pali forms

atflewt, wwi and respectively just as A.M. words like

cannot be 'traced to except through Pali The

potential terminations* are just derived from Pali

traim ; is derived from The passive forma

st*Hf 5xri, fimv cannot but be derived from Pali

firarilr and The present tens4*form me* is also to

be traced to Pali «wef?r. The gerunds vifenro, «i'*% and

the infinitives wtflv, vftmv, ?r?‘ are to be traced to Pali

forms with the inffnitive terminations ai, atH, g»r and or t‘

The forms am can be traced to BBg and *nf?t which are the

same both in Sanskrit and Pali. The causal forms

etc. are obtained by simply changing the v of^ into V i

Thus from this point of view also it is clear, that A. M.
is decidedly of a later stage than Pali,

Let us now examine the vocabulary of similar words in

Pali and A.M.

Pali, A. M. Pali. A.M.
rvtfrft

tnwtt

mrr w
titiifwr

spi >rrvT^

VT’niftram mttittra

VTO qrt

tv

(w.v-) at

BV orBV'
WT art

>4 4 • 01
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Pali A.M. Pali A.M**

•n^ *nf»

ftnjjtft

HT^or

»nnwt^ ’Rlf^
*

Now what do we find from thie* comparative table of

similar words given above ? Do not the A. M. words show

that they are the same aa Pali wc” Is except with the phonetic

changes undergone in A. M. ?

Let us further examine the vocabulary from another point

of view, viz., nearness to modern vernaculars.

Sanskrit Pali A. M. Marathi

'<WnT.

?nmr nwpir jranr ?rant

•RfW iigpir S’ltw

fhw»nft fhWTft

*1*: 5*

wz W«IT»

q?Rn ROTra

wf?f vtv % [wr5|o], En

Rsrfff fsv 8 (?) am

'sfaf ^jfar wift [vrdi*]

ftwff

vRi w
?nRi StH snt

vng PTfW »rtl

WtRl wre’ VKt

«<ii9 .

^
firt

ftr»rt

WT
w’lffftm

(inmates the hArein)

^5^ WTO, .
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Sanskrit Pali
•

A.M. Marathi

SJ
[Hindi]

'VE

or iTTPm

vn, [»(m, vmff]

^vs •• ’ipirff

«T [Hindi]

N
'3i*l

Now what do we fiud from all these illustrationa ? Do
we not find that ArdhamagadhI words are nearer to modern

vernaculars like MarSthi, Hindi, etc. and that the Ardha-

niSgadhl forms an intermediate stage like the Prakrit between

Pali and vernaculars ? In fact, it is found impossible to

arrive at the Ardhumagadhi form except through Pali. This

also makes it abundantly clear that Pali is a very early stage

of corruption, and the same developed later on into Ardha-

mSgadhl or Prakrits.

Now in. the face of this evidence adduced by the facts

mentioned above, can we for a moment believe that PSli is a

variety of ArdhamSgadh! or that it is based upon Ardha-

mSgadhl, or that it contains translations froyi A.M. ^
Now lef us see whether we have got ar..y other external

evidence, literary or otherwise.

ArdhamSgftdhl is proved to be a later dialect from other

sources also. lu the NstyasSstra of Bharata [XVII, 48, 50j,

mention w made of'it ajid it is said to be spoken by Cetas,

prindes tind^merchants. There is no dialect mentioned in

this 'or other works on grammar with which Psli can be
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said tc be identified. It is of course trfiditionally called MSga-.

dbd, but the characteristics of the same raeutioued iu books

on grammar or found in dramatic works are not to be traced

in what is new called Pali, which is indeed* comparatively

a very later term. Eveij Buddhaghosa (5th centuray A. C.),

in chapter 14 of Visuddhimagga. calls* Msgadhi as the

natural language and calls it as the orij^inal language of all

beings/ just as the Jains belie\ed Ardl.amagadhl to be the

language of gods and rsis. Has I'Sli then undergone such

radical changes that it cannot b -* identified with any of

the specific Prakrits mentioned by grammarians ? Was it a

spoken language at all, or was it merely a literary dialect

as some scholars believe ?

We have got an important evidence on the last point from

K&tyayana and Patanjali, who, according to Dr. R.G. Bhan-

darkar, lived in the 1st quarter of the 4th century B.C. (the

period of Nandas, that is traditionally ascribed to him) and

the middle of -the 2nd century B. C. respectively. Mention is

made of incorrect or corrupt forn»s like ’Rpi. vssftt. ^
(which very nearly agree with Pali forms) which had come into

use ainong.the uneducated people.* Thus the spoken language

of the uneducated people of the times of Katyayana and Patan-

jali was Pali or whatever it may have been called then. “The

actual formation of this language”, says Dr. Bhandarkar,

“must be dated some centuries earlier still, since in its verb 'it

represents the middle Sanskrit of Yaska and PaijiniJi.e.,of the-

8th century B.C.”. Yaska notices varieties of Sanskrit words

but does not refer to any apabhrarriSas or corruptions’

perhaps because ki his time they had not attained any im-

portence. .‘‘After ^is time, however, say in the 7th or 6th

centijry B.C., the elaboration of this language, Pali or low

1 Visuddli/magga,

p. 343 > Sinh. edition by Rev. Bikkhu A. P. Biiddhaflatta, 191^. •

2 See JUiandarkar^s Wilson Philological Lecturfe, F^.^94 T Patafi-

jalPs Mahabha^ya (Benares edition, Samv^^ I 927)» vol. II| 9*234,

Vartika 820 on PaninPs As^adbyayT, 9, 3, 9/
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Samskrit, began in.a decided manner and the language conti-

nued to be spoken up to the time of Patanjali.'*^ Otherwise

Ootama Buddha and his disciples could not have used this

language in the 5 th century B.C. as a vehicle “of expression

at their preaching.

This Pali was of course undergoing changes as spoken

language from time to time ( though it retained its original

form in literature for & long time) according to the different

characteristics of the provinces and peoples. Even the

language of the Asokau Inscriptions of the 3rd century B. C.

does not agree with that of the Pali canon and it further

reveals the provincial peculiarities. These provincial pecu-

liarities were for sometime not rigid and Prakrit was

in an unstable condition like Ardhamagadhi shown above, but

ultimately they were petrified and thus led to the specific

Prakrits like Maharasfrl, Sauraseni, MSgadhI and Paisac!

in the early centuries of the Christian era. So this Jilagadhl

could not possibly have the same characteristics- as those of

Pali or the earliest Apabhramsa dialect in Northern India,

which may have been called Magadhl, as tradition puts it,

simply because it was used in the country of Magadha, the

province of his life work, by the great religious reformer

Gotama Buddha.

Thus from the evidences given above-^phonology, gram-

mar, the relation of A. M. vocabulary with that of Sanskrit,

Pali and vernacular (Marathi) and the evidence given by
EatySyd'U^ ^^nd Patanjali, we come to the conclusion that

Pali was the earliest stage of Prakrit and that A. M. came
much late.r on. Therefore to say that Rili was ^s€^ upon
Ardhamagadhi or that Pali canon re^esents iranslation

from Ardhamagadhi or that Pali is a variety of Ardha-
magadhi is sfmply unthinkable.

P. V. Bapat

1 See Bhandarkar’s W^son Philological Lecture, pp. 301 f.
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A Copper-plate Charter of the Haihaya King

^aharanaka Batnadeva 11 of the

Cedi year 878

Sheorinarayan is a thriving town oi the left back ot the

Mahanadi, in the Bilaspur district, Chhattisgarh, C. P. It was
for many years the head-quarters of the present Janjgir

Tahsil, but since the MahSnadl flood in the year 1885

which damaged the- official records, it is no naore so. Since

then the beautiful village of Janjgir, which boasts of a richly

ornamented though incomplete shrine, a monumrat of

immense architectural intereot attributed to the 12th century

A. C., has become the head-quarters of the now defunct

Sheorinarayan Tahsil.

There are two inscriptions in Sheorinarayan itself : one is

incised on a stone- slab built into the plinth of the temple of

Candracudesvara and is dated the Cedi year 917 (A.O. 1165) ;

the second inscription records the installation of an image of

a warrior named Satpgrarna Simha and is dated the Kal&curi

year 898 (A. C. 1146). The ancient and beautiful temple of

god Sheorinarayan is well-known in Chhattisgarh. On the

Purnima day of the Ikikgha a fair is held every year when the

pilgrims consider ll sacred to bathe in the Mab&nadl ajid

to have a dorian of the gods Sheorinarayan and Candra-

cudesvara Siva.

The plates which 1 am going to describe are in the posse.-

ssion of Pandit ^HSmacandra Trivedi, malgujar, the head

priq8tt>f the Shqorinarayan temple. They are two m number

and. contain inscriptions on one side only. These plates are

historically important for the following three reasons, viz.,

(1) the absence o’f the figure of Gsjalak|ml which gjsnerally

occurs on such seals,

(2) the use of the word ‘Mahariii^aka’ witli '^he iiarhc of

the king on the seal and
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• (3) the qualifying word Bahko in meationiug

Tutfimafta.
'

,

’

Besides the above, the text of the inscriptions as it stands

in the present, charter diflfers altogether fron\ that of the

Sarkhon Copper-plate Inscription dated Cedi year 880 of the

same king. No seal was found with fearkhon plates, but king

Ratnadeva is described in that record as

Our present plates ase strung with a bold ring bearing the

seal of the king. The seal, as stated above, appears to be

unusual in two main points. The figure of Gajalaki^ml, as one

finds on the seal attached to the charters tJf king Prthvideva

II, does not occur in the present case. The seal contains the

word “Mahara^iaka” with the royal name “^rlmadratnadeva”

which is, no doubt, a new thing in this charter. The inscrip-

tion on the seal reads as follows :

Mahara^aka

Srlmadratuadeval.i.

The letters are bold and well formed. The characters of

the charter are Devanagari of the 12th century A.,C.

As stated above the Sarkhon plates of this king (Ratna-

deva II) are without a seal as the seal yas missing when the

plates were discovered about 10 years \qro. It is, therefore,

difficult to say wliether all the seals of this king were like the

present one. If in the seal of king Prthvideva I, discovered

at Amoda (Bilaspur Dist.), GajalaksmI figure finds a place, the

absence of that figure in this case must have some good reasons.

The charter is written in Sanskrit verses except the

salutation in the beginning and the date iii'tbe end,which«are

in prose.

The Plattf no. I contains. 13 lines qf 8^ verses and the

Plate n|>. II 13 lipes 9|- verses.

not fin^ thff name of the composer of the verses or

of their euaraver. The.Verses are not numbered.*9 ^
The charter records ''the grant of a village named Ti^ierl
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situated in the Anarghavalll-vi^ya to one NarSyaija darma^.
who was the son of Tribhuvanap&la and the grandson of

SilSditya of the Farasara gotra, a student of the Sftmavoda

having 3- pravaras, on the occasion of a 'lunar jclipse.

Anarghavalll is mentioned twice in the ^arkhen plates

(dated 880 Cedi ora). In the 20th sloka^ ft is described as

a Map.dala and in the last sloka® as the head quarters

of the Majjdala. Both Jaindera(^^ ) and 'Anarghavalll (wfTit)

ftientioned in the Sarkhon Pla^'es are no.v untraceable in

the Bilaspur District.

The charter is dated Bhadta Sudi 5th, Sunday, Cedi

Sarnvat 878. In line 9 of the 1st plate, we have

II Tummaija is mentioned in the Kharoda inscription*

dated 933 Cedi year as well as in other stone-slab inscriptions

discovered in the Bilaspur district but there is no such word

as coupled with the name Thus the use of the word

^ is a new thing in this record.

The genealogy of the donor of this charter is given as

follows :

In the racej'of the Moon was horn king Haihuya, whose

descendaub*was the famous Karttavirya. In his family there

was a king called Xokalla who had 18 sons. The eldest of them

became the lord of Trl^purl while the younger brothers were

made Ma^dRlikas. I’Tom the younger brother of the lord of

Tripurl, Kalihgaraja, the chief of Babko TuramSba, there was

born king Kamalar&ja, whose son* was Ratuaraja and grandson

%

ii^°ii

iwji ii

The use of the word ^ in the present line may be noted.

I.if.Q., MARCH, 1928 5
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• (3) the qualifying word Bahho (*f^) in tiientioniug

' Tuf[mMfia.

Besides the above, the text of the inscriptions as it stands

in the present, charter differs altogether fronq that of the

Sarkhon Copper-plate Inscription dated Cedi year 880 of the

same king. No seal was found with fearkhou plates, but king

Ratnadevn is described in that record as

Our present plates aae strung with a bold ring bearing the

seal of the king. The seal, as stated above, appears to be

unusual in two main points. The figure of GajalaksmI, as one

finds on the seal attached to the charters (Tf king Prthvldeva

II, does not occur in the present case. The seal contains the

word “Maharapaka” with the royal name ‘‘!§rlmadratnadeva”

which is, no doubt, a new thing in this charter. The inscrip-

tion on the seal reads as follows :

Mahara^aka

Srlmadratuadevah.

The letters are bold and well formed. The characters of

the charter are Devanagarl of the 12th century A.,C.

As stated above the Sarkhon plates of this king (Ratna-

deva II) are without a seal as the seal yas missing when the

plates wei-e discovered about 10 years It is, therefore,

difficult to say whether all the seals of this king were like the

present one. If in the seal of king Prthvldeva I, discovered

at Amoda (Bilaspur Dist.), GajalaksmI figure finds a place, the

absence of that figure in this case must have some good reasons.

The charter is written in Sanskrit worses except the

salutation in the beginning and the date iii'the end,which,are

in prose.

The Plat^ no. I contains. 13 lines qf 8^ verses and the

Plate n|>. II 13 lipiss 9^ verses.

5&/de not (inil thff name of the composer of the verses or

of their rngtaver. The.Verses are not numbered.

The charter records ''the grant of a village named Ti^eri
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situated in the Anarghavalll-vi^aya to oue NSrSya^a^arma^*
who was the son of Tribhuvanapftla and the grandson of

^ilSditya of the ParSiSara gotra, a student of the SSmavieda

having 3- pravaras, on the occasion of a 'lunar uclipse.

Anarghavalll is mentioned twice in the ^arkhen plates

(dated 880 Cedi era). In the 20th sloka^ His described as

a Mandela and in the last sloka^ as the head quarters

of the Ma^dala. Both Jaipdera ) and 'Anarghavalll (wW’nSt)

mentioned in the Sarkhon Plates are now untraceable in

the Bilaspur District.

The charter is dated Bhadra Sudi 5 th, Sunday, Cedi

Sarpvat 878. In line 9 of the 1st plate, we have

gvasHj^: n TummSpa is mentioned in the Kharoda inscription®

dated 933 Cedi year as well as in other stone-slab inscriptions

discovered in the Bilaspur district but there is no such word

as coupled with the name Thus the use of the word

is a new thing in this record.

The genealogy of the donor of this charter is given as

follows :

In the racej'bi the Moon was born king Haihaya, whoso

• descendant'was the famous Karttavirya. In his family there

was a king called Kokalla who had 18 sons. The eldest of them

became the lord of Tr^url while the younger brothers were

made Ma9dalikas I'rora the younger brother of the lord of

Tripurl, Kalihgaraja, the chief of Banko TummSpa, there was

born king Kamalaraja, whose son* was Ratnaraja and grandson

*

. UWT gVitmWvnrari

ftiftwTvmibuui M/

«

3 wnwuv ug: srftnpg<rfJr4#'iuvnrthi

gwmifiRftf; gatw surer; ^torerereta; h

The use of the word itw vt in the present line may be noted.

I.{f.Q., MARCH, 1928 5
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^lihvldeva. Prthvldev^’s son was Jajalladeva, whose son was

Ratnadeva II, the donor of the present charter.

I give the text of the inscription below.

mnt n
.

?qfpT^^?rwT^: iirm^Wfs^ ii

^^fWnrfirt ftwaim ii

8 ^irrtPtwT^ i

^ fifH5qkf^ I

flT^f%^rT»pirfw ^sTf^ H

®!Fsr8i^TO ^Tpprf^m:

<1 Tftsnrm^ftTTFm^fipfff

n^: ^ji
ii

^«^fiff^7I7I37f WTlftmTTTl Vi\ II





Soul of Maluvranaka Srimacl Ratiiadeva



35A (^pper-plate charter of "^E haihaya ^ing

U ^Nw yi‘<tp?|g^n : i

I

•

It

* ^•i4^ltPi<i^

?i1%f RTORRWWSFI?[ II

U ^ R; RPwwftRR RR^ I

W tft SRJMPM^ tRRit RjJrRiMt H

U flRR wi RIR’ Rf%5WlR^1*r R I

RR!%n»tRWR RRlfH RflRt RR?l II

U RPl RNIRt RW HftRaftR I

Rit Rfvft «IH RRIt fif RR^ RRI 11

^9 RRRIRRR^RRRKnjRRRIRRi: I

RpiRTRRf f^nfiPi m' RPn': fcRT: ii

l« RJRRt RRRRf RI Rt R^ R^RR^ i

Rffe’ R<tRRRnftl ftWRt RIR^t Wft: II

^jm«:«eRn5flfR UR’ftl

tft

L, P. Pandeta



Philosophy of Vasuhandhu in Vimktika and Trimsika

The scheiiie of Vedanta philosop^iy is surprisingly similar

to the idealism • of Vasuhandhu (280-360 a.d.) as taught in

his Vir{i6atiha with a short commentary of his own and'

Trirriiiha with a commentary of Sthiramati on it.^ Accord-

ing to this VijnSnavSda (idealism) of Vasuhandhu all

appearances are but transformations of the principle of

consciousness by its inherent movement and none of our

cognitions are produced by any external objects which to

us seem to be existing outside of us and generating our ideas.

Just as in dreams one experiences different objects in differ-

ent places and countries without there being any objective

existence of them or as in dreams many people may come

together and perform various actions, so wh at seems to be

a real world of facts and external objects may well be ex-

plained as mere creations of the principle of intelligence

without any objective basis at all. All that we know as

subjective or objective are mere ideation (vifnapti) and

there is no substantive reality or entities corresponding

to them, but that does not mean that pure non-conceptual

(anabhilapyenatmana) thought which the saints realise is

also false.® It is possible that the awareness of anything

may become the object of a. further awareness, and that of

another, but in all such cases where the awareness is

• significant {arlhavati) there are no entities or reality as

represented by them • but this should not be interpreted

as a denial of the principle of intelligence or pure kaow-

1 Vijfiaptiimtramsiddhi containing two treatises of Vimsattka
and Tr}V[iMka, Pajis 1925.

2 Y» bUair 4hartKa'mm svabhavo grahyagrahakadih parikalpitas

tend Jvdpitendtmand te§5ni nairatmyarri na tvanabhUapyehdtmand yo
buddhanam vmya iti. Commentary on Virpsikd, p. 6.
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ledge such. Vasabandhtt then undertakes to sheer

the peroeptnal evidence of the existence of the objective

world cannot be trusted. He says tha*' taking visual

perception as an example we may ask ourselves if the objects

of the visual perception are one as a .whole or many as

atoms. They cannot be mere wholes, for wholes would imply

parts; they cannot be of the nature of atoms for such atoms

are not separately perceived; they cannot be of the nature

of the combination of atoms, for the existonce of atoms can-

not be proved. ^ For if six atoms combine from six sides, that

implies that the atoms have parts, for if six atoms combine

with one another at one identical point, it would mean that

the combined group would not have its size bigger than that

of an atom and would therefore be invisible. Again if the ob-

jects of awareness and perception were only wholes, then suc-

cession and sequence would be unexplainable and our percep-

tion of separate and distinct things would remain unaccount-

able. So, though they have no real objective existence, yet

perception leads us to believe that they have. People are

dreaming the 'world of objects in the sleep of the instinctive

roots ot th^ habit of false imaginative construction (vUathav^-

alpabhpSsavcimnanidrai/S) and in their dreams they construct

the objective world and it is only when they would become

awake with the transcendent indeterminate knowledge {lohotU

* aranirvikalpajHanalahh9t prabttddho bhavati) that they would

find the world-construction to be. as false as the dream-con-

struction of diverse appearances. In such a view there is

no objective material world and our cognitions are not inllu^

enoed Jby outside pbjeots
;
how then are our minds influenced

by geo^ instructions and associations, and since none of us

havev any real, physical bodies, how can one kill another P

Vasubandhu explains^ this by the theory that the thought-

currents of one person can sometimes deteripine the tbpught-

1 NSpi te vi^^hkavatUi, yasmit

yarri na sidhytai.
' p. 7.
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'wlrjroote of another. Thus the idea of killing of a certain

type may produce such a dbturbance of the vital powers ,of

another as to produce a cessation of the continuity of one’s

thought-processes which is called death. ^ So .also the good

ideas of one may influence the ideas of another for good.

In the TfvupMkSi of Vasubandhu and its commentary by

Sthiramafi, this idealism is more clearly explained. It is said

that both the soul (or.the knower) and all that it knows as

subjective ideas or as external objects existing outside of us

are but transformations of pure intelligence (vijMnapariitama).

The transformation {paTitiawa) of pure '' intelligenoe means

the production of an effect different from that of the causal

moment simultaneously at the time of the cessation of the

causal moment.* There is neither externality nor subjectivity

in pure intelligence, but still these are imposed on it {vij^na-

svarupe pankalpita eva alma dharmaSca). All erroneous

impositions imply that there must be some entity which is

mistaken as something else. There cannot be erroneous im-

positions on mere vacuity ; so these erroneous impositions of

various kinds of external characteristics, self etc. have to

be admitted to have been made on the transformations of

pure intelligence.® Both Vasubandhu and Sthiramati re-

pudiate the suggestion of those extreme idealists who deny
also the reality* of pure intelligence on grounds of interde-

1 ParavifhaptivKesMhipatyU paresam jxvitendriyavirodkim kacit

vtkriya utpadyate yayS sabhagosataativicchedakhyarr*. maravMm bhavati,

Viril&atika^ p. 10.

2 Karanak^annti'odhasamakaldh kara'ruik^'i^vUak^iyakafyasya

atmalabkahparinamah. Sthiramati’s Commentarjj*on Tnrfibiiafp. 16.

3 Upacatasya ca nttudharasyasafubhavad avaiydtp, vijl^ttapartTMtuo

vastuto'sty upagantavyo yatra atmadharmopacardh pneoarttate. Na hi
niraspadS mrgatrmhadaydh. Ibid. Compare. Sankara’s Commentary
on GaudapSda’s Katika,

4 ThUs LafikavatSrI, one of the most important works on Bud-
dhisticideaKsm, denies the real transformation of the pure intelligence

of Slayavijfiana, See Laiikavafira, p. 46.
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peodeuot' or relativity (tamorti). Yasubandlm holds that*

ptfre oonsoioasoess (vij&aj^imStratS) is the ultimate reality.

This ultimate oonsoiousness is a permauent entity which

by its inhereift power (iahi) undergoes threefold transforms*

tion as the inherent indeterminate inner changes {tipSha)

which again produce the two other kinds of transformation

as the inner psychoses of mental operations {manana) and

as the perception of the so-called external sensibles {oi§aya-

The apprehension of all appearances or charac-

terised entities (dhqrma) as the cognised objects and that

of selves and cognisers, the duality of perceivers and the

perceived is due to the threefold transformation of vipftka,

manana and vi^ayavijhapti. The ultimate consciousness

(vij^ptimStra) which suffers all these modifications is called

iilayavijnSna in its modified transformations, because it is

the repository of all experiences. The ultimate principle of

consciousness is regarded as absolutely permanent in itself

and ie consequently also of the nature of pure happiness

{sukha), for what is not eternal is painful and this being

eternal is happy. ^ When a saint’s mind become fixed

{prati^thitW) in this pure consciousness (mfHapHmatra), the

tendency of dual thought of the subjective and the objective

(ffrShyagrcihahaHUiaya)’ ceases and there dawns the pure

indeterminate (nirmkalpa) and transcendent {lokottara)

consciousness. It is a state in which the ultimate pure

consciousness runs back from its transformations and rests

in itself It is divested of all afflictions (kleia) or touch

of vicious tendencies and is therefore called anSsrava. It

is unth'^kable and undemonstrable because it is on one hand

pure** self-consciousness (pratyStmavedya) and omniscience

(sarvhjncUS) as* it is divested of all limitationi {Smraya)

t Dhruvo nityatvat ak^ayataySi sukho .nityatvid eva yadonttyar^

tad dukkkenp, ayanyy ea nitya iti asmat tukkaii, Slhiramatfs codunen-

tary on Trvfe&^% p. 44.
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•ihd on the other head* it ia unique in iteelC^ This pure

oonsoiousness is called the oontaiuer of the seed of «!!

(tarvahya) and when its first indeterminate and indefinable

transformations rouse the psychosis-transformations and also

the transformations as sense-perceptions, these mutually act

and react, against one another and thus the different series

rise again and again and mutually determine one another.

'

These transformatiods are like waves and ripples on the

ocean where each is as much as the product of others as well

as the generator of others. *

In this view thought (vij^na) is regarded as a real sub-

tanoe and its transformations are also regarded as real and

it is these translormations that are manifested as the selves

and the oharaotrised appearances.’ The first type of trans-

formations called vipSka is in a way the ground of the other

two transformations which contain the indeterminate materi-

als out of which the manifestations of the other two trans-

formations appear. But as has already been pointed out,

these three different types of transformations again mutually

determine one another. The vipftka transformations con-

tain within them the seeds of the constructivo instincts

{mkdlpapasana) of the selves as oognisers, the constructive

instincts of colours, sounds etc., the substantive basis (Sirapa)

of the attribution of this twofold constructive instinct as

well as the sense-faculties and the localisation of space-

determinations or hk&janalokasannive4a‘Vy-

1 Alayavijnana in this ultimate state of pure consciousness {vij§a-

ptimatratS) is called the cause [dkatu) of al} virtues, and i)eing the

ultimate state in which all the dharmas, or characterised* ^pearances,

had lost all. their limitations it is called the dharmakaya "of the

Buddha (mahamnueh bhUmipiramitadibhavtinaya kUhafh^avara'Q.a-

prahai(\At^..,.sarvodharmavibkutvatibhata8 ca dharmakaya ity utyate).

2 • tac ca varttaU srotytsait^havai. Ibid., p. 2i.

, y Avaeyatp, vij^napariysamo vastuto’sty upagantavyo yatfatma*

'^dhartHOpacirah pravarttdte, Ibid.t p. i6.
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na^i). They are also associated jn another mode mtlw
8epse-modi6cations involving the triune of the sense (indriya),

sense-object (vtfaya) and cognition (and each of these triune

is again associated with a characteristic aifedtive tone cor-

responding wit^ the affective tones of the other two members
of the triune in a one to one relation), attention ..(rnanaskHrit),

discrimination {sainjas), volition (cetancf) and feeling (veda-

nS).'^ The vipSka transformations hawe no determinate or

limited forms {aparicchinnalamhanSkara) and there are here

no actualised emotional states of attachment, antipathy or

the like which are associated with the actual pleasurable or

painful feelings. The vipSka transformations thus give us

the basic concept of mind and its principal functions with

all the potentialities of determinate snbject-objeot conscious-

ness and its processes. There are here the constructive-

tendencies of selves as perceivers, the objective constructive

tendencies of colours, sounds etc., the sense-faculties etc.

attention, feeling, discrimination, volition and sense-func-

tioning. But none of these have any determinate and actual-

ised forms. The second grade of transformations called

I Feeling {vedaf$a) is distinguished here as painful, pleasurable,

and as the basic entity which is neither painful nor pleasurable, which

is feeling per se (vedam anuMavasvab/iava, sa punar vi^ayasya ahlada'

kaparUapakatadubhayakaraviviktasvar^PasakeZitkaranabhedaf), This

feeling per se must be distinguished again from the non-pleasurable-

painful feeling existing along with the two other varieties, the painful

and the pleasurable. Here the vipaka transformations are regaded

as evolving the basic entity of feeling and it is therefore undifferen-

tiated ifi it as pleasure or pain and is hence called "feeling as indiffer-

ence ^upek§sy’ and' undifferentiated {avyakrta). The differentiation

of feeling* as pleasurable or as painful takes place only as a further

determination of the basic entity of* feeling evolved in the vipSka

transformations of good and bad deeds {iubhisubhakarmavipUka).

•Good and bad {subkakubha) are to be distin|:uisbed from lApfal and

immoral as potential and actual determinations of victuoliH and

vicious actions.
'

MARCH, 1928 6
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^%Dana represents the ^actual evolution of moral apd immoral
emotions and it is here that the mind is set in motion Jby

the ignorant references to the mental elements as the self,

and from this ignorance about the self is engendered self-

love (9tmch8n6ha) and egoism (atm^mma).
^
These refer-

ences are again associated with the fivefold universal cate-

gories of sense ‘functioning, feeling, attention, volition and
discrimination. Then comes the third grade of transforma-

tions which are associated with the fivefold universal cate-

gories together with the special manifestations of concerte

sense-perceptions and the various kinds of intellectual states

and moral and immoral mental states such as desire {chanda)

for different kinds of sense-experiences, decisions {adhimok^a)

in conclusions firmly established by perceptions, reasoning

etc., memory, attentive reflection (samadhi), wisdom {praj-

faith and firm will for the good (iraddha), shamefulness

(hri) for the bad etc. The term SlayavijnSna is given to

all these three types of transformations, but there is under-

neath it as the permanent passive ground the eternal and
unchangeable pure thought {vijUaptimatratd).

It may be pointed out here that in this systen\ of philo-

sophy the eternal and unchangeable thought substance

undergoes by virtue of its inner dynamics three different

orders of superficial changes which are compared with con-

stantly changing streams and waves. The first of these

represents the basic changes which later determine all

subjective and objective possibilities; the second starts the
process of the psychosis by the original ignorance and false

attribution of self-hood to non-self elements, self-loye and
egoism, and in the third grade we have .all tl^e concrete
mental and extra-mental facts. The fundamental Categories

make the possibility of . mind, mental processes and
the wcjira-montal.relations evolve in the first stage of the
tranfllprmation and *the8e abide through the other two stages
of the'traosformation and become more and more complex
lind concrete in course of their association with the categories
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of the other traneformations. lo apalysiog the knowledge

kituation, Yasubandha does not hold that our awareness of

blue is only a modifloation of the ‘^awareness” but he thinks

that an awareness has always two relations, relation with

the subject or the knower (ffr&hakagmha) and & relation with

the object which is known (gr&hyagrctha). Blue as an object

is essential for making an awareness of blue possible, for the

awareness is not blue, but we have an awareness of the blue.

But Yasubandhu argues that this psychological necessity is

due to a projection of objectivity as a necessary funetion of

determinate thought and it does not at al) follow t'ui^ this

implies that there are real ex ternal objects existing outside of

it and generating the awareness as external agent. Psy-

chological objectivity does not imply ontological objectivity.

It is argued that if the agency of objective entities in the

production of sense-knowledge be admitted, there could not

be any case where sense-knowledge can be admitted to be

produced without the operation of the objective entities,

but since in
.
dreams and illusions such sense-knowledge is

universally regarded as being produced without the causal

operation .of such objective entities, no causal operation can

be admitted to the objective entities for the production of

sense-knowledge.

SuBEMDRA Nath Das Gupta .
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Vajjabhnmi, the other division of LS^ha mentioned in

the J^c3rSnga’8utra, is evidently a corruption.

VajjahhWni or Vijaya-bhnmi, which means the “country

of conquest,” that is where MahSvlra, the 24th Tlrthafikara

of the Jainas, made a “conquest of his passions” and became

a “Jjpa” or conqueror and where he was called “MahSvIra”

or the Great Hero.^ His great Renunciation took place

at a “Vijaya MuhQrtta” and he attained the Kevaliship at a

“Vijaya MuhQrtta,”* The Acctranga-stAra^ which mentions

the names of VajjabhQrai and SubbhabhQini as two divisions of

L54ha, was composed in the 4th century b.c., that is, about

two hundred years after MahSvIra’s death,* when, it is very

probable, the word Vijaya-hhumi had been corrupted into

Vajja hhumi. Its commentaries which were . written not

earlier than 876 a. o.,* that is, 1500 years after MahSvIra’s

death, restored Vajja-bliQmi into Vajra-bhQmi. But it should

be stated here that in MSgadhi-PiQkrta, in which language

the Acaraiiga Sutra is written, Vajra assumes the form

Fayara,® and in Pali Vajira.® In the enumeration of countries

in the Matsya Puraria,'’ which is one of the oldest of the

Pur&cas, we find the name of a country called “Pra-Vijaya on

the north of Suhma” {Suhmottarai^ Pravijayalf). Some ol

1 Kalpi SU&a in S. B. E., vol, xxii, p. 263; .Dr. Buhler's' Itfdian

Sect 0f the Jaimsy^.2(>.

2 Ibid.t pp. 2S7> 263.

3 S. B. E„ vol. xxii, Intro.,"pr xliii.

4 Ihid., Intro., p^Mi.

5 The Rev. J. Stevenscyi's Kalpa SHtra, appendix, p. 139.

6 PaliprakSaa by Vidhufiekhara i^lSstri, p. 13 note.

' 7 Matysa P„ ch, 1 13, 44.
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the FarS^M have *'BrahmottarSh” • instead of **Sabn)D^

tarftti^ bat “Brahmottarfib’* is an obrioas mistake for

: “SuhinottarSb-” The prtftx Pra of Pr&ViJaya has evi-

dently been used either for the sake of the metre or for em-

phasising the word Vijaya, There oan be no donbt that

this Vijayabhnmi comprised the modern ' districts of

'Manbhum and Singbhum in the Ohota Nagpur Division of

the Province of Behar and Orissa. Manbhum is evidently

a corruption of MSnya4>hiimi which means the “venerable

country” and evidently derived its name from Mahavlra,

who was called the “Venerable Ascetic Mahavlra" on the

attainment of Kevaliship in this district, as we shall show.

The Paresnftth Hill, the eastern metropolis of Jaina worship,

Abu in Rajputana being the westDrn, is situated in this

district. It was the scene of Nirvana of no less than twenty

Tirthapkaras out of the twenty-four TlrthaUkaras of the

Jainas, including P5rsvanatha, the twenty-third Tlrthahkara.

It contains their cenotaphs or Samadhi-mandira, for which

reason the Hill is called by the JSinas Samet-iihhara which

is a corruption of SamcidhiSekhara. Singbhum is a corruption

of Siriiha-bMmi, which means “the country of the Lion." It

also derived its name from MahSvIra who was compared to

a Lion* and whose symbol was the Lion {KeSari-siijiha).*

The Kalpa Sutra, which was written by Bhadrabfthu, the

Jaina patriarch, who flourished during the reign of Maurya

Candragupta and died in 857 B.o.,* says “on the day called

Suvrata, in the Muhtlrtta called Vijaya, outside the town, of

JrmbhikagrSma on. the bank of the river !lBtjup&lika,“

MahSv!^a performed asceticism and became a Kevaljn.* The

I Brahmin^a P., cb, 49, v. 57.

''2 Kalpa SOitra in .S! B. E., vol. xxii, p. 261.

3 Dr, Btihler’s Indian Sect of theJainas, p. yi. ^

4 In^an Antiquary, 265,3325 vol. ill, p. iS 3.n

Mysore Inscriptions, Intro., p. Ixxxvi, pp. 302»3.

5 Sacred Books of the East, vol. xxii, p. 2^3.
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Mcimr ^japsUka,** or l|E.japKlakS as mentioned by Dr. B&hler,

waa also called IBljavkala or Ikjaftlikfi,^ and it appears to<^be

the ancient name of the river Barakar which rises in the

central plateau of Chota Nagpur, and after flowing through

the district of ^azaribagh,enters the district of Manbhum, and

falls into, the Damodar on the boundary of the district near

Sankhtoria. From an inscription in a temple, about eight

miles away from Glridih, dedicated to MahSVIra, it appears

that the name of the river, on which the original temple was

situated but which is in a difierent locality, was l^jnpSlika,

the present temple being erected with the materials of

the old removed to this place. Hence it is very probable

that the river BjupSlika is the modern river Barakar.

JrmbhikagrSma” means the' “village of Jrmbhika.” All

oircurastanoes indicate that the ancient Jrmbhika of the 6th

century b.O. is the modern Jharia, Mrs. Sinclair Stevenson

in her Heart of Jainism says ‘ Mahavlra stayed in a place not

very far from the FarasnSth hills called JrmbhakagrSma”

which was also called JfmbhilS.”^ Jharia is situated at

a distance of 25 or 30 miles to the south of the Par-

esnSth Hill in the district of Manbhum. It is. celebrated

for its coal fields. If the weather be fair, FaresnSth

Hill can be very clearly and distinctly seen from Jharia.

Jharia is most probably the corruption of Jrmbhils. The
religious sentiments of MahSvIra, whose parents were the

followers of FSriSvanStha, as well as his own earnest desire

for.the welfare of mankind, evidently prompted him to select

a spot for asceticism not very far from the FftrsvanStha Hill,

1 Mrs. Sinclair Stevenson’s Heart ofJainism^ p. 39 fn. •

2 The Rtfv. Dr. Stevenson, in his Kalpa SUtra, says "at the town

of TVmbhikagrama,, outside the town, at a river called Rtuvalika."

Trmhhlkqgrama a*nd Jituvalika are evidently typographical mis-

takes for Jrmbhiftagrama *and l^fuvaltka respectively in which J has

been confounded with T, *

3 Mrs, Sinclair Stevenson’s Heart of/ainismt p. 38,
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hallowed by the isMoory of the holy ^saints whore dootriaM,
be. had imbibed almost with his mother’s milk, as the prozb
mity aud association of the sacred mountain would prove
a source of constant inspiration and encouragnfent to him to

save his fello\;;^oreatures from the evils of ekistenoe which
human beings are heir to. He selected a spot on* the baok ol

’ the ^jupSlika outside the village of Jrmhhika where without

hindrance or molestation, to which he was subjected during

his twelve years’ wanderings, he could perform his austerities

and pursue his contemplation. It is very probale that the

river Barakar, the ancient |tjup&lika or il^juvSlikS, which

means the “river with coarse sand,” was much nearer to

Jharia in the 6th century b.c. than it is now, as the rivers

which are liable to sudden freshets, as the Barakar is,

generally change their course through the breaks caused

in their banks. The river Barakar is now about twenty

miles away from Jharia. It is related in the Kalpa Sutra

that MahSvIrA spent one Pajjusan or rainy season iq,

Fauitabhtlmi, which according to the commentators was in

Vajjabhflmi.^ This has not yet been identified.

It will .therefore be observed that G-aUga-rftstra, or its

abbreviations Badhs, Rada, Ladha, Lada, Lata, Lala, as

stated in • Hindu, Jaina and Buddhist works,

Boundaries was in the 6th century b.c. bounded on the east

by the Ganges; on the west its boundary ex-

tended to the western limits of the districts of

Manbhum and Singbhum, and on the south it was bounded

by the Ocean. It also appears from the stories of Vijaya

and Bh^ddakacchap^ as stated in the MahavcMflSa^ that at

the time qjl Buddha’s death, the southern portion of LlUa

was Tery* closq to the ocean. The boundaries of B^dba ,

•

i’ Kalpa Sutra, S. B. E., vol. xxif, p. 264, note 4. But it should

.be stated that other Jaina works have Paisackbhumi instead of

Fanitabhutni (see Mr. U. D. Barodia’s History and Liter^tare of

Jainism, p. 39 note).

2 Mahavaijiia, chapters vi, vii, and viii.
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»V|tried at different pe^ods till it was finally absorbed into

the kingdom of Bengal. The Prahodha~ca)ndrodayanStci^^

mentions Dakfiij^ff BS^ha or Southern BS^h. This shows

that before thd 11th century IlS4ba was divided into Uttara

(Northern) and Dakfiqa (Southern) BSdha. The portion

on the north of the river Ajaya is the Uttara And

it includes a part of the district of Murshidabad. The

northern boundary obBS^ha, therefore, extended to a por-

tion of the Murshidabad district. GaAgS-rS^tra was not

in existence in the 14th century a.o. Bsdba included the

modern districts of Hughli, Burdwan, Midnapur, Birbhum,

Bankurn, a portion of Murshidabad and other districts.

The name of GaAgS-rS^tra or Gaiiga-rSdha, or its con-

tracted form G«Aga or GMgfl, BS^ha, BS^a, Lsdha, Ls4a,

Lata, or Lala, however, does not appear in the

Ganga-ras- Mahabharata. The reasonable inference is that

5th '^century
country did not come into existence, or rather

B.c. the delta of the Ganges in which the country

is situated, was not formed till after the oompo>

sitionof the Mahabharata. We have already stated that Snhme
and TSmralipta existed at that time. It is also, clear from

the route taken by Yudhisthira in his pilgrimage that the

delta of the Ganges which contains* the modern Ba^h had

not then been formed and the configuration of Bengal was then

qdite different from what it is now. This appears to be sub-

stantiated by geological evidence. According to the geolo-

gists the extension of the delta from the north to the present

site of Calcutta took place twelve thousand years ago, but

by a cataclysm, supposed to have been .caused by a^ severe

earthquake, there occurred a subsidence
.
of Mid-Bengal,

which had the effect of changing the courses v)f ^vers,

specially of the Ganges. W® have no^ evidence or tradition

when the subsidence took place, but Colonel F. C. Hirst ^las

rPrei^odha-cattdroddjfafiS^ka, Act ii.
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noted, and described the former land snrfaoe of Bengal in

Sfport on ihe Nadi^ Biters. ^ There was, however, again a
re>formation of the delta and emergence of the old depressed

surface in some places ; and Mr. Eavensha* is of opinion

that “it is not impossible that Calcutta itself maj at that

period (460 b.o.) have been not far distant from the mouth or

one of the mouths of the Ganges."* Delta-buiUing U indeed

a very slow process. So making an' allowance of six hundred
years for the slow and gradual extension towards the south

of that part of the delta which comprised the modern districts

of Hughli and Burdwan on the north of Calcutta, as they

appertained to the ancient kingdom of GahgS-rS$tra or

the modern Rsdh, we may conclude that the country did

not come into existence before tho 11th century B.O., which

is later than the period ascribed to the composition

of the Mahabharata. This part of the country, therefore,

in the 5th century b.c. was a dense forest, like the modern

Sunderbans, apd was the abode of lions and other wild animals.

In this wilderness lay the original site of the country after-

wards called GahgS-ra^tra, the Lsfa of the MahSvaijisa,*

which was written in the 5th century A-c.; between Vaiiga

and Magadha, there was only a caravan-route which

joined the two kingdoms. Papdu ^&kya, said to be a cousin

of Buddha, fled from the d&kya country for fear of falling

into the hands of Virudhaka, and, crossing the Gange's,

founded a settlement which was close to the sea and the

Gauges as the story of Bhaddakacchana indicates.^ It also

clearly shows that this part of the country in the 5th century

I ^Prakfti, a Bengali Scientific Journal, vol. I, pp. 20, 2i, edited

by Dr. Satya Chaian Law ;
Major (now Colonel) F, C. ^Hirst's R^Oft

on the Nadia Rivers, ch. iv. •

3 Ravenshaw’s Memorandum on the Ancient, Bed of the River

•Soane and Site of PaUbothra in JASB., 1845, p. f S^*

3 Turnour^s Makawanso, ch. vi.

4 Ibid., ch. viii.

I. ^ Q., MARCH, ipsS
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oofr^gpoiiding to 941 and 959 A.o. that the name &ahg&-

rS^fra had been contracted or abbreviated into Oaihg&J^

These two inscriptions describing the conquests of Kr^i^a

II, son of Atnoghaversa or Nrpatuhga, state ‘‘his command

was obeyed by the Ahgas, the Kali&gas, the GShgas, and tho

Magadhas^’ It will be remarked that GShga has been placed

between Kalifiga and Magadha, The Pithapuram Pillar

Inscription of PrthviSvara dated Saka-samvat 1108 corres-

ponding to 1185-86 A.D.® mentions the country as Ga^a,
and it is placed just before Kalinga. Thp Harihara Stone

Inscription of 1147 a.d. relating the exploits of Vira Pa^dy®

Deva states “The mighty kings of Gahga, Kalinga, Vahga,

etc., he causes to weep, so greatly do all people praise this

Pa^dya bhiipaja.”® So also the Belur Inscription of 1380

A.D. mentions “Ahga, Gaiiga, KaliAga.*’^ We have already

stated that the Perii>lus of the Erythrcean Sea mentions

the “country of Ganges” or Gnfiga which of course means

Gaflga-rastra. It should also be mentioned that Var8ha-

mihira, who lived in the 16th century A D., places Suhma
which is synonymous with Badha or Gi>hga-ra|tra between

Vahga and Magadha.® Tins indicates that the delta of the

Ganges had considerably extended towards the south since

the 5th century B.O., so the position of Gahga-r8§tra was
mentioned in later times with reference to Kalij&ga instead

of to Vaiga. Though the western Gaiiga kings who reigned

in Mysore from the 2nd centiiry a.o., are considered to be
pur^y Mysorean in origin, yet it appears that they were
preceded by a line of kings known as Katt^ kings, and the

1 Epigraphia Indica. vol. iv, p. 283, v. 1$; vol. v, p, 193, a 13-7-

Dvarasthanga-kalinga-gSnga- magadhair abhyarccitajflaSciram,

Sunuh sunytavagbliuvah parivrdhah Srlkr^arajo'bhavat.

2 Eptgraphia Indica, vol. iv, p. 48.

3 ^

^ce’s Mysore Inscriptions, p. 70.

4 Jbid.fg. 222.

5 Var5ha-Mihira’s BihaUsanphita, ch, i6, v. i,
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country over which they ruled was. called Kongu.^ Thd
names of Qaitga, Kongu (which is a corruption

;of OaiigS) raise the suspicion that these two lines of kings

were originally connected with the country of GaigS-rS^tra

in northern India, which connection perhaps has'net yet been

discovered.

The most ancient capital of GeigS-rfistra, whioii we

have got any record, is Sihapura whicK is, as stated before,

mentioned in the Mahavatfis%. Sihapura, or

Capitals of properly Simhapura, is the modern Sitigur. now
insignificant village situated in the district

of Hughli. ® It was founded by Sihabfthu,

father of Vijaya who colonised Ceylon in the .’ith century

B.C., some years before Buddha’s dea^h, by clearing the wil-

derness, It was then near the ocean, and at one time the

river. Sarasvatl, an arm of the Ganges, used to flow by its

eastern side. It is stated by Megasthencs that the capital

of the “Gangarides'* in the 4th century b.c. was at Parthalis,®

which is perhaps a transcription or corruption of Pnrvasthall,

now a large village situated on the Ganges, about twenty

miles from the town of Burdwan in the district ot the same

name. Parthalis, being on the eastern boundary of the

Gangarides, must hav'e been close to the sea at that

time.* There can be no doubt that Piirvasthall, which is

ft very old village and certainly much older than Burdwan,

was situated on the mouth of the Ganges, in the 4th cen-

tury B.O. and its advantageous position in affording

facilities to inland trade and commercial enterprise soou

made k an entrep6b of commerce, and its injporiance

was ftlrtheifc enhanced when the capital of GafigS-ra4ha

1 Rice’s Mysore Inscriptions, \nixo., pp. xl, xH.

2 JASB., iQio, p. 604. , ,

3 McCrindle’s Ancient India as described by Megasthents and

Arrian, p. 135.

4 lUd„ p. 33.
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•

was shifted to this 'pia*oe'Owing, evidently, tcf the insAlitbdoas

natnte of the climate ofBitnhapnra which was then sitrfated

in a low mpist country on the sea-shore.

The third capital of the Gangarides or of GahgSrrS^ha

is mentioned as Gftng§, which iS evidently, a transcription

‘ of Gangs. It is mentioned in the Periplus of

The third the Brythrcean Sea, which was written in the
*^^^^**^ century of the Christian era, and also by

Ptolemy who lived in the 2nd century. Accord-

ing to the latter it was situated on the third mouth of the

Ganges. We can very well conceive that the extended area

of the delta to the south of Pdrvasthall acquired sufficient

consistency and consolidation in the course of three centuries

for the establishment of a market-town called GSnge or GShgS

on the mouth of the Ganges, as in-coming and out-going

vessels evidently felt inconvenience in going up and down

in connection with their trade with Parthalis, and GSnge

became an emporium of trade: “through this place are

brought” as recorded in the Peripltts of the Brythrasan Sea'^

“malabothrum and Gangetic spikenard and pearls and muslins

of the finest sorts, which are called Gangetic.” But Pliny,

who also lived in the first century A.g,, states that Parthalis

was the capital of the Gangaridm Calingse* or, in other

•words, Gange at that period did not become the capital of

Gaflig5-r54ha. In the second century a.c,, however, Ptolemy

mentions “GSnge, the royal residence.”® In the second

Century, therefore, GSnge became the capital of GadgS-rS^ha.

It appears that Gauge had trade connections with Mouziris

(modern’ Cranganore) and Nelkunda (near Kottayaqi, fifty

miles away from Cranganore), and the commodities conveyed

Mr. Scho^s Ptriplus of the Erythraean Sea, p. 47.

• 2 •'IntUau Antiquaryi 1884, p. 365.

3 McCrindle’s Ptolemy, Bk. vii, ch. i, secs. 80 ; 81; sea

Antiquary, <884, p, 365.
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to thesft plao6a wero.exported to Sgypt and other coautrie^
iuohidiag the Bouian Empire.^ It should be stated here

that the discovery of the passage from the Red Sea to ludia

by.Hippalus ia the first century a.o. opened. out to the

.Romans a good prospect of establishing a direct tiade with

India without the help o! intermediaries. Thus. Barygaza

(Broach) in Guzerat and Mouziris in Malabar becalno the

centres of Roman trade a great impetus was bhusg iven

to the development of the export trade of India. It should

be remarked that TSmralipta (modern Tamluk), situated

in the district of Hughli, had been existing as a maritime

pcrteince the fiifth century before the Christian era, and

it was existing as such in the first and second centuries a.c.

Though the latitudes and longitudes of Ptolemy are generally

faulty, yet comparing the latitudes and longitudes of “Tam-

lites,” and “GSoge” as stated by him, these two places do not

appear to be far distant from each other. The reason for

the existence of a new port as Gsnge in the first century

A.c. may, therefore, be found in the fact that the

trade of Northern and Eastern India, as indicated by the

names of the commodities exported from this place, had

considerably increased and sought an outlet. This neces-

sitated the establishment of a new port, as in those days

the less dangerous and less expensive mode of transport

to distant places and provinces was through wiiterways

only, and it has been rightly observed by Mr. McCrindle

with regard to Tamralipti that “This place in ancient times

was the great emporium of trade between the Ganges

and Geybon.”^ So a* new market-town came into existence

for the«Avider,distribution of commodities, and its importance

1 McCrindle’s Commerce and Navigation of the Erythraean Bea, pp.

23, 25; Mr, SchofTs PeiKplus of the 'Erythraean Sea, pp. 205, 308,

2J7; Rennell's Memoir of a Map of Hindoostan, Iijtro.,*pp. xxxiv f.

2 Mr. Charlesworth’s Trade Routes and Commerce of the fpoman

Empire ;
Mr. SchofTs Periplus of the Erythreean»Sea, pp. 45, 2*7 f.

3 Indian Antiqnary, 1884, p. 364.
• •
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further increased by its becoming the capital of the

country. '

^

•

Bub the questions are where was this GSng§ and what

is its modert> name? Various identifications have been made
t

by different authors, as Chittagong, SonSrgSon,

ditions*^°or
Jessore etc.,^ but they are not at all convincing

identifica- ' as none of them conforms to the three ooditions

GSn^i
which ?ire necessary for the identification of

GSnge, namely, that it must be situated in

Bftdha, that it must be situated on the Ganges, and that

it must have been an emporium of corartlerce as described in

Ptolemy’s Geography and in the Periplus qf the Erythraean

Sea.^ Most of these identifications were made on the erroneous

assumption that the present tract called the Sundarbans
existed with all its present places and the mouths of the

Ganges in the first and second centuries of the Christian

era. Being situated on the mouth of the Ganges in the first

century a.c., GSnge must be sought for on the south of

Parvasthall which was also near the mouth .of the Ganges
in the 4th century b.c

,
and being the capital of GafigS-rSstra

or (in its contracted form) Ra(Jha, it must have been situated

on the western side of the Ganges. It could not have been
Calcutta, as it is situated on the eastern side of the Ganges,
and perhaps at that time it was in the midst of an ancient
“Sundarbans,” It could nob have been Tamralipta, as
Ptolemy mentions both “Gapge” and “Taralites” in the same
chapter.* Hence it must be sought for between Parvasthall
and Calcutta to the south of the former.

(To be continued) •

•
. NuNpOLAL«*DEY

1 Indian Antiquary, 1884, p. 365,

2 See my EaHy Cqurse of the Ganges in the Indian Antiquary,
1921,

3 M<fCrindle’s Ptolemy, Bk. vii, ch. 1, secs. 73 and 81.



{The Sacrament f<y>' the Study t)f the UpqtU^ade)

•

The Upanifads, as we know, were a part, net of the i»ecu!ar

literature, but of the sacred literature of ancient India. The philosophy

that arose out of them was also, to that extent, a sacred philosophy.

It was a philosophy based on sacred texts and partook of a specially

orthodox character. The Upani^ads have always been censide^^ed as a

section of the Vedic texts and have shared in the peculiarly sacred

character attaching to them. Throughout the vast extent of Sanskrit

literature, not a line can be discovered which might be understood to

suggest that the Upanisads were not v* part of Vedic literature.

Modern scholarship has no doubt discovered the fact that there was a

big gap of time between the Vedas and the Upanisads. These latter

are believed to have been produced very much later and possibly under

different social, intellectual and physical conditions. The orthodox

view, of course, does not recognise these differences
;
according to it,

all of them are eternal and revealed, and are, therefore, unaffected by

temporal and spatial conditions. We cannot possibly accept this

aspect of the revelatum "theory j
yet we ought not to ignore the fact

that to the ancient Indian mind the whole of Sruti, including the Vedas

proper and the Upanisads, • constituted one homogeneous mass
;
the

Upani§ads were never thought of as having a different origin or a

different character from that of the Vedas. On the contrary, the

unbroken and uniform tradition is that the Upanisads were a part of

the Vedas. Whatever the difference of time and space between the

Vedas and the Upanisads may have been, in subsequent thinking it

was successfully obliterated ;
and all of them together have been

regarded fs making up*a complete whole.

Noifonly this, but as^ih the case of the Vedas proper, in the case of

the Uplrnii^dUs also> a formal, sacramental initiation was necessary for

their study. The study of the Upanifads, like that of th*e Vedas, was

not a secular study
;
and every one could not engage in this study at

any time he liked. It was a vrafa—a hol^j tow, .which inv(^lvod a

severe disd^ine and an austere life, and waste be prccddodwid

accompanied by a number of sacrificial performances.

MARCHf 1908
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,
• cDetailed rules have been laid down for this discipline and

these performances in the Grhyas. The vow was called ‘the

vow of the Upani9ads’ {Aupani^ada Vrata), and was usually to be

kept for a year, {Gobhila, iii, i, 28 ;
Bodhayana, i, 3, 2 ;

Khadira,

ii> 5 » ^7 >
Abvatayana-Grhyai i, 22, 3 j

and BhaBM-

Kumarila-Karika, 1$ ;
etc. ).^

The first general initiation to the Vedic studies was the sacrament

of the sacred thread
^

(or Upamyand). Then there were other sacra-

ments also to be gone* through for the study of special parts of the

Vedas. The Aupani^ada vrata was one of these several sacraments,

and was necessary for the study of the Upanisads and Brahmanas {vide

Tarkalafikara’s commentary on Gobhila, iii, l, 28*; Bodhayana, loc. cit, ).

The vrata, however, was not the same thing as the study or the

vidya proper. The former was an accompaniment of the latter and

consisted in a preliminary vow taken before the sacred fire, then some

regular libations offered to the fire throughout the year and, then, at

the end of the period, a declaration to the gods that the vow had been

kept, and, then a sort of leave-taking from them. The offering of

libations had to be continued so long as one was engaged in the study

of the Upanisads. The period usually contemplated was a year
;
but

if the study could not be finished during that period, it might be

prolonged beyond a year.

The difference between the study and the sacrificial performance

accompanying it was never overlooked. And Gobhila (iii, 5, 22),

Paraskara (ii, 5, 32), etc. contemplate the possibility that one might

keep up the sacrificial vow without being able to finish the study and

also vice versa. It is just thinkable that a man might be anxious to

ehter the life of a grhin,\. e., get himself married and find a home,

after a year or so spent in the study of the Upanisads. Now, during

•' I Even within the Upanisads themselves, indications of the

sacraments accompanying the study of the .Upanisads are not alto-

gether wanting. References to the ceremony of Upanajiana as a

preliminary to the study of sacred lore are very many-; (e. in the

story of Balaki Ajatasatru, Br., ii, i, 14). And in the Slk^avalh of the

Taitt. Upanifad, we have a jmore detailed description of the cere-

monies that were to accompany the study of the Upanisads— the

Homqs* to pqrfornted^ and the Mantras to be repeated. But the

name *‘Upanisad-vrata’ does not occur there
;
fuller particulars of these

‘things are found in the Cphyas.
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this period, he may have finished the study and also kept ug the

sacrifice
; or, ii was no less likely, that he may have succeeded in either

of them only but failed in the other, i. e., he may have finished the

study but transgressed the vow, or, kept up the vow without being able

to finish the stifdy. It was of course the best thing to be able to have

done both; but it was alsck permissible to close up* the period with

success in one direction only. Both could oot be neglected but

success in both was of course the ideal.

But whether one succeeded in both or not, it is apparent from the

trend of the Grkya-sutras that both had to be attempted. In other

words, the study of the Upanisads could not be begun except

with the formal initiation and with the .acrifices in question.

Harihara while commenting on Paraskara, ii, $, points out that, after

the sacrament of the Vpanayana one might begin all the Vedas simulta*

neously, or, might begin them one after another
;
but there were

different rites to be observed in the two cases. And never could the

study of the Vedas or any important portion of them be begun except

with a formal initiatory ceremony and a vow to live a stringently

r^ulated life.

The GSr^ya-NSrayanlya-Vrttt on Asvalayana-Grhya-sUtra, i, 22,

4, says that when a pupil was unable both to keep the vow and

to finish the study of the entire Veda, he might read the Arapyaka

portion only and then become a house-holder.

As to the relative importance of the vow and the study, this writer

thinks that the study is more important. The vow to keep up a

sacrifice and to follow a p’articular kind of life for a specified period

could be broken only if the study was finished before that period.

When a pupil was initiated to the study of the Vedas, he was

at the same time initiated to a religious life also involving certain

specific sacrifices and certain vows. The pupil was expected to keep

the vow and to carry on the study. If he could finish the study

before the period vowed for, he could break the vow and become a

housc-h41der
;
he could not, however, bieak the vow without finishing

the s?udy. And if’he could not read the whole of the portion of the

Vedas he* undertook to do, then the vow must be observed for the

whole period and, having read select •parts of that portion of the Vedas

which he undertook to read, he might become.a house-holder. The

most laudable thing for him, however, was ^o k^p the vov|f for the

stipulated period and also to finish the study within that pei^idd.

We should notice here that the GrhyasUtfos of Apastamba "and
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Ptt^kara do not mention the but, as is usual with

Sie other Gfhyas, gives the Upamyana at the eighth year aod the

Godina at the sixteenth. Afivaliyana also makes no specific moitton

of the Upatu^'Uyrata in the Sutras, but the Vrtti on the SUiras

mentions it and so.does the Kariki of Bhai^a KumSrila. A clearer

mention of this vrata, however, is found in the SratUa-aUtra of Alva-

iSyana (ii, 2^ 14).

Even if a particular Grhya omitted to mention it altogether, the
’

only inference in that case would be that in some of the this

vrafa or vow was not practised. But it does not appear to have been

the case. Even when it is not explicitly mentioned in any of the

Gfbyas, it is implied clearly enough. The importance of the ‘end of

the Vedas (i. e, of the Upanisads) was never lost sight of. And the

vrtti on Abvalayana-Gfhya (i, 22, 4) goes so far as to say that when

the rest of the Vedas could not, be finished, the pupil should read

at least the 'end’ of the Vedic texts, i. e., the Aranyakas, in order that

his vow might be considered fulfilled. And under Shtra, i, 22, 3, the

vrtti considers the different views as to when exactly the various

ceremonies between the Upanayana and the beginning of a house-

holder’s life are to be performed. Though the list of these intermediate

ceremonies is not given in full, we can easily see with the help of the

Gfbyas of other schools and the Karikas of Bha^ta KumSrila,

that this list included the Upani^ad-vrata also. Besides, under Stitra,

i» 22, 13, the gives a viz., upani^ade svaha which could

be appropriately used only in the Upani^advrata ceremony (cf.

Bodhayana, iii, 2, 30).

So the UpaHii}ad~vrata or the sacrament for the study of the

I7pani,ads was a generally recognised form of initiation to the study

trf these books, According to all.the schools of Grbyas, this vrata was
to last for a year during which period the study of the Upani;ads was
expected to be finished. If owing to any reason, the study could not

be finished, the period might be extended. And, according to all the

Grhyat again, this vrata was to come after thd Upanayana,fi. e., tlw

genera] introduction to the study of the Vedas. Tiiere is*no provision

in the for beginning the study of the Upanisads s^iugfitway

without the introduction to the V<edas in general.

The DraJ^ayanafirhya (ii, 5) read with the commentary of Rudra-
skanda^ makes the thing perfectly clear. At the very beginning
(ii. 5r i)*RudraskaiKla tells us that there are eight vows prescribed

for- the Chandogas {atpatt vrami smaryyantt ebandofStOm) { and
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this list of e^lit stwts with the Upanayana and includes God^n^,

Aepani^ada and five other vows. It is also Indicated here as to which*

vra/e was to be accon^nied by the study of whidi portion of the

'Vedas. The Upanayana was no doubt an intrQducl^>n to (he entire

study
;

still, it vifas the GSfat/l and other relevant texts which were

covered by that specific vrata. After this wa.>s over, ‘anodiei spocifie

portion of the Vedas was to be begun with the initiatory ceremony of

'iditfihvrata and so on.

As to the Aupanmda vrata, we are told .(ii, 5, 38) that it was to

synchronise with the study of that portion of the Vecic texts which

b^tns with D^a savitar etc. and ends with pa ca pHuarS%/artaU,

This last line occurs iir the last passage of the ChSndagj/a Upeni^ad ;

the first, Dtva sabitar etc,, is not, however, tlie first line of that

Upanifad. That seems to indicate that more than a mere Upanifad

as we find it now, was included in the course of study which was

accompanied by Uupani^d-vrata, I.' the whole course could not

be gone through, in any case, selections seem to have been allowed.

Rudraskanda further (ii, 5, 41) says that for portions of the Vedas

other than those specified in connection with these vratas, there was

no rule about time (tta kcHa-niyamah), nor was there any rule about

the Vedaiigas.

The student of the Upani^ade, and for the matter of that, of the

Vedas in general, had not a jolly good time of it
j
he had to live a

strenuous life, a life of austerities with a crowded programme of

studies and religious observances. Some idea of the life of the student

or the Brahmacarin, as he’ was called, may be formed if we recollect

some of the rules that he was expected to follow. In the first place,

he was to be absolutely under his teacher, was to beg alms mornkig

and evening, and whatever he might qbtain in that way, he was to make

over to his teacher
;

he was to collect sacrificial fuel
;
he was to

carry a staff, and to retain undipped his hair and beard, and

so on. Besides all these rigours, he had to perform certain sacri*

fidal ritel and offer libations to the fire. This rigorous life, circums-

cribed^y stringent rules and involving a series of strenuous tasks, was

a vrath or a vow that the pupil had to keep.

The actual reading ,of the texts was no less formal and no less

stringent. In ttie first place, there were certain dajts and certain events

'daring which there could be no reading. For 'instapee, if the ^tudent

loat a kinsman, reading was to be su^nded for some time;' la the

second place, in ndcHtton to all this, there were certain formriitloi to
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Jl>$ .observed every time when the study was to be b^un and

postponed for the day.

The first acquisitipn of the learning, therefore, was an exceedingly

formal affair
;
nay, it was a religious rite. An arduous preparation

was necessary and a strenuous discipline had to be observed so long as

the subject of study was not mastered. The study* of the Upani^ads

was not a secular function
;

it could not be perfunctory. All other

concerns of life were to be set aside for the time being, and no other

thought was to be allowed to enter the mind of the pupil, and he was

not to have any other relation save that with his teacher artd fellow-

pupils.

The vtdyS or knowledge acquired with such great difficulty had to

be kept alive with equally deep reverence. Even when the pupil had

entered the life of a house-holder, the study of the Vedas, including of

course the Upani^ads, was still a sacred duty for him. The reading

of the scriptures, or, SvadhyUya, as it was technically called, was one

of the five great religious observances of a house-holder (palUa

mahayajfM). (cf. Aavalayana-Grhya, iii, i ;
BoMayana, ii, 9, etc.).

Akinlayana says that these five yaffias or rites should be observed

daily as far as practicable. With regard to svadhyaya, he lays down

the following rules ;

“One should go out of the village towards the east or north
;

should purify himself by an ablution j be clothed in pure

garments, wear the sacred thread in a particular fashion
;

sit upon a seat of the sacred grass of darbha, with his face

turned to the east and place his hands upon his lap ; fix

his gaze upon the spot where the sky seems to meet the

earth, or, close his eyes altogether
;
and concentrate his mind

upon the study and .then go on with it.” (Mvalayana-

Grhya-sHtra, iii, 2, 2).

The study must begin in the spirit of worship and certain formali-

ties must be observed at the beginning and also at the end. Into the

details of these we need not go. Suffice it to say that the ^Ihole was

a sacramental function and not a mere reading* of* books as a modern
man understands it.

* '

We find almost identical regulations about the study of Sruti

(including the Upagi§ads) in the Sarrihitas of Manu, YSjfiavalkya and
others.. Thus, Majiu, id chapter ii, gives the details of the Upanayana*
ceremony,, the first general introduction to the study of the Vedas,

and lays down almbst identical rules as the fr.rAyuj about the life'of
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the Brahmamrin or ^aptl. We find no specific (nentiop of the

Upam^ad-vrata here
;
but that does not and'cannot possibly iptply tiiat*

the study of the Upani^ads has become a secular concern. Fori the

•term 'Veda' included the Brahma^as and the Upanisads
; and any

sacrament for the study of the Vedas was, to that extent, a sacrament

for the study of th? Upani§adg also. The special sacra’ment '•onnected

with the study of these books is not emphasised in the Saiphitls.

•This may mean either of two things : (i) that the Vpani^a^vrata had

fallen into desuetude
;
or, (ii) that a division of labour had been

introduced in the study of Sruti and that the Upinl^ad. were no longer

being studied by the class of men for whom the Samhitas were

intended. Whichever /)f these hypotheses we may adopt, the undis-

puted fact remains that the study of the ITpanisads was still a sacred

function ; whether pursued by the same class of men as before, or not,

this study, as far as Sanskrit literature is concerned, never appears to

have lost its religious character.

As in the Grhyas, so in these Sai^kitas also, the pupil after having

finished his study could enter the life of a house-holder
;
and tnen the

teaching and the reading of the Vedas were one of the five religious

observances which were binding upon him (cf. Manu, iii, 70

;

iiii 75 » 78. etc.).

Similar rules as to the beginning and continuance of the study of

the Vedas and the Upanisads are also found in the books known as

DkarmayUtras. {Bodkafam-Dharmasutra, i, 2, 8, et seq.
;

ii, 6, 9 ;

Gotama'Dharmasutra, chapters i & ii
;

etc.).

According to the Gfkya-sUiras, the DkarmasTltras, and also the

Dharmasamhitast the common and general rule for the study of the

Upanifads as a part of the Vedic literature was that it should begin

after the ceremony of Upanayana
;
some of the Grhyas, in any case,

ordain that this study should be accompanied by a special vrata and

homa, or sacrificial rites. And according to all of them, the first

acquisition of the vidya was to take place in the first Haratna, i. e.,

while thf pupil was still a young man. And the teacher ^in all cases

was a ^fhasthfl Brahmin. In the first place, he was to be a Brahmin,

becau^ te&ching .was specifically a Brahmin's occupation {Gotama,

X, 2
; Vasiqtha ii, 14). And excqpt in case of <fire need, a

Brahmin was not to learn from a non-Brahmip {GotamarDharma-

»sU(ra, vii, 1), Barring one or two ostensible* cases to the.contrary

where a Brahmin is said to have acquired knowledge from a K^atrjya,

even in Upani^adic times, teaching appears Jo have remained exclp*
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's^ly in the hands of the Brahmins. In the second placi^ the teadiir

'was a grlMtk» or hou8e*ho1der
;
for, teaching and reading were parts of

his domestic rites.

The victyS or^knowledge, thus acquired in the first quarter of life,

had to be preserved by continuous study which itself was again a bit

of a sacrament. ‘ During the second stage of life,, the Brahmin was

expected not only to read the sacred writings but also to teach them

to deserving pupils.

During the second h^lf of life which embraced the third and fourth

SiratHas, viz., the VstMprasika and the Bhik^u, teaching and learning

were no part of a Brahmin’s activities iii, 11,

et stq. j BodMyam, ii, 6, & lO, etc.). This half, of life was a life of

increasing rigidity, abstinence and penance. At this stage, the

Brahmin was to depend for his food on begging
;
and in order to cut

asunder all ties of attachment to the world, he was not to have any

fixed home even. In this stage, the Brahmin was freed from the

obligation of performing religious rites except a few small items. He
was neither to learn anything nor to teach anything

;
but had to

meditate on what he had learned before. It was, in fact, only a prepara-

tion for death
;
and, the meditation on the truths of the Srutis,

was only an attempt to reach salvation when death actually

came.

The Grhyas mention very seldom these airamas. They are

discussed more in the DkarmasUtras and the DharmasaypJtitis
;
and

both these branches of literature agree in delineating the ideal of this

half of a Brahmin’s life. In matters of detail, there are some dlfTe-

fences between one school and another and also between the S^Uras

and the Satihhitas ; but in broad and general outlines, there is a

Striking agreement among them all. The general sclieme of life is

more or less the same. Both the Satjikitis and the DkarmasUtfas

prescribe the continuation of the study of the Vedas even during this

period, This study, it seems, could never be given up altogether even in

the last (wo Siramas (cf. Vasi^^ka, x, 4)., Reading a^d was

not necessary ; there must be mental recitation and meditation

(Vasina, x, 14). The Sutras do not make any very speci&l ntention

of the Dpantfads. It is nevei^theless clear that the importance of

tiie Upani$ads was not overlooked ; the absence of any special reference

to them only means that they were not regarded as independent books.

and it ikAs thought that sufficient recognition was accorded to them

W^n the ittiportanoe of (he Vedas was emphaMsed. In some cases.
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however, a separate reierence to them is also intended» Ci g., Vasi^tha,

jt, 14 ;
BodiSyuHe ii, lO, 55 ;

etc.

’Separate references to the Upani§ads are found in the Sdruiifas.

also. Thus Manu (vi, 29) says that in the last ahranta a man should,

among other things, follow the Upani§ad branch of the Srutis
;
and ir

vl, 94, he says that one should adopt the last S§rama aficr having

learned the Vedanta. ,

In the orthodox rules of life in the Dhatma-slli-as, GfhyM, and

Dharma-sarpJtitas an ideal has been delineated in which the

Upani?ads certaitily occupy an important place, but tlicy are not mo. e

important than the other branches of the Srutis. And, further, no

special virtue is supposed to belong o the la'
* two a^rainas and the

first as opposed to the second
;
in other words, the life of a grhastka

or house-holder is not despised in any way. This is also an important

ahranta, if not the most important ahratna ;
and the parts of the

Vedas other than the Upanisads are not ci.nsideied valueless at all.

On the contrary, as to ahramas, the gf^astha is very much

extolled {Manu, vi, 87, 90. etc.). The householder is the prop on

which the others have all to lean for support ;
his is, therefore, the best

Urama. Bodhnyana (ii, 6, 29 f.) refers to a view that the real ahratm

—the asrawa that was sanctioned by explicit was that of the

grhastka. And it was only an asura named Kapila, who, warring

against the gods, introduced the fourfold division ol ahramas. Of

course, this was one Of the many views on the subject. In any case,

the existence of the four as a matter of fact is frankly recog-

nised in the DharmasTitras and SamhUas the possibility and

Metric sanction for the evasion of the responsibilities of a house-holders

life were also admitted by these writers. But they placed the greatest

emphasis on the second ahrama, viz., that of thz ^kastka. Some of

the Smytis of later times went so far even as to prohibit the last ahrama

{Sannyasa) altogether in the Kali age.

Again, ever in the last ahrama, some of the simpler Vedic

rites ari still obligafory (cf. Vmu^Samhita, xciv, 4 1
etc-)-

general study and meditation of the Vedas is always enjoined.

As to the study of the Srutis. the Vedas proper ofcupy perta^

a higher position than tbe Upanisads*. These latter

and should be studied with ceremony and rcvCTen<;e and s

• account be slighted. But they have no speiyal’ san^ity «

other sections of the Vedas and are not supposed tohave»ny speaal

authority eitbor.

MARCH, 19^8
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In the Smrti Uterahire, heghutkig with the SUtr«s and ending with

the later compilations liki those of Ragfaunandana> the tendencj'^is

distinctly traceabk of attaching an increasing importance to the life

of the grhm (ho^e^iolder). The life of the house-hohier was a life of

karman. Of course, among the many karmans th&t he had to he

perform, the reading of the Vedas {svadhjtaya) also was one. But there

the Upanifads are not in any way specially marked out.

Th special importance attached to the grhastha airama and .thd

decreasing value assigped to sannyasa in the SmfHs seem to imfdy

that, among orthodox Brahminical circles, the reading and meditation

of the Upani^s, though quite important and sacred, were newer

regarded as a substitute for the reading and- practice of the Other

portions of the Vedas. The Upanisads were a supplement to the Vedas

and as such quite important. But their study could not be regarded

as dispensing with the need for other studies. And what is far more

important, renunciation of karman and of the life of kartnan, was not

considered by these writers a necessary and indispensable preliminary

to that study. On the contrary, in the Smrtis, this study is asso-

ciated with a sacrificial vow—a vrata—which was a karman of the same

type as any other Vcdic rite.

This discussion must have {X’epaied us to accept the following

conclusions :

(i) In earlier days, according to the orthodox view, thoagh the

Upanisads were quite an important section of the Vodic

literature, and though, along with other important sections,

the study of the Upani^adic section had to be accompanied
by certain saci ifictal performances and was r^ulated by
special and stringent rules, yet. the Upanisads were never

considered to be anything other than a mere part of tlie

^ruti literature. They were not conceived to be indepen-

dent books
;
they did not imply an independent cult and

were not followed by a special class of men. We are no
doubt often told of a class of men 'ctXkA Brahtdkvadim ;

but they are also referred to in connection with ceremonial

performances. This shows that although "there were*' those

that specialised in Brahmavidya or, Upani?adic studies, yet
wjcially, ^hey were not an altogether distinct class from other

* classes of fir&hipins.* These references to the Bruhttm-'

t.Vid* my paper on 'TkeVpani^dic Scholar' in the I.H.Q.,vo\. IJI.no. 3.
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vadttts pre just like our reference! to the ‘physicists’ or the*

‘Ic^icians’ ; they do not imply a distinct sfiaal class. The
StrtdommiMft was « distingoished scholar and held a high

positioji in society ; nevertheless, he was after all a Vedic

Brahmin.

(fi) The study of the*Upanisads was a part of the scheme
life in which the performance of Vedic ceremonfes and the

. worship of fire figured prominenriy. The das; of men who
performed these sacrifices were also* the class to whom the

Upanifads realty mattered. It was th^ Brahmins of Vedtc

rdigion who read and studied the Upanisads and studied

them as part of the Vedas.

(iii) It was part of a Brahmin’s regular function to teach pupils
;

and along with other branches of the Vedas, he taught the

Upani^ads also. The teacher was a grhastha.

(rv) Renunciation of the world was a virtue, but it was to be

practised only after one had been a worshipper according

to ordinary rules, had been a house-holder and founded a

family. It was not an exceedingly high virtue and was not

a sine qua non for the study of the Upani^ads.

This was in ancient times. Some of the ceremonies, e. g.,

Ufianavam, still linger in more or less mutilated form
;

but

the same old religion is no longer practised in its entirety. And

between then and now, another important and interesting change

had taken place : It was the abstraction of the Upani^adic portion of

the Vedic literature from the rest of it and handing it over to a class

of men who cared very little for the Vedic religion properly so called

and little also for the responsibilities of a worldly life. In other words,

in later times, a class of men arose who studied only the Upanisads to

the exclusion of the other branches of SruH and practised the last

SSramas excluding the second (i. e. that of a house-holder).

Umesh Chandra BhattaCHarjee



The Alleged Greek Influence on Hindu Astronomy

Some writer? like Mr. G. R. Kaye and Dr. D. E. Smith attribute

the growth of Hindu Astronomy to Greek influence. This opinion

was first expressed by Mr. G. R. Kaye and Dr. Smith) and others

have followed suit. There must of course be considerable difference

of opinion regarding the age of Hindu Astronomy in which personal

equation of the writer must play a great part. Mr. Kaye assumes

many things which perhaps take their colour from a preconception

of superiority of the astronomical attainments of the Greeks to that of

the Hindus.

European scholars chiefly divide Hindu Astronomy into two stages:

that of the Vedas and that based on mathematical calculations

as propounded in Brahmasiddhanta, Suryasiddhanata, Brhatsam-

hita, SiddhantaSiromani and other astronomical works of more

recent date. Baily, Max Muller and other eminent orientalists have

expressed high admiration for the accurate astronomical knowledge

attained by the Hindus even in the Vedic age; but a few oriental

scholars of the school of Bentley see nothing remarkable in the first

stage of Hindu Astronomy, and Mr. Kaye, it seems to us, belongs

to this school. Mr. Kaye remarks: ‘‘it is now acknowledged that the

Hindu Astronomy of the second period (that of Aryabhafa, Varaha-

mihira, Brahmagupta, Bhaskara and others) came from the Greeks."

He puts forward as his evidence that two at least of the western

works, the Romaka and the Paulina text books, were translated or

adapted. Further, to prove that much of the astronomical knowledge

came from the Greeks througli the Persian medium, he adds that

“there is the curious fact that the Hindus ascribed their knowledge of

Astronomy to the Sun-worshipper Maya by whom they probably meant

the Zoroastrian Ahura Mazda.” The mention of the name of Maya
puzzled Mr» Weber also who thought it was the *Hindu translk^jon of

Ptolemois of the Greeks.

Thebasis.of Hindu Astronomy lay in the religious aspirations

of Hindu votaries in times when each heavenly body represented a
Divinity. The stiyfy of astronomy originated in the doctrine that

the Supitme Being had'assigned duties to each of the heavenly bodies*
by vfrhich ihey became rujers of the affairs of the world, and that a
Jcnbwledge of the Divine Will would be acquired by watching and
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observing the order of their motions and th^ recurrence of times Jnd^
seasons. With the Hindus the study of astronomy became a sacred

•duty, at least &mong the most educated classes, inasmuch as the
celestial bodies ^ere viewed as gods and the worshfp of them was
enjoined by the Vedas. Thus the piety of the Hindus in primitive ages
led them to watch*with care all the phenomena of the hc-aven and to

perfect their calendar of festivals, etc. To this end the first Hindu
astronomers directed their attention. According to Baily, ac-

curate astronomical observations had been made hi India, probably be-

fore 3000 B.C.—'a conclusion which is justified on ^ndepende* t evidence.

Some writers of the Jiistory of the Vedic age have also held that the

vedic sacrificial rites had a close connection with astronomical calcula-

tions. In any case, as they were regulated by the position of the moon
with reference to the stars, they must be held to pre-suppose accurate

astronomical observations, which indeed hpve come to be a religious

necessity
;

it is therefore reasonable to argue, a priori that an extensive

astronomical knowledge was obtained in India even in the Vedic

times. According to the Vedic hymns as translated by Pandit Satya-

vrata Suma§ramT, even in the Vedic times the Hindus had a knowledge

of the motions of the planets (at least of five) and the causes of the solar

and lunar eclipses. An astronomical interpretation of the Vedic

hymns attempted by other scholars goes to show that a knowledge

of solstitial and equinoctial points on the part of the Vedic writers

could be reasonably accepted,

Mr. Weber suggests that Maya (as mentioned in Suryasiddhanta)

is the Sanskrit translation of Ptolemois of the Greeks and thereby

hints at the indebtedness of Hindu Astronomy to the Greeks. We
shall just show how groundless this assumption is. The name of

Maya appears in many places in the Piiranas as a famous architect;

and there is frequent mention of Mayavi-Maya (by this probably, an

eminent astrologer and astronomer is meant) in the Ramayana and

the Mah|bharata, Apart from the above, granting that Maya of the

Suryasiddhanata k the Satiskrit counter-part of Ptolemois, we find

that there is not a single passage in the whole of the Suryasiddhanta

to show that Maya gave any lessons on astronomy. * He was only

a learner and Surya is ttfe preceptor. Surya is of ^course the god of

^the Hindus and was not imported from Greece.* Therefqre, even

taking for granted Mr. Weberns interpretation, we draw^u^t a

contrary inference, viz., that Maya got his teaching {rom Sfirya.

Again, the suggestion of Mr, I^aye that by Asura Maya is meant the
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^SmoBstirtan Ahura Mazda^ oeads no refutatioa^ for tlm ouere perusal

of any Persian treatise will convince any one that Persian Astrononry

was not half so advanced as the astronomical knowledge evidenced

in the SuryasiddhSnta.

Of all the SidhSntas, none were held in such high ' esteem as the

Brahma, Surya, Soma and Bfhaspati. They were considered to be

inspired. There were also two other Siddhantas, Romaka and Paulila.

Mr. Kaye says that both of them are of Greek origin and have

much influenced the ancient Hindu astronomers. The Romakasid-

dh&nta is undoubtedly a translation of some Greek or Roman treatise

as its name suggests. Its method of procedure also does not agree

with that followed in any of the above Siddhantak and in this treatise

the latitude of Alexandria has been adopted for calculating times

and dates. Most probably it is an adaptation from Ptolemy’s

work, and its calculations have t\ot been used, not even mentioned,

in any of the known treatises of Hindu astronomy. The date of its

composition has been placed by Dr. Kern in the sixteenth century,

for in it there is an occasional mention of the name of Emperor Babar.

Hence we may safely conclude that Romakasiddhanta has very

little to do with the progress of astronomical knowledge of the

Hindus. Of the Pauli$asiddhanta we cannot say the same thing.

Its method of procedure agrees in many respects with that of the

current Siddhantas of the Hindus, the only difference being that the

calculation of the solar and the lunar eclipses given in this book are

not so accurate as propounded in the Sur^asiddhanta or Siddhanta-

jiromani of Bbaskara. It is believed by many European scholars

that the Paulisasiddhanta is an adaptation of the work by Paulus
Alexandrinus. But there was also a sage in India of the name
of Pulifia. Is it not a faulty argument to base a conclu-

sion on the similarity of names? “We have no right” says Dr. |Cern
in his preface to Byhatsamhita, “whatever, to infer that Paulus
Alexandrinus and Pulisa are one and the same, for identity of name
is too slender a ground s{)ecially when the name happens to be a
common one.” Further, the PaulisasiddhSnta (as 'descrilied by* Prof.

Jogesh Chandra Ray in his work entitled "Our Astronomy and ‘Astro-

nomers’') is based on mathematical calculations, whereas the work, of
Paulus is mainly atuhstrological one. We have, therefore, every re-

ason t*. "believe that I^aiUisasiddhanta had its origin in India and is

not imported from ontsidf.

The second period of 'Hindu
_
Astronomy was a real advance in
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ii»thematic«l astronotny and the reasonings set forth il»re extMhit,

« Jceenness oif oLoervatlon that would -do credit to tetter^biy EarcgtMn
phifosophy. Tlje treatises of that period that are .held in high esteem
'by the Hindus are Brahmasddhanta, SGryasiddhinta, S{hat-

sat^ita and SiddhSntafiiromani. The dates composition of the
above works have not been fixed to our entire satisfactioB; these

exists a vast difiference of opinion as to the actual dates anaong the

twriental scholars. As regards dates we are inciired to tbllow

Mr. Gaily, Mr. Grennand and Pandit Sudhakara Dvtvedi where any

difereace of opinion arises.

The birth of Aryabbaja marked a new era in the progress of

naathematical astronomy. He wrote a number of works on astro-

nomy which are now known only through quotations from his writings

given by Grahmagupta and other subsequent astronomers. It is, in

general, through these citations that Aryabhafa was known to be an

eminent astronomer anterior to Brahmagupta in the beginning

cX the sixth century A. c. From the quotations of Brahma-

gupta ,we learn that Aryabhata believed in the diurnal motion of the

earth round its axis. “The starry sphere" be affirms “is stationary,

and the earth making a revolution produces the daily rising and

setting of stars and planets.” The idea of heliacal risings and sett-

ings of stars and planets was first fully developed in Europe by

Copernicus in the fifteenth century, and before him, it was not recog-

nised though some rudimentary hints were thrown by Pythagoras

in the fifth century B.C. Aryabhata promulgated the above theory

in the sixth century A.C. at’ the latest. Hence we see that Mr. Kaye'.s

statement that the Hindus borrowed the idea of heliacal risings and

settings of stars and planets from the Greeks does not stand scrutiny.

We are rather inclined to believe that. this theory had its origin in

India and was introduced in Europe through the Greek medium, by

which it was given its present practical garb. The confusion as r^ards

the correct date of Aryabbatia arises from the fact that most of the

oriental soliolars have f£led to notice that there were two men of the

name of Ar^ahhata-^ne, the great astronomer who lived in the fifth

century* A.c. and* the other, a mere commentator aqd contpiler,

who flourished in the thirteenth or fourteentli century A.C. The latter

wrote a commentary on Sfiryasiddhiota. Dr. Daji says

the work menttofted by Alberuni as written by* Aryabftaja is

this commentary. If ithig be true we can infgr that SSiyasiddhahte

in its ipiftseitt form wna. current hdare tiie eeftteiy; b<lt wef •
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have evidence enough to show that some portions of the

SuryasiddhSnta were written even before the age of the Suiva-

sutras.

The name of Brahmagupta is held in high esteem by all Hindu

writers. He flourished in the sixth century A.C. W6 know that there

is not a single argument in the whole range of Greek Astronomy to

prove why the earth, though spherical, appears flat to observers on

earth. “The earth," says Brahmagupta, “stands firm by its own power

without any other support in space. If there be a material support to the

earth and another upholder of that and again another of this and

so on without limit, and if finally self-support must be assumed, why

not assume it in the first instance ? Why not recognise it in this

multiform earth? The earth possessing an attractive force draws

towards itself any heavy substance situated in the surrounding at-

mosphere, and that subtance appears as if it fell (like a stone). But

whither can the earth fall in ethereal space which is equal and alike

on every side? If the earth were falling, an arrow shot into

the air would not return to it when the projectile force was expended,

since both would descend
;
nor can it be said that the earth moves

blower and is overtaken by the arrow, for heaviest bodies fall quickest

and the earth is the heaviest.” Such reasonings can do credit even to

modern astronomers.

Again why does not the earth appear spherical to men on earth ?

Aryabhata in reply says:

"As the earth is a large body, and a man is exceedingly small,

the whole visible portion of the earth consequently appears to a man
on its surface, to be perfectly plane.” We think this is a point gained

by Hindu Astronomy over the Greek.

Next came Barahamihira who also lived in the sixth century A.C.

He was not an original writer but a compiler. One of the passages
in his work, Byhatsaijihita, has led Mr. Kaye to think that Baraha
admits that the Hindus have borrowed much from the Greeks. We
shall presently show that he has misunderstood and misinterpreted
the couplet referred to. He translates the couple*! thusA-“The Greeks,
indeed, are foreigners, but with them this science *is in a flourishing

state. Hence they are honoured as though they are ?sis." The
couplet as written*by Baraha is this :

MJ^ha hi yavanas tefiu samyak fiastram idam sthitam
/

^ivat te’ pi pujyan^e kirn punar daivavid dvijal^ //

The translation should be as follows ; "The Grroks are foreigners,
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with them also this bcience is in a flourishing state Even ^ley

are honoured as Esis
;
much more will be Honoured a Prahmin versed*

in Astrology
" ^Scholars without sufficient knowledge of Sanskrit are

• likely to advance this couplet as a proof that the^ Hindus learned

astronomy from*the Yavanas (Greeks), but one should not fail to take

notice of the faqjt that the* above couplet occurs in the. ascrologic*^]

section of Erhatsarphita and also in connection with
^
the word

•‘'Daivavid,” meaning astrologer and not astronomer. From the

Brhatsanihi^a edited and translated by Pai\dit Sudhakar Dvivedi

we find that the names of Yavana (Greek) teachers occur sixteen

times and everytime in support of the views of Barftha as regards

“lagnaSuddhi” and ‘Vara4uddhi” and at no lime in support of

astronomical facts.

The next point that engages our attention is the explanation for „

the planetary motions by the method of epicycles. Mr. Kaye argues

that this was of Greek origin and the Hinuus borrowed it from the

Greeks. The first notion of the planetary motion was clearly stated

in the,first chapter of Suryasiddhanta. and this, we are led to believe

from the citations of ancient astronomers, existed in the oldest edi-

tion of Suryasiddhanta, the date of which can be placed somewhere

near the second or third century A.C.

‘‘The planets in their orbits go rapidly and continually with the

stars towards the west, and hang down at an equal distance as if over-

powered (over-matched in speed) by the stars. Therefore, the motions

of the planets appear towards the east, and their daily motions,

determined by their revolutions, are unequal to each other in

consequence of the circumstances of their orbits
;
aM by this

unequal motion they pass the sign. The planet which moves rapidly

requires a short time to pass the signs, and the planet that moves

slowly passes the signs in a long time” (Suryasiddhanta, chap. I,

slokas 25-27).

This notion that the -motion of all the planets was caused by a

velocity ii their orbits,* which was the same for all alike, was prevalent

not only in Iridia but also in Europe even to the times of Kepler

and Newton. This is evident from the manner in which Kepler com-

bated this doctrine and^from the important use he made of it. Soon

after the death of Tycho, Kepler “made many*, discoveries from

Tycho^s observations. He found that astrpnomers# had crrfcd, from

the beginning of the science in ascribing circular orbits to thp planets.

He easily saw that the higher planets not -only moved in gfcatter

.

MARCH, 1928
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cb^les but also more slowly than nearer onesi so that on a double

’a^xount their periodic times were greater.”

This planetary motion the Hindus and the Greeks explained' by

means of epicycles. Aryabhata ascribed to the epicycles by which'

motion of a planet was represented a form varying' from the circle

nearly to an ellfpse. It was well-known, to the Ifindus that a sup-

posed uniform motion in a circle about the earth did not really re-

present true motion in its orbits, although the hypothesis served*

sufficiently to determige the mean motions and the mean place of a

planet when deduced from observations carried on for lengthened

periods. They knew that every planet in its course was subject-to

great irregularities, the motion undergoing centinual changes. At

one time it would be direct towards the east until the planet

reached a stationary point where it would seem to be at rest; then

a retrograde motion would begin and continue for a time till another

stationary point was reached, and the eastward motion was

repeated. It was to account for these irregularities that the epicycle

was invented. By the Greeks this contrivance was ascribed to Apo-

llonius. He conceived that a planet in its course, described with uni-

form motion and the circumference of a circle, is called the epicycle,

whose centre moved uniformly in the circumference of another cir-

cle, called the deferent, the centre of which was the centre of the

earth. It was also supposed that, whilst the centre of the epicycle

was moving eastward in the direction of the signs, the planet itself

was moving in a direction opposite to that of the sign. By this

hypothesis it was easy to show the varioiis changes in the motion

of the planets. This theory was generally adopted by western na-

tions with the addition of other epicycles, introduced by Ptolemy,

necessary for expressing th^ apparent motions with accuracy.

But the Hindus had two different methods for calculating the true

place of a planet from its “mean place” as determined by the rules

of Siddhtntafiiromagi (chap. II). One of these methods resembled

that of Apollonious, but there was also considerable difTerdnce, viz.,

that whilst the planet moved uniformly in its epfcycle,cwhose centre

moved in the^dderent concentric with the earth, the. epicycle its'etf was
conceived to be variable, the circumference, being the greatest when
the planet was in apsis (at Apogee or Perigee the true and mean
placea being then co&c(dent), and the least when the planet was at a

d'isttujce pf 90° from the points. The other method su^ioses that,

while the mean place of a planet is a point moving uniformly east*
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ward round the circumference of an equal but eccentric circle, whc^
centre is situated in the line joining the Apogee with the centre of

the earth, the .distance from it is the eccentricity. These two
methods of calculation, whether by assuming the moticnb as being

in an eccentric or in an epicycle, give exactly the same results. The
theories of epieyclical and eccentric motion of. planets tie

beautifully put in the second chapter of SuryasiddhSnta and
’the fifth chapter of SiddhantaSiromani. A len^t!;' comparison
of the Hi.idu and Greek methods together with the remarks
of BhSskara by means of figures and matlKinatical ''alculations will

require an independent paper on the subject. But we hope that the

main point of the Greek and Hindu epicychcal theories that have
already been mentioned will convince one that unlike the epicycles

of Ptolemy and other Greek astronomers, the Indian epicycles had

a variable circumference, tnat of the first epicycle being the largest at

Apr^ee and Perigee, varying from those points through the deferent

to its places at the quardrants, where its circumferences were the least.

Now we believe we may be permitted to draw the conclusion that the

two different methods of the Hindus and the Greeks grew up side

by side without the one being influenced by the other
;
for astrono-

mical arguments point to a possibility, if not a certainty, of this

kind of coincidence.

Next in importance comes the question of discovery of the twelve

signs of the Zodiac. Mr. Kaye has taken it for granted, a

that the division originated in Greece and thence was borrowed by

the Hindu astronomers. We shall show that astronomical argu-

ments lead to the very opposite conclusion. Here we s!\all follow

the admirable treatment of the question by Prof. Dr. D. N. Mallik

in the course 'of one of his lectures : ‘‘The Hindu astronomers had

two systems of reckoning: the lunar mansions or the Tithis and the

signs of the Zodiac or the RUis, the first being obviously the earlier

of the two. For, while’ the moon’s motion among the stars is a matter

of dirRcf observation’ the solar motion in its relation to the stars

could ^nly.b^ observed by an indirect method, on account of the fact

that his light shuts out of view all stars in his neighbourhood. On

the other hand, the moon’s motion is ’much more irregular than that

of the sun. The observation of the sun's motion, therefore, came

* gradually to be recognised as a matter of practical as wclP as of

scientific importance and the method of ^igns or RSlis ultlm^dy

superseded that of die Tithis, As to thfe lunar system of the
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JHUitdus, its high antiquity is testified to by the fact tiiat the primitive

series opened with KrttikS (the Pleiades) as the sign of the vernal

equinox. But this atrangement would be correct only about :230Q

B.C. and nowhere else would be found a well-authenticated Zodiacal

sequence of so early a date. If this be granted, it seems to be very

probable that the method of signs was evolved dn India, for the

method of tithis wliich is admitted to be peculiar in India may be

regarded as the parent of the method of sighs, and we are thus almost

'

able to trace a gradual evolution along lines well-recognised by the

science of the system of signs.” The Hindu astronomers divided

the Ecliptic and the Zodiac into 28 parts (and then into 27)

forming so many groups of stars in the path" of the moon, each

division corresponding with the space of the moon’s daily motion

through them. The groups were consequently called lunar asterisms.

The ancient Hindu astronomers chose a set of 27 principal stars, one

for each of the 37 lunar constellations, in general the brightest star of

the asterism, and called it Yoga-tara, whilst the asterism-cluster was
named the Nak§atra. The Yoga-tarS was connected with the be-

ginning or first point on the Ecliptic of the division, representing

the space of the asterism by the small arc of apparent difiference of

longitude between them,- this arc being called the Bhoga of the

asterism. Thus the 27 divisions of the ecliptic became as fixed

in position as the stars themselves, like a great fixed dial, with the

numbers ranging not along the Equator but along the Ecliptic Itself.

From the above arguments, and from investigations of Prof. Weber
and Colebroo^pve deduce that the Hindus founded their lunar man-
sions which the Arabs (by the name of Manzil) and the Chinese (by

the name of Sieu) borrowed. We also know that the Greeks were
not possessed of the system of

, lunar mansions. Prof. Weber, how-
ever, propounded the view that the system originated in Babylon.
Such a view can no longer be maintained, since we have now to
admit that the Babylonian system is based' on the sun's motions.
Now if the view advocated above that the lunar system l^ist be
of older date than that which is based on *the stinjs motions
be correct, we^must admit that the Babylonian system must needs
have been derived by adoption. Hence we are justified in inferring
that if the Hindus qan claim to be the originators of the system of
lunar raSnsions, they liaye an equal right to claim to be the pro-
pounders pf the system dependent on the division of the Zodiac.
- - The next ^oint thaf engages out attention is the questtori fdf para-.
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llax. Mr. Kaye says that the idea of parallax in Hindu Astronomy* is

also^borrovved from the Greeks. We are not prepared to accept his

jtheory which is* not supported by reasons. The Hindus, we know,

were at a very early date well-acquaint^ with all facts relating to

eclipses. They fiad rules of calculating the various phases of both the

lunar and solar edipses, i.e.,*the times of their beginning, middle ano

end which are set forth in the various astronomical works. The co^Tec-

lion of parallax in latitude and longitude is of great i.-iporfance in

calculating eclipses accurately and hence we are led to believe that the

Hindus had a thorough knowledge of this phenrmenot. even in the

Vedic ages when eclipses were calculated for religious purposes.

Bh&skara in his Siddhantasiromani quotes several couplets from

ancient astronomers explaining the importance of the correction

of parallax in calculating eclipses. Barahamihira in his Pahchasiddhan*

tika also elaborately deals with it under a section of Surya-

siddhanta. The question will be dealt with at a considerable length

separately.

These are some of the points that present themselves to one en-

gaged in studying Hindu Astronomy. The remarks of many an oriental

scholar that the
.
Hindus have not received the credit due to their

astronomical science and the publications of Mr. Kaye and Dr. D. E.

Smith have led me to adduce some proofs of the advanced

stage of astronomical knowledge reached by the Hindus without

any outside aid. We hope, however, that every one will admit

that there are many points in Hindu astronomy which for their

scientific importance must rank first in the history of thd^science.

SuKUMAR RanJAN Das



Baijit Singh’s Civil Administration

{Based mainfym the records in the Imperial Record D^rtinent)

The records* in the Punjab relating, to the Civil Administration

of Ranjit, Singh have not yet been published. In their absence, in

giving a^ account of Ranjit’s Civil Administration, I have to content

myself with what I can glean from the writings of contemporary

authors and from the references to the previous administration contain-

ed in the reports of the British officers engaged in making a settlement

after the annexation of the Punjab. Besides, these, in the Imperial

Record Department there are many contemporary records which

contain information with regard to the Punjab supplied to the political

Agent or by him to the Governor General. Though these do not

refer generally to Civil Administration, yet much valuable information

in that connection can be gleaned from them. I have followed a rather

non-orthodox method in relying upon the reports of, what may be called

an enemy government. I could have relied more upon the non-official

sources of information, viz., the foreign travellers. But as I have relied

more upon the British official sources of information, whatever may

be said in these pages in favour of Ranjit Singh is more valuable than

it otherwise would have been.

In Civil Administration, the paramount department to which all

other departments were subordinate was the fiscal department. The
officers upon whom Ranjit Singh mainly depended for the administra-

tion of this department may be divided into the following three classes:

• (i) Men of wealth, position and influence who were sent to the

distant provinces as farmers of revenue, e. g., Golab Singh, Hari Singh,

and others.

(2) The military chiefs who held feudal demesnes on the condi-

tion of sending contingents in the field had ajso a limited authority

within their jurisdiction.

(3) The Kardars or agents whose power varied a^cordir^ to the

influence they possessed at the courts. The pay. of theSe local tax-

gatherers an3 other secondary officers varied and was mostly uncertain

and precarious. It,was tacitly understood that they were to live by

the p^rt^isites of,theirappointment*

.. I Foreign DepartnKnt Miscellaneous, no. 356; Report of the

Board of A^inistration, Lahore, p.17..
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Fco9) the fiscal point of view the Punjab was divided into dii>tri|t|,

leased out, granted or directly administered.*

The aiYangements for the auditing of accounts were for many

^ears notoriously defective. It was not till al^t.the eiKi of the

Maharaja’s reign*that financial order was introducad. For a long time

there were no oil^ce accounts, Ranjit Singh relying* mainly on hi'

tenacious memory and such crude devices as the notching.of a stick.

•The complication of accounts in the district treasiiri'^s facilitated

embeszlement Ranjit Singh himself knew
,
this quite well

;
he

therefore sometimes called upon his servants to pay fees or 'aids'

and if they refused to disgorge he would plunder them.*

Land Tax.—According to the Sikh System, I'i..* Government share

was assumed to be a half at least of the gross produce. There are

instances in which as much as 54% was demanded. Whenever revenue

was collected in kind, a deduction of 10 to 15 per cent, must be

made for expenses, fraud and waste. On the whole, the public demand

may be said to have been between ^ to J of the gross produo*. In

Multan and the Trans-Indus region it seldom exceeded j of the gross

produce.

In September, 1847, Raja Dinanath furnished the following

abstract of land rievenue.*

No. of District Mode of Collection Amount of Revenue

8 Farmed out to Kardars 25,49,873

8 Assessed, the engagements being made with

the heads of villages 18,23,556

43 Revenue collected by division and appraise-

ment of the crop. 89,44,658*

We have no -reason to think that the state of things was much

different in the time of Ranjit.

Excise and Customs.—Throughout the whole country there was a

net woric of preventive lines. At the same set of stations excise

duties,cu^oms duties, town duties and transit duties etc. were all levied,

witbout-»any distinction as to whether the goods were domestic or

fore^n« N* distinction was made between luxuries and necessaries,

The whole country ’being intersected by preventive lines both length-

wise- and Ixeadtbwise, tk> goods could' escape Govwnment duties and

1 Ibid., p. 19.

2 Foreign Department Miscellaneous, no. 357 . P- *65-
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p^eerything was taxed at least a dozen times. There was no principle

involved in this taxation e’xcept the principle of extracting the maxi-

mum possible out of everything. Even many agricult;ural commoSities

of the Punjab .were liable to these taxes after having paid theit

full share of the land tax. Ranjit overlooked few ta'xes, which have

been levied in any country civilized or upcivilized. . His taxation em-

braced "everything, every locality, every thoroughfare, every town and

village, every article, wherever sold, imported or exported, domestic

Or foreign,”^ Ranjit’s tspcation had at least one great merit. It was

not uneven. In spite of these handicaps, commerce was in a thriving

condition.

So far as Salt Tax was concerned, there'Was no scale of duties,

Mines were farmed out. So long as the farmers paid the full share

due to the State, they were not hampered by the State. There was,

however, a considerable laxity in the system. The farmers allowed the

merchants to carry off big consignments after giving bonds which were

to be paid up after the disposal of the commodity. In this way, the

merchants fell heavily into debts with the farmers, who on their turn,

fell heavily into arrears with the State. By this system of salt tax,

the State revenues suffered, not the consumers. The farniiers'had

to accommodate the supply to the demand. Sal^ was also liable

to duties when in transit.

According to record no. 357 of the Miscellaneous section of the

Foreign Department, Excise and Customs under;Ranjit Singh may
he analysed thus^ :

Number of articles Yield

Ipports 7 3,62,697

Exports 19 9.74.861

Imports and Exports * 4 t»37.739

Miscellaneous 18 1,61,817

Total ... 48 16,36,114
• i

Nurtured in the pursuits of war, without educj^tion and altogether

ignorant of the principles of political economy, he did not* understand

the advantage of doing away with the internal ' barriers so far as

commerce and int^ustry were concerned, fiut his Government was
I

.

t Foreign Department Miscellaneous, no. 357, p. :2i5.

3 Foreign Department Miscellaneous, no. 357, p. 2ig.
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* «

not unnecessarily oppressive as will be apparent from the following

extracts :

‘"Last year o\\;ing to the effects of the famine, grain was distributed

fo the Zemindars and others both for sowing and subsistence;,

^

*‘Khark Singlf was ordered to proceed to Multan and to take care

that the cultivation,along the way was not damaged by his people.*

'Remission of rents of R*?. 5000 was made in the case • of Rotas

for the continuance of the Maharaja’s camp.’^®

Wade himself once admits that 'he was wellUnrlined to the interests

of his merchants” so far of course as his limited ideas in the sphere

of commerce and industry would allow.*

Finally, we should note one thing in particular about Ranjit Singh's

fiscal administration. The resources of the country were undoubtedly

strained by this taxation, but in some respects the Government gave

back with one hand what it had taken with the other. The employ-

ments of the state were numerous and every Jat village sent recruits

for the army who sent their savings home. Many a village paid

half ils revenue from the earnings of these military men. Again,

the presence of a vast army created an immense demand for manu-

factures, and commerce could thus bear up against a heavy load of

taxation. The growth of the flourishing commercial city of Amritsar

is a case in point.

Judicial Administration.—There were no special officers for the

dispensation of civil justice or for the execution of criminal law.

The exercise by the chiefs of the function of the judge in all civil and

criminal cases dispensed with the establishment of regular courts of law.

There was no written law. Still, some sort of justice was dealt out,

“Private property in land, the relative rights of land-holders and

cultivators, the corporate capacity of .village communities were all

recognised. Under the direction of local authorities, private arbitra-

tion was extensively resorted to. The Qazis and Qanungoes exei-

cised privately and indirectly those functions which had descended

to them sii#ce the Imperial times. The former continued to ordain

marriage^ cerenwnies,'to register testaments and attest deeds, the latter

to declafe recorded facts and expound local customs.

1 Political Proceedings, 31st August, 1836, no. 57*

2 Ibid., 29th August, 1^36, no. 32.

3 Ibid., 7th August, 1837, no. 94.

4 Ibid*, 2ist November, 1836, no. 30.

LH.Q^ MAKCH, 19^8
It
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The Maharaja made extensive tours and he heard appeals
;

he

generally severely rebulced the Governors of those regions in which

too many appeals .wwe made. He also heard appals at court's.

The police officers were in most cases political and military rather

than civil. Their business was to check disturbances and to make
arrangements for the marching of troops.

Justice was not so much a national as a local concern. It was left

to the feudatories
;
but these being men of the locality could not go

far. Custom and caprice were the substitutes for Ux Scripta.

There was a strong disinclination to inflict capital punishment.

Crimes and tiespasses were generally atoned for by fines. Imprison-

ment was almost unknown and capital punfehments rare. But in

distant and disturbed provinces, e.g., Peshawar and Hazara, the case

was different.

Many defects there were undoubtedly in Ranjit’s judicial admini-

stration and police system, but to his credit it must be acknowledged,
if Masson (writing in 1826) is to be believed, that the predatory pro-

pensity of the Sikh people was to a great extent kept under rekraint.

"Time was that a Sikh and a robber were synonymous terms; now
few thefts are heard of, and seldom or ever those wholesale foraj’s

to which the chiefs were so much addicted.”

The centre of the whole system of Government, the pivot of the
whole structure, was of course the Maharaja. The entire direction of

affairs lay in him. Late in the reign of the Maharaja, Diwan
Bhowani Das divided the transactions of the affairs of State into different

offices or departments. There were twelve daftars or offices where
the civil and military business of the Government were arranged,
•Diwan Dinanath was at the head of them. Bhai Ram Singh, Govinda
Ram, Fakir Azizuddin assisted Ranjit in civil matters. The Fakir
also acted as the Chief Secretary for foreign affairs. The letters

of business were also frequently written by him. Misr Beli Ram
was in charge of the Regalia and the Treasury, Khashal Singh
was in charge of the Deodhee in which he was later Replaced by
Raja Diwan Singh.

Centralisation was mainly financial. The Sikh Government was
prepared not only to allow subordinate rights to remain but also to
preserve them. /The village communities might have been discon-
tinueJ and deprived of liheir ancestral rights though less heavily taxed

;

irt thaUcase the misfortune would have been greater. Mr. Temple
In his report on the * settlement of the district of Jullundhar says,
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"As things stood there have been no convulsions, no confusion of rights*

and properties. The springs of society had been overstrained perhaps,

J)ut they only sequired removal of the pressure,, no delicate readjust-

ment was needed."

The civil Government of Ranjit was not based .on sol'd forms

and institutions, fTheie wa? a want of fixed principles and fixed

systems. With the help of the standing army was the tre-’.sury

in many cases filled and control exercised over distant officers

and jagirdars. The personal infl'ience of the head of the state

formed the sole hold upon the discipline ar.d affections of the

troops. This reliance upon the military element for the civil

Government was a great mistake. Still, considering the traditions

of Sikh rule in the period and the elements that he had to

control, we should form a favourable opinion about Ranjit Singh's

civil administration.

Ranjit as a civil administrator compares unfavourably with Siv.njT.

But Sivaji had the Malik Ambar and the Adil Sabi tradition to follow.

The history of the Punjab before Ranjit Singh was one of anarchy.

Ranjit had no tradition to inspire, no example to follow. It was

quite in the natu,r.e of things that power, as he understood it, was

military power, iiot even material not to speak of moral power.

Narendra Krishna Siniia



Eastern India and i^ryavarta^

The Problem stated.

Eastern India, it has been supposed, was inhabited by non-Aryan

peoples itvthe Vedic age, and in the opinion of some, it has remained

predominantly non-Aryan in blood even at thS

present day, the civilisation of Bihar and Bengal

including the systems of religious thought pro-

pounded by Mahavlra and Gautama being regarded as a non-Aryan

civilisation evolved independently of Vedic thou^t and culture. Others,

again, while agreeing with the view that the Easterners were outside

the Vedic civilisation and culture, hold that they are Aryans, though

of a different type, that they represent a later wave of Aryan

migration into India than that of the Vedic Aryans, and that when

they entered India, these later immigrants, finding the Vedic Aryans

in occupation of the middle region of northern India (the MadhydeSa),

proceeded lower down and leaving aside the table-land of central

India, descended towards the east and occupied Qrissa, Bengal and

Bihar. An examination of the Vedic texts, and of the subsidiary

literature in general, appears, however, to give a different version of

the history of Aryan migration into the eastern provinces of India.

They prove beyond doubt that even in the early Vedic age, before

the advent of the Brahmana literature. Eastern India was in the

occupation of the Vedic Aryans and besides, we find distinct traditions

of an East Indian origin of some of the most important elements of

the Vedic civilisation suggesting that the Indo-Aryans had spread

over the whole of northern India before the Vedic culture reached its

maturity
; moreover, there does not appear to have been any occasion

for the Indo-Aryans, in their march towards the east, of making a
circuitous detour round the Vindhyas. Anthropological evidence also

corroborates the conclusion arrived at on literary and ^tilological

grounds. The round-headed Aryans {Homo rndo-Etiro^eeus brachi-

morphus), who are now found in eastern and south-western India, had
evidently been settled in Hindustan for some time and had already

evolved a civilisation when they were pushed forward by the new
arrivals, the long-headed Aryans {Homo Indo-Buropoeus dolichomoh

phUs), who expanded ^pd developed the culture which they absorbed

from the earlier settlers,’
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It is inconceivable that a people with such a native spirit* o£*

adventure and expansioii as their earliest national records prove the

,

Vedic Aryans to have been,, should remain shut

dcring Race"*
* Centuries in a small district in north-western

India without appreciating and t^ing advantage

of the numerous facilities for^sxpansion that the open, boundless plains

to the east offered to them, seeing that between the Indu?nndthe
Brahmaputra there was nothing to withstand their progress, no desert,

neither a mountain, nor a wide stretch of wate r. The call to wande.*

forth {caraiveti) went amongst them ; they recognised, as the iitareya

Brahmana declares, that “there is no prosperity to a man who

does not weary himself (with wandering).” ‘ “Evil (/a//i)is he,**

says the same ancient Brahmana work, Vho stayeth among men, and

India is the comrade of the wanderer.**^

“Flower-Iike the heels of the wanderer,

His body groweth and is fruitful
;

All bis sins disappear,

Slain by the toil of his journeying.

“The fortune of him who sitteth also sittetli,

But that of him who standeth standeth erect
j

That of him that reclineth lieth down
;

The fortune of him that moveth shall move indeed.

“Wandering one findeth honey,

Wandering the sweet Udumbara fruit,

Consider the pre-eminence of the sun,

Who wearieth never of wandering.** ^

The things that attracted the Vedic Indian in his onward move-

ments, the things that he looked for in selecting a site for a new

settlement, were primarily those providing facilities for

his daily worship, for paying his daily homage to

the gods, in his particular method of making offerings

in fira in accordance with rites that had already

acquired sanctity by ancient usage at the time when

vve fir%t nieet him in the earliest hymns of the Bgveda. For this

Eastern India

lultilled the
conditions of

Indo-Aryan
Settlement

I I

—

Ait. Bk, vii. 15.
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pmrpose he needed water, fuel and milk and its products in abundance.

The luxuriant Indian forests extending in every direction suppHed

him abundantly with fire-wood {samidh) for his sacrificial fire which

had to be kept up throughout life from year’s end to yearns end without

any break, the innumerable streams that intersect the country placed

water within his easy reach everywhere, "and the open wide stretches

of the plains of the Ganges valley offered a soft and alluvial soil that

yielded easily to his plough and provided a plentiful pasture to his

herds that supplied him with milk and butter to be offered in his

sacrificial fire,

Another indispensable requisite of his divine service, which the

Vedic Indian prized very highly and which was not easily available

everywhere, was the skin of the Krsnasara, the black

huck or Indian antelope ;

—

Brahmana etad rupam yat

Kr^rta^inam—‘The skin of the Krsnasara is the visible

form of the Brahman/ (that is, of the Veda), declares the Taittirlya

Bamhita^ and the Tandya Mahabrakmana asserts that Krsnajina, the

skin of the black buck is the visible form of Brahmavarcas or spiritual

pre-eminence acquired by a study of the Vedas.^ The highly valued

black antelope thus came to determine finally whether a country was

fit for Aryan settlement. Wherever roamed the Kr^^asara Mrga with

its soft and glossy fell, there the Vedic Aryan could proceed without

any let or hindrance. As the open plains of Eastern India counted

this valuable animal among their natural denizens, the Vedic Indians

advanced to the farthest limits in that (Jirection even up to where
the sun rises in the east, until they w^ere stopped by the ever thicken-

ing jungle. Thus a verse {gatha)^ which has been preserved in a

quotation from an anqient Brahmana text which is no longer extant,

says in connection with Aryavarta, or the region where the Aryas

’RTcrfir wt wr: w

TO ^ n II

Aitareya Brahmana, vii. 15#—English trfinslation by Prof, A. B.

Keith {l^gveda Brahmanas, pp. 302f.)

I X^ttifiya Samhita, y, 4, 4, 4.

2- to t Tandya
M^habrahma'M, xvii, ii, 8. Sayana explains Brahma-varcas as

(Sayana on TMBr., i, 2,4) dr (on TMBr., ii, 5,2) etc*
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lived, that spiritual pre-eminence accruing from a study of the V^das

{brahmavarcas) Is found in the whole df the country that extends

from the Indus^which marks the western boundary-line, as far m the

east as the black antelope wanders, even up to thejregion where the

sun rises. It will be observed that it lays down a definite line on

the west, but eastward there,was no limit, and the Aryas had proceeded

as far as the Krsnasara roamed
;
in the east tVere was i^othing that

stopped them up to the farthest limit of the habitable i jgion, provided,

of course, that the black antelope was presort there to help them ?t

their sacrificial rites. There is nothing strange in the fact that the

ancient Rsis that composed that Brahmana passage, defined the

habitat of the Aryas as corresponding with ihe range rf the Indian

antelope, Oryx cervicapra^ because, as Blanford observes, the genus lo

which it belongs is peculiar to India and is not found elsewhere.

In India, however, its range is very wide : “This antelope,'' wc

quote from the same authority, “is found in suitable localities, chiefly

open plains with grass of moderate height, from the Indus to Assam

and from the base of the Himalayas to the neighbourhood of Trichino-

pol3^ Formerly it was far more abundant, and in the first half of

the nineteenth century it was seen occasionally in vast herds 8,000 to

10,000 in number
;
but its numbers have been greatly reduced since

rifles have become common."^ Prof. Buhler also observes,* *Tt

deserves to be noted that the black antelope (black-buck), Oryx

cervicapra, selects for its home the well-cultivated, rich plains of

India only, and is entirely wanting in the sandy, mountainous or

forest districts, which ai'e now, just as in ancient times, the portion

of the aboriginal tribes."

It is now necessary to examine this all important passage from

the Brahmana of the Bhallavins in some detail in order to adjudge

the exact value of the evidence offered by it This

Aryavarta of passage has been quoted by both Vasi§tlia and

Baudhayana in their Dharmasutras. Vasi§tha, in

windir^ up a discussion on the limits of Aryavarta or the country

of the Ary^, brings forward the following as a last alternative

definition •of thajt area:® ^‘Others (state) as an alternative, that

1 Blanford (W. T.), Imperial Gazetteer.of Indian New ed^.if 235.

2 S. B. E., xiv, 3. , •
^
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Spiritual pre-eminence (is found) as far as the black antelope grazes.'^

*I^o\v the Bhallavins quote also (the following) verse in the Nidan^ :

“In the west the boundary is the Sindhu, in the east the region where

the sun rises,—as far* as the black antelope wanders (between these

two limits), so far spiritual pre-eminence derived from a study of the

Vedas is found.”^ Baudhayana also rpunds up a similar discussion

with this quotation “Now the Bhallavins quote also the following

verse. “In the west the boundary is the Sindhu (Indus), in the east

the region where the sun rises,—as far as the black antelopes wander

(between these two limits), so far spiritual pre-eminence (is found)”*

The Bhallavins who are here quoted by Vasistha and Baudhayana

represent a school studying the Samaveda as Govindasvamin declares^

in his commentary, the Vwarana^ on Baudhayana. The Brhaddevata

refers to the Bhallavins and their Brahmana in the following verse ;®

“This couplet is mentioned in the Brahmana of the Bhallavins.

Such is the Vedic passage (quoted) in the work entitled Nidana of

the Samavedins (Chandogas),” that is, as Prof. Macdonell explains,

“the Nidana book contains a quotation mentioning these stanzas

from the Bhallavi Brahmana.”® It is apparent that the stanza of the

Bhallavins, which Vasistha speaks of as met with in the Nidana, is

also a quotation made in the latter from the original Brahmana of

the Bhallavins who represent a school of the Samaveda.’^ It is very

I Tmk i Vas. Dks.,

I Biihler, S.B.E., xiv, 3-4. I have slightly modified the translation

of Prof. Biihler who renders the phrase Sindkur-vidharan% by the

‘boundary river,’ taking Sindhu to mean simply a river
;
but here the

particular river, Sindhu or Indus-, is apparently meant. Brahmavarcas

also has been translated in accordance with Sayana (see ante).

H Ban. Dh. edited by Dr. E. Hultzsch, 1 , 1,2,

3 S.B.E., xiv, 147. • ^

4 1 Mysore ed.'of Baa. i?As., p. ii,

Brkaddevata, v. 23.

6 Brhaddevata^XxzviS. by Macdonell, part ii, pp. 171 f,

7 •V^ber {Hutory ofIndian Literature, 134) is certainly

wrong in considering the Bhallavins as a school of the Black Yajus.

He himself admits, “That* the Bhallavins belong to the Black Yajus
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likely that the original Bhallavi Brahmaija vhich is not extant at tfie*

present daj', had already become rare at the time when

nhirBhS‘uv°^ Vasiftha wrote, his knowledge of ^the work being
Br«iti.*5a derived from the Nidana alone. Saunaka. the author

of BrhaddevatUi appears to derive Lis know-
ledge of the BXallavi-BraXmaua from the Nidana-grantha cf the

^Samavedins, although he has another quotation which he alhibutes

to the Bhallaveyi Sruti.' The BhaHika'Mtra of KatyayatJa says that

the Brahmana accentuation is used in the works of die Tannins and
the Bhallavins, that is, in ihe Tandya Mahabrahmnna and the BhUlavi-

Brakfftana^ just as in the Satapatha Brahmnyia - The joint n ention

of Tandin and Bhallavin in this passage of the Bh'd^tkasHtra indicates

that both of them belonged to the Saraaveda, Afterwards, it appears,

the growing popularity of the Tandya which came to acquire the

appellation of a Mahabrdhmana^ tended ^o the suppression and dis-

appearance of the text of the Bhallavins.*

' That the Brahmana of the Bhallavins was an ancient Brahmana

appears from a Sanskrit idiom referred to by Panini who distinguishes

between ancient Brahmanas and later Brahmanas. He says that

‘^the affix

—

nini comes in the sense of ‘enounced by liim* after a word

in the third case in construction, when it denotes a Brahmana or a

Kalpa-work enounced by ancient sagesJ*^ Katyayana in a Varttika

added to this sutra, announces : ‘^This idiom will not apply in the

case of Yajfiavalkya and others, as they are contemporaries’* ;® and

the Kdhikdvrtti in illustrating this sutra, says that in speaking

of the Bhallavins, the proper expression would be Bhdllavinah^

while works of Yajfiavalkya should be designated Ydfhnvalkydni

is, however, still uncertain, I only conclude so at present from the

fact that Bhallaveya is the name of a teacher specially attacked and

censured in the Brahmana of the White Yajus.^'

ftwin ^rhadc/evata, y, IS9*

2 ll Bh^ikasutra, 33. Ind. Stud,, x,

3 Cf, Weber, Hist, Ind, Lit,, pp. 12-14.

4 Pdmni/\y,i% lOS-^Trans, S. C. Vasii. .

5 ^rsRWT^; 1 See MaMbAd§ya on P,, iv, jv

los.

I. a MARCHi 1928
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Brakmanam,^ The Mah^hha^ya gives this last along with Saula-

bhani as illustrations of the recent Brahmanas, but it has not given

any example of the older works. But Patanjali in another connectioi|

indicates the Brabmana of the Bhallavins with the word Bhallavinah^'^,

showing that he considered it aj^ ancient Brahmana.® From what

has been said above, it will be abundantly clear that the opinion of

of the Bhallavins about the limits of the country where the Vedic

religion had spread, is taken from a Brahmana work which was looked

upon as ancient when Vasistha and Baudhayana wrote their Dharma-

sutras. The Satapaiha Brahmana quotes the opinions of Bhallaveya

with regard to sacrificial matters in several places^ and the Jatntiniya

Brahmana refers to Bhallaveya in general as well as to Asadba and

Indradyumna Bhallaveya.* The Tandya Mahabrahmana which is

one of the most ancient of the existing Brahmanas® and which is

considered by Weber to be older than even the White Yajurveda/

mentions the Bhallavis as a distinct school.® There can, therefore,

be no doubt about the antiquity of the Bhallavi school and their

dictum that the land of the Vedic Aryas extended from the Indus in

the west up to the farthest grazing land of the black buck in the east,

that is, up to the borders of Assam, proves conclusively that the

whole of northern India was oocupied by the Vedic Aryans before

that ancient Brahmana work was composed
;

the Vedic Aryans must

therefore, have settled in Eastern India in the Mantra period.

It is significant that the two works on law that have the greatest

authority among the followers of the Arya dharma even at the present

day, have preserved the ancient tradition of the Bhallavins about

i Kahika-vrtti

on P., iv, 3, 105.

2 ftiPfW I HTHPw: 1 Mahabha^a on P., iv, 2, 104.

3 See Max Muller, A History of Ancient Sanskrii\i^iteraiurc,

2nd edition, 360 ff.

4 Satopatha Brahmana^ xiii, 4, 2, 3 ;
xiii, $, 3/

5 Caland, Dfs Jaimimya Brahmana In Auswahl, i, 232, 4C0
;

.
6 *’cf. Winternitz Ceschichte der indischen Litteratur, p. 166.

7 Weber, History nf Indian Literature^ p. 68.

8 rntijfiTtiiw wtrot ifnni 1 TMBn, ii. 2, 4, .
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the identity of the Vedic Aryandom with the range of the black

^ buck. Ysjfiavalkya even at.tbe very outset of his ufork*

addressing the sages who sought hina
»Ysjfiav«iky» £t,r enlightenment on matters ot dkarma, that is, ‘law

rmd custom’ : "Listen to the prevalent in the

land where the black antelope (ranges.)”* The Manava DharmaAastra
is still more explicit about the country forming the' habitat of the

. Aryans. "The tract * says the Manava code, "between* tho.^ two
mountains (Himavat and Vindhya), which extends as? far as the

eastern and the western oceans, tlje wise call’Aryavarta (the country

of the Aryans). The land where the black antelope naturally roams,

one must know to be fit for the performance of sacrifices
;
(the tract)

different from that (is) the country of the MJecchas (barbarians).”*

This shows very clearly that according to Manu, the whole of northern

India between the two oceans and the two mountain ranges of the

Himalayas and the Vindhyas was conudered as the land of the

Aryans, and as the region where the Vedic religion of sacrifice pre-

vailed. When we remember that the present Manava Dharmemstra is

only Bhrgu’s recension of the Institutes of the Sacred Law proclaimed

by Manu and that, in all probability, it is derived from an ancient

work on law of a Vedic carana, as Prof. Buhler has thown,* the

conclusion is forced upon us that this conception of Aryavarta

represents the ancient tradition of the Manavas who like the Bhallavins

held the whole of northern India between the two seas to be the

country of the Aryas.

At the same time, however, we must not lose sight of the fact

that according to Manu, the greatest centre of the Aryan culture where

the ancient customs had been preserved in their purity, was considered

to be the Brahmavarta country lying between the two divine rivers,

the Sarasvatl and the Dfsadvatl, and next to it, the country of the

Brahmarsis comprising the Doab from the neighbourhood of Delhi

up to Mathura. Next, coming to the central region, he states that

“the (cyntry) whicl^ (lies) between the Himavat and the Vindhya

(mounmin), ^o the jwest of Prayaga and to the east of Vinalana (tlie

place* wh^re the, river Sarasvatl disappears) is called Madhyadefe

(the central region).”* It should be observed that th*e Madhyadeka

1 I YajMvalkya^\, 2.

2 Manava Dharvaaimstra, ii, 12-23 (S. fe. E., xxv, p. 33)"^

3 S.B.E., xxv, pp. xi—xiv. 4 Manu‘\\, 17-2O (S,B.E., xjev, ^3).
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thus defined includes both the Brahnuivarta and Brahmarqi countries

wbifti were recognised small districts deserving of special

sanctity in comparison with the rest of the Midland itself. Lest people

should construe, however, that any of the regions al thus defined,

formed the only region where the Vedic Aryans resided^ Manu’s Code

proceeds immediately afterwards to point out that they occupied the

whole of northern India and that twice-born men should seek to dwell

in all the countries included in Aryavarta stretching between the two

seas.’ There is no insinuation against Eastern India as being

unoccupied by the Aryans or as being unfit for habitation by them,

but only that the tract called Madhyadem, lying between the Sarasvatl

and Allahabad was regarded with special veneratiqn, as being associa-

ted with the growth and development of the Vedic culture, and as having

preserved the ancient traditions in their purity. ASvaghosa, writing

in the first or the second century A. C. appears to have been aware

of the above definition of Madhyadesa, as in his Saundarananda-

kavya, he compares king .^uddhodana between his two sons, viz., the

Bodhisattva and Nanda, to the MadhyadeSa between the Himavat and

Paripatra.®

The insinuations against Eastern India, though absent from Manu,
are, however, to be found in certain alternative defiilitions of Arya-

varla given in VasLstha and Baudhayana, writers who

Vasljt^ha^ani
represent the very time when the prejudices against

Baudhayana the East were just growing and some purists, in the

excess of their regard for the customs of the Midland,

between the Sarasvatl and Allahabad, did not hesitate to confine the

Arya land itself within those boundaries. Thus, Vasi?tha after laying

down that on failure of the revealed texts and the tradition of the

sages in indicating the Dhartna about any matter, recour.'e is to be
had to the practice of the s/jW or cultured men, lays down, “The
country of the Aryas (Aryavarta) lies in the east of the region where
(the river Sarasvati) disappears, to the west of the Kalakavana (Black
forest), to the north of the Paripatra (mountains), to the sou(h of the
Himalaya) and to the north of the Vindhya range (being, limited east
and west by the two oceans). Acts productive of spiritual merit; and

1 i Manu, ii, 24.

2 fr»iswhl^i RiwwIl’TOai w: I

w « Saundarananda-kavya^ ii, 63.
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customs which (are approved of) in that country, must be everywhere

acknowledged (as anthoritPtive)
;
but not different ones, (i, e. tliose of

countries where) laws opposed (to those of Aryavarta prevail). Some

(declare the country of the Aryas to be situated) between the rivers

Gahga and Yamuna. Others (state as) an alternative, that Brahma*

varcas, (spiritual pre-eminence) [derived from a study of the Vedasj

(is found) as far as the black antelope grazes Next, he* winds up

tlie whole with the verse from the Bhallavins we iK.;e discussed

before. Similarly, Baudhayana, after advertipg to the tradition of

the says: “The country of the Aryas (Aryfivaita) Ues to the

east of the region where (the river Sarasvatl) disappears, to the west

of the Black forest (Kalakavana), to the north of the Paripatra

(mountains), to the south of the Himalaya, The rule of conduct

which (prevails) there is authoritative- Some (declare) the country

between the (rivers) Yamuna and Ganges (to be the Aryavarta)”,^

Last of all he quotes the Bhallavi-gatha already referred to.

Now, with regard to the extent of the Aryavarta, both Va&i^^ha

find Baudhayana give three different opinions of which the first

confining the Arya country between the Himalaya
Kalakavana

Paripatra mountains and between the Sarasvatl

and Kalakavana, represents their own personal view. The Paripatra

mountain is recognised as identical with the Aravalli chain and is

therefore a part of the great Vindhya range. Thus north, south and

west, the Aryavarta of these Dharmasutras agrees exactly with the

Madhyadesa of Manu, The eastern limit which is the most important

for our purpose, has not been identified till now. Prof. Biihler says,

“The position of the Kalakavana or Black-forest is not accurately

known. But it must probably be sought in Bihar,”® It is more likely,

however^ that like the other boundaries,, the point marking the eastern

limit of this Aryavarta, would also correspond to the eastern point of

Manuks Madhyde§a, viz., Prayaga or Allahabad. The Kalakavana

of this Aryavarta appears to be the same as the Kalakaramaiu

the outski^Df Saketa of which we read in the Pali Buddhist books.

The Anguttara JSTikaya tells us how at one time the Buddha was

staying at sTalakar^ia in Saketa.^ It is perhaps the same as the

I Vasi^tha Dharmas^tra, i, 8-13 (S. B. E., xiv,

• 2 Baudhayana DharmasUtra, i, 2, 9-10 (S. *B. E., x?v, 147)'

3 S. B. E„ xiv, 2, n. 8. * ^

4 ^ WIT t
Nikaya, u, 24^^
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A&jana-vana, the wood near Saketa where many of the Buddhist Suttas

are said to have been sjfoken,' as afijana and kalaka are synonyms,

both of them meaning ^black.* Among many passages, where Afljana-

vana occurs, we may mention a gatha® in Nandiyamiga-Jataka ; thb

shows that the Afijana-vana was known in very early times, as the

gathas represent the oldest stratum in^he Jatakas, being handed on

through many generations of story-tellers who could easily remember

the versified lines, while the prose setting was added afterwards at the

option of each partic^Iar reciter. Afijanavana is also mentioned in

several passages in the Samyutta-Nikaya.* A Kalakarama-Suttanta

is referred to in the Mahabodhvvamsa^ Saketa was one of the six

great cities in the sixth century B. c., when the Buddha lived, and

was the capital of Ko5ala in ancient times, and the wood in its vicinity,

like the Mahavana in the neighbourhood of Vailali was perhaps

extensive ; so that it was quite natural to locate the eastern limit at

this place which must have been a well-known locality at the time

the Dharma-sutras were composed and besides, at the time, Prayaga,

the place marked by Manu, was comparatively of little importance.

But it should be observed that Saketa could not have been

far removed from the meridian of Prayaga, whether we take the site

of Saketa to be represented by Sujan Kot in the Unao district® or

by modern Ayodhya which is more probable.

From what we have said above, it is sufficiently clear that the

Aryavarta of Vasistha and Baudhayana is exactly conterminous with

the Madhyade^a of Manu, but while Manu's definitions

vartaloosciy Aryavarta and Madhyadesa are geographically and

Jiidland^^
ethnically accurate, the name Aryavarta is loosely

applied by the authors of the Dharmasutras, like a

technical appellation, to a tract resided in by hi^ias or men of approved

conduct. The artificial character of their definitions of Aryavarta

is further apparent from the circumstance that they quote a second

opinion bringing down the limits of Aryavarta within a still narrower

1 Rhys Davids, Buddhist India^ p. 30.

2 N ^ ^ vi I iim
11 "Fausboll,

Jatakas, iii, p. 272.

^
1 Sam. Nik., P. T. S., I. 54 ;

4 T. T. S., pp. 1 14-115*

5 Rhjf^ Davids, Buddhist India, p. 39.
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compass, within the Ganges-Jumna Doab. Both of them, agiia,
qtfoje a third opinion, tl»at of an ancient Vedic school which placed
the Aryas in tha whole of the land between thp Indus and Assam.
Now, the question as to how far the Aryas dwelt ‘in the east and
the west, cannot be a matter of opinion, but is a matter c f fact. It

is absurd to imagine that the 'Aryas who, at the time of the BrShmaija
work of the Bhallavins, dwelt far on in the East uo to Assa n, had
receded in later times beyond the conHusnee of the Ganges and the

Jumna; the only inference that can be dramn, is that the Aryans
living in the far east as well as those in the c.xtreme west, between
Prayaga and the Assam forests in the east, and between the Indus

and the Sarasvati in the west, were developing customs and manners
that differed from the best traditions of the Vedic Aryans as preserved

in the Midland and that in the Midland itself people were losing the

expansive energy and elasticity of the Vedic Aryans in their pristine

vigour and were growing stagnant, developing a narrower outlook

towards life in general and getting an exaggerated idea of their own

customs and practices that were fast growing fossilised. If the people

in the west, that is, in the Indus valley and the people to the east

of Allahabad, were deviating from the forms and conventions

established by long usage, the Madhyadesa purists felt disinclined

to recognise them as their own kith and kin. There were purists of

a still narrower t) pe represented by the people who held the second

alternative limiting the Aryas to the thin strip of land between the

Ganges and the Jumna, leaving out every other people to the north,

oouth, east and west. These are the purists of the Doab, perhaps

younger contemporaries of Vasistha and Baudhayana, who glorying

within the two sacred rivers were cultivating an aloofness from the

rest of India. It should be remarked, however, that the ancient

traditions making the Arya country conterminous with northern India

were not entirely forgotten
;
in fact, the statements of Manu and

Yajfiavalkya show that they survived till a very late age.

It is^ident, also, ’that the word Arya in the narrower definitions

of Aryavartfi *had Tost its ethnic significance and was coming to be

applied to the si^las, to men of correct conduct, education and

culture, as we see that* both in Vasistha and Baudhayana, these

definitions are introduced in ordes to bring out the

*Ary« and
fjill connotation of the term Thus .VRsi^fha

says, “On failure of (rules giv§n in) these (tw<D s(H)rces

of revealed texts and tradition of the sages) the practice of the
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r has authority. But he whose heart is free from desire (is called) a

eifta,"^ In the same connection Baudhayana gives a more detaHed

definition of the hi^s thus ; “^ftas, forsooth, (are those) who are free

from envy, free from pride, contented with a store of grain sufficient for

ten days, free from covetousness, and free from hypocrisy, arrogance,

greed, perplexity and anger. (Those are called) ais^ who, in accordance

with the sacred law, have studied the Veda together with its append-

ages, know how to draw inferences from that (and) are able to adduce

proofs perceptible by the senses from the revealed texts.”* In the next

chapter, BaudhSyana asserts that one should' not take heed of practices

that are opposed to the tradition of the ai^as* and proceeds in the

immediately succeeding sutras to define the country of the Aryas.

It is significant in this connection that Pataiijali in his Mahabha§ya

also introduces his discussion about the limits of ArySvarta in order

to explain his definition of the aiatas who with him
In Mthjbhfr

education and culture and of correct
Jy* ArySvarU
u Land ot practice in the use of language as in matters of dharma.

After premising that the question whether a person

is a is determined both by habitation "as well as conduct (ScSra),

Pataiijali avers that this correct conduct is found in Aryavarta only.

“What is Aryavarta ?”—^he next puts the question.—“It is tlie

country to the east of Adarsa and to the west of Kalakavana, to the

south of the Himalayas and to the north of the Pariyatra. The
BrahmaQas who, having their residence in this Aryavarta, are

contented with a store of grain sufficient for ten days, {Kutnbhl-

dhSnyah) and are free from covetousness, for whose acts no (wordly)

motive is perceptible and who independently of anything are

proficient in any one of the branches of learning, are honour-

ed with the appellation s/stoj. And it is for the instruction of

these ai^tas that the A^t^dkyayl has been composed.”® In another

I ^fiwfiiPifiptt I tRw® ftwnw. iwpim i fife: H*i5cm*iiWT i storirk-
1 srohiS; RPINPefil etc. Vvsi^ha Dhs., I, 4-y. S. B. E.\iv, i.

a fimi; ftRtiwpro NRtim 1

1 fiigWN<;RR r»iRr:
li Baudh. Dhs., I, i;

S-6. S. B. E., xiv, I43-I44-
‘

3 wRftw 1^ tfit I #: fTOfttn: 1 fire'; 1 t hr: finn:
1

j

Hm^ f* fir fii%:’ Rwnrr: 1 nfii tifil sswHfiR'RtT fiife firfer-

tifttiitiww' wRfii t w^Twnfii R Rirew HR’ ufl fimpjtw-

RfiUR R NINI^ tn » ,lf: H*roj*W'8! < RtlRRiRRIH RfWR filf-
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pMfgtt* in Us MabSteSfya ai«o Patafijall gives an exactly identical dfek-

nitiM of ArySvarta. Now it will be observcd'that Patafijali in his expla-
nation of tlie tertn bas borrowed exactly the same language as nsedV Vas^ftha and BaudhSyana, and in his delineation of the limits of the
Ary#varla be aim copies fran the same two Dharmas^tra authorities,
the only difference being thXl where these latter read ‘Adartanat’ In
specifying the western boundary,PataftjaH reads •Jdar65t,; the dtfr^nce
*18 merely a verbal one and there is no difference in the ICvaiity signified.

The word Aryavarta in all these definitions, g-.erefore, is nothing but
a technical desigpiation for the district wh«re these at'fMS dwelt, there'

being no reference in it to the people of Aryan descent. There can
remain no doubt about this conclusion when we examine the second

passage from the Makabha^ya referred to above. Here Patafijali

makes a clear distinction between ‘Aryavarta’, that is, the district so

designated, and ‘Aryanivasa’ or ‘the place where the Aryas dwell.’ With
r^ard to Panini’s rule that ‘when words denoting Madras, who have not

been expelled, come together to form a Dvandva compound, tiie com-

pounded word is put in the singular,’ Patafijali raises the following

discussion “When it is said that the rule applies in the case of

persons not expelled (aniravasita), what is meant ?—not expelled

from where ? Say, not expelled from Aryavarta. And what is

Aryavarta 7 It is the region to the east of Adarda, to the west of

KSiakavana, to the south of the Himalaya and to the north of

PariyStra. If this is the correct interpretation of the sfitra, then how
can such words as ‘Ki^kindjia-gandhikam,’ ‘Saka-yavanam’ and 'Saurya-

Krauficani’ be formed 7 Then take it to mean not expelled from

Aryanivfisa or the dwelling place of Aryas. What is an Aryanivasa 7

•—a villi^e, a settlement, a city or a market place.” Here we observe

that Patafijali does not take the word Aryavarta in the sense of a

place of residence of the Aryas but of a district which is technically

designated as such. This technical character of the word also appears

wntW ftmit % nmm\ sniuwwxwwi:

msnfrre ftsnai: vrt mn: fimi: i...v^#iit flrevnxw'ixmiFilfii (

MahabhM^a on Paljini, vi, 3, 109.

1 MahaJbhS^a on Pacini, ii, 4, io.‘

iPiMfiwwm I w. fTOa'iW; 1 wxrpJth

w: snTO*l*nTO: 1 ^ ’Slat *nri rib 1 MakabhS^a on P., i% 4, lo.
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.ctetrly from its use in an old astronomical work by Paraiara who is

quoted by Bhatjotpala in his commentary on the Brhatsarrihita^

Parasara begins a list of countries with the woiyis^ Madhyadese
Aryavarta iti ya akhyayate tatra fanapadah—^Now the countries in'

what is called Atyavarta in the Madhyadei^a or the ^Midland.’ This

passage states in distinct terms that Madhyade^a was a scientific

division ofi India which included the area technically known as

^.ryavarta; and from the names of the countries enumerated by Parasara'

as included in this area,^ it will be seen that they represent those

that fall within the Aryavarta of Vasistha and Baudhayana.

It should be observed, however, that inspite of the technical

designation of a limited area as Aryavarta by some people in later

times, the older and the more correct connotation of

po8t-vcd\c
Aryavarta based upon the ethnic significance of the

literature. Arya was very well-known in India even in the later

ages as is evidenced by a work of such wide currency

as the Manava-Dharmasastraf compiled, most probably, about the

same period that Pataiijali wrote his^great commentary. In a passage

other than the one giving his definition of the Arya-land, Manu says

that the Dasa who lives by plying boats is calleci Kaivarta by the

residents of Aryavarta.® The Mahabharata mentions both the

Aryavarta and the Madhyade^a and its conception of these two

regions is the same as that of Manu. We are told in the Santiparva

that Suka, being directed by his father Vyasa, to repair to Janaka,

the king of Videha^ for instruction in Mok^a^dharmay or ‘the principles

of absolute emancipation',—after visiting many countries resided in

by the C%nas and the Hunas, crossed the Himalaya from the north

and reached this country of Aryavarta.® In an enumeration of the

soldiers in Duryodhana's army, those from the Madhyadeha are

® I Brhatsamhita, edited by Mm. ^ Su4hakara
Dvivedi, Vizfanagram Sanskrit Series, part i, p. 286,

‘

2 irplHr* 1

‘

^ 11 Manu. x. 34,

M6h. Kumbakonam edn., xii, 335,

15. Vafigava^fedn., xii. 325. 15.*.
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distinguished by the great epic poet from the armies contributed b}»the^

northern, southerr' and ^”estern quarters of India,* so that there can

be *no questioi^ that by Madhyadeha it means identically the same

•r^ion as that of Manu. The Santiparva recites the story of a

Brahmaga from the Midland {Brahma^ AfadhydSHyah) who went to

the northern counijry {Udlcycdn diet) to earn a living.® * Amara, writing

about the fourth century A. C., says that 'the Holy land of Aryavaria

•lies between the Vindhya and the Himalaya*,* and a” the commen-

tators including Kflrasvamin, the earliest, ^efer to the definition of

Aryavarta given by Manu* with whom Amara evidently agrees.

Even about a thousand years after Manu, about the beginning of the

tenth century A. C., we find this same scientific connotation of

Aryavarta given by RajaSekhara who in his KavyamlfttamsS, a well-

known work on poetics, defines ArySvarta as the region between the

Eastern and the Western oceans and between the Himalayas and the

Vindhyas.*

It now remains for us to consider a suggestion made by Dr.

Hultzsch that it is not Kalakavana but Kanakhala that is really

intended in the definitions of Aryavarta given above.

Ksiakavana ot Thus he writes :• “In the published texts of
Kanakhala. •

r.*, % %

Baudhayana (I, i, 2, 9)i Vasi^tha (I, 8) and the

Mahabhasya (II, 4, 10) the words ‘to the west of the Black Forest’ are

I Hw: '

: wil: 3f^*5Vf*rfW^^r. 11

MM., Kumb. edn., v, t6o, 103. VahgavasI ed., v, 160, 21.

jnwwt swiwt i
•

’irpi MiPiwawJiT n

MahUMrata, Kumb. edn., xii, 167, 2-3. Vangavasi edn., xii, 168,

29*30.

3
I Aptarakoea, ii, 8 (Bomb. Sans.

Ser., p. 39)., The residing ffifftaga for Hiinala is also found in certain

editions.

4 See NamiUi'hgdnuhasanam, Triv/ San. Ser., No. xliii, pp. 9'io*

5
; 1

KavpqmlmaPisa,^ Gaek-

Vad's Oriental Series, p. 93. _ . , , r j a .

6 Hultzsch (E), Notes on the Poet Ra/aiehhara, lad. Ant,

^xiv, 178.
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^fi^^Msaented bypra^ak XiiakavauSt or KilakSdvanU. The majority

of the Mss. which I osIkI for my edition of BaodhSyana, read

Xii»kSvaf$St. But I have rinoe obtained two Granjlui Mss. which

have KaiuAhatiU and Kemakhkbal&t, While a tract named ‘die Blade'

Forest’ is only known in Gmrmany, but not in India, Kaaakhala is die

recognised name of a mountain and place«of pilgrimage near Hmtdvir,

where the GahgH descends into the plain of Hindustan, The distance

between Haridvar and the Sarasvatl as eastern and western boundaries'

is rather short ;
but we faay be expected to treat as the cemtinuatikm

of the . eastern boundary the soudi-easterly course of the holy r!w
Gai^S past*Kanauj and as tax as Allahabad, near which the hills

forming the southern boundary would commence. In this way the

jiSitra of Baudhayana, would agree with Manu’s definition (II, 2i) of

the 'Middle Country’ (Madhyadesa), where the corresponding words

are pratyag gva pre^agac ca, 'and to the west of Prayaga (AUahabad).'

Thuspratyak kanakhatat may be considered the original reading, and

Kalakavanat, &c., to be clerical mistakes for it.” After the identi-

fication, however, of KalakarSma or Afijanavana wiA Kalakavana, it

would appear that the clerical mistake is clearly the other way, that

Knlakavamt represents the correct reading, while the copyists in the

south, falling to localise this Black Forest that sounded unfamiliar

to their ears, substituted Ktmakhatat in its place.

It is just such a misreading as is made by the great South-Indian

commentator, Mallinatha, to whom the name of a river in Bactria, the

or the Waksb, on the bank of which Kalidftsa^ makes Raghu
inflict a defeat on the Hu^as after his victories over the Parasikas and
the Yavanas, appeared to be quite outlandish and hence he substituted

instead ‘Sindhu' which was more familiar to him ; while the old

commentators of Raghuvattn&a including Vallabhadeva of KSfihmir,

read Mallinatha and those who imitated him, rCiid Sindhu,
in utter disregard of the geography of the north-western frontiers of

India with which they were not quite familiar. In the matter under
discussion also, the substitution of Kanakhala for KalakavarfSt places

Dr. Hultzscb in a geogra[diical difficulty when Ke tries .to reconcile

the position of Kanakhala with Manu’s definition of-Madhyade4 a. In

t MnWfUWWC I

v Raghuvaxpka, iv, 6f, See a note
by tte present writer in Dtpartment ofLettm (Calcutta
University), wjl. iv, p. 107; also pathak (K.B.), Ind^Ant,, 1919, pp. *65®,
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support of the reading KUakavamt we have, accoroihg to Dr.

Huitzsch’s own finding, the majority of the Msa, of BaudhSyana
and Vasiffha an^ the two passages in the MahSbhS^ya that we have

Already quoted. SAjaSeSchara, in omnection wifih whose aaention of

Aryavarta Dr. HAItzsch has introduced his discussion about the eastern

boundary of the Aryadand. has nothing to -do with' Kanakhala or

Kalakavana, but follows, as we have seen, the olde^ tradition-extending

It to the eastern ocean. In another passage in his KZvyamlmvrfLsa,

Rijafiekharr sets down Benares as the wQstern boundary of the

PUrvadtAa' or the Eastern Country, showing that according to him
also the boundary of Madhyadeda lies at a great distance from

Kanakhala. From all that we have said above, it is apparent that we
are not justified to substitute Kanakhala for Kalakavana on the

authority of the two Grantha manuscripts referred to by Dr,

Hultzsch.

Now, summing up the previous discussion about Aryavarta, we
find that in later Vedic times when the Vedic Sutra works were being

written., the term A.rya was almost synonymous with and in

this sense the name ‘Aryavarta’ was given by some to the country

geographically kt\own as the MadhyadeJia where lived the U^as or

persons of right and approved conduct. The Aryas, in the ethnic

sense, however, were known to have lived all over northern India in

more ancient times when the oldest Brahmana works were being

compiled, showing that at that time the occupation of Eastern India

by the Aryans was almost complete and hence, it is evident that the

process .of settlement in the east must have commenced at a very

early period in the history of Aryan immigration into India.

Haran Chandra Chakladar

l fit f^PWR; fW. I G. Or S., p. 9^



Town-plaiming and House-building in Ancient India

according to Silpasastras,

2

V

The houses of the potters and barbers should be built in the

northern and eastern portions of the town. The fishermen should

have their houses in the north-western part of the town and butchers

in the western part.^ The butchers had their shops located

near the place (sfiigataka) where four roads met. Even in those

ancient days, there were regular shops where meat was sold. The

sellers of oil were to have their residences in the northern part of the

town and the carpenters in the Agneya part of the town. In the

Vayavya part of the town the artisans were to have their residences

and the washermen in the western part of the town,* We find that a

separate place is allotted to Silpins in all the towns, * We do not know
members of which caste usually followed this profession, though, accord*

ing to the ^ilpaSastras, a Silpin is a Brahmin, and according to Padma-
samhita, he belongs to the carpenter class. The Candala settlement

should be situated a krosa or two away from the city.® These Candalas,

according to Mayamata, are to sweep the streets and do scavenging

work. But according to Manu, they were the executioners carrying

out the order of capital punishments imposed on criminals by the

king. The cemetery or burning place of corpses should be located

at a distance of a krosa in the north-eastern direction irom the

town.

According to Sanatkumara-VastusSstra, when a town is constructed

on a square site, there should be four gates in the north, east, south

and west respectively. At the eastern gate there should" iJh located

the temple of Durga, at the northern the temple of '\?^lr&bhadra, and
at the southern the temple of Bhairava. The Candala village is to

be situated on the northern part of the fcity, fifteen hundred karas

from thj5 northern^gate, and the Matanga settlement is to be situated

X Silparatna; 5, 72. 32
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on the southern part of the city, one thousand karas from the southdlrn

gate. This is the first woik on Silpa wherein mention is made of

Matangas. In all works on 6ilpa, as in Dharma S^stras, the CaQcJSlas

fiave been given their residences always outside *the city. The

Matafiga village is also located outside the city. ^
The north and south side, •as also the east and west, are to be

divided each into forty-nine parts. But this division into forty nine

flarts is not made use of. For we immediately find that tl^e city-site

is divided into three parts, by drawing squares within squares and

placing them symmetrically. At the corners of the innurmfst square

should be built four temples. Four roads should run from temple

to temple parallel to the sides of the innermost square and they

should run from the chief entrance doorway of one to the chief

entrance doorway of the other. The temples are of Visnu, Siva,

Gaqapati and the village-goddess. Within the innermost square the

colleges should be situated which are referred to as VedaSastrafiiilas.

How they should be situated within the square is not clear.

The other rectangular space next to this one should be divided

into five portions, the division always being done by drawing squares

one outside the other.

In the 1st area the Brahmin houses are situated and in the 2nd

area the Ksatriya houses. By the K§atriyas here aie meant

perhaps the soldiers and officers of the army as well as some of the

relations of the king. In the 3rd area which is, so to say, a doubled

site, including the spaces enclosed by the 4^h and 5fb squares,

the Vaifiya houses should be situated. Why the VaWyas are given

such a large space Is not clear. They perhaps have the godowns

for keeping their goods in their homes. In the next area, the

servants—paricarakas as they have’ been called—have their

residences. We may take this to be the Sudra quarter of the

In the surrounding square, we find the SilpiSala, the hall of en-

gineers in tift north-easfern corner. Perhaps it is the workshop where

the engineers, Iculptors, architects and others plied their

the northern side of it the royal treasury is situated. By the nor hern

side of it, again, is the Yajiiasala or the place where Yedic sacrifi

are performed Perhaps this place is intended for -the

of Ltika and Pau^^ika sacrifices and other

the good of the townsmen. Probably in the .same place Bmbmms

performed Yajfias for their own good.
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On the northern side is to be located the DaralalS or depot of

wood. By the side of it is what we might interpret as workshop.

This place is intended for blacksmiths and for those who work in

bell'metal, brasd etc.

On the ea|;terii side of this square we find the hospital. In the

south-eastern corner is to be located tKe potters’- work-place. It is

the place where the potters manufacture their wares. On the southern

side oi the square is the police station.

A similar square enclosing these is divided into two portions all

round by means of streets running along the' sides. On both sides of

these streets we find the bazars.

Enclosing all these are high walls with four doors.

We have given above some details of town-planning as found in

some of the ancient SilpaSastras. To examine and compare them

in the light of modern science wiH be no doubt an interesting

study. Town-planning is considered to be an art as well as a science ;

experts are busy in remodelling old towns and planning new ones

where necessary. In ancient days, particularly in Rome and Greece,

the rich were not averse to beautifying their native towns and there

are records of noble donors who spent money lavishly in not only

beautifying their towns but also in providing their townsmen with

great utilities. Public baths and parks, reser^’oirs and tanks, schools

and hospitals, theatres and amphitheatres were the results of private

munificence and there are instances of men making the entire towns-

people their sole heir. In India too the rich used to spend large

sums of money for the construction of choultries and sacred' edifices,

rest houses, parks, tanks and reservoirs. These were meant for public

use and the structures, in most cases, were works of art.

Great kings and powerful conquerors built up beautiful cities to

'perpetuate their names or conquests. And not infrequently have

such towns fallen into decay soon after the demise of the royal buil-

ders. Vijayanagar in its ruins is still a beautiful sight. It is silent

to-day, while three centuries back it was the 'centre of'ifm extensive

trade, the head-quarters of huge conquering armies ‘and the capital

of an empefor who ruled India from Cuttack to Rameswar. Such is

the sad history of some of the towns, and* in some cases names alone

survivq, no clue of indentification being left behind.

Round the Ullage rubs, according to these Sastras, a street whidh'is

called Mahgalavithi or the avenue of auspiciousness. The two main

streets, running from east to west, and north to south, hitM^ect
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eacU other in the navel of the village or to\f n; and it (the Brahma-
sthan&) is the place where the temple is situated or where there is a

Pftha to which the townsmen or the villagers resort to^chai and talk

about the occurrences of the day. It is the place where the elders

of the village meet, and discuss the Ipcal affairs. tIj© residents ot

large towns or cities meet in parks outside or inside the city. • Accord-

ing to Mayamata the width of the streets should be oac, two, three,

four, or five Karmukas. The street running frcjm the gate whether
from north to south or east to west is termed the Rajapa^^ha or the

king's highway.

The SiJpasastras advocate the laying out of a village or a town on

rectangular lines. The insistence with which they speak of rectan-

gular planning of a town clearly indicates that they were not in

favour of a radial plan which is supported by some eminent town-

planners of the West. A to'vn planned on a radial basis can h(^ more
easily run over by an invading army than one built on a rectallnear

plan. The town is longer east to west and shorter north to south,

the Silpins declaring the width of a town to be one-fourth, one-half,

three-fourths of its length, or equal to it when it is small, and one-

sixth or one-eighth when the length of the town is considerable. The

principal roads run from east to west, so that the siin*s rays fall

on them from morning till evening and purify them. The shorter

streets running from north to south and intersecting the long ones

serve as excellent passages for the circulation of air. Ayodhya, as

described in* Ramayana, had a length which was four times its

breadth; and Pataliputra was, it appears, nine miles in length and

one-and-a-half miles only in breadth.

Wells could be, according to the SSstras, dug anywhere without any

restriction; for a copious supply of water is essential for the Hindu

in his daily life. Wells should be dug where there is a good under-

ground supply and the thoughtful Silpins would not impose any con-

ditions abouMhe places of their locations. Tanks are not only useful

for agricultural aijd wadiing purposes and for providing drinking water,

but also fdr equalising, the temperature—^'‘to act as a safety-valve in

cases of sudden storms aqji relieve the pressure on the connecting

channels,” The Silpins advise the building of a town iijc a village on

the*banks of a river or a lake-reservoir in which* case the problem of

water-supply is greatly simplified. A stream, river, lake or tank csln

thus be not only useful to the people but also be a source pf delight

to t&em.

I. H. q!, MAECH, 1928
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A town>planning export writes thus:

“Now the smaller Indian towns of the present day still maintain

to some extent the organisations of the past and illustrate both

their merits and failures. In most cases a reasonably good site has

been chosen with sufficient fall to cvry off storm-water and a supply

of good water from wells or a clean tank on the higher part of' the

site. With a climate normally dry it was only necessary to obey tbe

dictates of cleanliness.to ensure healthy living. Where there existed

a good irrigation tank this was retained for the purpose of water

supplyj usually deepened and embanked to ensure cleanliness, while

other tanks of lower levels provided accommodation for washing

and bathing. As the supply areas of these tanks were gradually

occupied, if they were not to be abandoned, it was found necessary

to supply them from other tanks at a higher level, and thus a tank

system developed and answered its purpose until neglect allowed the

water to become foul and useless.”

With regard to the markets, we find that provision is made
for them inside the town, the bazars running all round along the

walls. In these bazars situated on the outer skirts of the town,

articles such as fish, meat, vegetable, food-grains, pots (made

of iron, bronze, copper etc.), cloth, paddy, silk-cloth, salt, oil, scents

and flowers are to be found. By the side of the walls within, silver,

gold and other metals
,
gems, embroidered cloth etc., may be sold.

According to the Hindu Sastras, every caste has its own profession.

We find that the f^astras set apart different parts of the town for

members of the different castes. Thus the sub-division of the city area

according to castes would practically amount to a sub-division of the

city into industrial areas. The agriculturists are usually placed all

round the city near their agricultural fields. The trade and industry

people are placed in tire outer fringes of the city (Vide Sanatkumara-
Vastudastra); because the intention is to keep them outside the

crowded central quarters for sanitary purposes. By ^si location of

different trades and industries in different parts qf the town, those

who pursue a certain trade are made to pursue .it from one definite

place. It is a great help to the workep; they need no more run

over long distar\^s; and a good deal of time and energy are saved

thferety.
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VI

With regard to house-buHding, the Silpasastras- give some details

about planning » house and construction of apartm*ents for different

purposes like dining, sleeping,^ bathing etc. Nothing ,wi'I Le spoken
here about the artistic embellishments of the houses, the ornamenta-
tion of pillars, doorways, window frames, walls etc., for it is *not possi-

ble to deal with such matters in the short compass of this small article.

Details are given about the basements and the* the height of walls in

the case of the construction of houses with a number of storeys.

Towers and mandapas are described here in detail.

^ilpadastras prescribe in great detail the places where doorways are

to be opened and declare the good or evil that would befall to the

house-owner by opening in the proper and improper places respec-

tively. In the 4th chapter of the Vastuvid/a we find:

"Two doorways are to be opened facing east, two facing south,

two facing north, two facing west.

“The doorway facing east opened in the Mahendrasthana* is con-

sidered to be the best for members of the Brahmin castes; and certainly

that facing west opened in Jayantasthana is the best.

“The doorway opened in Grhaksatasthana is the best for Kijatriyas

and that opened irt the GandharvasthSna is the best for the Vaifiyas.

“The doorway opened in Puspadantasthana is the best for the

Madras : the doorway opened in the Phallatasthana is propitious for

members of all castes.

“When the doorway is opened in the Adityasthana, loss of sons

will happen; when in Satyasthana it leads to loss of friends; when in

BhpSasthana it leads to loss of wife.

“When the doorway is opened in the Antarik^apada the man

(owner of the house) perishes; and opening of the doorway in the Pava-

kapada leads to the death of the house-owner.

“Wea-liJi increases.when the doorway is opened in the Grhakfata-

pada; the hQuse-owner loses all his wealth and himself perishes if he

opens*& doorway (jn the Yamasthana,’’

I The places where the doorways are to be opehed are indicated

by the names of the gods who are supposed to preside there.

.
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There is given a rough sketch of the ground plan of a

heuse indicating the places where the kitchen, dining room, bath-

rooni, sleeping apartments *and cowpen should be located on the bouse

site.

“In the places indicated by G^haksata, Mahendra, Soma, Phallata

and Argala, the sleeping apartments should be constructed.

The kitchen should be located in the ‘Antariksapada and it should

have nine doors.
»

The dining room should be located in the Vitathapada: the cowpen
in the Asurapada. The bathroom should be located in the Gandhar-
vapada.”^

The building site should be a square for the Brahmins and especi-

ally for the Ksatriyas according to Mayamata.
In the centre of the building site a Mandapa should be con-

structed and its width should be one-fourth of that of the house site.

The site on which the king*s palace is ,to be built is to be divided

into 8 1 squares and the parts are to be indicated by the names of

deities supposed to preside there. The various apartments should

be located in the following places :

In the middle of the site the Brahmagrha should be located.

In the Mitrapada the king should have bis apartments where he
spends his time by studying or conferring with his ministers. In
the Vayupada he shonld have the apartments where he spends his

time in enjoyment. In the Argalapada there should be the apart-

ments where he takes exercise. The treasury should be located in

the north (Phallatapada). In the Parjaiiiyakapada there should be
bathrooms etc. In the north-western portion should be located the

apartments where worship of gods is held. In the west (Varunapada)
thfc dining hall, in the Gandharvapada the dancing hall, in the Nirrti-

pada (south-western corner) the armoury and in the Grhaksatapada
the sleeping apartments should be located.

The cowpen should be located in the Saumyapada. In the por-
tion named Pu?an should be located the elephant stables. The
horses should be located in the portions named A*di^i and li^fti.

The apartments for ladies should be located in the north* and. west.
The maii(^apa where the king drinks should be in the middle of the*

site.

%

l I VSstuvidyl, 4, 2i-2p.
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The apartments charioteers should be located i»'» the Perth

eastern portion of the site.

The doorways should be located in tlie Phallata and Pu§padanta-

»padas and the sleeping apartments in the padas indicated by Yama,
Vivasvan, Gandharva and Grhaksata. The way sliould pass through

east and west. The kitchen should be located in the pac!a as befo«*e

stated. The Sthanabhumi which perhaps is the place whewj bu:,ines9

Js transacted should be located in the Gandharvapad .. Theco.vshed

should be located in the Asurapada. The^ apartments for ladies

should be situated in south-westen. corner.

The doorways in a ^udra’s house could be best located in the

portions indicated by Phallata and Maheu-^ a, and the sleeping

apartments in the portions indicated by Sugriva, Puspadanta, Mitra

and Varuna, The kitchen should be located in the portion named

Pusan and the cowshed in Asurapada. The Sthanabhumi or the

parlour should be located in the Gandharvr pada.

K. Rangachaui



Asoka’s Bock Edicts I, VIIE IX and XP
Rock Edict I

1 In the first sentence the terms Khapimgalmi pavatasi occur

^

in the Jauga^a version. As we have pointed out before (vide “Tlie

KcUi'hga Eiicf in the I. H. Q., vol. iii, pp. 73-88, 336-SS)» this shows

that the text of fauga^d was specially prepared for that place only.

The DhauU version has onIy...« left to it. This may be the name of

the rock on which the inscription was engraved there (vide Hultzsch’s

Corpus, p. 84, fn. 3). This also shows special preparation of the text

for this place. The justification of such a statement, as we have

pointed out, is found in leaving out from these two series the Rock

Edicts XI, XII and XIII, and introducing two Kaltnga edicts for

making up this omission, besides changing the text^ of the Rock

Edict IX towards the end for a perfect counterpoise. The use of

these two additional terms in these two places is thus justified.

2 Hida no kichi jivam alabhitu pajohitaviye no pi ca samUje

Kataviye (/««.). The word hida has been used ii> other edicts also,

and it has been variously interpreted by scholars. In the Rock Edict

XIII, idha (or hida) rajavisayamhi, is quite clear,, meaning “in this

(my) territory.” But in the terms like hida loka (M. XI. 14), hida-

likika (S. V. 12 ), and hidatam (D.S. IV. 7 ), hida undoubtedly

signifies “in this world.” In these places Xhere is little difficulty in

grasping the significance of hida, because of the explanatory words

that have been used after it. In the Rock Edict V also, the use of

the term Paialipute in the Girnar version (G. V. 7) has cleared up

the significance of hida (or hidani etc.) used in the other versions.

But in places where hida has been used alone, as in the sentence

under review here, its significance is to be ascertained by other con-

I From the internal evidences of the edicts we find that these

four edicts «re connected with one another, and so, they should be

taken together. In dealing with them we sh^ll make a careful survey

of some of the ij^portant points only, taking the edicts one after

anothest and refer mostly, to the latest publications on the subject,

such as Hultzsch’s Corpus, A. C. Woolner’s Asoka, Bhandarkar’s

Asoka and 'V£. A. Smith’s Asoka (third edition), etc.
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siderationb. The object of Asoka in engraving the edicts on rocket

and pillars is to acquaint his subjects with his wishes* Now, an
edict inscribeef at Kalsl with kida must significantly refer to that

place only, qlhe/wise it becomes a useless undertaking. Thus
the local applications of Girnar, Kalsl, Dhauli, Jauga^a. ShShbaa-
garhi, Mansehra‘and SopSra practically cover almost the whole
of Asoka’s empire; so, by the use of hida Asoka has circulated the pro*

hibition throughout the whole of his dominion. It a. y be that tnc

original order was meant for his capita! onlv/but with the ciicuiation

of the edict it had acquired extensive application. We, there-

fore, cannot say that “the word ‘here* {hida or idha, G.) is

ambiguous** (V. A. Smith*s Asoka, p. 159) oi that *‘it is by no means

clear that this prohibition was meant to be univeisal and not confined

merely to his royal household** (Bhandarkar*s Asoka, p, 131).

3 In the interpretation of the term t^amafa (in its various spellings

in the edicts) wc need not trouble ourselves with literary evidences,

for the subject has already beeti exhaustively dealt with by other

scholars (vide [BBRAS,, 21, 395 ff.
;
lA., 1913, 255 ff.

j
/RAS., 1914,

392 ff,
; 1918, 221 ff., etc.). In all these discussions attempts have

been made to find out

(i) what U meant by Samafa,

(ii) the nature of those disapproved by the king, and

(iii) that of ihe one approved by him.

We, however, find that all these matters have been left sufficiently

explained in the edicts, sro that all difficulties can be satisfactorily

cleared up without even gomg to the evidences of literature. In the first

place, it should be observed that Asoka is not a disapprove!* of eyery

kind of ceremonies; for inthe Rock Edict IX he says,—

tu f//^^n^/i/fl:?2^**(cereinonics should certainly be practised), and then he

says that certain ceremonies “bear little fruit** while the dhamma-

mamgala “bears much fruit.’* Wc now turn to the Rock Edict I.

Hultzscb^has divided the sentence, we have taken up, into two parts,

but some scholars ,are of opinion that the two clauses are connected by

the conjunctions api ca. The word Samaja, as used here, parti-

cularly refers to that sort of festival gathering which is usually held

in connection with animal sacrifice; otherwise, the. last clause separated

from the first takes the nature of a prohibitiofi^ of every kind of

samafa, which is not the object of Asoka, as we have pbinted out

by a quotation from the Rock Edict IX. » The sense is somewhat

like this—“In India no widow should be burnt with dead body bf
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'her husband; and an assembly in that connection is declared unlawful/’

In this way both the act and the public demonstration are prohibited.

In law such a declaration serves the purpose of holding persons res-

ponsible both individually and collectively, in order t© alienate even

a private act from public sympathy. The second clause is, therefore,

a necessary adjunct to the first, and the two should form a single

sentence. It is thus quite clear that the word Samaja in this sentence

means that kind of festival gathering which is usually held at the

time of a sacrifice. The aim of Asoka is to prohibit a demonstration

of this kind.

4 Bahukam hi dosam Samafamhipasati etc. Here Samajamhi is

evidently in locative singular ; so it does not allow itself to be tran-

slated as "in festival meetings” (vide Hultzsch’s Corpus, p. 2), or "in

merry-makings" (vide Smith’s Asoka, p. 158). When in the text

we get a word in the singular number, it should be our first concern

to stick to the singular signification in the translation, but this

has not been strictly followed in the translations noted above.

This sentence, closely following the one we have discussed in section

2, simply gives the cause of prohibition mentioned there, so the word

Samaja used in this sentence should reasonably mean that sort of

gathering which is usually held on the occasion of a sacrifice. Bhan-

darkar’s rendering "in a Samaja” (Asoka, p. 273) is also not up to the

mark
;
for then it takes the nature of a general statement only : but

the object of Asoka is not to point out the defects of all sorts of

Samajas
;
for in the next sentence he speaks about the excellence

of a kind of Samaja which was considered Sadhumata. We are,

therefore, left with no other alternative but to render it thus—"For, the

king finds many defects in a Samaja (of that kind)." Among numer-

ous defects mentioned here, the text supplies us with one of sacHftcing

living creatures. About other defects, we shall see when we come

to the Rouk Edicts VIII and IX.

5 Asti pi cu ekatiya samaja sadhumata devana^priyasa (Mam.)

It is to be noted in this connection that though •asti i^ sometimes

used in the Buddhist literature in the plural number, there is not

a single instance in the edicts where it has been so used in any other

place. We do, therefore, conclude that in this version as well ^s

in the .Shahbazgarhl version at least, Samaja (Samaye of Sh.) can

be taken as a form in the nominative singular (like Samaja, Samajo etc.

of the sentence noted in sedtion a) with asti, a finite verb in the singular

after it. So, ekatiya samaja must mean Samaja of a particular kind.
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Even ^kacu ( G.^ ) Samaja cannot be interpreted as **cerl!kin

; for we shall presently see in tRe Rock Edicts VIII and
^IX that only a particular kind of Samafa was held by Asokat but

not more of varied nature. The best rendering* of this phrase

would bci ‘^certain kind of Sant^/as^, the plurality indicating

not varieties but repetitions* of the same kind. We may note

here that this sentence should not be lightly translated as *'ihere

are, however, certain Samafas which are considered excellent by IViya-

darsin"' etc. (Bhandarkar's Asoka, p. 3173). Other scholars have tran-

slated it in a similar manner. The most appropriate sense is~
There is a kind of Samafa of Priyadarsin, which is '•onsidereo excellent.

Ra^ in the genitive case is connected with "^aimja ; Instc"id of

taking the sentence in the sense of a meie expiession of theoretical

opinion, we take it to be a definite statement about Asoka*s holding

a kind of Samaja which was considered excellent. That this

supported by the evidences of the Rock Euicts VIII and IX we shall

presently see.

Rock Edicts VIII, IX and XI

Atikamtam amtalam l&jane vihalayataro» nama nikhamisu (Dhauli),

In this sentence the word Vihalayatam (Viharayatain, G.) has been

translated by all scholars as ‘'pleasure tours” or '‘tours of pleasuie'*

(Hultzsch's Corpus, p. 14 ;
Bhandarkar’s Asoka, p. 293 ;

V. A. Smith's

Asoka, p. 176, etc.), perhaps for the presence of ydta (yatra) as the

second member of the compound. In this edict we have two words

ending in ydtd, (i) Vihdraydtd mentioned above and (ii) Dhammaydtd

which occurs further below. It now remains to be seen what are possibly

the best renderings of these two terms as used in this edict. Any
dictionary will show that words ending in j/a/ra admit ol various in-

terpretations^ such as journey, livelihood, festival, etc. What do, then,

VikSraydtrd and Dkarmaydtrd signify here ? Let us take the words

one after another. Dr. Bhandarkar ( Asoka, pp. 17 ff.) says

'‘We cani]^1^ have any clear idea of this vikdra-yatra as Asoka gives

us no details, and as.no account of it is also forthcoming from any

work of liferature.” We are, however, of opinion that Asoka has

given quite satisfactory account of this Viharayatra, and that full

detciils of similar undertakings can also be found in literatni^.

We refer to the Mahabharata (Vanaparva, efi^p- 235 '*5o\

which the GAtf^aj'Sft’a of Duryodhana is described in details. It

I Ekoftjya of other versions

1. Q., MARCH, 1^28
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is Vorthwhile to quote a few typical passages from that place by way

of illustration. The permission of the father of Duryodhana^ for

going on Gho^ayatra was sought in the following manner—“O monarch,

this also is an' excellent season for thy son to go ahunting* (chap.

238, filoka 5), and it was said—^''Indeed, we desire very much to go

on a hunting expedition and will avairof that opportunity for super-

vising the tale of our cattle^* (chap. 238, sloka 20). Some of the

things actually done on this occasion are
—“The citizens and the

soldiers by thousands • sported in that forest as best pleased them

like the celestials (chap. 239, sloka 7), and the herdsmen well-skilled

in singing and dancing and playing on musical instruments, and

maidens adorned with ornaments, ministered to^ the pleasures of

Dhrtara§tra*s son^* (chap. 239, sloka 8) ;
also, ‘^attended by all his

followers, the king killed many bisons, buffaloes, deer, gavayas, bears

and boars. Pierced by his arrows animals by thousands died in that

deep forest*^ (Ibid., filokas lo-ii). It is thus quite evident that on that

occasion hunting and other pleasant festivities were held, and when

we find that Asoka refers to similar functions in this edict in connec-

tion with Viharayatrat the conclusion is irresistible that he had in his

mind’s eye the observances of this nature when he caused this edict

to be written down. So, magavya nnani ca etarisani abhxramakani

clearly explains the nature of this Viharaya^rct, and from our quota-

tions above, it will be seen that the Gho^ayatrZi is illustrative of the

Viharayatra,

Dr. Bhandarkar has also referred to majiy other instances of this

nature, such as, the pleasure trip of Dhrtarastra, condemnation of

chase by PiSuna, praise bestowed on it by Kautilya, the account

oi Megasthenes, the hunting excursion of king Dusyanta men-

tioned in the Sakuntala of Kalidasa {Asoka^ pp. 17 ff,). As an

illustration of the significance of the word vihara^ we can aptly

refer to the Divavihara of king Udana mentioned in the Matanga-

fataka (vide Fausbbirs Jiitaka^ vol. iv, p. 375). All these references

now give us the clue to the right interpretation 'of the vfB^Fd Vihara-

yatra. In the first place, we object to the use of the. word ^‘tour”

in the expltination of this term. Tour has the ‘idea of continued

journey from place to place, but in the undertakings like the Vihara-

yatras the aim is to go to a particular place only, where hunting and

other pleasant ceremonies are held, at the conclusion of which the

persons* taking part in, the function return to their usual abodes. So,

'•pleasure trips or excursions** should bp the most appropriate rendejr-
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ings in such cases. The element of pleasure preponderances on tbise

occasions, and the journey is simply incidental, VVe do, therefore,

find that the idpa of touring is entirely absent even from the mind of

fhose who take part in these amusements. So the word *‘tour’' cannot

be used to express the sense of VihUrayatra. That the principal

aim of these ViMrayatras is ti^e enjoyment of pleasure is also quite

evident from the written text of this edict. Efa mag{t7}ya* afJfs; ca

Itarisani abhlramakani ahuw^u (Here hunting and ^ ther such plea-

sures were enjoyed) clearly shows that the undertaking was meant

for amusements, among which hunting only was definitely, mentioned.

In the last sentence also the word rati shows that Asoka viewed

these Viharayatras from the standpoi«i^ cf pleasni^^ only. But we find

that scholars have generally given prominence Ic the idea of lour in

Viharayata (as well as in DhTmmayTita). This is wholly unwarranted.

The sentence we have taken up can best be rendered as—‘Tn times

past the kings used to go out on what is called the excursions

of pleasure." The significance of ViAarayatra can never go beyond

this limit. Then about Dhammayata, The word has been interpreted

as ‘'tours of morality" (Hult. Corpus^ p. 15), "touring for Dham*

ma" or "religious, tour" (Bhand. Asoka^ pp. 81, 294), "tours of

piety'^ (V. A. Smithes AsoksLt p, 176) etc. We are, however, of

opinion that the word here means nothing more than a kind of socio-

religious festival that Asoka used to hold for the propagation of his

Dhamma. Compound words ending in yatrii in the sense of festivals

are undoubtedly very cominon in India. In the first Act of the

Vttararamacarita, the Sutradhara introduces the play by saying

that it was going to be acted on the occasion of a festival {yatru)

in honour of Kalapriyanatha. We may also refer to the celebrated

Indrayatra festival of Nepal which is annually held there even up to

the present day. Moreover, the names of almost all the Vai^naya

festivals have the word yatra affixed to them, such as, RatAayatr3$

Candanayatra^ Jhulanyatray Dolayatra, RasayatraiSnanayatrafiic, There

can, therefoVv?, be no •objection to the interpretation of DhammayatU

in the sense festival. An objector will perhaps like to know why

in Dhammayata we stick to the sense of festival but not of tour.

Our answer is that the text of the edict does not allow us to take

up any other sense and that the author of the edict has left ^clue

for the correct interpretation of this term.- Here, Ve turn. to the

concluding phrase All scholars l\ave taken this«phfase

wjth the preceding sentence, Jbut they have invariably oun it
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di^ult to accommodate it there, and to bring out a reasonable

coeaning with that arran^fement, in which, however, there is also

difference of opinion. LOders {SPA W., 1914, p. 84^) and Hultzsch

(Cfffpus, p, 14) fa^in the last sentence of the edict with but

other scholars begin it with the previous word tadofiaj'a, as the text of

the edict naturally suggests itself. Senart takes dhSge arp/tle as a

locative Angular masculine form, but Liiders {SPA W., 19* 3* P- 99P)

objects to this interpretation on the ground that in the eastern dialects

of Dhauli and Jauga^a at least, the locatives would have ended

in asi. So he suggests nominative singular forms in those two

versions, while retaining the locative sense in Girnar. Hultzsch has

adopted the sense of a nominative in Mage even in the Dhauli

and Jauga^a versions and has taken esii as a nominative singular

form connected with dhage {Corpus, p. 15, n. 7).

About interpretations. Biihler renders the phrase as “in exchange

for past pleasures"
;
Senart, “in the period following"

;
Liiders, “in

his second ‘period”} Hultzsch, "second period”; Laddu suggests arfiHeta

only, exclusive, and king’s share of source of revenue; V. A.

Smith, “a different portion”
;
Bhandarkar '‘in another sphere”

;
and

ao on. It is not possible to comment on all these interpretations,

bwt it is quite evident that utmost difficulty was experienced in

accommodating these two words in the sentence, and the renderings

have been very complicated
;

for without further explanatory notes

no one can understand what is meant by the expressions like “in

exchange for past pleasures,” ‘'a different portion," ‘'in another

sphere" etc. In all these renderings attention has been mostly

centred on the mode of life led by Asoka. But A. C. Woolner has

deviated from this standpoint, and he is the only scholar who has

come up almost to the right point In his Asoka Glossary (p. 119),

he writes—“Could it be ‘second portion', i.e., ‘Part 2,’ a clerk’s

note ? It is very nearly half way through the series." So, being

dissatisfied with the previous interpretations, he has looked to the

series for the explanation of bhage arrifle and* has rightly separated

the phrase from the preceding sentence taking h: ;»s a clerk’s

note.

Let us now offer our own explanations. The phrase literally

means,^ as has aJready been suggested, apara bhage, i.e., in the other

parf, and wearer of opinion that it is an elliptical expression mean-

ingi “^continued) in
,
the other part,” that is, “in the part

following."
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That the fourteen Rock Edicts forming this series were ^ch treated

as-separate from one another is quite evident from the manner in

which they hav^ been engraved on rocks
^
in GirnSr specially there

IS a line of demarcation between any two consecutivfi edicts. SAa^€
ar(iii£ should, therefore, reasonably mean the edict fallowing, tlius

referring the Rock Edict VIII to the Rock Edict* IX for further

explanation. In this arrangement the previous sentence shoidu end
"in rafia (or etc.), and we find that in the edict., t'^erc are many
sentences of similar construction. Tadopaya ssa bhufa rati hhavati

Devanampiyasa Priyadasino raHo of the Rock Edict Vlll is almost

similar in construction to bahukam hi dosav(h sanujamhi pasati Diva*

narp,priyo Priyadasi ra/a and asti pi tu ekuca sadf\umata

Devanampriyasa Priyadasino ra^io of the Rock Edict I. There is,

therefore, no necessity of grafting the phrase bhagi amHe ^o this sen:

tence, when it gives out a complete sense even without it.

Let us now see why the Rock Edict VIII has referred

to the Rock Edict IX. The latter is properly speaking a sermon

on various mangalas delivered for the purpose of establishing the

superiority of dhammamar[igala which was observed by Asoka. The

sentence Ayam tu mahapkale mamgale ya dhamtnamaingale (this

dhamntamamgale bears great fruit) of the Rock Edict IX clearly

shows that Asoka was here speaking in favour of a particular cere-

mony that he actually observed, and when we have in the Rock

Edict VIII the sentence Ttnesa dhammayata (Then arose this

Dhammayafa), we are led. to believe that this Dhammayata of the

Rock Edict VIII is the of the Edict IX. For veri-

fication let us now look to the details of each performance. In the

Rock Edict VIII, the word dhammayata is followed by the assertion

etayam hoti and in the Rock Edict IX the word dhammamamgak

by ketaa iyam (Kalsi). Both these expressions are almost similar

in sense and introduce what was being actually done in those

two ceremonies. Then, coming to the details, we find that bamhana*

samaxiSnam Sanam is <!ommon to the two functions, but in the Rock

Edict VI Ik ifre have vudhanam dasane ca hilamnapaiividhane c3

(visiting the aged and supporting them with money), while’in the Rock

Edict IX we haye gut%nam apaciti (reverence to elders), which are

also almost similar in signification. Then ‘Visiting Hhe peoplq of the

country, instructing and questioning them* about dhammd* oi the

Rock Edict VIII may be included in "these and other similar items

afe indeed the dharpmamarngaUC of the Roqk Edict IX, wWch
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finifto be more elaborate in respect of detailed descriptions than the

Rock Edict VIII. It is not, therefore, unreasonable to believe that the

fancflons of the Dhmrmaya^ and of the dharnmanfaiikgala are of

identical nature.
*

The author of the edicts was quite aware of the 'fact that Dham-

tnayata can be interpreted in various ways, and. hence he left the

clue in bhclge aixviie for proper interpretation of the sense in which

the word was used in the Rock Edict VIII, and this is quite sufficient^

to convince the reader^ of the edicts about its true significance here.

A proof more satisfactory there cannot be. Liider’s objection can also

be satisfactorily answered. In every language, phrases like bhage

Mjp/tU suffer no change under any circumstances and hence the

locatives did not end in asi even in the Dhauli and Jauga(ja

versions.

Moreover, we find that the Rock Edict IX is also a commentary

of the R. E. I. In that edict we have “Asti pi tu ekaca samaja

sadhumata Devanarrtpriyasa Priyadasino radio. From this sentence,

as we have said before, we know about the existence of a particular

kind of Samaja that Asoka used to hold, and when in the Rock Edict

VIII we find that dharn,mayata is followed by etayarp, hoti, and then

begins the narration of works done in this ceremony, and similarly

in the Rock Edict IX dhammamamgala is followed by beta iyam

(Kalsi) before such narration, the conclusion is irresistible that a kind of

socio-religious ceremony was actually held by Asoka, and that

it has been designated by the term samaja in the Rock Edict I, by

dhammayata in the R. E. VIII, by dharpmamamgata in the Rock

Edict IX.

The word sadhumata also requires explanation. In the Rock
Edict IX we have ta vatavyaip pita va putena va bhatra va svamikena

va idarp sadhu idarp katavyarp etc. From this we know that the cere-

mony is to be considered meritorious by men of all classes, and hence

the sentence instead of being rendered as “There are also some festival

meetings which are considered meritorious ‘by the king" (vide

Hultzsch’s Corpus, p.2), may be more acurately interpretAed as “There
is a kind of Samaja of the king which is considered meritorious ty all.”

In this way we can satisfactorily account for. the use of asti in , the

singular,^ and evea ekaca Samaja {ektiya samaja etc.) also seem to.

have ‘been used Vith a singular signification, like esa dharpmayatt,

and ’vikirayatatp of thqRock Edict VIII, (as noted in Hultzsch’s

Corpus, p, i^fna a). Sticking, to the /ense of touring these words.
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have been unnecessarily given a plural signification which is nut at

air supported by the text

Now, to return to the topic of Samafa of the Rock Edict I. Asoka

saw much evil in a Samafa (dakukarn hi dosanji etc.). From the Rock

Edict ! we can find, as Bhandarkar has observed ^{As^ia, p> 2l)»

that “he naturally tabooed ‘those where animals were, slain." But

another defect of such performances is narrated in the Rock Edict

\X. The ceremonies performed in sickness, at the weddings of sons

and daughters, and those of trivial and worthless r.ature which the

women peform, are properly speaking ceremonials o’* this world,

for they are performed with expectation of wordly benefits only.

What is done In India even at the preseni day is this—A man

falls sick, he offers a Iamb to a god, hoping to be cured of the malady

thereby. At weddings, animals are sacrificed for propiUating gods,

for the welfare of the couple. It is well-known that on each occasion

a kind of socio-religious festiyity is helu. Asoka says that these

things are of doubtful efficacy. Suppose, a man sacrifices an animal

for th? cure of a malady. If he is not cured, the sacrifice goes in

vain, but if he is cured, the performance having attained its object

remains also a thing of this world only, for the work being under-

taken for worldly benefit has attained its finality in the fulfilment

of its object, and hence it cannot have any effect thereafter. But

the ceremony of dhaw,mamamg<da is not of this nature. If any

worldly object is attained thereby, it is well and good; if not, it is

sure to earn endless merit in the other world. Herein lies the

.superiority of dhaTfunainatngala. So, we find that the Rock Edict I

has also been explained in the Rock Edict IX. But this idea of

the superiority of the functions of dhaffiitnaiHatfigala has also been

clearly set forth ip the Rock Edict XI, which is entirely devoted

to this purpose. This edict practically begins with the following

statement—“There is no such gift as the gift of dhav^ma {msti

ctarisanfn dana^Wh yansatfi dhaithJHoda^a’ifC)) acquaintance with dhaffima

{dkairnma-sainSiavo), p&rticipation in dhamnta {dhaffiiHa-samvtbhago)

and kinships v?ith dharn.im (dkamma-sairibadho). This is an autho-

ritative statement like “that rite, however, bears great fruit, which

is dharnmamarpgala (ayanv tu mahaphale mangaU ya dhanttHa-maipg^le)

of the Rock Edict IX. This is again followed by the clause tqfa

ghavati in the R. E. XI, like heta iyarp, atra iyarn etc. of the R. E. IX,

and *««/<», etc. of the R. E. VIII. AJl these e nit

tljat something was being actually held by Asoka. Then), as jegar
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details dasa-bkatakatnhi san^a-pratipafi is common to the Rock

Edicts IX and XI| so is bamhay},a-sama'^nav(k 'sadhu danam^ i^ith

slight variations. • PrUxtStunn anarambho sadhu oS the R. E. XI.

echoes the sense of p»vtesu sayamo sadhu of the R. £. IX. Do not

these similarities speak of the same kind of ceremony that was being

held? The statements about the excSlence of ’ the functions are
%

almost of the same kind in Rock Edicts IX and XI, and explain

that the sense of Sadkumata used in the R.E.I. We do, therefore, hold

that the Rock Edicts I; VIII, IX and XI are intimately connected with

one another, and so, in dhairtmayata we cannot entertain the idea

of touring.

It will now be clear that by SamS/a Asoka refers to ceremonies

that were usually performed in sickness, weddings of sons and dau-

ghters, on the birth of children, at the time of going on journeys,

and similar festivities of trivial nature that are held by men
and women. The Rock Edict IX is quite clear in this respect,

and every Indian knows how they are performed in his own
household throughout the whole year. These are common occu-

rrences of our daily life and we are accustomed to them. The dis-

cussions about raiiga or prok^agara may be extremely scholarly,

but not necessary here for understanding the significance of the term

Sama/a for we know form Asoka’s own explanation in the R. E. IX,

what he really means by the term.

These ceremonies were disapproved by the king, because (i)

animals were sacrificed on such occasions, (ii) they were things of this

world only and (iii) did not produce merit in the world beyond, and
(iv) are of trivial and worthless nature. Asoka has not spoken
about other defects simply because the narration of those noted

above was quite sufficient for him to establish the superiority of

dhavMHayafa, We may now guess about the rest in various ways,

but that will not affect the issue in any appreciable manner. In the

absence of the idea of tour in dhm^mayafa, the interpretation of

Sandtodhi takes a different complexion. *Bhandarlftir’s rendering

of going to "the place where Buddha attained perfect* intelligence”

i.e. the Bodhi Tree or MahSbodhi, at Bodft-Gaya (lA., 1913,

pp. iSpff.), is tqo physical to require justification. Buhler’s "true

knqwledge,” Senfirt's "perfect knowledge” are almost near to the mark.
What’is meant here is that Asoka "went forth towards enlightenment”
i.e. heWk to the right path of enlightenment when he had been
consecrated* ten years. We know from the Minor Rock Edict I that
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Asoka passed more than two years and a half in the U^saka stage.
Coupling from the eighth year of his reign when his mind turned
to religious matters, the Vpasaka stage commences aftw the tenth year
and some odd months. Then began his enlightenmeni, so that
the Minor Rock Edict I and the Rock Edict VUI. support each
other so far as this'statement « concerned. From this standpoint also
we find no necessity of adopting the idea of "oing to *the Bodki
tree here.

Now, taking into consideration the representations of processions
in the Rock Edict IV, we are in a position to state what was actually

done in the ceremony of dhavp,inayatru

1. Interview with the Brahmanai. and l:5rariunas and gifts made
to them (R. E. VIII, IX, XI).

2. Interview with the aged and distribution of goid to them.
(R. E. VIII, IX).

3. Interview with the people of the country, instructing them
about dhanima and discussion with them about dkamma ^R. E.

VIII>

4. Proper treatment of slaves and servants (R. E. IX and XI).

5. Obedience to father and mother and giving prizes to friends,

comrades and relatives (R. E. XI).

6. Abstention from the slaughter of animals (R. E. I, IX and

XI).

Further the fifnctions consisted of ;

7. Spectacles of aerial chariots, of elephants, masses of fire and

other divine representations.

This was the nature of the Samaja approved by the king, and no

speculation is required to find it out.

That these spectacles were part of the Samaja ceremony has also

been admitted by other scholars (vide Hultzsch’s Asoka, p. 2., No* S;

Bhandarkar’s Asoka, pp, 21,135 etc). It is more probable that these

were shown to the people of the town as well as the country assem-

bled during fhe festival in the capital than that Asoka toured from

place tfi pltice like a gipsy king with the whole paraphernalia of

such representations. What is thus true of Saniaja is also true of

Dhamm^f^ta or Dhamti^amarY^ala, From this s^^ndpoint also the

idea of touring in DhaAnayatra cannot be obtained. Bu^ irj the

Rummindei and Nigliva pillar inscriptions there are evidences of

Asok's tour. How can that have any relation with the idea of religious

tour ? During the long rule of Asoka over a vast .empite>

I.ll^., MARCH, 1928
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it was not unnatural for the defender of all faiths, as he styled

himself, to visit the birth-place of Buddha. We akd c^ten. ^nd

the Christian (jovemor visiting the sacred places^ of the Hindus,

but that cannot be interpreted as an act of ^pi^image. The

contributions they make towards worship and the attention they

pay for ^he preservation of mutilated monuments' are not proofs of

their embracing Hinduism. Who knows if the action of Asoka waf

not of this nature

!

The sense of the Rock Edict I and VIII as modified in this

manner stands as follows ;

Hock Edict I

This dhammadipi was caused to be written by king Devanam-

priya Priyadarstn. Here no animal -should be killed and offered as

a sacrifice; nor should any Satmja be held (in that connection); for

king Devanain-priya Priyadarsin sees much defects in a Samafa (of

that kind). There is, however, a kind of Sama/a of (held by) king

Devanainpriya Priyadarsin which is considered excellent (by all).

Rock Edict Vlll

In times past the kings used to go out on what is called the ex-

cursion of pleasure, in which hunting and other similar amusements

were indulged. But king Devanainpriya Priyadarsin achieved

Sambodhi (enlightenment) ten years after bis consecration. Hence

arose the festival of Dharmayatra. Since then this (festival of) Dhanna-

yatra has become the object of much pleasure to the king Devanam-

priya Priyadarsin.

In the Rock Edict I Asoka has prohibited the sacrificial slaughter

of animals, (and the holding of Samaja of various kinds) and this

has been taken as denunciation of the Brahmanfcal usagg {Hultzsch's

Corpus, Intro., p. i). Bhandarkar says that the conversion of Asoka
took place in the eighth year of his reign {Asoka, p. 76), but Hultzscb

places the incident in the eleventh year ^.Corpus, Intro., pp. xliii-

xlviij. .Vhe MiAor Rock Edict I is “considered the earliest of ail

the 'Asoka inscriptions” p. xliv) and is said to have been issued

.in the thirteenth year of his reign {Ibid,, p. xlvt). The Rock Edict 1
f • •
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must) therefore, be of a later date, but it says that when that edict

liras issued Asoka could nol stop killing animals for meals even in

the royal household. This has been a knotty problem to all scholars

who found it difficult to reconcile this statement with the fact of

Asoka's being a C/pSsai« and joining the Sarngha earlier, as stated

in the Minor RockT Edict I. Hultzsch has remarked that the animals

were killed “evidently on behalf of some members the royal house*

hold who refused to turn strict vegetarians” {Corpus, o. z, No. 7).

We are, however, of opinion that there is no hecessitv of specula-

tions of this kind, and that the question of Asoka’s Conversion to

Buddhism canpot arise in consideration of this edict. To.rards

the end of the edict the personal statement runs : “Formerly

many animals were slaughtered for curries, but at the time of

issuing the edict only three used to be killed for the purpo.se.” Then

the king holds out a promise that no animal would be killed in

future. This statement is simply a record of the gradual evolution

of Asoka’s sentiment. By prohibiting the sacrificial slaughter of

animalo he considered himself liable to the people for an explanation

of his own conduct. In order that the people may not misinterpret

his action as an attack on their religion on account of any religious

bias, Asoka has taken care to state in the next few- sentences the

reason of such prohibition, by referring to his own conduct, so that

the people might clearly see that the prohibition was issued as a result

of the perfection of his feeling, Asoka does not say that it

was due to the Buddhistic bias, and we are not authorised to

interpret the edict in that light- In the Pillar Edict IV also there

is nothing to show that Asoka was acting under Buddhistic influence.

We have also shown in dealing with the Rock Edict IX why the

maiigalas were considered to be of little use by Asoka. In both

these cases, Asoka has clearly set forth his own reasons. We fail

to understand how all these facts can be ignored, and controversial

speculations indulged in for the solution of apparently contradictory

statements.

Manindra Mohah Bose



The Battle of Soratur^

An inscriptfon of the reign of the ^Hoysala king Narasiniha II,

found in <the HarihareSvara temple at Harihara (EC., XI, Davanagerc

25; PSOCI., no. 123) contains the following verse :

eraiuirtflakkam-ba^ara sutthaneyar amni-sannahadmk panneraUsa^

sitad ahva-Mni-niM-ankavaniya mant-pafyanadirri tbkke-vett eyj

tare tann ond-meyivi^ Slvuna-nrpa-balamam nUiiki bennatU kondam

Soraturim Krsnav^^nl-nadiya ta4i-varam V%ra-Ballala-rayamlJ

in which it is related of his father Vlraballaja II, that he fought with

the S^vima king who had with him an army of two hundred thousand

men and twelve thousand cavalry, and that he pursued it, slaying,

from Sorajur to the bank of the Krsnaveni river. We know from

other sources that the Sevuna king who fought with Vlraballaja at

Sorajur was Bhillama, father of Jaitugi I and grandfather of Sin-

ghana. The opinion has been expressed by the late Dr, Fleet

(DKD., p. 504), on the basis of the ambiguous language of an inscrip-

tion at Anijigere (of about 1202 A.C,) and of other inscriptions including

those of Bhillama and Vlraballaja at Gadag, (i) that this battle

between Bhillama and Vlraballaja took place soon after June 1 191

A.C. and that the latter assumed imperial titles on account of this

victory
;
and (2) that Bhillama was killed in this battle.

This opinion has until now been accepted as correct by every

one; it is nevertheless erroneous, as is shown by the* Anekere

copper-plate inscription (EC., V, Cannarayapattaga 179) of Vlraballaja

and some stanzas of Rajaditya's’® Vyavahara-ganita (an arithmetical

1 The following abbreviations have been used in the course of

this article

:

DKD. for Dr. Fleet’s Dynasties of the Kana'tese Districts

(Bombay Gazetteer, vol. I, part I If.

EC.* „ Epigraphia Carnatica.

El. Epigraphia Indica.

•KLISI. Kielhorn's List of Inscriptions of Southern India

• (Appendix to EL, vol. VII).

2 Rajaditya was the prot^g^ of the danijanayakas Bharata and

Bahubali viHto held the office of mahapradhana and manikya-bha^dari
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treatise written in the Kannada language in c. 1200). T'Js Anelcere

inscription applies to Vlrabalia)a the imperial titles samastabhu-
vanadraya,*drlprthivlvallabha>mahfirajadhira*
ja, paramedvara, and niSSankapra'tapacakra-
V a r t and contains the following two verses ;

innuip, blradd tbra-bittan agevoydant irppud arH^hehsariy

pannam daipna-cakri gelda SoratUrim Beholatfi mutfe tr'iij

channodghr^fl-kr^lvalavali-kala-prag'bhaga-nihklliic-

tpannarp, SPvwffia-satnya-sad-bbata-kartd^kbit-sahghai^navili

ari'giri-durga-tnalla ftfpan ettida b^gade /tojirLi durggav and

erac^e Vira^rSfa-nagaram, Kurugb^u Maiaitga^bAEdAarn.jij

Dkoreva^i Gutti Guttavolal Vdd'iare Kala4i Bandanikke 3a
llare SoratjUr Erambarage Haluve M&nuve Laki^n^igalU

The first of these describes how he put to rout the Sevuna army and

pursued it from SoraJQr to Bejvoja, and the second relates that he

captured in a short time Hangal, KurugocJ, Soratur, Lokkiguncji,

Ballare and other forts.

We learn from the last line but one (line 214) of this copper-plate

inscription that it was composed by Jannayya, that is, by the great

Kannada poet Janna or Janardana, who is the author of Yatiodhara-

Carita, Anantanatkapuraria and some other works that do not seem

to be now extant, Janna was a court-poet of Viraballala II, who con-

ferred on him (some time after 1209 A,C.) the title kavicakra-
V a r t i or ‘Emperor of Poets,’ and of his son Narasimha II under

whom he was also adaijdanayaka, mantrin, or councillor,

and Governor of a division. We can therefore rely upon it, the

more so since the inscription is signed by Viraballala himself, that

this king bore the imperial titles samastabhuvanafiraya,
firlprthivivallabha etc., at the time when the grant

recorded in the inscription was made, and that the battle of Soratiir

had been fought before that time. Now, this inscription is dated Sun-

day, the ele\^nth t i t h i of the dark fortnight of Pujya, in ^aka 1 1 13

Saumya, t^hen thef sun began his northern course. This date is

irregular till Saumya (a.c. 1189-r 190)-; for in that

under Viraballila II (see Nagamafigala 32 in EC,f IV); and, he was

*thus a contemporary of Viraballala. Besides' the Vyavaharagatijita, he

has written other mathematical works named Ksetra-ga^ita, ‘Lllavatl,

Vyavahararatna and Jains^nita-sutratikodaharana.
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ryev; Pa9ya>ba n b^an on Wednesday, the 3rd January, iisto A.C., and

ended on the following Thursday, and neither of these two da}rs jnras

associated with a s a.d k r a n t i. In the following year, however (see

pp. 27*31 of my book Sami ^ka Dates in Inscriptians ), the Me^a-

sadkranti occurred on the a4th March, 1190 AX^^at 54 12/. and 51

gh. ip. after mean sunrise according to thd Surya and Arya^ Siddhan-

tas respectively i and the mean Makara-sadkranti occurred 27V9AA7

days thereafter on Sunday, the 2yd December, 1190 A.C., at 50 gk. S3P-

and 46 g'A. 44/. after mean sunrise according to the above Siddhantas.

The mean t i t h i Pu9ya«ba li too began on this Sunday at 33 gk. 31/.

and 30 gk. 22/. after mean sunrise according to th% above Siddhantas;

and there is therefore no doubt that it is this Sunday, the 23rd

December, 1 190, that is intended by the above inscription.

It thus becomes evident from the above inscription that the battle

of Sorafcur in which Viraballaja defeated the Sevu^a king was fought

before the 23rd December, 1 190, and that Viraballala had assumed the

imperial titles samastabhuvanaSraya, SrlpfthivT-
V a 1 1 a b h a etc,, before that date. Since however Bhillama’s

inscription at Gadag (EL, III, 219) records a donation of his to the

Kalamukha priest Candrabhu^ana-pandita on the 23rd June, 1191 (see

KLISL, No. 334), it follows that Bhillama was living at that time and

that he was not killed in the battle of Sora^ur.

This is clearly brought out by the following passages of the

Vyavahira-ganita^ also

:

mudadim S^vw^r etti marmaUye ponnir-b'%8ai(f,er batUd a

nadiyol biddudu pa/tda-bhage hayamuvp, bhagam, disa/attav a-J

dudu ^4-bk5ga samarci muggtdudu catur-bkage layakke mik-

kudu vS/i-sahiiatii keUMidmi, BkiUamar(i,ll

Madanarati- nrpalakarip. bkayadi ben-go^cbitirpalli ta

nadiyd biddadu padka-bkage haya ^irbhage diea-paUav a-j

dudu mUrdtkage kadarci z^idavu caiutybhege layakke san-

dudu mikk arunUrou-vS/i-sahita}^^ keUo4idatj^ BkUlat»arp,lj

caladiip SirmyM^akra marmaleye bkaumodar bhv^ ebbe^ o-nadiyol

biddavu paH^-bhaga tri-bkagam. rax^doi muggidtfvu catur-bkigarn

I .Kannada M-S^, no. A. 14, of the Government Oriental Library,,

Mysore, pp. 42, 43 and 56.
* The passages are corrupt.

1 am Indebted to my friend Mr. A. R. Krishna Sastri for drawing

iby attention 4o these passages.
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ISya sandavH, mikk Sr»~MSrK ktie-verasi'

kiodavtmtM turaUga vembudanin gtav^kalj

• It is stated in these verses that out of the total number of cavalry

which .the Sevurja king took with him to 6ght (against Vlraballi]a),

five parts fell into the river, $\x fled away in ail difechon-, four fell

in the battle, four returned back and Bhillama fled in confusion from
the battle-field with the remaining six hundred norsomen

;
an'^ then

the reader is as^ed to solve the problem, “What was thv- total number
of cavalry which Bhillama brought to the ^eli?*’‘ The answer U
‘12,000’, which is also the number given in the ve;se oi thf H’lrihare-

Svara temple inscription cited above

It is explicitly said in these verses that ‘Bhillama in confusion fled

(from the battle-field/ and that he ‘turned his back (to the enemy)
and fled in fear’

;
thus there is no doubt that Bhillama was not

killed in the battle-field at Sora^ur
; he fled from it and survived it.

But he did not live long
, for the insciiptions of his son Jaitugi I

show (DKD., p. 521) that the latter began his reign in A.C. 1191-

1 192: It is also indicated in a verse* of an inscription at Belur (EC,
V., Belur, 77), of circa 1197 A.C. that he was, like the Panflya king

and Jaitugi (who in all probability is the same as the Jaitrasiipha

mentioned in the Gadag inscription of Vlraballa]a as the riglit

hand of Bhillama
;

see DKD., p. 503), killed by Viraballaja.

Bhillama was thus in all probability killed between June 1191

and September 1 191 in a fight with VlraballSja’s army.

1 Though these passages do not mention the name of the Kj^na-

veni river and of Soratur or Befvola, still the mention of the horses

‘falling into the river’ and their number 12,000 (given in the answer)

show conclusively that the battle referred to here is the battle of

Sora^Qr.

2 asuhf’trPSr^^ja-ftrpala-raAta-faladirn nlr^4i surr-embimrih

i^asedani, bhillama gkor-e/ndiMaifi Jaitugi. /

Jrasrfisyainbuiakuiiado\ hiri-Juvam ghanm-embinavi! kufppuda-

llise BaUalanfPaLakarjr), nija bhutJa-prau^ha-pra&>pasiyaTi^ll

“Plunging it into the water, namely, the blcA^ of the, epemy

PftQdyA king, so that it hissed and spluttered, ’ Vlraballaja whetted the

sword, which he bwe in his valorous arm, on the whet-stone, naowly

the liead of Bffillama, and sheathed it in the lotus-mouth 61 Jaitugi.”
'
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. The verse of the Hariharefivara temple inscription cited above

is followed by another which states that Viraballala also reduc^id all

the forts between Soratur, Erambarage (Yelburga),^ Kurugdd (near

Bcllary), Gutti, Bellittige, Ra^^apalli and Viratana-K6te (Hangal).

It is the opinion of Dr. Fleet (lx., pp. 504-505) that it was probably

early in A.C. 1193 fhat Viraballaja started on the expedition, in the

course of which the number of forts in question was reduced, and that

the campaign was doubtless brought to an end in the month of Afivina

(Sept-Oct.) of A.C. 1 1^6, when, encamped at the Anekere tank at

Hangal, he laid siege to the latter town. This opinion is not quite

correct, for, as we have already seen, it is said in the the 2nd verse of

the Anekere grant, that Viraballaja had already taken Virataraja-nagara

(Hangal), Kurug6d, Soratur, Gutti, Erambarage, Lokkigundi and other

forts named therein. There is thus no doubt that these forts were taken

by Viraballaja before December, 1190^ But Dr. Fleet’s opinion is

correct to this extent, namely, that Viraballaja took again Kurug6d

and other forts after 1193 A.C., because,apparently, they had passed into

the hands of his enemies after 1190 A.C. As we have seen above, the

Anekere grant, which relates that Balia ja conquered Soratur, Bejvola

and the surrounding territory, is dated the 23rd December, 1190. This

territory however passed into the hands of Bhillama shortly after, as

is shown by his Gadag inscription which records the grant of a village

named Hiriya-Handigoja in Bejvola 300 to the Kalamukha priest

Candra-bhu§ana-pan<Jita, the head of the Svayambhu-Trikutei§vara

temple at Gadag and which is (as mentioned above) dated the 23rd

June, 1191. It is significant that this grant was made, not at Gadag

itself where the above temple is situated and where one expects it to

be made, but at H^rura, a village about 30 miles north of it,

where his vijayaskandhavara or camp of the victorious

army was stationed; and this circumstance indicates that Bhillama had,

after his defeat at Soratur, rallied his forces early in 1191 A.C., took

the offensive against Virballaja and captured from his officers parts of

the territory formerly conquered by him
; but*h^ did hot penetrate

as far south as Gadag. It is, however, indicated by an* inscription at

K61igunda (feC., V., Arsikere 5; dated the i8th January, 1195) l^sit the

Sevuna army under Jaitugi did advance further south and even re-

took^the fortress ^of Lokkiguncji (6 miles east of Gadag).

At this point, the further progress of the army seems to have been

checked by the forces, of Viraballaja; for we learn from his Gadag

inscription, VI., p. 94!.) which . likewise records^he grant to
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the above mentioned Candra-bhu^ana-papd^ta of anothtjr village in

Helvoja 300 named Homb^jalu, and which is dated the 21st November*
1192 A.C., (KCISI. no. 419), that Ballaja was at that time camping
at Lokkigurid' Lakkundi) with his victorious army and that he had
defeated Jaitrasirpha the **-ight hand of Bhillama.** As already observed

above, this Taitraslipha is the same as the Jaitugi who is mendoncd in

tl»e above-cited Koligunda inscription as the defender of LokkJguridi

and in the above-cited Belilr inscription is having been killed by liallik.

It thus becomes evident from the above-cited inscriptions that

Viraballaja had, between July 1 1 91 and November ik.'J* resumed hi^

fight against the Sevunas, killed king Bhillama, and then laying

siege to Lokkigundi captured it after defeating jaitugi or Jaitr^siniha,

the Sevuna general, who was defending it. He seems to have

thereafter set about re-conquering other forts, that l%d, in the

meanwhile, been taken by his enemies. For an inscription at Aggarjalu,

(EC., V., BSlur 204) which records the death of a Kusa-Bokana, on

the 7th August, 1195, in the coarse of Viraballala*s attack on the fort

of Korugod, shows that this fort had passed into the hands of Balk|a*s

enemies since he took it before 1190 A.C., and that he captured it

again about Adgust, 1195. Similarly, the Hangal inscription

referred to by Dr. Fleet (DKD., p. 505, n. 3) shows that Vlraballaja

who had captured Hangal before December 1190, was again engaged

in capturing it in 1196 A.C

It thus becomes clear from the toicgoing that Dr. Fleetk

opinions are erroneous and that Ballala had assumed the Imperial titles

samastabhuvanaSraya, 6riprithvivallabha,
etc and had conquere«i Hangal, Kurugod, Gutti and other forts

mentioned in the Anekere grant before 23rd December, 1190, It also

becomes clear that the Sevuna king Bhillama was not killed in the

battle of Soratur but survived it, and that this battle was fought befbre

23rd December, 1190, and after Bhirama's accession to the throne

in 1187-88 A.C. This battle seems in all probability to have taken

place between July A 189 and June ilQO, that is, in the last half of

1189 or the ffrst half of 1 190 A.C.

The Pan<}ya king mentioned in the , verse cited above (p. 127), it

may be noted, was not *the Papdya ruler of Maefcura but the ruler

of the NolambavadI 32,000 province, who had his capital at Uccangi.

For the Belur inscription (no. 77), in which this verse occurs, k, as

I He had, before this, killed*Bhilkma in some engageafent

MAKCHj 1928
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already noted, dated circa 1197 A.C.t while it was not till the latter

part of 1217 A.C., that is not till about 20 years after the date of jthls

inscription, that ^he forces of Viraballala fought fof the first time

(and vanquished) those of the Pan(jya king of MadhurS (see my
article on ‘The -Hoysalas’ Establishment of the Coja king’ in the

Journal of Jndian History, August, 1927, p. 204r). His conquest

of Uccangi, on the other hand, is mentioned in many inscriptions

that are anterior to A,C. 1197, for instance, in Cannarayapattana 2C9,

Bslur 137 and 175, artd Arsikere 178 in EC, V, in Sravana-Bejgola

124 (327) and 130(335) in EC, II, and in Cikkanayakanahajli 13

and 36 in EC., XII. The last mentioned two inscriptions are dated

the r4th March and the 26th September respectively of 1177 A.C.; and

the latter of these {130) states that “the 7nakaman^lesvara Vlraballala-

deva ‘who had taken Talakadu, Kongu, Nangali, Nolambava^ii

Banavase, Hanumgal, Uccangi, Halasige, Huligere and Belvola’,‘

and who was the sole lord of the earth bounded by the Himalayas

and Setu (Ramedvaram) proceeded on a tour of conquest (d i g v i
j a-

y a), defeated the PSndya king and, making Uccangi his capital, was

ruling the earth”, while the earlier one (no. 13), on the other hand,

states merely that Ballala*deva, ‘who had taken Talakadu, Kongu,

Nafigali, Gafigavadi, Nojambavadi, Hanungal and Uccafigi', was ruling

the earth from his capital Dorasamudra. The two inscriptions toge-

ther seem therefore to indicate that Viraballaja's capture of Uccangi

and defeat of the Pandya king took place at some time between the

14th March and the 26th September of 1177 A.C.

I Talakadu-Koiigu - Nangali - Nolambavadi-Banavase-Hanunigal*

Uccangi-Halasige-Huligere-Belvolam-gonda

;

This title was first assumed by the Hoysala Vi^puvardhana after

he- conquered the above named places, and after his death, were used

by his son Narasimha I (who, so far as we know, did not conquer any

of these places) and by his grandson Vlraballaja II. Vlraballa]a did,

as a matter of fact, conquer some of the places’ pamed, Viz., Banavase,

Hanungal, ^
Nojambavadi, Uccai^i, Halasige, Huligere Vnd .Belvoja,

but the conquest of all the^e places was not completed before circa

A.C. 1190, while the above title is used of hiift from A.C. 1173 (the year

of bis accession) 'onwards. This explains why the present inscrip-

tion, which applies the’ above title, indicating that he had conquer^

Uccafigi, to him, goes on to say that he proceeded on a course of

conquest and took the fort of Ucpangir
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This capture of Uccadgi and its i;esults are thus briefly described ‘

in .the follo'<ving two ve-ses of the Srava^a-Beigo};! inscription 134

(327) mentioned above

:

bharacUntUtm tanna dor-ggarbbadin Odey-arasarn kayiu kSdalk

. o'^kmp, fUfut
ire Ballala-k§ifUani na4adu balastymri mutte sen^'g!>}>ndr0f

tkanniantaghata-salitfSrnnita-aikbaradol Ucci'bg/yoi stikidtvn bbi-

sura-kania-dUa-kbsa-vrafa-fanakadta^aughaHviiaui, Pnidya-

bfMpamlf
rrra-kalarp, ripugalg asadhyam enisirdd U^'cangiyain muUi dur-

dhara-fifi-nidht dhUli-gHibeyane kor(f4 a-Kama dTvavanl-
/

hiarattam sand O^ya-k^itilava rana a-bhaH<iarann, strlvaraui

turaga vratamumam samantu pididairt, Ballala-ldiTipalakamU

“When in the pride of his arm, Odeyarasa was with great fury

determined to fight, king Ballaja marched forth, and surrounding

and besieging Uccangi, whose peak had been reduced to powder by

the blows from the tusks of the group of lordly elephants of hU army,

captured king Pandya together with his father, beautiful women,

country, treasury, and group of horses. Laying siege to Uccaiigi

which was for a long time considered impregnable to enemies, king

Ballsla, a store-house of irresistible prowess, took the fort with ease and

seized the kings Kamadeva and the famous Odeya, and their treasury,

women and troops of horses.”

The Odeyarasa and Kamadeva mentioned in these verses were,

as is clearly indicated by the verses themselves, the Panclya rulers of

Uccangi; and the former, whose full name is Udayaditya, was the

son of the latter, who is more generally known by the name of Vijaya-

Pan^ya.* This Kamadeva Vijaya-Pandya was. the son of the maha-

man^f-deisvara Raya-Pandya and his queen Soma or Sovala-devI, and

the younger brother of the mahamax^Mvara Vlra-Pan<Jya. There

are about twelve inscriptions belonging to the reign of Vijaya-Pan<Jya

in vol. XI of EC., of which one at Vasana (Davaijagere 115) dated

Prabhava, •Mfigha, *su- $, is the earliest. Since an inscription at

Harihara (Davatfagere 41) which is dated Prabhava, thd tenth year

I Compare the following passage in the DSvRnagere inscription

no, 39 (in EC., XI ), lines 31-32 :

seyaip RSya-malUfivarasya mahM prasSta Kamakhyaya

vikhyitani nigalahkamalia-Vijaya-jri-PS9^ya-Dhup5lakaip.
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oi the' Calukya Jagadekamalla, that is to say the same Prabhava,

on Afivlja, ba-30, Sunday and solar eclipse (Sunday, the 26th October

1 147 A.c.)> n)entio;ns Vira-Pan^ya as reigning, it followis that Vijaya-

Fantjya succeeded his brother as ruler in the course^ of the above-

mentioned year Prabhava (1147-48 A.C.). He had (see inscriptions

no. 5, 6, 3p, 40 of the Dava^agere taluka) the tities*-9 a m a d h i-

gatapaficamahasabda, mahamai}(|ale6vara,
Kaficipuravaradhisvara, Yaduvamdambara-
dyumani, subha(>acudamani, Mahendramarii-
makutako^ivighatitanijavijayakarakankana,
lllamatrasaditasaptaKohkana, kanakanaga-
fiila sthapita pa^hlna lafichanajayastambha,
durlkrtarativiravastambha, TamraparnInirni-
ktamauktikayutanekaratnakaramudrSmudri-
tabhSndagara, Malayagir'ikandaracandana-
nandana madhyadeda niveHta SrhgaragSra,
kihkarikrtabhutavetalamandala, svlkrta-
nekaripunrpatimaiiidala helSgrhltahitaneka-
jalafiailadurga, vandlkrtarStivIramandali-
kavarga, srI Saiikara Narayana de v a c a r a n a-

smaratjapariijatantahkarana, Yadavabharana,
P§ndyakulakamalamartanda, parichedi-
ganda, RajigaColamanobhanga and sahasot-
t u h g a

;
and the latest inscription of his reign (at Gareha(ti

;

Citaldrug 33) is dated Saturday, the 19th September, 1187 A.c.

The only Parjdya inscription that is later in date is that at

Medakerepura (Citaldrug 36) and belongs to the reign of

Tribhuvanamalla-Pancjya who is without doubt identical with
the above-mentioned Udayaditya. This is dated the 24th January,

1194 A.c.^ and is the latest of the inscriptions of the Nolam-
bava^i Papayas. For, as we are informed by a verse in an inscription

at Hire-Yammiganuru (Holalkere 56), dated circa 1220 A.C.,

I The 17th January, 1200 A.C. is another possible equivalent of the

Saka date given in the inscription; and I . have in fact given this

equivalent in my aijicle on the 'Chronology of the W, Calukyas of

Kalyaiji'-( Ind. A*ttguary;.vol 48, [p. 6) The study of the inscriptions

of the Pai)<Jya rulers of Nojambava^i now leads me, however, to pre-

fer the 24th J[anuary, 1194 as the equivalent of the given Saka date..
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after Kamadeva and Udayaditya had reigned, ‘the Hoys ala Ving Vlra-

baltfla, the crest-jeivei of righteous ruler*( thrashing the Pan(jya

kings on the field • of battle, terrifying and putting tp flight hostile

kings, by the mi^ht of his arm, ruled the celebrated Nojambavliji’;

and the earliest Inscription (at: Huwinahole; EC., XI, Hiriyflr 70) of

ViraballSia in that province seems to be actually dated 1194

We learn from the second verse* of the Jagannatha-vifaya (a

campu-kavya written in Kannacja by Rudrabhatfa in a.C.

I2i8'20f which applies; fte epithet to Vlrabalifija,

that he ‘destroyed the enemy Kama.’ After what has been sajd,

above, there can be no doubt that this Kama is no othei than

above mentioned Kamadeva of Uccahgi and that the abdVe epithet'

refers to his being killed by Viraballaja. This event must have

happened after the 19th September, 1187 A.C., which is the la‘j5st known

date of KSmadeva, and before the death of Bhiilama and accession

of his son Jaitugi in 1191-1192 A.C.; for, as wj have already seen, the

above-cited verse of the Belur inscription says, though not very

explicitly, that ViraballSla killed first the Pan^ya ruler, then Bhiilama,

and then Jaitugi.

To judge from the language of the above-mentioned verse of the

Hire-Yammiganuru inscription, it is very probable that Kamadeva's

son Udayaditya, too, was killed by Viraballaja. But this must have

been after the 24tb January, 1 194 A.C., when we know (see p. 132 above)

that Udayaditya was reigning. And hence, the Paijdya ruler who

is mentioned in the above-cited verse of the Bclur inscription as hav-

ing been killed by Viraballaja before Bhiilama can be Kamadeva only

and not his son Udayaditya.

It may be observed, however, that besides the two Pandya dynas-

1 Similarly an inscription at Nandi pura (Mficjgere 4 in EC, VI)

states that Viraballaja had his capital in Noja mbavadi in 1194 A.C,

2 See p. 2(3o, n. i ^<Jf my afore-mentioned article in the Journal

of Indian^Histo/y,

3 In my article Jh the Journal of Indian History, I liave inter-

preted- this epithet (p. 20C^ as ‘the defeater of the, enemy K5ma,’

following the authors of the KarnUaka-kavi-carite. This is a miataj^e ;

for* not only does the root dhvavp^ mean ‘to destroy, to pulverise, but

the god Siva, to whom too the above epithet applies, destroyed (and

hot merely defeated) the god Kama,
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ti^' ot Madhura and UccaAgi mentioned above, there were two other

Pagijya dynasties that wgfe ruling in S. India in the I2th century

A.C., one at Gutti (in Anantapur district), and the other in Hayye

near the west coast. No inscri ption seems to be published of the rulers

of tlie former dynasty, while there is one of the latter published in EC.,

VII, Shikarpur 99). This inscription i§ dated the024th December, IH2

A.C., and belongs to the reign of Kamadeva, son of Candra-deva and

SSvale-devi, grandson of Kama-deva and Bhagala-devi, and

great-grandson of Candra-deva and Kamia^-dev!; and It men-

^pns as his titles— s amadhigatap a fic’aTmah8Sabda,ma-
m an^alesvara, GokarnapuravarSdhlfivara,

g' a n(^afadavani, Konkaiiarastr a-p S 1 a, nigajaft-

k a m a 1

1

a, and PandyavamSacudamapi. We do not

know if any of the descendants of this Kama-deva were

reigning in the time of Viraballala II and fought with him, nor do

we know if any Papi^ya ruler of Gutti fought with, and was killed

by, him before 1191-92 a.c. Similarly, besides the above-mentioned

Paii^y^ mahama'ij^ialesvara Kama-deva, we know of another maha-

mar^aUk>ara of that name, who was the ‘enemy’ of Viraballala II

and made war with him in the years 1196-1211 A.C. (see the inscriptions

nos. 30, 59, 171 and 307 of the Soraba taluka in EC., VIII, and the

Hangal inscription referred to by Dr. Fleet on p. 505, n. 3 of DKD).

This Kama-deva belonged to the KSdamba family; but we do not

know whether he died a natural death or whether he was killed by

Viraballala. In any case, it is evident from the dates of the above-

mentioned inscriptions that he was living in 1211 A.C.i and therefore,

considering on the whole, (i) that the latest known date for the

mahama'^al^ara Kama-deva of UccaAgi is 1 187 A.C., (2) that Vira-

ballala II killed a FSn^ya ruler before 1191-92 A.C., and (3) that he

killed an ‘enemy Kama’, it is also evident that the epithet asuhrt-Pan-

^ya-nfpala of the above-cited verse of the Bslur inscription and the

epithet ari-K«ma of the second verse of the Jagannatha-Vijaya refer

to the same person, namely, the Pandya mah^ma^al.eevara Kama-

deva of UccaAgi.

The reason for Viraballala’s killing him seems to be, as suggested by

Dr. Fleet (DKD., p. 50S)» that Kama-deva rebelled, i.e., turned

hostile<to him. ^This suggestion is borne out by the inscriptions of

KSma^eva who, we know from an inscription at BSlnr (no. 72, 11.

386^7),“ received back h!s kingdom from Ballala after making

submission* to him. This must have been shortly after BallAla’s"
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conquest of Uccangi in A.C. 1178. But in an inscription of

Ksfna-deva (or '/ijaya-P5n<Jya) at Citalrfrug (Ci|aldrog no. 13,

in EC., XI), dated A.C. 1184, he is called bt^maf-Jagadikatmlla--

deva-padibfa-bhriiga, that is, follower of the W. CSlukya* Jagadekamalla

III; and similarly, in the above-mentioned inscription at GarCha^ti,

dated the 19th September, 1187, he is called TribhuvanatHtdla-deoa-

pa^abja-bhriiga or follower of the W. Calukyan emperor Somesvara IV
'fribhuvanamalla. These titles indicate clearly that Kama-deva espous-

ed the cause of the Calukyan em perors as against that oi Ballala; and

it is hence very probable that Baliala fought w<th hi-n once again

in A.C. 1 188 or 1189 (that is, about the time when Ballala forght with,

and defeated, Brahma (the general of Somesvara IVl and killed him.

A. Venkatasubbiah

The Mauryan Invasion of the Tamilakam

In a short note contributed to the Quarterly Journal of the Mythic

Society (vol. XVI, no. 4, p. 304) on the Mauryan invasion of the Tamil

land, Mr. K. A. Nilakantha Sastri of the ^rl Mlnakj^r College,

Chidambaram, concludes that ‘the persistent reference to cutting

through mountain passes and making a passage for the chariots of the

mvaders (the Vamba Mauryas) is, however, not now susceptible

of any cogent explanation.* To have a clear idea of this cryptic

sentence we have to go back to the origin of the story itself. In the

beginnings of this century, Dr. S. Krishnaswamy Ayyangar, while

controverting the 8th or 9th century theory of Bishop Caldwell on

the Augustan Age of Tamil Literature^ fixed the second century as

the probable date with sufficient evidence, following the wake of the

late lamented •V, Kanakasabhai F ilia!. In 1913, Pandit M. Raghava

Ayyangar of^hfi Madras University Tamil Lexicon Committee read

an essay on the life of S^ran ^nguttuvan at the Madbra Tamil

Sangam Anniversary Celebrations in the first instance, which he deve-

loped later into a book form. He devoted chapter XII pf ^the

book to the determination of the age of Ihe Cera emperor and

incidentally brought to the notice of thq public the Mauryan

•inyasion of the South, fixing tjie 5}^ century as lh%, Augustan
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/fge. Dr. S. K. Ayyangar in one of his University Lectures (1918,

January and February) e^camined this theory and then putting up

his ideas together writes' that “passing in rapid review the late

Mr. Kanakasabhai's conclusion in regard to the matter, he (Raghava

Ayyangar) lays down his main position somewhat as follows : .

“It is well-known that among^the poets, that constituted the

^A&GAM, Kapilar, Paranar, Nakkirar, Mamulanar and

Sattanar took a prominent place. Among these, Mamu-
lanar appears, from certain poems included in the

Ahananuru, to have been contemporary with Cola

Karikala, iSeraladan, Kalvar Koman Pulli
^

from this

source also appears clearly that he was one who had

travelled much in the various parts of the Tamil country

and in countries north of it. This poet is taken to be

“contemporary with l^enguttuvan ^era, as he refers, in

Aham 251, to a war between the Mauryas and the chief

of Mdhur which is taken to stand for the chief Palayan

Maran, who is said elsewhere to have fought against the

Cera. Quoting from Aham 265, he refers to Mamulanar to

of a time subsequent to the destruction of Pataliputra to

which he sees a definite reference in the passage quoted.

This is the first and in fact the strongest argument of his

thesis for ascribing ^enguttuvan to the Sth century A. C. ;

but he arrives at this result by a series of arguments which

seem to me to find no justification in history. He inter-

prets the expression in the passage quoted as referring to

the destruction of Pataliputra by the Ganges
;
whereas in

actual fact it could mean no more than the disappearance

of the great wealth that the Nandas collected in Patali-

. putra, in the Ganges. This might well have been brought

about by the Nandas themselves throwing it

into the river, rather than let it fall into the hands of

their enemies, in the revolution) that subverted their

dynasty. Starting from hk peculiar interpretation of the

passage, he postulates the destruction of Pataliputra by

the flood of the Ganges andi finds the period of such

destiiction in the time -intervening the visits of the

two* Chinese travellers to India, namely, Fa Hian in

Beginnings of South Indian History chapter iv, pp, 185!.
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the bepinr>ing of the stii centurjt and Hieun Thsang in the

2nd quarter of the 7tfi century A,c. He further equates the

Mauryas who had invaded the territory of 4’^a}ayan Miran,

perhaps in a previous generation, with the aroiy of the

Gupta king, Samqdragupta* He finds support for this

in the mention of the Ma^^Aja who is taken* to he 'a

king of Kerala’ and the same as MSnduram SeraP.

The learned Doctor after fully discussing Jthe subject concludes

thus' ;

'*It has already been pointed out that the interpretation of

the quotation regarding the Nanda:> h wrong i\ltog^thcr,

and that it is so proved by a similar passage in

lines 4 and 5 of poem 251 of Ahain j but there

are a number of references which carry the invasion

of Mauryas up to MohUr of PiXayan Maran, In one of

these passages, at any rate, the Pandit tries to establish

the contemporaneity of this invasion with the Palayan

MSran, which, from the text, is untenable. The term

Mohur is used in the passage to stand for the chieftain of

Mohur, not necessarily Pa]ayan Maran. l^hat reference and
the various other references to the Mauryas in Mamulanar,

as well as the reference to their cutting their way through

rock in their march southwards
^
all of them do refer possibly

to a great southward invasion of the Mauryas^ a newly

established dynasty^ We know now, beyond doubt, since

the discovery of the new edict of Asoka at Maski in the

Nizam's dominions, that Asoka’s territory extended right

down to the frontier of Mysore within the boundaries of

which other edicts were discovered years ago. We know

of no wars excepting the famous Kalinga war that

Adoka carried on for purposes of conquest. Candra-

gupta not hjkving had the time to do it, the further con-

quest of territories not included within his empire but

included within that of his grand-son, historians ascribed

to Candragupta's soli Bindusara, the father of Adoka,

who himself held thVvteefoyalty of the southern froptiqrs

with his capital at Vidifia (Bilsa). The conquest of the south

I Ihid., p. 206.

I.n.Q.,^ARCH, 1928
16
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by the Mauryas must have thertfore been made by either

Bindusara, the king, or, by the Viceroy-ppnce, his sonl The

tefm Va^ukar used in this connection by the Tamilsf is

a general designation for all northerners, and indicates,

in the various references before us, an onward move south-
e

wards of certain northern tribes of which we get perhaps

the final glimpse in the movements of the Pallavas till they

come into occupation of Kafici and the extension of their

power at least as far south as Trichinopoly and Kumbako-

nam. All the passages in Mamulanar, referring to these

incidents, refer to them as past occurrences and not as

contemporary events. This interpretation of the passages

relating to northerners agrees very well with the claim of

certain Tamil kings to haying won victories over the Aryan

army, which attribute is specifically given to the

Pandyan Nedum ^eliyan whose name figures in the

Silappadhikaram. Suck a general movetnent against the

north could on general considerations be postulated only of

the period of confusion that followed the decline ofthe Maurya

power in the north and the risCy to the imperial position

afterwaraSi of the Andhras and the Andkra-Bhrtyas

in succession. The 5th century is hardly the century

in which we get anything like a glimpse of such a

great movement of people”.

This and an article in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society

(October, 1923) entitled The Kornr of Tamil Literature were probably the

authority for the statement by Dr. Barnett in the Cambridge History

of India (p. 596), that '‘from the reference of the poets to them it would

seem that they once made an unsuccessful attack on Mogur and

found allies in the Vamba Moryor or Bastard ‘Mauryas^ possibly a

branch of the Konkani Mauryas.’*

On reading the above statement, Mr. K. G. ^Sesha Aiyar of

Trivandram wrote to the Journal of the Mythio Society (vol. XIV, p.

275) controverting those statements and said that Koi§ars were never

the advance guard of the Mauryas but were the friends of the Mogur

chieftain. The Mast of Mr. Sesha Aiyar’s article was were the

Vamia Moryar and d\d they invade South IndiaV* After elaborately

disci|ssing the matter^ he came to the conclusion that the reading

‘^Moriar” ds incorrecl and it ought to be *‘Oriar” according to the

variant reading found in •the *Purananuru (Lyric 175). If the
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reading is Moriar, then it ought really to refer the imperial
Mauryas. Mr, Sesha Aiyar concludes thus :

•

“bid these people, whether Moriyar or Oriyar, actually come to
South India ? It is clear their objective was Sodth India

; but
whether, as a matter of fact, they reached South India we cannot
definitely say from, the materials available. The relevant poem in
this connection is AhanSnSru 281. For their southward nlarch, the
poem says, the Moriyar crossed the mountain, sending the Vadul ar as
an advance guard or perhaps opposed b> the Vadukar. Va^ukar
MUnnUra, which is the expression occurring in the pt^em, may bear
either of these two meanings

;
but perhaps the fbrmer is preferable.

Like the Moriyar, the Vadukar too are described as Vamha Vadukar
(Aham 375) ;

and they were obviously a ferocious people, as their

frequent description ‘Katanai Vadukar,’ ‘Vadukar fierce as dogs,’ would
show (Aham 107, 381). If they came as the vanguard of the Moriyar
army, they sustained an ignominious and c ashing defeat at the hands
of the Cola Perum Cenni (Aham 375) ;

and we do not hear of any
conquest or occupation of the Tamil land by the Moriyar. Perhaps for

some reason or other the Moriyar never entered South India, though

the language of Aham 281, (ten riSai matiram miinnia varavirkii)

undoubtedly shows that was the point towards which their

advance was originally directed.”

On reading this article, Mr. Nilakanlha Sastri wrote to say that

the reading Moriyar has been established, but the reference to cutting

through mountain passes and making a passage for the chariot of the

invaders (Vin poru nedum kudai yiyeriir mSriyar, pon punai tikiri,

tiri tara-k-kuraitta) could not be cogently explained. (The italics all

along are mine).

Mr. Sesha Aiyar in his learned article contends that even though

the reading Moriyar is established, they never entered the South or

Tamilakam. I shall show that he is correct in saying that the

Mauryas never entered South India. The odes where this informa-

tion is recorded are tl^e in number (Nos. 69, 251 and 281). They run

as follows :

Ai nalan thoJainda meniyu mamalar-t-

Takai vana-p-pilanda ka^^um vakai yila

Vanijam vSdiya variyu nokki

Yala lanrici niyS uridini

Nida limbam vaiki mai varach-

Sai poru-t-tiravaraki-p-pullilai-p- .
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Pari arai nelU yam pu}i-t-tiral kai

Kana mada marai-k-ka^a nirai kavarum

Veni latta menna dimurru

Vinporu ^edu varat yiyarcr Moriyar

Pon puna! tikiri tiritara-k-kuraita

Varai iran dakanrana rayiuum eaaiyaduv

Nfdalar vali toll yidian

Madamayi lolitta pSli varndutan

Cilai ma^ valvir curfi-p-palama

Nambudai-k-kaiya-raranpala nuri

Nankalam taru-um-vayavar pervmakan

Cudar mani-p-perumbun nai kanattu-t*

Talaina {alar! nifunin

Nalar mulai yaka-t-tinruyin marandai. (69 Paran ko^anir).

The maid soothes her lady who was pining on the inordinate delay

of her lord that went in search of gold (property). A free translation

of the ode will run thus : O Lady ! be soothed. Please do not pine

at the loss of the colour of the body and eyes that ««re

radiant like lilies, nor at the stoppage of writings on the body
;
be

brave }
as you are the only favourite, he would not tarry longer (than is

necessary), forgetting the pleasures he enjoyed with you, though he,

your lord, who is able to present you with brilliant ornaments by

destroying the fortifications guarded by men with strong bows and

arrows that are adorned with the feathers of peacocks, has passed, in

search of gold, that mountain that has stopped the further rolling of

the wheel of the golden chariot of the Moriyas who rule the mountain,

that tower the sky (Himalaya).

Tudum chenrana tOliim cherru,

M6ti yo99utapp-pa§alaya mayum, ala

Vingilai nehi!a*ch-cha ai-ch-chellalodu,

Nam padar kuru mariindiiyar ketpi,

Nandan vepikkai yeydinii maj-ravat,

Tangalar vail t61i velkodi-t-,

Tunai kalanna punai ter-k-k&Sar,

' Ton inutalat't'tariim panai-p>potiyi,

Linnicai murasah kadippidittirauga-t*

Tem^unai chidaitta gfianrai Mdk&r,

Pa^adamaya pakai talai vanda,

Msk^lu tSnai vamba m&riyar,

dPunai tfer n^mi yujrijiya kujraittai
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Vilan^ veliaraviya varaiva yumbAr,

Macii ve^ko-t-^^ yinai, *

Vi]Aiyu>Vtap{dya varangkei vayappuli.

Manila ne}iyak kutti-p'pukalodu,

Kappil vaikum t^kkamil colai,

Niramba nllida{-p>p6ki,

Aratnbd !ava|ai nilai nekiln d/ka.

(251 MSnmulanar).

This is an ode by the maid to her lady on jier sorrow on the dt'par*

ture of her lover. ‘O lady bird I Calm yourseif, footmen have beet,

despatched to your lord who has gone to the other side of the

mountain, that has streams with transparent w..t.cr, which stopped the

further march and turned back the running of the ornamented cars

of the Vamba (unstable) Moriyas, who came with a large army intent

upon war. When he, who was enjoying the pleasures of your company
in the wild forest where male elephants with huge tusks soothe the

she^Iephants, hears the sufferings you are undergoing by the

loss of the colour of the body and the brilliancy of the eyes, he would

not tarry even for a minute, though he is to get the wealth of

Nanda.’

Caivathii t^rindi ci-r>rdii yalkalu

Makalu ISnmai achchara-k-kufiya

Corplii taku menrii manja

Tolkiyan madamayi lojitta peeli

Van pdl valvi-r*churri ndn pilai

Yawar vi]imbi-p*kamainda novviya-j^

Kanaiku^ licaikkum viraicela-r-kadunganai

Muranmiku vadukar miinnura moriyar

Tenyicai madiram mfinniya varavirku

Vinnura vongiya paniyimm kunra-t-

Ton kadir-t-tihiri yurujiya kuraitta

Varai irandavard cenpanar

Fai'ai ya^in tanna valar naraakkojitte.

(281 Mamulanar).

This is aWo an • ode by the maid addressed to her lady in her

sorrow on the departure af her lover. ‘Lady 1 Be considerate in your

actions i before departing from here, your lord promised, to

Show his valour (and return soon) ;
now he has gone to the

other side of the mountain which stopp^ the further funning

of the chariot-wheel—which resembles the splendour of tl» Sun that*
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rises* in the high mountains full of dew, and towers up to the sky—of

the Moriyar, with the troublesome Va<iukar, who are sharp-shooters,

for their vanguard, whose intention it was to reack the southern

sea
;
he has removed our disreputation like the sounds of a war-drum’.

The main idea conveyed by these odes is that the heroes* have

crossed a certain mountain. If the tjuery why and for what

purpose they pass that particular mountain is raised, the reader is

forced to search for an answer in the odes themselves which are

usually complete pieces, It is for the purpose of driving out the

Moriyar whose intention it was to go to the southern sea, that is, to

subjugate the southern kingdoms according to 281, They had for their

vanguard people living on the other side of the Venkata hill, who

were the next neighbours of the Tamils. The Tamil army was

commanded by the chieftain of Mohur (251), though the general-

issmo was the Panijya Neduncheliyan—Ariyappadai Kadanda

according to Chilappathikaram. That they won a victory over their

enemy is obvious from No. 69, where it is clearly stated that the

hero is engaged in destroying the fortifications of the enemies on

the other side of the Venkata hill. It is pertinent to ask how the

Venkata hill was fixed as the limit of the entry of the Moriyar
;

it

may be pointed out that in ode 265 (264 of the “Beginnings of South

Indian History’’ by S. K. Ayyangar, p. 89) it is expressly stated

that the hero crossed the Venkata hill
;
the ode graphically describes

the people inhabiting that tract. That is the northernmost natural

boundary of the Tamilakam as is found in the literature of old.

I have to note in passing that I have followed my own Mss.

readings of the odes concerned. Taking first ode No. 251, the word

Paniyadamaya has been read as Paniymnayil in the “Beginnings of

South Indian History” (p. 88, note 9). That is also the reading

in the printed edition. But I must point out that the word

paniyamayil makes no sense ,there and the construction too

remains unfinished. So also the word Varaivayutnbar has been

read as Aratvayumbar, Pandit A. M.y^ Sadagoparamanuja

' <

I Ninam poti vijuttadi neruppln vaitedu-t-, Tanankaru mtirapir-y-

pS yai p61a,-Vi}arun rinj-a v&tkai ninga-ts, Tukajara vilainda topi

paril^i-k-, Kul5 a ivalvi-y-kodufid-k-ksdavar. Pula a -r-kaiyar pooca

vfiya, Roracu vuriittum 'kudumi- k-kura a lodu, Mara an clrur*

marungl-f-fingum, Cenfiiital yanai venkatam tall vemmunai yarum

cura mirandt^r.
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Charya of the Government College, Kumbakonam, in bis learned

contribution on Kosar to the Sen^Tamil^ writes that it may be a place

near Podiya mountain (vol. XXIV, p. 23)* Ayai vat means a

mountain pass# and, unless there is a natural opening in the mountain
ranges, to cross them would be a difficult task. This point should be

taken into consideration. Same is the case with ode No. 69. ^

Now taking stanza 251 first for a critical study, the subject

of the ode is the hero of the poem (Nallnekllintor) : the predicate

is *Vould not tarry longer** (tangalar)
;
though as an intransitive

verb it will not allow an object, the questions 'where and for

what purpose* may be put and in answer we get that he has gone

beyond the mountain in pursuit of wealth. In passing it may be

mentioned that, in the poems called Aham, a lover is permitted

to separate himself from the object of 1ms love either for the sake

of wealth or of learning. All the odes under discussion refer

to the separation for the sake of wealth. In days of yore, it was

the habit of heroes to go on expedition for amassing wealth. We
know from many other sources that the sons of Tamilakam were all

brave warriors and were brought up as such by their mothers even

from their infancy. The internecine quarrels were a pastime with

them. Hence the particular hero’s motive could not be other than

warfare under some one’s banner. For what purpose did he go to the

other side of the mountain is the question. That he went there

to fight has to be inferred from this ode. But 69 is more explicit

on the point. We read there that the hero would bring precious

ornaments {Nankalan tarTun) after demolishing the well-guarded forti-

fications. 281 also gives room for the inference that the object of going

there was to fight the enemies of Tamilakam, that is, the Moriyar who

had the Vadukar as their vanguard. Aham 31 throws much light in

this matter. This ode also is by Mamulanar. The poet here says

that the hero has gone beyond many mountains where our language

is unknown and which places are guarded by the 3 Tamil kings. The

commentator^on the^bove also explicitly says that the hero went far

away trossing many mountains. ^

Take again stanza 69. There the poet puts into the mouth of the

maid the following : Forgetting the pleasures he .enjoyed with you

,(11 . 19, 20), he has crossed to the other side of tile, mountain {Varat

erandakan-ranarayinum 1 . 12). In answer to the query which mountain

did he cross or pass over, we must point out the mountain that

•stopped the further rolling of the wheels of the car of ’the Moriyar,
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Incidentally he describes t}ie place on the other side as a barren

tract where the stags and hinds eat sour gooseberries (11. 7-8)f

No. 281 is more direct and pointed. Here the Moriyar's intention

is clearly stated. Their place of destination is the southern-most

point of the continent
;
but they were st9pped by the mountain. And

our hero has gone just beyond that mountain which stopped the

further running of the chariot-wheel

.

One more point has to be conceded, As a general rule, a poet

would not dare to sing the defects or the losses of his patron, but on the

other hand, would exaggerate even a small achievement Moreover,

if the defeat of the chiefs of the Tamil land were real, the compilers

of these odes would not have selected such themes for their poems.

Now coming to the Kofiars mentioned in ode 254, Dr.

Krishnaswamy Ayyangar is of opinion that they were the advance

guard of the Moriyar and as such administered a crushing defeat upon

their enemies near Podiyil Hill. Mr. K. G. Sesha Aiyar has ably

refuted the point and said that it should be rejected as a myth

(Q. Journal of the Mythic Society, voll xiv, p. 227). Pandit A. M. S.

Charya of the Kumbakonam College in an erudite contribution

to the Sen-Tamil (vol. XXIV, pp. 33-48) divides the Kosaras

into three categories, viz., (i)- warrior people of Tulunad, (2) men of

royal family and (3) civil judges. He opines that the Ko6ars

referred to in Aham 251 belong to the ist category.'

Why all the previous writers hold that a passage was cut through

the mountain passes for the chariots of the invaders (Moriyar Punaiter

nemi yuruliya kuraitta) is not explicable. Perhaps they rely on

similar passage in Puram 173, where the scholiast says that the

Hiitialayeis was cut through for the passage of the cars of a certain

t Irumbu idampadutta Vadurudai muhattar Karunkat Kosar.

Aham, 90.

Maimali p^umput Chemmar-h-Kosar. IbiK, 15.

Kadjiladu mabaiir Koida iialalum, Kalani yulavar kuirat

Kuralaeyum, Kadimibai-p-puravir-p-putta drullayodu pallilan

Kosar.«Ibid., 216.

JCappu-k-kat nurneltia pal-vir-k-Ko6ar. Ibid., 113.

Nannam nafuma Kousu Mattvi-p-pokkia cenru moli Ko4ar.
Kumttfffhai, 73.

Vaiah Kelu Kdtar vibahgur paddi n&ri. Ibid., 305.
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kinpf who was the lord of the world.' He also gives a variant reading
and notes that there are men who niay take it as Cakravalam. This
scholiast has been regarded, by some at least, if •not by all, as

incorrect in this ^particular instance, since he misunderstands Moriyar
with Oriar. Now if the scholiast of Purananuru is liable ’-o misimder*

stand in one place, why not in other cases also. And so onr cone ion

\vill be this. A p-^rticular mountain is spoken of here. The vvord ‘varai^

is preceded by the word ‘kuraitta* (cut) which literally ’Means cutting

and its meaning is clearly expressed when it i5 piecedeu by the word

‘uruliya’ (rolling). When the two words ^uruliya* and ‘knraitta' are put

together, the meaning would be that the rolling of the wheel was cut,

referring by that to the mountain that stopped the rolling of the wheels

of the cars. Of course, it is accepted on all hands that the cars belonged

to the Moriyar. So, we may be justified in holding that the warriors

went to the Venkata, the hill that stopped the further rolling of the

cars of the Moriyar.

External evidences are not wanting to show that all the Tamil

kingdoms were independent of foreign power. If Bindusara as tlie

Viceroy-prince or the king had really subjugated the Tamilakam, Ai§oka

would not have leit it unmolested but would have sent there embas^^ies ;

the Tamil bards also would have sung the defeat of their own force,

at least in an inairect way. Nor is there a single stanza or ode

relating to any king of the Moriya line ruling over the Tamil lat»d.

From the lengthy survey of the odes concerned and other poems, it

may be concluded as certain that the Moriyar were not allowed to

enter Tamilakam and the last point they reached was the Venkata hill.

The battle took place on the other side of the Venkata hill between

the combined armies of the Ceras, Cojas and Pandyas under the

general command of PSndyan Nedunceliyan who was ably assisted

by the M5hur chieftain and the Moriyar asisted by Va<Jukar or

Telugus,

Soma Sundara Desikar

.1 ‘Wenri V^lai yudaiya visumLbai-ttdyum, nediya* kudaiyinaiyum

kodi yaninda t^inaiyum yudaiya nilamuluthiim anda vendarathu tjnijiya

as sooMtha sakkaram yiyangudarku-k-kuruik-kappatta vclH malaikku

appal akayiya ulakot- tirku^k^kalijmm Idai kali yaWya arfat vSy**,

MARCH, jg2i ^9



Marriage in Jaina Literature

Jainism is one of the most ancient Veligions of India, It teaches

that the soul is perfect, happy and all-powerful, but it is in bondage to

matter
;

consequently, by transmigration it undergoes all sorts of

suffering. The acts of Raga (Love) and Dve^,a (Aversion), which it

performs through the Yoga (vibration or impulse) of mind, speech and

body, attract to it a subtle Karmic matter that causes

Marriage j^s various conditions. Hence in Jainism, marriage

is one of the results of these Karmas^ In consequence

of the ‘conduct-deluding karma' (caritrarhohanlyakarma), the couples

arc tempted to marry.’* As the said Karma operates in the indivi-

duals, their sensual desiili is awakened and they get united.

The Jaina Puranas corroborate this. In the beginning of the

present Kalpa^ there existed the Bhogabhwni in Bkaratakqetrd^ * and

men and women were born in couples. After their

birth, the parents breathed their last and then the

couples, who in the meantime had gained youth,

lived as husband and wife,* This is a simple but natural love in

consequence of the operation of the Cafitfa-niohd.

After the Bhogabhntui, the period of individual exertion or the

KarmabhTuni followed and the birth by couples came to an end.

Issues were born single as we find it now-a-days.

Accordingly a new mode of marriage, viz., Svayamvara

came into use. This was the so-called sanatana

warga and the best of all the forms of marriages*

such as gandharva (love-marriage by mutual consent),

RUqasa (taking away the bride by force), Asura (giving one’s

1 Vide “The Jaina Gem Dictionary,” p. S7\
^

2 “Ca/itramohodayat vivahanatp vivahah.”—The Rajavartika.

3
••Bhogabhumi—lha regions where there is enjoyment only,

i. e., people do not have to work for their sustenance, and the arts of

agAcuJture etc. are neither necessary nor known. All that the people

want, they get from the wisbing-trees called Kalpavrh^s ”—The

Jaina Gem Dictionary,> 35.

4 The'MabSpura^a, 3, sis. 14-2^$.

Kartnabhutni;

Svtyaipvara and

other kinds of

marriage.

; Ibid. 44fir.
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daughter for money; etc., v’hich were eight in all.* At the beginning

of the KarmabkHtnl of thisyug'a, Svayamvarft was re-introduced for the

first time by RAj€ Akampa^a of Benares. Bharat, the then reigning

monarch of India, welcomed it in all sincerity.* Ere this the wives of

Sri R$abha, the first Tirthankara, were not selected in Svayaipvara.

Rather the Tirthafikara’s fsHher selected two virgin princesses

for him and he had to marry them.* Polygamy has oc’n in vogue

a'mongst the Jainas from the very beginning of this age, and even

today it has not quite disappeared. The wives of R^aShadeva were

indeed selected by his father ; but it does not mean that this was the

rule or that it was not considered the next best after Svayaijivara.

Anyway, it seems certain from the evidence of the Jaina Puranas that

both the forms were in use from very early times.

In Svayamvara no distinction of caste and ciced was made.

Marriaseft

between the

Hence the field of selection was very wide. Pra-

iiloma and Anuloma vivahas were freely contract-

tourvar^Ks. ed. A few examples from Jaina Puranas are cited

below :

(1) Vfisudeva was a Ksatriya prince of Jaduvamfia, He married a

Brahmatia girl named Somalri after defeating her in DhanurvidyS.*

(2) Sri Kffua contracted the marriage of his brother Gajakumara

with Soma, the daughter of Somasarma Brahmana.*

(3) Dhanyakumara was the son of a merchant of UjjayinT,

Though he definitely made himself known as a VaUyaputra, Srenika

Bimbasara, king of Rajagrha, gave his daughter Gu^avatl away

to him in marriage.*

(4) Bhavigyadatta was from the class of traders, but he was

married to the daughter of a Ksatriya king.*

(5) ^renika Bimbasara, a K§atriya of course, while in exile,

married the daughter of a Brahmana.*

(6) Parafiara was the king of Gajapura in Kurujangaladefia.

He was in love with the daughter of a fisherman, named Gunavatl,

I Vyde Ifitfvakyamrta. 2 MahSpurana, 45, 54f',

3 Mahapuratja, {>.15, sis. 50-99*

4 Harivamja, Sarga 2 J, sis. 49-51.

5 HarivaiufiapuraQa by Jinadas quoted in tlie^ Vivahakfetra-

prakasa. 6 VivahapfakaSa, pp. 163-170.

7 Bhavisayattakaba, G. O. S., No xx, pp. 7^ 90^*.

. 8 UttarapurS^a, Parva 73.
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but the fisherman was not willing to marry his daughter,

unless the king promised* to give the throne to the son who might be

born to his daughter* Then the Crown Trince gave up his claim to

the throne and the king was married to the fisherman’s daughter.

Tins shows that the Madras were not willing to give their daughters

away in ^marriage to the people of the upper Glasses. The obvious

reason was that the Madras and other low-borns were not allowed to

marry the girls of upper classes. Once a Brahmana Dasiputra married

a Brahmana girl
;

biU when the latter came to know about the

former’s low birth, she at once severed her connections with him and

lived a lonely life (See ^antipuraga 5, 4, 29).

Instances might be multiplied, but these, I hope, will suffice.

Marriaces with
non-Jainas and
new converts.

VVe should note, however, that marriages were

contracted not only among the Jainas themselves, but

also among parties, of which either was a non-Jaina or

a convert to Jainls.n.

For instance : (l) Raja Cetaka of VaiSall was a staunch Jaina.

Still his daughter Celana was married to king iSienika Bimbasara,

Buddhist at the time. It was through the efforts of Celana that the

great king was converted to Jainism.'

(2) King Dhanasena of Kausambl followed the Vedic religion, but

his queen Dhanasri professed Jainism.*

(3) Va^umiira, the merchant, paid reverence to the Jaina gurus j

but his wife DhanaSrl was a noivjaina.*

(4) Nili was the daughter of the Jaina Seth Jinadatta of

Bhrgukacha. Sagardatta of the same place was a non-Jaina. He
found that the Jaina Seth was not willing to marry his daughter to

a noivjaina. Consequently, he adopted the Jaina faith. When the

Jaina Seth found nothing wanting in him, the marriage was cele-

brated. But soon after, Sagaradatta got back to his former religion.

This was a calamity for the Jainas as well as for Nlll, who was tortured

to give up her faith.*

Such instances, I think, obliged the latpr JainAs to limit the

field of marriage to their own caste and religion. ‘B6t in^the early

periods, when there was not much hostility between the followers of

various sects in India, the marriages were ‘freely contracted between

th^m.,Even hbterical persons like the Jaina Kayi Dhanafijaya, and the

‘

1 * Vimalapurd^a, pp. 53-60.

3 ibief., Ill, 113.

2 AradhanSkathikofU, III, 89.

4 lbid„U,
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fftinous Buddhist Lextcoifrapher Amax'a Siiuha, bad their wives from
alRpngst the Buddhists and Jainas respectfvely.

,
At that time marriages were also contracted with

ForeJ* B Ind P«oP*«* who were cither not of the Aryan stock and
Mieccbas, were Called Mlecchas or who resided in foreign countries.

Belew are giveh a few instances-

(1) King Bharat, the first monarch of India, had . good number
of Mleccha girls as his consorts. *

(2) Vasudeva married a Mleccha-kanya }arn and he had by her

a son Jaratkumara.®

(3) Bhavi^yadatta married a lady of lilakadvipp, by name
TilakasundarT, who was not of his own caste and country.*

(4) King of Ceylon gave his daughter in marriage to Prince

Karkari^u.*

(5) UpaSreijika, the father of the famous king of Rajagrha, fell

in love with the daughter of a chief of Bhllas and the same Bhlla-

kanya was married to him.*

(d) Palita was a Jaina merchant of Campa. He sailed to Pihunda-

nagara for business, where he got himself married. While coming

back, a son was born to his wife on the deck of the ship, and was

named Samudrapala.*

It is noteworthy that there is hardly an instance of a marriage where

the Jaina girls were given in marriage to foreigners. On the contrary,

we find that the Vidyadharas or Nabhagearas who possessed various

extraordinary powers and thought themselves more cultured than the

Bhumagacaris or Thalacaras (of India and outside) brought their girls

to present to the latter. For instance, Jvalanjatl Vidyadhara

came to Podanapura with his daughter and married her to Triprasta,

the Crown Prince of Bhumagacaris of the said place (See Saiitinatha-

purada, 3, 44-50). Besides the above, illegal daughters born out of wed-

lock or of prostitutes were accepted even by eminent Jainas.^ Du^yanta

accepted iSakuntala as his wife who was illegally born. It seems that

in ancient India, it i^as not thought unnatural to marry a befitting

girl from any ^sition or caste. Instances of not forsaking the girls

I MahSpuraOa, 37 2 Harivaipfepurana.

3 BhavisayattakahS, Sandhi 5, pp.

4 Karakant^ucarita.
,

5 Vtvahak;etraprakada, p. 103. 6 UttaradhyapasOtra, 21.

7 Vivahak§etraprak3fe, p. 39 and 123 j
HarivamjapurStja, sarga ZV.
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Marrlaife after-

wards.

of one’s own family and gotra are not wanting
;
though they are

not found in* abundance. ^ In short> it is certain

Marrteges with that in the early Jaina Church, when the great
ottt*castes etc. *

^ *
,

TirthaAkaras were living, the field of marriage was

not so cramped and limited as it is now. At tliat time, it was

found in its natural stage. The Jaina Tirthahkaras made it

clearly known that there was only one class of men* and that there

was no difference between man and man.® The divisions into Brah-

mana, K^atriya, VaUya ajid ^udra were simply to facilitate the earning

of livelihood.

But in later times the circu mstances changed and with that the

custom of marriage also changed. The next earliest law-giver is !§ri

Jinasenacarya. He enjoined upon the Jainas to follow

the marriage rule in the Anuloma form, i. e., a

BrShmana may marry in all the four varnas, but the K§atriya, VaiSya,

and ^udra in their own and in that which is lower than theirs.* This

shows that, even in the early centuries of the Christian era, the field of

marriage was not so limited,* and the girls of Sudras and Dasas were

accepted by the men of higher classes, as is evident from the Jaina

Law books on Partition etc.* But it seems that the things were

changed when the Muhammadan conquests began. The Madras and

Dasas were discarded. Only the upper three classes—Brahmana,

Ksatriya and VaiSya were allowed to marry between themselves.

Later on the field of marriage was further restricted. With

the advent of the Muhammadans, it was almost impossible to

stick to the old customs. The people were influenced by circum-

stances. Accordingly, we find that many a small sect came into

existence among the Jainas during this period. These sects simply

denote that they are different groups of the Jainas of certain districts

and. towns. The marriage was limited to each of the sects only.

Although a few examples of inter-marriages in these different sects

1 Ibid., p. 5 1 and 148.

2 Mahapurana, parva 38. 45.

3 UttarapurSi^a 24, 491, 492.

4 Rajs Kakkuka Pratihara of Marwaija was a Jaina and one

of his ancestors parried a Ksatriya lady. Thus he was a Brahmana-
Ksatriya (See PrachlnalipimaU, p. 65).

5
' Jlina Law (Madcas), pp. 61-64.

6 See Dharmasatpgraha8raval(Sc3ra.
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may be traced/ yet the general rule was and still is to marry in one^s

own sccf only.
^
This rigidness is now being slackened.

The earlier Jainas at the time of Tlrthaukaras considered full youth

to be the appropriate age for marriage.^ The couples wei e married

when young and the honexmoon ceremon> followed * soon When
the* parents saw that their children had teaclvJ the

’marriage
teens, they arranged for their marriages either by

Svayamvara or selection. The gUndiarva vivixhas^

which we hear now and then in that age, corroborate this fact. This

love-marriage was possible only when the conrles had stepped over

their respective periods of maturity. But after the Tirtnaukaras in

later times, the parents did not wait to this age. They married their

children when the bride reached the age of i6 and the bridegroom

20 years. Later on, during the Muha nmadan period, however, it

became necessary to marry one^s daughter as early as possible. This

is why we find the Jaina Sastras of this period advocating 12 years as

the age for bride and 16 years as that for the bridegroom. Even to

this day, the Jainas are sticking to this principle of AptikTda of the

Jaimcarya%
;
but there are signs also of a new turn now.

At present, the rites and customs of marriage among the Jainas

vary according to the influences of the provinces in which they live
;

though they are still to be regarded the same in

Ceremonic". ^heir main features as in ancient times. We find that

Sulocana, who was married in Svayainvara at the time

of iSri Rsabhadeva, was first taken by certain married ladies, her

relations, into the r/miawandapa, erected on the occasion in a

befitting manner, and then as she reached and sat there facing east,

she was bathed and anointed with fragrance. After that they all went

with Sulocana to the Jina-caityalaya (temple) and performed Jina*

puja (worship) with great devotion. Then at the fixed lapta

(auspicious moment), she was carried to the Svayamvaramandapat

where all the guests, royal and otherwise, were present and from whom

she selected a jfouth of her choice, and placed garland round his neck.

Then followed the performance of Jinapuja, a great feast and rejoicings.

The bride and bridegroom were to observe the recorded rites

. I See the inscription of Tejapala in the Jaina temple, Dilwara

Abu, in which mention of a marriage between the Podawala- and

Mo(Ja—two different sects of the Jaina is made.

* 2 Harivamfiapurana, sarga 55, SloTkas 73 ff.
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consisting of the Jinapuja jand “Saptapadi denoting mutual consent*'

In case the marriage was not according to the Svayamvara rule,

the only difference made was that there were no Svayarnvaramai^4<^fia

and the ceremonies in it. Instead» the Va^dana ceremony took

place^ which was but a kind of betrpthel. The bridegroom with

his relative^ and friends came on the fixed date to the house of the

bride and then the above rites were observed. But in later times,

under the influence of the Vedic Brahmanas, the worship of Agni,

Vinayaka etc, entered into the Jaina marriage and is to be found to

this day.^ These ceremonies in the name of Jaina marriage are useless

and worth abandoning. So the marriage among the modern Jainas

is not of the same kind throughout. In South India, even

widow«marriage is permissible since the .mediaeval times; though in

earlier Jaina literature not a single instance of it is to be traced. But the

Jaina Sastras declare that if after the marriage has taken place, either

of the couples finds any defect in the other within the time presscribed

for honeymoon and complains of it, then that marriage is null and void

and the bride is free to marry again.*

The object of marriage in Jainism is twofold ; viz, (l) to give a

legitimate outlet to sensual feelings so that the human being may
rightly live a useful life, enjoying the fruits of

Th« object of Dharma, Artha and Kama,^ and thus be entitled to

attain the great object—the Mokna
;
(a) and to promote

the cause of Dharma (Law) by generating righteous and chivalrous sons

and daughters. It is a duty of the householder to be contented with

his own wife and to contrive for the continuance of the human
race.*

Thus we find that though marriage is advocated in Jainism, it is

no less condemned there
;
for, it is an outcome of the Karmas after

all. Besides, in Jainism the great aspiration of the householder is

Mck^ which cannot be gained until one observes full Brahmacarya

and subdues the senses. But as this is no easy task aqd the worldly

man cannot at once adopt the hard and rigid Brahn^acarya, he is

allowed to marry and to live a contented life.

Kamta Prasad Jain

I Adigtfrana, 38, 127- 131,,

3 Nltivakyamyta.
_
2 TrivarnaCBra, ch ii, I7I-I73-

4 MahSpura^a, 1$, 61-64.



The Tali iBScriptions in the Cochin* State

and their Importance

Introductory

The Taji inscriptions in the TflappajU Taluk, Co'“hin State, are

important in many respects, and a study of them vill be o* consider-

able interest from different points of view.*

The records under reference are Inscribed on different slabs in the

Vatalma^am of the Siva temple at Tali,® eight miles west of CcfU-

virutti on the Shoranur-Cochin branch of the South Indian Railway.

About 2 miles south-west of Ceruvirutti, on the road to Tali, is situated

the once famous village of Nedutnpura, which received its name

from Nedumpuraijmrnadu,® the country around it. This appears to

have included the major portion of the Talappalli Taluk and to have

extended up to the eastern borders of Palghat.

I—Politic'il

These inscriptions mention the names of such monarchs as Kfltai

Ravi, Ind5§varan K6tai and Bhaskara Ravi and of a king, Yak6-

Iraiyar, a prince entirely new alike to South Indian epigraphy and his-

tory. These records may afford us a fair idea as to the extent of the

sway exercised by these potentates, especially when we note that some

of these names repeat themselves in the Travancote Anhaeologtcal

Series and Reports. As they recur with such persistence and in

such distant and scattered places like the suburbs of CenganaSfi^ri in

North Travancore and Tirunelli in the mountainous Wynad plateaux

of North Malabar, they may be considered as important links in the

i Vide l^os. 341-348 of the Madras Epigraphical Collection, 1924.

Report of tl^ Assistant Archaeological Superintendent fox South Indian

2S5 of Sewell’s List of Antiquities in the Madras

Presidemy, vol. I. A • * 1?^:

. 3 Thi, « identilirf by Dr. Huteb, th. Ut. OovernnrMt Epn

grapbist, with Pilghit, in hi, ndition of the

M of Efierofku fnEm) and with Pnraigiianado of the lirunelli

(Vide pp. 285-292, vol. XX, Indian Ahtiquary).

' 30
march, 1928
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chain of evidence which may establish that the AU-K8ra}a

empire of the Perumals was a reality and not the favourite dream

of a patriotic and well-meaning but uncritical posterity.

None of the Cochin inscriptions hitherto publis|;>ed refer to any

of these kings (the famous Jews and Kottayam plates excepted). Hence

these epigtaphs, considered along with others of 'indu Kdtai in the

Mai^appuram Temple and in Puducode,* of K6tai Iravi from Tfp-

parahg6du and in the Chokur Temple in PuttSr anmam^ in Ponnani

Taluk, and of ^rl Vala Ramar from Tiruvannur®—all in South

Malabar—^form a welcome addition to our scanty knowledge of the

Imperial Peruma} Dynasty.

They bring to light the name of a king hitherto.^ quite unknown

in the annals of Keraja. It is yet a point for careful and ihinute

investigation whether the name Ya-Ko lraiyar*' is a misreading for

Kb Iramar (king Rama) and, if so, whether he can be identified with

K6 ^ri Vaja Ramar or the Kcraja king* panegyrised in the Yudkidhi-

ravijaya of Vasudeva Mhattatiri or the Rama Tiruvadi of the Quilon

record.® It would also be a fruitful line of inquiry to see whether

the word can be read as Kb-Iravi—as the Madras Epigraphical De-

partment are inclined to believe—and, if so, whether it refers merely

to a king known as Ravi, and whether any of the Ravis mentioned

in the Namakkal plates of Vira COja^ is the same monarch.

Again, it might be interesting to see whether it is but a contraction

for K6tai Ravi, Bhaskara Ravi or Ravi Rama.*

The importance of inscriptions Nos. 343 and 344 of 1924 lies

1 Annual Report, Nos. 12 of 1901, and 354 of 1924, Madras.

2 A. R. Nos. 219 of 1895 and 13 of 1901, Madras.

3 A. R. No. 22Q of 1895, Madras.

4 The Government Epigraphical Report reads “ Ya-Kb-Irayar."

5 The Travancore State Manual by Mr. V. Nagamayya, vol. Ill,

p. 427.

6 The Travancore Archctological Series, Vol. V, Part I,’pp> 40-46.

7 The third plate discovered by Rai Bahadur V. Venkayya, M.A.

;

cf., Epigraphical Report, Madras, 1906, p. 73, jJara 31.

& These dou/!>fs can be cleared for all time, if the transcripts

are pulblished with the plates, and, I believe, it will take a pretty

long time, as^the Epigraphical Department has only just published

inscriptions unearthed 25 or 30 years ago.
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mainly in the fact that they enable us to fix approximately the <ia\:e

of^King Kdtai Ravi, which was not possible before, though inscrip-

tions of his rei^n have been found in Malabar and Cochin, if not in

Jravancore. No, 344 is dated in his 17th year, Jupiter being in

Mithuna, No, 343, though registered separately, seems to be a con-

tinuation of the {ibove. It yields us an important clue, as it ends
with the conclusive and definite statement that it was w-itten

jn the Kali year 4,030 (or 928 A.C.), which would 911 AC.
as the year of KAtai Ravi's accession; and if li- is the K6tai

Ravi of the Trppunittura inscription, he must htivc. continue \ to reign

till 941 A.C., as it is dated in his 30th regnal year.^ From this it

would appear that he was lord of much of the country now comprised

in South Malabar and Cochin.

Even of the kings known to epigraphy, tiie published inscriptions

of Indu K6tai Vannan and Bhfiskara RaW Varman are rare in South

Malabar and Cochin. Hence the discovery of inscription No. 341

belonging to the 17th year of king Indu Kdtai (Ko-IndcSvaran

Kdtai), when Jupiter was in Kanya rri8i\ is a valuable addition to our

limited stock of information about him. It is note-worthy that, till

now, his latest regnal year met with in inscriptions is only 16- which

has been calculated to correspond to 971 a.C.

The Bhaskara Ravi record (No, 348) dated in the 13th year of

his reign (Jupiter being in Tula) is the second inscription of that king

found in the Cochin State, the other being the Jews’ deed. It is

indeed a far cry from Tirunelli to the Cochin Town and to Ceuganafi-

and Tali lies between those places. The existence of such a relic

of Bhaskara Ravi Varman's reign miy go to weaken the (Mse for the

duplication of Bhaskara Ravis known to epigraphy.

Thus it will be admitted that, in view of the absence of any

settled CSra chronology—exceptiug what can be gathered from the

Namakkal plates of Vira Cola, the names in which have yet to be

identified—these epigraphs would prove to be very helpful in the

reconstruction of early Keraja history.

1 Vide the Cochin Qiate Manual by Mr. C. Achyuta Menon,

B.A., p. 40. It has also been copied by the Madr<v^and Iravancore

Archaeological Departments.

2 Vide Travancore Archeological Series, vol. V, p. ii4»
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II—‘Constitutional

Apart from their value ftom the view-point of political history, tjie

Taji inscriptions—>in spite of their relating to ma}^ters of teihple

routine—are of dbnsiderable significance constitutionally, i.e., when

viewed as a chapter in the history of local and representative govern-

ment in ancient KSraja, the temple being the centre and source of

the corpordte activities of the district.

The residents of the 1 8 districts of N ityavicaresvaram {the patinet-

tu nSttjir) and the Manager (Tali Taliyalvan, Taliyuravan or Tali-

yar) and officers (the Taliyadhikarar ordy Adhikarigal) of the pagoda as

well as the PaUtnayar or commander of the district called Nedumpura-

yQrnSd constituted the NityavicfirgSvaram assembly. It met in the

premises of the temple under the presidency of the Pal^nayar, an

officer who, in the present case, was different from the na^uvali or

ruler of the district. Further researches may reveal the distinctive

appellation applied to this institution, the methods of filling up the

places of the niittar and other cognate matters.

The Taliyitlvm was a subordinate officer appointed and removable

perhaps by the assembly and certainly accountable to it, as will

be noticed from the fact that the meetings were presided over by his

superiors.

The Adhikarigal (or Taliyadhikarar) seem to have included the

fi\parfi or talvuparrp and the potuv^s, especially the akappotuvals.

Of these, the talvuparri has not been met with in inscriptions, tradition

or literature. It is also not possible to define his duties. The

potuvals, who are officials connected with almost all temples of

K6ra}a, were in charge of charitable endowments, and occasionally,

as in Ayirur and Mu'ikkalam, put in charge of the management of

the temple. They attended to the collection of the income, and met

the expenses of the deity for a settled remuneration in paddy or rice,

I Vide TAS., vol. III. pp, 202 and 203, vol. IV, pp. I44-S-

The temple itself was named “TaJi” as in the case of the Kfitjayam

and Ka(Jatturutti temples (Cf. verses ii and 31 of Uttam Sandeham of

l/nV'UnliisandSaafn, a poem of the 14th century AvC.), the TrJckulafiS-

kharapuram (cf. ins. No. 225 of 1895, Mad(as) Cingapuram, KinojU
(Klita}i) and Calio'^t shrines of the same name. “Taliyalvan* is a com-
pound of “/aZi" a temple and '‘SlJvSw,” a ruler, the word ‘^tali” being

derived .from the Sanskrit **sthaliP
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raw 'or cooked. These records mention two orders of potuv^s, ‘tlic

akappotuvals and purappotuv^ls (or marely patmM^) which are

no’wtCalled respectively M^MUs (thread wearing) and the cardinary

Potuvals (of the *Afnbalavisi caste).

Ihe Slmpat} entrusle<i with the military administration

of Ncijumpuraynrna^u was, no doubt, subordinate to-' the

of the same district,* and was the president of the assembly or

of the In his absence, his place was taken by ihc mtluvelt,

*as in the case of the K6tai Ravi record wlien Kotai Ravi ol Ven-

polinad was in temporary charge of the distri^ t. Tiie < ffice of the

Patanayar may have been generally hereditarv- but not irremovable.

(In the inscriptions of Yii-lv6-Iraiyar, for instance, we fn.d Kumaran

Kumaradiccan figuring under successive tM4ttvalts, but being

superseded by Iravi Kannappiran of Cofifiirappalji in the regime of

a new naduvaljl, Kandan Kumaran of Talainpulam).

The presence of the residents of the 18 districts was not considered

indispensable for all meetings. Matters of minor importance could

be settled by the Talty^van and his officers, in the presence, how-

ever, of the Patamyar, the chairman of this committee of manage-

ment, which in a sense formed the of similar South Indian

inscriptions.

We do not possess adequate data to say definitely for what

matters the consent or presence of the patineltu mtfyr was deemed

essential. But, on an examination of the records referred to above,

this much can be safely advanced, viz., that their approval was

indispensable for the receipt of gifts of lands endowed for the

maintenance of different items of the temple services. (Fc instance,

the Indu Kotai inscription is concerned with the grant of lands iti

the Ukkiramangalam village for the A ippigai and Chittirai festivals and

with the details of expenditure of income accruing therefrom. The

Bhaskara Ravi epigraph relates to the grant of lands by a lady foi

^ntivrtti etc. On the other hand, the Kotai Ravi inserption,

in which the patinettunattar is not stated to be present, merely

settles doubts* about .the appropriation of incomes from different

endowments fbr*different purposes). Due to the damaged condition of

Record No. 347, w*e are unable to infer whether the assembly’s

assent was required by the potuval for lending out landed

security and on condition of paying interest in paddy. I

* The interdiction of the patinettu ftHtfar and'Adhiklrigal, (in^ud*"^

the potuvalmar) from the collection of taxes* (due to the mum,
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presbmabiy), may point to the fact that, besides the collective responsi-

bility of villagers, the potuvals {pufappotuvals), associated probably

with one or two individuals selected by the nattar, were primarily

responsible for the collection of taxes.

^

The Ya-Ko-Irayar inscription shows that the j)resident of the

assembly, though a military official, did not unnecessarily interfere

with the temple affairs, and,if he intervened, he did it with an iron hand

and that only for the good of the people, by curbing the growing power,

of the exacting Taliyalvan and his followers. As the ^aliy^van

had used his powers fo aggrandise himself at the expense of the

temple—no doubt with the connivance of the Adhikarigal under him

—

the building and the properties of the temple were temporarily taken

over by the Patanayar, After settling the disputes concerning the

Ta}i's management, and after seeing that, things were getting easy,

he returned the properties, and reinvested the Taliyalvan and hi.s

officers with their original powers. The solemnity of the transac-

tion is indicated by the formality of the grant and the receipt of the

transfer document signed by the Patamyar himself.

The Indu Kotai inscription is an instance where the assembly

tried to provide against a possible refusal by the Taliyalyan to con-

duct the feeding on festival days. The talvuparri and potuval were

temporarily to advance the amount for the festivals by borrowing and

to recoup themselves from the income set apart for them. If the

manager objected, the rest of the assembly was fo non-co-operate •

with him and to boycott him till he was brought round. If he still

remained recalcitrant, the talvupa<fi, akappoUtval, and potuval

( purappotuval) were to meet the expenses.

From the undertaking—to maintain perpetual lamps by the

supply of ghee—given by the people of different dreams like Peru-

mangad (8 lamps and one share of ghee), Perumputlur (12 shares of

ghee) Cifukottai and IttiySkkad,® it will not be too much to infer

that each of these d^ams possessed some sort of corporate organisa-

tion to give expression to its common will.

I Vide Travancore Arckctologieal Series, vol. 'IV, Part f, p. 42.

lines 258-61 and pp. 62-3, where it is stated that the income set apart

for*the«xpense^*&f the aganaligai or sanctum shall be collected by

two members of the Sabha (assembly) and the purappotuval,

3 Vide the K5tai Ravi record.
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,
The assembly had the power to fine those of its members who broke

the\:ompacts entered iiito by it. A fine of 25 kalaiifUs of jold was
•payable by each member of the nUtar or officers (to the temple), for

wrongfully collecting taxes from certain lands (No. 341). The abettors

of the offender were sentenced to similar punisliment, and the> v.ouH

not exercise any authority without paying up the The com-

•mittee of the Taliyalvan and his officers also bound themselves by

similar pacts, as will be seen from the last pari of the record dated

the Kali year 4,030 (No. 343).

in—Economic etc.

The records reveal the temple assembly performing the functions of a

bank, or better, a charitable trust. It received endowments of village

lands for conducting festivals (No. 341), for the perpetual maintenance

of lamps (No. 343), for the expenses of even a subordinate Devaswom
like the Nedumpura shrine (No, 346), ‘ for the Santwrtti (No. 348) etc.

It recorded agreements from (the assemblies of) the dHakkar of neigh-

bouring dUams to pay fixed shares of ghee for lighting temple lamps

and for miscellaneous expenses, the shares being the paifom on lands

leased out to them by the Nityavicrirr*§varam assembly (No. 343), It

(through its officers, especially the potuv^) lent out gold on the security

of landed property, the interest to be paid in paddy to the temple

granary (No. 347),

The temple supported the Talmdvan
;

his officers included the

potuval and tolyuparrU the hantikkar, the Nambi^i\iG^ Nagara Valkkaiyan,

akampadippanimakkali the Cakyar 'AnA a host of other attendants

like the karfyan^ oravian etc.

It is indeed worthy of note that, patinettu naUar had also

to do a portion of labour. As stated in the Indu Kotai inscription,

the rice for the Aippigai and Chittirai Vishu festivals was to be

cooked by them.

The rent the temple lands was collected by the potuvals^

and they were ^mainly responsible for its disbursement, be it for

feeding purposes or
^
for the regular administration of thfe temple.

Their difficulties must have been greatly reduced by the system of

appropriating definite items of income from endowpXents for ^parti-

I Inscription No. 346 states that a piece of land in ^Kuva^a in

Kofifiisfieri is set apart to meet the expenses o^ the KulaS^-ljhara idol,

the ’principal deity of the Neijumpura temple.
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cular purposes and the graded series of penalties imposed for non-

payment or delay in payment of the (Nos. 341). This must Have,

to some extent, provided also gainst misappropriation of temple funds;

These records throw some light on the weights and measures cur-

rent in those days. For determination of weight, there was ^tpalam.

The standard kbl or balance was that of the "PeruvfwV’ (god) of the

temple. For measurement of solids and liquids there were the kalatni

the para, the edanagcU, the half-measure, and different kinds of »«/<>.

Of these, the kalatn alone is now not in vogue. Weights of gold

and other metals were calculated in kalaUfus and kaiMttis.

These epigraphs mention different kinds of tenures like virutti

and Attorn for services done for the temple and for providing paddy

for food. In case the pattom on the UtUfH land was not paid on the

due date or double the quantity a month later, the land was liable

to be transferred absolutly to another in perpetuity as an attippir.

There remains to notice only the activities of the Nattuvan or

Cakyar, who, on festivals at least, must have expounded the

PuravMS, and afforded amusement as well as instruction to the

audience. There was also the Nangyar for helping in the staging of

the IPHttu, the indigenous theatrical performance of KSraJa.

It is also noteworthy in this connection, that in these records, we

come across, for the first time, with such names as the Kantarpigal, the

oravian, the Nambi of the Nagara, the talpart i, the ariyUravan and

others. They also contain references to the bh’Htahali, the panfira-

and other kinds of worship of the deity.

Conclusion

Thus we find that these inscriptions form a fit subject for careful

study from different aspects. Their dynastic importance in helping

us to place some of the less known KSra]a monarchs iv their historic

setting, their constitutional interest in throwirig valuable light on the

working the corporate bodies engaged in the task of local self-

government, their economic value in affprding us an insight into the

part played byyflie temple in the ordering of the life of the country

and other matters will be enough to show that they are of varied

and afbsorbing interest

A. Govikda Wariar



MISCELUNY

Notes on (1) ^unyetiT and (2) the Middle Path

In the first note, a fragment of the Rodhisattvai humi fn,n, the

Cambridge Mss., the reader will see that, accoiding to the Vijfinna-

vSdins, one cannot maintain 61inyatS without admitiirg that there

is something void from another something. ’ In the second note, a

number of texts is quoted in order to show tin 'he opinions ^ have

ventured to exprcas elsewhere concerning the Madhyamika thcoiies

and the history of Buddhism in general (Ha.stings, E. R. E., Nirvana
;

Morale bouddhique) are not perfectly in ane, as some ot my best

friends tell, write, and most probably believe too.

—
1. Sunyata

Bodhisattvabh~mii Cambridge lOJZtfol. 2 it?

yatha puuah rup.idikesu dharmesu vastiimatiaiii apy apava-

damanah sarvavainasikah pranasto bhavaty asiniid dharmavinayat

tatha pravaksyami/rupadlnfitp dharmSnamvastumatiam apavadamanasya

naiva tattvam napi prajuaptis tad-ubhayam etan na yujyate/ tad yatha

sat£U rupadisu skandhegu pudgalaprajilaptir yujyate niisatsu [nirjvastuka

pudgalaprajiiaptih/ evani sati rupadinain dharmanaip vastumalre

rupadidharmaprajfiaptivadopacaro yujyate nSsati nirvastukuh prajfia-

ptivSdopacarah^/ tatra vastu nastiti niradhis^hanS prajfiaptir

apt nasti/ ato ya ekatya durvijnanan sutrantan mahayanapratisa-

myuktan garabhiran sunyatapratisamyuktan abhiprayikarthanirupitan

cchrutva yathabhutani bhasitasyartham anabhijilaya ayoniSo vikalpya

ayogavihitena tarkamatrakena evatndrstayo bhavanty evamvadinah

'‘prajfiaptimatram eva sarvam etat tattvam/ yaS caivam paSyati sa

samyak pasyati” iti" te§am prajftaptyadhisthanasya vastumatrasya-

bhavat *saiva prajaaptib sarvena sarvam na bhavati ku’tah punah

prajfiaptimatram tattvarn hhavisyati/ tad anena paryayena tais tattvam

I Compare Trimfiika, ed. S. Levi, p. i6: upacarasya niradbarasya

asambbavat.

1. H. Q., MARCH, 1928
21
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apf prajliaptir api tad ubhayam apy apSditaiii bhavati/ tattvapavadac

ca pradhananastiko veditavyah/ sa evam nastikah san na katthyo*

bhavaty asatnvasyo vij&anam sabrahmacarii}ani/ atmanam api visam-

vadayati lokam api yo ’sya df§^yanumatam apadyate/ idam ca sam-

dhayoktam bhagavata/ varam ihaikatyasya pudgaladr§tir na tv eka-

tyasya durgrhita fiunyateti*/ tat kasyai hetoh/ pudgaladrstiko jantur

jfteye kevalam muhyen na tu sarvarp jneyam apavadeta/ na tato ni-

danam apaye^upapadyeta/ napi dharmarthikam duhkhavimok^arthikaip

param visaravadayen na vipralambhayed dharme satye ca pratis-

thapayet/ na ca Saithifiko bhavec chiK§apadesu/ durgrhitaya punah

$clnyataya jfieye vastuni muhyed apy apavadeta jfieyaiu sarvam/

tannidanam capayesupapadyeta/ dharmikain ca duhkhavimok§artbikam

param vipadayec chaithilikas ca syac chiksSpadesu/ evam bhutatn

vastv apavadamanah pranaf$o bhavaty asmad dharmavinayat/

katham punar durgrhita bhavati sunyata/ yah kaScic chramano

brahmano va tac ca necchati yena sunyani tad (Ms. tain) api necchati

yac chunyam (Ms. ya Sunyam) iyam evamriipS dugrhlta §unyatety

ucyate/ tat kasya hetoh/ yena hi sunyani tadasadbhavad yac ca sunyani

tatsadbhavac chunyata yujyate / sarvabhavac ca kutra kim kena

Stinyain bhaviifyati/ na ca tena tasyaiva sunyata yujyate/ tasmad evaiu

durgrhita sunyata bhavati/

kathatn ca punah sugfhita Sunyata bhavati/ yatas ca yad

yatra na bhavati tat tena sunyam iti samanupaSyati yat punar

atravasis^ain bhavati tat sad ihasti iti yathabhutani prajanati

iyam ucyate Sunyatavakrantir yathabhuta aviparlta// tad yatha rupa-

disainjhake yathanirdiste vastuni rupam ity evamadiprajfiaptivada-

tmako dharmo na.sty atas tad ru[padi rnpadiprajfia]-

ptivadatmana sunyam / kim punas tatra rupadisamjhake

vastuny avaSif^am/ yad "etad* eva rupam’' ity evamadiprajflaptcr

aSrayalj/ prajhaptivadanimittamatrakain ca (?) tac cobhayam yatha-'

bhutam ya^ prajanati yad [ na] casadbhutam samaropayati

na bhutam apavadate nadhikaiji karoti na nyunikaroti notksipati na

prakfipati yathabhutaiu ca tathatani nirabhilapyasvabli.ivatain yatha-

bhutam prajanati iyam ucyate sugrhita [Sunyata ....«.]«vad upapatti-
• *

1 Doubtful reading. According to Chiriese, the meaning is ‘not

to be spoken to.’/,

2 -See Kas;^apaparivarta, ed. Stacl-Holstein, p. 95: varam kha!u

punab*k§£yapa sumerumatra pudgaladj^tib.

3 Ms. )%d u tad.
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sadhanayuktir anulomikl yaya nirabhilSpyasvabhavata sarvadharnna-

Oam pratyavagantavya/

aptagamato «pi iilrabhilapyasvabhavah sarvadharma veditavySh/

3^athoktam bhagavata eta [ Bha] vasamkr^ntisQtre

yena yena hi namna vai yo yo dharrno 'bhilnpyatt/

na sa sainvidyata tatra dharlnanam sa hi dhatnarta/

(Then follows A partly illegible commentary on this vl. ha)

uktam ca bnagavata Arthavarglyesii/

yah kaS ca na saipvftayo hi loke sarva hi ta tpunir nopaiti/

a [nupagah sah kenopadadita drjte firute kanjtwn asampra-

kurvan//^

katham iyam gatha etam evartham paridipayati/ rupadisauijtiike

vastuni ya rupam ity evamadayah prajiiaptayas tah saiiivrtaya ity

ucyante/ tabhih prajfiaptibhis tasya vastiinas tad5[tmyam ity evani

nopaiti/ tesam satnvrtibhavat/ tat kasmadj hetoh/ samaropapavadika

drjjir asya nasty ato ’san tasya viparyasapratyupasthanayii dj-§ter

abhavad anupaga ity ucyate/ sa evam anupagas tat kenopadadita

diBtya vina tadvastusamaropa[m apavadaip va/ upadanabhiive samya]-

gdardl bhavati jfieye/ tad asya dr^fam/ yas tasyaiva jfieyasyabhilSpa-

nuSravas tad asya §rutam tasmin drsfalrute trsnarp notpadayati na vivar-

dhayati nanyatra tenalambanena prajahati upeksakaS ca viharati/

kSntim [na samp.akaroti].

[Then follows the Sutra quoted below p. 168].

Although there is a sect named Prajfiaptivadin, we have some

reasons to believe that the SarvavainaSika of our author is Bhavaviveka,

or the MSdhyamika who maintains the views known as Bhavaviveka’s

views. Bhavaviveka, Nanjio, 1237 (Tokio, xix, 5, fol. 62 b, 1. 5)

attacks the Yogacara and he attributes to his opponent a formula

which, despite its intricate Chinese dress, seems to be a rendering of the

sentence in the Bodhisattvabhumi
:
yad yatra na bhavati tat tena

suttyam! yat punar atravahistam tat sat= "

A

is said to be empty with

reference to B when B is not in A; but what remains (that is A)

1 The second padais clearly irregular—PSli recension,Suttanipata,

Atthakavagga, 897 :

yd kac' ima sammutiyo puthujja sabba va ejta na upAi vidva/ •

anupayo so upayam kirn cyya ditthe sute khantim akubbamano//

Sec Mahaniddesai pp. 3o8f,
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exists.” Again, tac ca necchati yena aUnyam tad apt necchati yac

chTLnyam. The Chinese version has :

^ # SS' ^ 45 f* g I®
U ^ g.'

The Sanskrit rendering of this would be something like : Yenc^

hUnyam tad dravyato mstij yasmin ( yasya^ yatrd) sTinyata tad

dravyato *sti.

2. The Middle Path.*—The right meditation.

Ka§yapparivarta,' ed. Stael- Holstein, p. 86 (compare Madhyama-

kavrtti, pp. 270, 358, Bhavaviveka,Nanjio» 1237, Tokyo» xix, sfi^\>66di).

nityam iti Kasyapa ayain eko ’ntah/ anityam iti Ka§yapa ayani

dvitiyo 'ntah/ yad etayor dvayor madhyam tad arupi anidarfiatiam

anabhfisam avijuaptikam apratistham aniketam/ iyam ucyate Ka§yapa

madhyama pratipad dharmanam bhutapratyaveksa.

Bhavaviv'eka explains the expressions arUpi^ etc.; he quotes both

Kasyapa and Prajha where a number of antas is rejected (nitya,

anitya, sukha, duhkha, atman, anatman, 6anta (?), a^anta, fiunya, asunya,

sanimitta, animitta, pranihita, apranihita, dura, adura). The list of

antas is different in Kasyapa; it ends with

astiti Kasyapa ayam eko 'ntah/ nastiti KaSyapa ayam dvitlyo

*ntah.

Both Madhyamikas and Yogacaras are ‘^followers of the middle

path*^
;
but how the middle path between asti and nasti^ between

8unya and amnya is to be ui.dcrstood ?

CandrakTrti (Madhyamakavrtti, p. 274) explains and refutes the doc-

trine of the Yogacaras who maintain the trilak^anavada (parikal-

pita, paratantra, parini§panna) or dharmalak^anavada.^ They admit

the existence {astitva) of the paratantra (the contiqjaous scries of

1 KaSyapa was known through numerous quotations. But the

recent edition pf this text (Sanskrit, Tibetan, four Chinese versions)

by Baron von 3tael»HoIstein is one of the best achievements of Bi>d-

dhistic scholarship.

2 Also^Vijfianavada, Vijfiaptimatratavada,
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citta-caittas, wlach are pratityasamutpanna) and deny the existence

oi tht parikal^'ia (citta and caittas as they* are imagined by sasrova-

fMna). ‘

Yas tu paratantracUtacaittavastumStratn abhyupctya tasya

parikalpitasvabhavabhavad astitvadarSanam pariharati/ sai|ikle§avyv

vadananibandhanasya ca patatantravastnmatrasva sadbhavan j.astit-

vadarSanam pariharati/ tasya parikalpitasya\ idyam'natvat paratar-

trasya ca vidyamanatvad astitvanastitvadarsaiiadvayasyapy upani-

patat kuto ’ntadvayapariharah/ hetupratyayajapiiasya (... sasvablulvena

ayuktatvapratipadanad ayuktam evasya vySk'^yanam/ tad evain

madhyamakadarsana evastitvanastitvadarsan.w/aprasango na /ijitana-

vadidarsanadisu.

But the Master who admits the "r^alito sans plus''* of citta-caittas

which are produced by causes {paratantra), uho avoids astitvadarmna by

denying that this “r^alitfe" possesses the purikalplta-wdXwx^t who, on the

other hand, because he admits the real existence of this “realite sans plus”

which is the principle of saipkle§a and vyavadana,believes he avoids the

nastitvadaraam; this Master does, in fact, by denying parikalpila and

maintaining fall into the double anta of msiitva and asiitva:

he is far from the middle path ! Again, as we have established that

things produced by causes cannot be produced as “choscs en soi," his

exegesis is wrong. Therefore the Madhyamaka-doctrinc alone

avoids the views of astiiva and nHstitva, not the Vijftanavadin-

doctrine, etc.

1 These are branches ot the school denying also tl'.e paramSr-

thika existence of the paratantra.

2 Or "‘la realite nue,” “le fait d’etre quelque chose," a something

free from any characteristic.

—

Cilia and caittas are produced

by causes (paratantra). Wrong knowledge attributes to them a number

of marks (sukha, etc.), id est a nature which does not belong

to them ( partkalpitasvabhava). If we expel all these marks,

there remains* a substratum, “a pure to be,” which is their real

or partniapanna nature. Names are many, bhutatathata, cittamiitrata,

vastumStraSUnyatS, etc. But it is, in fact, anabhilapya “ineffable,”

because it is atarkya and to be known by avikalpakafMm. > It

would be a most mischievous mistake to compare it to the “chose

en soi” of Kant, for it is “knowable" (jlUya). It is by the ‘perfect

intuition of the TathatS that thc.Bud<Jhas become Buddhas.
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How do the Madhyamikas avoid the two aatat Of course {pace

Rosembei^, Stcherbatsky and some others) Candrakirti, Bhavaviveka,

the redactor of Hastikak^ya and Nagarjuna himself (according to a

branch of the Madhyamikas) ignore or deny the tatkata (tathagato hi'

pratibimbabhutah/ kusalasya dharmasya anasravasyay naivatra tathatit

na tathagato 'sti/ bimbam ca satndrsyate sarvaloke//—Vrtti, p. 449).

They do not admit a efLnyata by which the dharmas would be ininva

(Kafiyapaparivarta, p. 94) ;
they say: 'mnyH eva dkarmah. [Things*

(dharmas) are void, they are not born Jm/tyassyrafltyasamuipanna}.

Are they not to be styled nSstika, sarvavainaaika ? Not so. Can-

draklrti (p. 273) says: nanu ca “bhavanaip svabhavo nasti” ity abhyupa-

gacchato mS bhud bhavadarSanabhavSc chaSvatadarsanam/ uccheda-

darfanatn tu niyatam prasajyata iti// naivam abhavadarsanain bhavali/

yo hi purvatn bhavasvabhavam abhyupetya paScat tannivrttiin

alambate tasya purvopalabdhasvabhavapavadat syad abhavadarsanam/

yas tu taimirikopalabdhakesefv iva vaitimiriko na kim cid upalabhate

sa nSstlti bruvan kim nastiti bruySt pratisedhyabhavat/ viparyastanain

tu mithyabbinivesanivrttyartham ataimirika iva vayam brumo na santi

sarve bhava iti/ na caivain bruvatam asmakain parahitavylpara-

parayapanam ucchedadarsanaprasangah.

The truth is silence. Just as a man of normal sight does not see

the fanciful images that are seen by a man who sulTers from opthalmia,

and does not think that these images are or are not, in the same waj’,

the Madhyamika does not “perceive”, “apprehend” anything. There-

fore there does not exist for him anything which could be denied.

Dozens of texts could be quoted to the same effect. One of the

most significant, and one which states and solves the problem in

practical terms, is Bodhicaryavatara, ix, 33-35

;

sQnyatavasanadhanad dhlyate bhavavasana/

kitncin nastiti cabhySsat sapi paScat prahlyate//

yada na labhyate bhavo yo nSstlti prakalpyate/

tada niraSrayo ’bhavah katham tisthen match pur,ah//

1 The" reader will not find here an answer to this question, I

shall only explain the meaning of the texts I have read (Madhyama-

kavftti, Nanjio 1137, Bodhicaryavataratika). As regards Nagarjuna,

it is evident tliat Asadga (Nanjio, 1246, a commentary to the fint

karika' of MadhyamakalSstra, see Tucci, Studi MahSy?inici, p. 533)

does not agree with Candriddrti.^
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yada na bl.avo nabhavo match sainti^^te purah/

tadanyagatyibhavena niralamba pra^myati//

The idea of existence, with its traces in the mind, disappears

from the mind when the mind has been impregnated with the idea of

vacuity. Later, this very idea disappears through the habit of looking

at things as void. Given fliat existence ceases to be peicclved,

the idea of non-existence cannot continue for a lon^. time to apj>ear

*to the mind. When neither existence nor non-existence is present

to the mind, then the mind, having no support whatever, becomes

calm.

The Yogacara-Vijnanavadins believe that ti»;ieis a suprenK, and

transcendent reality. The opposition between them and the

Madhyamikas is well illustrated by the conflicting exegesis

of the terms kleaavarana jheyavarana. According to Vasubandhu,

Sthiramati and Dharmapala,' who admit a ‘‘knowable,*’

ifityavaraimm^yaj jfityam avrnoti, the obstacles that prohibit

the vision of jTieya {^tathata), that is to say, the Bodhi. While,

according to the commentator of ^antideva, the jTitya—because

it is samaropitarupa “to be admitted as existing, avarana:

KleiSa evavrtir jileyain ca avrtir avaranam/ jiieyam eva samSropita-

rupatvSd avftih (Bodhicaryavatara, ix, 55).

Nevertheless, the Vijnanavadins practically agree with the Madli-

yamikas. Their tathatHy their cittamatrata is useful (they say) for the

expulsion of passions and ideas. But to look at tathata is antagonistic

to residing in iaihata, because it is to place something before one-

self : sthapayann agratah kiin cit tanmatre navatisthate (Tiiip6ika,

ed. S. L^vi, p. 42),

The two great schools of later Buddhism are, therefore, despite

the “rationalistic"’ character of Madhyamaka and the constructive

‘speculation of V^jftanavada^ faithful to the early Indian Yoga as

preserved in the Pali Scriptures,

The right mejjitation, the only way to the actual perception ol

Nirvana by mrodhasamapatti^ is the ^‘mdditation sans contenu.” This

meditation is ll&rly illustrated—for it cannot be described—in Ah-

guttaranikaya, v, p' 323. The Sanskrit rendering of this Sutra isi

quoted in the BodhisattvaMiumi in order to establish the transcendent

Triip^ika, p. 15,
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reality, and by Bhavaviveka in order to enforce his rather nihilistic

doctrine,*

[uktam ca bhagjivata Santvam* Katyayanipujtram arabhya/ iha Santva

bhik9ur na prthivim nilritya dhyayati napo na tejo na vayum naka^-

vijfianakimcanya naiva samjfia na samjfiayatanam nematn lokam naparam

nobhau suryacandramasau na dr§^afiruta('mata)vijflat?itp praptam [parye-

sitam anuvicaritam tnanasa] tat sarvam na nisritya dhyayati/ katham

dhyayl pfthivltn na niSritya dhyayati vistarena ySvat sarvam na niSritya

dhyayati/ iha Santva bl^ik^or ya prthivyam prthivisamjfia sa vibhuta

bhavati apsu apsamjna vistare[na yavat vibhuta] bhavati/ evam

dhyayi bhikfur na pythivlni niSritya dhyayati vistareija yavan na sarvani

sarvam iti nisritya dhyayati / evamdhyayinarn bhiksum sendra devah

sesanah saprajapataySh aran namasyanti.

namas te [purusajanya* namas te puru|ottama /

yasya te nabhijanamah]* kini tvam niSritya dhyayasi //

Louis de la Vallke Poussin

1 The third agama in the discussion above p. 1C3
, Bhavaviveka,

Tokio, xix, 5, foJ. 66a.

2 Ms. samttha ;
Auguttara, V, p. 323, kandha and .'^addha; Tibetan:

sckims byed ka^ ta hi bu.

3
' Mahavastu, i, p. 608.

4' Afiguttara: yassa tenabhijanama (p. 325, twice, p. 326, once)

yani pi nissaya jhSyasi.



To the Cm! of Samatala

In 1912 an incomplete set of copper-plates containing the rjcord

of a grant by Bh5skaravarir.an, the king of Kamarupa during the

first half of the seventh century A.C.. was discovered at Nidhanpur
in the Paftcakhanda Pargana of Sylhet. A point was raised whelhei

or not Sylhet formed a part of KamarGpa at the time o. ^haokara

varman. While publishing the inscriptions, I tn'ea to prove that

Sylhet was not included in Kamarupa and one of the <easons I

advanced was that Shih-li-ch‘a-ta lo, which had been identified with

Sylhet (SrlhaJJa) by Indian antiquarians, was sepiiatcly mention,.d

as a country not visited by the celebiated Chinese pilgrim Yuan

Chwang who, however, visited KSmarupa during the reign of this

very king Bhaskaravarman. *

On this occasion I consulted Watters’ Yuan Chwang, published by

the Royal Asiatic Society, w^th igaps and itinerary by Dr. V. A,

Smith. There I found that Watters objected to change the locality

of Shih-li-ch'a-ta lo fiom N. E. of Samata^a (as recorded by Yuan

Chwang himself) to S. E. of that kingdom (as had been proposed

by some other editors of the work) and the place was identihed by

him as the Tipperah District*, which identification was supported by

Dr. V, A. Smith.® I saw that this identification went very near

Sylhet which, as I have already stated, had always been looked upon

as Shih-li-ch*a-ta-lo by the Indian savants.

This encouraged me to examine the localities of the other five

kingdoms and in my first article "To the East of Samatata," I tried

to demonstrate that (i) Shih-li ch'a-ta-lo was Sylhet (Srlhatfa)
j (2) Ka-

mo-lang-ka was the modern Tipperah District with Comilla as its head-

quarters i (3) To-lo-po-ti (or Tu-ho-lo po-ti) was the Tipperah State
;

(4) I-shang-na-pu-lo was the Manipur State, which had Vi^uupur as its

former Capital
; 15) Mo-ha-chan-p‘o was the locality near Bhamo in nor-

thern Burma whichahad Sampenago as its whilom Capital ;
and Yen-

mo-na-chou was Tampadeepa in the south-west of Mo-ha-chan-p‘o.*

1 Vide my article* in the Epigraphia Irdica, vol. xii, no. 13,

•pp. 65 f.

2 Vide Watters' Yuan Chwang, vol. ii, pp. iSyf.

3 ‘Jbid., p. 340.
. . .

•

4 Vide my article in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,

January 1920, pp. 1-19.

I. H, Q., MARCH, 1928 22
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Not knowing Chinese in which the original records are written, and

French in which the journals and books relating to researches in Indo-

China are generally published, 1 proceeded with great care and caution

and sent* the manuscript of my article to Dr. V. A. Smith who Was

then living. He accepted my identifications.

M, L. Finot, the distinguished French antiquarian of Indo-China,

published an article headed ^'Hiuan Tsang and the Far East/^ adver-

sely criticising my article, in the same Journal, October, 1920.' I

wrote a reply to his^ criticisms and had it published as the second

article under the same heading ('To the East of Samatata’) in

the Hindustan Review, July, 1924. M. Finot has come up again with

an article, this time with a dijfiferent heading—“Indo-China in

the Records of Chinese Pilgrims",
( Indian Historical Quarterly,

Vol. II, no. 2) wherein he has written a rejoinder to my second

article.

The present article which is the third with the same heading is

an attempt to meet the great antiquarian’s arguments.

Finot has raised a side issue : he objects to the spelling of the

Chinese traveller's name as ^‘Yuan Chwang,'^ and says it should be

'*Hiuan (or HsUan) Tsang.” The alternative (Hiuan or Hsiian) shows

indecision on his part. In fact, it is very difficult to transliterate

Chinese names
; our tongue fails to pronounce ‘hs' and 'ts.’ I adopted

"Yuan Chwang" after consulting Watters’ book, which I considered

to be correct as it was published under the authority of the Royal
Asiatic Society. In the present article also I stick to it I think,

however, we need not trouble much about the spelling of a name
that cannot be put in any other language than Chinese with absolute

correctness.

Now to the main issue, namely, the identification of the six coun-
tries heard of, but not visited, by the Chinese pilgrim. He came to

India to know its people and places and to learn the scriptures. That
he took care to take down notes of the six countries which he could
not visit shows that the places belonged to India or 'to a region very
near to India of which he had no previous knowvedge. The south-
eastern part of the Indo-Chinese peninsula was‘ already known to the
Chinese people, as that region was very near and at the same time
easHy accessibie to them, especially by the sea route. It is, therefore,

quite probable that -these six countries were iSrlhatJa, Kamalanka
(Kamlak), Tipperah State, Manipur State, Northern Burma and
South-Western Burma, which together formed a complete circle

;
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and not Prome, Tei.asserim (or Malay. Peninsula), Siam, CambodiH,

Annem and Yamunadvipa (that has defied identification) that

tc^ether made a parabolic curve, so to speak, ending in an unknown
r^ion, a point noted in both my previous articles,** but passed

over by the learned’critic.

Another point in my second article® was that l-tsing had visited

none of the (six) countries mentioned by Yuan Chwang with the

solitary exception of Shih-li-ch'a ta-lo which was spelt ex ictiy alike

by both the Chinese travellers ;
and in my first artich** 1 showed

that Shih-Ii-ch‘a-ta-lo of I-tsiiig must be Srihatta (SylLtt) and not

Prome: but iW. Finot, without sifting my arguments on the point,

persists in identifying I-tsing’s Lankasu, Shehopati (or Javapati),

Pohnan (or Funan) and Lini with Yuan Chwang’s Ka-mo-lang-ka,

To-lo-po-ti, I-shang-na-pu-lo and Mo-ha-chan-p‘o respectively, only to

make confusion worse confounded.

I shall now proceed to deal with the countries one by one and,

to meet M, Finot’s arguments, shall in this article follow his order

of enumeration. He has begun with Campa—his sheet-anchor. In

his previous article, he was indignant that any other place than

Annairi should have gone by the name of Campa. This Annam
is called Lin-i, which is the Chinese equivalent of Campa

;
and

M. Finot says that “the name Lin-i was never used by the Chinese

for another State than Campa on the Annaniese coast and by no

ingenuity could it be located elsewhere”.* M, Finot perhaps would

have held a different view, if he had looked up the derivation of Lin-i.

In the Abhidhanacintamani, Hemacandra Suri gives the synonyms

of the then celebrated towns of India and writes about Campa as

follows :

Campa tu Malini—Lomapada-Karnayoh puh.

i.e. Campa, Malini, Lomapadapuh and Karnapuli (puh= city) are

the four names of the whilom capital of Ahga. The Campa of Annam

as a Colony inherited the synonyms of its mother City, and Lini is

either Malini, shorn of the first syllable (ma), or is derived from

1 JRAS., January 1920, p. 18 ; and Hindustan Review, July

1934, p. 445.

2 Hindustan Review, July 1934, pp. 445'44^-

3 Vide JRAS., January 1920, p. 6, footnote^ 2,

4 JRAS., October 1920, p. 450,
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•Lomapada (Annamese LomSp, Chinese Lin-i).' Hence wherever a

colonial town or state bore the name of Campa, it would, in imitation

of the mother City (or state), be called Lind byithe Chinese
j
also,

Maha Campa (differentiated by ‘\laha' from the Annamese as wfell

as the mother Campa in Bchar) might be termed “the Lin-i of the

Chinese^*, * and yet need not be thetAnnamese Campa. Dr. Takakusu

of course locates I tsing's Liiii (as well as Maha Campa of Yuan

Chwang) in Annam; and in this he has only acquiesced in the hitheito

established view of the Occidental Orientalists •, but he has not

said, as M. Finot does, that Lin i or even Campa was a name of

Annam.®

The next is I-shang-na-pu-lo—^rendered Isanapura, hitherto identi-

fied with Cambodia, because Ifianavarman ascended the throne of

Cambodia about 600 A.C., and, “dwelt in the town of Ishona” says

the Sueishu. Before that, the country was called !§iesbhapura

and ruled by Sresthavarman, and Bhavapura when ruled over

by Bhavavarman ; so the custom apparently was that a king

as soon as he ascended the throne used to give his name to the

capital or to found a new capital after his name; and as soon

as he died, a new king would come in and do the same. From

Dr. Takaku^u's notes^ we learn that Isanavarman conquered

and took Funan (Eastern Siam) by 627 and that he was reputed as

an enemy of Buddhism, From another account, however, we gather

that liuddhism was introduced in Siam in 638 A.C. We may infer

that when Yuan Chwang was taking note of the six countries Oft his

way back from Samatata, which he visited by the year 643 A.C., i.e.,

almost at the conclusion oi his sojourn in India, Isanavarman, and

with him his capital, as was the custom, was no more. It must there-

fore be proved that Isanapura existed even after the demise of its

founder, before the identification Is accepted. I-tsing, writing of the

place only a few years later, called it ’FuiKin' and not Isanapura.

1 Vide Col. Gerini^s Researches on Ptolemy's* Geography, pp.

23 s ct seq.

2 Watters' Yuan Chwang, vol. ii, p. 188, 11. 2-3.

3 This is why I said in my second, article that Dr. Takakusu

''docs not mal^e the same allegation as put forward by M. Finot,

which M, Ffnot condemns as inaccurate (vide IHQ., vol. ii, no.

2, pf 254, footnote 2.)

4 Tfikakiisu's I-t*sing, pp.^li-lii,.footnote.
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Moreover, if I-sJ^aiig na-ou-lo of Yuan Chwang was the same as this

• ‘|Ishona (withou*^ “pura**) of the Sueishu*then the wordings would not

have been different and the same place would hjve been spelt and

named alike, as was ‘Shih li ch^a-ta-lo’ by Yuan Chwang and I-tsing.

Then com^s Todo-po-ti. According to Yuang Chwang th*s was west

of I-shang-na-pi4-Io. M, Pinot, interpretir?g ‘To-lo pb ti as ‘Dvfira-

vatT/* said in his first article : **To lo-po-ti has not been atcd sc

definitely ano. nothing proves that Dvaiavatl occupied formerly the

exact site of Ayodhya; it may have been ijituated e.ther in the neigh-

bourhood of Ayodhya, as Geiini thought, or Lophbiui as PelHot

suggested. * What alone int'**' sts us ir the question

whether DvaraVdti corresponds roughly to Lower Siam and this fact

is attested by the Old History of T'ang according to which the ‘Water-

Tchenla*. i.e., Lower Cambodia, is boidered on the west by To lo-

po-ti.'^® In reply I wiote in my secoi d article as follows ; '‘If by

Lower Cambodia is meant the southern half of Cambodia as repre-

sented in a modern Atlas, we find neither Ayodhya nor tophburi on

the west or even north-west
;
and the western boundary is a sea rather

than any land at all; even if what has been quoted by M, Pelliot from

the Old History of T’ang is considered as authentic, I shall state here

that there were many Dvaravatls in the Indo-Chinese Peninsula as

was already stated by me in the previous article. Moreover, in order

to establish that this To-lo-po-ti was what was mentioned by Yuan

Chwang, it must be definitely localized and shown to have existed

during the eailier half of the 7th century.”® M. Finot, in his second

article, takes no notice of this but now defines Lower Cambodia

as the region lying south of Dongrek Mounts, which, in the modern

Atlas, are the northern boundary of the whole of Cambodia. At any

rate, if the whilom Cambodia extended considerably further north

of these Dongrek Mounts, it ought to have been clearly stated and

proved. No rejoinder has till now been vouchsafed to the latter part

of my remarks, I should state here, that Yuan Chwang, who took

1 ***But the characters seem to stand for Talapati^ that is, Maha-

deva'^— Watters* Yuan Chwang, vol. ii, p. i?9. It also was recorded as

Tu (or She)-ho-lo-po-ti (vide Watters^ Yuan Chwang, vol. ii„ p- 189,

• footnote 3i Also M, FinoPs article I. H.* Q., vol d, no. 2, p. 261).

2 JRAS., October 1920, pp. 45of.

3
Hindustan Review, July. 1924, p. 444*
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care to say that Shih-H-ch*a-ta-lo and Ka-mo-lang-ka were on a sea and

a bay respectively, did not feven mention that I-shang-na pu-lo and**

To-lo-po-ti were coyntries bordering on a sea or a gulf, though their

alleged modern substitutes are so situated. ‘

The next country dealt with is Ka-mo-lang-ka. Thi attempt of the

Orientalists to identify it with a region iit the Indo-Chinese peninsula

has an interesting history, of its own. Formerly it was identified

'

with ^‘Pegu and the delta of the Iravatl.*^- As a result of this

identification Shih-li-ch‘a-t^ido, the alleged Prome, became quite inland,

and Ka-mo-lang-ka south rather than sout-east of Shih-li-ch*a-tado, and

To-lo-po-ti (alleged to be Ayodhya, lower Menum) south-east rather

than east of Ka-mo-lang-ka. Then the position of Ka-mo-lang-ka was

pushed further down and identified with Tenasserim.® This made

Shih-Ii-ch‘a-ta-lo (Prome) approach the sea below and put Ka-mo-lang-ka

to the south-east rather than south of Shih-li-ch‘a-ta lo and To-lo-po-ti

to the east of Ka-mo-lang-ka fulfilling all the details of Yuan Chwang's

description/But now Ka-mo-lang-ka is pushed further down and identi-

fied with a portion of Malayan Peninsula and To-lo-po-ti becomes

more north-east than east in which side there is a gulf (the Gulf of

Siam). And all this on the supposition that Yuan Chwang's Ka-mo-

lang-ka is the same as I-tsing^s Lankasu, The matter reaches the climax

when a scholar like M, Sylvain L<3vi, in his work on ‘^Austro-Asiatic'’

elements in the Indian names of places, explains the first part of the

name as Austro-Asiatic pre-formante Kam which is to be found again

in Kamarupa, Kamboja etc. ‘*But/' adds M, Finot quite pertinently

“there still remains to be explained why in this particular case pre-for-

mante Kam has separated from the organic element Lanka/'*

M, Finot sums up thus: “If, therefore, it is likely that ‘Ka-mo-

lang-ka’ and Tangkiasu* are the same place, that is not quite certain
j

and should the Kamalak-nagar, of which M. Vidyavinod finds

1 Tripura and Manipur States are, as is wcll-J<nown, inland

countries.

2 Watters^ Yuan Chwang, vol. ii, p. 189,

3 JRASo October 1920 no. p. 447 and also I.S.Q., vol. ii, 2, p.

256 {M. Pelliot’s view).

4* Vide IHQ.\ vol. ii, no. 2, p. 256, (/Pf, Ferrand^s and M, Ccedes’

5 IHQ., </ol. ii, no» 2, p. 257. We know for certain that in

KamarQpa, Kama has nothing of ‘Austrb-Asiatic pr6-formante* in it
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traces in the vicinity of Comilla, finally turn up to have been a svate of

.some importance, it would be possible t© look there for the Ka«mo-
long-ka of Higan-tsang. Howevei it is so far a mere name which gives

but scanty ground for an identification/'^

I am grateful to M. Finot even for this and must reiterate hei j:

what I stated in conclusion to my first article: ‘*the region with wl ich

we have concerned ourselves here is as yet a 'd.gin field for research,

and if this our humble writing serves to invite 11. ( ittontion of the

veteran antiquarians to work in this field, ne should think oUiSclves

amply rewarded/’*

The next in M. Finot’s order is Shih-li-cli'a-ta-lo. In order to identity

it with Prome, the antiquarians are pleased to change E. in

Yuan Chwang to S. E. Human beings are no doubt liable to errors

and the Chinese pilgrim was no exception: M, Finot has in his last

article instanced one or two. The present casc^ however, is quite

different. Watters, knowing fully well that N. E. was considered as

a mistake by several antiquarians, says that north-cast ‘ds the read-

ing of all the texts, of the TJfe/ and of the ‘Fang-chih'/’® Moreover,

it is improbable that there should be a mistake, at the very outset,

in taking notes of certain countries not visited by the pilgrim. In

this case, therefore, the alteration is gratuitous, since, on the north-

east, quite in contiguity of Samatata, there was a place ^^iSrl-haUa'’

which as reported to and heard by the pilgrim was reproduced as

*Shih-li'Ch*a-ta-lo.^

One of the grounds of Prome being not on the sea has now been

removed by pushing it southwards so as to include the delta of Iravatl

1 IHQ., vol.ii, no. 2, p.257. The dispassionate readers, who would

carefully go through my arguments
( JRAS., January 1920, pp. 7-9)

will not however think it a 'mere name' but will sec that traces of a

state (Karmanta) of some importance have already been found there

which of course require further investigation.

2 JRAS*, January 1920, p. 19.

3 Witters’ Yuan Chwang, vol. ii, pp. 188-189.

4* J/. Finot «in a footnote (IHQ., vol. ii, no. 2, p. 259) says that

this identification was. made by Vivien de Saint Martin long before

me. 1 do not claim any originality
;
in fact, as I# have alreaily staled,

more than one Indian antiquarian had said so. Only I Kave taken

upon myself the task of demonstrating what has been a mere* assdfflmi

heretofore.
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that bad so long been cosidered as part of Ka-mo-lang-ka. I mention

this here for what it is worth. As regards another ground, viz.,

that the kingdom of Tharekhettara (=^rlk§etra— the ulleged Shih-

. li-ch‘a ta-lo) became extinct in 95 A.C., long before Yuan Chwang took

note of the six kingdoms, M. Finot, who, in his first article stated

that the above date occurs in the "Native ‘Chronicles” whose records

are of no value whatever, now brings forth "the highest authority

of Burmese history” to support his own remarks. But unfortunately

this authority has not helped him much
;
for he says "I am inclined

to place the fall of Prome between the sth and the 6th century*’.*

Now, Yuan Chwang took note of Shih-li-ch‘a-ta-lo in the middle of the

7th century—about two centuries after the fall of what is now alleged

to have been Shih-li-ch‘a-ta-lo.*

M. Finot has also stated that Shih-li-ch‘a-ta-lo "located at Sylhet was

cut out from the sea by that of Kamalanka.”® I think I have said

enough about this matter in both of my previous articles; the men-

tion of "Siigara” and ‘‘Nauvataka*’ is found in copper-plates of Sylhet.*

1 I H Q., vol. ii, no. 2. In p. 259, footnote 2, M. Finot

quotes G. E. Harvy's History of Burma where it is stated that "Prome

was overthrown probably not long after A.C. 800.” This however

goes against the opinion of the "highest authority on the Burmese

History” and so has been assigned a place in the footnote. It may

however refer to a subsequent kingdom founded there.

2 I notice that M. Finot has quoted a saying of mine to

apply it against me: I said "surely Prome was not left without

any ruler after the extinction of the Tharekhettara kingdom.”

"All right,” says M, Finot, "but ivhy should not these new rulers

have preserved the old name of Srlk^etra” ? This is however the course

of the world—"The old order changeth yielding place to new.” Other-

wise, we should have still to use the name ‘Tharekhattara* in lieu of

‘Prome*, and 'Campa* in lieu of ‘Indo China.'

3 I H Q., vol. ii, no. 2, p. 259.

4 Recent^ my attention has been drawn to verse in Jaya-

nanda*s “Caitanyamangala”, an old book on the life of Caitanya,

wherein a descriptioij of a place in Sylhet (the birth-place of Caitan.-

ya's mothW’s fathtr) is wrjttcn
;

paficimete dhol sanmdra (a sea in

tijx. vest). 4jayananda*s Caitanyamafigala (Sahityapari8ad*8 edition), p. 8.
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The reminiscence or the Sr.gara is still left in the word ‘^haor’* in the

dfttfict
; and an Englishman had to use compass as in a sea in his

journey from CTacca to Sylhet : all this took place at a timw; far post-

erior to Yuan Chwang’s viait As to Kamalanka, I stated that ‘'the

Brahmaputra had its old channel terminated at a point which was the i

on the north-western boundary of old Tipperah and possiWy thi“

was then the head of an estuary that looked like a bay *”'

If M, Finot looks to the geography of Dacca. Mymensingh,

Sylhet and Tipperah, and compares Rennet's Map pt^pared a little

over a century ago with the recent Survey maps, I am sure lie will

be impressed with the rapid changes in the contiguration of this part

of Bengal and also with the validity of my contention.

M. Finot has, last of all, dealt with Yen-mo-na-chou. ‘Chou* means

an island, a dvipa; but what should 'Yen-mo na' be has hitherto baffled

the efforts of the antiquarians, ‘Yen’ is ‘Jam’ (cf. Jambu = Yenfo.

So Yen-mo-na may be Jamuna. In searching for a word that ends in

'dvipa*, I find that ‘Tambadvlpa'^ is the very locality where, accord-

ing to my theory, this last of the six kingdoms must have been situ-

ated. I consider this Tambadvlpa= the ‘Tampadvipa’ of Mr. Taw
Sein Ko^ to be? corrupted Burmese foim of Jambudvipa (for Jamuna-

dvlpa has no meaning). That Yuan Chwang wrote ‘Yen-mo-na* was

due probably ei'^her to the wrong (dialectic) pronunciation of his

informer^ or to the Chinese pilgrim’s disbelief in the existence of a

Jambudvipa in that quarter.

Knowing the meaning and extent of “Jambudvipa**, I have no

hesitation in agreeing with M, Finot that the Burmese knew its

1 JRAS., January 1920, p. 8.

2 Owing probably to a mistake in the copy of the extracts from

the Northern Burma Gazetteer that I had, Tamba was written by

me as ‘Tambiv’ \thich M, Finot has taken as a quiet change consciously

made by me^TJie mistake was in a manner pointed out but not exactly

corrected by Mr. ^Taw Sein Ko of the Archjeological Department,

Burma (vide JRAS., Jany. 1920., p. 18., fn. i).

3 JRAS., 1920. p. 18, footnote i,

. 4 “The names of places the pilgrims heard *in conversation,

were heard in local dialects” (Dr. Rhys Davids, Preface to Waileai

Yuan Chwang, vol. i, p. vi).

I.H.Q., MARCH, 1928 33
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import* But a Potentate possessed of only a small portion of the

earth takes the title of Mahi (or Prthivi) pati, or Shah Jehan (king of

the world). He oiay as well style a part of his territory as ‘Jambu-

dvlpa’ to feel as proud and glorious as the lord of Jambudvipa.

This, however, is a side issue: let ‘Yen-mo-na-chou* mean some

‘Dvipa'; what we are concerned with is its location. Even in

this matter I proceeded with caution. I asked for the opinion

of Mr. Taw Sein Ko, an archeologist and a resident of Burma.

He was kind enough tto write as follows: “Your theory is that by

Yen-mo-na-chou the Chinese traveller meant the southern half of

Burma. You are perfectly entitled to hold your view and I am not

disposed to oppose it.”*

I would state in conclusion that controversy in a matter like this

should be welcome as it is by discussion that truth comes cut. More-

over “contest with great people”, says our poet Bharavi, “rather helps

our way to progress” (samunnayan bhutim varani virodho*pi

samaiji mahStmabhih).

PAD^IANATII BliATTACHAKYYA

1 In this connection I would invite attention to CoL G. E.

Gcrini’s Synoptical Map prefixed to his “Researches on Ptolemy's

Gefbgraphy” in, v^hich Plaksa Dvipa, Salmali Dvipa, iSaka Dvipa

and ^Kraufica Dvipa, ’ (i.e., the majority of the seven Dvipa?)

arc shown in the Indo-Chinese Peninsula.

2 Hindustan Review, July 1924, p, 445, fn. 2.
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A Copper-image of Panca-mukhf (Five-faced) Vfra-Hanuman

A copper-image of VTra-HaPuman with five faces was sent to me
for identification by Miss A. S. Kelley, Lady Superintendent of the

Primary Departihent of the Nizam College, Hyderabad. The ima"e

is a very rare specimen of* South Indian images. It is attached

to a little spoon and is in a standing position. Thi diameter of the

spoon is just an inch and the height of the image is incites. On the

front, i.e., towards the hollow of the spoon, is the face of the Monkey-

god. The face is fierce, with the grinning face and outstretched tongue.

The mystic letter t )
is inscribed on tii' tongue upsuK down

(see figure I). The script of the letter on the image is Telugu.

On another side (see figure 2) is the face of Narasiijiha, the Man-

lion. On the third side (see figure 3) is the face of Garuda, the

Bird-god. On the fourth side (see figures i and 3) is the face of the

Boar^od. On the top of the image (see figures i and 2) is the face

of the Horse-God, Hayagrlva. Four hands are represented in the image.

The Dhyana-sloka or meditation verse given below mentions

10 (5x2) hands. Two of these hands are folded together, which

is the usual representation of Hanuman in the ordinary images. The

two other hands bear the Sankha (Conch) and the Cakra (Wheel)

(see figure r ). We find the tail of the Monkey-god well represented

(see figs. 2 and 3 ). But at the end of the tail we find a cobra, with

its hood open. The Dhyana-sloka given below mentions the

cobra as one of the symbols of this god. There is the usual ornamenta-

tion of the Pitambara (waist cloth), a garland round the neck,

anklets, and hand-bangles. The mystic letter xlrlm (#1‘)

is inscribed in the hollow of the spoon ( see fig. l ). The Mantra

or the mystic word, Otn, Rum, Rum, Rum, Om, are written on the

back of the spoon (see fig, 3). Below are the words Om, Mum, Mum,
Om, written upside down. Lower down is the letter Hrlm, also written

upside down. The mystic letter Om is found on the shoulders, both

on the front and on the back (see figs, i & 3). One letter on either

side is straight and the other is upside down.

The following Dhyana-sloka or meditation verse is given in the

Vlra-Hanumat-kavaca in^he Stotra-mahodadhi, a collection of Sanskrit

hymns :
•

Translation

Vande vanaranarasimhakhagarat- I bow to him, who ha.« tnc lace

krodSsvavaktranvitam pf a monkey, h mansion, a bird-
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divySlaAkaranam tripaficanayanatp

dedlp^amSnam ruca I

hastabjair asikhcjapustakasudha-

kumbhadkuSadin halan

khalvangam phanibhuruham

dasabhujatp sarvaridarpipaham ||

Paficavaktram mahabhlmani

tripaficanayanaifyutam 1

dasabhtr bahubhir yuktam sarva-

kamarthasidhidam ||

Purve tu vanaram vaktram koti-

suryasama-prabham i

dain^trakaralavadanam bhrukuti-

kutilekaanam ||

Anyam tu daksinam vaktrani

narasimhatn mahadbhutam |

atyugratejojvalitam bhlahanam

bhayanasanam 1

1

PaScime garucjain vaktram

vajratundam mahabalam I

sarvarogaprasamanam vi?abhuta-

dikrntanam |l

Uttare sukaram vaktrtn krsna-

dityam mahojvalam |

patale siddliidam nrnam

jvararogadinasanam ||

^rdhvam hayananam ghoratp dan-

avantakaram param |

etatpaillcamukatp tasya dhyayat&m

abhayankaram ||

Khacjgam trisiilam khatvangam

paSankufiasuparvatam |

khetasini pustakail ca sudhakum-

bhahalams tatha II

Etany ayudhajalani dharayantam

yajlmahe |

Tcftasatf^pavistaip tu sarvabha-

ranabh&fitam^ll

Translation

king, a boar and a horse- ••who has

(?) tS ®y®®

lotus-like hands a sword, a shield,

a boo]c, a pot of nectar, a goad, a

plough, a snake and a tree and

who has 10 hands...

He has 5 faces, 10 hands, 15

eyes

Towards the east is the face of a

monkey. ..with teeth open and eye-

brows well-knit...

To the south is the face of

the man-lion.

Towards the west is the face of

the bird-king.

Towards the north is the face of

the Boar-god.

At the top is the face of a ter-

rible horse-*-Thus is the image to

be meditated upon.
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Translation

Divyamalyamb^aciharam divya- Who wears a beautiful garland
gandhanulepanam |

sarvaidvaryainayani devam anantain

viSvatomukham l

Paficasyam acyutam anekavi- • who has five faces
citravlryam

srISahkhacakraramaulyabhu- who has the Sankha ^Conch) ami
jayadesam(?)

1 (Wheel) in liis hand, who
pltambaram mukutakuncjala- wears a clotli» vvho has the anklets

niipurahgam

udyodyatam kapivaram hrdi

bbavayami )i

Markatesa mahotsaha sarvaloka-

vinasaka 1

satrun samhara mam raksa sriyam Destroj my enemies, protect me,

dapaya dehi me II bestow prosperity on me.

Then follows the mantra or the sacred formula, which was to be

repeated a number of times. A portion of it is given below to

enable the reader to follow the letters inscribed on the image,

Oin namo bhagavatpafica- Ovit salutations to him who

vadanaya pascime garudamukhaya has five faces, to Vira-Hanuman,

srTvirahanumate. Cm mum mum whose western face is that of Garu-

mum mum mum mum maharu- da. Om mtun mum mufn»*^mahu-

draya sakalarogavisapariharaya rudra^ the destroyer of all diseases

hum phat ghe ghe ghe ghe ghe and poisons - ghe salutations

ghe svaha. Hayagriva at the

Om namo bhagavate pafica- top..-r«w^-to him who can bring

vadanaya urdhvamukhasthita- under my control the whole world,

hayagiivamukhaya srlvTrahanu- 'vbo is the manifestation of the

mate. Om rum rum rum rum rum Veda learning.

rum rudramurtaye sakalaloka- salutations destroy all

va§lkaraya vedavidyasvarupine fevers due to evil spirits and all

om namah svaha.

*
’

other fevers, drive, away all kinds

Om namo • Dhagavate Srivira- of evil spirits.

hanumate sarvabhiifkjvara

sarvajvaran chindhi chindhi bhin-

dhi bhindhi yak§araksasa brahma*

ralc^asa bhutapretapisacan ucca-

taya uccataya. Om firim hrTin

hrum phat ghe ghe svaha,
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The letters rum and mum mentioned in the mantra

are to be found inscribed on the spoon. The house of e^^ery

Brahmin contains its household gods. They are worshipped with

water and flowers every day. The water becomes consecrated

and is poured into a metallic vase. The vase contains a spoon

with the bottom hollow as in this image. The holder just

fits into the vase, with a little portion jutting out of the vase, to enable

the priest to hold it without touching the holy water with his hands

or finger-nails. The hood of a serpent or the figure of Krsna or

the bud of a lotus is generally worked into the holder of the spoon.

This is a unique spoon, with the mantra inscribed on it and the

image attached to it. The image of Vlra-Hanuman, with or without

the spoon, is not generally found among the images that are daily wor-

shipped. The temples dedicated to tliis particular form of Hanuman

are also very rare. There is one temple on the banks of the

Tnngabhadra in the Bellary district.'

S. Hanumant Rao

Luders on the Literary Materials found in Eastern Turkistan

Dr. LUders of the Berlin University had come to Calcutta on an

invitation of the Calcutta University and delivered a course of six

lectures on the literary materials found in Eastern Turkistan and tlieir

bearing on Ancient Indian History and Culture. A synopsis of his

lectures is given below :

From the beginning of the 2nd century B C. has been Eastern Turki-

stan the battlefield of the peoples of Eastern Asia. Historical iriforma-

tions particularly from the Chinese source, supplemented by later

discoveries, show that it was one after another visited by Indian tribes,

Tokharians, Huns, Sakas and East Iranians, Tibetans, Turks, Kirgizes

and Mongolians. From the. East, China always attempted to take

possession of the land.

In the seventh century, Huen-t-sang has given us a graphic

description of this country. Here stoo l ancient kingdoms of Tu-ho-

lo or Tokharo and Che-mo-t'o-na. But already at that time, the Tokh-

jy;ian cities werf in ruins, and behind the high walls of Che-mo-t*o-na

1''
I am^indebted to Mr* R. K. Murthi, M.A., for supplying me with

the photographs used in this^aper. .
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which had esca|>ed destruction, reigned only the silence of death.

Everywhere Buddhism was the ruling refigon; many thousands of

monks lived in the monasteries of the country. In the Northern part,

all were followers of the SarvastivEda school, in Yarkand and
in Khotan there were only Mahayanists. Huen-t-sang lias also

remarked that the scripts in vbgue in this region were all derived

from the Indian sci*ipts.

With the advent of the Turkish tribe of Uigurs, a new era began

for this land. In Khocho, a new kingdom, arose, tin. blooming

period of which falls in the Brst half of the ninth ctiitury. Up to this

time, as regards religion, Eastern Tarkistan was a province of

India; but now, besides Buddhism, there appeared Neslorian

Christianity and Manichaeism which was confirmed in position when
Bugug Khan, the ruler of Khocho, was convei ted to it. Soon however

there arose Islam which was victorious over Buddhism, Christianity

and Manichaeism.

The ‘first manuscript material from this country was discovered

in 1890 by two Turks in a Stupa at Qum-Tura, who sold it to Lieute-

nant Bower who on his part handed it over to Hoernle. It proved

to be a complete manuscript written in Gupta characters and sub-

sequent researches have proved that it dates from the second half

of the fourth cenairy a.C. This was the signal for energetic investi-

gations on the part of the Archaeologists of Europe and various manus-

ciipts began to reach Calcutta, Berlin, Petersburg, Paris, London,

Pekin and Tokio. In 1892, Dutreuil de Rhins obtained a birchbark

manuscript written in Kharosthi characters of the second century

A.C. Another portion of tlie same manuscript reached Petersburg.

The Russians were the first .to begin systematic excavations in this

tract and in the year 1898 Klementz worked in the ruined cities

in the north. From 190x5 to 190I1 Sir Aurel Stein carried on splendid

excavations in the regions of Khotan, The first German cx\>c-

dition went to^Turfan to the north ot the desert in 1902, and

in the years 1904-07, the German Committee for the exploration of

Central ^sia organised by Pischel sent two more ex[^editions. In

1906-08 Stein madb a second expedition in which he discovered

splendid treasures of manusx:ripts buried in the rock of Tun-Huang.

Innumerable manuscripts were closed up in a chair^ber here* afld,

judging from the dates in these manuscripts, this chamber must have

been closed in the 1 1 th century. Stein succeeded in gettiijg a portion

•of. this treasure and after him Pelliut got some Mss. for his* collection.
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Stein undertook another expedition in 1913 and njore German and

Russian expeditions followed, so that a large mass of JVJss. was gathered

written in innui^erable scripts and languages. '

Even among the earliest finds some Brahml Mss. were found
;

the language of them however was by no means Sanskrit. Hoernle deci-

phered some Indian names and expressions of Buddhist teminology and

Leumann proved that there were two languages in them which he

designated by I and II. Sieg and Siegling in 1907 made the startling

discovery that language I was an Indo-Germanic language of the

Centum group and to F. W, K. Muller goes the credit of discovering

that it is nothing but the lost Tokharian language. Sieg and Siegling

also proved that there are two dialects of the Tokharian language

which they designated by the letters A and B and that, of them, the

former is of a more antique type. Judging by the findspots, the

home of the Tokharian language was the northern border of the

desert from Kucha to Khocho and for this reason this language has

been called Kuchean by Kirste, Konovv and Levi and this name is

now more favoured by the scholars. The Kuchean texts are generally

translations and remodellings of Buddhistic and medical works

in Sanskrit but some fragments of dramas in Kuch. B^ based on

Buddhist legends, have been found.

Hoernle, Staol-Holstein, Konow, Pelliot, Gauthiot and Leumann

have laboured to clear up the tangle of language II which for similar

geographical reasons is now generally called Khotanese. Here we

have business documents dated in an unknown era and numerous

Buddhist texts partially also furnished with dates. Most of the

Tokharian fragments are derived from the works of the Sarvastivadins

but the texts in Language II rather belong to works of the later

Mahayana Literature such as the Vajracchedika, Aparimitayuhsutra,

Suvarnaprabhasasutra, Sainghalasutra and the Adhyardhasatika Praj-

haparamita. Hoernle at first thought that the language of the business

documents was connected with Tibetan, but Leumann proved that

it is but a younger dialect of the language of the religious texts.

Leumann.thought it to be an Aryan language and ^called it North

Aryan but Konow showed that it is really an Iranian language though

very numerous Indian words are used in h. The people who used

this language ipust have been settled in the south of this country

and^ as the Indian words in their language suggest, they must have

lived'^a long time in India. Now, only two Iranian peoples made

their way to India after the .Christian era—the Pahlavas and the
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Sakas. The F^ilavas in all probability spoke the PahlavT; but what we

understand of ^e f5aka language agrees * remarkably with language

II and thus it may be held that it is the Saka language.

* Another important discovery was that of the Msinichacan texts.

Manichaeism wa^once a successful! rival of Christianity and its sphere

of influence was extended from* the Mediterranean to the confir'Cs of

China but strangely enough nothing about il was know.i from direct

’source till now. All the Manichaean texts are distinguished by external

decorations. Linguistically the Iranian texts of Manichaean contents

are divided into three groups. Some are composed in a dialect

which is clearly connected with Pahlavl, the ofhcial language o. the

Sassanian kingdom. The second group is composed in the dialect

of North-Western Persia which is undoubtedly the language of

the Arsakidae of this region who were the predecessors of the

Sassanians. According to Andreas the so-called Chaldaeo-Pahlavl

which appears in the inscriptions of the Sassanian kings* is identical

with this language. Though not in number yet in importance the

third group takes the first place
;
they are written partly in Mani«

cliaean partly in the so-called Uigurian alphabet. Andreas recognised

Soghclian in this language immediately after it was known—an

almost forgotten East Iranian dialect; Alberuni has left us the name

of this language. F. W. K. Muller then proved that in the famous

Kara-Balgassum inscription with various languages dealing with the

introduction of Manichaeism in the Uigur kingdom, the hardly

readable text in Uigurian characters which up to then had been

regarded as Uigurian, was really composed in Sc^hdian.

Song books of the Nestorian Christians have been discovered from

the northern part of the country as well as extensive fragments of a

pericope book written in Syrian script but in a language which proves

to be a variety of Manichaean-Soghdian. The third religion

Buddhism too had made use of the Soghdian language for propaganda

work. Fragments,of the Vajracchedika, Suvarnaprabhasasutra and other

works are contained in the Berlin collection. Among the texts

publishe4 by tjauthiot there is the Vessantarajataka which hewever we

find here in a new vdrsion.

Turkish philology too has been immensely enriched by these dis-

coveries. The oldest work in this language was hithefto the Qu4tad|u

Bilig written in Kashgar in 1069. Now w'e haVe a stately amount of

Mss. which are at least two centuries older. The scripts used in these

•M^s. are as varied as their contents.* The Manichaean Estrangelo,

I.ILQ., MARCH, 1928
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the so-called Uigurian alphabet, the Brahmi and tl?e peculiar runic

characters deciphered by Thomsen on the stones Orkhon and

Jcnissei, have been used in them. The contents of these Mss. may

be divided into three groups according to the three religions. Among
the Buddhistic works a great portion is occupied by the later works :

the Saddharmapundarlka, Suvarnaprabhasasutra, prayer-formulas,

dharanis and confession formularies with lists of all possible sins.

Most interesting are the fragments of Indian legends and it is really

astonishing to know Ahat price in Khocho people used to amuse

themselves with the recitation of the sagas of the MahabhSrata,

for instance, that of Bimbasena or Bhlmasena and his battle with

the Rfik^asa Hidimba. Two leaves of Manichean origin in the Berlin

collection are particularly interesting. In one of them there is the

story of the adventures of the Bodhisattva or as he is called here,

Bodhisav, and in the other we have the repulsive story of a youngman

who in a drunken state embraces the rotting corpse of a woman. This

story too is of Buddhist origin.

Tibetan Mss. are very numerous of which only a few religious

poems have been edited by Barnett and Francke; but extraordinarily

rich is the crop of Chinese documents collected by Stein. There are

paper Mss. among them dating from the second century and are thus

the oldest specimens of paper in the world. The greatest part of the

documents however are written on wooden tablets, some also on

bamboo sticks. The pieces of wood dated in 98 B. C., are

derived from the archives of garrisons which were stationed by the

Great Wall at the western boundary of the empire. We possess the

minutest details about the daily life in these military colonies of the

first centuries before and after the Christian era, about the food, pay

and arms of the soldiers, the optical telegraph-service and their postal

system. The later Chinese documents are mostly works of the Bud-

dhist canon and business documents.

Most important perhaps are the Mss, in Indian Janguages. The

documents in leather and on wood which Stein has found on the river

Niya are of historical interest. They contain decrees and reports of

the local magistrates, summonses, warrants for arrest, official and

private correspondence, all written in Kh'kro^^h! and composed in a

Prakrif dialect. • \^hen in 1920 Rapson, Boyer ‘and Senart publish«i

the first volume of these documents, Konow examined the names

of the kings mentioned in them and showed that one of them, the

MahSrija Amkvaka is identical with the Khotan king An-Kuo (old'
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pronunciation /^-Kwak; of the Chinese sources, who ascended the

throne in A.D. ^2 after his father Kien (old pronunciation Kian) had
been murdered. tConow at first thought that the dates, in these docu-

ments were only in regnal years of different kings, but when the second

volume of these documents appeared in 1927 he changed hii opinion

and suggested that^ perhaps all these dates are in one era.' The form

of the wooden documents are singular. Two tablets, sometimes oc-

tangular, mors often however wedge-shaped, are tied up with a cord

passing through holes in the tablets with the two sides which bear

the text placed one upon another and closed up with a seal. We
thus see that in the second century Indians livct' in Khotan, -vhe,

judging by the language and the script, came from Gandhara and

were intermingled with a Chinese population. To these Indian colonists

should no doubt be ascribed and the Kharosthi Ms. of Dhammapada
which bears the name of Dutreuil de Rhins,

The remains of the Sanskrit Buddhist canonical literature have

been infinitely multiplied since Pischel discovered the first pages of

the Samyuktagama. Penetrating researches have proved that both

the Pali and the Sanskrit canons are derived from a common source

which was composed in the eastern dialect which was the language

of daily life in the land of Buddha’s activity. Now by piecing together

the fragments we may perhaps restore the canon which existed

in Magadha in the early centuries before the Christian era.

But by far the most dramatic discoveries have been made in the

sphere of .Sanskrit kavya and drama by the recovery of the famous

dramas of A§vaghosa and various fragments of the KSvya literature

of the early centuries of the Christian era. One of the dramas of Asva-

ghosa, about the authenticity of which there can be no doubt, deals with

the story of the conversion of Sariputra and Maudgalyayana. Another

is an allegorical drama; wisdom, constancy and fame converse with one

another about the excellent qualities of the Master. Here we have

for the first time the original hymns of Mativeta which till now

were known oMy from Chinese and Tibetan translations. Another

important disffotery in this sphere is the Kalpan amapd>tika of KumSra-

lata, the Chinese translation of which is wrongly called SutrftlamkSra

and ascribed to Aivaghoya. Fragments of this work have been pub-

lished by Dr. LUders who has also proved that KsinjaralSta avas*a

native of Taxila and his time was slightly later than that of A4va-

ghoya. How this curious mistake came to be made is ^ill a matter

«f conjecture. Batakrishna .Ghosh
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VIJRAPTIMITRATASIDDHI. Edited by^Sylvain L^vi. Lib-

rairie Ancienne Honorfi Champion. Paris 1925.

The Sanskrit text of Vimsaitka and Trirmika of Vasubandhu with

a commentary on Vimhatika by Vasubandhu and a commentary on

Triiuaifia by Sthiramati*has been edited under the title Vijfiaptirmtrata-

siddhi by M. Sylvain L6vi, Professor at the College de France,

Paris and published by the Librarie Ancienne Honors Champion,

Paris. Vimhatika consists of twenty-two verses and these have a

short commentary of about eight pages. The first page of the

manuscript of the Vimsaiika was lost and Professor Levi has recon-

structed the Sanskrit text of this page from Chinese and Tibetan

translations. The TrimUka consists of thirty verses and it has a

commentary of about thirty pages by Acarya Sthiramati, called the

TrimhikUvijhaptibha%ya. It also contains a photograph of the first

and the last pages of the palm-leaf manuscript of the Triir^ika and the

second and the last pages of the Vitmatika manuscripts and an intro-

duction in French in which Professor Levi describes the way in which

he discovered the manuscripts of these two valuable treatises in the

Mahaiaja*s library in Nepal.

These two treatises are probably the most important and systematic

works on Buddhist idealism that have yet been published. The text of

the MahxyanasTUrUamkara was published long ago by Prof. L^vi with a

French translation. But this work deals almost wholly with the conduct

of the spiritual aspirants of Buddhist idealists and not with their

systematic philosophy. The text of the Lankavatarasutra edited in

1923 by Nanjio from Kyoto, Japan, was probably the first important

philosophical text of Buddhist idealism published. The treatises of the

Virp&atika though much shorter in dimension, being bnly forty-five

pages in all with text and commentary, are much nidre systematic

works than the Laaiavafarsutra and represent a school of idealism

which is largely different on some important and essential points from

the idealism of liie Lankavatarasxitra, M. Levi announced that a

French translation with notes will be published in 1926, but so far is

I know this has not yet been published.

Vasubandhu was a plura^st in his early days when he
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wrote his grea^ Sanskrit work the Ahkidharmako^imstra which has

not ]^'ct been pi^lished, but a French translation of which on the

basis of its Chinese and Tibetan translations and Chinese commen-

taries, has been published by Professor de la Valine Poussin with

copious notes, references and Sanskrit extracts. Later, ho is said to

have been converted into m<flnstic idealism by his brother A.sar.ga,

the writer of the MahayanasHtralmr^ara. The views expressed in this

work are greatly different from those of the Laitkavatara. It admits

“thought” or Vij^ptiaiatrata as a permanent substance, unchangeable

and eternal, which was also identical with happiness (sukhattfaya).

It thus anticipates Ankara’s doctrine of Brahman and the philosophy

of Braliman in a very remarkable way. It believes in the evolution

of the different categories, the sense-functions and the sensibles which

are all of the nature of thought—a product of it out of the activity

of its own self-transforming energy. The world is not real in the

sense of something that exists outside of thought, and independent of

it, but’ it is a real transformation and creation of thought evolving

out of the deep and undisturbed eternity of thought and producing

the world-show of externality, of subject, object, space and sense-

data.

It does not seem however that proper care was taken in the

editing of the text and it has not reached the high standard of

European efficiency so often rightly claimed for texts published in

Europe under the supervision of eminent scholars. Out of the thirty

pages of the Triinsika, I have noticed at least fifty mistakes consisting

of wrong spellings and absurd punctuations, the latter being far more

dangerous for understanding a passage than the former. In some

of the passages, full strokes have been given in the midst of a sentence

where the sense would not allow of such breaks. In the fiist few

dedicating lines in Sanskrit composed by Prof. L^vi himself, there

are two mistakes—one a misprint of for and

another a gramnjatical mistake of for

The proper Sanskrit restoration of the third line of the second

verse of the fin^atika should not have been dfll*i«tr*nmvbut n

The restoration, a§ it is, has also spoiled the metre of the verse.

It could well have beemrendered into This meaning

however can be defended if two different meaning vis. quantitative

and qualitative limitations are given to fifen ‘O and in

dnwiPran ; but this is not probable, for thesq two word»occuf in the

* same context and in the same sentence.
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Some of the mistakes that I have noticed in the edi^on are given

below :

€

p. 3. !• 23 ijwertnw- for

p. 6, 1. IS uafii for »nih

p. 6, 1. 17 for

p. 7. 1- » for

p. 7. 1- 27 el for eV.

p. 8 , 1 . I for emtiift
JL.

p. 9> *7 for

p. 9.
1- 18 The stroke before Tr^r is to be deleted.

Trirjristia—
p. IS, 1. II for fwvn ,

p. IS, 1. II for

p. iSi 1. 12 veww for

p. 15, 1, II Pnn»niftei^ for ®«Bmt

y. 16, 1, 9 wiv for vete

p. 16, 1. 28 sftrwmai' for sPRVWmsi'

p. 17 . 1 . > The stroke after should be deleted.

p. 17, 1. 2 irew8 for

p. 18, 1. 5 ?nrn»ir wvvrft for variwi^vvift

p. 18, 1. 6 for vtm
•p

00 00 The stroke closing the sentence should be deleted.

p. 18, 1. 9 The stroke closing the sentence should be deleted.

p. 18, 1. 10 The stroke closing the sentence should be deleted.

p. 20, 1. 14 for narsw*!

p. 21, 1. 20 The two strokes in this line closing the sentences

p. 22, 1. 7

should be deleted,

for otf

p. 22, 1 . I for

p. 24, 1. 15 for

p. 25,1. I vl%;,wr for vw

p. 28, 1. i§ •aw' for a»ii'

p. 23, 1. 22 ani for

p. 28, 1. 25 fitfta’. for ftiPia;

p.«29,j. 1 •n for

p. 29, 1. 12 8* for t

p. 31 * 1. 8 ,
vaimaia for wwaia

p. 3 ^ !• 3 ‘ aftwforaftql^-
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p. jr. 1. 29

p.«32, I. I

P. 33 . 1- 8

p. 36, i. 22

p- 37. 1. 21

p. 37. 1. 20

p. 37. !• 21

p. 37. 1 - 21

p. 38, 1. 6

p. 38, 1. IS

P- 39 .
1 - 14

p. 39, 1. 19

J$i

for *!'ww

for wV
II for k:

for nwm
for

Two strokes in this line for ^losing the sentences

should be deleted.

The stroke for closing the sentet.ce should be deleted,

for

A stroke should be introduced -liter

siiPmuBinT for wifinrom

The stroke after fk«rk should be deleted.

Ji^ips for iwiw

DinnIGA

SIR WILLIAM JONES AND HIS TRANSLATION OF
KALIDASA’S ^AKUNTALA. By D. P. Ray Chowdhury, Ph. D.

(Gottingen). With a Foreward by Prof. S. Radhakrishnan, M.A.

Dr. Ray Chowdhury has discharged a national debt through this

charming little book. He has voiced forth in it the sentiments of

the Indian scholars towards Sir William Jones who has put us under

obligation for all time to come by first making it known to the western

world what the Indian civilisation is like. Sir William Jones dis-

covered the Sanskrit literature for Europe and the Sanskiit literature

owes him much of its world-wide popularity. As Prof. Radha-

krishnan says in his Foreward, “many of the views set forth by Sir

William Jones have been exploded,” but much remains still unchal-

lenged forming stout pillars to the great edifice of Indology.

In the firstjart of this book Dr. Ray Chowdhury has given a

biographical sketch of Sir William Jones, of course, ivith particular

referenc® to the literary side of his genius, and incidentally he has

described in a beautiful manner the interesting story of the discovery

of Sanskrit in Europe afid in this connection has directly quot^

frpm various French and German sources. The second part contains

a critical study of Jones’ translation of Kalidasa’s Sakuntala and

the author has pointed out with due deference to the pidneer -scholar

'the important mistakes and irregularities in the translation under
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four heads
:
(i) Omissions, (2) Additions and amplificat^ns, (3) Altera-

tions in the sense of the text, probably deliberate, a»d (4) Alterations

in the sense of the text, probably due to imperfect unaerstanding.

Indology as a science is sinking more and more into the

depths of technicalities altogether devoid of all lit6rary forms; at this

time it is really a genuine pleasure to find a book l^ke Dr. Ray Chow-

dhury’s which is accurate and scientific and at the same time elegant

and pleasant reading and not without some welcome strokes of charm-

ing humour. It is to be hoped that Dr. Ray Chowdhury’s book will

be very popular among students of Sanskrit Literture.

Batakrishna Ghosh

FURTHER DIALOGUES OF THE BUDDHA, vol. II. By

Lord Chalmers. Oxford University Press (Sacred Books of the

Buddhists, vol. VI), London.

We are delighted to see the completion of an onerous task under-

taken by Lord Chalmers. In the review of the first part of this work

(I.H.Q., Vol. II, pp. 667-8), we dealt with its value generally, the

many improvements made by him in the- selection of English sub-

stitutes for Pali words with a special sense, and the departures made

by him, which did not quite appeal to us. The present volume con-

tinues the translation of the second and third volumes of the

Majjhima Nikaya (P. T. S.) in the same style of language as used

in the previous volume, and needs therefore no comment.

One feature need, however, be pointed out viz, the abridgment

made at places where repetitions occur in the text. In the present stage

of Buddhistic studies when our time is too short to enable us t^ go

through the already large number of publications on Buddhism, our

labour should be saved as far as possible by the elimination of the

repetitions of the same passage either in the text or in the translation.

We hope the example set by Lord Chalmers will bfe followed by the

future editors and translators of Buddhistic books. Th^ » merit of the

present volume is enhanced by the Index prepared by Mrs. Rhys

Davids whose unflagging energy in connection with the Pali Text

Society is so w^ll-knovvn. We commend this volume to our readers

and hope that Lord Chajmers will continue his work by translating

the other Nlkayas.

KACCiYANA .
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mDISCH^ FAHRTEN (second revised edition), 3 vols. By

Ditblmann. V.'^h 244 pictures in 6j plates and one map.

Mr. Dahlma-^n travelled in India during the years *1904 and 1905.

His stay in this country was very short, too short perhaps for the bulky

volumes he offere to the public as the diary of his journey. He
set foot on the .soil of India on the 25th November 1904 and

sailed home on the sth June, 1905. During this short perioj, the author

'visited various places where architectural monuments, ancient or

modern, are to be found. From this, scientific acci.racy can hardly be

expected
;
yet this work is not without its good points. Mr. Dahlmanrt

is a magician of words ;
the rhythm and resonance of his language are

simply charming, his prore is like poetry. Whatever the author

has to say he has said beautifully, clearly and forcefully.

As has been said already, the work cannot be called scientific.

Convenience rather than a consistent plan seems to have determined

his routes over the wide stretches of land he has travelled through

and so his work lays before us a motley picture of things old and

new which is anything but harmonious. A serious student of

Indian architecture will be disappointed in this work
;

the author

has confined himself merely to the description in broad outlines

of the monuments he has visited and unlike a true scholar he has

always permitted hi.s personal bia% to intrude into his picture and

lend it a tendentious colouring. Mr. Dahlmann has theorised

but little and be it said to his credit that he has perceived the

magnitude of Indian influence on the Javanese art though among

the Dutch scholars like Krom and Schriek there is a growing

tendency to minimise it and exaggerate the importance of the indi-

genous element. This work would have been very welcome to the

literary dilettante if the author had confined himself merely to what is

possible ;
but our author is not content with that. He thinks that

in a few months he can not only visit the monuments scattered

over a vast area comprehend their full significance, but he can

also form a correct idea about the nation itself and gauge the depth of

its civilisationr The first momitnents he visited In India vrerc those

of Puri and Bhuvane’fivara and he was scandalised. Next he visited

Benares which in his opinidn U a hell on earth and the most disgusting

place in Asia. Even this may be passed.' But Mr. Wahlmanh does

not stop there ;
his pious indignation completely carries him away

and he plunges into the most monstrous generalisaticms; temples

-Are places of orgies (vol. I, im Brahmanical sanctit/ is nothing

MARCH, 19*8
**
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but Musuality (ibid.) and the sculptures on the t^ple of Orissa

are the true interpreter of the essence of Hinduis^ (vol. I, p. ff^).

It is simply bewildering; but nothing is impossible with an

author who finds Bodh-Gaya to be situated on the bank of the Ganges

(vol. I, p. 37) and images of DurgS in every temple iA China and Japan,

carried from India to these distant lands by Buddhism (vol. I, p. 189)

and who was horrified at the sight of the image of Durga, the goddess

of horror (Schrecken) and the spouse of Siva, ‘the most blood-thirsty

god in the Hindu pantheon, worshipped by more than 200 millions

of Hindus, enthroned in a world of deified apes’ (Ibid.). In-

stances of absurdities like these may be easily multiplied but what

has already been shown is sufficient to prove that the author is

short-sighted to the point of blindness. Mendacious cicerones and

hypocritical mendicants initiated him into the mysteries of Hinduism

and no wonder he formed the conviction that “Hindusim” signifies

a set of uncouth images, courses of barbarous ceremonies, and the

worship of '^Hanumannet^* (vol. I, p. 187). But what is the disting-

uishing feature of Hinduism and Indian art ! Mr. Dahlmann has his

answer ready: Grobsinnlichkeit—gross sensuality. Our author has

travelled through many countries but he seems to be unaware of the

well-known fact that truth is eternal and what is long-standing must

contain some truth. The vitality oi Hinduism which did not escape

the eyes even of Mr. Dahlmann could not well be nourished merely

on a vein of unmitigated Grobsinnlichkeit.

Batakrishna Ghosh
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^S. M. PARAMJAPS. versus ^itibhaefra. Ithasbcin contend*

ed here that the suggestion of some scholars that the so*calied

BhSsa-plafs might be the works of ^ktibhidra, the author of

the McaryaeU^mava, can be disproved from the internal e^ddencei

of the C^aMai(u and the BhSsa'plays themseives.

V. K. Rajvadb.— Words in the J^gveda. The word ‘Manu’ in its

various forms as found in the ^gveda has been dealt with here.

SUKUMAR Sen.— Use of the Cases in Vedic Prose,

AmaRESWar Thakvk.—‘Documents in Ancient India,

Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies, London Inetitutfon.

vol. IV, part IV

L. D. Barnett.— Phwtf, Gandharva and Glaucus, In this article

all the data about Yama and Gandharva found in the Veda and

the Avesta have been discussed and an attempt has been made to

connect them with some legends current in Hellenistic lands and

the Near East.

M. S. H. Thompson.—rAr Agastya Selection af Tamil Saivite

Hymns,

Edwin H. Tuttle.— Gender-words.

Indian Antiquary, January, t9sS

N. K. BhaTTRSali.—/’/'cifrvxi of the Collection of Mss, at the Dacca

University^

llnd.. February, 1938

A. S. Bhandarkar.—

.

d Possible Identification of Mount Devagiri

mentioned in Kelidasds Meghadm. The author tries to identify

a mountain known as Devc^nr^4* situated about, six miles
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$outh*east of Indore with Devagiri {^dtvafBurvatfi giri^) mentioned

by Kalidisa in his M«gkdiUta,

R. R. Haldar.-*^5w<i/JaitrasirpJta of Mtwir.

Ibid, March, 1938

Bimala Churn Law.—Buddhist Women. This continued article

contains an account of some women who have been given promi*

nence in early Buddhist texts.

Journal cf the Bihar and Orissa Research Society, June, 1927

Ramafrasad Chanda— on the Ancient Monuments of Maur-
bhanj.

Ibid*, September and December, 1927

K. P. JavaswaL.—Hathigumpha Inscription of the Emperor Khara-

vela,

K. P. The Sunga Inscription of Ayodhfa.

Journal of the Bombay Historical Society, voL I, no. i

H. Heras.— Decay of Portuguese Power in India.

Balkrishna.— the Ancient Port of Konkan.

N. Venkataramanayya.—TXr Place of VtrahUrca in Pallava

Genealogy.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, January, 1928

G. TUCCI.—Is the Nyayapravesa by Dinnaga. Prof. Tucci prefers

the Chinese title 'NyayapraveSa sutra’ (Chinese lun) to the

•Sanskrit title ‘NySya-praveSa-sutra’. He also tr'a&s from the

Chinese sources that the work cannot be attributdb to Dihnaga
but it should be attributed to Difinaga’s disciple iSankarasvamin.

J. N. FarqUHAR. Ternfie and Image Worship in Hinduism,
‘ The writer,* by a study of some of the modern works written by
Mr, lyangar, Prof. * Radhakrishnan, Dr. Coomaraswamy and
Prof. Keith, and on R close observation of some of the modern
Brahmanici customs and traditlofas, concludes that “the temple
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aod image ^orship gtvtr up among the Sfidras" (who urere really

^me DasyuA or Dssas, a place having iSeen accorded to them by

the BrShmailfas at a later date in the Aryan Society as the 4th

class or caste), that it was thrown open to the three Aryan castes

about 400 B. C., and thereafter steadily climbed to iiS present

position.”

C. W. Gurner.—-VfliSr on tho text of Airnghoga's Sauriarammia.

It contains some textual notes and suggests a few improvements

on the readings of the existing edition.

J.
Charpentier.

—

Amitrt^hata, He suggests on the basis ot

a passage in Strabo that the Sanskrit word Amitragkata does not

exactly correspond to its Greek form. It should, according to

him, be Atnitrakhada.

D. C. BhattaCHARYA.—Date of the Subha%ltavali. The writer doubts

the date of the work ascribed to it by Dr. S. K. De.

Sten Konow

—

Note on a new Taxila Inscription.

Visvabharati Quarterly. January, 1938

Rames BaSU.—The Culture-products of Bengal.—Iho paper deals

with the condition of Muslim arts and crafts as also the philosophy

of life as viewed by the Muslims during the Muhammadan period

in Bengal.
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Th* Late Mr. F. E. Pargiter* 1. Cf &
a

Mr. Pargiter who died early last year, belongs to the ranks of

that portion of the Indian Civil Service, now unfortunately dwindling,*

which has been exhibiting a scholarly interest in the elucidation

of materials for Indian history and culture. He served for more

than thirty years in Bengal, ending his career as a Judge of the

Calcutta High Court in 1906. During his official career, he wrote

several official manuals like The Bengal Municipal Acts and

The Revenue History of the Sundarbans 1^65-18yo. He was closely

connected with the Asiatic Society of Bengal, of which he rose to

be the President before he retired. He spent much of the twenty

years of his retirement at Oxford devoting the bulk of his attention

to Oriental studies and associating himself with the Royal Asiatic

Society, of which he was one of the Vice-Presidents.

While in India he contributed several papers to the Journcd of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal^ a part of which dealt with East Bengal which

he knew best, and the other related to his researches in connection

with his English translation of the Markaty^eya Purl’Mi in the

Bibliotheca Indica Series which was finished in 1905 after seventeen

years of labour. After his retirement he took to the study of the

Kfatriya as distinct from the Brahmanical tradition and to the inter-

pretation of Puranic geography and history based on this idea

which culminated in the production of his two remarkable works The

PurSfUt Text of the Dynasties of the Kali Age (1913), and The Ancient

Indian Historical Tradition (1923), the raw materials for which were

published as papers in the J|IAS. He edited several Kharo^fh! inscrip-

tions like that on the Wardak Vase, published papers in the Epigraphia

Indica and the Indian Antiquary^ assisted Dr. Hoernle’lft preparing The

Manuscript Remains of Buddhist Literaturefound in Eac^rn Turkestan^

and compiled the Centenary Volume of the Royal Asiatic Society which

contains an exhaustive list of his papers to the Journal of the Society.

• Indology h^ sustained a heavy loss in his death and the unique

place occupied by him in the domain of Indology will remain vacant

for a long tyne to come.

C. s. Srinivasachari
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Bunfu Nanjo (1849«1927)
a

The death (ft Buny(l Nanjd* has been a great (loss to oriental

studies which we all deplore. Born as the son of an abbot of the Sit-

unji temple of the Higashi Honganfi branch of the Shitu hu sect at

Ogaki on July i, 1849, he 'was brought up in an entuely pious at*

mosphere in his c})ildhood and received an education which ^v^as

both Buddhistic and traditional. After the restoration of the Imperial

regime in 1868, when he had to serve as an ordinary soldier, NanjH

entered the Buddhist Institution of Higashi Honganji at Kyoto for his

higher studies. He stayed there for two yeai.> and distinguished

himself by his proficiency. "At the age of twenty-three, he

was adopted as son and heir of the abbot of Okunenji, a noted

temple in the province of Echisen. From that time, Nanjd began his

activities as a priest and preacher. The following year he was called

to Kyoto to serve as a minor official of the Higashi Honganji, the

headquarters of the sect to which he belonged. Due to the faithful

and valuable service he rendered, he steadily rose in position and

gained the confidence of his superiors until in 1876 he was selected

by the Honganji Institution to be sent abroad to study Sanskrit.”

He went to England in 1876 where he stayed till 1884. This long

stay enabled him to study Sanskrit at Oxford under so eminent a

teacher as Max Muller. It was there that he published his first great

work on the Chinese Tripitaka, a work which has become since

then classical. It is his Catalogue of the Buddhist Tripitaka, published

from Oxford in 1883, which practically revealed a new field of study

to the Orientalists.

A collection of the Chinese Tripitaka, printed and published in

japan in 1678*1681 A.D., was presented to the India Office in London

in 187s by the Japanese government. Rev. Samuel Beal undertook'

to prepare a catalogue of the collection which appeared in 1876 under

the title : The Buddhist Tripitaka, as it is known in China and Japan

—a catalogue af^ a compendious report!' Rev. Beal’s imperfect know*

ledge of SanSlnrit and the language of the Chinese BudcUiist texts

did not 'permit him to do full justice to the subject and bis work

failed to give a correct Jdea of its importance. Nanjd, however,

re-examined the whole collection in 1880, rearrat^ed it in propO**

I Though his name is generally written, as Butujm Napfio, its

correct transcription, Bunyil Nanfd, has«been adopted here.
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order and began the pre^ration of his work. compared the

ancient catalogues of the Chinese Tripitaka, recorded 1662 Chinese

Buddhist texts 'at his disposal, restored the Sanskrit titles of all the

texts and whenever possible noted their concordance with Pali, Tibetan

and Sanskrit Buddhist texts. In three valuable ^ appendices to the

book he added short biographical notes on Indian Buddhist authrxs,

Indian and foreign translators and Chinese writers. In short, the

work which he produced was thoroughly critical and finished from

every standpoint. Researches of the last 40 years, we must admit,

have brought to light new facts and Nanj6’s work requires a thorough

revision. But as long as such a work is not forthcoming, Nanjh’s cata-

logue will serve the purpose of a constant guide-book to all students

of Buddhism, as it has done for nearly half a century. Nobody

should however minimise the importance of the works done by

Nanjd’s predecessors—Julien, Wassiliev and others.’ But they had

only introduced the subject whereas Nanj6 laid the solid foundation

of a starting point for more systematic study of the Chinese Tripiifika,

Nanjd returned from England in 1 884 and the very next year he

was appointed the first Professor of Sanskrit in the Imperial Univer-

sity of Tokyo. He came to India in 1887 and visited Bodh-Gaya

and other places connected with the history of Buddhism. He
returned to Japan to be honoured with the degree of Bungaku Haku-

shi (Doctor of Literature)—he being one of the sixteen foremost

scholars of Japan who were similarly honoured for the first time. In

1900 Nanj6 travelled to Siam to receive from its royal court a

part of the ashes of the founder of Buddhism. The following year,

in company with other Japanese scholars, he came to Hanoi (Tonkin)

as a delegate to the International Congress of Orientalists held ‘there

under the auspices of the French Government. Since then Nanjfi

lived the life of a silent worker at home till his death.

Amongst his works published in foreign languages, the most note-

worthy Site—A short history of the Twelve Japanese sects (Tokyo, 1887),

a translation of a Japanese work, which Jfor the first time presented

I Cf. Stanislas Julien, Concordance Sinico-Sanscrite d'un nombre

considSrable ^dbrages bouddhiques JA., 1849, PP* 353*445 5 Wo
Wassiliev, Der BuddhiSmus, Seine Dogmen etc. i860

;
Eitel, Hand

book for the student of Cftinese Buddhism liyo yrorks of Beal pub-

lished during 1871-1883.
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in English a .<|ystemat;c account of the (Japanese Buddhist schools.
Hi§ fcditjon of athe Saddharmapwij.^fika^ prepared In collaboration
with* Kern anci published in the Bibliotheca Buddhica, and his
edition of the La'hkavatarastlira published only a few j-ears ago
bears testimony to his sound knowledge of Sanskrit. Materials are want-
ing here for giving a full account of his works in Japanese. It seems
that he published a Japanese'translation of the Saddharmapw^iAka
sUtra in 1915. Juit*before his death he published a book i Japanese
called Kaikyu Roku^ which contains bis own reminiscences.

Nanj6 has passed away at the mature age of 79 . He had the
satisfaction to follow in the course of an active career of more than 40
years the great progress of Sanskritic study in Japan, which he was
the first to inaugurate. His services to the cause of Oriental study have
been greatly appreciated during this long period. He had combined
in himself the traditional

'
Japanese method of study with the critical

method of the West and his works amply show how far such a fruit-

ful synthesis is desirable. By his death Oriental scholarship has suiTered
an irreparable loss.

P. C. Bagchi

I See T^ke Youttg Bast, 1 1

1

,
6
, pp. i97fF. "Reminiscences of a Great

Buddhist scholar.” In r88l Nanj6 published "A Catalogue of

Japanese and Chinese Books and Manuscripts latejj' ^added ^ the.

Bodleian Library.”

Printed snd poUished by R. N. Seat, . a., at thejCaieutta Ortentdt Presf

Mtcbtttbmr Stwet; Calcutta
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Yalipattana Plates of Silara Eattafega

Saka-samyat 932

These plates were kindly made over to me by Prof. D. R.

Bhandarkar. They had been lying for some time with his

brother, the late lamented Prof. S. R. Bhandarkar and

nothing is known about the spot where they were originally

found. 1 have therefore named them after the place from

which they were issued.

These are three copper- plates, the second of which is

engraved on both sides • the other two are engraved on one

side alone except that the third plate has one line on the

reverse side also. Each plate measures about 7^" long by

Sf" broad. The plates are strung on a circular ring about

Y tliick and about 2” in diameter. This ring has soldered

on to it the image of Garuda who is represented as a man

squatting with the hands clasped on the chest. There is a

wing on th^left shoulder and the corresponding wing on

the right ^ partially broken. The engraving is

generally good ^nd well preserved but the comers of the

second and third pla(|,es have got worn off with the loss of

a few letters, and on the third plate the last line en the oltverser

side and the line on the reverse side have become rather

indistinct. Besides, the second plate has. got a cilack about

2*^ from the top, but none of the letters has been lostt. The
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size of the letters is aboaji 3/16/ The oharacterf are Nsigarl

and the laagnage is Sanskrit, bat inaconraoies, both of spell-

ing and grammar, abound, specially in the portion recording

the particnlars of the property given. That there is a care-

lessness in the composition is manifest throughout. There

are altogether 96 lines of writing in the inlcription. After

t^e intooduetory SwmM, the 6rst three lines form a dedicatory

veroe, and next, up to the middle of line 32, there are 22

lines of verse which deal with genealogical subjects. The rest

of the inscription makes up the formal part of the grant

and is in prose with the exception of five benedictive and

imprecatory verses in lined 65-75 and 79-84 and one verse in

lines 90-92 on the requisites of a valid charter.

The orthography of the inscription shows occasional care-

lessness ofi the part of the scribe. The sign of the Avagraha
is nowhere used in it : the sign for v has been four times

used for b, in naUkerSmvun^ (1. 16), vrahmat^ (1. 44), vrah‘

maiti (1. 54), vakuhhib (I. 69) ;
the letter b has been only

once used in the inscription and that wrongly, in the word
atiba (L 27) ; the signs for the dental s and the palatal 4

are not very clearly distinguished, ^ s is used for S in suro

(i 29). The letter n is wrongly used instead of anttsvara

in dvStrinSat (1. 88) ; n is retained instead of being changed
into cmttsvUra in samvatsata (1. 38) ; similarly * is used in

a^hxtab (1. 89), smMtlaHkfta (1. 42), Sahkamaiya (1. 45),

vBiAyana (1, 46). The letter t is wrongly not doubled in

tMva (1, If) ; after r, the letters are generally doubled as

tft dhatihma (11. 3, 2l), ur^jUa (1. 9), durgga (1. 13) &c.

The mark for e is sometimes affixed above tiie consonant,

or, follnwing the earlier practice, it is placed*' to the left

:

the second fcrm is illitstrati^ in the words prasbdma i}. 2),

deia (1. 11) &o., ahd the first in n&likefa (11. 15, 16), netm
(n- 17). (l. 2l), &c. Sinnlarly in the sign for o,

1 Simil^ly, the fory, v and c are not always very clearly

dhtlnimirinii.
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W9 lihe 6ielt)mdDt put the top si^ words m jpurS-

(1. 4), \ketoh (I. 5) $io,t and plaoad to the left m j9to

(1. 27), 4tiro t[l. 29) &q. Both siugle and drable marks of

punctuation have been used, th<»)gh they have scmetliiies

bean omitted owing to the oareleesness of the scribe. Thmigh

single marks were not quite usual at the period, they were

.sometimes used,* as in the BhjUidup plates of Siiara CittS'

rSjadeva.^ In the portion giving the d<iscr;priou and boon-

daries of the land granted, there is a mirture of iSanskrit

with the vernaoular of the dUtriot, as ii> Ava4i ndwa Tfld*

(11. 51''52), purwatalf pS^^a-deuU (11. 57*68) &a

The inscription records a gnmt of some land by the Siifira

MahSmandalika Battar&ja. Of this prince and, in fact, of

the family* to which he belongs, we have, so far, only one

other inscription which is contained in the ELharepatan plates

and has been edited by Mr. Bal Qangadhar Sastri in the

J.B.B.R.A.S., vol. I, p. 209 £ and re-edited by Dr. Kielhorn

in the Ep. Ind., vol. Ill, p. 292 ff. The Kharepatan grant

bears the date Saka Saippet 930 while the one under review

has 6. S. 932, so that it was executed only two years after

the first. Both the grants wore written by the same person,

viz., LokapSrya, the eon of the minister of war and peace

{SSndhi^igrdhika) Devap&la. As might be expected under

the circumstances, there is much similarity between the two

inscriptions, but the points in which they differ, are, as we

shall see below, no less striking.

1 Jnd. Ant., vol. V, p. 277 wd Ep. Ind., vol, xn, pp, 250 ff.

2 This is^the family of the SUaras of the Southern Konkans,

Mr. K. T. TdJftig had obtained a transcript of a plate belonging to

this family but it does not appear to have been published as yet {ptde

Ind. Ant, vol. ix. p. 38, note 47). The family name is s^lt

Silara. This is also the spelling in the Kharepatatv plates. Kor ^
ykrious ways in which the name is spelt in the inscriptions of the

collateral branches of this family, as also for its suggested derivation,

sw Kielhorn, Bp. Ind., ni, p. 294 and Btoet, Bp. Ind., »i, p*25** -
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The inemptioQ openfj vnth -evastif and after U ^edioa^ory

verse the peculiar oharaciber of Kvhich we shall (iiseuss after-

wards, it proceeds to give in lines 4-32 the genealogy of

BattarSja iR practically the same words as in the Kharepatan

plates, there being only a few immaterial verbal differences

here and there. As this genealogy has beei^ fully described

by Dr. Kielhorn, it is not necessary to deal with it here at <

any length. With regard to the ancestors of HatterSja

our inscription adds nothing to what is given in the earlier

one, but about Kattaraja himself we may note some very

important facts. During the brief period of two years that

separate the two grants, the religious beliefs of the princely

donpr appear to have undergone a great change, at the same

time when his political status seems to have been substantially

improved.

In the first place, the dedicatory verse which is quite

unique shows the unsettled character of BattarSja’s creed.

No particular, deity is addressed, and though the grammar

and metre are both faulty, the meaning is quite clear, viz.

that by the grace and favour of the deity that one may be

pleased to worship (abhimatO'devata-prasadena), an immense

good fortune can always be acquired by living beings

(pratflnaitii) who perform the duties and observances (kriyay

prescribed by Dharma which is tlie most important and

essential thing in the world {satpsarasSra). This implies a

spirit of toleration in religious worship that is hardly met

with in such dedicatory verses. In the Kharepatan plates

incised only two years before, this very prince, RattarSja,

begins the inscription with adoration to Siv^(o^ namah
iSivSya) and invokes the protection of the same god in the

initial verse, and in fact, the grant there is made ‘'for the

purpose of worshipping with fivefold offerings the holy god

^yveivara 0ivg) and keeping his shrine in proper repair.’*^.

Then again, our inscription begins simply with svasti without

C

i Bf, Ind; pp. and.{date.
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the ^oe^va * anleas we take the symbol standing at the

ootqmencemeEl as such, which is very donbtfal. In the

Kharepatan plates the symbol as well as the syllable

has been used. A third important fact that deserves our
notice is that, in speaking of the donees of the grant who are

BrShma^as, the ^almost universal practice of enumerating

•their gotra has been altogether neglected and absv^lutely no
terms of respect are used towards them, they' being simply

referred to as BrShma^as : thus we have simply “th^ BrSh-

mapa named Sainjhaiya,'’ “the Brdhmapl Chfttavvaiya” and

so on. There is nothing in it like those expressions of deep

reverence towards the god ^iva and the BrShmaqas that

we find in the Kharepatan plates.^ Moreover, the grants

in this inscription were not made for any religious

object Of the two gifts recorded here, one was made
to the son of a Brahtnin general and the other to

a Brahmin girl for her maintenance. The qualU

fication of either of the donees for the gifts is not apparent.

All these facts, taken together, seem to show that in the

two years that intervened since BattarSja had made the

Kharepatan grant, his faith in the BrShmapical form of

religion had been slackening, and I think, this was under

the influence of Jainism; at the same time he did not

apparently like to offend the religious susceptibilities of the

followers of BrShraapic faith who perhaps formed the majo-

rity of bis subjects ; hence the colourless and rather

equivocal character of the dedicatory verse. The Jaina

preachers at this period manifested a great religious activity

and mission^y zeal in Southern India. It is well-known

that during the rule of the RSftraktltas who had exercised

paramount sway over the SilSras, as we learn from the

Kharepatan plates, the Jainas bad made great progress in

Southern India and that there was a series qf great l^igam-

I Vide Ep, Ind., ill, p. 301 , 11. 50^ 5
*.
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bara Jaiaa toaohers^ and authors beginning H’ith SamAnUt*

bhadra^ two verses by wnom addressed to a priube at Karhadt

the capital of another branch of the Sil&ra4, are quoted in

the drSvapa BelgoUt epitaph of Mallisepa.^ The BS§trakata

sovereign, Amoghavar^a, who is claimed by the Jainas as

a convert to their faith, was one 'of their .greatest patrons,

and during his long reign of over 62 years (from about,

814-15 to 877-78) Jainism was propagated through his wide

domains.’ During the period of pararaountoy of the CSlu-

kyas who followed and to whom RattarSja owed his alle-

giance, at least in his earlier years, there can be no doubt

that Jainism retained its prominence.^ Just at the time

of the grant, there was a great straggle going on between

^ivism and Jainism in South-western India. CSlukya

Jayasiipha II who ascended the throne about 1018 A.C., that is,

seven years after the date of our record, was converted from

Jainism to the ^aiva faith by the offices of his wife, Sugga-

ladevl.’ The Jainas had great influence at the court of

the collateral branch of the SilSras reigning at Kolhapur.’

Moreover, in the Southern Maratha country where Batta-

rSja ruled, Jainism flourishes even at the present day.’

1 Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts by Dr. J. F, Fleet, Bombay

Gazetteer, vol. i, part n, p. 406.

2 Ind,, ni, p. 186 and plate
;
verses y and 8.

3 Fleet, op, <it., pp. 401-409. We may note that Indraraja,

the last of the RS^trakuta sovereigns of Manyakheta died at Sravaj;;a

Belgola in 982 A.C. by taking up the Jaina vow of Sallekhana or

voluntary starvation.—E. P. Rice, History of Kanarese Literature,

p. 20.

4 Early History of the Dekkan by R. G. Bhandsrkar, Bombay

Gazetteer, \o]. I, part II, p. so8.

5 Fleet, op. cit., p. 435.

6 /, B. B. 4 - P* *7 and Jnd. Ant., xn, p. 102 ;

see also the Kolhapur Inscriptions of Vijayaditya, Ep. Ind., in, pp.

207-213. t

7 R. (4, Bhandarkaf, op. 19J.
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Thatp RattarSj^ was under Jaina iniuenoe appears from the

{act*tbat he begins his inscription without the pmjjoiw, with

only the SoasHt according to Jaina practice.^ A mention of

iSfi at the beginning is also met with in Jaina inscriptio-is,
*

It is quite possible also wthab some at least of the Bve great

mat^as to whicrf Battarftja addresses his granj. Hine 3b)

were Jaina monasteries. From a consideration of all these

circumstances, there is every reason to behove that at the

time of making the gift recorded in these plates, SilSra

RattarSja was under the influence of Jainism.

That RattarSja’s political position also had undergone a

remarkable change in the two short years intervening between

the two grants is also quite evident. In the Kharepatan

plates ho glorifies the sovereigns of the RS^trakUta dynasty who

had for' long exercised suzerain sway over his ancestors and ho

passes on from them to the CSlukya Tailappa who displaced

them and next to his son Satyasraya and he makes his grant

as the vassal of this great end glorious monarch Paramo-

hhamraka - MahnrSjddhiraja -m - SatySSrayadevUnudhym-

mandaUka-6ri-Bat(arma» In the plates under review,

however, not only does he make no reference to the Rajtra-

kutas but also to none of their successors, the Western Cftlukyas

of KalySijI *, he mentions no paramount sovereign at all, but,

on the other hand, he states that he was executing the

document specifying the grant in his own dominions—M*

Bait^ryardja-r^fye. Evidently RattarSja had thrown off his

allegiance to the Cslukyas and had set himself up as an

independent ruler. An examination of the history of the

Western Cftlukyas at this period (Saka-sainvat 930-932) will

enable us te* discover the circumstances that had .made it

possiblo'for Rattarftja to do so. In the first place, it appears

. 1 Ind. Aftt., vol. XII, pp. 100-102 ; Ep. m. p.

2 For example, we have in Kolhapur Inscription of, Vijyaditya,

Svasti srlr-jayai- c- abhyuday^. Ep. I*td\. vol- ***/ P*

‘

• 3 Ep, lnd,vSo\, III, p. 300 and plate.
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from the C&Iakya reoor(|s that the Cola monarcli, Ko-r&jarSja

RftjakesarivarmaD (daka>sainyat 919

—

drca 98y) had inflicted

a defeat upon SatySsraya^ ; this war between the Colas

and the Western OSlukyas had apparently not come to an

end with the death of BSjakeiSariva^man, because the Hottur

plates (end of Saka-samvat 988) state
'f
that BSjendra-

Coladeva, his son and successor, also fought with Saty&Sraya,'

that he having collected a force numbering nine hundred

thousand had pillaged the whole country, slaughtered

the women, the children and the Brahma^as, and taking

the girls to wife destroyed their caste. * During the

period under review then, the • empire of the Western

Cftlukyas was much disturbed by invasions and though the

Hottur plates claim that SatySsraya Anally put the Colas

to flight in A.O. 1007-1008 (i.e. Saka-sainvat 930), yet it appears

that SatySsraya did not live long to consolidate his empire

which had been broken up by the Cola invasions, inasmuch

as we find from the Kauthem plates’ of ^aka-samvat 930

or 931 (probably October, a. c. 1009), that Satya-

sraya’s nephew, Vikramaditya V, was on the throne at the

time and it is not unlikely that VikramSditya’s father

Dasavarman or Yasovarman had ruled for a short while

before him. “The records do not state any history in connec-

tion with these two princes”,’ and it is apparent that they

were not particularly remarkable or powerful. It is evident,

therefore, that Satyasraya died shortly after his victory and

was followed by weak successors, so that once the powerful

personality of Irivabedahga (a wonder among those who
pierce their foes)’ Saty&sraya was removed, Ma^delika,

1 Hultzsch, South Indian Inscriptions, vol. I, p. 41 j vol. II, p.

13. Fleet, Can, Dyn., Bom. Gaz., vol. l, pt. ii, p. 433.

2 ‘Fleet, of. ctt., pp. 433, 435 (note 6), 564 (note 2).

3 Ktelhorn, List of Southern Inscriptions, no. 150, p. 27 ;
Ind,

Ant., vol. X'^i, p. 15 ; Fleet, op. cit., p» 434.

4 Fleet, op. cit., pp. 434-5* 5 Ibid., p. 432.
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todk advantage of the unsettled condition into
wbigh the Clftukya empire had been thrown by the Cola
invasions, and of the immediately lollowiug death of SatyS-
iray», to throw off his allegiance to the Cslukyas and set
himself up as an independent king. But again, there is an
anomaly. Thougju there is no mention ot any paramo^at
sovereign in our grant yet we read after the verse describing

Rattaraja himself— tosya Mahama^^alika-sriSai^ryarajfi-
rdjye (lines 32-33). Who is here referred to by tasya ? It is

apparently an error of the officer who drew up the record and
it seems that while copying from similiar previous records in

the royal archives, he inadvertently took in the word tasya

usually put after the name of the paramount sovereign

losing sight of the fact that no such sovereign Jiad been

mentioned in the document ; that this officer was not a

careful writer is amply proved by the innumerable inaocura*

cies of grammar and language already referred to before.

The title MahAmay^Uka had evidently been won by Ratta*

rSja since the Kharepatan plates where he is simply a

Man^alika and it was retained by him as a distinctive

designation by which he had come to be familiarly known
even when he threw off his allegiance to the Cftlukyas. It

is also possible that though RattarSja had practically thrown
off the Calukya yoke he did not venture yet to assume the

full title of an independent king. We may also observe

here that RattarSja’s minister for war and peace who in the

Kharepatan inscription was simply Sandhivigrahika Devapdla
has now the epithet MahSriH added on to his designation

and his name ^as grown from sim pie Devapdla into Deva-
pdldrya (lin^ 93-95). All these things go to prove that

RattarSja's position had improved since he made the grant

in 930 S, S. (expired).

That our king had acquired power and territOfjT^incq hie

esnrlier grant also appears from the fact that in our plates he

addresses himself to the people of Nagara-Sa^jamdna of

•w^ich there is no mention in the dormer, showing '.that |his

JUNE, 1928 2
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city came iato Kattara^a’s possession after 930 'S-

is the earliest mention so far known of this tiwn, the [^tna*

tion of which has been much discussed ; it has been identi-

6ed by Dr. J. J. Modi, though on very doubtful grounds,

with Samjan, a place near the sea about 90 miles north of

Bombay^ ; we cannot believe t^at Bathp<raja*s dominions

extended so far north and think that HaujamSna has to be

looked for farther to the south.

The mention of HahjamSna here also proves that Ratta*

raja or his family did not long continue in possession of the

power of territories that be had won
;
because, only seven

years later {Saha Saitp.vat 939 expired)j we find ArikeiSarin

of the rival Silara stock of the Northern Konkana greeting

“all the holy men and others inhabiting the city of Hanja-

mana”^ and a similar expression is found associated with

subsequent rulers of that dynasty, as for example, in the

Bhandup plates of Cittarajadeva of ^aka Samvat 948 (ex*

pired)® and the Kharepatan plates of Anantapaladeva

dated ^aka Sqmvat 1016 (expired).^ On the other hand,

this expression is not found connected with those of the

northern SilSras who ruled before Arikesarin or before the

time of RattarSja, as for example, it does not occur in the

Bhadana plates of AparSjita (dated Saka Samvat 919 ex-

pired).* It is, therefore, evident, that HanjamSna and the

Southern Konkana were taken over by the Northern SilSra

family sometime between Saka Samvat 932 and 939 ; the

Southern Silftra family vanishes from sight from this period.

The grant was issued from Valipattana (lines 33-85), the

capital of the dynasty, which was a greats fortified town

I Dr. Fleet {InJ. Ant., igi 2, pp. 173-6) has summed up the dis-

cussion in.^. Ind., xil, pp. 258-9.

2* Asiatic Vi^earches, vol. r, p. 357 (fifth edition).

3 Ep, Ind., vol. xn,* p. 263.

4 Ind.^Ant., vol.
ft ( 1 880), p. 33

.

5 Eptind., vol. Ill, pp. 2'7i*ff.
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{ma^durga-Valiputtana) ioonded by one of his ancesbors,

DB^raiyara (^ 1 . 12, 13). The city ^appears to have been

on the sea but' its exact situation has remaified doubtful.^
•

From the copper-plate grant of Anantadeva of daka Saipvat

1016 (expired), Yalipattana appears to be iii the pcssession of

the North'Konkana SilSras :® this is an addi'-ional proof

•that the territories of the Southern SilSra dynasty passed

into the hands of the Northern family.

The proper object of the inscription is then detailed up

to line 65 . Rattaraja announces his gift to the people of the

five great monasteries, of all places of abode® and of the

city of HafijamSna and also the chief officers of the crown ;

when nine centuries of years increased by thirty-two (982)

had expired since the time of the Saka-king in the Jovian year

called - SadhSratta, on Sunday, the date of the UttarSya^a

SatnkrSnti, at the Pratipada or the first tithi of the dark half

of the month of Pau^a (24th December, 1010 a.c.*), Ra(taraja

who is adorned with all the kingly attributes, takes water into

his own hands and makes certain gifts
;
the language in this

portion of the inscription is very corrupt ;
there is a mixture

of Sanskrit and the vernacular, and the grammatical construc-

tion is very faulty besides, certain words here, including

the details of the land given, have been lost owing to the

corners of the second plate having been broken off. Two

1 K. T. Telang, Jnd. Ant., vol. ix, p. 38, note 47 ;
Kielhorn,

Ep. Ind., Ill, p. 294, note 6 and p. 295 and note 4.

2 Ind. Ant., IX, pp. 35, 38’

3 The word Sthana in the Bhadana grant of Aparajita {Ep. Ind.,

in, p. 269) hjs been translated by Dr. Kielhorn by “places of abode”

and I have taken
^
it here in a similar sense. But its use tlTere in the

phrase gramabhoktr-Samanta-Rajaputra - Purapati-tnvargga - Sthana-

prabhfti-pradhan-&pradKana-janan (Ep. Ind., in, seems to

show that it is used in a technical sense to desi|[nate, not a place, but

some official. ,

4 I am thankful to Mr. K, N. Dikshit who* has kindly calculated

’this Christian equivalent of the date in the inscription.
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gifts are recorded here ;^one of them is the gift of some laijd to

SaAkamaiya, the son of the Braihmana‘Sencihai (i.e., BrShm/iigLa-

senftpati or Brahmin general) Nagamaiya : the land giveij

to him is bounded on both sides by Japatanahhara^afva. The

other is the gift, as a Jlvaloka or means of livelihood, of a

garden of betel-nut trees^ to the grand-daughter of a

BrShmaija named Sarpjhaiya who was a resident of a*

hamlet situated to the west of the village of Agrar

hSrorPalaure the grandson of this man was Kuttivaraiya

whose wife {Brahmani) was named Chatavvaiya ;
the garden

of nut-trees was bounded on the east by a temple of stone

(pa^cMiadeuU)* ,
on the south by a.river, on the west by the

sea near BoribhathS, and on the north by Gacoma. The

villages and other places mentioned in this connection cannot

be identified on the maps. In lines 60-65, RattarSja urges

upon his successors, sons and grandsons, that this grant which

is well-defined as regards its boundaries should be preserved

intact free from all levies and taxes and that serious sin will

accrue to any forceful possession of it
;
then, in lines 65-76,

he quotes three of the usual verses setting forth the merits

of liberal gifts and the undesirability of revoking them. Next

(in lines 75-78), he threatens that if any one, even though

appealed to in tbe above fashion, be carried away by the

evil tendencies of tha Kali-age and violates the duties and

obligations, coming from olden times, then he will certainly

have to sufier in hell. In lines 79-84i, he again quotes two

of the usually repeated imprecatory verses setting forth the

1 The word in the text is Puga-sphcdl which ,is evidently an

error for Puga sthatl, a place having betel-nut trees.

2 Va^l in Marathi means a hamlet.

3 itself means a village granted to ’Brahmins for their

maintenancg^sp that the proper name of the village seems to have

been Palaure.

4 The word mighf also be read dehatl in which case it would

mean a st<ftie-barrier;,diR4«/5 properly means the lintel or the thresh-

hold.
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pi^shments in store for the person who interferes with such
grants in any way and then he proceeds to add that keeping
those words ot the sages in mind, all future kings should

aim at the acquisition of the merit of keeping up old giffe^

and should desist from staining themselves with the guilt of

revoking them. He again, in confirmation of the gift, re-

iterates, in lines 88-90, that he puts with his own hand

his proper signature and vouches for its genuine-

ness. The inscription then concludes (linos 90-92), as in the

Kharepatan plates, with a verse enumerating the requisites

of a valid grant and followed by a statement that it was

written by **Lokapa'>'ya,** the son of the glorious and great

minister of peace and war, the **MahasSndhivigrahika Deva-

pSla*\ This is the very same man who, as we have observed

before, wrote the Kharepatan plates. A line is added on the

reverse side of the third plate stating that this “tZSna-^^a”

or pdate of grant should not be stolen and this brings the

inscription to an end.

TEXT

First Plate

1. • Svasti [il]* Snr= api vipul — aptad* — abhima-

2. ta-devata-prasadena | Satpsara-sa-

3. ra-dharmma-kriyavatam® praninain sa-

1 There is a symbol at the beginning somewhat resembling the

one in <the Kharepatan plates, but it is doubtful if it can be read for

vm as Dr. Kielhorn has done.

3 The verb Sptat with* Sri in the nominative case^Mt not give

cprrect grammatical construction.

3 The sign of uwwrvarrt in ir^vatanii is placed just, after, na of

prasadet$a in the preceding line and appears at^ first sight to make up a

visorga after it.
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4. tatam u’ Asld = Vidy5dhar=sAdh!fe

5. Garutinad=datta-jTVitah* Jxm^aketoh,

6. tputro nimna /imuiavahanah ii Tatah

7. SlLXRA-vamso=’bhut SlMHALA-ksmabhrtam vara-

8. h I Prabhuta-bhuta-saabhagya-bbagyavatns=tatra c=6-

9. rjjitah* ll Namna Sanaphullah * khyatah kr-

10. 9NAR2jA*prasadavan
| Samudra-tlra-SAHVZ*

11. nta-defia-satpsadhako nrpah* ll Tat>suto dharmma
12. ev=&bhan = namna Dhammiyarah parah ll Prata-

1 3. pavan = mahadurgga-VaUPATTANA-kft krtl

14. I Tasmad = AiyaparSJO = ’bhud = vijtglsu-

15. r = ’gunanvitah | Snatafi^CANDRAPUR-asanna-nS-

ld. likerambuna sa yah ll Babhuv=*AvA [SA*]’ RAS = ta-

17. smaii = nItiHSastrSrtha-tat[t*jvavit I Eka-ne-

18. tra^-pralagn4ri-kan<jaS->can4a-parakramah 11

19. Adityavarmma putr6=’bhut— tejas=Adityava-

20. t — tatah 1 Tasinad= AVASAR-iRyo= ’bhu* =[j*]jitari-

21. r=dharmmavane= nrpah ll CEMULYA-CANDRAPURA-ja

—

22. ksmS-bhrt-sahayya-karakat ‘ ® iTat6= ’bhQ-

X Metre Arya, but not quite regular. In the first line there are

only twenty-five matras or syllabic instants instead of at least twenty-

seven required by the rules. Taking svastt with the first line there

would be 27 matras, but it is separated from the verse by double marks

of punctuation.

2 Our text here is more correct than the Kharepatan plates

which read garuUna-datta-jlvitak,

3 The Kharepatan plates have bhagyavan~urffit-orfitah,

4 Our text shows clearly that the reading jhalaphulla by Pandit

Bal Gangadhar Sastri who had edited the Kharepatan inscription for

the first time in the Journal of the B, Br. of the R,A. Society, vol. i,

p. 209 ff., was wrong, and that Kielhorn’s reading Sanapkulla is correct.

5 The Kharepatan plates have SamsadAano ’bhavat,

6 There is no sign of r over gu in the Kharepatan plates.

7 The sa in the name Avasara has been omitted by an error of

the engravfif

8 Netra is quite clear here.

9 The IJ.h. inscription has Avasarojato,

10

The^Kh. plates ‘have sakayyam-adad-yah the change in our

text has made some improvement in the metre.
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23, d = lNDRARA(RX)fjA*]S = tyaga = bhogavan ati*

sundarah^ [il^]

Second Plate : Obverse

24. [Ta*] smat = prabliuta^bhagyo = *bhud Bill [vo Bhl*]-

2$, fnabha-\^ikramah | Tejasa Rahu fva*]

26. d =grasta-candramandala-ujjvalah 11 Ta-

37. taS-«c=AvASARO raja jato — 'tiba (va)-

28. vivekavan
| Prajfiah prajnah patuh

29. su (4u) ro dhirah parama-rupavan* | Ratta-

30. nam=Abhavat= tasmad = raja punyavatam %ra-

31. rah I Nitijno niti-i§astr=Artha-vrddha*

32. sevi jitendriyah li Tasya mahamancja-

33. lika-firl-RATTARYA-raja-rajye 1 Candra«

34. rkka-pravarddhamane pujye 6rl-VALlPATTA-

35. NE II Pafica-maha-matlia-sth5na-nagara-HA-

36. RjAMANA^-pradhantoatya-varggah sarpvi-

37. ditam (tah)* I) Saka-NrPA-KAL-ITITA-SA-

38. MVATSARA«-NAVASATE§U DVaTRIN (m) 6ad- adui-

39. KEfV s=ANKATO= *PI 932 SiDHXRANA-SA-
40. [MVA] TSAR® = INTARGATA-PUSYA-VAHULA-PRATI-

1 The Kh. plates have for this line tato-bhavad^Indrarajas-tyagor

bhog-dtisundarah
;

in our text bhoga has been improved into bhogavan^

but on the other hand, the name of Indrara/a has been contracted

into Indrara for the exigencies of metre
;
another syllable has been

saved by substituting abhnt for abhavat,

2 This line stands as Prd/Hdh prUjUa^fan^avasah mrah parmna^

rupavan in the Kh, plates.

3 The name of this city is spelt Hanyamana in the Thana plates

of ArikeSarin (i$aka Samvat 939), Hamyamana in the Bhandup plates

of Cittarajadeva (Saka Sarnvat 948) and Havfyjamana in the Kharc-

patan plates of Anantapaladeva (Saka Samvat 1016}. For Veferences

see ante,

4 We expect here a*phrase like astu vah Sarr^vi^fpam.

;

insteadt

we have a confusion of two constructions.

5 Read Sarrhvatsara,

6 Read Samvatsara. ^aka Sarnvat 930 in Ihe Kharcj^tan inscrip-

• tion was a KUaka-samvatsara as we Save it there
;
this is the fprty-
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41. PAW RAVI-ViRB UTTARiYA^tA-SAMKRl-

42. NTAU samasta-raj'=*&vall-samala6kr-

43. tall (ta)-6tI-RATTARXjENA sva-hastena hast-d-

4t. dakatn krtva Vra(Bra)hmaga-3enavat’-NiGA-

45. MAIYA-SUta-SANKAMAIYASYA KALVILA-

46. *BHAKTA-grain&d—V5iDgana*-k^etra-*

Second Plate : "Reverae

47,
• • s = tasy =Abhidhanam I JaVALE * * *

48. *
II Ca ValothI* atra ubhayata-

49* [h*J II jAPATANABHARisATVA*-marya-
'

50. dah I Anyac-ca | AgrahIra-Palau-

51. RB-^ramat pasciinayam-^AvA^l nama

52. va<jl tatra Samjhaiya nama Vra (Bra)hmanas*ta-

53. sya napta Kumvaraivasya* ca ChIthavvaiya-

54. nama* Vra (Bra)ha)aoi tena ca^ svaklya-na*

second year in the Jovian cycle of sixty years
;
the forty-third year

(6. S. 931) would be named Saumya, and the designation SSJASrana

for the next following year, ^aka Samvat 932 of our plates, is in accord

with the usual nomenclature.

1 Senavai is the proper Prak{-t form of Sanskrit Seuapati and

apparently the Brahma^a Nagamaiya was a general. The sign of

5 in »a is very clear on the plate, otherwise we might read the word as

Sentxvai or Stnavi, the designation of a well-known class of Brahmins

in the Bombay Presidency.

2 VSnt^atta may be an amplification of Vangi which in Mar§(hi

oieans a brinjal or egg-plant.

3 Both the upper corners of this plate have got broken off, so that

several letters have been entirely lost. Voltik% in line 48 is evidently

the same' as the Mara(hi word Valathi, i,e., the land as it rises from

the coast towards the foot of the Sahyadri range'opposed to Khalati,

the descending^untry (Molesworth—Marathi English Dictionary).

4 *The word may be read Jayatanorbkaragatva,

5 Read naptuh Kwnvariyasya.

6 Read nSmnl. .

7 The 'sentence beginning u^itb l^na ca is very corrupt.
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iS. ptika anunasvarupcna simSra-

§6. saha puga-^phall' jivaloko datta- -

57- s= tasya maryyada I Purwatah pasa(sa)na-de-*

58. iill* Daksinata* nadi I Pascimatah

59. Boribhatha^-samipa-samudrah I Uttara-

6a tah(to) Gacoma I Iti s|pprasiddha-maryya-

61. da(da)-vi8t’ddhah firl-RATTARiJA-putra-pautrai-

62. [r*] == etac= ca putra-pautrebhyah namasya-rupe

63. na sarvva-pariharam pratipalaniyam |

64. Etad = apaharane mahan = dosah sampadya-

65. te II Uktafi = ca tnunibhih* 1 Yam = ha datta*

66. ni pura narendrair = danani dharmm — Artl'.a-ya-

67. Saskarani I Nirmalya-vantah (nta)-prati-

68. mani tani ko nama sadhuh punar=*a-

69. dadita II Va (Ba) hubhir = vasudha bhukta r [a*]-

70. [ja***] bhih Sagarddibhih I Yasya ya[sya*]

Third Plate : Obverse

71. [ya*] da bhiiniis = tasya tasya tada phala [m II*]

72. [Sa*] manyfi-Vam dharmma-setur = nrpanam
|
[Kii*}

73. le kale palaniyo bhavadbhih | Sa-

74. rv5n =etan = bhavinah parthivendran ~ bhu-

75. yo bhuyo yacate Ramabhadrah ||
yas = tv = e-

76. vam = abhyarthito - ’pi KaJikala-gupita*-mana-

77. skah puratana'dharmma-daya-luptini karisya-

78. ti sa eva niraya-phalam = anubhavisyati

79. II Uktan = ca | Sva-dattani paradattam va yo ha-

80. reta vasundharatn | sasjir (tim) = varsa-sahasrani

I Read pugasthall. 2 This may be read as dehah.

3 R^ad dak^inato,

4 This means •the sea below the low-water mark at the mouth

of a creek.

5 These benedictive and imprecatory verses Vith some' addi-

tional ones, and a few immaterial changes, occuY also in the Kharepatan

plates.

^
6 Muqita in the Kharepatan platesr

i.aQ.i juNB> 1928 3
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81. vigJhaySm sa kfmir = bhavet II Sa^Jir (tiip)= var9a-

82. sahasraQi svargge bhfimidah n

83. Acchetta c = toumanta* ca tany = eva narakam t

84. vrajet 11 Iti muni-vacanany = avadharya

85. I Samast — /^ami-ntpatibhih palana-^dha-

86. rmma-phala-lobba eva karanlyaj} | Na pa-

87. nas= tal-Iopa*kalanka-parair ^bbhavitavyam 11

88. Yatha c = aitad =evam I ^rl-RATTARXjAH sva-ha-

89. ste svahastam — aropayati svahastd = ’y^^P n)a<na

go. 6rl RattarXjasya | Mudra-Suddham kriya-su-

91. ddham bhukti-Suddhatp sacihnakam I Raja-sva-

92. hasta*§uddhatn tu duddhim = ayati SSsanam |

93. Sandhi-vigrahika-^rl-DevapalArya-

94. sutena Loka [pa] rya-namna Hkhita-

95. [ni = ida*]* ni = iti nia[mgalam*]* maha-srih 11*

Third PkUe : Beverse

96. Alain haragena dana-pata (sya*)*

Haran Chandra Chakladar

1 The plate here is broken.

2 ThQ.letters have worn away. Our
, reading of b

only a guess.

3 There is a symbol like a circle at the end.

4 This 'appeal ag^ainst the stealing of the plates is rather

peculiar.



Vasubandhu and the V^avidhi

In a well-known arfcicl^^ Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyahhnsana

expressed the view that Uddyotakara, the famous NySya
commentator, knew the VSidany^ya of Dharmakirti which

he cited in his NySyat^rUika on i, 1, 88 as Vadavidhi. He
reinforced this view by holding that Uddyubakara knew also

the VSdavidhanaflkS, which he cites (o". i, 1, 38 and 41) in

respect of the definition of pahya and vSda respectively,

and that the Tibetan translation of the VadanySyafikd of

Vinitadeva proves to contain passages substantially identical

with those cited by Uddyotakara. The result of this argu-

ment is, of course, important in that it establishes, when

taken in conjunction with the fact that Uddyotakara seems

to be known to Dharmakirti, the contemporaneity of the two

writers, who may be referred to in immediate proximity in

a pun of Subandhu’s in his Vasavadatta.*

To this view exception is taken in an interesting article^

by H. R. Rangaswainy Iyengar, who contends that the refer-

ence to the Vadavidhi is to a work by the well-known Vasu-

bandhu. He holds that the difference of name, Vsdavidhi

and Vadany&ya, tells strongly against the identification, but

this can hardly be deemed a conclusive ground ; there are

far too many cases known in which works bear more than

one title, and apart from that, even in modern days of libraries

and easy access to titles, errors in citation of books by name

are not rare. Nor can we say that the definition of pratij^

cited from the Vadavidhi *‘bears only a semblance o^ similar*

ity to that given.by Dharmakirti in his Vudxhnydya'* As the

author himself proceeds to show, a literal rendering of the

Tibetan gives us the words pratijnd oa sSdhySbhldhSnat whidi

1 JRAS., 1914, pp. 6ci*6. 2 Keith, JRAS., 1914. PP. »*02 f.

3 JBORS« xii. $87*91.
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lor all purposes is identical with the sadhyabhidha/iairi

pratijm of the citation from the Vadavidhi. It appears,

therefore, that the attempt to disprove the reference

to the VadanyAya is inadequate. Mr. Iyengar adduces

as a further argument the fact that on this identification

of the Vadavidhi, the Vadavidhanatika must be identified

with the work of Vinitadeva, which is objectionable on the

'

score of the late date of that author. He seems not to

know that Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana definitely

accepted tliis identification and supported it by citation

of the Tibetan renderings in the Vddanydyatlka

;

this is

doubtless due to the fact that this point is passed over in the

Sistory of Indian Logic and is only set out in the article in

the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, As a matter of

fact, we are not in a position definitely to determine the date

of Vinitadeva from any external evidence ; that brought

forward in the Sistory of Indian Logic (p. 320)
claiins no

special value, and before the theory of the use of Vinitadeva

by Uddyotakara can be definitely disposed of, it will be

necessary to deal with the two citations which Dr. Vidya-

bhusana claimed to identify. It must be added that it can

liardly be doubted that the Vadavidh anailka must be intend-

ed to be a comment on the Vadavidhi, a point which illus-

trates the fact that slight variants of name without essen-

tial change of sense may be taken for legitimate in Indian

works.

Mr. lyenger’s own view would see in the V&davidhi a

work of Vasbandhu ; on the question of the Vadavidhanatika

he is silent, though obviously it is not advisa ble to seek to

separate the two issues ; his position would have been enor-

mously strengthened had he been able to point to a <iommen*

tary on the Vadavidhi of Vasubandhu which was referred

to by Uddyotakara. Moreover it must be admitted that,

as the author very fairly points out, the Tibetan title of the

work whifih he ha^ adduced would normally and properly

he rendered VMasiddhi, #hich is by,np mean^ the ^me as
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VSdftvidhi, and that tho rendering Vadavidhi rests on the

trasslatiou of the Chinese title Bo'nhi of a work of Yasu-

bandha as V%davidhi. Bat, this apart, the evidence on

which the claim is made that Vasabandhu's work is .referred

to is wholly indirect. Mr. Iyengar has not adduced any

definition of pratijM ascribed to Vasubandhn’s Vadavidhi

(Vadasiddhi) ; on the contrary, all that he can point out is

that Uddyotakara criticises two definitions of 'pratyah^a and

anutmna, which are apparently the same those criticisud

by DignSga in his Prammiasamuccaya (to judge frOra the

Tibetan version), and the comment on that work ascribes them

to the Vadavidhi, without naming any author. On the

other hand, VSeaspati in the case of the definition of pratya-

ksa ascribes it to Vasubandhu. The argument, therefore,

is : Uddyotakara cites a definition of pratijm from a Vador

vidhi
;
he deals with definitions of pratyak^a and anunmna,

which appear apparently in the same shape in the Tibetan

version of the Prarmmsamuccaya and by its comment are

ascribed to a Vadasiddhi or possibly Vadavidhi, and one of

these definitions is definitely ascribed to Vasubandhu by

Vacaspati ; therefore “we can safely conclude” that the

Vadavidhi referred to by Uddyotakara is the work of Vasu-

bandhu. There are, it is clear, far too many gaps in this

reasoning, and nothing convincing can be adduced unless

and until the question of the Vadavidhanailka is faced at

the same time.

When we consider that text difEculties do not lessen. The

theory of Dr. Vidyabhusaua is clear, and is supported by

the passages which he cites from the Vadanydyat%M, which

has definitions of pakfa and of vada corresponding^to those

ascribed absolutely clearly in the first case, and with much

probability in the second, to the Vadavidhanaftka. Other

authorities do not recognise that the second reference is to

that work, but unquestionably, as will be shown below, that

is a legitimate inference from the discussion, and it is very

greatly strengthened, by the cdinoidence of the bcourr^nce
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of the passage io the V&danyQya^iha. As regards the -first

passage, there is aa interesting suggestion by Dr. Randle

in his Fragnien/ls from Dmn^a that the author may be

Dignftga ; unfortunately he does not appear to know the

article in the Journal the Moyal Asiatic Society. The
position would then be that Vasubandhu wrote the VHdct^

viJhi, and that DignSga corrected it in the VadavidhSnatikH,

and this view would, of course, have the great advantage

over that of Mr, Iyengar in that it would solve the whole

problem and not leave it but half answered. It is, therefore,

desirable to submit this theory to a critical investigation as

far as our scanty sources permit.

There is, of course, one strong objection to any such view,

viz., the absence of any evidence of the writing by DignSga

of a commentary on the T'adavidhi of Vasubandhu, assuming

that Vasubandhu did write a treatise of that name. This

point is not absolutely decisive, but it prevents us feeling any

certainty regarding the proposed explanation, even if other

matters did not tell against it. Nor is the rest of the evid-

ence satisfactory. Dr. Ganganath Jha^ holds that the Vada-

vidhi referred to by Uddyotakara is a work of Subandhu,

and he finds another reference to it in the NySyavSrttika

(p. 157, line 17) by reading there 6Sstratvena oa vadavidhan-

am ahhyupagamyate for the vSdahhidhanam of the recorded

text. The amendment may be tempting, but it is clearly

illegitimate, for as Dr. Randle (p. 55, n. 2) admits, the accept-

ed text makes sense, and, it may be added, the corruption

supposed has no obvious explanation, so that on any sound

principle of textual criticism this passage must be ignored

in this opnnection. The ground for ascribing the Vsdavidki

to Subandhu is thus gravely impugned, for its justification

rested (lion the fact that VScaspati {p. 218, line 9) ascribes

the definition bfvSia given by Uddyotakaia (p. 151, line 20) to

Subandhu {Scmbandhetvafu lakeoffam) and (2) on the amendment

I Sec his translation, i, 441 and 454 notes.
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of i;&dabhidhSnam to v&davtdMnam, If this conjeotore b«

laid'aside, as it most properly be, the lisoriptioD to Subaodbu

of the Vad<m€M is purely conjeotura). More6ver, as against

Dr. Ganganatb Jha’s view mast be set the fact that he uoi^^jSo*

tures^ that the definition of ftah^a given in thr' Ny&yivoSirU-

ika (p. 116, line 14) as 'yab sadhagitwn that of

Sabandhu. But the V&davidhanniiJ^^ as cited by Uddyct^

takara, is absolutely clear in indicating that the word

was contained in the definition which it defended, and, there*

fore, it is most improbable that Subandbo. was the author

of the V^Sdavidhi, if Dr. Ganganath Jha’s ascription of the

definition without svayam to him is correct. It must be

added that there seems no ground for the ascription.

But one fact emerges from this mass of conjectures.

VScaspati' definitely refers to Subandhu the definition of

vSdci cited anonymously in XJddyotakara (p. 151), but by

Dr. Vidyabhusana ascribed to the VadavidhSuaflka and

identified with a passage in the Vadanpayati&a in its Tibetan

rendering. On this identification one doubt presents itself,

which should be noted ; XJddyotakara (p. 124, line 9) has

an almost identical definition of rSdo, in which staparapa^a-

siddhyasiddhyartham in p. 161 is replaced by svaparapak^a-

yoh siddhyadddhyartham. It is just possible that the Tibetan

rendering could be made applicable to this definition of p,

124 as opposed to that of p. 151, and it may be argued that

the occurrence of the phrase at p. 124, in comparatively close

proximity to the citation of the Vadavidhamtika at p. 120,

is in favour of the view that the citation at p. 124 rather

than that at p. 151 is from that work. However that may

be, and it may be presumed that Dr. Vidyabhusana ^decided

against •this possiblity, though he does not mention the point,

• tiiere remains the question of who Sabandhu was. Both

Dr. Ganganath Jha* and Dr. Vidyabhusantw* identify, him

, 1
, 331 . 2 i, 441 ;

but compare*!, 394*

3 History of Indian Logic, p. ,128.
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with Vasubandhu, the former, it is true, with some hesita-
*

tion. Dr. Handle^ holds that the reasonable supposition

is that *‘in these passages (i.e. th ose in which ^uhandhavaip,

lakfatiam is referred to) YScaspati abbreviates Yasubandhu

to Subandhu, just as he invariably speaks of Dbarmakirti

as Kirti”. The parallelism is notf complete, for admittedly

YScaspati (p. 99, line 18) cites as Vasvhandhavam pratyak^a-

lakfotfom the definition of pratyak^a given in the Nydya-

x^Mtika (p. 42, line 15), and the question, therefore, arises

why in certain cases he should use an abbreviated form.

But far more serious is the character of the abbreviated form.

That Kirti should be used for Dharmaklrti, or Hari for

Bhartfhari, or Siipha for Yikramasimha or Gupta for

Candragupta, and so forth is obvious and natural, but that

without reason a man’s name should be reduced from Yasu-

bandhu to Subandhu is extremely hard to credit, and indeed

may be dismissed as out of the question. It remains only

for those who hold this view to suggest not an abbreviation

but a variant name, and it is, to be frank, extremely im-

plausible to urge that the same author should in the same

work use the regular name of a famous author, and also a

name which never is elsewhere applied to him, and which,

it must be added, is not equivalent in sense.

It must, accordingly, in my opinion be admitted that

the evidence is lamentably inadequate to overthrow the view

of Dr. Yidyabhusana. Unquestionably on chronological

grounds there is some reason to doubt the use by Uddyotakara

of Yinitadeva, but, if the matter is to be established in

any other sense than that adopted by Dr. Yidyabhusana, new

cividence must be adduced, and this note has been written

in order to indicate the lacunse in the existing evidence. It is

hardly necessary to add that no confirmation of the use of

Subandhu for Yasubandhu is to be found in Ydmana’s KavyS^

lavpMraat^ravfUi (iik 2, 2). If we wish to find Yasubandhu,

1 Fragments from Di'Aniga* p. 36.
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thete we have simply to alter the ca before Suhandhu into va,

whereas no such correction is possible in any of the passages

where Vscaapati refers to Subandhu^ or SaiAandhavatu
nam.

It may farther be concluded that we have no adequate

evidence for the identification of Subandhu with Vasub«ndha,
a result which is of importance because, apert fr'>m this

identification, Vasubandhu, according to our present knowledge

plays a much less prominent part in the (,"rly history o*^

Buddhist logic thau would be the case if we could securely*

assign to him the V&d<xvidln, the definition of vada, and

prattfna, and assume that he was a predecessor of Dignaga

in his criticism of the views of proposition, reason and exempli*

fication given in the Nyayasvira. All these things may
be true, but for the time being they are conjectures, which do

not square with the scanty evidence actually available.

We do know his definition of perception, and frankly it cannot

be said to reveal him as a profound logician. DignSga

seems to record that he did not specialise in this topic, though

he may largely have inspired that acute logician. Professor

Stcherbatsky’s suggestion* that he may have adumbrated

the doctrine of the aflSnity of perception to inference, and so

have evoked the polemic of the NydyasiUra (ii, 1, 30), can

hardly be regarded as convincing
;
assuming that the passage

in question formed part of the original text, there is

nothing whatever to induce us to fix on the exact form of the

doctrine against which the Nyaya contended. There was

unquestionably in ancient India a vast activity of thought

which is only hinted at in the tantalising brevity and obscurity

of the Sutras of the philosophic schools, and we run, serious

risks of*raisconstrjiiDg the facts if we seek unduly to simplify

the history of thought.

.

A. BxRBin>if[.E Keiis

I p. 205, line 26. 2 fj^agmentsfrom Dmtiagafyp, 27, 28.

3 La thSorie de la connaissance et df la logiqite che* Us ^ouddhtsUs

tdrdifs, p. 197, 3 - Fw Dignaga's view, ibid., p.

JUNE, 1928 4



The Study of Ancient Indian Geography

For an intelligent study of the history of any country,

a thorough knowledge of its geography is indispensable. It

is impossible, for the student to follow the course of events

unless he has accurate information about the precise location

of the various places which figure prominently in the narra-

tive. Besides, no scientific historian of a country can

overlook the immense influence which its physical features

ezeroise over the character of its people and their political

destiny. If the above remarks are applicable to modern

history, they apply with still greater force to the ancient

hiistory of a country like India with its references to tribes,

territories, rivers, mountains and cities whose names have long

passed out of current use. Indeed, in the case of India it

is not merely the political historian who finds a knowledge

of geography to be absolutely essential. The student of

social history who reads about the distinctive usages of

Udleya, Bi9t<*de6a and JDak?it}apatka in the Dharma Sutras

will find it difficult to follow the text unless he knows tlie

exact signification of those terms. The student of literary

history must learn to distinguish between Oau4a and Vidar-

bha, MdJiMr&^tra and iSurasena, to name only a few provinces

which gave their names to distinct styles of poetic compo-

sition and different kinds of popular speech. More than the

political, social and literary historian, the student of religion

and mythology will feel at every step the need of a thorough

aoquiantanoe with the divine rivers and mountains which

receive to this day the homage of the faithful, aflld fJiose

Bharmavk^etras and Funya-sthftnas \vhich even now attract

pilgrims frond the remotest corners of the country. A know-

ledge of s^ace, no les& than that of time, of geography ho

less than that of chronology, is an indispensable prerequisite

of a serious historical study. It is, therefore, needless to
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emj^hasue the necessity ot the study of the historioal geo*

gr%phy of Ancient India.

The originiil materials for the study of hndeat . Indian

geography are supplied principally from the following

sources

(1) Indigenous texts’on geography.

(2) Incidental references extracted from Indian works

of a nou'geographioal character.

(8) Inscriptions and coins.

(4) Foreign accounts.

(1) Independent Indian treatises dealing with geogra-

phy are by no means common. A list of such works is given

by Mr. S. N. Majumdar Sastri in the Indian Antiquary, 1921,

p. 123. But they have not been sufficiently examined and

it is difficult to say how many of them may be accepted as

genuine. Oom positions of a geographical character are, however,

not unoften found embedded in the religious, legendary and

astrological literature of ancient India. One of the earliest

and most remarkable compositions of this type is the famous

river hymn of the Kgveda (x, 75). Not less remarkable

are the sections of the Atharvaveda (xix, 17, 1-9) and the

Aitareya BrShmaua (viii, 14) referring to the five-fold divi-

sion of India. Fuller details are given in the two great epics,

each of which contains a number of chapters which give a

fairly accurate description of India with its territorial divi-

sions. In the BsmSya^ic account, for instance, of the search

parties of monkeys sent in quest of Sitft, given in four cantos

(40—48) of the Ki^kindhya karida, we have a detailed survey

of the tribes, rivers, towns and hermitages of the five great

regions of India. In the Digvijaya and TirthayMra sections

of the sister epic we have details of a similar character. More

professedly geographical are the Jambukhat^avinirmStfa

Parva (Mbh., vi, 5-9) of the MahSbhftrata and the corre^nd-

ihg sections of the PurS^as and the BAvyamImftmsa styled

Jambitdvip(»Vi%riy;tna, Bhuvanorko^a, or Bhuoana-vinySta and

Beiavibhiga. Of the same type hut of inferior value, is the
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KHrma-vihhi^a or' KUrma-niveSa section of FurSQ.io And

astrological works like the Mfirkaud^ya ParS^a (ch. 58), the

Brhat'SaiphitS hnd the FarS^ara Tantra.

As pointed out by Pargiter (J.S,.A.S., 1894, p. 281) “there

is plenty of the fabulous in Hindu geography, but it is confined,

as a rule, to outside lands and the allusions to purely Indian

topography are generally sober.” The most serious difficulty

in the way of utilising the Epic and FurSigii<2 accounts is the

corruption of the texts. About a thousand years ago Al-

beruni complained (i, 238) “Such is the custom of the copy-

ists and scribes in every nation. I cannot declare the

students of the PurSnas to be free from it, for they are not

men of exact learning.'^ The Brhat-samhitS is undoubtedly

more free from textual corruption. The section called

Kurma-vihhiaga correctly mentions Mekalambaftha and

4rotkala while the corresponding passage of the Marka^dey^

PurSi^ has Mehhalamu^ia and Purtiothata,. But, as pointed

out by Fleet, the Kfirma-vibhaga list “does not furnish

materials for preparing an accurate map of ancient India.

Mistakes in details can easily be shown, e.g. though Yaraha-

mihira places Kaccha and Qirinagara both in the southern

division, he locates Haivataka in the south-west; whereas

this mountain is quite close to Girinagara (Junagadh) and

the GirnSr mountain and is considerably to the south of

Cutch,”

Descriptions of India, and parbiculary of its central region,

are also found in Buddhist literature. Of a slightly diffferent

character is the Jaina account of “Milikka” and “Ariya”

lands found in the FannavanS and other UpSiigas (cf. the

MSrkaudeya passage 57, 15 “Tair vimi4rS janapadS

mlecchS^cSrySs ca bh&gasa^”). The name of the^ sixth

UpSAga called Jambuddvivapannatti, however, reminds us

of the. of the BrShmaAical texts.

(2) Besides long texts of a decidedly geographical cha-

racter, Indian literature, both religious and secular, contains

numerous isolated refereaoes to countries and cities, rivers and,
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mountains, forests and deserts “which collectively ainoaut to

a considerable addition to geographical knowledge.*’ Of

special value are the references in the JStakas, the Yinaya

texts,'the Afiguttara Nikftya, the Sutta NipSta, the .MahS-

govinda Suttanta, the Dhaminapada commentary, the Faru*

mattha JotikS, the DivySvadSna, the Mahavastu, tho Jaina

•Satras, the early Tamil poems, the grammatical works ot

FSuini, Patahjali and Kramadlsvara, the KSvyas of KslidSsa

and DapdiU) Dharmasatra of BodhSyana, the Dharma
dAstra of Manu, the ArthasSstra of Kautilya, the Kftma-

^Astra of YAtsyAyana, NAtyaiSAstra of Bharata, the SiddliAnta-

siromai;^! of BhAskara and the RAjatarahgi^I of EalhaQa.

Important information is also given in lexicographies like

the Amarakosa, the AbhidhAnaointAma^i and the Abhi*

dhAnappadipikA.

(3) Inscriptions and coins constitute the third class of

materials for ancient Indian geography. They are hardly

loss important to the student of Indian geography than to

the student of Indian history. They not only afford us

glimpses of the historical map of India in definite epochs,

but supplement the information and advance the knowledge

derived from literary sources. Who would ever have

heard of the kingdoms of Satiyaputra and PavAka, and the

province of YArakamaufiala, but for the inscriptions of Asoka

and Samudragupta and the copper-plate grants of DharmA-

ditya, Gopacandra and SamAcAradeva ? Who would, again,

have perceived the intimate connection between the city

of MadhyamikA and the country of the 6ibis but for certain

coins discovered near Chitor ?

(4) We now turn to the fourth and last class of materials

viz. foreign accoi^nts. Yaluable information about India

fs given by numerous tr^yellers, historians, geographers and

even rulers of foreign nationalities. The name Hindu (Hfdu)

for* instance is first met with in an ineloription of^a foreign

potentate whose dominions extended from .the Indus to the

.^gean. If we omit the obscure references to Ophir and
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Sophir (Sovira or Sauvira ?) in the Bible, the Persians; are

the earliest foreign people to leave an account of Indio.

Mention is made of this country and some of its rivers and

provinces in the AvestS and the inscriptions of Darias, the

potentate to whom we have just referred.

The next foreign people who wrote about India are the

Greeks. Writers of this nationality are valuable guides for

'

a period covering about seven centuries from the time of

Hekataios to that of Klaudios Ftolemaios. The officers of

Alexander and his Seleukidan successors in particular have

done much to illumine the darkness enveloping the ancient

geography of Northern India, and particularly of the Land

of the Five Rivers, the scene of the exploits of 'Philip’s war-

like son* and his Syrian and Bactriau successors. The

Romans and their Greek subjects in Egypt who navigated

the Indian ocean and maintained commercial or diplomatic

relations with this country in the early centuries of the

Christian era, throw much light on the topography of the

Western seaboard and the land of pepper, pearls and beryls

in the Far South. The most valuable additions to our

knowledge are made by the author of the Periplus of the

Erythraean Sea and the Christian monk of Alexandria who

bore the name of Kosmos Indikopleustes. The store of

information gathered by the mariners of the period was

evidently- utilised by Strabo, Pliny and the compiler of the

Peutingerian Tables.

But it is to the Chinese pilgrims, and particularly to

Fa B[ien, Song-yun, Yuan Chwang and I-tsing, that we

are indebted for the most detailed information about the

historic sites of the Indian interior and the countries under

its cultural sway. It is a just observation of Cunningham

that the pilgrimage of Yuan Chwang "forms an epoch of as

mu6h interest * and importance for the ancient history and

geography of ludU, as the expedition of Alexander the

Great.”

The * last notable Chiaeae pilgrim to visit Indk was
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U-k^ng who traTolled in tho eighiih oentary. It is fortunate

that the time when the light from the Chinose records began

to tail, light *was vonehsafed from another sonroe vis. the

narratives of Muslim writers. Almost every Muslim observer

from Sulaiman to Abul Fazl has something interesting to

say about the topography of ancient (and not metely of

• raediffiYal) India. The greatest cf the lelamto \%riter8 is

perliaps Al-beruni whose Tahqiq>i-Hind was written in lOaO

A.D. The account of Al-beruni is valuable not, only beoauso

it embodies the personal observations of an intelligent

foreigner who actually visited this country, but also because it

affords us a glimpse into the geographical texts of the PurSn is

available to him, which had already undergone much corrup-

tion in his day, i.e. as early as the eleventh century a.d.

The accounts of Muslim writers are supplemented by the

records of medieval European writers like Marco Polo. The
Tibetan chroniclers (cf. Antiquities of Indian Tibet, p. 64)

give little geographical information about the Indian interior

that is not available elsewhere.

The known date of most of the foreign writers makes

their evidences particularly interesting, and enables the geo-

grapher to note the changes in the map of India from age

to age. The most serious defect of the non-Indian accounts

is the distortion of names due either to the mis-hearing of

the Indian sounds or the various transcriptions through which

they have come down to us, which makes the work of iden-

tification particularly difficult. Another shortcoming which

is roost noticeable in the work of Klaudious Ptoleroaios is

tlie distortion of the shape of India. But this blemish must

be shared by those indigenous writers who likened India to

a lotus dlower or compared its shape to that of a KHrma or

tortoise.

A list of pioneers in the field of ancient Indian geogra-

phical studies is given by Mr. S. N; Majumdar iSfistrl in his

edition of Cunningham's great work (pp. xviif). Tlfe follow-

ing names deserve to be added to the list:—
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Edward Thomas, Weher, Btihlsr, Bargess, Al^bofcfa, H^idh,

Eteefc* Oldham, Bhys OavMa, Glerini, Steiq, S. L6vi, Fouohar,

Haltzsoh, Kanakasabhai Pillay, Meaon, A* Bartta, Nobin

Chandra Das and Manoinohan Chakravarfei.

,
H. C. Rat Chattdhuri

Eadha or the Ancient Ganga-rastra

III

Ancient GSngfe, therefore, could be nothing else than the

modern SaptagrRma.* Mr. Irving was nearer the mark than

any one else in his attempt to find out the posi-

m^ern^ tion of GRngfe. He says, “The town of Ganges,

Saptagri- situated at no great distance from Calcutta, was

a grand emporium for Bengal, but he does

not identify it with any place. SaptagrSraa, now called

Sfitgfton, is situated at a distance of two miles to the north

of the town of Hughli, and it satisfies the three conditions

mentioned above. It was situated on the Ganges at the

point from which the Sarasvatl and the YamunS branched

oft towards the south and the east respectively. The remains

of ancient SaptagrSma are still to bo found by the side of the

Ganges and on the east bank of the Sarasvatl, through which

once flowed the main stream of the Ganges.* Fragments

of vessels have from time to time been exhumed from the

silted-up bed of the Sarasvatl. Prom its very position

SaptagrSma was eminently fitted for its being a trade dis-

I JASB., 1910, pp. 614-616; Indian Antiquary, 1921 (S7« Early

Course oj tiu Ganges), pp. 16, 17.

I l^r. 1 rving’s Commerce of India, p. 8!4,

3 Renndl’s Memoir of a Map of Hindoostan, p. 57 (s^e S, v.

Siitgang): (he river Sarasvatl is not mentioned, but it is called the

‘‘Satgong river"
;
Imperial Qazetteer of India, vol. v, p. 480 ;

Calcutta

Review

^

vol. xxi, p. i8f; vol. vi, pp. 402, 403.
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tribujory and an emporinm of comnieroe. It roaitotained

its position “from the Paar&^io age to the beginning of the

sixteenth century” of the Christian era.^ It was situated

in Rsdha. It was “oncfe a royal city and emporiq.m of

trade.*® SaptagrSma means a cluster of seven villages
;

it

is therefore a description of the place and not a name. It

•had a name of course before it comprehended within its

boundaries seven villages, and it is reasonable to believe

that it could not have started all at once as n full-fledged

town comprising seven villages and covering an area of

fourteen miles.® The seven villages are Vasudevapura,

Vamlavati Krsp.apura, Nityanandapura, Sivapura, Samba-

chora and Baladghati.^ SaptagrSma, therefore, had origi-

nally a name, however humble it might have been, and that

name was GahgS, the GSng6 of the Periplus of the JSrythrcBan

Sea. Saptagrama was known to the Romans by the name of

Ganges Megia,^ and in Ganges "Regia was preserved the

ancient name of Saptagrama, the Gahga or “Gang6, the royal

residence” of Ptolemy. Regia means a “royal residence,

capital,” and Ganges Regia means '‘Gahga, the capital,”

the adjunct Regia being necessary to distinguish it from

“Gahga, the country” and ‘‘Gahga, the river,* as stated in

the Periplus. But it should be borne in mind that Ihe

Roman name of Ganges Regia does not refer to SStgaon,

as the seat of the Governors of Lower Bengal during the

early period of the Mahomedan rule, for the Romans carried

on a direct trade with India, as stated before, from the first

century A.O., long before the establishment of the Mahome-
dan rule in India

;
it refers only to GahgS as the capital

•

1 Imperial Gazetteer of India

^

vol. v, p. 481, S. v. Hugli River,

2 Asiatic Researches, vol, V
;
Calcutta Review, vol. xxi, p, 181,

The Grand Trunk Road—its Localities,

j SahityzLTpariqat Patrika^ vol. xv, p.^
Saptagrama by

Mr. R. D. Banerji.

4 JASB.i igiOt p. 615.

•5 Asiatic Researches, vol. V| p. 27^*

JUNE, 1928 5
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6f GaAgS-rSetra. Sir William Hunfcer also says, “SatgSon,

the ‘Ganges Regia’ or ancient royal port of Bengal,, lay

Upon its [Sarasvatl’s] bank a short distance from the TriveijI

There can be no doubt that for the same reason,

to avoid confusion, the town called GahgS was also called

Bandar^* or the "Port of Ganges,*’ or simply

*‘Bandar^‘ or the ‘‘Port,** and the title of “Royal port** that

was given to SaptagrSma was not a new distinction but a

legacy inherited from the ancient Ganga Bandar. The word
Bandar still exists in its corrupted form in Bandel^ which

is about a mile of the north of Hughli town. It formed a part

of ancient SaptagrSma. It contains a Roman Catholic

Church, the oldest Christian Church built in Bengal by a

Portuguese named Villalobos in 1597 A.o. SaptagrSma
was visited in the hey-day of its glory by Fredericke, who
in 1670 A.o. described it as a great centre of commerce.

Kavikahka^a, who wrote the Oaitdt in 1577, referring to

SaptagrSma, says that the merchants of KaliUga, TrailiUga,

Ahga, MahSrSstra, Guzerat, Utkal, Dravicja etc., and

many other countries come to SaptagrSma with merchandise,

but the SaptagrSma merchants never go out of their

town and they command the wealth of the world, and
also such comforts at home as are procurable in Paradise.®

The poet thus briefly but clearly described the opulence and
prosperity of SaptagrSma, and the amenities of life which
were enjoyed by its people. But the name of SaptagrSma
is not mentioned in any of the PurSuas. The name of

Trive^I, however, which is a quarter of SaptagrSma, is men-
tioned in the Bfhad-dhartna Pura^ it is also alluded to

in the PavanadUa^ which was written in the 12th century

:i Imperial Qasetter of India, vol. v, p; 481, s. v. HvgU River.

2 Ibid., vol. ii, p. j/.

3 S^^eUeutta Review, 1891, p. 374.

4 Bflmd-dharma Parana, Purvakha^d^i cb. 6.

5 Pavana-drUa, v, 33.
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A.o. The reason is obvious. In the eyes* of the philosophic

an4. religious Hiudus the sanctity of the name of Tiivei)!

was of far gfeater importance than the opulehoe and wealth
of SaptagrSma, the emporium of commerce. Triveol, which
means the “Three plaits” or the three rivers, Gahgft^

Yamuna and Sarasvatl, is the counter part of PraySga
or Allahabad in the East. In PraySga, the aforesaid three

rivers unite and flow together, and, therefore, it is called

YuUa-veril, In TrevenI, the rivers separate and flow in differ-

ent directions, and, therefore, according to Kaghunandana,^
it is called Daksina (or Southern) PraySga, and he explains

it as "MuJcta-vetil, celebrated as TrivenI in the southern coun-

try called Saptagrama.” Mukta-vetil means where the rivers

separate. Pliny® mentions Trivei^ as a great trading centre,

and says ' that ships assembled near the Godavari and sailed

to Trevenl. The Rev. J. Long also says, “Tribeni was for-

merly noted for its trade: Pliny mentions that the ships

assembling near the Godavari sailed from thence to capo

Falinurus, then to TentigalA opposite Fulta, then to Tribeni

and lastly to Patna. Ptolemy also notices Tribeni.”^ These

ships were evidently bound for SatgSon down the Sarasvatl,

as it was two miles from Trivenl. Mr. McOrindle while

commenting on the word Gange in Ptolamy’s Geography

of India says “another Gaug4 is mentioned by Artenidoros

above or to the N, W. of Polibothra, and this Welford

identifies with PraySga, i.e. Allahabad, but Groskurd with

Anupshahr.”* We accept the identification of Wilford in

preference to that of Groskurd, as, according to the PurSijias,

the Ganges is the most sacred in Pray&ga, and so the name

of Gangs must have been extended to the town of PraySga

1 Raghunandana’s Prayahcittatattva, Gaflga-mahatmya, p. loa

2 Pliny’s Natural History^ Bk. vi, ch. 19, translated by Phi^amon

Holland.

3 Calcutta Review

t

vol. vi, p. 408— ITAc Banks of the Bhagi^athx.

4 Indian Antiguary, 1884, p. 365.

.
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or Allahabad. This identification of the GlSoge of Artemi-

doros strongly supports our identification of the GSng^ of

INK)leroy with Saptagrama, the eastern quaVter of which

was Trivepi, which is called Dah%ii$a {Southern) PrayUga

where the two rivers Sarasvatl and YamunS separate from

the Ganges, which is, therefore, deemed here to be as sacred

as in Allahabad itself. At least this circumstance must

have greatly influenced the selection of the same name for the

*‘market-town” called GangS which afterwards came to be

known as SaptagrSma. Owing to its antiquity, opulence,

and reputation as an emporium of commerce, tradition

has sought to invest SaptagrSma with the dignity of

a pedigree town by ascribing its foundation to seven princes

of KSnyakubja or Kanouj, and by assenting that it was the

residence, and under the special protection, of the seven

Ksis who have given their names to the constellation called

Saptareimatf^la or the Great Bear which revolves

round Dhruva Nah^cUra or the Pole Star. The temple

of the ]l§is existed near the Trive^I-ghSt. Figures of

Buddha engraved on a slab of stone affixed to the base of

a pillar in a neighbouring mosque, and a broken statue of

P&rsvanhtha within the enclosure of Zaffar Khan’s tomb,

indicate that Trive^I also passed through the usual stages of

Jainism and Buddhism, There can be no reasonable doubt,

therefore, that ancient QSnge mentioned in the Periplus

and in Ptolemy’s Geography is the modern Saptagrama or

SStgSon in the district of Hughli. SStgSon declined when
the Sarasvatl became deteriorated, and its ruin was com-

pleted when Hughli was declared to be a royal port in

1632.^ It should be stated here that it was in Hughli that

the first* Bengali book was printed in 1778, and that book

was Halhed’s Grammar, the types of which were prepared

by Sir Cf. Wilkips himself.^

1 Calcutta Review,^!, vi, p. 404— The Banks oj^ the Bhag-%rathl.

2 vol. xiii, p. 433.
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The fourUi capital of BS^ha wa& BhilriSre^tha or

th^ modern Bharset, now an insignifioant village in the

sftb*division of ArSinbSgh in the district of

BhuriSres-

tha, the
capital of

Radha.

Hoghli. It was so celebrated that it gave its

name to a whole Pargana in that snb-division.

The PrabodKdcandrodaya-miaka, a uligioos

and philosophical play composed by Krsi^

Misra in the court of Kirtivarman of Bundulkhaud in the

latter half of the 11th century A.c. mentions that Rsdhn,

known also by the names of “RsdhS”* and “Rsdhaka,”*

was in the kingdom of Gauda, and in BSdha there was a

town called Bhilrisrestha
;
and it described Bsdha as a

country.® It appears that BMha appertained to the king-

dom of Gauda at the time of AdisUra, but after the death

of that monarch, Gauda was invaded and conquered by

Dbarma PSla, king of Magadha, in the first half of the 9th

century a.c., and AdisQra’s son Bhilsura was obliged to

take refuge in BSdha which, however, was not invaded or

subjugated by the PSla kings of Magadha. Rsdha con-

tinued to be an independent kingdom under the kings of

the ^Qra dynasty from Bhusara to Rauasara (called also

Anusura) for a period of over two hundred years from

the 9th century to the latter part of the 11th century

A.O.* That Radha was an independent kingdom in the 10th

centnry A.c. is confirmed by the Khajuraho inscription

which enumerated Radha as one of the independent king-

doms conquered by the Dhahga Deva, the Candrfttreya

(or Candella) king of Tejabhukti (Bundelkhand).® It also

appears from the Tirumalaya stone inscription that Rsjendra

1 P^edtodhacandrodaya-naiaka, Act iv,

2 Varendr\-gauda-radhakah—Jyotistattv a.

3 Prabodhacandrodayd-nataka, Act ii.

4 JA8B., 1910, p. 607.

5 Khajuraho Inscription, no. iv: Epigraphia Indica^ vol. i, pp.

138, 146, V. 46. See also an inscription transcribed in 1839,

pi *73-
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Condition
of the
people.

Cola (i612'1052 a'c.) defeated Ba^asara, king of Daksi^a

(or southern) BSdha And Mahipala, king of Magadha ^nd

Uttara (or Northern) Bftdha. So it is very *probable that

the word B&dha after the conquest of Dharmap&la was oou-

hned only to what is called Dak^iua Bsdha, mentioned in the

PrabodhcusandrodayoHniaiaha, whibh is said to have been

the abode of Aharaihdra or Pride. ^ R&dha and Gauda again

formed a single kingdom at the time of Yijaya Sena, the father

of Ball&la Sena of the Sena dynasty towards the close of

the nth century.®

It appears from the writings of the Greek historians, the

itineraries of the Chinese travellers and the Hindu works,

especially those which were composed after the

4th century of the Christian era, that the people

of Badha were warlike, rich, prosperous and

enterprising. They maintained a large standing

army which bespeaks of their military prowess and constant

preparation for war. There can be no doubt that during the

Buddhist period, TSmralipta or Tamluk became a great

centre of education and training, and pupils from distant

parts of India resorted to the Samgharamas or monasteries

of this place to receive instructions not only in religion, but

also in the various branches of learning bearing on the Bud-

dhist religion. In later times, Saptagrama, or, properly speak-

ing, Trivet became one of the four Samajas, or renowned

seats of Sanskrit learning, and men like Jagannatha Tarka-

pahcSnana, the compiler of the Digest of Hindu Laws,

Baghunandana BhattScSrya, the celebrated author of the

am^ti works, and others flourished at this place, the other

three SamSjas being at Guptipara, Santipur and Nadia.

There were thirty tols in Triveqd alone. Tho*Katha-

sarit-sagara, the Brhat'kathd and other works of a

1 Prabodhacandrodayamtaka, Act ii (see ante),

2 Deop&ra Stone Inscription of Vijaya Sena in Epigrapkia Indiea,

vol. i, p, 306; see also pp. 312/31.3; also Ep, Ind., vol, ii, p. 350.
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similar nature, though imaginary in* many respects,

givfi us some insight into the real (ibndition of the people

who lived at* the time when they were composed, and from

these works it appears that the merchants of Rsjka as a class

were very rich and prosperous. They not only sent tbebr

goods to several inland (Towns which were the oeutifes of

trade, but also their vessels visited distant parts of India,

Suvart^abhami (Burma) and Simhala (Ceylon), and in their

voyages they touched at several islands which studded

the Indian Ocean, where they sold or bartered their com*

modities. They even went to the Persian Gulf for trading

purposes, notwithstanding the risks they incurred from the

depredations of pirates who infested the ocean and the

invasions of the barbarians who lived in the various parts of

India and the islands they visited. The basis of pure morality

upon which the Buddhist creed was founded gradually gave

way to superstition and outward forms: and there was a reac-

tion. The ideas which pervaded the Mahayana system of Nor-

thern Buddhism were amalgamated with those connected with

the BrShmapical cult of Yoga and Saivaic mysticism with its

worship of “female energies,”^ or, to speak more precisely,

there was an attempt to reconcile the SShkbya system of Hindu

philosophy® with the MahSyana doctrines of the Buddhists,®

evidently with a view to find a basis of common creed for

those who professed their faith in the Vedic religion and

those who believed in the MabSySna doctrines of Buddhism.

1 L. Waddell’s Buddhism of Tibet, pp. 13, 44.

2 Monier Williams’ Indian Wisdom, p. 502,
—"But in all

probability, the Tantrika doctrine owes its development to the

popularising of the Sahkhya theory of Puru^a and Prakrti"

3 Mr. D. T, S&zuki says in his Outline of Mahayana Buddhism,

p. 138 : “The Satnkhya philosophy is an avowed dualjsm ahd permits

the existence of two principles independent of each other. Mahaj^nism

is fundamentally monistic and makes ignorance merely^ a condition

necessary to the unfolding of Suchness {BhutatatkatS). Therefore what

the Samkhya splits into two, Mahayanism puts together in fine.”
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Thus Tfintrikism 'came into existence which encouraged

sacrifices and the perfbrmance of mystic rites for the attain-

ment of wordly objects and salvation.^ It has' been rightly

said that the main cause which contributed to the disappear-

ance of Buddhism from the land of its birth was “undoubtedly

the change in its own nature brbught about by its attempt

to absorb other beliefs and practices with which it came
in contact.”* TSntrikism in Rsdha has now been sup-

planted to a great extent by ^aivaism a>id also by Yaisnavism

since the advent of Caitanya (1485-1533 a.c.;, whose religion

has now taken a deep root in Bengal.

'Nondo Lal Dey

1 Matafimadhava, Act V j B^gavata, v, ch. 9.

2 Earl of Ronaldsha}^s Lands 0/ the Thunderbolt, ch. xH, p. 98.
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Mr. Charuchandra Bandyopadbyay, the writer of the encyclop^die

commentary on the text of Kavikahkana, is of opinion that Kavikaiikana

was a Vaisnava by religion. He suggested this in an interesting

monograph published in the Bharatl of Agiahayana, 1327 B. S.

A substance of this has b-i en published in the introduction to the

edition of Kavikafikana^s text published by the Indian Publishing

House. In his “Candi-mangala-bodhini," Mr. Bandyopadhyaya has

developed his thesis in many elaborate notes and comments. But

was Kavikankana in reality a Vaisnava ? I have had reasons to believe

that he was not.

Kavikahkana lived in the last quarter of the i6th century of

the ChHstian era. In order to be able to judge the correctness

or otherwise of the statement that Kavikahkana was a Vaisnava,

we must first of all find the type of a Vaisnava of his time. This

can be done only by reading the orthodox Vai§nava works as well as

by reference to the secular and other literature of the period. The

Caitanya-bhagavata, the Caitanya-caritamrta, the Advaita-prakaiSa,

the Bhaktiratnakara, the Narottamavilasa, the Premavilasa and such

other works represent the Vai§nava literature of this period,

Idana Nagara wrote his Advaita-prakaSa in 1490 iSaka (
= 1568 A,C.)*

In the second chapter of this work, we meet with a legendary aneedpte

in the life of Advaita, whose name was Kamalak§a in his boyhood.

One day, the son of the local king, Divya Simha, and Kamalaksa

went together to the temple of the goddess, Kalika. The prince

bowed down before the idol of the goddess and asked his playmate

Kamalaksa to do the same.' Kamalaksa appeared to be rather indiffer-

ent to what the prince said. The prince got angry and chastised

Ilf fftf II

m’lc® c’pri i

^^ oriN «rtc?t II

fFff II
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the future Lord of the Vai§navas for his indifference. The Lord

could not tolerate this impertinence on the part of a ,secular

prince, and breathed out a 'huhkara,' in conseqtfence of which the

prince feH senseless on the ground. The sad news was quickly convey-

ed to the king by the servants in attendance. Kamalak^a hid

himself behind an ant-hill., whence his father, Kuvera Tarka-

pahcSnana, who appeared on the place of occurrence in company with

the king, discovered him. The king, who was extremely indignant

at this conduct of Kamalak§a, reprimanded him in public and asked

him what could have been the motive that actuated a noble

Brahmana like himself to such a heinous crime. Being put to

shame in this way, the Lord said, that although the prince

appeared like a dead man, he was not dead, in fact. So saying, he

revived the prince by sprinkling over his body the water in which

the foot of Narayatja had been washed. Kuvera, the father of

<211 ^ ^ 1

C’rtn II

'mi 'ihFtfiiiii I

3[E^1 ^ II

ttfa I

sftsia II

rtfk I

*1^ ’jai 'srtc? II

<«H <2rf 1

^ I

Wrtt’F ^ II

m '5iw%i I

'sitft II

fw Fitf^ «Ji^

9i«i1 *ftrfpi ^ JO ;rft I

II
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KamajSk^a, feit great relief at this unexpected revival of the prince.

The king was glad beyond measure and* distributed alms to the

poor.

It was a ‘Dipanvita’ day.' The king was enjoying the festive

occasion. The whole • village assembled together . in the
,
open

space in front of the temple of the Goddess, whe:'e singing and danc-

ing were going on. Kamalak^a came there and sat in ti.e very middle

art»t?i C5it^^ 1 ^ «

Jitlfl ^^ I «2P| II

?t®f1 I Hi t2t*ifiptl 'stH «

<2pg i !®t$l cH+a hc? cat? 'sitH n
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of the assembly! without prostrating before the idol of the Goddess.

The king got highly offended at this and asked him, “Why don’t

you make obeisance to the Goddess, O ill-mannered boy ? What a

strange conduct is yours 1“ The Lord replied to the king in the

following words : “Paraip Brahma, the Supreme Being, is the only

God that I can conceive of as the object of worship and none else.

Whoever moves in a multifarious path must meet bewilderment

;

a wise man adores only one God, the deity of one’s liking.”

At this, Kuvera took sides with the king and opened a public

discussion with his own son. “O Kamalak?a, you do not seem

to have the established view of the question
;

it is the Vedas that

have established the polymorphic appearances of the One Brahma.

It is a great sin to entertain hostilities against the gods and goddesses

;

you should be prompt and careful in worshipping all gods and goddesses.

Ramacandra, who was Narayana in person, worshipped the Devi in

the TretS age in order to have Slta rescued. Bhagavath the mother

of the Universe, is very merciful
;

all wise ascetics attain ‘mukti’ by

adoring Her. Therefore prostrate yourself before Mother Kali
;

all

your calamities will disappear through Her grace and you will have

your wishes fulfilled.’’ To this, Kamalaksa gave the following re-

joinder : “Hear me, my father, be not offended. Many are the evil

consequences of not being exclusive in one’s devotion. If you pour

water at the root of a tree, the branches and twigs are all satisfied.’

So, if you worship NSrSyana, the root of all gods and goddesses, you

have the satisfaction of worshipping all the deities separately. Bhaga-

vatl is the ‘maya’ of Visqu, and is therefore to be considered as some-

thing external. It is through her illusion that a creature forgets the true

principle, ‘tattva-jfiana.’ A goddess that gets delighted at a sacrificial

rite in which injury to life is the authoritative commandment, should, on

no account, be worshipped. If she be the Mother of the world, all crea-

tures must be her children. Where are the reasons and what are

the scriptural injunctions that can be adduced in favour of a mother’s

killing her own children ?” The whole assembly became dumbfound-

ed at .hearing this discussion between the father and the son.

Now Kuvera was compelled to apply the father’s prerogative to

command his son to obey, and it was at his bidding that the

younjf Lord o£ tlje Vai§navas bowed down before the Sakta goddess.

But the consequence v^as very astounding. When the consciousness

t Cf. phagavata, Iv, 3i,'i4k
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that was inherent in the idol recognised its own Lord, it came out of

the idol, and in consequence of this, the idol burst into pieces.

Whatever may be the origin of such an anecdote, it is clear in one

point, viz., that the Vaisnavas of the day were not liberal in their

religious opinions.

In the nineteenth chapter of the same work, there is a passage

declaring the superiority of the Vai?nava faith to ail other forms of

worship. "Srl-Vai^nava faith is the only true form of worship, time-

honoured and eternal. Any other form of worship is ^f a secondary

importance.”^ The Caitanya-bhagavata states that "the meanest fellow

who attributes ‘ISvaratva’ (— godship or divinity) to other than Srl-

Caitanya-candra is abominable and deserves pity."® The Narottama-

vilasa is very severe in its criticism of the followers of the non-Vaisijava

cults who are called the 'pa^andis.’ “The sinful acts they commit is

beyond any verbal expression. Their houses are strewn over

with blood particles caused by the slaughter of goats, rams and

bu^aloes. Some of them dance in a frantic manner, sword in hand,

with the human head which has been severed from the trunk of an

unfortunate victim. Anybody, even a Brahmana, that may happen

to pass by, is sure to meet death at the hands of these ruffians. Cove-

tous of the company of women, they make no distinction of castes.

They cannot have a meal without meat and wine."* The Bhakti-

Ratnakara also does not hold a liberal view of the l^akta cult. “So

saying, the heretics entered the Candi’s temple, and began to display

arrogance. They prostrated themselves before the goddess, and said

AdvaiiaprakUia, 19 .
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again and again that -she might bring ruin on these fellows (i.e.» the

Vaiff^avas) on the same nighb”’

Evidences of the intolerant attitude of the Vaif^vas might be

cited from all- orthodox works of the time. But I refrain from doing so.

One or two anecdotes on the subject, however, may be found

interesting.
^

In the Caitanyabhagavata there is an anecdote of a BrShmana

named Hiranya Pandita who was a worshipper of the goddess, Candl.

He is said to have been the leader of a gang of dacoits.^ Information
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caipe to them one day that there was enough* of hoarded treasures in

tlje house of Nityananda> and assembling tr^etber in the temple of

Cap(jf, they resolved that they should burgle the house of Nityananda
and take away the treasures that were there. Then they got prepared

with various weapons and marched at nightfall to a- place which was
near the house of Nityanandj. While the robbers were watting for an
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opportune moment at midnight, the goddess Nidra (Sleep) overpowered

them, and each one of thhm fell asleep and remained senseless till

broad daylight. Being thus frustrated in their evif attempt they

began to blame one another. But the leader of the party suggested

that it was a punishment inflicted on them by CaQi^I, because they

had come out of the Devi’s temple withput offering her the customary

'puja.' So they worshipped the goddess with wine and meat the next

day and started out with the evil intention of burgling the house of

NitySnanda. It was the mystic powers of Nityananda that had brought

on the dormition of the robbers on the first night of their criminal

expedition. The same powers were instrumental on the second occasion

also to cause the bewilderment of the robbers who had the vision of a

host of soldiers guarding Nityananda’s house. Perplexed and disheart-

ened, the robbers returned to the temple of Gandi.

The Gang of Hiranya Pandita visited the house of Nityananda on

a third occasion. They lost their eye-sight by the influence of the

same mystic powers and were put to infinite trouble. These vicissitudes

brought on a change on the mind of the leader of the gang who

began to meditate on the supernatural powers of Nityananda whom
he began to revere as a god. The whole gang in a body came to

Nityananda, prostrated themselves before him and confessed everything

before him. Nityananda pardoned them all, and since then they

became devout Vaisnavas.

We find the following interesting story in the Caitanya-

caritSmfta. A heretic Brahmana had the intention of putting Srivasa

to trouble.^ One night, he came, with a few friends of his, to the
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open-yard in front of &Ivasa*s gate, besmeared the ground with cow-

dung water, placed an idol of Bhavani there and offe^'ed worship

to her with th^ usual formalities. When in the morning Sr!visa saw
what had been done in the night at his cost, he at once sent for

the scavengers who came and removed the articles of Worship

from hfs door. Cow-dung water was then sprinkled over tnc place.

The heretic, however, was afflicted with leprosy in consequence of

his having wounded the feelings of a devout Vai^nava. The leper is

reported to have been subsequently cured of his ugly disease by the

mystic powers of Srlvasa.

This is the picture of a typical Vaisnava of the time of Kavikankana.

Homicide, robbery, burglary and various other heinous crimes, and

even untouchability were frequently attributed by the Vais^avas

to those who were followers of religious cults other than theirs, and

especially the defenders of the Cancjl cult.

It is most unlikely therefore that Kavikahkana Mukundarama Cakra-

vartl *who sang of Candi belonged to the type of Vaisnavas

reperesented in the contemporary Vaisnava works.

The second point to be not^d in this connection is the method

of self-identification. The Gaudlya Brahmana School instituted by

Ballala Sena of the I2th century of the Christian era requires the

mention of the Gai, the Gotra (name of the original ancestor)

and such other particulars. No mention of the guru or religious

preceptor is demanded. According to the Gaudiya Vaisnava

School instituted by Caitanya-deva, the Sakha, the Sampradaya and

the name of the guru, must be mentioned in order to give the identi-

fication of one belonging to the community of the Bhakti Cult. The

Vaisnava Community is likened to a Tree^ called the ^Bhakti-kalpa-

(
= the wish granting tree of the Bhakti Cult).

The Caitanya-caritamrta gives description of this tree of the

Bhakti Cult,^ Caitanya himself is called the ‘malakara’ (lit. ^gardener*),

I I r

m I II
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II
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and he himself is identified with the Tret. Nine are the roots on

which the tree stands. The central root is Paramananda Pari. The

eight roots on the eight sides are KeSava Bh^ratl, Brahmananda Pun,

BrahmSnanda BhSrat!, Vif^u Puri, Ke§ava Puri, Knjnananda Purl,

Nrsimha Tirtha and Sukhananda Purl. The twofold trunk of the

tree consists in Prabhu NitySnanda'- and Prabhu Advaita. This

trunk is branched off in diverse directions into numberless branches or

‘^khas’. Twenty of such ‘Sakhis’ constitute a ‘man^ala’. Each ‘^akha’

is again subdivided into sub*branches called ‘Upa-sakhas’. *Prema’

(s=Love) is the fruit that grows on this miraculous tree,which is sweeter

than ambrosia. The gardener, Caitanya, distributes the fruit without

any price to any body that may like to taste it.

In giving his identification, a Vaifnava naturally indicates his

position in the tree of the Bhakti Cult. Let me cite an example
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“I feel abashed to give out my own identity. Formerly our

residence was on the banks of the Ganges, it is known to all.

Visvanatha Calcravarti is well known everywhere. His disciple vtas

my father, Vipra Jagannitha. I do not know why I have got

two names, Narahari DSsa and Ghanafiyama Dasa.”' »

The author of the has given us a detailed account

of himself and his family.* But this self-ident<fication is the method

of the Ballala School. He gives the names of seven generations of

his, including, his own son, SivarSma. He mentions his Gut, i.e., the

original village in which his ancestors lived. But he does not say who
his guru was. In this respect also he does not conform to the

tradition of the Vaifnava community of his time.

The third point to be considered in this connection is the

traditional self-humiliation in speech which forms part of the Vai^^ava

etiquette of the day. “Kindness to animals, association with the

‘sadhus’, and self-humiliation in speech, —these are the three courses of

conduct, inborn in every follower of the Krsna Cult”.* The author of

the CaitanyacaritSmfta is well known for his self-humiliation.

Towards the end of this work, we find the following words :
•
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“Infinite is the Divine Dalliance. It cannot be fully described even if

the narrator has a thousand mouths. A created being is of but small

intellect, how can he narrate that ? To have myself purified, I have only

touched a very small particle of it. All these are wild efforts, there

is no end of it. It would be a big volume indeed to give a full descrip-

tion. It is Brndavana Dasa who first gave a description of the ‘Ilia.’

I give an outline only of those ‘lilas’. I give only the outline of what
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he lelt out. But still the work has become voluminous owing to the

largeness of the ‘lilas’ themselves. Therefore, being unable to des-

cribe them, I make obeisance to the ‘bias’, and bring my work to an

end. What I have said is only a side-view. This is the way in which

the other portions are to be tasted. I cannot myself -understand the

Prabhu's 'Ilia', which is very adeep. My intelligence cannot discern

it, my power of description fails. Revering the feet of ail my VaifQava

hearers, I bring my Caitanya-carita to an end. The sky is endless, but

the birds try to rise as high as they can. So is Prabhu’s *llla,

which has no end. How can a created being describe it ? I have

said as far as my intelligence can reach. It is just like touching only

one particle of the waters of the sea. Vrndavana Dasa is specially

favoured by Nityananda. He is, as it were, the Vyasa of the Caitanya-

llla. Although the whole store of the ‘Ilia’ is in his charge, he has

described only a small portion of it and gave up the rest. The

nectarine Caitanyallla is like the sea of milk. He drank as much

as could be contained in the ‘jharl’ (a spouted vessel). He gave

me a small quantity, the remnant in his ‘jhari’, which has been

quite enough to satisfy both my hunger and my thirst. I am
a very small creature,—

a

red ‘tuni’ bird on the sea beach
;

just as that

bird drinks a very small portion of the vast sea, so too, I have tasted

a very small portion of Prabhu’s Ilia. By this analogy alone you

should make an estimate of the vastness of the lila. To say 'I write’

is indicative of false vanity. My body is like a wooden idol.

Moreover, I am old, infirm, wanting in eye sight, and hard of hearing.

My hand trembles, and my mind is not steady. I am afflicted with

various infirmities, and cannot either walk or sit down at ease. Perplex-

ed with five diseases, 1 die every day and every night. It is through

the grace of the feet of Sri Govinda, Sri Caitanya, Sri Nityananda,

Sr! Advaita, the loyal Vaisnavas and the hearers that I am being

made to write. They are all very merciful to me. Moreover, Sri Madana-

gopala causes me to write according to his kind order. Although it is not

proper to disclose this, yet I cannot but say so. The crime of ingratitude

falls on^e if I do not disclose it. Therefore O my hearers, do not be

angry by thinking that I am displaying vanity. I have revefed the

feet of you all, and by that meritorious act I have been able to finish

my task.”

Contrast with this the rather haughty exfiressions of^ the poet ctf

the ‘Caij^I-mangala’,—“sings the poet, SrI-Mukunda” “CakravartI

I^I Kavikafikaija” “the younger, Mufchnda SarmI, who i8«n e^^cellent
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poet, a performer of excellent deeds, well versed in the various fiiatras,

a MUra (worthy), and an erudite scholar".'

Kavikahka^a does not seem to have been acquainted with the

Vaisnava etiquette of his time.

( To be continued )

Basanta Kumar Chatterjee

Astronomical Instruments of the Hindus

"The principal instrument," says Brennand, "used by the Hindu

astronomers was the Moon, which, from the rapidity of her motion,

and the known places of the fixed stars on each side of her path, was

an efficient means of determining the positions and motions of the

planets by referring them directly to the nearest Yoga-faras of her

path."

But to refer the moon to the nearest Voga-tara, it was necessary

to determine a point of the Ecliptic, namely the point of intersection

of the Ecliptic with the Meridian. This point was called by the

Hindus the Kronti-pata, the intersection of the Ecliptic with a circle

of declination. The arc of the circle of declination from this point to the

star, called the apparent latitude, and the arc of the Ecliptic from the

same point to the beginning of the Asterism Aivinl, or to the first point

of Me§a, called the star’s apparent longitude, which were the neces-

sary coordinates for the observations of the place of a star, required

the help of some easy astronomical instruments
;
and also for observ-

ing during the day the sun’s altitude and amplitude some instrument

of the nature of the sun-dial had to be constructed.

This was apparent even at the time of the Vedas. Though the

Vedic priest ascertained the motion of the sun by observing with his

unaided e^e the nearest visible star,* yet there is mention of the fact

I
*

’trt I

^r59!l ^ II

3 Tait. Br., i, 5. a, f
—Yat punyam nakfatrana tad ba^a^kurvito-

pavytmam. *YadS vai sorya udeVi.' Atha nak^tram naiti. Yavati tatra
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that Atri brought the sun oack to view when envefoped in utter dark-

ness. by means of four Bks and the sons of Atri could alone

release the sun frdm the engulfing darkness caused by a mighty power

(tif ?)'. Tilak while discussing the meaning of the expression mw?
considers that Atri observed the solar eclipse by means of the quadrant

instrument. Tilak’s arguments on this point is interesting and

deserves special consideration. He says, “The fortieth hymn in the

fifth Mandala of the ?g-veda is still more important in this connection

It shows that an eclipse of the sun was then first observed with any

pretension to accuracy by Atri. It is thus that I understand the last

verse in the hymn which, after describing the eclipse, says, '‘Atri alone

knew him (sun), none else could”.* This observation of the solar

eclipse is noticed in the iSahkhayana (24,3) and also in the Tandya

Brahma^a (iv, 5, 2 ; 6, 13), in the former of which it is said to have

occurred three days previous to the Visuvan (the autumnal equinox).

The observation thus appears to have attracted considerable attention

in those days. It seems to have been a total eclipse of the sun, and

the stars became visible during the time, for I so interpret the ex-

pression bhuhamny adldhayuh in verse $. In verse 6 we are told that

“Atri knew (the eclipsed sun) by turiya brahma’*, and Sayana inter-

prets the last two words to mean "'the fourth verse or mantra”. But

the verse wherein these words occur is to be understood the “fourth"

if we count from the sixth, i.e. the tenth verse. The explanation may
be good from the ritualist point of view, but it appears to me to be

quite unsatisfactory otherwise. I would rather interpret iurlyevM

brahmaw to mean "by means of turlya.” Turlya is mentioned in

modern astronomical works as a name for an instrument called qua-

drant (Siddhanta6iromani xi, 15), and though we may not suppose

the same instrument to have existed in the old Vedlc days, yet there

seems to be no objection to hold that it may have meant some instru-

ments of observation. The word Brahman is no doubt used to denote

a mantra, but it may also mean knowledge or the means of acquiring

such knowledge. In ?v., ii, 2, 7 Sayana has himself interpreted

—
snryo gacchet. Yatih jaghanyam pa^yet. Tavati kurvTta yatkarl* syat.

Putiyaha eva kurute. Tilak*remarks, "The passage is ve^y important as

it, describes the method of making celestial observations in old

times.”—Orion, p. 33.

1 Qg'Veda., v, 40, 6 and 9.

2 Rg-veda., v, 40, 6.
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Brahman to mean some "act or action”, and I see no reason w]>y we

should not understand thfe phrase turlyexM brahmaxM in the a]>ove

hymn to mean ‘‘by the action of turlya” or in other i^ords, “by means

of turiya/’ and thus give the whole hymn a simple and natural

appearance.’’^ There could be no other sensible explanation of the

above two verses. Probably, Atri invented some instruments to observe

eclipses whereby he could calculate the duration of full or partial

solar eclipses and the last verse indicates that his descendants became

conversant with observational astronomy by means of instruments.®

There is also mention of (Gnomon measuring 12

fingers) to measure the sun’s shadow in the Atharva-veda.®

Then let us come to the text of the Jyotisa VedSnga. There-

in are stated instruments like clepsydra and Gnomon to measure

time and to find out the exact time.* In
,
fact, the Hindus

became so skilful in the use of clepsydra that they could find out the

exact time at a mere look at the instrument. Probably the Gnomon

was then used to determine the motion of the sun and other planets

and to find out their exact position.

The Hindus at a very early date found out that without the help

of suitable instruments the position of a planet could not be deter-

mined. The observation of the increase and decrease of the shadow

of a tree must have struck them with the idea of a Gnomon. It

could be easily constructed. The construction of a cakra or circle

and a quadrant was very simple. It is, therofore, not impossible

that the Hindus at the time of the Vedas used some instruments

especially the quadrant to observe the eclipses. But though the Gnomon
was sufficient to measure the time during the day, it was not

possible to use it after dusk. The clepsydra was, therefore, invented

by the ancient Hindus. This instrument was in use till recently

and it is even now found in some Hindu temples.

I Orion, pp. 159-160.

a Vide Prof. Jogesh Chandra Roy’s book—“Our Astronomy and

Astronomers,’’ p. 18.

3 wft? ftsiiv *rm p. i8 ; vide also the. discussion in Bharatiya

Jyoti^sastra by*S. S. Dikshit, p. 367.

4 The clepsydra consists of a metal bowl floating in a vessel of

water where the amount of water that measures a nacjika (24 minutes)

is given.
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The period of the Jyoti?a Satphitas of which ti>e Brahma SamhitS

was the earliest came next. The main principles contained in the

SarnRitas are included in the Paficasiddhantiki of VarShamihira.

Hence we consider that the instruments mentioned in the Pafica*

siddhSntTka probably belong to the age of the Samhjtfis. ^ ^

A systematic development of Indian astronomy began with Arya-

bhata in the fifth century A. C. (475 A. C.). But Aryabh-'.ta did not set

.apart a special chapter for describing the instruments. In the course

of general discussion he makes use of the gola ^sphere) and cakra

(circle) instruments.' Let us now deal with the instruments found in

the texts of the Siddhantas of later period :

I. Ghati or Kapala* (clepsydra or water-clock) is referred to in

the Jyotifa Vedaiiga, where the amount of water that measures a

nS<Jika (24 minutes) is given.* The more ancient form of water-clock

appears to have been simply a vessel with a small orifice at the

bottom, through which the water flowed in a nS^ika,* but later on

there, came into use the form described in the Suryasiddhinta (chap,

xtii, 23) : "A copper vessel (in the shape of the lower half of a water

jar) which has a small hole in its bottom and being placed upon clean

water in a basin sinks exactly 60 times in a day and night.” The
description in Varahamihira’s PallcasiddhSntika* {505 A. C.) is

similar, but adds, *'or else a nS(jik3 may be measured by the time

in which sixty filokas, each consisting of sixty long syllables, can be

read out.” The description of the water-clock given by Brahmagupta

in his Brahmasphutasiddhanta* tallies with that given by the Sfirya-

siddhanta. Lallacarya describes this instrument at a good length.'

He further adds in his description of the clepsydra: • "A copper

vessel weighing 10 palas, 6 ahgulas in height and twice as much

in breadth at the mouth~this vessel of the capacity of 60 palas of

1 Aryabha^iya, Golapada, 22.

2 This is the instrument mentioned in the Ain-i-Akbarl (ed.

Jarrett), III, 16.

3 Lala Chhotte Lai’s Jyoti^a Vedahga, p. 12.

4 J. F. Fleet, The Indian Water-clock, J.R.A.S., 191S1 ppt 213.

230. ,5 PaficasiddhantikI/ chap, xiv, 3i.

6 Brahmasphutasiddhanta, Yantrfidhyaya, 41 and 42.

7 Lalla, ^ifyadhlvpldhida, Yantradhy5ya,*xo, ii,

8 Ibid., 35.

JUNE, 1928 8
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water and hemispherical in form is called a ghati. The aforesaid

copper vessel, bored whh.a needle made of ma^’ (56 grains troy

nearly) of gold and 4 adgulas long, gets filled in pne na^ik3.” In

practice, no doubt, the dimensions of the bowl and the orifice were

determined by experiment Rightly does Bhaskara say : ‘‘See how

often it is filled and falls to the bottom of the pail of water on which

it is placed. Divide 60 ghatis of day and night by the quotient and

it will give the measure of the clepsydra.”®

2. ^ahku or gnomon is mentioned in the Atharva-veda as an instru-

ment used to measure shadow. The sun-dial described in the early

treatises is of the simplest kind, consisting of a vertical rod or gnomon,

divided into twelve divisions. The Paficasiddhantika says : “Mark

from the centre three times the end of the gnomon’s shadow, and then

describe two fish figures.® Thereupon describe a circle, taking for

radius a string that is fastened to the point in which the two strings

issuing from the heads of the fish figures intersect, and that is so long

as to reach the three points marked. On the given day the shadow of

the gnomon moves in that circle, and the base of the gnomon is the

south-north line, and the interval, in the north direction, is the mid-

day shadow.”* The SQryasiddhSnta remarks, "the gnomon is very

useful by day when the sun is clear, and an excellent means of as-

certaining time by taking its shadow.”* The directions of the Surya-

siddhanta are more elaborate. They are as follows :—^“On the

surface of a stone levelled with water or on the levelled floor of Chunar

work, describe a circle with a radius of a certain number of digits.

At the centre set up the gnomon of twelve digits of the measure fixed

upon ; and where the extremity of its shadow touches the circle in

the former and after parts of the day, there, fixing two points upon

the circle, and calling them the forenoon and afternoon points, draw

midway between them, by means of a fish figure, a north and south

1 Fleet quotes another rule giving the weight as a suvarna (16

maffas) and length 4 aiigulas.

2 ^iddhSntasiromoni, Goladhyaya, chap, xi, verse 5.

3^ Timi or fish figure is the space contained between two inter-

secting circles (see the figure).

^ Paficasiddluntika, p. 79 ;
English translation, chap. XIV, 14-16,

by Thibaut and.Bapudev Sastri.

5 Suryasiddhanta, Chap. XIII, 24.

6 Suryasiddhanta/ Chap, XIII, 1-7.
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line
; '/nidway between the north and south dire<!tions draw, by a fish

in east and west line
; and in like manner, also by the fish

figures, between %e four cardinal directions, draw the intermediate

directions
; draw a circumscribing square by means of the lines going

out from the centre
;
by the digits of its base linw projected upon

that is any shadow reckoned. .The east and west line is called the

prime vertical (samamanejala)
;

it is likewise denominated the east and
‘west hour circle (unmanejala) and the equinoctial circle (vifuvan*

raan^ala)
j draw likewise an east and west line through the equinoctial

shadow (vifiivacchaya)

;

the interval between any given shadow
and the equinoctial shadow is denominated the measure of the ampli-

tude (agrS)”. Brahmagupta describes the sun-dial thus :

Mule dvyafigulavipulah sQcyagro dvadasahgulocchrayah/

Sahkutalagraviddho’ gravaidhalambad rjur jfieyah//

Lalla gives a similar description and a more detailed one.* Of
it Bjiaskaracarya says, “take for a gnomon a cylindrical piece of

ivory, and let it be turned on a lathe, taking care that the circum-

ference is equal above and below
;
from its shadow may be ascertained

the points of the compass, the place of the observer, including latitude

etc., and times,"*

3. The cakra or circle, marked on its circumference with 360°,

is suspended by a string, the beginning of the divisions being at the

lowest point. At the centre is a thin axis perpendicular to its plane.

When the instrument is turned so that its plane is coincident with a

vertical circle passing through the sun, the shadow of the axis is

thrown on some division of the circumference and the arc between

this point and the lowest point, the zero of the divisions measures the

zenith distance or co-latitude of the sun. It is also used for finding

the longitude of a planet
;

for if the instrument be inclined, and

held or fixed so that any two of the stars MaghS (Regulus),

Pugya (Canceri), Revatl (Piscium), or iSata-tarakS* (Aquarii),

appear to touch the circumference, the plane of the circle will

1 Si9yadhlV(ddhida, YantradhySya, 45-52.

2 Siddhantafiiromanu, GsoladbySya, Chap. XI, verse 9.

3 It is interesting to note that the mention of a hundred physidans

in* Bv., I, 24,9 may be taken to represent the asterism^Sate-bhisaj

or Satataraka, presided over by Varuija according to the later lists

jDf .Nak$atras in the Taittirlya Brahmana. ' Vide Orion, p. 159,
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coincide with the ^lane of the ecliptiCi since these stars have no

longitude. (Citra or Spica, whose longitude is inconsiderable
.
and

other stars near the Ecliptic would appear also to t6uch the circum-

ference). The latitude of a planet which is generally small,

has its orbit nearly in the same plane with that of the ecliptic

Looking, then, through a slit at the zpro point of the circle, so that

the planet appears opposite the axis, the position of the circle then

remaining fixed, the eye is moved along the lower part of tlie circum-

ference, so that any one of the above stars is seen opposite the axis,

the arc between the two positions of the eye being the difference of

longitude between the planet and the star ;
but the longitude of the star

being known, that of the planet will also be known.' This instru-

ment is also referred to in the Suryasiddhanta in a general way.*

Brahmagupta in his Brahmasphutasiddhanta has devoted a couplet

to the description of this instrument.®

Aryabhata^ mentions this instrument and so does Lalla.*

But Varahamihira has not mentioned it. However, this was a very

pimple instrument and it is believed that the Hindus used this instru-

ment even at the time of the Vedas. Two such instruments can be

seen in the Observatory at Jaipur (6ft. in diameter) and one at

Benares (3ft 7 inches in diameter).

4. Capa—^The half of a circle is called a capa. This instrument

is mentioned only in the Siddhanta§iromani.

5. Turiya or quadrant—The half of a semi-circle is called a turlya

or quadrant This is perhaps the oldest instrument mentioned by

many old astronomers. I have already referred to its existence even

at the time of the Vedas. But it is strange that Aryabhata, Lalla,

Brahmagupta and the present text of the Suryasiddhanta do not take

any notice of this instrument.

6. Pitha is a circle with an upward staff attached to it. It is

mentioned only in Brahmasphutasiddhanta and Lalla's Sisya-

dhlvrddhida.*

I*" Siddhanta6ifomani, GoladhySya, Chap. XI/io-iS.

2 Suryasjddhfinta, Chap. XIII, 20. ^

3 Brahmasphutasiddhanta, Yantradhyaya, 18.

4 Aryabhatiya, Golapada, Arya 22,

5 Si9yadhlvfddhida» Yantradhyaya,

6 Sijyadhivrddhida, YantrSdhySya, verse 25,
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'9
-

^

or staff is described at ,a considerable length in
the Siddhantafiiroma^i. Having drawn a circle (as the horiaon) with a
radius equal to the radius of a great circle, mark east and west points
(and the line joining these points is called the pracyaparS or
east and west line) and mark off (from them) the amplit^de
at the east and west. Draw a circle from the same cetUre
with a radius equal to a cosine of declination, i.e., with a radius
of the diurnal circle, and mark this circle with 60 gha^is. Now toke
the Yai^i, equal to the radius of the great circle and hold it with its

point to the sun, so that no shadow be reflected from it
;
the other

point should rest in the centre. Then measure the distance from the
end of the amplitude to the point of the Yaf^i when thus held opposite
to the sun. This distance applied as a chord within the interior
circle will cut off, if it be before mid'day, an arc of the number of
gha^ikSs from sun-rise, and if after mid-clay an arc of the time to
sun-set.* Brahmagupta makes a passing reference to this instrument.
But Lalla describes it more fully,*

8. Dhanus or arc is only mentioned in the Brahmasphu^asiddhSnta
and SiddhSntasiromaQi.

9. Kartari is another instrument of the same type which has
found place in BrahmasphutasiddhSnta and i§i9yadhlvrddhida only.*

10. Bhaskara invented another instrument called Phalaka Yautra
which is a development of the Cakra Yantra.* He says, “This is

an excellent instrument, calculated to remove always the darkness of

1 For the description of this instrument, vide S. B. Dikshit’s
Bharatiya JyotihSastra, p, 348.

2 It is plain from this that the distance from the point of the
staff to the end of the amplitude is the chord of the arc of the diurnal
circle passing through the sun, intercepted between the horizon and
the sun

j for this reason, the arc subtended by the distance in question
in this interior circle described with a radius of the diurnal circle
which is equal to the cosine of the declination will denote the time
after sunrrise or to sun-set (vide footnotes by Bapudev Sastri. under
verses 28-30, Siddh^ntatiromaui, Gk>ladhyaya, chap. xi).

3 S4yadhlvfddhlda, YantradhySya, verses 48-5(^

. 4 Ibid., verse 24 ; also Brabmasphu^siddhSnta, YantridhySya,
verse 44.

5 Compare the description given by Ddambre, Astronomie du
‘ Moyen Age, p. 521,
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ignorance and is the delight pf clever astronomers." This instrument

is simply a board divided by horizontals into 90 equal parts which W4ll

be also digits. At the centre of the 30th graduation 'from the top of

a pin or style is placed perpendicular to the board, and round it a

circle drawn of radius— 30 divisions, which is graduated in 60 ghafis

and 360 degrees, each degree being subdivided into 10 palas
;
and

attached to the pin is an index arm (pattika) with a hole at one

end and made of the length of 60 digits.* This instrument is

suspended by a chain, and is used for observational purposes. It

is in fact a kind of an astrolabe to be found in the Observatory at

Jaipur.*

The gnomon (ianku), staff (ya^ti), arc (dhanuh), circle (cakra),

half-circle (capa), quadrant (turlya), phalaka, pitha and kartarl are

instruments used for taking the shadow of various kinds.

II. A Svayatpvaha or self-revolving instrument is thus described

in the Siddhantasiromani : “Make a wheel of light wood in its

circumference
;

put hollow spokes all having bores of the same

diameter, and let them be placed at equal distances from each other
;

and let them also be all placed at angles somewhat verging from the

perpendicular
;
then half fill these hollow spokes with mercury

;
the

wheel thus filled will, when placed on an axis supported by two posts,

revolve of itself."* The Suryasiddhanta also speaks of several self-

revolving instruments used for measuring time. “A self-revolving

sphere is to be made with its axis directed to the poles. The lower

part of it is to be covered by wax-cloth, and it is to be made to rotate

by the force of a current of water for the knowledge of the passage

of time."* Also “a wheel with hollow spokes half filled with mercury,

or water, or a mixture of oil and water will be made to revolve by

itself."* Lalla’s description of a self-revolving instrument is similar

to that of the Siddhantadiromani. Probably, Bhaskara based his

description of this instrument on that of Lalla* and developed it further.

In this connection Suryasiddhanta described many other un-

important instruments. It says, "By water instruments, the kapala

I Siddhanta^iromaiiii, Goladhyaya, chap, xii, vdtses 18-22.

2. Vide the annexed figure.

3 Siddhantafiiromoni, Golfidhyaya, chap, xi, 50-51.

4 Suryasiddhanta, chap, xiii, verse 16.

5 Suryasiddhanta, chap. Eiiii verse 7.

6 Lalla, 3i9yadhlV{ddbida, YantradbySya, verses 18, 19,
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(hemis[^ere) etc.| by the peacock, man, monkey, and by stringed

sand receptacles, one may determine time accurately. Quick-silver-

holes, water, ajid cords, ropes and oil and water, mercury and sand

are used in these. So also a dial (nara-yantra) is good in day-time, and

when the sun is clear.^ ,

I?. Golayantra or Armillary sphere is dercribed at a oonaiderable

length by all the ancient altronomers beginning from Aryabha^.

Varahamihira, Lalla, Brahmagupta and Bhaskara naid mucli attention

to this instrument. The Armillary Sphere was, howevc', of a nature

too complicated to be used as an instrument for making accurate

observations, and was rather for the purposes of explanation, and of

giving instructions on the numerous circles and motions of the several

spheres of which it was composed.

Generally it consisted of at least three separate spheres* on wood,

on the same polar axis, or Dhruvayagti. '‘First, fix a celestial sphere

named the Khs^ola, composed of circles for a given latitude, such as

the horizon, the equinoctial, the meridian, the prime vertical, the six

o’clock hour circle, the vertical circles through the north-east and

north-west points of the horizon
; the names of these circles are

respectively called the K^itija, the Nsdl'Vrtta (marked with 6o

ghatikas), the Yamyottara-vrtta, the Sama-maod^I^* fh® Unmandala,

the two Kona-vrttas with other circles, which always remain the same

for the same place. Besides these fixed circles, a moveable altitude

and azimuth circle is attached, by a pair of pins, to the zenith and

nadir points of the Khagola, for showing the altitude or azimuth of

any star. The horizon is divided in degrees, either from the meridian

line or from the east and west points. Secondly, moveable within

and round the axis of the Khagola was the starry sphere named the

Bhagola, which comprised the Ecliptic, with the paths also of the moon

and planets, named K^epa-v^tta, the circles of declination, or Kranti,

the diurnal circles called Ahoratra-vj;ttas ;
the azimuth circle through

the nonagesimal point (tribha lagna or tribhoija) is called the Dfk-

ki^pa-v^ta. The Bhagola is supported within the Khagola by

means of two supporting circles called the Adhara-vfttas, correspond-

ing with the meridian and horizon of the Khagola. Thirdly, qn the

axis of the Khago*la produced, a third sphere is supported. It is

called the D;^goIa, or Dofible Sphere, which is a sygteifl in whicl\ the

1 SoryasiddhSnta, chap, xiii, verses 21-24

2 See the annexed figure.
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circtes of the Khagola are mixed with those of the Bhagola. The

Khdgola and Di^gola remain fixed, while the Bhagola alone

revolves."*

Saryasiddhanta gives instructions for the marking of an elaborate

Armillary Sphere.* It says ;
—"Having fashioned an earth globe of

wood, of the desired size, fix a staff, passing through the midst of it

and protuding at either side for Merh
;

and likewise a couple of

sustaining bands and the equinoctical circle
;
these are to be made

with graduated divisions (aiigula) of degrees of the circle (bhagana).

Further, by means of the several day radii, as adapted to the scale

established for those circles, and, by means of the degrees of declina*

tion and latitude marked off upon the latter, at their own respective

distances in declination, according to the declination of Aries etc.,

three bands are to be prepared and fastened
;

these answer also

inversely for Cancer, etc. In the same manner, three for Libra, etc.,

answering also inversely for Capricorn, etc.
;
and, situated in the

southern hemisphere are to be made and hastened to the two band

supporters. Those, likewise, of the asterisms situated in the southern

and northern hemispheres, of Abhijit, of the seven sages (saptarsis),

of Agastya, of Brahma, etc., are to be fixed. Just in the

midst of all, the equinoctial band is fixed. Above the points of inter-

section of that and the supporting bands are the two solstices (ayana)

and the two equinoxes (vifuvat). From the place of the equinox,

with the exact number of degrees, as proportioned to the whole circle,

fix by oblique chords the spaces (ksetra) of Aries and the rest

;

and so likewise, another band running obliquely from solstice to

solstice, and called the circle of declination (kranti)
;
upon that the

sun constantly revolves giving light
;

the moon and the other planets

also by their own nodes, which arc situated in the ecliptic (apaman*

dala), being drawn away from it, are beheld at the limit of their

removal in latitude (vik§epa) from the corresponding point of decli-

nation. The orient ecliptic point (lagna) is that of the orient horizon,

the Occident point (astani gacchat) is similarly determined. The

meridiatvecliptic point (madhyatna) is as calculated by the equivalents

in right ascension (lafikodaya) for mid-heaven (hamadhya) above.

The sine* which is between the meridian and the horizon (k^tija) is

1 Brennand) Hindu, Astronomy, p. io8.

2 SuryAsiddhanta, chap, xiii, 3-16 (Burgess and Whitney’s

translation).
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styled the day^tneasure (antya), and the sine of the sun*s ascensional

distiince (caradala) is to be recc^niscd as the interval between the

equator and thS horizon. Having turned upward one's own place,

the circle of the horizon is midway of the sphere. As covered with

a casing (vastra) and as left uncovered, it is the sphere surrouilded by

Lokaloka. By the application of water is made ascertainment of

the revolution of time.”

Brahmagupta deals with the Armillary Sphere more in the Gola*

dhyaya than in the Yantradhaya of his Brahmasphutasiddhanta. He
says : pracyaparam samaman<jalara anyad yaniyottaram k§}tijam anyat

parikaravat tanmadhye bhugolas tat-sthitadrastuh i.e. on it one circle

called the samamandala or the prime verticaMias its plane stretching

north and south
;
another is termed the Yamyottara vrtta or meridian

;

yet another called the Ksitija or horizon encircles the other two

like a girdle. At the common centre of these circles is the observer

located on the earth (verse 48).

Also, “inasmuch as an observer on the earth finds a planet in

the circumference of the upper half of the azimuth circle (drgmandala),it

turns with the planet” (verse 55). Prthudaka Svami, the commentator of

Brahmagupta, in his commentary, quotes at length a detailed account of

the Golayantra or Armillary Sphere from earlier writers.* Lalla describes

it in detail.* Bh^skara follows the description of Lalla very closely and

says, “This instrument is to be made, placing the Bhagola starry sphere,

which consists of the ecliptic, diurnal circles, the moon's path, and

the circles of declination etc., within the Khagola celestial sphere,

which consists of the horizon, meridian, prime vertical, six o’clock

line, and other circles which remain fixed in a given latitude. Bring

the place of the sun on the ecliptic to the eastern horizon ; and mark

the point of the equinoctial (in the Bhagola) intersected by the horizon,

viz., east point. Having made the horizon as level as water, turn

the Bhagola westward till the sun throws its shadow on the centre of

the eartlu This distance from the mark made will represent the

time from sun*rise. The Lagna or horoscope will then be found in

that poinj of ttic ecliptic which is cut by the horizon,

1 Vide notes in the cl^ipter called Triprasnadhikara in*Brahma-

gupta's Kha^dakhadyaka where a detailed descriptfon of Golay^tra

bj^ Pilhudaka Svamin has been quoted.

2 Lalla, Si^yadhlvfddhida, Yantradhyftya, verses

^ 3 Siddhanta6iromani, Goladhyaya, chap. vi.

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1928 9
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In this connection Bhaskara gives a brief description of another

instrument which is call^ the Na(j!-valaya,* a circle representing

the Equinotical divided into ghatikas, and on it are ' the positions of

the 12 signst calculated to correspond with their oblique ascensions

or risings at the place of observation. It is used in connection with

the Khagola, whose axis casts a shadow on the circle, and is, in

fact, an equatorial dial, the gha^ika being tjt of an hour. Bhaskara

describes it in the following verses :* “Take a wooden circle and

divide its outer rim into 6o ghatikas
;
then place the twelve signs

of the Ecliptic on both sides, but instead of making each sign of equal

extent, they must be made each with such variable arcs as shall

correspond with their periods of rising in the place of observation

(the twelve periods are to be thus marked on either side, which are

to be again each subdivided into two horas (or hours), three drek*

kanas, into navaniSas or ninths of 3° i.e. 20' each, twelfths of 2°

i.e. lo' and into trimsatnsas or thirtieths. These are called the §ad-

vargas or six classes). These signs, however, must be inscribed

in the inverse order of the signs, that is ist Aries, then Taurus to

the west or right of Aries, and so on. Then place this circle

on the polar axis of the Khagola at the centre of the earth (the polar

axis should be elevated to the height of the pole). Now find

the sun’s longitude in signs, degrees etc. for the sun-rise of the given

day (by calculation) and find the same degrees in the circle. Mark

there the sun’s place, turn the circle round the axis, so that the

shadow of the axis will fall on the mark of the sun’s place at sun-

rise and then fix the ci rcle. Now as the sun arises, the shadow of

the axis will advance from the mark made for the point of sunrise

to the nadir (adhah dvastika) and will indicate the hour from sun-

rise and also the lagna (horoscope)
;

the number of hours will be

found on the shadow itself.”

Colebrooke in his essay on the Indian and Arabian divisions of

the Zodiac* gives a detailed account of the Armillary Sphere with

the graduated circles, and remarks, “The instrument being thus

placed, the observer is instructed to look at the star Revatl, through

a sight fitted to an orifice, at the centre of the sphere
; and, having

r This instrument is still found at the observatories of Jaipur,

Ujjain and ^nares. See the annexed figure.

2 SiddhantaSiromanii, B. D. Sastri’s edition, chap, vi, 5-/.

3 Asiatic Researches, voL g.
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found the star, to adiust, by it, the end of the sign Pisces on the

Ecliptic. The observer is then to look .through the sight, at the

Yc^a-tara of Asynl, or of some other proposed object, and to bring

the movable circle of the declination over it. The distance in

degrees from the intersection of this circle and Eciipttc to end

of Mina or Pisces is its longitude, dhruvamsa in d^rees
; and the

number of degrees on the lAovable circle of declination, from the

same intersection to the place of the star, is its latitude, \nk^pa.

North or South.*’*

This is a detailed account of all the instruments used by

the Hindus from very early times. The astronomical instruments

of the observatories of Jai Singh have not been mentioned,

though a passing reference has sometimes been made, inasmuch

as they are very recent and belong to the eighteenth century A.D.

Jai Singh studied Hindu, Muslim and European methods impartially

and made use of both Hindu and Muslim instruments in his

observatories. However, when everything is said, we must conclude

by remarking that there is no living trace of most of the early

astronomical instruments anywhere in India. It is desirable that

Indian astronomers should try to revive the more important instru-

ments by a careful study of the Hindu astronomical works.

SUKUMAR RaNJAN DaS

I Armillary Sphere can be found at -Jaipur*and at Kot,ah.



Why are the B^uhall Colossi called 'G'ommata'

There are three' Digambara Jaina colossi in South India, all of

which were raised to the memory of Bahubali, the son of the first

Tlrthaiikara Sri IRaabhanatha, by his second wife, Sunanda Devi. These

represent him as standing upright in pratimayoga just before his

attainment of perfection. The striking thing about these colossi is

that all the three are universally known by the name of ‘Gommata',

'Gomata*, 'Gomatta’, ‘Gummata’,® or with an affix ‘iSvara’ added

in honour of the divinity of Bahubali, thus, ‘Gommatefivara’ etc.,

amongst Jainas as well as non-Jainas, as if they were the images, not

of Bahubali but of some other perfected being of the Jaina mythology

known only as ‘Gommata’ etc. (or Gomma^eSvara etc.). It is the

purpose of this paper to investigate the reasons why and how

these colossi of Bahubali came to be known by the novel appellation

which Bahubali certainly did not have.

It may be noted here that Bahubali had no such name for himself

as Gommata etc., nor, in fact, any other name, for none of the other

names 'Bhujaball', 'Dorball' etc,, by which he has been called, is

any distinct alter nomen. They are identical in sense with one another,

the words ‘Bahu’, ‘Bhuja’, ‘Doh' etc. signifying one and the same

thing (bahu = bhuja=doh= arm). It may also be noted here that

the earliest of the three colossi, viz., the one installed by

Camun^a Raya (or CSvurKja Raya) at iSravana Belgola, first came

to be popularly called by the name *Gomma(a’ etc. (or ‘Gomma-
tefivara’ etc)

;
and when in course of time, similar colossi were installed

at Karkala and Venur, they also were called alike after their great

archetype at Sravana Belgola. Therefore it will suffice for our

1 The three colossi stand at the three following places
:
(i)

‘Sravaija Belgola’ in Mysore State, installed in 981 a. c. : height 57ft.;

(2) ‘Karkala’ in South Kanara district, installed in 1432 A. c.

:

height *41 ft.

;

and (3) ‘Venur’ in South Kanara district, installed

in 1603 A. c. t, height 35ft. All these ' colossi belong to the

‘Digambara’ sect pf the Jainas.

2 Gomma^, Gomafa, Goma(^, Gummata are variants of the

same name, of which the. first seems to be the earliest form.
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purpose to enquire only the reasons why the original colossus at

^rSva^a BelgolS came to be so called.

Elsewhere^ 1, have tried to prove that the installation of the

Sravatta BelgoU colossus by CamuQ4& Riya must have taken i^ace

in 981 A.c. It is a settled fact that Camun()a Raya could not ^&ve

Installed it before 978 A.C ;
for had it been installed before tiaat date»

he would never have failed t& mention the fact in the narratkm

•of his various deeds (and the enumeration of his various titles

he secured thereby), which he has so faithfully recounted in

his great Kanarese prose work, the “Tri^as^i-laki^tia'mahapura^a,'*

otherwise called as the ''Camun<ja-raya>pura9a’ after himselt. This

work, as recorded in itself, was finished on the i8th of February,

978 A.C. No less settled is the fact that the colossus had been

installed before 993 A.C., as the great Kanarese poet ‘Ratna’ or ‘Ranna’

refers in his Kanarese poem ‘Ajita-tlrthaAkara-purana-tilaka’ (or ‘Ajita-

pura^a’), which he finished in October, 993 A.C., to a pilgrimage made
by his, patroness ‘Attimabbe* to the 'Jinesvara (known as) the lofty

Kukku^esvara’* (Ajita-purana, I, 61) which is none other than the

1 See the Kanarese monthly journal, the 'Karoataka KeSarl’

of Puttur (South Kanara), vol. I, August and September, 1927.

2 That the Sravaija Belgola colossus is known both as 'Kukku(-

esvara* and 'Dak§ina Kukku(e§vara’ (Kukkutefivara of the South) is

a.nply borne out by the following inscriptions at ^ravana Belgola

(‘Epigraphia Carnatica’, vol. II, Revised Ed.)

:

(i) No. 234 (circa 1183 A.C.)

(3) No. 335 (1195 A.C.)

(4) No. 349(ii59A.c.)

( 5 ) No. 397 (i 1 18 A.C.)

It is said that, though Bshuball became 'world-victor’s victor, on

his victory over his elder brother, Bharata, in the agressive war the

latter had waged against him, he took the victory with remorse and

felt disgust for the world, the effect being a total renounceifient on

his part. *He stood in penance in 'pratimayoga' for one full year* when

strange venomous creatures called 'Kukku^-sarpa’ (i.e., foVis with

hoods of serpents) coiled all around his body, in consequence whereof

hd came to be known as ‘Kukkutesvara’. ‘When, long after, the

colossus at Srava^a Belgoli was raised to him, it also generally came

,tobe known as 'KukkuteSvara* and specifically as ‘OakfiQa Kukku(e-
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Gommatefivara colossus of BShubal! at Sravana Belgoli. This reference

in the <Ajita*purank’ of Ranna is of great importance in that the

poet, who was himself a prot^gS of Camun(ja Rl^a also/ sp'eaks

of the Sravana Belgola colossus by its mythological name Kukkujesvara

(Ajita-purana, I, 6i), and not by the actual and popular name it has

had for centuries thereafter, i.e., ‘Gommata’ or ‘GommateSvara’. The

significance of this nonfeasance (if at all it could be such) is enhanced

by the fact that both the words Kukku^a and Gommata (or Goma(a

or Gumma^a) being alike dactyls (‘Bha'-gana), the name Gommata

suits the metre as precisely and exactly as Kukkujia and therefore

"unnata Gommatefivara Jinesvaranam” fits in with the verse as correctly

mttri causa as “unnata KukkuteSvara JinefivaranSm” which is found in

it. Hence the irresistible conclusion is that the colossus at Sravana

Belgola had not become famous as ‘Gomma^fivara’ till at least 993 A.C.,

when Ranna finished his poem ‘Ajita-purana’.

Now all the Jainas in these parts and in Karnataka as well as the

Jaina and non-Jaina scholars who have dealt with the subject of the

^riva^a Belgola colossus are of one opinion that Camun^a Raya, who

installed it, had also another name ‘Gommata' or ‘Gommata Raya’—^by

which name he has been addressed in the ‘Gommatasara’ of Nemicandra

—wherefore the image installed by him came ipso facto to be called

after him as ‘Gommatefivara’ and this name is explained as ‘Gomatasya

(CfimuQijarayasya) -f Ifivarah’, i,e., 'the God of (i.e., the God installed

and worshipped by) Gommata (Camu^cja Raya). But the several

facts that have been set forth below will suffice, I hope, to indicate

that this opinion is not correct.

fivara’ to be distinguished from the original (mythological) colossus

believed to have been raised to him at ‘Paudanapura’ by his brother, the

emperor Bharata, as an act of penitence for his unrighteous war
;

and it is said that the Paudanapura colossus also was infested with the

same hooded fowls, and therefore came to be called Kukkutefivara

:

the 1st quotation above (no. 234 ^ravana Belgola Inscription) refers

to that Paudanapura colossus.

I ‘Ranna says that CamuQ^^ Raya was 'v.ery great alike in

rectitude,* benevolence and piety’ (Ajita-purana, XII, 9), and speaks

of him as 'the lord of indomitable prowess, who was his (Ranna’s)

benefactor’ (‘Ajita-purSija’, XII, 48) ;
moreover the poet named his

own son as 'Raya’ after the title ‘Raya’ which Camu^^^ Raya deserved-

ly received ffom his king Racamalla IV,—(Ajita-purana, XII, 53).
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Neither in the eulogy of himself inscribed on the north face of the

‘Brahmadeva Pillar’ at Havana Belgola (no. 281, firSva^a BelgolS

Inscriptions), nof in his TrifaftilakfmaQa-mahapuriga' (or Cirau^tla'*

rSya-purana) nor in the colophon of his Sanskrit prose work* the

‘CSritrasara’, does Camun^a Raya seem to have had the name

‘Gommata’ or ‘Gomma^ Ra)^* either as an additional name <jf

himself or as a supplementary title
;
nor does his proyg^, the poet

*Ranna, anywhere in his ‘Ajita-purana’ call his patron ‘Gommaja'

or ‘Gommaja Raya’. It may not therefore be unreasonable nor

inaccurate to conclude that Camun^a Raya could not have had any

such name till at least 993 A.C.

The poet ‘Do^(Jayya’ of Pirlyapattana in his Sanskrit work

‘Bhujaball-sataka’ written in 1550 A. C., says that when at Sravana

Belgola, Camun^a Raya stood on the smaller hill, ‘Candragiri’, and

shot arrows at the bigger one, 'Indragiri’ or ‘Vindyagiri,’ the

Gommata of Paudanapura manifested himself on the latter

hill, whereupon the said Camun^a Raya granted a large

number of villages for the daily worship of that god. On
hearing this munificence his king Racamalla or RSja-

malla bestowed upon him the exalted title of ‘Raya’.^ Now the fact

that in this ‘Bhujaball*sataka’ the original and pre-historic (though

more or less mythological) colossus raised at Paudanapura by the

emperor Bharata to his brother Bahuball is called the ‘ Gommaja

of Paudanapura’, and the fact that Camun(Ja Raya is not called

by that name, is evidence enough to prove that the colossus at

Sravana Belgola could not have derived its name *Gomma{a’ from

its installer Camuintja Raya, but on the contrary, it was Camuij^a

Raya that must have acquired his new name 'Gommaja' or

‘Gommata Raya’ only because of his having installed a ‘Gommata’

colossus at Sravaqa Belgola . Thus it is patent that the image of

Bahuball (at Sravana Belgola) itself must have first acquired the new

name, whence and whereafter Camun^a Raya got his new name as a

reflex.

That ^muncja Raya had the special name or title ‘Raya’

bestowed upon him •by his king is amply borne out by the following

I 'Sravaiia Belgola Inscriptions* (Epigr. Catnat, vol. II, Introd.

PP. 14. 15 )-
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references! each of > which is of an earlier date than the ‘Bhujavall-

fetaka'.

(i) The poet Ranna named his son 'Raya* after CSrau^^A

Raya (Ajita-purana, XII, 51, 53)*

(2) Another prot^6 of Camunda Raya, the Kanarese poet

N^avarman says in the ‘Chandopibudhi’, a treatise on Kanar^
prosody, that "his protector (i.e., patron) is one (who is called) 'Nrpa'

and 'A^na*, both of which are the titles of Camuijda RSya, and of

which the former is but a synonym of ‘Raya’, meaning 'a king,’ and

the latter 'an elder brother.’

(3) Inscriptions nos. 73, 125 and 251 (all of 1118A.C.) at

l^avana Belgola have the following : "Is not Gangarsja* a hundredfold

more fortunate than the Raya of the Gahgas ( kings of the Ganga

dynasty) of yore ?” Here ‘Raya’ of course is Camunda Raya, who was

the minister as well as the general of three kings of the Gahga dynasty

(i.e., the Western Gadgas of Talakad), viz., Marasiinha, Racamalla IV
and Rakkasa Gaiiga.

(4) Inscription no. 345 (1x59 A.C.) at ^rava^a Belgola also says :

•'If it be asked who at first were the promoters of the immutable

Jina doctrine, only Raya (i.e., Camunda Raya), the excellent minister

of king Racamalla *’

Moreover, Camunda Raya does not call himself 'Gomma^a* or

'Gommata Raya’ in the three inscriptions on the colossus itself, which

must have been, without doubt, engraved at bis own instance, and

which are as follows :

(i) No. 175.— "^ri Camunda Raya caused to be made—"what and

when is not stated (this inscription is in old Kanarese language and

alphabet).

(ii) No. 1 76.-~>‘‘^rl Camunda Raya caused to be made—’’what and

when is not stated (the language of this inscription is Tamil, but

aa regards the script, the first two words are in what is called

‘Grantha’ characters, and the last one is in the ‘Vatteluttu’ characters.

(iii) No. I79.~'‘Srl Camuijda Raya caused to be made—’’ what and

when is not stated. (This inscription is in Marathi language and

Nag&i i^ipt).

I This Ga'figaraja* was the commander-in-chief of king Vifuu-

vardhana of the 'Hosala’ dynasty, and also the builder of the enclosure

around the,colossus atHavana Belgola.
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Those three inscriptions, which record the earliest referencea to the

installation, clearly show that 'neither was the colossus called

'Gomma^’ (or 'Go^oia^vara’) nor could Camu^^a Riya have any

such name at the time of the installation.

If therefore the colossus or for the matter of that CamuQ^^ Rliya

was called ‘Gommata’ (or ‘GonjfuateSvara’) neither at the jdta& of

the installation, nor perhaps till at least 993 a. C.,* when did the

colossus then come to be called 'Gommata’ (or
'

'Gommatesvara') and

CamuQ^a Raya ‘Gommata* (or 'Gommata R5ya') ?

A glance at the index of the ^ravana Belgola inscriptions, (Epi-

graphia Carnatica, vol. II, Index, p. 13) will show in how many of

them, has the colossus been called Gomata, Gomata-deva, Gomafe^a,

Goma^^vara, Gommata-jina, Gommata-natha, etc. Of these nos. 73 and

125 (1118A.C.), which are the earliest to contain this name, have

Gommata-deva, and the same mention Camuntja Raya as the Raya

of the Gangas (i.e., the king of the Ganga dynasty) of yore, and

not at all as ‘Gommata Raya’, though, be it noted, 'Gommata Raya’

instead suits the metre exactly. From this I am tempted to con-

clude that the colossus had already become famous as ‘Gommata’ (or

Gommata-deva), whereas Camun^a Raya was not known to have had

any such name, or if he had, the fact was quite forgotten. No. 234 of

^rava^a Belgola inscriptions (it80 a.C.) which calls the image by such

names as Gommata-jina, Gommata-deva, Gommata-natha, Gommate-

6vara and also simply as Gommata, names CSmu^cja Raya also as

Gommata.*

But as all these'inscriptions are much posterior in date to Cimuneja

Raya as well as to his installation of the colossus, we shall see if stilt

earlier and contemporary references are available.

i{'he earliest mention of Camuiniija Raya as ‘Gommata’ or ‘Gommata
Raya’ is in the Prakrit work called 'Faficasamgraha’ or 'GommatasSra'

which Nemicandra Siddhanta Cakrabartl Wrote expressly for and

addressed to CSmun(ja Raya himself.*

1 Vide Supra.

2 (i) (^mmata (ie., Camu9(ja Raya) thus caused this god (f.e.,

the image of the god Bahuball) to be made ; (2) ‘Was it not Csdjunda

Raya, alias Gommata, who is an equal of Manu, that thus caused this

god (i.e., this image of the god Bahubali) to be made witji (great)

effort ?’

. 3. Gommatasara, Karmakaq^a, verses 968, 969, 971 and 973.

JUNE, 1938 10
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Though the date of the composition of this ‘Gommatasara’ is not

known, it is an indubitable fact that it could not have been copnposed

by Nemicandra before he became acquainted with and was accepted

as a guru by Camuri^a Raya. The commentary written upon it by

Abhayacandra says that the work was composed by Nemicandra for

the reading and enlightenment of, as well as in response to the

questions raised by, CamuQ^a Raya himself.* As however neither

the poet Ranna, nor NSgavarman mention Camu^jcJa Riya by the

name of Gommaja (or Gommafa Raya), it may not be unfair to

conclude that Nemicandra must have composed his ‘GommatasSra’

only after 993 A. C. Again in the ‘Trilokasara’, another work in

Prakrit by Nemicandra, which also, as said in the commentary written

thereon by Madhavacandra, a direct disciple of Nemicandra, and

therefore a contemporary both of "Camun^a Raya and Nemicandra,

seems to have been composed for the enlightenment of Camun^a Raya,*

he is not called by the name of ‘Gommata’ (or ‘Gommata R3ya'). It

is therefore not unreasonable to conclude that Nemicandra wrote his

‘Trilokasara’ prior to his writing of the Gommatasara. The opening

verse of the ‘Trilokasara’ also corroborates this Tact. Madhavacandra,

contemporary of both Nemicandra and CamuQi^a Raya, in commenting

upon this verse, says that one of the several meanings of this verse

suggests Camu9<^a Raya’s supplication to his preceptor Nemicandra;

and ‘what sort of Nemicandra ?—he, at whose feet both Camunda

Raya and his king Racamalla bowed down.’ This statement of a

contemporary suffices to prove that Nemicandra was the preceptor

not only of Camut^da Raya, but also of his king Racamalla
;
and the

further fact that this opening verse refers to the prostration of king

Racamalla at the feet of Nemicandra will no less suffice to prove that

Nemicandra must have written the ‘Trilokasara’, while the king/vas

yet alive, i. e., before 984 a.C. (as RScamalla IV reigned from

974 A.C to 984 A. c.). As Camutida Raya has nowhere been called

in the ‘Trilokasara’ by the name of ‘Gommata’ (or ‘Gommata Raya), it

goes without saying that he could have received that name only after

984 A’.C. (when Racmalla died).

«Now, when could Nemicandra have comp into contact with

Cimui^ija Raya and become bis ‘gur,u’ ? Before discussing this

1 Vide the Introduction (p. 40) to the 'Dravyasamgraha' (‘Sacred

Books of the Jainas^, vol. i).

2 Trilokasara, p, 3.
’
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questioHi we ha/e to turn our attention to another and earlier *guru’

of botfi CamuQ^^ Raya and king RScatnalla, wht» was node other,

than &e famous ‘^itasena’ of Bafikapura for it was he, who officiat-^

ed at the ceremony of the installation of the l^ava^ J^i^ola-

colossus, and not Nemicandra.

(1) This Ajitasena was the preceptor of ' MSrasimhai RScan|alla

and Rakkasa Gafiga, the three shccessive kings of the Cangadynast^^

of whom Marasimha is said to have died by pjsnance at the feet of

Ajitasena at Bafikapura.*

(2) The poet Ranna also speaks of him in his Ajita-purS^ya as

his own as well as the Gaiiga kings’ ‘guru’ (I, 7) }
and further

down in the same poem, he couples the name of Ajitasena with that

of Camunda RSya, whom he calls his benefactor (XI Hi 48). In the

colophbn to every canto of the same poem, he calls himself as

Ajitasena’s disciple.

(3) Ajitasena was also the preceptor of another protege of

CamuQda Raya, viz., the Kanarese poet Nagavarman, who says in his

‘Chandombudhi’ : ‘My king is king Rakkasa Ganga, the famous

Ajitasena is my preceptor and Camunda Raya is my benevolent

patron’.

(4) In the colophon to his Kanarese work, the ‘Camundarjiya-

pura^,’ Camunda Raya calls himself the disciple of Ajitasena.*

(5) According to Sravana Belgola inscription no. 121 (circa 99S A.C.),

Ajitasena seems to have been also the ‘guru’ of Jinadevana, the son of

Camunda Raya.

(6) Nemicandra himself says in his ‘GommatasSra’ that Ajitasena

was the ‘guru’ of Camuqda Raya (Jivakapda, 733 and Karma«

ka^da, 966).

I This place is in the Dharwar district of the Bombay Presidency.

It seems to have been a very sacred centre of the Digambara Jainas,

especially of the ‘Sena’ section, for it was there that the great

Jinasena and his disciple Gunabhadra lived and wrote their ‘Adipurana’

and ‘UttarapurSpa’. There seems to have been a large number ©f Jaina

temples at Bafikaptira, some of which ‘Hulla’, the great genej;^! of

king Narasiipha I of the ‘Hoysala’ dynasty, had repaired or renovated

(iSravna Belgola Inscription, no. 345 of 1159 A.C.).

* 2 Inscription, no. $9 (974 A.C.) at l^ava^a Belgola. '

3 The colophon to Camupd^ RSya’s Sanskrit work, the ‘Clritra-

,sara’ (p. 103), also mentimis Ajitasena as bis ‘gurb’.
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(7) The ‘PattSvali’ of the 'sena' section of the Digambara Jainas

describes Ajitasena as the 'guru* of Camu^da RSya (Jainasiddhanta-

bhSskara, Prathamakirapa, p. 3^.* ^

All these facts, as also the tradition, found in the various works

written on the colossus and its installation afford at least enough of

circumstantial evidences in support of the conclusion that it was Ajita- -

sena, and not Nemicandra, who officiated for Camunda Raya at the

installation of the Sr^vaina BeigolS colossus
;
whence it is obvious that

CamuQde Raya could have become acquainted with Nemicandra only

after the installation, or at most at the time of it
;
for it is reasonable to

believe that, that unusually grand and imposing religious ceremony

must have attracted a very large concourse of people, both lay men

and Jaina clergy, and Nemicandra also might have taken some part in

the service (of course, as subordinate to. Ajitasena).

Only three inscriptions of ^ravana Belgola (nos. 59, 67 and 121)

mention Ajitasena, and none of them says anything of his stay at the

place. He therefore seems not to have made any permanent or even

a sufficiently prolonged stay at ^rava^a Belgola, but must have gone

back to Bafikapura soon after the ceremony at Sravana Belgola was

over, and continued to remain at Bafikapura till the end of his life.

When therefore Ajitasena had returned to Bahkapura, CamurKl^ Raya,

who, in the meantime, had become acquainted with Nemicandra, must

have accepted the latter as his second 'guru’ ; and king Racamalla

I There are palpable discrepancies in this passage. For

Camunda Raya was not the king of southern Telugu country and

Karnataka, but was the minister and general of the kings of the

Gahga dynasty, who ruled in the southern Karnataka ;
and the rank

assigned to Ajitasena, placing him eight places above Gunabhadra is

untenable because of the fact that Ajitasena having been a contem^

porary of Camunda R5ya lived in the latter half of the loth century A.&,

whereas Gunabhadra lived at the end of the 9th cent, as is evidenced

from the verse in his 'Uttarapurana*. Therefore Ajitasena who was the

preceptor of Camunda Riya and the installer of the ^ravana Belgola

colossus could never have preceded Gunabhadra^ and thu^ the order

of succession as given in this ‘Pattavali’ is anything but correct.

This, howevei‘, cannot effect the fact of the installation of the colossus
c *

by Ajitasena on behalf pf Camunda. It is interesting to note that in

this 'Pa(t&v&li’ it is clearly said that the image of 'Bahubali’ is called

'Qommat^a' and not ‘fiahubah’.
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too must have accepted Nemicandra as bis 'guru* at this time* If there«

fore my date 981 A.C. for the Havana Belgola 'installation is cerr€ct>

Kemicandra became the 'guru* of both Racamalla^ and CamuQ^a Riya^

between 981 A.C. and 984 A.c.:(for, king RBcamalla died in 984 A.a), in

which interval he must have composed his 'Trilokasara/in tile opening

verse of which he alludes to both of these disciples of his^ boWeveri

there is no mention in the 'Tfilokas^ra’ of Camu^d^ Raya’s otiier name

'Gommata' (or 'Gommata RSya’), Camunda Raya could not have

obtained that name till 984 A.C. ; and as Nemicandra s later work

the ‘Gommatasara*, which contains the earliest mention' of Gommafa

(or Gommata Raya), does not mention king Racamalla^ it is clear

that ‘Gommatasara* must have been composed after the king’s death

i, e., after 984 A.C. These facts are convincing enough for the

cohclusion that it was Nemicandra himself who first gave the name

‘Gommata’ (or 'Gomma$a Raya*) to his disciple Camunda Raya, that

CSmunda Raya got this new name at least three (if not more’) years

a^ter he had installed the colossus, and that he had done it not before

the composition of the ‘Gommatasara’ by Nemicandra. Let us now

see why Nemicandra gave that new name to Camu^d^ Raya.

(i) The word 'Grommata’ is also found in Kanarese as an

adjective, meaning 'pleasing, beautiful’,* wherefore some hold that

Nemicandra may have called Cimu^d^ Raya ^Gomma^a* or

'Gommata Raya’, meaning 'a beautiful person/ 'of a pleasing appea-

rance’ or 'the Raya of a pleasing appearance’. But it is not probable

that Camunda Raya could be below 50 (if not 60) years of age at the

time of the installation (981 A.C.), as his exploits he has himself re-

counted in his ‘Camundarayapurana* (978 A.C.) sufficiently bear out

the fact that he must have been already on the wrong side of fifty when

he finished it
;

if so, it is quite unusual that anyone that has left the

youth pretty far behind him, and has consecreted the evening of his

life to religion and solemn deeds of religion would be addressed as

1 If Ranna’s non-mention of this name be taken as a negative

evidence, Camunda Raya could not have that name before 993 A.C.,

or in other words^ the 'Gomma^asSra’ could not have been eomposed

before 993 a,c.

2 Vide Sravana Belgola inscriptions—(i) no, 234 (circa, IU3 A.C.).

‘The general Hulla caused this excellent temple 'of Jina to be built,

so that the people said it was beautiful as an ornament to

Gommatapura’ ('beautiful’» ‘gommafa’).
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beautlfat Moreover, CSmun^A Rfiya was a man of arms, a great

h«o, every momeni of whose life (till he took exclusively to

religion) was occupied with some heroic action, and «very inch of

whose body must, consequently, have been • blurred by the scars,

commemorative of his victorious exploits
;
nor was he less devoted

to his religion : he was a man of extraordinary piety, as is undeniably

evidenced by his several works in letters and stone
;
wherefore the

term ‘beautiful’ or ‘pleasing’, which would very well suit a young

gallant, would surely be quite out of place when applied to him, nor

would the scholarly and saintly Nemicandra ever stoop to give him

such a name, as could not but savour of sensuality, be it innocent

enough to mean but ‘pleasing to the eye’ or 'beautiful to look at’

If, on* the other hand, the word Gommata, be int^preted to mean ‘of

a pleasing nature’, its application to Camui>(Ja Raya would not be

inappropriate ; but the derivation of the word, as will be discussed

below, does not seem to warrant any sense other than sensual,

and it can therefore only mean ‘pleasing to the eye*. Besides,

why should Nemicandra give one more name or title to CamuQ^a

R3ya, who already had other names (such as ‘Raya’, ‘Anna’ etc.), and

not a few titles, unless the new one had its reison d^itre in history,

religion or tradition ?

(2) Sj. A, Santiraja Sastri, Nyayatlrtha, says In his letter of the

14th August 1926 to me
; that, as the name CimuQda is associated

with the fierce goddess K3ll and is consequently repulsive to the

feelings of the Jainas, Nemicandra might have changed it to ‘Gomma(a!

(or ‘Gomma^ Raya’).* But I beg to differ. For the Digambara Jainas

need not be told, that* ‘CamuQdi’ is the name of the ‘Yak^inl’* (i.e., the

female attendent spirit) of the 21st Tirthadkara, Sri Neminatha.

Without doubt, therefore, after the said ‘Yak^iol* was Camunda Raya

so named, and not after the 'fierce Kah’. Camu^dA Raya built a temple

called 'Camui;)dA RSya Basadi’ after him on the smaller hill, 'Candragiri'

at drava^a BelgoIS, where he installed an image of the 23rd Tlrthad-

kara, Sri Neminatha, in the door-way of which shrine he installed an

image of ‘Kusmapdinl’ also, the ‘Yakfiijil’ of the said Tirthankara. This

name 'KusmandinI’ is no less dismal
;

yet Camunda,-,R3ya placed her

image within the shrine of this favourite Tlrthadb/i|,*and Nemicandra

1 1 publis]^ his opinioit with his express approval.

2 But according to the Svetambaras, she is called ‘GSndharl.’

3 Cf, Hemacandra, ‘AbhklhanacintiUnadi’, verses 44*46, .
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toadid not discounteipance his disciple's action. So the association

the name ‘Camu^^a’ with the 'fierce Kail/ could not be the reason

of Nemicandra^ changing the name to ‘Gomma^.'^
^ ^

.

(3) Some, though 'few, hold .that the name 'Gomata' af^i^ to

Bahuball himself. He is said to have travelled far e%d wide, betweeii

his renunciation and attainn\ent of perfection. According t4 ^lili

'Gomma^a' is 'one who rambles over tha earth’ (gSst^ ata^
But it is needless to say that, the compound ard its analysis are

hopelessly muddled, for whence could the augment *»t* which is so

prominent in the word 'GoMa^a' come then ?

Now before presenting my own theory r^arding the origin of the

name 'Gomma^a', let me explain how and why Camuit(}a RSya could

never be the first recipient of that name and it was the colossus itself

which first came to be known by that name.

(1) Inscriptions nos. 242 (1175 A. C.), 333 (1206 A. C.), 345

(11S9A.C.), 349 (1159 A.c.) and 397 (1129 A.C.) call ^ravana Belgola

by the name of 'Gomma^apura', i.e., the city of Gommata. The name

clearly shows that it means the city of God Gomma^, i.e., the colossus

of Bahuball, and has had nothing to do with Camuijda Raya.

(2) Verse 968 of Nemicandra's 'Gommatasira' has “the Jina

called Gommata standing on the Gomma(a peak”. Would it not be

far more likely and reasonable to believe that the peak at

Sravana Belgola, on which the colossus stands, must have been so

called after the name ‘Gommata* of the colossus rather than after that

of Camu^dA RSya ? This colossus stands on the larger hill, 'Vindbya*

giri' or ‘Indragiri’. If the larger hill could have been called 'Gommata*

peak on account of Csmunda RSya’s name being ‘Gommata’, why could

not the smaller hill 'Candragiri’ too be called by the same or some

similar name, as it also contains a temple built by him ? Would It not

be reasonable, therefore, to conclude that the colossus itself came to be

called 'Gommata’ earlier ? A similar case is Karkala (in South Kanara

district). The rocky hillock there, on which another Gommata colossus

stands, is also called 'Gommata betta’, i.e., the hill of Gommata, after

the name 'Gommata' of the colossus itself, and not after the'king Vira

PiijdyA*or 'Pandya Raja’ who installed it.
*

(3) Nemicandra has ,not called CamuodA Raya Jay tfie name of

Gomma^ in the ‘Trilokasara’, composed between 981 A.C and 984 A.C.t

I It is to be noted that most of the female attendant spirits of the

Jaina Tlrtbafikaras bear the nafMS of the Hindu goddess Durga.
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but cmly in his later ,work, the ‘GomoiatasSra. This shows that rthc

eolosms must have acquired the name, 'Gommafa' (or 'GommateSvara'}

in the interval, it perhaps being given by the crowds of pSigrims pouring

in, year aftd" year.

(4) The twolbther colossi, raised to Bahubalt, the one at Kirkala

and the other at Venur (both in South Kanara district), are also

called by the name, ‘Gumma^a’, in their respective inscriptions. The
inscription at the left side of the Karkala colossus ( 143a A.C.) has

this—'Let it grant you every wish—the beautiful and holy image

of the Lord Jina, named Gummata, which was caused to be made
with great delight by the glorious king Faniya Raja, the son of

j^iravendra, who was praised by the wise’.

The left side of the Venur colossus (1603 A.C.) reads thus—‘Timpaa,
the chief among kings, who was ruling ovei’ the kingdom of Punjalike,

consecrated the image of the blessed Jina, called Gummatefo, the

son of Adi Jina (i.e., the first Tirthafikara, ^rl B^abhanatha)’.

The fact, that the installers of the KSrkala and Venur colossi

have preferred to preserve the old name 'Gummafa' intact, proves that

the said name ‘Gommata’ (or 'Gummata) of the original colossus at

Sravaija Belgola could never have been derived from that of its installer.

These reasons constrain me to discountenance the theory or the

wide-spread belief that it was Clmugcja Raya himself, who was the

original possessor of the name or the title 'Gommata’, and it was from

him that the name was transferred and applied second-hand to the

colossus by reason of its being installed by him. I therefore conclude

that it was the Srivana Belgola colossus itself that first came to be

popularly called and widely known as ‘Gommata,* by virtue of the fact

that it was the image of Bihuball, who again, in the fitness of things,

was called 'Gommata', and that Nemicandra gave this new name
'Gommata' (or ‘Gommata Raya’) to his disciple CamuQ<ja R5ya, for

bis having installed it. Now what does ‘Gommata’ mean ?

In the ‘Prakrtamafijarl’ of Katyiyana, the rule governing the

change that the double sound ‘nm’ undergoes is laid down as

•mno mah'^(ni, 42),» wherefore the Sanskrit word ‘Manmatha’, meaning
'cupid’, becomes 'Gammaha' in Prakrit. .

(I) The* sounds of the dental class, when final in a Sanskrit word,

change into cerebrals in Kanarese*—e g., S. Granthi (a knot)-K.
‘Gapti’ ( Of paoiu ) ;

S. SraddhS (confidence, trust, faith)=K.

I Nirijayasigara Press edition, p, 41. 2 See below.
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Sa^(|e
; S. tana (in inusic)=’K. la^a ; S. pattana (a dty)aK. patla^a ;

S. ^‘patha’ (path)»K. •ba$$e’ etc,
; theiefore the final *th' of the word

‘Manmatba’ would not retain in Kanarese the final *h* sound ft has in

the Prakrit (Gaminaha), but would naturally change Auo a *(’, and thus

the S. 'ManmathaVPkt. 'Gammaha' would become, tn its Kanare^^e

‘Tadbhava’ form, 'Gammata*.
^

(2) In Kanarese words, the initial *a’ sound alteinates ynth^ the

short 'o’ (as ?n the English word ‘not’) sound—e.g., (i)Tmagu (a clHld)

^mogu
;
mammaga (grandson) s^mommaga

;
magaeu (to subvert)<=<

mogacu } tap^^)u (valley) = toppalu
;

daddi
'
(cowshed) =» doddi

;

sappu (dry leaves) = soppu
;

maja (a cubit) >s>mo}a etc. Therefore

it is an easy and inevitable passage from Gamnia^ to Gomma|a.^

(3) It is to be noted that the short ‘e’ sound (as in the Eng*)ish

words ‘net’, ‘red’ etc.) as well as the shgrt 'o’ sound (as in the English

words ‘not’, ‘rod’, ‘sob’ etc.) is conspicuous by their absence in

Sanskrit, and though the said sounds are found in the Prakrit, it has

no separate letters to denote the same. Now in the word Gommaja,

the initial sound is that of the short ‘o* and though the same is

metrically lengthened by the following double consonant, it never

changes into the sound of the long ‘o’. So it is but natural, that,

when this word has had to be employed in Sanskrit, its initial short

‘o’ sound would be lengthened into that of a long ‘o’, to suit the

phonetic exigencies of Sanskrit, and thus ‘Gomma^a’ would become

‘Gomaja’ : this explains why in Prakrit we find the form ‘Gommafa’

employed in preference, and in Sanskrit the form ‘Gomaf a*

(4) It has already been said above that the Sanskrit word ‘patha’

(path) becomes ‘battc’ in its Kanrese ‘Tadbhava’ form. It will be

seen that the final dental aspirate ‘th’ of the Sanskrit word changes

into a double unaspirated tenuis of the cerebral class
;

similarly

‘Manmatha’ would become ‘Gommal^* (with an initial short ‘o') or

‘Goma^ta’ (with an initial long ‘0’).

(5) As regards the form Gummata, however, it is only a variant

of Gommata, the initial short ‘o’ sound of Gomma^a having been

changed into or displaced by the short ‘u’ sound. Examples of

the interchangeability of these two allied vowel sounds atb not

uncommon in Kanarese-^as in kocju (to give)—kudp ,* *todu’ (to

put on) — ‘tucju’
; mogge (a bud) = mugge;* more (to hum,

td buzz) camure
; moradu (roughness, unevenAess)=mura4u ;

bogari (a

I The form Gaffima^a is nowhere to be found.

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1928 tx
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spinning top) sbugari etc. Gomma^a, Gummata are therefore mwely

yariants and interchangeable formsi

So it is quite clear on phonological grounds that Gomraa^a (short

'o’), Gomata (lon^ ‘o’), Gommafta (short ‘o’), Gomat^a (long ‘o’) and

Gummafa (shoj^'u’) are all merely jhe ‘Tadbhava’ forms of the

Sanskrit word Manmatha, meaning Cupid or K&madeva.

Now, how could the colossus of Bahuball come to be called by the

name Manmatha or Kamadeva ? Was ever Bahuball known as

Kamadeva or Manmatha ? Had he any such name ?

(1) Yes. In all the works, whether in Sanskrit, Prakrit or Kanarese,

Bahuball, the son of the first Tlrthaukara by his second wife, has

been called the Kamadeva (Cupid) of his age, or the incarnation of

Kafhadeva, or even simply as Kamadeva, e.g., ‘Adipurana’ (circa 850

A>C.) of Jinasenacarya, xvi, 9 ; xvi, 25.

(2) Kanarese poet Fampa in his ‘Adipurai^ia’ (941 A.C) states

:

'Bahuball was the cupid of his age and therefore was called by all the

names which Cupid has’ (viii, 52-53).

(3) Kanarese prose-work of Camun^a Raya himself (978 a.c.) says :

‘To Sunanda Devi was born a son called ‘Bihuball’, who was the

Cupid of that age.’

In addition, all these works point out that Bahuball was taught

the science of erotics by his father, the first Tlrthaukara (Jinasena’s

‘Adipuraqa’, xvii, 123 ;
Pampa’s 'AdipuraQa', vii, 60).

(4) Inscription no. 234 (circa 1180 A.c. ) at i^ravat^a Belgola has ;

‘Is he of unequalled beauty ? Yes, he is Cupid (Smara) hintself.

May he (Bahuball) who is the very Cupid (Ananga) bestow on us

auspicious good fortune’ (lines 28*29). 'As Cupid he (Bahuball) had

formerly (le., before his renunciation) taken upon himself the glory

of the empire of love’.

To sum up. In accordance with the facts recorded above, and

the conclusions thence deduced, I hold that, as Bahuball himself

was well known as Manmatha (Cupid), the colossus raised to him at

Sravatja Belgola naturally came in an early period to be called as

Gommafa (or Gommatedvara) which is but a ‘Tadbhava’ form of the

original name Manmatha. Thereafter, Nemicandr^, in order to perpe-

tuate the*meQ^ory of the great and pious act^of its installation by his

disciple CamupijiavRaya, adopted for him the new name ‘Gommata’
(or ‘Gomma^ R^}^’), i^ the ‘Raya’ who had installed the ‘Gommafa
and addressed him as such and recorded it in his 'Gommafa-
sara’ which, he had expressly written for the said Camup^a Raya,
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and, which he called 'Gomma^sSra', in orda to present for

posterity dw new name he had conferred on him dlscif^ FoTi the

title <Gomma)aaira' the said work means the mintessence (of the

philosophy of Jainism, of course) made for (or offe^ to ) Gommala
(i.e., CamuQ^A Raya)* in which new title (of the saU.werk)r it^real,

and subjective title Paficas^mgraha (Le., 'a compendium^ of

thills') has been utterly lost.

Post Script

Though it has been said above that the Sanskrit word Manmatha

was transformed into the Kanarese 'Tadbhava* form ‘Gommata*, It seems

far more probable that the Kanarese borrowed it from the Marpthi

language rather than directly from Sanskrit. There was (and there

still is) a very large commerce of words between Marathi and Kanarese

(for the provinces in which these languages are spoken are contiguous

at several points), especially in those far-off times, as is amply evl-

denced^by a pretty large number of words native to any one of these

languages also found in current use in the other. Marathi,

it need hardly be said, is derived from the ancient Mahar§strl

Prakrit and is thus an Aryan language, while the Dravidian Kanarese

is not
;
and the MahSrS^trl Prakrit, as is well-known, was much in

vogue among the iSvetambara Jainas. Now side by side with Marathi

there was (and still is) another Prakritic language derived from the

Magadhi (or Ardha Magadhl) Prakrit, which being the vernacular

of the Konkan, is known as Konkanl. This Konkani (possessing

no literature of its own and sunk into insignificance now) was once in a

flourishing condition. It is far older than Marathi which it has enriched

with not a few of its own words and grammatical forms. Now the word

‘Gomafa’ or 'Gommata’ which is still found in Konkanl as 'Gomato’ and

‘Gommato’ (masculine nom. sing.) is not found in Marathi, except in

that of the Konkan and not outside of it as Goma^a (masc. nom. sing.).

This word is therefore clearly native to Konkanl, and to no other

Prakritic language.

(1) Skt. manthana (churning)--Kon. 'gantaqa* : here we find

the initial 'm' of the>Sanskrit word changing into ‘g’ in Konkapi.

(2) Sanskrit 'patha’ (path) m Konkani 'va^a’; SaU^krit granthi

(knot)*Kon. ‘ganti’; here we find that the final ‘flil of the Sanskrit

word changes into Y in Konkanl. As another instance of this change

may be cited the name 'Mammata’ of the great rhetorician (author of

.Kgvyapiakila) which is also a Tadbhava* of the Sanskrit Mknmatha.
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(3) The change of the initial sound of Sanskrit words into V
(rather a short *0’ jthan a lot^ one) sound in Konkani is very comqaon

in the latter langi^ge—e.g„ Sanskrit ‘panasa’ (jackfruil^-Kon. ponasa

)

Sanskrit 'bakuly (a flower) "eKon, ‘vovla’
j
Skt. 'inadhu' (honey)=»Koa

'mo-u’ ; Skt. Navati (ninety) «=Kon. .^novi’
;

Skt. rasa (juice) *Kon.

‘rosu’ ; Skt. ka(u (bitter)— Kon. ‘kodu’ etc.

All these changes will suffice to piove that the Sanskrit word

Manmatha becomes Gommata in Konkani.

Another reason why I hold that the form Gommafa is native to

Konkani and was thence borrowed into Kanarese via Marathi in all

probability! is that we find such a peculiar word as ‘Gova’ (masc. nom.

sing, 'govu*^ husband, master, lord), which is purely and undoubtedly

native to the Konkani language, to be in use in Kanarese* from

perhaps a very early period. Possibly this word 'gova' also filtered

down into Kanarese through Marathi medium. Though at present it

is conspicuous by its absence in Marathi itself, it is in very good form

and daily use in Konkani. This word ‘gova’* comes from the Sanskrit

word ‘Grahita’ (base ‘Grahitf’) which is the shortened form of ‘pari-

grahita’ (base, *pari*grahitr’, husband), just as the other Konkani word

‘duva' comes from the Sanskrit ‘duhitS’ (base, ‘duhity’, daughter).

I have explained why and how the Sanskrit word Manmatha

became transformed into Gommata. But this in no way affects what

has already been said in the body of the article in explanation of the

formation of the other variants of the word.

Govind Pai

I I give only 2 examples which come to my mind just now :

(ll6o A.C.) ‘King Ereyamga (of the Hoysala dynasty) who is the lord

of heroes' (‘Epigraphia Carnatica', vol. v, no. 193) ; (1286 A.C.)

•This King Narasiinha (of the Hoysala dynasty) who is the lord of

heroes’ (‘Epigraphia Carnatica’, vol. xii, no. 123)1 In both* the word

‘Gova’ o£curs^

* Both these Konkani words ‘gova’ and ‘duva’ are also found

as ‘ghova’ and ‘dhuva’ respectively, with aspirate initials
;
and this ‘is

due to the presence of the ‘h’ sound in the original Sanskrit words

which in its elision in^uences tbe sound of the consonants it follows.
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It is not less than ten years that some writers iri Bengal hive

begun to use quite a new word* saftdiya-6Aa^, or ‘twiHght language/

as it is translated by them into English. It wa$, however, first intro-

duced by MahamahopadhySya Haraprasad Shastri (•HPS) in t^
introduction to his Bauddka Gana 0 D6hV, This volume Contains

four Buddhist works, viz. (i) Caryacaryavit$i^ya (an anthology

in the oldest Bengali), (2) Dohakoki of Sarojavajra, (3) Dohak<M of

Krjnacarya or Kinhapada, and (4) DakarfMVa, each of the first three

being accompanied with a commentary in Sanskrit. They are all

edited by him.

In the commentaries on the Caryacaryavinikaya and Sarojavajra*s

Dohakoaa we come across the following words :

fl) sandhya, pp. 6, ii, 29, 32 ;

(2) sandhya-bhSqa, pp. 5, 13, 16, 18, 19, 23, 24, 26, 30, 51, 83,

93 5

*

(3) sandhya-vacana^ p. 37 ;
and

(4) sandAyS-saMeia, p. 9.

' These are used as synonymous and with reference to them HPS
writes in Bengali in the introduction (p. 8) referred to above : "All the

works of the Sahajayana are written in the SandAya-bAa§a. Sandhya-

bka^a is a bha^a (language) of light and darkness ("aio-a*dhSrl”), partly

light, partly darkness; some parts can be understood while others cannot.

In other words, in these discourses on dhatma which are of a high order

there are references also to different things. This is not to be openly

explained." Let us see how far this view can be accepted.

Mr. Panchkawri Banerjee does not subscribe to it and offers his

new interpretation saying that SandAya-bka^ji is the bha^U or language

of the country known by the name of Sandkya, i.e., the border land

between the old Aryavarta and Bengal proper®. This is,* in my

V
- _

- r - _ ^

1 Vaihglya Sahitya-Pari^t Series, No. 55, Calcutta, *323 B.S.

- 1916 A. D.
*

• 2 Once the reading is °bkSsa.

3 "Pandit Haraprasad Shastri came to the conclusion that die

language used by the SiddhacSryas was called Sandhya because it.
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ofdnion, mere imagination, there being absolutely nothing to support

it.

The followin^^ words which occur in the Baddharmapwtf^n^Uta

(Bib. Budh., 1^2) deserve to be noted in order to find out if there is

any connection 'between these two sets, of expressions ;

(1) sandKi-bliS^ita, pp. 125, 199, 233 ;

(2) sandKSrbha^ya, pp. 29, 34, 60, 70, 273 j
and

(3) sandha-vaeana, p. 59.

In fact, these are synonyms. But what is the sense in which they

are used ?

Burnouf in his French translation of the work, Le Lotus de la Bonne

Ln (Paris, 1852, p. 342) has, perhaps for the first time, discussed the

word used there (p. 29) in the following sentence ; “durvijfieyam

63riputra sandA3-bAa§yarn tathSgatanam'.*'
—'O Sariputra, the sandhi-

bhS^ya of the TathSgatas is very difficult.’ His conclusion is

that the word means 'enigmatical talk’ (“le language ^nigmatique”),

as supported by the Tibetan version reading Idem por dgoiis te bhad

pa ni which, according to him, means ‘explanation of the thought

expressed enigmatically’ ("le’xplication de la pensge exprim^e fen-

igmatiquement”).

Kern in his English translation of the work (SBE, vol. XXI) has

translated the term throughout by ‘mystery’ (see p. 59, note 3). Max
Muller takes the term to mean ‘hidden saying’ on Chinese authority

(SBE, vol. XLIX, p. 118; Vajracchedika, p. 23. note s). Let us,

however, discuss the point once again.

was a kind of twilight language which sought to give a mere glimpse

of the high truths of Buddhism, not in their pure original form, but

in such modified shape as could be understood by the common people

leaving deliberately vague what was not deemed safe or useful for

them to worry about With this conclusion I cannot agree.

The tract to the S.E. of Bhagalpur comprising the western portion

Birbhum and Santhal Perganas is the borderland between the

old ArySvarta (the Indian domicile of the Aryans) apd Bengal proper,

and was 'CzUsd SandAyi country. Any one, who is familiar with the

sevetal dialects aV closely resembling one another spoken in that

r^ion, cannot have any doubt as to their near relationship to the

language usecl by the SiddbScaryas.” Visvabkarati Quarterly, 1924,

p. a6s.
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That sandha ol siintffi3.-bkiyfa, sanMSrbki^a, etc. is in reality

a shortened form of MMfAaj'A, a gerund from amw^ Vj/AS is beyond

doubt. This is suggested even from the simple fact oil p. 70 of

the printed tesct of the SadiOtarmaptt^trlka two of the M6& used

by Kern, K and W, actually read saudASya for sandha it., tlie V/Otd

sandha-i&Sfya,^ Though the former cannot claim to' be the. adSal

reading on*the metrical ground, we cannot discard it altog^her, lor

it clearly indicates the sense of the word in which it wasAaken by the

scribes of the two MSS. referred to above. That the original fon|s

of sandhi cannot be other than sandhSya is shown below. But in

that case the only question^tbat presents itself is with reg^d to the

dropping of ya of sanohaya. This is, however, easily solved. See

the following Pali forms; atiMKaimaya {Skt, SfUSfa), Dhammapada,

$6;’abht1iMK,a6hiililapa (Skt. abhi/liSpa), Sumangalavilasit^, pp.

313; upSdS<up3dapa, Dhammasarjitg'a'rd, 7, g6o. See Geiger : P5//
Literature und Sprache, 1916, §27*3 (ayasS).

The import of sandhSya may be expressed in Sanskrit by the words

such as abhisandhaya, abhipretya, uddi^a, etc. which can be translated

into English by ‘meaning,’ ‘aiming at,' ‘having in view,’ 'intending,'

‘with regard to,’ etc. In support of this the following passages, both

Sanskrit and Pali, may be quoted_,here :

(i) punar api mahamatir aha / yad idam uktam bh£^avat§ yam
ca ratrim tathagato’ bhisambuddho yam ca ratrim parinirvS*

syati atrantara ekam apy aksaram tathagatena nodahrtam na pratya-

harisyti/ avacanam buddhavacanam iti/ tat kim idam" sandkayoktaqi

tathagatenarhata samyaksambuddhenavacanam buddhavacanam iti /

bhagavan aha / dharmadvayatn mahamate sandhSya mayedam uktam /

katamad dharmadvayam yad uta pratyatmadharmatim ca sandhSya

pauri^asthitidharmatSm ca / idam mahamate dharmadvayam scmdhaya

mayedam uktam,—LaihkSvatara, ed. B. Nanjio, Kyoto, 1923, p. 143.

'Mahamati asked again: "It is said by the Blessed One that

between two nights, one on which the Tathagata attained to perfect

enlightenment and the other on which he would attain complete

nirvaqa, he did not utter even a single syllable
;

nor would he

utter it. *The utterance of the Buddha is non*utternance. MeAmng
what has the perfectly enlightened, venerable, Tathagata skid that

' 1 Sandha-bhiayeqa bha^anto buddhabodhim anuttamam.

2 In tibe Vafracched*^, p. 23, note 5, read idarei, with the MS J,

an^ not r><»p as suggested by Max MiUler.
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Hhe utterance of the Buddha is non*utterance ?* Replied the Blessed

One : "Meaning twb dharmas, O Mahamati, I said it. And what are

these two dharpas? They are pratyatmadharmata and paurvrut-

sthitidhaniMta. These are two dharmas, O MahSmati, meaning which

I have said it’

(2) caturvldbatn samatam sandhaya mahamate tathagata* vacarp,

niecarayanti° / katamatn caturvidham samatam sandhayeP / imam

mahSmate caturvidham samatam sandhaya tathSgata" vacarp niscSr-

ayanti / Op. cit.% p. 141^

*Meaning fGax4o\6i equality, O Mahamati, the Tathagatas' utter

their words.* Meaning what four-fold equality*? Meaning this four-fold

equality, O MahSmati, the Tathagatas® utter their words!

•(3) anutpattim sandhaya mahamate sarvadharma nihsvabhavah /

Op. cit., p. I r.

‘It is meaning their non-origination, O Mahamati, that all the

things are (^said) to be without their nature.’

(4) Yah sandhayah&m evam vadSmi.—Dakabhumakamstra, ed.

T. Radher, p. 5.

'Intending these (Bodhisattvabhumis) I say so.’

(5) Idam nu te etam magandiya sandhaya bhasitam bhunahu

samano gotamo.

—

Majjhima Nikaya, I, p. 503.

'Intending thi*!, O Magandiya, it is said to you that the recluse

Gotama is destroyer of beings.'

(6) yam sandhaya vuttam.—-Jataka, i, 203.

'Meaning which (the following) is said!

(7) Idam kira bodhisatto attano abbhantare fianavudham sandhaya

kathesi.—Op. cit., p. 274.

'This was said by the Bodhisattva meaning the weapon of knowledge

which was within him.’*

I The following may also be referred to : Sumangalavilasinl, p. 163:

(i) rajodhatu o’ti rajaokkinti^thanani hatthapT^hapadapItha-

A\xA sandhaya vadati.

(ii) sattasafifiigabbha’ti ot(hagonagadrabhaajapasumi-

gamahise sandhaya vadati.

(iii) asafifligabbha' ti sal<yavagodhumamuggakahgu-

varakakudrusa'ke sandhaya vadati.

(iv) ndggai!?th'! gabbha'ti velunaladayo sandhaya vadati.

(See also pp. 161,. 165. Kathavatthupakara'ha-AtthakaihS.^JPTS,

1889), 3 : afi&am sat^lhiya bhapitam.



Prom the above uses it is perfectly clear that so far as the sense is

concerned, the wosd sandkaya of the Buddhists is nothing but akhi~

saHdhSya found in Brahma^ic and Buddhist works as (hd Allowing

pass^es will bear out

:

(1) abhisandlMya tu phalain. 'Bhagavadgitat XVIIi 12-:

‘Having in view* the consequence’.

(2) abhisandhiia yo hiipsaqi. Bhagavata PuraiM, III, 29, S*.

‘Who having in view injury.’

(3) vifayan abhisandhaya. Op. cit. III, 29, 9.

'Having in view the object of senses.’

(4) labham abhisandhaya. Bodhicaryavafarapafijika, p. 214.

'Having in view gain.*

(5)

. iSvaram eva abhisandhaya. Op. cit., p. 554.

‘Just with reference to God.’

With regard to this significance of sandhaya we have support also

from the Tibetan sources. The following line is quoted from the

Laihkavdtara in the Meuihyamakavrtti (p. 555) by Candrakirtti

:

svabhavanutpattira sandhaya mahamate sarvadharmaii Sanya iti

deSitah.

'Intending the natural non-origination, O Mahamati, it is taught by

me that all things are void.’

Here sandhaya is translated into Tibetan by dgohe nas which

simply means ‘having in view’ {abhipretya, abhisandhaya, uddieya).

We have already seen, as Burnouf has quoted, that the Tibetan

expression for sandha-bha^ya in the Baddharmapu'yi<*rika (p. 29) is

Idem par dgohs te beadpa ni. Here Idem par dgvhs means nothing but

abhisandhi (or abhipraya) though each of these two expressions.

Idempo and dgons or dgolks pa has the same sense. For example,

gzug pa la Idem par dgons pa^^avafarayyabhisandhi', mtshan Hid la

Idem par dgoHs pa^lak^tfabhisandhr, and so on. With te added to

it Idem por dgoHs means here only sandhaya— abhisandhaya. And
l^ad pa means bha^ita, bhogara, etc. 'speech,’ 'talk,' ‘explanation,’

etc,

The same {Idem por dgoHs tebiad ot gsufts sometimes omitting te)

1 The commentators, Sankara, Nllaka^^ha, Dhanapali, l^dh^a,

Abhinavagupta and Madhusudana explain the word* abhisandhaya

by uddikya.

See also Gopxcandana Upanigctd, 5 : vedartham abhisandhaya.

2 dridhara here says that abhisandMyaiDKex& sa/hhtdpya,

JUNE, 1928 13



or tUnilar {Idem por nag) Tibetan expression in the sense of sandhor

is found in other cases in the Sadharmapun^aAka (see pp. 6o, <, 199,

833* 59).

Now, the Sanskrit and Pali passages quoted above will show us that

sandhaya is used with a verb, express or understood, meaning 'to say*

(/vad, Vkath, -/difi etc.V We further see that in some of these

passives sandhaya is employed with past participles,e.g., sandhaya dMtam,

sandhaya bha^itenip,, sandhaya vuttarp,. In such cases these pairs of

words are not compounded, but gradually with the change of the

meaning of the second member they began to be compounded; in other

words, the past participles lost their own sense, and assumed that

ot a verbal noun. Thus 6ha§ita did not then mean 'said,' but ‘say-

ing,* ‘utterance,’ bha^a, bhagya, bhdaa'm'y similarly ukta, Pali • vuita,

began to be used in the sense of vaca^ 'speaking,* 'speech,' ‘utterance*.

Thus the word sandha-bhaqita with its other synonyms already alluded

to came into being.

We have also the use of abhiprayika vaccana (or vacas) in that very

sense. For example, we read in Vasubandhu’s Virnhatika {Viffuipti-

matratasiddhi), ed. L<5vi, Paris, 1925, p. 5, Karika 8:

rupadyayatanastitvam tad vineyajanam prati /

abhiprayavasad uktam upapadukasattvavat
I/*-

Here runs the commentary on the word abhiprayavasad (Tib. dg(nls

pdhi dbah gis): cittasantatyanucchedam ayatyam abhipretyd (Tib.

dgofhs nas) abhiprayikaxp, tad vacanam (Tib. bkah de ni dgohs pa can

no), 'Having in view the non-annihilation of the continuity of citta

in the future, the speech is intentional.

The following line from the Tattvasarpgraha (GOS, 1926, p. 868,

si. 3, 331) may also be cited here;

ubhiptayikam ete^am syadvadadi vaco yadi.®

I Poussin translates it (Musdon, vol. VIII, 1912, p. ^4): C’est inten-

tionnellement {abhisandhi, abhiprayavamt) que Bhagavat a enseign4

r^xistence des Syatanas aux hommes que cet [enseignement] doit con-

vertir;**-comme [il a enseignd l’8xistence] des “dtres de naissance surna-

tvit(t\\e*»ia$tpapaduia sattva).

,2 Here* is Jhe Tib. version (Tanjuf, Narthang ed., Mdo, He,

fol 133« of the Visval^iarati Library)

:

* gal te de dag bsyut smra sogs/

tshig ni dgos pa^i don yin na/

Literacy it reads prayofanSrthaha for abhiprayika. We should,
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‘I£ their utterance such as syadvSda, etc. is intentional.'

It is thus perfectly clear that sandhorbka^ta or is nothing
but* abh^rayika^ vacana which can be translated by Intentional
speedi.*

We can gather also from Ac Chinese sources* that in fMlity
sandhi-bko^a is abhiprayika vacana (‘intentional speech*). In Cbineie
tho-e are three translations of ttie Saddhamu^tt'^fUa, first by Fa-
hu or Dfaarmaraksa (286 A.C.), second by Kumarajiva (406 A.C.), and the
third by Jlianagupta and Dharmagupta (Coi a;c.)

; besides other two
translations which do not contain the passage bearing on candid
bha^a. It is found in these translation^ that only on two occasions

{Saddkarmd-pui^flka, p. 34= iCumarajiva’s tr., Tokio ed. xi. 1,11a.

I S-16; amd Sadkarmapui^Hka, p. 235=KumIrajTva's tr., xi. 30i.tJ*3)

the Word {sandkS-bka§ya or bkapfa) is translated, in the first case

by zvei and in the second by yu. In other passages it has either been

omitted or translated by an expression, sui i. Now, both wei and

yu mean 'subtle/ ‘obscure/ ‘secret/ ‘hidden’; and this is, I think, just the

opposite of nltartha which is explained in the Abhidkarma-

kokivyakkya, as we shall presently see, by vibhaktartha 'of clear

sense’. In other words, these two Chinese words may be explain-

ed in such cases by avibhaktartba 'that of which the sense is not

clear,’ ‘subtle,’ ‘obscure* 'that of which the sense is to be

made fdszx' ^neyartha (see below).

With regard to the second exppression sui i, as explained by

Couvreur, it means ‘suitable’ (“d'aprSs ce qui convient). If we,

however, consider how the Sanskirt terra under discussion {sandka-

bkafya) is explained in Tibetan, as has already been shown, it

seems to me, we may take the Chinese expression as equivalent

of abhiprayika, ‘intentional.* Chinese sui means ‘to follow’

(anu+/gam) and is frequently used for the Sanskrit prefix a»« (for

instance, sui tso, anuvidhana) sui sheng, anufata). And * means (i)

‘suitable,’ ‘proper* ;
(ii) ‘should,’ ‘ought.’ Thus sui i may mean

however, like to read dgolu for dgos in the second line, a^ in that

case ^<rhs paid dan would mean abhiprayarthaka which is in fact

the same as abhiprayika. 1. .

1 I am grateful to Dr, Frabodh Chandra Bagchi for the help

1 have derived from him oh this point.
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*Minsant^lya 'that which is to be followed,’ and this is, in fact,

abhifiM^a {^gamya^Uhipr&yika^ from Vi 'to go’), figuratively *'that

which is to be intended.’
,

Now, the beauty of the instruction (desariavitasa) of the Buddhas,

or their skill in showing the means for realization of truth {upayakau-

hdya) is that their instructions (deiam) differ according to the degrees

of fitness of their disciples.^ Those instructions are mainly of two

kinds, (i) one, the object of which is to show the real state ofthings

directly {tattvartha), and (ii) the other, ‘intentional’ {abhiprayikl)

meaning thereby that it is intended to imply or suggest something

different from what is expressed by the words iyatharuta).* The

object of the former is to lead one to the path of nirvana {margavatara)^

while that of the latter is to lead one to the fruit (or final result) of

nirvana {phalavafara). These two kinds of instruction or discourse

or sUtra as often styled are also called -rntartha and neyartha respec*

tively. By the former is meant the kind of instruction which is clearly

expressed, and by the latter the kind which is implied. In other

words, the first gives us the literal sense while the second the implied

sense.®

1 defiana lokanathanam sattvalayavalanugah/

bhidyante bahudha loka upayair bahubbih kila//

Bodhicittavivara'^a quoted in the Sarvadar^nasamgraha,

AnandSirama ed., 1906, p. ii.

durbodhyatn capi taj jfianam sahasa srutva balidah/

kSmksatn kuryuh sudurmedhSs tato bhraf^a bhrameyu te//

yatha vi§ayu bha^ami yasya yadpakam balaip/

anyamanyehi arthehi dr^^im kurvami ujjukam//

Saddharmapundarlka, p. 125.

2 See Madhyamakavrtti^ pp. 42-43.

3 See the commentary of the NeUipakararyat PTS, p. 218;

Nitatthahti yatharutavasena fiatabbattham, Neyyat-
t h a n ti niddharetva gahetabbattham. The Manorathapiuroft^ (Siamese

ed.) oij the Aihguttara NikSya, I. 10, says: Yassa attho netabho tam

neyyatthaQi suttantam, Nitattho khathitattho. Abhidharma''

kr^vpakkya quot^ by Poussin in the 'Madhyamakavrtti p. 597:

miSrtha'^vibhak^rtha {Abhid. K, V. 230^)*>«de sense clair
;

tandis

que '•'n^^rtkasya sUtrasya nanStHukhaprakrtarfhavibhago'n^fah

tandthgkaro bhawntH'
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It follows then from what is said above that the term sandhi-MStym

with all its variants such as sandhS-dkS§ita, etc.^ is anonymous with

abhtprayika vacant and neyartha vacana or sUira.

Let us now take up the question as to the c^giii of the wmds'

such as saHdiyB-6M§Si san^pS^vacana, etc. reading MMssSiifi

for sandhS in HPS’s Baud^a Gam 0 Doha already referred

to. Burnouf says (Lotus, p.* 343) in discussing the meaning of

sandhSrbKa^ya that he too found in his MSS. qf the Saddharmapw^
arVia the reading sancUtya for saudka. It is, however, to be noted

that in the edition of the Sanskrit text of the work by Knrn and Nanjio

not less than eight MSS. are used but in hone di them is the word

sandAya found even in a single instance. There is, in my o{»nion,

sufficient ground for saying that though the materials collected by Mie

editor' were not sufficient, the present edition of the Baud/ia Gana 0
Doha is not as critical as it could have been if the materials that were

at the disposal of the editor had fully been made use of. I do not, there*

fore, accept his readings. He says^ that in the Asiatic Society of Bengal

there is a copy (No. 8063) of the palmleaf manuscript on which he

based his edition, In that copy there are a number of variant readings.

Without comparing that copy with the original palmleaf MS, it can-

not be ascertained whether the variants were in the original or made
by the scribe of the copy. However, as r^ards the reading sandAya

in the printed text, there is at least one case (p. 29, 1. 13) where the

copy of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (p. 38) does not read sandhyaya

as edited, but sandhaya.^

With regard to the second work in which sandhya-bh^a occurs,

viz. Advayavajra’s commentary on the Dohakoha of Sarojavajra, the

scribe himself tells us that the original from which he made his

copy was a very corrupt one, yet with a view to collecting the work

he copied it® As there is no other MS of the work at our disposal

we can only verify its readings by comparing it with its Tibetan trans-

lation. The following is found in the commentary of Sarojavajra’s

I A Descriptive Catalogue ofSanskrit Manuscripts in the Govern-

ment collection undir the care of the Asiatic Society Bengal, vol. I,

Buddhist Manuscripts, 1917, p. 144* ,

'

3 The actual writing* looks just like That it is <iot

sandhyaya is quite clear.

3 astavyastapado bhati grantho'yam lekhadogatah /

tathapi likyate’smhSbhir granthasaipgrahaSamkfayS//
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edited by HPS, p. 83 : sandkjfSAka^m ajanlmtvi [/] ca.

And here runs its Tibetan version {Tanjur, Rgyud hgrel, Mi, Narihang

edition/ fol I94<*;*

dgoiis pas gsuia pah* ita io mi ies pahipkyirj

It may be translated into Sanskrit : sandkabka^bkavafKanat, 'on

account of not knowing the nature of the intentional speech.*

Again, we read in the same work (p. 93) : sandkyabkU^m afanad-

bkih. And here is the Tibetan version (fol. 194a) : dgoiis U bstan

pah* shod ma hes pas. We may literally translate it thus into San-

skrit : sandkSya upadi§t5tp, bka§Sm ajanadbkih (^sandkabka^Sm"),

Thus there is nothing of sandkya ‘twilight’ in these cases. And
it is now not difficult to say how sandkya has crept into the MSS.

in place of sandka (= sandkSya). It is quite possible that scribes

not knowing the true significance ot sandkSya or its shortened form

sandkS changed it into sandhyS with which they were very fmiliar.

ViDHUSHBKHARA BHATTACHARYA

1 VisvSbharati Ubrary.

2 Cordier, II. p. 214 (42), I99n~23in, 5.



The Women of the Meghadnta
•

In our ancient classical literature the real is t')0 often lound lot^

in the ideal. Much as the modern critic etidetavours to pick his why
through the vast domain of Sanskrit literature for a peep at the actttil

conditions of life and thought of the people who produced it, he is

confronted with types in the place of individuals, opinions for state-

ment of facts, theories instead of description of practices. The great

masters of Indian art aimed at the creation of ideals, which would not

be bound by the limitations of particular ages and peoples, but would

be true for all time and all climes. There must be a Homeric touch

in the commonest of themes, a shadow of the divine over the

humblest of heroes. This inevitable idealistic outlook of the greatest

Indians of antiquity affects their treatment of even such admittedly

secular departments of human inquiry as politics or military science.

The astute Kau^il)^ sits down to write a political manual for the

guidance of his sovereign or his officials
;
he leaves for his posterity a

masterly treatise setting forth his own ideals of an autocratic, socialistic

state, which existed nowhere in his time and was never approximated

to at any time in India. And what idea do we get as to how the

ancient Indian fought his battles or conducted a siege from the elabo-

rate descriptions of campaigns in the great epics or even the few

historical works that we possess?

The truth of the foregoing proposition can be established by many

examples
;
Ixit it is not implied that we never meet a familiar face in

the dreamland of our classical inheritance. The greatest of the Indian

poets, indeed, gives us the best information on many a point about

which our curiosity is roused. If Kalidisa excels his compeers in the

loftiness of his fancy and the nobility of his ideals, he is also 'truest

to the kipdred points of heaven and home.' Indian poetry had not

•yet had the burden of symbols, conventions and conceits, which

closed its weary steps in a later age }
and the heroes* and heroines

of Kalidlsa's poetry are real men and women aSd, not nSyaki^ and

nayikSs for whom literary convention has dictated rigid roles of speech

and action in a number of prescribed mooda and situations. Ag^n,

if-in the human he perceived the divine, his divine is also what »
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in the human. I think this is what Geothe meant when bp said

that the iSakuntala was a 'single name* for earth and heaven (com-

bined. "

If Kalidasa is thus a great poet of humanity, he is also a child of

the age in which he lived. There ase good reasons for belie^dng that

in his works gmerally and in the Meghaduta in particular he has

reflected in a great measure the habit, tastes and opinions of his con-

temporaries in the words and actions of his heroes and heroines.

Whether the Meghaduta was composed in his early youth or it is

the "In Memoriam” of a widower written in his ripe old age, it unques-

tionably U the composition of a versatile observer, who has been a

<part’ of many lands besides his own. The world of the Meghaduta

is very much the same as that of the golden age of the Imperial

Guptas. It is a vivid sketch of the life of a people who were in the

enjoyment of such peace, prosperity 'and the amenities of a highly

developed, artificial civilization as, we know, were witnessed in India

during the rule of the great Guptas, when, it is believed, the great

poet lived. The bustling, vigorous life of the city of Ujjayini as

recorded in the Meghaduta undoubtedly represents its actual con-

dition after Candragupta Il’s conquest of Guzerat, which made it the

great emporium for western trade.

A very important rolS in this lyrical masterpiece of India

is played by the women. As a matter of fact, the very charm .of the

poem lies mainly in its description of the fair objects of nature and

the fair sex. In the eye of the poet, indeed, there was not a differ-

ence of kind but only of form between woman and nature . He cer-

tainly perceived one great consciousness pervading both. It was part

of his creed to think that nature was sentient and that it participated

in the joys and sorrows of man. Even while describing beauty of

form, Kalidasa frequently calls in Nature to bring out his conception

of womanly grace and dignity, and vice versa. If for the dark iris

and white ball of a full black eye, he finds no fitter object of

comparison than a lai^e black bee sitting right on the centre of the

cup of the white Kunda flower, if for the lovely heroine rendered pale

and Wbn on account of separation from her beloved, his r^dy simile,

is the moon kerchieft in a dark, comely clqpd, or the lotus blighted

by printer or agaibi the Sthaia-kamalini flower on a cloudy day when

it is nmther Qpen'nor shut, he similarly invokes the comely grace of

the woman’s body and her various moods in order to describe nature*

He compare^ the Narmada lyihg in a thin stream at the foot of d^e
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Vindhya hill to the woman’s lovely locks tied in a single braid, tiie

Vertravati with her dimciug waves to the face of a tN>inan broken
into a frown, the tumultuous NirvindhyS river with rows of birds
flying aloft to the girdle-string which graces a lady’s waist) and the
water of the reed-edged Gambhlsa to a blue garment sii{^lng dowfl
and being held up by the hand.

' ’

A striking point about KalidSsa's treatment of women in thd
Meghadnta <s that he has always placed them.in a natural setting.

Natural scenery, likewise, is generally described with ^ome fair olWI

as its enjo)rer. Thus, the Rama^iri groves are mentioned along with
the fact that the daughter of Janaka loved to bathe in Its limpid

lakes; the Nicaihi hills are the haunts of young courtesans; lovely

flower-girls are busy culling flowers in gardens adjacent to s\^ft-

flowing rivulets. In fact, so great was the harmony between woman
and nature that the one is almost the ether in his poetry. The ex-

quisite lines in which the Yak^a sums up his message , to his beloved

wife gives us the clue to KalidSsa’s creed of nature (Megbad&ta, 11;

45)’

J

^yamasv ahgatp cakitahari^Ipreksane dp^lipatatp

Vaktracchayam fiadini Sikhinam barhabhare^u kesan/

Utpasyami pratanu^u nadlvlci^u bhravilasan

Hantaikasmin kvacid api na te cagdi sadrsyam asti//

I shall now proceed to an examination of the types of woman
described in the Meghaduta. A few preliminary observations on the

attitude which Kalidasa seems to take towards woman in this poem are,

however, necessary. In the first place, it rather forces itself on our

attention that the principal, if not the only, objects of interest for Kali-

dasa are the young women alone and that he may be said to have neg-

lected altogether girls of a tender age. Again, it is rather strange

that what seems to interest him in the character of these women is

their sensuousness and passionateness
;

he represents youth as a

disquieting, distracting element, which finds its expression and satis-

faction in the pleasures of the senses. We fail to know from KalidSsa

what part our ladi^ played in the serious concerns of life. When the

great poet ,introduces us to a young housewife, we find hej busy at her

toilet, or, we are informed,* she is still on her bed, the morning breeze

which sbo))Id have called her to her household duties making her sleep

all the more soundly. Another very striking thing in the M^hadhta

is the prominence given to courtesans of various 'classes. would be

JUNE, 1928
” *3
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no exaggeration, in fact, to say that an unblushing, candid and realistic

lecture of the charms of these women is a special theme of this poem.

Mr. Havell has observed that Indian art takes c<^nisance of women

primarily as matrons and not as objects of physical beauty. It is spiritual

beauty, says he, that Indian art insists upon. One would wish that

these observations, which are true of Indian art as a whole, were also

true of this great artistic production of' Kalidasa as well. But, if they

are not applicable in this case, we need not deplore the fact or con-

demn the poet. To a great extent Kalidasa was bound down by the

choice of his subject. The mental state of his hero, destined to live

away from his beloved the wretched life of an exile, necessarily colours

his whole outlook upon life. And I have already stated that Kalidasa’s

arf is never so idealistic that it leaves actualities behind or that it

fails to reflect real human elements or passions. It seems to me that

the description of women in the Meghaduta is a substantially accurate

representation of their actual condition in the age in which he lived,

and that there are omissions but not mistakes. He does not, it is true,

touch on every possible side of woman's activity in his time—the

subject-matter does not allow it—but he describes a variety of types,

and his descriptions are vivid and faithful.

The types of women described or noticed in this poem are

:

(1) The women of Non-Aryan primitive races of India (vanacara-

vadha).—They live in the forest to the south of the Narmada. The

poet throws out a dark hint at their character by the expression

*bhuktakunje'.

(2) The women of the Siddhas (siddhangana).—According to

Mallinatha the Siddhas were a class of devas (holy men ?). They

lived with their wives on hill-tops and worshipped the god Siva

for attaining heaven after death. They led simple and abstemious

lives and played upon the lute, perhaps as a devotional exercise.

The Siddha wives were so simple-minded that when during the rains

the clouds were driven by wind, they would wonder with faces

upturned whether it was the crest of the hill blown away by the

storm.

(3) The \nllage maiden (janapadavadhu).—K^lidSsa de\^otes only

one stanza to a description of the most common type .of the women-

folk of India, yfyo are numerically the strongest and form really the

backbone of the nation,*viz., the peasant women. We meet the peasant

girl on the field where the day’s task has just been finished and the

air is thick.with the aroma of the freshly tilled soil. Kalidasa praises
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the pheasant* affectionate look her eyes, full of simpB^ty a'vi {rarity

of heart and draws a cumparison with die looks of die of the dty
damsel. _ , .

(4) Wives whose husbands are travelling in fore^n lands (petiiika*

vanita or drdiii^l).—In the days of Kilidisa such women were npmett^

ous enough, bodi in towns and villages, to form a class by themselvee*^

Travelling, both for plmisure atfd business, wa>, it seems, a usual

in those days of brisk trade and stirring jevents. The customs of

society in early times required that the wife shodld put on a sign of

mourning for her absent lord ; she should nddier dress hemelf gaily,

nor toilet her hair, which should hang in a single braid over her back

to signify her sorrow and anxiety for her husband, It was certainly

in the fitness of things in a Hindu home wiUi our notions of chastity

that 'the wife should behave so in the absence of her husband, and

in many cases undoubtedly this neglect of proper toileting was a

genuine expression of the feelings of the girl. But there is no doubt

that it gradually became a mere pose, a mere affectation
;
and there

weje certainly some frisky girls who had their eye on heightening

their charms and improving their looks by an 'agreeable negligence.'

In a class of Sanskrit literature, therefore, we find the virahi^l or

pathikavanita as a regular conventional nayika, whom poets represent

as they like.'

The Meghaduta is full of references to the virahi^l, and,

because the wife of the Yak^a is in the same predicament, the poet

approaches the subject with the tender respect that the condition

of the woman demands. As the events described in the Meghaduta

happen in the rainy season, when the men return from foreign lands,

the poet describes the anxions wives as getting consolation at the

sight of the first cloud of the month of Afl^ha. > 1 refrain from des*

cribing in detail the condition of the vidthi^l, because it means in

effect summarising nearly one fourth of the whole poem.

(5) The flower-girls (pufpalavl).—As flowers were in g^eat demand

in- cities, gardens in - the suburbs udiere the jasmine plants naturally

grew were frequented by young flower>girls busy plucking the flowers.

The podt describes them as hard at their work, perspiring .freely,

their cheeks flashed and their floral ear-pendants wither^ and droop-

ing. If they are girls of tender age, they are* I think, thepniy

I Cf. for example, the ingenious lines of the Splgaratilaka, a

work ascribed to Kalidasa,
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OjCnen noticed in this poem, with possibly one exception which I will

{iresently mention.

(6) Unmarried girls (kanyS).—^The poet describes jthe girls of” his

dream-city of Alaka as playing the 'Guptamai^i’ game under the

shade of the Mandara trees, being refreshed by the breeze, cooled by
contact with the water of the divine Mandakini river. These would-

be brides , of the gods resemble theit human sisters so much that

we would not be wrong if we take them as representing the average

Hindu girl of a good family of the poet's time.

(7) The city damsels (paurangatia).—The poet describes the dam-
sels of the great cities of Ujjayini and Dasapura (modern Mandasor),

as well as those of his dream-city of AlakS and brings into sharp

relief their highly artificial, luxurious ways of life. The prominent
objects of interest in Ujjayini, according to the poet, are the women'; and
he says that those who have not 4ooked at their beautiful eyes are

as good as blind. The women of DaSapura are adept in sending
speechless messages through their eyes, and when they lift the dark
lashes of their charming eyes, it seems that black bees are chasing

the white Kunda flowers. The poet describes the lalita-vanita (fair

women) of Ujjayini as living in gorgeous palaces, scented with flowers

and dyed red with lac-marks left by their feet.

(8) The courtesans.—-The same reasons which gave rise to the class

of the hetaiera in Athens were also responsible for the growth of the
free women in the cities of ancient India. They played an important

part in the public and private life of^our country, and undoubtedly
contained many women of the type of Theodote and Aspasia. Our
poet seems to have collected a good deal of information about them
and does not hesitate to describe them as objects of beauty. He notices
three classes of these women, which are as follows

:

(i) Panyastrl.—The expression is clear enough to need any
explanation.

(ii) AbhisarikS.—They would go out to meet their lovers
under cover of a dark night in the trysts. They seem to
have been married women or in any case not fret to carry
on their love affairs, as the poet says that they were extreme-
ly timid^ These women sometim^ came from ‘rich families

;

for w© learn tl\at while passing through the streets at night
they would drop, through trepidation, some of their golden
ear-rings, pearl necklaces, etc,
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(Hi) VeSyaWThese are the same as the ll^dSEEs (tf modern

Hindu femples. We find them dancing before die god

Mahakala at Ujjain, their girdles jingling beantifiilly At the

rhythmic movement of their feet and Uwir hands wearied,

with waving the jeweled climara. But thu poet does oMl

fail to notice the Icmg side^lances thrown’ by |he iitay of

their dark eye-lashes* resembling bees in fl!ght» at young'’

visitors of the temple.

The foregoing survey of the various types of women described in

the M^hadQta prepm’es us for our . next objeet qf inguiryi viz.| the

poet’s ideal of a.beautiful woman. Let us Hnd out the features on

which the poet lays sbress in describing the various types oi woman-

hood. That a chief element of woman’s glory lay in dark and shining

locks’ may be proved by the fa^ that the poet refers to it more than

once and uses it as a simile. The ladies of KilidSsa’s time used to

dress their hair in various ways as they do now, and flowers as well as

strings of pearls were used for the hair to heighten the beauty of U>e

face. Dark eye*lashes resembling a line of bees are described more

than once by Kilidasa and the looks in the eyes more than the eyes

themselves were to him the main objects of interest. He contrasts the

gentle, affectionate looks of the village maids with the artful glances of

the city damsels, and at AlakI, says he, cupid would do his work by

the graceful play of the creeper-like eye-brows alone. The lips of a fair

woman the poet usually compares to the ripe bimba fruU, and in one

stanza the word bimbadhara is used almost as a synonym for a

beautiful woman. It is rather surprising that the breast and the waist,

which are such prominent objects of interest for Sanskrit poets, are

never elaborately described in the Meghadiita: they generally come in

as similes or in connection with the ornaments used for them. For

the feet Kalidasa uses the lotus as a simile, and it seems that his ear is

sooner capitivated by the jingling of the anklets than his eye by the

beauty of the foot The various traces of loveliness we find combined

in the wife of the Yakffa, who, of course, is the most perfect

woman. She is thus described by the poet:—“young and slim,

with poidted teethi^ and lips like ripe bimba fruit, thin-waisted; with

eyes like those^of a timid fawn ;
her gait sedate on account of the

heaviness of hor hips and her form slightly bent on Account of her full-

grown orbs.* This type of beauty was, unquestionably,^ the po^s

ideal, for we find other heroines, such as Umi, &kuntaH, elc., simi-

larly described, (cf,, for example, ‘Svarjita kifldd iva s|aniti^3fR^
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etc., in the KumSrasambhava.) We find also similar expressions

in contemporary works of art, and this certainly was the standard

of beauty in the poet’s time. • .>

I shall now endeavour to find out and discuss the light which the

M^haduta throws on the life of the women described above. I have

already observed that the city dames had an extremely artificial and

luxurious way of living. What Miss*01ive Schreiner calls the 'para-

sitic* sU^e in the life of the woman may indeed be discerned in the

palaces of the rich at Ujjyaini and DaSapura, as described by the poet.

Nevertheless, even a superficial perusal of the poem does not fail

to impress us with the fact that our ladies in that age were in constant

touch with nature. There is certainly an amount of poetical exa-

ggeration in the poet’s account, but all deductions and eliminations

notwithstanding, the fact remaii|| that in the life of the women

of ancient India, nature played a very important and altc^ether whole-

some part. We would, of course, call it a superstition, but there was

undoubtedly more than that in the custom which required the woman

to put her left foot on the Asoka tree that it might blossom. The

deep sympathy between nature and woman is a very important feature

of the life described in the Meghaduta.

The repeated mention of floral ornaments in the Meghaduta indi-

cates the extensive use of them by the ladies of all classes. We find

the lotus being used by the puspalSvI as an ear-pendant, the Sirica

flower used for the ear by the fair women of Alaka. Parvatl sought

to heighten her celestial charms by using the lotus leaf as an ear-

pendant We learn that the flower counted as an important article

for the toilet of the hair. It was not only inlaid with Kunda buds,

but fresh Kuruvaka flowers were stuck to the braided hair, and the

Kadamba was flung from up the parting of the hair. The Mandara

flower was used for the same purpose by the abhisarikas of the place.

!We learn further from the poet that the ladies of the time would apply

to their face the pollen of the Lodhra blossom in order to make it look

yellowish white.

The young ladies, it SQems, spent a good deal of time over their

toiletl The ladies of Ujjain perfumed their locks
_
with scented fumes,

and the use of lac for reddening the foot was a universal custom. The

fair* ones would filso use scents of various sorts (e.g., sandal paste etc.)

so that whqp th'ey were engaged in water-sports, the air would become

thick with their smell. Among the ornaments worn by ladies we find the

ibllowing flitentioned ;—a nqt'of p«u:ls for the tresses,the jingling girdlq
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for the waist, bangles, both plain and with diamond points, bangles,

which would make a pleasing, jingling sound (worn by the wife'crf

the Yak§a), golden lilies for the hair, and various sorts cf necklaces,•—

a variety particutary mentioned being a string of pearls with an

Indranila gem as pendant. The poet informs us that an importmit

object of attraction for sight-seers at Ujjain were the’ pearls, corals,"

diamonds, etc., with the shoofe of their rays jefting forth. They
were exposed for sale in the market-stalls, Hd also mentions various

sorts of silken garments as being worn by the ladies and himself shows

a partiality for the blue colour when put on,by the fair ladies.

The women of the time lived a gay, robust life. They certainly

enjoyed light and air, the two blessings of god, more freely than their

less fortunate sisters of the cities of modern India, and we have

already seen that life was then not devoid of romance. Their intimate

touch with nature lifted life out of , t'le dull routine of household

duties. The wife of the Yak^a found some consolation in her grief

by rearing up a young Mandara plant as her son. Another diversion

for her was talking with the ca^ed parrot or making the pea-fowl dance

by clapping her beautiful hands.

Many of the fine arts of ancient India were diligently cultivated

by The ladies. The wife of the Yaksa was a good musician. She

could not only play upon the lute, but could herself compose songs

in which her husband’s name would occur again and again. She was

skilled in painting too, and could draw from her imagination the

likeness of her husband emaciated by separation. The poet tells

us that the walls of the palaces of Ujjain were adorned by numerous

paintings, and it is possible that some of them were drawn by the

ladies of the house.

It is not easy always to separate the real from the ideal in the

works of the poets. In the foregoing discussion on the condition of

the women described In the Meghaduta, I have proceeded on the

assumption that the poem reflects their actual condition in the age of the

poet The picture that he gives is a happy and bright one. In the

works of tiiis immortal poet we get a glimpse of the happy, slow-mov-

ing life of our ancestors in a country, which for centuries had. been

tbe site of a mighty civilisation, and which, as yet, wa^^ whole

undisturbed by foreign conquest.

Sailendranat^ Dhar



Christian Mysticism in the light of the

Buddha’s Doctrine
r

The Buddha’s Doctrine contains .not a trace of mysticism. To
be sure, it brings unusual knowledge, and teaches also how to set up

the conditions for unusual powers, but all this with the normal human

cc^nitive faculties, even if in the state of their highest possible deve-

lopment
;
and the whole thing in the form of the Law of Causation,

i. e., of the consideration of all objects of knowledge exclusively from

the^point of view of Causality,* But not only does the Buddha's

Doctrine contain no mysticism, rea/i/y there never has been such a

thing at all anywhere in it. The solution of this problem of mysti-

cism in general ought to be one of great interest to Buddhists also,

because it is precisely the consideration of this question which makes

the Buddha’s Doctrine shine forth in all the more bright a light.

This consideration of mysticism will be undertaken in this manner,

that the system of the greatest of all Western "mystics," Master

Eckhart, will be subjected to a critical evaluation. If the method by

means of which he acquired his knowledge is penetrated, then pre-

cisely thereby without anything further, all other mystics also, as

sucht are comprehended, just because they have all arrived at their

results upon the same path.

The characteristic form of all mysticism is this,—a mystic “inner

light," altogether different in its nature from normal cognition,

which begins to shine in different individuals
;
and then, as the result of

this mystic “illumination," comes a knowledge which, just because not

won through normal perception, cannot be imparted with the apparatus

of this normal perception, words and concepts. The real object of

mysticism, however, is the super-sensual, the transcendental, the divine,

which lies at the roots of the world.

Wliat position now does Master Eckhart occupy in this field ?

i I

Eckhart, as a Dominican monk, was a faithful ‘son of his Churchj

a convinced Catholic. That comes out proifiinently in ah his sermons.

This also he expressly affirms, in as many words, when he says that

I ifj. The essay "Is the Doctrine of the Buddha Science" in the

Maha Bodh> Journal, 1926, 1927).
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he believes the ^eripnires more than hitnseif. '

tliia 4^ Is SpidyBy
eonfirMed in the 'dideratton tvhkih he had read dot on (iw ^th el

February, 1337, id the Doodniean Church in Cologne, in rejpiy lo ^
altecks made upon hiia : he had always only looked to ^ ttMK

Faidi and to die right Doctrine
;
every error which coa|d be jpcdMeAl

out to him, he withdrew in advaivee, and wished he had not utteiVMl
^

or written. Nay, without thereby abandonii^ a single one of hit

utterances, he corrected and recanted every utteWhce of kis of whlslh

any one would be in a position to point out that U Was based upon

a fsuiity use of reason. For him, tiieitdsre, ffhr entire strutture d
the teachings of Catholic dogma stc^d unshakeably firm.

Eckhart, howevw, was also of a nature inclined to meditaHont pr,

more accurately, inclined to looking within ; and this in a manner

and to a degree which, for Buddhists, gives rise to a surprising suppo*

sition, to which due expression will later be given.

These two points of view must be well borne in mind if one wishes

to understand Eckhart and arrive at a correct judgment of him
;

nay, they are offundamental importance to such an understanding.

Next, as regards the second characteristic of Eckhart, his endea*

vours after knowledge on the path of contemplative meditation,

according to him, the cognitive activity of the soul directed outward

never penetrates to the essence of things. “All its activities-—[the

SafikhitSs in the Doctrine of the Buddha]—the soul carries out hy

means of the forces. What it cc^nises, that it cognises with the

reason. If it thinks of aught, this it does with the memory. Should

it love, this it does with the will — .... and every one of its outward

motions is ever joined to some one means or other. The power of

s^ht it sets going only by means of the eyes, else it may not

fulfil t>r bestow any such thing as seeing. And so with all the senses.

Ever for thdr manifestation does it make use of some kind of mesms

or other.* “If now the powers of the soul enter into contact with the

creatmw, they take and create from it an image and likeness, and

draw that into themselves .... Closer the creature may not press into

the soul, ^so the soul never busies itself more closely with a ^crea-

ture until it has befordumd fully taken into itself an image thereof . . .,

be if*a stone, a roae, a man or whatever it be that it^ seeks to know,

each time it first brings forth an inu^ which it has taken in before-

har^ Only in titis Wise saay it unite itself wfth the objdfct. But If

a man in such wise takes an image into himself, this ot iwcessily must

Qome from without 1^ mtm” • • • ’‘IhCeveiy Baage dost

,
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not point to, and ofifer, itself ; it ever leads, and points, to t^at of

which it is the image." Because the soul through external cogrfitive

activity cannot penetrate to the essence, but always otily to the outer

wrappings of things, that is, to their image, naturally therefore, it

also cannot upon this path come to a knowledge of itself. Nay, with

regard to itself it never even manages to get as far as to such a mere

image, since she stands behind her senses, the senses which convey

the images to her, thus, for example, behind the mediating eye.

“Therefore to the soul is there nothing so unknown as herself. The
soul, so says a Master, is not able to make or project any image of

herself. Therefore has she naught whereby she might know herself.

For an image ever enters only through the senses, consequently she

can have no im^e of herself. Therefore does she know all else,

only not herself. Of nothing does she know so little as of herself,—

even because of this mediating." And yet although the soul knows

nothing of herself, nevertheless Eckhart knows what it is, just as he

also knows of the “unknown God beyond God" what he is : God is

Spirit. “And yet, through and through, God so is Spirit, that com-

pared with Him the soul and the angels are almost something cor-

poreal. If any one should paint the most exalted among the seraphim

with black pigment, the likeness would be far greater than if one

should paint God in the form of the highest seraph
;
beyond all

measure it would be unlike.” Elsewhere he also says : '‘The divine

Being is Reason." “God is Reason, since he alone lives to his own
knowledge,” and then again : "Because the Godhead by His very

nature is reason,” “And this rational Being or God to the rational

soul has given a shape even as his own*' “Therefore does Augustine

rightly say ; ‘As God is made, so also is the souP," “For the soul

is created like unto the Godhead." Therefore, thus, since God is

pure spirit, so also is the soul pure spirit. And how does Eckhart

know all this ?

He knows it through his Church which teaches him that God
is the very highest reason, the human soul his exact image, and there-

fore likewise pure spirit. As a believing Catholic, these for Eckhart

were‘axioms which stood fast antecedent to all individual experience.

To doubt them, more especially to doubt the axiom that the soul

is issentiaUy spirit, was for the man in Catholic Orders a simple im-

possibility.i His individual experience could, and might, merely

serve to confirm for hip the truth of these axioms.

And because the soul at its foundation, or because—on that
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very account— sotd-basif is pure spirit, a pure mass of cognition,

tlierefore the mode of c<^nition previously described which has the

assistance of the 4ve outer senses, is not essential to the soul.* "All
its activities the soul carries out by means of its powers”, we
heard above. But “these powers by means of wh'ch she works,
verily spring out of the basis of the soul, but in that basis itecif there

is only deep silence”. In this'basis "there is no k'ncl of work whatr

ever”. Thus the soul may also again cease from those “activities”,

yea, from ail its powers whatsoever, thus, for example, also “the foice

by means of which man digests food”
;

it can again “withdraw”

them, “again call them home.”

Eckhart calls these inessential attributes of the soul—thus, what

the Buddha calls nwa/ZS—the “created,” “the imaged,” “the pertaining

to the' creature,” that “which has name.” All these attributes are

painful for us, and therefore in truth unsu’ted to us. “What is of thee

and in thee, all this is very sickly and corrupt.” Hence he names

as the most direct aim, “the becoming empty of all that is created,”

“the turning away from all that is created.” Therefore does he require

that to all that has name the soul should not attach itself, nor

this to it. Therefore, finally, the soul must “pass out of her created

nature,” it must again become pure spirit, a pure mass of cognition,

and must become this, all the more so, that thereby at the same time

it makes possible the hitherto impossible to wit that, thereby, it

cognises the essence. “The formless, image-less essence” can in fact

only be cognised by its like, thus, by a cognition equally free from all

limitations arising through the senses. ‘‘Thus, then, all that is imaged,

strip off, and unite yourselves to the image-less and formless essence !”

To be sure, the essence of the soul, the soul’s basis is always pure,

formless cognition, even when the soul is externally occupied with the

powers of the senses, thus, with its creature-like parts, inasmuch as

no image, nothing creature-like, forces its way into its basis, “In

the purest that the soul may have to offer, in her noblest, in the basis
;

in short, in the essence of the soul, there is the deep silence ;
for

thither reaches never a creature nor any image whatsoever.” But, “the

I In contradistinction to the Buddha, Eckhart^ naturally knpws

only five senses, since thinking, thus cognitiqn, in its narrower and

genuine sense, for him is an immediate function, the aefivity of the

essence itself.
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soul is so straitly bound to the powers, that she flies awaj^ with

theta whithersoever they fly away. For in everything that they effect

the soul must be present, and that verily witli attention, else with

their action they would bring about naught. If now in external action

she should dissolve away with her, attention, inevitably must she

be all the weaker inwardly in her internal efficacy.” And so tiiere

results as a self-understood path the rea’lisation of perfect ‘'separatum^’

in the sense of the soul withdrawing to her innermost, to her basis,

where she is wholly ‘'one with herself.” “Perfect separation wills only

to be one with herself.” “Thus must the soul keep herself altc^ether

pure, and live altogether nobly, wholly united and wholly inward,

and not run outward through the senses into the multiplicity of crea-

tures, but be completely inward and united in the purest that she

possesses. This is her state : ail that is lesser goes against this."

“Will thine eye behold all things, thine ear hearken ail things, thy

mind have all of them present: verily, in all these things shall thy

soul be dispersed. Therefore does a Master say ; if a man would

perfect an inward work, he must draw in ail his p<}wefs, as it were

into a corner of his soul, and conceal himself from all images and forms,

and then he may work. In a forgetting and in an ignorance—

[of the external world] must he come hither. Stillness and silence

must there be.” “Now has the soul dispersed and scattered herself

abroad along with the powers, each in its work, the power of seeing

in the eye, the power of hearing in the ear, the power of tasting in the

tongue. And in equal measure are they all the weaker for carrying

on their work inwardly. For every scattered force is imperfect. Hence

if she will unfold a powerful efficacy inwardly, she must call all her

powers home again, and bringing them clean out of scattered things,

gatber them t(^ether into an inward working....Here is an example.

There was a Master among the heathen. He was devoted to an art, the

art of reckoning. He sat before the fire and wrote down figures and
practised himself diligently in his art. Then came one with a drawn

sword, who knew not that it was the Master, and cried : “Quick, speak !

What Is thy name ? Or I kill thee 1" The Master was so wholly

withdrawn within himself that he neither saw nor, heard anything of

his foe, ‘ neither did he in any wise unjlerstand what Was wanted of

him. And after the enemy had several times cried out to him, and

he had ma4e no answer; he struck off his head. This in order to attain

to a natural art. How incomparably much more also otight we to

loosen oursplves from all things, and to gather together all Over |>6wet3
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where it is a niatter of regarding and cc^ising the one only meat*
urel^s, uncreated, eternal truth. To this end summon up thy whole
reason and all thy thinking

; and thus turn them into the bottom where
this treasure lies concealed. If that is to befall, then know that thou

must drop all else
; thou must at^in unto an ignomnce”

From these passages It stands out ever more clearly • whet Eckharf
was aiming at practically^ Exactly like the B iddha, he aimed at

Concentraticut of Mit$d, aX purest cc^nition, undisturbed by anything

else whatever :
—“Hail, of a truth, to the noble miitd, that as taken

up into the rich, the bare cognition that is unknown to all those that

are not stripped of their /, and of all things.’* Only, Eckhart ever

and s^ain insists that in this coaacentration of mind we gather together

our deepest, most genuine essence, inasmuch as we withdraw int® it

only upon the basis of our essence, upon onr soul basis, which is preci*

sely pure cognition, i. e., cognition bound to no kind of mediating

organ of cognition. “Thus—[that is, just in this pure spirituality]—

must thou tarry and abide in thy essence, in thy basis”

This concentration of the mind must reach such a degree as, with

the Buddha, brings about the raising of the mind into the Realm of

Nothing Whatsover, The powers of the mind must be so completely

drawn inwards that the senses come to a complete standstill, and there-

by become entirely unreceptive to impressions from without. Nay,

even every remembrance of the outside world, of one’s own personality

indeed, and therewith of one’s own life, must be completely wiped out.

And not yet that ! the organic life itself exactly—as in the Buddha

teaching from the Fourth Jhana onwards—must temporarily cease. “Then

mayest thou all at once become unknowing of all things, yea, thou

mayest fall into an ignorance of thine own life also 1 As also befell St.

Paul when he says : Whether in the body or out of the body, I cannot

tell. God knowetfa. Then had the mind so wholly withdrawn all its

powers within itself that for him the body had disappeared. Then, was

ndither the memory any longer active, nor the reason, nor the senses,

nor yet those forces upon which it lies to guide and embellish the

body •, the fire of life and the heat of life were stayed whereby the

body did*not decline, though he neither ate nor drank for three days....

Thus then ought a man to withdraw from his senses, tb turn his

forces inwards and come inwards in a forgetting of all things* and

of himself.” Then the mind stands quite alone by|its^, then it is

absolutely no longer aware of anything imaged, and thus can affirm

that mtMng mare per it is present, “And now the Separab^s borders
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SO nigh upon the Naught, that between perfect Separateness and

the Naught there is no distinction’*, “Perfect Separateness, seek's to

be one only with itself. But to be this to be that,

this it does not seek. For whosoever seeks that .seeks to be something
;

but Separateness seeks to be Naught.” ‘ If the mind is to

have perfect readiness, then must it rest upon a pure Naught : in

this resides also the highest power there can be. Take a likeness

from life. If I wish to write upon a white tablet, even though some-

thing ever so beautiful already stand written thereon, yet does it

confuse me. If I wish to write well, then must I wipe out what already

stands thereon
;
and never does it serve so well thereto as when «o-

thing at all stands written upon it. Even so all that is called this or

that, must out of the heart. As it verily is the case with the Separ-

ated heart Hence, thus, is no this and that the object of the Separ-

ated heart.” “The soul sinks into the pure Naught.” “Empty of all

go-betweens and of all images.” “There shall one then win a free

penetrating vision with indrawn senses," there may the miracle of the

vision of Essence succeed.

I. First of all, it was confirmed for the Seer that the soul-basis

thus, our genuine essence, actually is completely pure cognition, and

confirmed by this fact, that everything else is stripped ofif, as well the

entire external world with all its splitting up into someone and some-

thing, as one’s own body with its sensitive and vegetative functions,

so that in fact nothing more remains over but just the spirit that has

become free, the unknowable cognition alone, “bare of all determination.”

“And as for me no definite thing and no individual is any longer

I All religious geniuses seek to make their way out of the transient,

the non-essential, which is the world, into the intransient, the essential

into which all things should return. This essential, “the marvell-

ous thing,” the ordinary man pictures to himself as a personal God,

the mystic as the Godhead, and the Brahmins as Brahman (neuter).

The Buddha, in perfect fashion, calls it Nibbana, since there no single

concept any longer holds good ;

—

“Those who see the essential {sara) in the non-essential {asSra)

And the ngn-essential in the essential.

They arrive never at the essential.

But tho^e Who know the essential and the non-essential as what

they are.

They at the essential verily do arrive." (Dhammapada ii, 12).
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present, so also am I for none any longer a soul Therewith it

is syd that she is so completely stripped of evfery kind of determina»

tion, yea, and ofdier own I also, that she has nothing more of herself

to be as anything whatsoever, iot any im‘tohits0ever,f-—^oPi9

in which Eckhart again describes with all the’ clearness one could

^tslre, the realm ' of Nothing Whatsoever. In order to'penet«ate th^

quite clearly, let us look attentively at the following two parallel

passages which, in their similarity, nay, their sameness, together with

the extreme rarity of the occurrence they describe, excite our awe-

struck astonishment, more specially when one remember^ that one

set of words was spoken in Germany thirteen hundred years after

Christ, and the other in Central India about five hundred years before

Christ. Let us read thoughtfully, woid by word, these significant

documents for the fact that all real wisdom finally tends toward

one centre. Thus Master Eckhart says of the soul that finds

itself upon that high pinnacle : “All is fallen away from it to

which any one whatsoever could be anything whatsoever or where-

,by it could be anything whatsoever to any one. whatsoever.” The

Buddha says : “I am not anything whatsoever, with any one

whatsoever, in anything whatsoever
j

neither does anything

whatsoever belong to me anywhere whatsoever, with anything

whatsoever
;

such a thing there Is not. This, ye monks, is

called the third stage to the realm of Nothing Whatsoever."’ In

the face of such passages can there be the slightest doubt that the

domain depicted by Master Eckhart is just that of Nothing

Whatsoever ?

2. But with this cognition Eckhart was not content. In this

fashion, indeed, his own /, his genuine essence, his own soul-basis,

had ^o far unveiled itself to him that in no case had he anything to

do with the creature-like parts of him, thus, with his body and

the five external senses, and thereby, with the phenomenal world made

accessible to him through these. But Eckhart wished to know more

than merely about himself ; he wished to fathom the nature of the

entire world. This underpinning, this kernel, of the world, this ultimate

essence, vvliich suppofts all, upon which all rests, for him, as a believing

Catholic, was. naturally Gpd. “Essence in itself” and “God," were

therefore for him synonymous concepts. For him, "again that stood

sdre before all individual experience. This his Church guaranteed to

1 Majjhima Nikaya, 11, 263.
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him, and guaranteed it all the more readily that this dictum about

€k>d as the primary principle of all, is precisely what eonstitutea its

foundation. To shake in any way this foundation of his Church

never entered his mind. For him it was something not to be touched

;

all the more so that every thinking man, of himself simply, through

mere reflection,' is led to the thought— just as Eckhart the extremely

inclined to metaphysics, quite naturally was led to it—that this world

of appearances in which we And ourselves placed, cannot be the

ultimate, but rather that something unconditioned must lie at the

basis of the conditioned, something eternal at the base of the tem-

poral and that the Christian Church just means this unconditioned,

this eternal, when it speaks of God. For Eckhart, as for every master

of ^‘divine wisdom’’, it was merely a question of penetrating, with

his reason as deeply as possible into this God-conCept as his Church

had entrusted it to him. Only with reason in its genuine sense,

namely, through reflexion^ and thereby, through dtducHon, not through

immediate envisagement, does this concept permit of crystallizing

out as the highest and ultimate abstraction that is won from the flood

of appearances, and allow of being filled with a content. “If any one

imagines that he has known God, and pictures to himself anything

whatsoever under that name, he has known anything whatsoever, only,

not God.” “And so, man may not know at all what God is. Some-

what he well knows : what God is not. All this, then, the reason-

ing man strips off.” “The reason pulls off this wrapping from God,

and takes simply God : when he is stripped of goodness, being, and

all names.” In this wise, thus, did Eckhart seek to settle with the

God-concept handed on to him by his Church, and with the definition

of this concept by the Church, equally binding upon him. According

to the l^al definition of the Church, however, and thereby, according

to the general Catholic dogma, God, above all, is the highest Being,

arid thereby, the primary principle of all that in any wise is.

God is pure mind, i. e., pure knowing. These attributes of God re-

appear in Eckhart in the following shape : God is “Being.” “In God
alone is the entire, divine Being.” Nay, "God is sometbii^ that

indispensably must stand above Being. For all that has a being ig

r Cf. Itivuttaka 43 : “There ye monks, ajnot- born, not- become
not- made, not- arisen. 'If there were not this not-bcxn, not-beoonw,

not-made, not-ariseg, then also a way out of the born, become, made,
arisen, were /lot discemSde,”
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time and space, does not belong to God. He himself stands above
In a non-being Being he reigns. Ere there was a Being, God was
at work. He became Creator because there was no Beings 4
maintain, it is as perverse when I call God a Being, as if 1 called

the sun pale or black But wh^n I have deduced that Gcd Is no
Being, that he stands abwe Being, thereby I have not denied Him
being but I have ennobled and elevated it in Him." “God is an
United-one. This Is, as such, only through itself and not through

another.” He is "the image-less and formless essence,” "the nam»>

less essence,” "the bottomless abyss.” That this Being is miuel,

thus a kfsowing, or, as Eckhart also says, a ratUnal Being, we have

already heard above. And God’s blessedness just consists in "pure

knowing in weaving with itself.”
*

So' thought the not
.
seeing, but the merely thinking, orthodox

Dominican monk
;

so thought the theologian Eckhart But also

the seer Eckhart found his reckoning in his Church. This church also

teaches to its adherents the possibility—despite His general un-

knowability—of coming into immediate contact with this God through

Grace, which is "a light that out of God’s nature streams directly

into the soul.” This "divine light” must arise in a man, in contra-

distinction to the "natural light,” If he is to envisage truth. And
it arises, the man thus becomes a participant in divine Grace if he

shows himself worthy of it, i. e., if he makes himself fit for its

appearing. It is perfectly clear without further words, that for a

nature like Eckhart’s the opening up of such a prospect was bound

to constitute the most powerful imaginable spur to the experiencing of

this "divine light”. Upon this, precisely on this account, was

concentrated the whole of his practical religiosity. And he never

rested until the great event was actually consummated,—consumma-

ted in that most profound isolation, in that "desolated self-estrange-

ment,” in that "total stillness and void,” which we have just seen

him praise as the highest, in which "the man stands in a pure

Naught,” thus, precisely, in the realm of Nothing Whatsoever \i\ivctr

in man "as nothing goes to nothing.” Let us just try to picture to

ourselves Eckhart In Jhis state, as vividly as possible.
^

*

All that was corporeal Jin him, he had, for the time being, stripped

off, and therewith also put a complete stop to the *activities of The

seAses, and therein also completely broken ’down ^e bridge that

connects us with the world. Even the memory of this world

and of its sense-endowed body had disappeared from his mind, and

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1928 *S
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thus he was become pure mindt pure knowing, which stood (^er

against a “Naught,” which yet was not the Naught
;
for the* mind

experienad this nothing with its “profound silence,’’ in its elevation

above space and time, where one, “escaped from time,” “stands wholly

benumbed,’* experienced this “bottomless abyss” wherein nothing %ny

longer is present to which one might still cling, experienced this

“unbeing being” wherein everything "of the nature of an itnagi' was

blotted out, and which “makes the soul flow out of itself with joy

and rapture.’* Was not Eckhart obliged, thus living and moving

and having his being in the midst of what for him was the divine,

to see his warmest wish, his boldest strivings, fulfilled in coming into

union with the Godhead ? Was he not bound to believe that he,

“torn out of himself, looked upon the nameless essence” ?

Can one even merely imagine that
.
he in the least doubted that he

had found the “secret entry into the divine nature where all things

come to naught,” the secret access to God who “dwells in a stillness

that is beyond all stillness” ? And so, as a matter of fact, during

his whole life, he never wearied of extolling this situation, this

realm of Nothing Whatsoever, to which his iron energy in striving

after concentration had raised him, as “the true seeing into the mirror

of God,” as the “seeing into the divine, miraculous mirror.” "There

opens the pure and clear spring of the medicine of Grace which so

enlightens the inward eye, that in rapturous beholding it experiences

the delight of the divine visitation.” But he not merely saw, Master

Eckhart also heard “the eternal voice,” heard "the Word.” “In

the midst of the silence was the secret Word spoken.” “It opened and

shone before me that it wished to reveal somewhat to me, and gave me
to know of God. For which cause it is called a Word.”

At other times, nay, by preference, Eckhart also calls this imme-

diate revelation of God the birth of God in the soul. "Where man
fetches and brings hither God from outside, he has not the true.*’

“Born is God in the empty soul, inasmuch as he reveals himself to her

. in a new fashion that is void of all fashion, in an enlightenment that is

no longer enlightenment, which is the divine light itself.”

31 But even with this.revelation of the actuality of God~anything

further liad « not hitherto been revealed to him—'Eckhart was not yet

content. As tlieologian and philosopher he knew that there can be

oxfiy one pod,* only ow essence. Theology taught him: “God is a

United-one. This is, as such, only through itself and not through

another,” “God is present in all places
;
and in each one of them,
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complete. Eat since now God is one and indivisible, all things and
all places are a single state of GkKi. Thus are all things full of God,
—full of His divine essence without intermission.” ‘ Here the holy

teachers answer : ‘All things are God.’ For this lies in the dogma
according to which they eternally have been in God, and through this'

is it proven.” As a philosopher, however, who work's without the

assistance of theological dogmas, ituMy with the : bstracting reason—

‘‘the more powerful and the subtler she is, in that same measure what
she knows is gathered together to a unity, and becomes one with her*—

he knew : “What is the calling of essence ? Its calling is, not to be

anything outspoken or a person, but unchangeably to persist in its

unity of essence. One and the same is the natural essence of the

person, and also the essence of all things. It is Being in all Being,

the light in all lighting, the nature in all natures. All this it is as the

absolutely simple.’’

Eckhart, for whom already as a reflecting theologian and philoso-

pher, these theses also stood firmly established, naturally sought their

confirmation in the “realm of Nothing Whatsoever,”—and also found

that confirmation there. For in this state of Nothing Whatsoever, all

particularities, all persons and all things have disappeared
; yea, in

it “disappears”' for the soul even her “own nature” as soul, inasmuch

as she dears this “designation** only in sofar as she gives life to the body,

and is the form of the same. Rather does there remain nothing more over

save the idea of a united, undifferentiated, thoroughly empty, shape-

less, and indeed, un-spatial Being since space also is dismissed from

the mind ; “Nothing more is left save a united ‘Is.’” With this, however,

Eckhart believed to have directly grasped the ,<4//-Highest, the

Godhead, the Essence in itself, believed that he had directly envisaged

this Godhead, this Essence. In this “united Is” “she envisages the

Aboslutely One.” “This Is exists as the unity, which is Being itself,—

her own, and that of all things.” This Is, according to Eckhart, is

also alluded to by Dionysius, so often quoted by him, when he says :

“The United-one is the life of all that has life, the being of all that

has being, the reason of ail that has reason, the nature of all that Is

natural, th£ light of fill that has light, and yet is not light, not* life,

not nature ! The primary t];iing, says Dionysius, is above all names
;

it is withdrawn from love, and understanding, and Conceiving. If is

higher than “Being," higher than "Nature.” 'It is neither light nor

darkness 1 Truly, how strange to all it has founded is this founda-

tion I”
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But that this "/r” is a rational a rational Beingi Elkhart

infers in confirmation of the teaching of his Church precisely hroin,thist

that it includes also the true being of the soul inasmuch as upon these

heights, .the latter is no longer able to distinguish herself from it, and

the genuine essence of the soul, the soul-basis, Eckhart had found in

pure knowledge, thus, in pure mentality. And precisely on this

account, “whoever seeks to penetrate and establish the divine miracle,

easily draws his knowledge—out of himself.” *In the measure that

man knows himself, even in that measure may he come to the know-

ledge of God.” With this at the same time was demonstrated the

eternal vocation of man. It consists precisely in this, that *'one

becomes to ell things an alien, a waste,” that one must cast

otf one's personality, in which, however, Eckhart does not

Include knowing. “The peculiarity' of the essence is that it

is without personality.” Precisely thereby one then has withdrawn

oneself to one’s genuine essence, the soul-basis which is pure mind,

pure knowing, and without anything further, flows into it, since now

that which gives form and name, and also alone is subject to death,

namely the personality, is cast off in the divine essence itself. “The

soul, in the unity of the divine essence, has lost her name. Therefore

'

is she no more called soul. Her name is measureless essence.”^ Just

“upon this, that I and God thus become one, rests the eternal blessed-

ness, “which, on its part again, “consists in pure knowing in weaving

with itself.” “Whers God is blessed, in pure knowing in weaving

with itself, there also shall the noble soul draw and receive her

blessedness, even in that wherein God is blessed.”*

4. This flowing into the Godhead, in accord with the modern

spirit of the age, to-day is frequently apprehended as a doctrine

of All-One, as understood by Pantheism, on which account Eckhart

also again begins to become modern
;
nay, our materialistic monists

1 With this may be compared the words of the Buddha : “An
Accomplished One, freed from corporeality, is deep, immeasnreable,

unfathomable, as the great ocean.” Cf, George Qrimm, “The Doctrine

of the Buddha,” p. 196

"a Cf. Nrs.-utt.-tap.-Up., i; “The Atman has, -as sole taste,

thinking,” I “founded only in the certitude of its own self,” ijel, a

thinking that is limited to the cognition of the certitude of its own
self.
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actually think they may claim him as one of themselves. But here we

hav^ before us the same incredible misunderstanding which ^ould

fain stamp the Buddha, the representative of the highest transoenSenc^

of our essence, as a shallow modern naturalet, and therewith, as a

materialist. Eckhart through and through was so much a Lelieving

Catholic theologian that nothing was furdier from his thoughts than

to have the God-concept become submerged in the concept of the

world, i.e., to let God be swallowed up in the eternal world-proccess,

identifying with this latter. All to the contrary, for Eckhart it was a

question of making comprehensible the triune God as the concept

embracing all truth, more especially, all true being
;
the world, however

is an outflow from this divine Being
;
and union with this God, be-

cause of the actualisation of eternal bliss, is the highest goal of iflan.

Eckhart, thus, did not teach Pantheism, did not teach that Pan, the

All, is God } but he taught Pan-en-theism, that All has its origin in

God. He did not teach physio-monism which regards nature as the

One. What he taught was a Theo~monism which finds the One in

God, If once this is understood, then in our modern “monists"

also, who, as genuine materialists, one and all, are Physio-monists,

will, as quickly as possible, take their hands off him, as also another

kind of modern materialists will soon be obliged to take their

hands off the Buddha’s Doctrine. These gentlemen had much better

leave the Titans of religion alone, and content themselves with their

own “great ones," of whom they have legion.

Eckhart teaches Pan-en-theism. He teaches it thus : "In the God-

head distinction is to be made betwixt the essence and its realisation.

Essence, in the sphere of the divine, means the Godhead in the

narrower sense
;
and that is the first we lay hold of in it.” It is "in

itself changeless unity and breathless stillness.’' "It abides’’ as a

united "unbeing Being,” "above all knowing,” "and yet manifest to

itself.” "Along with this, however, it is at the same time ‘a living

spring of all individualisation,’ and in so far becomes God!’ 'God

and Godhead are distinguished as doing and not-doing,”*

The Godhead becomes a living spring of Individualisation, "As
itself a Simple thipg, it also holds things enclosed ‘within Itself in

simple form," since in itspIf there absolutely cannot btf anything that

'is outside the Godhead, just because this is absoluteBeing. "Not^that

I None the less, Eckhart uses the word "God” also, not seldom in

.
tlic sense of “Godhead**,
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we would have been manifestly in God as we now are : we^were

eternally in Him as the art in the master." Yet the essence as such

does%ot give birth to things, nor yet does it “set'ethem. “For the

Godhead does nothing, it has nothing to do. Within it there is nothing

to do, and never has it looked about it for work to do.’’ “God, as He
is in Himself,' has essence,* and the essence dwells in inaccessible

stillness ;
therefore is it immoveable it converses not, it loves not,

it begets not. And yet it moves the moveable," This, however,

takes place in the form of a “welling forth.” There stream forth “the

eternal life-forms’’ out of the essence which to this extent—thus, so far

as it proceeds to become the generative principle—represents the

outward'pressing, divine Nature,” this “generativeness” being a

“subsidiary and dependent property” of the “divine essence.” Those

“eternal life-forms’’ or “the archetypes, of things” are thus “the organ-

ised expression of the divine essence” itself, “but in the eternal going

forth in which they are emanated, yet without being a self, they are

there, as in God, themselves good.”

This “eternal going forth,” to the Godhead itself—^since “it is, from

the very foundation, reason”—presents itself in this divine reason “as

conceptually another." “The eternal going forth is a self-revealing of

Gcxl in pure knowing, wherein that which is knowing is that which is

known.” In so far as the essence proceeds to become "the eternal,

primal source of things,” and it thus “inwardly comprehends itself,” “its

own nature becomes the object of its uuderstanding,” “it observes

itself,” i. e., “the becoming self-conscious" enters “as a further deter-

mination,”—in so far has it developed itself onward to God the father.

“Is it asked : Which of these determinations becomes the person of the

Father f Our answer runs : The essence in the Godhead. Only, now

no longer in its former indeterminatenes.s, but in the determination of

engendering. This determination projects the Father as divine

person." “The Father mode and essence constitute only one single

individual.”—God the son, however, is that which is conceived in mind

by God the Father. “In every rational conceiving, so teach the

Masters, there is included a perceptible Word. Since now God, in-

wardly*conceives himself, thus does his own nature Income the object of

his underkanding : the Father observes hjmself In this sense, as

concerns his essesce, the Son remains in the Father, and at the same *

time comes hftfore him as a person, according as this process—(the

self-comprehending)—^is divided into two determinations. In such wise

is 'the Son* born and proceeds forth out of the paternal heart— Word
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is uttered,” As the comprehended, this Son is just tht totaiity of the

outward streaming life-forms, as the "organised expression of the divine

essence.” Ther^y this Son is at the same time, the fcrmative

which determines the several life-forms as such
j it is that which effect

the organisation as such : “Th§ Son is, in the Father, the shafer of all

things.” In the birth of the Son all creatures have gone forth, and

have received life and being }* as life, thus, do a M things shape them-

selves in the Son.” “If thus” this shaper of things had not from all

eternity dwelt in the Father, the Father would not have been able

to create anything.” “This is the eternal stream of which never a

drop has fallen into a creative reason,—this, the goipg forth 'of the

Son’ from the Father.”—The third person in the Trinity, the Holy

Ghost, however, is the product of the Father and the Son. The

Fathfer and the.Son together produce the Holy Ghost. “Inasmuch as

the Father, loving, pours himself into the Son, here, as it were, the love

breaks and pours itself, now as the Son, again into the Father.”

Therewith we get this result. “The eternal primordial source

of things is the Father, the prototype of things in him is the Son,

and his love towards this prototype is the Holy Ghost.” “Up, noble

soul ! Exalt thee to a divine miracle ! Ah, to this noble company !

the three persons, united into an absolutely single being !”

This is *'the kingdom of God” '‘he himself in his complete actuality,”

at the same time as essence in his changeless, breathless stillness, and

at the same time in his “actualisation,” as “divine activity” in the three

Persons. Both, inactive essence in its breathless stillness and divine

activity in the three Persons, for eternities have been united. Included,

in God. “Essence canot exist without the Persons, and the Persons

not without the divine nature.” Without intermission has the Father

given birth to the Son, gives birth to Him, and will give birth to Him.”

“The Father in eternal giving birth, is the primal origin of the Son.

Father and Son together, in eternal pouring forth, cause the up-

springing of the Holy Ghost.”

This is the kingdom of God for itself, and independent of the

created world. “Here alone, in such essential unity, since he exists

above ah’ existence, is God in himself a kingdom.”

To this kingdom of God “above all existence” stands* opposed

the created world. Truly the essences of all creatures abide inp the

second Person of the Godhead, the Son, “tlie image of, the Father,

and to this extent the Trinity is already the world. But yet this is

only what we call the world in itself. “The Trinity is at the same
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time the world, because all creatures art pre-typified therein.” In

this world in itself, just on this account, there is as yet no multiplicity.

“In^od the prototypes of all things are equal. 4^nd yet are they

the prototypes of unequal things. The highest angel, the soul, the

flics, have all an equal prototype in God.” This world in itself, as

the mere "organised expression of the divine essence,” is as eternal

as this essence itself. '‘In the eternal streaming out wherein the Son

is born, the prototypes of things are also streamed out. Thus is this

eternal outwelliiig a primal source of things in respect of their eternity.”

In contradistinction to this, the world spread out in space in names

and forms, thus the world of appearance, is created by the Trinity in

time out of nothing, ‘‘All things that are there, are not through them-

selfres, but have sprung up in eternity out of a primal source which there

wells up out of itself, and in time are created out of nothing through the

Holy Trinity.” "In time are they created out of nothing, and by

that are they creatures. But in the eternal going forth wherein they

have flowed out, yet without being a self, they are there as of God,

themselves God,” “Give heed to this distinction between the going

forth in eternity and that in time ! In this wise have we also gone

forth in time out of the overpoweringness of His love.”

We also have gone forth in an eternal and in a temporal birth : in

the former case, in our prototype which is suspended in the second

Person of the Godhead
;
and the latter case, as the made creature,

endowed with that “which has name, which itself is created out of

nothing.” “All that is created is a Naught.” To be sure, in a wider

sense, our prototype also is itself a creature-like thing, namely, in so

far as it also is based upon the "divine . activity,” in contradistinction

to the genuine, divine essence in its breathless stillness, and its

unreality, ineffectuality.

Because the soul has merely welled forth out of God, therefore is it

also not identical with the Godhead. " If it—[the soul]—^also sinks

and sinks in the unity of the divine essence, yet can it never win

to the bottom thereof,”

Accordingly, the path of the soul's salvation is as follows :

a,* First jof all, the soul must "step out of” its "na'iure as a

creature,® i. e*, it must pass over into the redm of Nothing Whatsoever.

In •this conditioB it has stripped off all that is material in Eckhart’s

understandyig bf the word j she has become pure mind, pure know-

ing. She is then “no Irxiger in a condition to know herself as a

creature and a natural thing.” And because she no longer knows
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anything cf all this therefore in this condition rfw naturally also

knows no more of a creator, and therewith also nothing more of (rad,

by which Eckhgrt understands just the Godhead as a creative potency.

“God no longer is for the mind." ‘‘The soul is also set upon nO
longer having any God*. “And this is the great'll honour whftdh

tiie soul can do to Godi that she leaves him to' himself and stand*

emptied of Him." In fact she is filled by nothing, by absolutely

nothing further whatever save by this one thought : “Tliere is nothing

any longer present for me.” Be it well lioted, also of her

own 3ady and its powers she knows nothing more. There has taken

place “a ‘disbecoming* of all What,* f'whereby I do not wish to say

that this form of existence of the soul comes to nothing such as she

was .before she was created This coming to nothing holds good

only of having and holding All here fails the soul, God and the

creature.. .it must all be lost. The soul’s existence must be upon a

free nothing*' She has “gone over,” so that she now stands only in her

pure indeterminateness, "and knows singly and solely herself—^ God."

This knowledge, however, more in detail is as follows :

Since the soul in the condition of nothing whatsoever knows

itself in ‘‘her pure indeterminateness,” naturally with the limitation

that she is mind, she cognises herself in this her pure formless men-

tality as standing outside the law of arising and passing away, which

holds good, of course, only of the material part of her that now is

stripped away : she is “rapt into eternity.” This, however, is just that

which for eternities has been suspended as prototype of the soul in the

second divine Person. And precisely the consciousness of this flames

up in her : she comprehends herself as prototype, and therewith at

the same time comprehends the second Person of the Godhead, the

“Son,” “in which are suspended the prototypes of all creatures,” there

“shines upon her the uncreated prototype,—[here simply the “Son,”]—
in which also she finds herself as an uncreated.”

In this retreat upon the eternal prototype at the cost of giving up
all ‘Hhat has name* is also “entreated the death” : “this is that dying

wherewith the soul dies into God.* Such a man is “a deified man.*

.“So much as to the.fifst going out, wherein the soul h’a^ to gp out from

her nature as ja creature.” .
*

b. “Then she has to go out from the nature ^hich is hers in the

Eternal prototype* inasmuch as she "breaks through* to die “Father.”

That, howevo’, takes place thus ; Tlie mind, does floLabide by dm
prototypes as of like nature with God, Rather dpeti it beconm forth*

JURE, 1929' 10
.
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with conscious that these prototypes at bottom are nothing els^ but

the divine essence itself, in so far as this has passed over to the ppint

of. becoming the eternal primal source of things. In this determination,

however, the divine essence is called God the Father. And so, then,

the mind—precisely in its own prototype—forthwith recognises this

Father as not Only Ukot but as constituting with it, one essence. “And
so to the mind, its eternal archetype also comes to nothing.” "The

soul...through this its archetype, breaks through into the essence, in

so far as it presente itself in the This is the second death

and the second going forth, whereby the soul goes forth out of the

nature it has in the eternal archetype.

c. “The third nature out of which it has to go is the generative

po^r of the divine nature which as creative, is presented in the

Father j” that is to say, the soul has to surmount the determination,

'[God the Father* That also is not difficult for her. For already

f'the prototype of the soul—beyond the Father— beholds without

limitation the divinity residing within her, as she is free and empty

of all activity, and thus gives at the same time an indication whither

the soul shall again be conducted by her dying.”

On this account “the soul’s abiding is not even with the idea

“God the Father,” just because this idea also “does not yet contain

the divine unity in its highest form.” And so, “when the soul becomes

aware that every determination makes the eternal archetype into

something different, and loosed, from the unity, then “she dies her

highest death,” she “swings herself” “with the Father right over into

the unity of the divine essence where God comprehends himself as

something absolutely simple.” “In this unity the Father has never

been conscious of a Son nor the Son of a Father, for there is

neither Father nor Son nor Holy Ghost.” “In this experience is”

'!the mind” “one essence, one substance, with the Godhead, and is at

the same time its own and all creatures' blessedness.” “This mind

is dead and buried in the Godhead
;
and the Godhead lives for none

other save for itself. Ay, noble soul, put to the proof this splendour I

verily, so long as thou dost not dow*n thyself in this bottomless ocean

of the Godheadf thou canst not come to know it, thjs divine death.”

II

This, in its fundamental outlines, is Eckhart’s system, almost eit-

clusively set forth in his own words, since only so does the reader

acquire the c,ertainty that he really has Master Eckhart before him,
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and pot mere fantasies of a reporter about hitt.' Oni would think

thaj it only needs the reading of this exposition to understand with*

out further words that even in this greatest of all western ‘’it^jrstics,’?

there can, in be no talk of mysticism in the modern sense of

the word, the less so that at bottom he only depicts /Jte ^
Nothing Whatsoever of the Buddha’s Teaching,' and upon th«s basis

proceeds to speculations concerning the bast.; of the wor’d, tlMt

Godhead; and all the less so, that this Realm of Nothing Whatsoever

has nothing at all to do with mysticism.* . It is true that Masttt

Eckhart himself speaks the language of mysticism. But this, is the

language of the theologian Eckhart, who, as we have already sufficiently

well seen, is absolutely inseparable from the seer Eckhart. It is, the

language of the Christian Catholic theology, in which Eckhart too*was

so deeply submerged that he could not do other than speak the langur^e

of this theology : as a faithful Catholic, Eckhart wanted to behold God.

When he thought he had found him with logical consistency, he also

^poke the language in which a man in Catholic Orders speaks of

union with God. To the extent, however, that it is not the

specific language of Catholic theology, Eckhart, in his manner of

expressing himself, coincides with the non-Christian mystics, more es-

pecially with the Brahmin mystics, in this, namely, in the doctrine

of the All-One, even if they are mere illusions arising from a false

reflexion upon “the Beheld,” that is, the immediately known, to which

Eckhart, like those other mystics, has fallen a prey. This judgment

may be established at more length, as follows

;

We have already learnt to recognise as the specific mark of all

mysticism, a mode of cognition, in its whole manner completely

different from normal cognition, an inner light which at a given point of

time begins to shine forth, in contradistinction to the entirely inade-

quate ‘‘light of nature," wherein every-day cognition runs its course;

and, as a consequence thereof, the impossibility of clothing what thus is

cognised, in clear concepts and words.

I. As regards the first point, the utterances of Eckhart himself,

already cited up to this point, have fairly well yielded this result,

that he too owed the totality of all his knowledge only to t^e inental

force present
.
in us allt nay, that in principle is shared, iTi like manner.

I The Essay “Is the Doctrine of the Buddfia,. Science" ? in

the Maha Bodhi Journal, vol, xxxiv.
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1;^ all living beings in generali save that, according to him, as
,
also

according to the Buddha, this naind, by strenuous labour, must^
freed from all obstructing barriers. “Direct thy mktd at all times

towards a wholesome contemplation." "Yea, verily, the mind becomes

Jree in its isolation, compels God to itself. And were it in a ^ndi*

tion to stand fhere unshapen and void of any alien addition, it would

rend God’s very own nature to itself." “rfail, of a truth, to the noble mind

that is come up into the rich, the bare knowing*. Accca'ding to Eckhart,

however, the mind has “become free” and "void of any alien addition,”

then only when it “clings no longer to all that has name, nor this

to it;” when it “is above time and space,’* that is, when it has wholly

cut itself loose from that cognising activity that is directed outwards

and comes about through the assistance of the five external senses

which transmit mere "images,” so that it resembles an uninscribed

tablet, or the eye, which, only because it is itself colourless, is able

to perceive colour. “If the eye is to perceive colour, then must it

be stripped of all colour.” Such a purified mind is in the proper

condition to behold God. Nay, this God must then offer Himself

to it. He **must in actuality come forth and pour Himself into thee,

even as, when the air is clear and pure the sun must pour himself

forth, and cannot in any wise withhold himself therefrom." Of course !

For such a mind, which has also left behind the idea of space—and
it has left it behind because it is “above time and space,”—then truly

stands “/« a pure Naughf^' sees itself confronted with that “complete

stillness and void,” in which absolutely nothing more offers itself

to it, more especially has its own body also disappeared from con-

sciousness. "Then had the mind so withdrawn all its forces within

itself, that to it the body had disappeared.” Such a mind stands face to

face with that "abyss,” which conceals within itself the “freedom from

all movement,” "still stillness,” “secret stillness of unity,” "pure still-

ness,*' "immovable stillness,” "still eternity,” in which nothing more
remains save a united "Is,” the “unbeing being, ’ in short, the Pri-

mordial Beings and therewith **the Godhead''

Thus there is in fact a perception beyond the five external senses,

or, a^ Eckhait says, "independent of the soul-jforcw,” under which
term he undbrstands precisely the extert^l senses, since according

to him, pure—ccfiitemplating and reflecting—thinking is not at all

a sense, but tacts' in of the soul without oi^aiis.

Thus, there is in fact “a contemplation" free from "all images and
forms,** thmiiB is, in fact, an inteUectuid perception. But this too belongs,
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despite Eckhart, to nortHol perception, inasmuch as it is nothing

more than dw norraal domain of the purified, that is, the ccmcentrated,

thinking sense. ^‘And whoso, brother, has loosed himself from the

five [external] senses, what can such an one cognise with the ptirifira

thought-cognition?"—“Whoso, brother, has loosed himself from the

five senses, he can with the purified thought-cognition, in th«> idea

of boundless space, cognise the Realm of Boundless Spade, in the

idea of the boundlessness, of consciousness, cogni. e tlw Realm of

Boundless Consciousness, in the idea,'*There now u< nothing whatsoever^

cognise the Realm of Nothing Whatsoever*’ (Majjhima NikSya, Dis-

course 43). And so thus the Buddha has also completely cleared

up for us this concept of intellectual perception which our philosophers

and psychologists, great and small, commonly do not know what

to make of. This intellectual, entirely normal perception— normal,

because constituting the perfectly natural domain of 'the purified

organ of^hought—has for its object “the sphere of the formless [ar’Upa

dhatu)!* that is, the just mentioned three realms, of which the two

latter exactly represent what Eckhart always has in his eye.

2. On the heights of the Realm ot Nothing Whatsoever, the

cognising subject first of all cognises all that is formed and manifold

more especially his own body, as not belonging to him (anatta), since

it has deliberately thrown off all that. On the other hand, it still

cognises itself as pure mind, “This mentality, this cognition, that

belongs to me, that am I, that is myself,” ^hus it still speaks here.

Therewith, this mentality itself melts away again into “pure inde-

terminateness,* inasmuch as the determining, the individualising

factor resides precisely in the corporeal organism, which, however,

is now discarded. That this formless mentality also might be in-

essential to the cognising subject, that also might be a mere “addition,”

and hence, that it also, exactly like the body together with the

phenomenal world conditioned by its five sense-organs, might be

stripped off,—such an idea does not arise. In this unshapen mentality

the knowing subject sees itself confronted with a “bottomless abyss”

which opens up before it where formerly the phenomenal world had

place, apB which represents a “nameless Naught^' wf^ch yet* is not

the Naught, an un-become Being, which latter, just on thfs account,

is the Being. These two—pure mentality and this abyss—are the

ttvo elements of pure intellectual perception upon the bqghts of the

realm of Nothli^ Whatsoever. Naturally in this pemepddn also

the reason must take a part, of which holds ^ood the dirtum : “The
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reason, the more powerful and the more subtle it is, in that measure

what it cognises, is gathered together into unity and baomes one

with it'* Nay, this reason, here where it is directed inward, becomes

all the fnon active, '‘The subtler and more mental it is, all the more,

and all the more powerfully,does it wprk inwardly.” With this ''creative

reason" the cc^nising subject cognises that itself cannot be different

from the Primordial Being as this has revealed itself in the bottomless

abyss, because there is indeed only one Primordial Being. And
so then the cognising subject, tc^ether with its mentality, flows into

this bottomless abyss, thus flooding it, "the nameless Naught,” with

the splendour of its own indeterminate mentality. It only “beholds”

still "the absolute one” "with the glance of unity,” beholds it as one

pure mentality. When it cognises with Indian-coloured reason, it be-

holds the Brahman-, and when it cognises with Christian-coloured rea-

son, it beholds God as Godhead,—concepts under which is conceived

precisely the highest, the ultimate, the Primordial Being, yet#not abso-

lutely, not undetermined, but still affected with the determination of

mentality, of cognition, thus, as a rational Being. ‘'Because to the

Brahman appertains cognition, as light to the sun, as a natural pro-

perty, therefore does it need no organs for the same,” teach the Brah-

mins. “God is reason, forasmuch as He alone lives to His own

cognition,” says Master Eckhart. Into this rational Primordial Being,

into this Brahman, into this God, the cognising subject melts,

the mind melts, I melt^. “Who knows such, he is without desire,

free from desire, of stilled desire, himself his desire....For Brahman

is he, and into Brahman does he dissolve” exults the Brahmin; while

Master Eckhart exclaims: “Sink thou from all that any wise is thou !

Flow wholly into His essence’s rest! What only is for itself, there

He, here thou, now closes together into one we, where thou, now He,

cognises Him with eternal sense: a nameless Naught, an un-become

‘Am.’
”

But despite the majestic peace, of the ‘‘Tat tvam asi’’ which speaks

out of the Upani^ads, despite the overflowing rapture on account

of the "overmastering super-miracle” of the “pure uniformity of

essence which ^is the essence of all essences,” which ever ahd again

overpowers Master Eckhart, none the less, in the light of the Buddha's

doctrine this rational Primordial Being, this Braliman, this Godhead,

and alot^ w^th it, also the union with this Brahman, with this . God-

head, in short, also the utdo mystica, proves itself to be a pure

illusion.
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Asi, we already sufficiently know,' our frmt essence, and there-

with, also the realm of essences, tlie Nirvana-sphere, the Primordial

Being, is absolutely free from ali determinations, and thus also^ free

from the determination of mentality, or of cognition, or of rationality.

This mentality also b only an inesstntial determinatior of us, is only

linked up with us by way of conditioning. “In manifold wi^, brother

Sati, was the conditioned nature of cognition mnde known by the

Sublime One. Without sufficient ground arises 410 cognition....Upon
whatsoever ground, ye monks, cognition arises, precisely through

that, and only through that, does it come about Jhrpugii the eye

and forms arises cognition, comes about precisely eye cognition;

through the ear and sounds arises cognition, comes about precisely ear-

cognition....Through thinking and ideas,arises cognition, comes about

precisely thought-cognition.”® That is to say : Cognition is a product

of the six-fold activity of the senses; and therewith presupposes sense-

organs, and therewith a corporeal organism, even if this ultimately

evaporates at the higher stages ' of existence, especially at the stage

of Nothing Whatsoever, into a thinking organ consisting of mere

radiant matter. “A corporeal organism is the cause that the group

of cognition can appear.”® "His cognition which one might have in

view when speaking of him, is done away, is annulled from the very

foundation,,,,and a Perfect one is raised above all comprehensibility

by means of the form of apprehending that we call cognition. He is

[absolutely] undehnable, indeterminable, unfathomable like the great

ocean,” it is accordingly also said of a deceased Holy One, The Buddha

very well knew why he thus specially emphasised also this freedom

of a completely Delivered One from cognition in every form. For

he knew very well the standpoint of the Upaniyads, and in it also

the standpoint of Master Eckhart and of ail "mystics” in general,

as is shown by his succeeding utterance which is quite specially

directed against this last and most subtle aberration of the human

mind. "It is a question of a case where a Samana or a Brahmaija

may simply rely upon Ic^ic and pondering. In such a one, then,

it may well be that upon the ground of Ic^ic and pondering, the

thought may arise Jo which he lends these words : ‘Whatjs dhlled

eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, ^hat is the transient, the ^permanent,

•1 Cf. "The Doctrine of the Buddha, the Religion of Reason* by

George Grimm, published by the Offiziq W. Drugulin, Ldpzig.

3 Majjhima NikSya, 38th Discourse. '

3 Digha NikSya I, 2, I3
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non-eternal self, subject to change. But what is called mind, .think-

ing, cognition, that is the intransient, the permanent, eternal self,

ntot subject to change.”*
’

Had net Eckhart let himself be led astray through the circum-

stance that upon the heights reached by him, he found himself ^ure

mind, and for the rest, betrayed by the teaching of his Church into

drawing the over-hasty conclusion, that he now essentially was pure

mind, and so, in his reflexion outrunning his perception, which latter

merely indicated to him the fact that in any case, also at this stage,

he was still subject to cognition, but not that one could not also strip

off this property of cognition,—^if Eckhart had not done this, then

he certainly also would not have endowed the Primordial Being

itself with the predicate of pure mentality, but, along with the Buddha,

would have cognised himself, and with himself, also this Primordial

Being, as absolutely void of determinations, and therewith, as wholly

and entirely unknowable. With this, however, then there would have

been no more room whatever for attributing to the "non-being”

Primordial Being even the mere predicate of unity, since this concept

also, like every concept in general, is abstracted from experience,

thus, may be applied only for so long, and in so far, as stood in ques-

tion any element whatever of perception, were it no more than intellec-

tual perception, and were this element no more than pure mentality.

Then, in truth, that "pure indeterminateness” would be left of which

Eckhart speaks, although with him this concept does not possess

unconditioned validity, since with him this "pure indeterminateness”

is only just one of the mind. With this, however, he no longer could

have come at the idea of a flowing into the divine unity, of a

union with it, of the unio mystica, just because here there is no longer

a something into which one could flow, nay, because here, there

is not even any longer room for the concepts of flowing, of

union, themselves, since these concepts also are drawn from the

realm of the cognisible, and therefore possess validity only for

this realm. And so it turns out that the unio mystica is in fact a

mere illusion, having its rise in the delusion tnat the genuine

essenra jof i^n and the world consists in pure mentality. Had
Eckhart known that the predicate of mentality also does not apply to

our essence, he w5uld have been obliged to look round for some other

expression than this **unio mystica" whereby to indicate our return

I Digha Nikiya, I, 2, 13.
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to the primal state. In sach a search, if in this manner it became

clear to him that this our primal state, and with it, the Pfitmrdial

Essence is abselutefy indeterminate, and therefore also that absolutely

no positive concept applies to it, he then unquestionably with the

Buddha would have hit upon the, idea of making c'eat this primal

condition and the return to it by an allusion to jire, which in going

out is not annihilated but merely Returns to its absolutely inc<^nisib!q

primal state, as, for the rest, the Upani^ads already have recognised :

“Just as fire, void of fuel, comes to rest “Brahman by

hb nature is...comparable to fire (rfter it has devoured the fuetf^

Eckhart, too, would then no longer have spoken of a "unio •nysticcf’-^

no one will speak of the extinction of a fire as a unio mystica, because

there is absolutely nothing present for cognition with which sucH a

union could take place—but with the Buddha he would simply have

said: The Holy One does as does the "home-going” fire, he goes out,

goes out into the state (oyatanatn) “of the departed Awakened Ones,

of those removed from the phenomenal world (pafiallca)". This is as

sure as that Eckhart, with the Buddha and, for the rest, also with

the Masters of the Upani^ads—and precisely herein is revealed the

full depth of his insight—penetrated this going out of the fire, not,

as our more than shallow, namely, superficbl, naturalistic thinkers

understand it, as annihilation, but just as the going home into its

primal state in the realm of essences "There where is the earthly

fire in its true nature, there it burns and hurts not. The heat that

streams forth from the fire, it alone burns here below. Yet, where

the heat is still enclosed in the nature of the fire, there it does not

burn and b harmless. And yet there also, where it is still enclosed

in the fire, it stands as far removed from the true nature of fire, as

heaven from earth.”

Thus, then, the unio mystica is a product of over-hasty “logical

deduction and pondering" based upon imperfect perception. And

because it is thb, and because the contemplator himself is also very

well aware of all this, more especially, of the defective perception,

even if only obscurely, ther^ore then he must naturally abo speak

an obscufe langui^e, must just speak a mystical speech. • The

contemplator feels very well that “here one mounts to a hi^er form

of knowing." “Even if it is* called an unknowing, -a non<ognisifig:,

1 Svetadvatara Up., 6, 19 ;
MaitrSyaijI Up., 6,34 1

Njwiphaottara-

tapniya Up., 2.

LH.Q., JUNE, 1928 *7
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yet has it more within itself than all knowing and cognising outside

it" Yea, already he distinctly hears ^*the eternal voice" falling,

''Could I but grasp it, I should know all truth."^ But on the bther

hand, all still remains in a half-light, since one does not get over "a

half-knowing, half-unknowing/* "It opened out and shone before

me that it ^ould fain reveal somewhat to me, and gave me to know

of God—[of the Nirvana-sphere]—for t which cause it is called a Word.

But it was hidden from it was. Therefore is it said: In a

whisper, a stillness, it came, in order to reveal itself." "She [the

soul] well feels fAa/ it is, but knows not and ze//^a^ it is." 'Tt

appeared, and yet was concealed." "I well feel /Aa/ it is something;

b\yt what \t\s^ this I cannot grasp "But what is that, this darkness?

Hpw is it called? What is its name? One can only call it a possibility

and susceptibility
y
which yet is not lacking of actuality, which has for

content only, ‘that thou becomest perfect.*
" "Then she [the soul]

tasted where yet was nothing: over all that may be perceived hovers

one and the same dark unity.** "What there she hears is without

sound, for it is an inward perception, and takes place in an original

feeling." "This seeing is an undetermined dark being aware in

the Naught." "In the grey of the night vision he cometh and

whispereth men in the ear. And the whispering goeth upon the

flowing into unity, where the known and the knower are one.** Do

these words mean that the contemplator has indeed clearly known

something, and only fails to find words in which to impart it? Or do

they not rather obviously attest that the cognition itself is a defective

one^ And bscause, thus, Eckhart, instead of wrestling his way through

to the all-penetration, and therewith, the radiant clarity, of a Buddha,

remains held in a mere "feeling," in a mere "undetermined, dark

being aware," in a mere "whispering,*^ just in a mere "half-knowing,

half-unknowing,** therefore also is the total picture of his seeing not free

from false appearance and error, that is, it is not free from the appear-

ance of mentality^ in which, with him, the Primordial Essence, like a

far, primeval range of mountains, seems still enfolded in the light of

the setting sun. And it is not free from the error of unity\ there,

there is as little unity as there is difference.' And so th^n, also the

incomparably enthusiasm of Eckhart over the* streaming "into all

the eternity of the Godhead, where, in thfe eternal stream, God flows

into God," is tculy a powerful symphony about the realm of essences,

I The Doctrine ap the B^ddha^ p. S 19 ,
n.
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the Wvcvax^-s'ph&te—piiramattha-saro Ntbbanam—but even still) only

a symphony that for a great part is afantasy. But still more powerful

than this powerful symphony is the unconditioned siUmt of the

Buddha about the Nibbana-sphere, for it is itself—sileuce.'

3. If up to this point we have seen Master Eclchar^ sUnd upon

the heights of the Upanisads as an equal with iluir ancient Masters,

now when we have to consider the influence which his Christian

Catholic faith had upon him, we must take a considerable step down-

ward. As we already know, for Eckhart the axioms of Catholic

dogma stood still more firmly established than hts own direct cog-

nitions. Precisely on this account, for him it stood firmly established,

without anything further, that in the highest good which he had

found, .he also had come into contact with the Christian God. This

Christian God, however, imparts Himsei:—when he does impart Himself

only out of Grace on His part. And just on this account, Eckhart

was obliged to find a place in his system also for this concept of Grace.

And that was quite easy. As we have already learnt, Grace is “a

light which streams out of God’s nature directly into the soul.” It is thus

synonymous with the "divine light” of which Eckhart so frequently

speaks, as of a “far higher light,’' in contradistinction to the “natural

light” of the every-day reason, which is exclusively directed outward.

This, however, means : the cognition of an object always depends

upon the object to be cognised showing itself to us, thus, to this

extent, in a decisive manner, depends upon the object itself. If

now this object is" a rational being which, by its own resolve, enters

into the domain of our cognition, then one speaks of its Grace. Now

according to Eckhart, the divine light itself advances to meet the mind

in the "void Naught,” with which, as sole object, the mind sees itself

confronted upon the heights of the Realm of Nothing Whatsoever.

Thus, precisely in this light is the Grace of the Godhead manifest.

Because the object of cognition upon the heights of the Realm

of Nothing Whatsoever is the divine light itself, precisely on this

account must this light show itself, and in it, the Godhead itself,

if only one^ has brought the mind into the condition which raises it

intotheRealmof Nothing Whatsoever, as we have already likewise

I. For the rest. Eckhart did not arrive at his world-picture solely

of himself
;

it is based upon Dionysius Areopagitica whom he also

frequently quotes; and through him, upon the great Neo-Platonist,

Plotinus.
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seen. ''If man makes himself completely idle, then God Inraself

MHSt carry through the work* must himself be the foreman, and rtveal

himstlf !" Poes it not leap into sight that what lies at the foundation

of these utterances is simply hypostasis, that is, simply the deification

of the object of cognition upon the heights of the Nothing Whatso-

ever?

4, Grace and divine light are Christian concepts, but still, not

exclusively Christian. They are also to be found outside Christendom.

In particular, the lower science of Vedinta recognises the conception

of Grace. Quite specifically Christian, however, is the concept of

tJie Trinity, of the Three-in-One. Thereby this concept is at the

same time entirely transcendent, lies beyond all possible experience,

since it supports itself exclusively upon alleged divine revelation. Pre-

cisely on this account where he comes to an understanding with it—

-

and this, of course, he must do very often and very thoroughly, since

the Trinity constitutes the pivot of Catholic dogma—Eckhart is a pure

theologian. He constructs "a One-Being in essence, with a trinity

of persons,” and “the further, divine self-completion," although the

Godhead there “dwells above all essence," thus, beyond all possible

experience, exclusively on the ground of certain passages in the Bible,

with an assurance such as only can be lent by the unshakeable faith

of a good Catholic in the “divine word" itself contained in the Bible.

Of course Eckhart, in this construction, the results of which have

been summarised in the first part of this essay, has been very con-

siderably influenced—as moreover, is quite comprehensible in itself

—

by the outcome of his own inner life, that is, by the world-picture

which he shaped for himself on the basis of his own immediate ex-

perience during his sojourn in the Realm of Nothing Whatsoever.

And so then there results a motley mixture of deepest ideas and cog-

nitions, and of fantastic transcendental speculations, full of obscurities,

of inward contradictions and inadequacies.

And because Eckhart did not remain a pure theologian, towards

the close of his life be also came into conflict with his Church, and

only through hU death escaped the prosecution that woul<l l>^Ye

followed. ^ Master Behkart, the seer Iwi simply spoiled the theolo-

gian. He undwtook to place theology upon a higher, and thereby

upon a more, solid, ba^ than the normal sense-world can furnish

it, by placing it upon the basis of the Realm of Nothing Whatsoever,

in which the eternal, «and thereby the genuine, divine stood out in

its peaa^ blessedness much, much more unveiled than in the world
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of sensuous pleasures. Precisely on this account, however, Eckhart,

fos the normal theological brain, which is entirely swallowed up in

the sense-worldf had become natiually incomprehensible, and thereby,

suspect, nay, a heretic. For the Catholic Church Master Eckhart was,

and is, too great !

In Master Eckhart, however, the theologian has also spoiled

seer. The whole ef Christian theology, especially the whole doctrine of

the Trinity, in itself has nothing in the least to'do with the Realm
Nothing Whatsoever, also nothing to do v.ith the classification of

the world, further constructed through rejlextum^ in interpretation of

this realm. Above all it has nothing to clo’nvith the classification of

the human soul into the "law of life of divinity,” as can clearly be

perceived in the Veda which, from the heights of the Realm of Noth-

ing Whatsoever, has passed immeeUately to the construction of its one,

undifferentiated Brahman, thus, without the intermediate link of the

three divine Persons. Hence before Eckhart, in his reflexion, pressed

forward to the unity of the Brahman, or, as he calls it, of the Godhead

wherein the whole world lies enclosed, yet without its being swallowed

up in the world, ‘ it was urgently necessary for him first to settle in

his mind with these three Persons of the Trinity, also with the arche-

type of his soul which had to furnish the connecting bridge with the

second Person of the Godhead, and thereby, with this Godhead itself.

One can hardly refrain from a touch of humour when one follows up

the downright childishly naive manner in which he discharges this task.

He simply dismisses from his mind, one after another, the idea,

“archetype," then, with it, the idea, “G od the Son,” and lastly, also

the idea, "God the Father,” by "swinging himself out over" with this

God the Father, into the unity of the divine essence, exactly as the

disciple of the Buddha “dismisses the idea, ‘village,’ the idea, ‘earth,’

the idea, ‘boundless sphere of space,’ ” and so on, in order finally

to press on to the concentration of the mind without perception

of an object.* This thus means that Eckhart simply dismisses again,

one after anothw, out of his mind, the images of fantasy which the

Catholic theology had implanted in this mind; and then is highly

rejoiced, nay, oveefiows with rapture, at the miracle th^t thp Archetype

»

I This Pan-en-theism, not Pantheism, the iTpanisads also teach,

of course. “Only one-fourth of Brahma is incarnated in the world

}

three-fourths remain free from it, as biased Brahma.”

. i Cf. Majjhieaa Nikfiya, i2rst Discourse.
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and the divine Persons are completely swallowed up in the unity of

the divine essence ! In a word : Eckhart’s path of salvation for the

greater part is the path of salvation of the Catholic theologian. It is

the path on which a believing Catholic, in pressing on to the truth,

can keep on good terms with the dogmas of his Church without coming

into conflict witTi his conscience ! Hence then one can eliminate
*

this entire theological part from Eckhart's doctrinal structure—

and it is a very large part, well the larger part of it—one can also,

in the foregoing, strike out the exposition of this doctrinal structure

given under the number 14, without in any way exposing the building

itself to danger of falling. The whole of this theological section repre-

sents nothing more tlian the scrolls which, in the -eyes of a good

Catholic, the structure must bear if it is to be beautiful, nay, if it. is

only to be at all solid. The fundamental experience ofEckhartis

nothing more than the Realm of Nothing Whatsoever
;
and the doc-

trinal structure erected upon this experience by means of reflexion

is nothing more in itself than the ancient Indian UpanLsads’ doctrine

of the unity of Brahman as the Primordial Being, with the Atman,

our deepest essence, in which Upanisad-doctrine ISvara, the personal

God, likewise is swallowed up by the Turiya, the abyss of one’s own
I {Tttman). Nay, this harmony of Eckhart’s system with this Upani-

9ad-doctrine is so great, that a Buddhist who is really in earnest about

the Doctrine of the Buddha, in looking upon the entire traffic of the

world, also practically, in its light, and in face of the further considera-

tion of how tremendously difficult it must be for a jnind teeming

with Christian ideas to raise itself to the Realm of Nothing Whatso-

ever,—such a Buddhist cannot help having the idea that in Master

Eckhart was re-born an “ancient master of the Three Vedas” who
found his way right through all the mazes of Christian Catholic

dogma, back again into his “ Tat tvam asi, That thou art,” which

of old made him so happy.

And certainly it brings happiness, this doctrine of iden tity. It

includes in itself all the happiness, all the “blessed rest” which eleva-

tion into the sphere of Nothing Whatsoever brings with it. “What
there is <Jf enjoyment of the senses of this world, whatlhere is of enjoy-

ment of the senses of the world beyond, whatihere is of sense percep-

tion in* this world and what there is of sense-perception in the world be-

yond, what there is of forms of this world, and what there is of forms

of the world beyond, what there is of perception of forms of this* world,

and what there js of perception of forms of the world beyond...it is
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all perception. Where this wholly and entirely disappears, that is the

peaceful, that is the high exalted, that Realm of Nothing Whatsoever.”^
* The sojourn^ in this Realm of Nothing Whatsoever makes a man

so happy, so blessed, that one willingly renounces the enjoymenis

of the sense-world, nay, in their presence one shudders at the thought

that whoever wishes them, must forego that other happiness. And so

then tht whole practical morakty which Eckhart teaches is tuned to

this key : C»f this world, only what is absolutely necessary, no more, in

order to press on to the other ! “Wilt thou know what is right re-

quirement?” “Yea.” “It is. a spring, and bread, and a coat ; this is

right bodily requirement.”

But all the same, also this happiness of the Realm of Nothing

Whatsoever is not yet the highest, is not yet the eternal happiness, for

it also is transient, because also the mind with which one enters this

sphere and enjoys it, again must be uissolved. And so then. Master

Eckhart also had not fully overcome ignorance; he was not a Perfected

Otie. For such a thing he was too smalll Also of Eckhart holds good

the saying;" It well may be Sunakhatta, that some monk or other may
think within himself, ‘Ignorance is the poisonous salve; this poisonous

salve have I got rid of.’ Thus does he imagine imaginary well-being!'^

Precisely on this account, Eckhart did not even know of the cycle

of re-births ®
;

let us find out the real cause of suffering, that

thirst with which we are filled for the phenomenon of life, which thus

must first be rooted out, stalk and stump, in order that we may be

able to take possession of the real, highest, eternal blessedness,—and

indeed, must be rooted out in all its forms, also in its form as thirst

for a life in pure mentality. This thirst, however, Eckhart had so little

overcome, that on the contrary he tauglit and praised precisely eternal

life in this form of pure mentality in the Godhead, as the very

highest. “In God now the soul receives a new life, here the soul is

resurrected out of death into the life of the Godhead.” Thus, above and

beyond life, Eckhart also knew of nothing higher whatsoever.

And so then, for him who would dare the highest path, Eckhart

needs come under no further consideration. Such an one must rather

adopt toyrard Eckhart the same attitude which the Buddha ^before

1 Majjhima Nikaya, ibfith Discourse.

2 Majjhima Nikaya, 105th Discourse.

3 Brahmanism also allows this to hold good only allegorically,

only mythically 1
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his Awakening adopted towards Alara Kalama, who also set forth the

Realm of Nothing Whatsoever.—This doctrine does not lead to turn-

ing. away, to the abrogation of willing, to the dissolutiqn of causality,

to perfect penetration, to Full Awakening, to Nirvatja, but only to

attainment to the Realm of Nothing Whatsoever. And so, ye monks,

dissatisfied with this dectrine, I took my departure content therewith

no longer.” ‘ Nevertheless Eckhart was* a great mind, a great mind

even in the eyes of a Perfect Buddha. “A great mind was Alara

KSlama. Had he known of the Doctrine, very soon would he have

comprehended it.” And as such a great mind, therefore, does a

Buddhist also esteem and honour Master Eckhart I

The consideration of Eckhart’s system, however, yields us this

as the genuine character of mysticism: all so-called mysticism is

nothing further than a more or less close approach to the Nlr^a^a-

sphere, that is, to a thoroughly immaterial state beyond all

life in any form whatsoever, possible to us after the stripping from

us of all knowable constituents. And because all mysticism is only

such a mere approach to this already in itself unparalleled state, without

its ever being reached, hence the vagueness, nay, the defectiveness, of

its knowledge, hence even the specific '‘mystical” obscurity, hence

further all the speculation also, or more correctly, the simple romanc-

ing, of the "mystics,” in which they carry over their received theology

into the new land spied in the further distance. Ever do they bring

tidings from this land. Hence then, despite all their lack of clarity,

do the hearts of the more deeply disposed fly to them. Then
only do they no longer fly to them when the Doctrine of a Fully

Awakened One, of a Buddha, comes within their field of vision.

For such an one really trodden “the untrodden land" of the

still eternity, and therewith, of changeless, peaceful blessedness

has himself landed there, and therefore brings from it perfectly

clear, yea, radiant tidings thereof. Then has all mysticism fulfilled

its time; then have all mystics fulfilled their mission. "The glow-

worm shines so long as the light-bringer has not arisen. When,

however, the sun is up, then is past, and it shines no longer*

the brightness of the glow-worm.
«

George Grimm

I Majjhima Nikaya, 26th Discourse.

2 Udana VI, lO. *



Eavana's Lanka

Ceylon is popularly believed *to be the home of the Rski^asus of the

Ramayaija. Sirdar M. Kibe has been trying, by adduring evidences

from the RamayaQa, to locate it in Central India. In hii article

published in the Modern Review, 1914, he traced it to a hill near the

Pendra station on the B. N. Ry., nortl'-west of Bilaspur. His

subsequent researches perhaps have led him to change it vo Amara-
kantaka. He expounded this theory in hit. papers read in the ist and

3rd sessions of the Oriental Conference held at Poona and Madras

respectively. His arguments were all supported from the epic itself,

and also by ethnographical and geographical evidences still to be

found in the Central Indian hills.

But in the I. H. Q., vol. ii, pp. 345-50, Mr. V. H. Vader

expounds a theory that RSvana’s Lahki was situated on the equator.

His arguments, supported by extracts from Sanskrit literature, to

show that Lanka was quite distinct from Ceylon, are otherwise

convincing, but do not prove what he says regarding its location.

He cites Vayu Purana in support of his conclusion andsays(I.H.Q.,

vol. ii, p. 348): “In the Vayu PurSna (Bhuvanavinyasa, ch. 48), the

author describes the six isles round about Jambu Ovipa, as follows:

(i) Anga Dvipa, (ii) Yava Dvipa, (iii) Malaya Dvipa, (iv) Kuda Dvipa

(v) ^adkha Dvipa and(vi) Varaha Dvipa. The third in the above list,

viz., Malaya Dvipa is further described in verses 20-30 of the same

chapter. It is said about this island that there are many gold mines

there and the population consists of several classes of Mlecchas.

There is a great mountain named Malaya containing silver mines.

Heavenly bliss is obtained on the mountain on every Parva or

Amavasya day. The famous Trikuiia mountain is also situated on

this island. The mountain is very extensive and has several

beautiful valleys and summits. The great city called Lahka is

founded aon one of the slopes of this mountain. Its length is hyndred

Yojanas while its bfeadth is 30 Yojanas. To the east >o{ fliis island

lies a great ^iva temple in h holy place called Goka^.”

. He asserts that this Malaya Dvipa is (,he present Maldives in

the Indian Ocean. But what about the ^iva temple to the east of

these Maldives? Is the mountain there called Malaya? Are there

• JUNE, 1928 l8
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any gold and silver mines in them ? Without giving reasons he says :

"this is fully corroborated and supported by the description o’f the

situation of Lanka as given by the great astronomer and mathema-

tician, Bhaskaracarya.” He quotes the following :

Lanka kumadhye yamakofir asyah prak paScime romakapat^anaiica/

Adhas tatah siddhapuraip sumeruh saumye’tha yame badavanalaS ca//

In his opinion this "verse means that LahkS is on or about the equator.

At least such was the firm belief of Bhaskaracarya.” But nowhere

in the RSmayana it is said that Havana’s town was situated in the

middle of the earth. With regard to this astronomical Lanka the late

Diwan Bahadur Swami Kannu Filial says in his Indian Chronology as

follows : "Now, as the moment of Sunrise depends on the latitude and

longitude of each place, there should, strictly speaking, be as many

'paficafigas’ as there are places in India. Indian astronomers get

over this difficulty by calculating time in the first place according to

one central latitude and longitude, and then applying the necessary

corrections in order to deduce the time for other places. The central

latitude is the equator, and the central longitude is that of Ujjain (75’

46" East of Greenwich) where there was an ancient observatory. To
combine the central latitude and the central longitude, they imagined an

island, LafikS, in the Indian ocean, situated on the equator and having

the same latitude as Ujjain. This Lafika is, of course, not Ceylon.”

It can neither be in the Maldives
;

for the astronomical Laiika is said

in the Siddhantasiromani to be on the same meridian as Ujjain

:

Yal lafikojjayin! puropari kuruk^etradidesin sprfian/

Sutrain merugatatn budhair nigadita sa madhyarekha bhuvah//

As the Maldives lie between 72* and 74’ E. long., the rekha, over any

place in them cannot pass through Ujjain and the poles. In whatever

way we consider, the identification of Ravatja’s Lanka with Maldives

does not stand.

As a last support, Mr. Vader quotes from the Ramayana

(Ki^kindha, 41, 15-18) the directions given by Sugriva to the

Vsnaras that were deputed to seek Slta in the Southern quarter.

"Sugriva, the all-India-traveller par excellence^ while mentioning

fche geographical detsuls to the south of the Kaverl says that, after

crossing the iMahanadt Tamrapar^i, which embraces the ocean

as & young maiden, the Gate of Papdya Desa (KavS^am Patj<Jyanam) is

to be reached arid also the sea-coast. The sea will have to be crossed

over.” But when RSnla first asked, this "all-India-traveller par excel-

lence to tell hith abrmt the -abode of RSvaiia, he replies that he does
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not Hnow it (Kiskindha, 7, 2). The commentators try to justify this by

saying that Sugriva said so because he was intelligent enough to sec

that Rama would not help him if he had given the infotmation. Even
if we may agree to accept this justification, no reason can be offered

for the following fact which cleairly proves that Sugriva knew notning

of the geography of the south.^ When Laksm<ina went to Kifkindha

to chide its king for his lethargy, Tara told him about the strength and

defences of Ravana which information she gathered 'rom Balin (Ki^kin-

dha, 35, 18). Had Sugriva been aware of everything regr.rding Ravana,

Tara would have told Lak^mana that she had the information from

Sugriva himself. Had Sugriva really known that Ravana’s abode lay in

the southern direction, he would not have sent searching parties to all

the four quarters. Further his geographical knowledge does not seem

to have been verified by those who had actually travelled in the

southern direction. Sugriva, while giving a description of the

southern countries (Kiskindha, 41, 8ff.), mentioned the Vindhyas with

thousand peaks immediately to the south of the place where he sat,

and the river Narmada to the south of it
;

further south lay the

Gate of the Faniya country, then the sea with the Mahendra mountain

on its shores; beyond the sea, on the other side, was a dvipa.

He did not call this dvipa Lanka but said that it was the country pf

Ravana. But it should be noted that none of the rivers, hills, islands

or towns spoken of by Sugriva was observed between the Vindhya

mountains and Lanka by those that actually travelled in that

direction.

The Vanaras led by Angada and Hanumana proceeded southwards

from Kiskindha and entered the Vindhyas (ibid, 48, 2). They entered

a cave there and then coming out of it reached the shore of the ocean

(ibid., S3, 12). The surging ocean unexpectedly brought their path

to an end and they sat helpless at the foot of the Vindhya mountains

(ibid., S3, 16).

Sampati, an inhabitant of that part of the Vidhyas, told them about

Ravana and his abode. He even pointed to LahkX from that spot

and the Vanaras might even have seen it. HanumSua flew to it,

s^w everything there and came back flying. Every object tfiat the

Vanaras had seen in their search in the Vindhya mountains is mm-
tioned, but nothing is said of the river Narmada th&t lies immediately

to the south of the Vindhyas, Had this river been crossed, it would

have been certainly mentioned. .

The return journey from laiia is deKribed by RSma to Slta

:
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Divinely planned
And built by Vifivakarmi’s hand,
LaAka, the lovely city rest

Enthroned on Mount Triku^a’s crest. (Griffith)

As they were flying in the Puijpaka Vimana, they had a bird’s eye

view of the cit^ of LaAka. It may' be noted that attention of

Sita to the insular nature of the •city is not drawn. Rama
showed the battle-fleld where both Vanaras and Rak^asas lay dead,

where RSvana fought and fell and where Mandodari sat and bemoaned

the death of her husband. Then Sita was shown the shore of the

sea on the side of LaAka where Rama and the Vanara host slept

after the sea had been crossed. The sea, the causeway built across

it, the place where the sea'^od had appeared before Rama and

the place where Vibhifana had sought the protection of Rama, were

all shown. Then was shown Ki§kindha (Yuddha, canto 126, 24).

So between the sea-shore and Ki^kindha, Rama had not had any

opportunity of observing anything, for he led the Vanara host over the

mountains avoiding, towns, hamlets and other human habitations (ibid.,

canto 4, 39). This was the reason why RSma could not even show

a single object between the sea-shore and the city of Sugriva.

From the accounts of these two journey s, one from Kiskindha to

LaAka and the other from LaAka to KifkindhS, we see that even

the river Narmada is not mentioned. Thus it is assumed that LaAka

lay to the north of the Narmada valley.

The VSnara army is said to have observed, in their march,

that the rivers were flowing in an unnatural way '(ibid., sloka 60).

This happened when the Vanaras went along that ridge which

the modern geographers call the water parting. So, from Kiskindha

Vanara army marched along the top of the mountains that separated

the rivers flowing northwards from those that flowed south-

wards, and at last they reached the Mahendra mountain from the

top of which they viewed the sea. This Mahendra cannot either be

the famous hill of the same name in KaliAga nor the one said to be on

the Indian coast opposite Ceylon.

Both in the Markapcjeya Furana and Brhatsamhita of Varahamihira,

LaAka is 'mentioned associated with KaliAjar, a fort in Bundeb

Khand

^

'
•

LaAka kalSjinad caiya AailikS nikatSs tathS/ (Markandeya Purans^

Atha dak^i^ena laAka kSlajinasaurahkar^atalikatih// (Brhat J.)

From all these it is clean that Ravana’s LaAka was not far off from

the southern'ridge of tite Vindbya mountains.
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Raoiayana tells us that Lahka was situated on the top of the

Tribiita mountain which according to the Vayupurana was in the

Malaya^dvlpa. II is said that the chief mountain in this land was

called Malaya. Matsya, Kurma and Vi^nu PurSnas say that Kr9{aniSla,

Tamraparni, Pu?paja, Puijyavati dnd Utpalavatl are the rivers that rise

on the Malaya mountain. Of the%e Timraparnl and Utpalavatl ‘.ire even

to-day the rivers that flow through Orissa. The Malaya mountains are

those that lie to the west of Orissa and the mountains of Ganjam a.jd

Vizagapatam are well-known by that name.* The highland which

lies within the Mahanadl, Wainganga and the GodSvarl =s named
Malayadvipa* in the Vayupurana. To the east of these hills lies

a holy place called Gokarna. This Gokarnia is the Mahen^ra

mountain in Ganjam upon which still exists the great temple of ^iva.

In ancient Kalihga copper-plate grants we often read mahendra-

ceUaprati^hitasya gokarfutsvaminah. Here among these hill tracts are

found a variety of aboriginal tribes who are mentioned as Mlecchas

in thie Puranas. In the beds of many a river that flow through these

hills gold sand exists which is a proof for the existence of gold mines

in the valleys through which these rivers flow. In this region must

Trikuta be located.

In the 5th Adhyaya of Revakha^^a, a part of Avantikhanda of

Skandapurana, Narmada is also spoken of by the name of Trikutl.

Yudhisthira asks Markande}'a why the river was called Trikuta :

kimartham narmada prokta reveti ca katham smrta/

trikQ^ti kiraarthatn va kimartham baluvahini//

1 Utkalavatt is only a corruption of Utpalavatl. In RamSyana
Tamraparni is called Mahanadl Tamraparni.

*

2 Ganjam maliahs and Vizagapatam maliahs—Maliah is a corrup-

tion of Malaya. 'Malai' means ‘a hill' in the Dravidian languages. The
Eastern Ghats north of the Godavari Valley are called the Malaya

mountains.

3 The word Dvipa is misleading. It is generally understood to

mean an risland. But it appears to mean a land division. In Matsya,

Kurma and Visnu Puranas, Bharatadvipa is said to be one of the

nine divisions of Bharatavarfa. In Vayupurana Afigadvipa is men-

tioned as one of the Upadvipas. Adga is the nam% of a part of

India around Bhagalpur. So it cannot mean an island. Again,

Upadvipas mean suMiyisions and do not ibean the iriands near
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In reply to this, the sage says (ibid,, 6, i6f.), that because the .river

flows out of a mountain that has three peaks so is it called Trikn(a ;

Matsya Fura^a (ch. 185, 1 if.) tells us that this NarnAdS rises in the

Amarakantaka. It is this Amarakantaka that is spoken of as the

TrikGta in the R^vakhagt^a. It is the 'biggest mountain (3493rt) in the

Malaya hills
; Lanka is said in the Ramayana and the Vayu Parana

to have been built on it. The existence of holy bathing places

(tirthas) after the name of Indrajit and Ravana, so far unknown to

exist in any other part of India, is another evidence to prove that

this was the site of Ravaga’s Lanka (Matsya, ch. 189, 3 ; ch. 190, 29).

Above all, the very name Amarakantaka, a synonym for Devakan^aka,

an appellation of Ravaga (Ramayaga, Yuddha, canto 127, 14), confirms

the truth.

But in spite of all these evidences, one may uot be satisfied at the

absence of a sea or its signs around this Amarakantaka. Geological

evidences there are none to show that a sea did exist here in

ancient days. Yet the region in which this hill is situated is

such that during the rainy season, it becomes water-clogged. "But

between the hills the soil is undermined by flood in the rainy

season, and broken into innumerable holes and pitfalls, the surface

water during the rains usually finding a readier method of drainage

straight through the friable soil than by collecting in rivulets and

streams, and Anally making its way to the rivers” (Holdich’s India, pp.

151-152). A sheet of water collected in pits and holes, if large enough,

is known by the name of sagara throughout India. Sirdar Kibe says

that this has been the custom from ancient times. It may be one of

such sagaras that has been spoken of in the epic.

Ethnological evidences conArm the fact that in the neighbourhood

of Amarakag^aka was the home of the Asuras, a class to which Ravaga

asura belonged. “Colonel Dalton connects these Asuras (a non-Aryan

Tribe of Chota Nagpur) with the Asuras who, according to Munda
tradition, were destroyed by Singbonga (the sun). They believe in a god

whom they identify with Singbonga,” (Ling. Sur. of India, vol. iv).

As VibhTsana, who was made the head of the Asuras, considered
»

* * *

the kings ef the Solar race as protectors, the modern Asuras consider

the sun to be their god.

The ^avaras whom I identifled with the Vanaras of the Ramayaga

(Aboriginal Names in Ramayana JBORS., March, 1925 ;
and

Aboriginal Tribes in Ramayaga, Matt in India, March-June, 1925)

are found ta the Savior district, and ^vara mountains are found
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in the Shahabad distri-t of Central India. The 'Oraon’ identified by
Rai l^ahadur Sarat Chandra Roy with the Vanaras are found to the

east of BUaspur (^strict of Chota Nagpur.

The Narmada finds, such as Hacketts, Bhutra, Boucher, and a new
locality for copper in the Narmada valley, are proofs pf human haldta-

tion in the Narmada region during pre historic times-. 1 may quote

here a passage from the "Pre-Ristoric India" of Di. rmchanan Mitra

determining the age of these finds.

“The change which has taken place in the Indian fauna since the

period of the Nerbudda gravels consists in a substitution of animals

with Malaya affinities for animals with European or African affinities

Dr. Falconer invariably spoke of those fauna as Pliocene as

being a development of the Siwalik fauna in many respects and inter-

mediate between them and our times. Though his opinion in question

relating to the determination of vertibrate fossils, especially of India,

is unassailable, his word “pliocene” has been the cause of much con-

tention. Some would allow even 4CX),CXX) years or more when these

bits were manufactured. But a few thousand years are of little account

in the earliest palaeolithic age where we have got to do more with geo-

graphical time of hundred thousand years than any lesser period. But

the fact is important since much depends upon the lease of time

granted for the first appearance of man
Now in conclusion it may be said that, as there are geological

evidences to prove that the Narmada valley was one of the homes of

man in prehistoric times, .specimens of tribes described in the epic

are still found in the Central Indian regions and as the geographical

directions given in the Ramayatja and corroborated by the Puranas

point out Amarakagtaka to have been the Lanka, it may be asserted

that the peak now called Amarkaq^aka got that name because the

Lanka of Ravana was on it during the time when R3ma lived and

ruled. No other place satisfies all the tests. Antiquarian researches

may in future reveal more evidences in support of my conclusions.

Under the title of 'Ceylon and Laiika are different,' there appeared

a small article in the Quarterly Journal of the Mythic Society

Bangalores vol. xviii, no. i. The author contends that Laiikadvipa

and Amradvipa mentioned in the Bodh-Gaya inscription of Mahanaman

(Fleet’s Gupta* Inscriptions* no. 71) are two differant places and do

not refer to the same place as Dr. Fleet and General Cunningham

thought. The first two lines of the verse in which the two names

occur may be quoted here to make its interpretation clearer.^
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AmradvipSdhivasi prthukulajaladhis tasya fiifyo mahlyan/
Lankadvlpaprasutah parahitaniratah san mahanamanaoia// •

It means MahSn3man, an inhabitant of Amradvlpa, an ocean

of a mighty family, born in Lahkadvipa. In ‘’the 2nd verse

of this very inscription it is said, the disciples of Mahakafyapa
roamed at one time over the stainless country at the feet of the

mountains of. Lahka. Evidently the chief seat of Mahakasyapa must
have been this LankS, and all the country around it is spoken of as

holy (stainless). This Mahanaman (II) who was greater than his

guru Upasena II, being born in LA^ka, which must have been the

chief seat of Upasena II, should not have left such a sacred place to

inhabit one which had no name either for piety or for learning. It

is groundless to think that a great preceptor like Mahanaman II

should have left his place of birth, which had a great reputation

for holiness for a place of no merit. This establishes that Ladkadvlpa

and Amradvlpa are the two names of one and the same place. Bift

where was that place ?

In both the names the word ‘dvipa’ is misleading
;

it is generally

understood to mean an island
;
and Ceylon is, for unknown reasons,

called Lanka. On theses grounds Dr. Fleet identified both Lanka-

dvipa and Amradvlpa with Ceylon. He thought that the island

might have been named Amradvlpa on account of its resemblance in

shape to a mango. This is a mere imagination. As far as I know,

no Indian poet had ever thought the island to resemble an Amra.
Poets play upon words, but at the same time give reasons for

it. Amarakantaka was named Amraku^a by Kalidasa and immediately
he explained the significance of the name by channopantah pariwxta-
phaladyotibhih kamnamraih (Meghaduta, I, v. 18), i.e., the mountain
was chiefly covered with wild mango trees.’ This is the only place,

in all India, that had a name suggesting its relation to the mango.

Amradvlpa of the inscription must, therefore, be the same as Amra-
kuta, for dvipa and ku^ mean the same thing.

It has already been pointed out that the plateau of Amarakantaka

is full of places of pilgrimage, sacred to ^iva. All around this plateau

are innumerable places which were once the centres of Buddhism,

Jainism or ^aivism. Bilaspur, Pendra, Sirpur, Tewar, and Bhilsa are

some of the places around the Amarakantaka hills. There are
epigraphical^ and other evidences to show that several math as were
established in the Central Provinces and most of them were situated

near the Amarakantaka. This vouchsafes the statement in the verse

referred to above that the disciples of Mahakafiyapa once roamed over

the stainless country at the feet of the mountains of Lanka.
This evidence further establishes the identity, of Lankadvlpa with

Amradvlpa and of these two with Amarakantaka. La6ka was the

name of the highj^md from which the two rivers, "the Natmada and the

the Mahanadl.-rise, and it was the chief atx^e of Ravana, the king

of the Rak^asas of Ihe time of Rama of the Ikfvaku family of

North KoSala.

G. RAMADAS



MISCELLANY

INirvana

I find that some of my* views have been misconceived in some
quarters. An instance of this will be met with in connection

with the references to my views in the review of Stcherbatsky's

Nirvana by Kaccayana (IHQ., Ill, no, 4, p, 871). To remove such

misconception of my views already clearly expressed in my works

I want to make my position clearer by this opportunity.

Nirvana, from the beginning, is perfect happiness, the summum
bonu7n, much better than any paradise, not a paradise (of course)

without any conceivable relations with any form of existence. The
canonic literature states clearly that the happiness of Nirvana, end

of differing, is blissful because it is not vedita. Later, in the

Buddhabhumisastra, the philosopher understands that Buddhahood (id

est the possession of aprati^hitanirvaThd) is better than the properly so

called Nirvana : for Nirvana is sukha^ but is not sukhasamvedana.

I have said that *‘Le yoga est essentiellement un ensemble de

pratiques en honneur des les plus vieux t\ges de ITnde jtryenne ou

autochtone^ pratiques des sorciers et des thaumaturges, et dont il

semble que la recherche des otats hypnotiques soit le motif domi-

nant : immobilite prolong^e du corps e’est une technique

etrangere en soi k toute morale comme toute vue religieuse ou

philosophique. Mais de cette technique peuvent se d^gager, k cette

technique peuvent s^ajouter morale, thC^ologie, d<5votion et, comme on dit,

thc^osophie*' (Nirvana, p.13). In Stcherbatsky’s Nirvana (quoted in IHQ.,

p, 872) this definition is summarized as follows : “Yoga is nothing but

vulgar magic and thaumaturgy coupled with hypnotic practices/*—But

‘"essentiellement” cannot be translated by “nothing but.”—"‘Fakirism”

or “yogism® (there is, I believe, a line in the Rg-veda on half-mad

saints) is originally and “essentiellement” supernatural devices to which

magicaf forces are attributed. But, from a very remote paj?t-—men

are reasonable and religioqs beings—^from these practices have emerg-

ed, or to these practices have been added, mystical, religious, Meta-

physical theories : It is by means of trance or ecstasy, dhya^na^

samadhi, etc. that a man obtains supernatural faculties,^ divine eye etc.

It is by the same methods that man enters into relations lyith the gods,

JUNE, 1928 19
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identifies himself for a time with Brahman, contemplates the amata

dhatu or Nirvana. In the same way, prayer, sacrifices, rites of every

sort> brahmacarya^ and so on, take a magical or a religious garb. I

do not believe that prayer or sacrifice is '‘essentially** and from the

very first, magical
;
but is it not “vraisemblable'* lUddX^brahmacarya

was first practised without any speculation on the religious or moral

merit of chastity, that the Yoga practices of fixing the eyes on the

nose, etc., are, in themselves, hypnotic contrivances and that tapas^

dlk^a etc., are the rude materials on which have been built intricate

and beautiful ideologies ?

But my point is that, to the end, Buddhism remains faithful to

its Yoga-origins. Buddhists believe that the true and exact jMna
is thfi avikalpakajMna^ a certain knowledge, to be obtained in dhyana,

which is beyond words and concepts,, which is free from any duality,

subject and object. In this fnana, there is ^ grakaka not

grahya. In the canon, it is said that an ascetic sees Nirvana^ or rather

‘touches Nirvana with its body/* when he has entered into the sara^

jf^vedita-nifodhasain^pattir^lAoxo we have what may be called a

‘*metaphysic of ecstasy.^* I thought that I could make such remarks
without any risk of being accused of considering Sakyamuni as a

sorcerer. But because I have denied that Nirvana is annihilation,

Stcherbatsky concludes th%t I identify Nirvana and Svarga !

European scholars can read French books, and I did not think it

useful to answer my critic, for I hate controversies, as long as his in-

exact renderings were unknown abroad. But it is of importance for me
that the learned Kaccayana and the readers of the I HQ, should be
better acquainted with my opinions. These opinions may be inexact,

are certainly inexact, but they are not thoroughly absurd.

Louis de la Vallee Poussin

The German Translation of the Kautilyan Artha-sastra

Professor Meyer's Humanism

^‘Kautilya is not a book but a library of ancient. India. It would
really require at least twenty years’ exclusive devotion to the

,

mstra and the indjLislry of a scholar who knew at least five hundred

times as much as I do fhe downright numberless things discussed in

it in order to exhibit its epntent^to the modern world in a somewhat
satisfactory manner./^
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In these woids is to be found the spirit itv which Das altindiscke

Buck vom Welt-uni StaatsUben (The ancient Indian book of world!/

and political life) by Professor Johjinn Meyer seeks to present • the

learned world with the whole of the Artha»Ustra of -Kautilya in

German. The book has been published by the well-known liouse

of Otto Harrassowitz in Leipzig (192G) with the financial support)

partial it should seem, of fhe Notgetntinschaft der leutsclun Wlssen-

schujt which may be described as a society of patronage for German
science. It is a post-war establishment with head-qua-ters at Berlin,

founded with the special object of financing the “needy” scientists

and helping forward their cultural activities and research work.

Professor Meyer does not appear to have ever produced a book

of Sanskrit grammar and composition or a dictionary of the aheient

or mediaeval Indian languages. We do not, besides, owe him perhaps

any catalogue of old manuscripts or descriptive report of printed

books in the domain of Hindu thought. His earlier studies, for

example, Daiakumarcarita (1903) and Hindu Tales, indicate that his

interest in Indie lore was centered in life, its joys and sorrows, its

achievements and its aspirations. As indologist he was more humanistic

than philological. The aims and ideals of human beings constitute

likewise the subject matter of his work on woman as depicted in the

Indian epics.

In 1920 while in New York the following reactions to this last

work of Meyer’s were communicated by me to the Collegian (Cal-

cutta);

“The position of woman in ancient India has long been the sub-

ject of much sentimentalism and loose thinking among modern

scholars. The question indeed has not been seriousy tackled by

any sociologist, Indian or foreign. The actual status of the female

sex in Athenian society, in Roman law, in ieudal-agrarian Europe,

and even in the rural and Catholic West of to-day is not very enviable

by the ‘modern’ standard. But its shortcomings and limitations are

generally ignored by Occidental investigators, who pose as scienti-

fic scholars while proceeding to the study of the Hindu woman, and

who talce a morbid^ delight in exposing tlie weaknesses of .the* Indian

social system. On the qther hand, Indian interpreters as a rule

have no experience of the solid achievements* of the indu^rial

revolution and are misguided by the exaggerated reports of Western

idealists and spirituaUtarians as to the alleged evils and dangers of

the present social life in Eur-AraericI, They are, besides, pron^ to
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taking some of the 'poetic ideals’ in Hindu drama, poetry and fiction

at their face-value and practising blindness to the actualities, the 'other

side of the shield.’

“At this juncture an illuminating research, albeit solely- from

the ‘literary’ side and not by any mean? from the institutional aspect,

has appeared in- J. J. Meyer’s Das Weib im altindischen Epos” (The

woman in ancient Indian epic poetry)*, Leipzig, 1915. The book

deals with woman from every conceivable angle on the data of the

epics. Among other topics the following are discussed : maiden-

hood, marriage, motherhood, the ideal wife, the widow, masculine

chastity, prostitution, and views about woman. Episodes and anec-

dotes have been liberally made use of.

"Ancient Hindu women, as reflected in literature, will be found

to students of Greek, Hellenistic, Roman and mediaeval-European

morals and manners as but belonging to the same ‘fair sex’ with all

its strength and weakness as their sisters of the West. Meyer’s work

can be depended upon as furnishing an objective basis for studies

in comparative anthropology and culture-history.”

Now that Professor Meyer has cared to apply his brains to the

Artha>\astra we find that he is interested in the personality of Kautilya

from the standpoint of the vital urges of life. He examines also

the contents of the Kautilya-darkanam with a view to the requirements

of the social organism. We encounter here once more the humanist’s

grasp of the fundamental realities of flesh and blood and of the

universal springs of action in private morals and public life. He is

not a mere, conventional Kautilya-scholar. One feels iii his attempts

at psychological analysis and literary style that he commands the

key to the very soul of Kautilya.

Textual Material

The translation is based on the following materials
:

(i) Shama-

sastry’s first edition (Mysore, 1909), (2) Sorabji’s Notes on Book II

of the Arthamstra (Allahabad, 1914), (3) Jolly and Schmidt’s edition,

vol. I. (Lahore, 1923), (4) Ganapati Sastri’s text, part I, which fur-

nishes oply the Books I and II of the Arthamstra (Trivandrum, 1924)

(the other parts reached the author too late for ‘use in the present

instance), (5) Variants in the Munich manuscript (called B text) re-

ferred to in Jolly and Schnjidt’t edition, vol. II (Lahore, 1924).

Meyer considers the Trivandrum text to be far superior to the

Mysore and Lahore texts, T4e second Mysore edition is at points
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better than the Trivandrum. But he regrets that his translation is

not based on the best material that is available to-day, by which lie

means the Trivandaum text. He believes, however, that the Trivan- •

drum edition does not embody the last word on the text question.

Meyer has had to introduce emendations, first, in regard to punc-

tuation, very often an extremely difficult problem, and secondly,

in regard to readings. These “conjectures” have been clct. tied in the

notes, but ou closer examination he has corrected some of his con-

jectures in the Nachtrag (Supplement). But all the same, the scholats

who will devote themselves to the text will find something valuable

in these conjectural improvements and corrections of those improve-

ments.

Previous Translations an i Comments generally ignore

J

According to Meyer, Ganapati Sastri^s edition contains some of

the most valuable of all the material up till now available concern-

ing the' Artha^i because his commentary, in Sanskrit as it is, pre-

sents us, in the main, with the notes and comments of mediaeval

Indian writers. But Meyer considers this commentary to be very

often misleading and has refrained from going extensively into it

since this would have compelled him to undertake lengthy discussions.

The English notes and Sanskrit commentary {Nayacandriia) in Jolly

and Schmidt^s vol. II have been entirely ignored by Meyer. Likewise

has he, as a rule, avoided consulting the Kautilya researches that

have appeared in the Journals of the learned societies.

Meyer‘ whole-heartedly appreciates the services rendered by

Shamasastry’s translation, but thinks that they have not throughout been

really for good. He is generous enough to say : “Shamasastry knows

more Sanskrit than I do.*® But in the foreword (p. xiv) he has given

an instance of the latter*s mistranslation (cf. S. 1915, p. 290,

lines 1-6), which is anything but encouraging. The matter has refer-

ence to criminology in matters sexual {Artha.^ Book IV, ch. XII,

sec, 87) and may be followed in detail in the German translation

and the elaborate footnotes on pp. 356-360 (also supplementary

appendix, pT 823).

The book may to a certajn extent disappoint those critics and

scholars who would like to find in one place an exttfnsive summary,*

criticism and estimate of all that has been done 6n the subject. The

value of the book is to be appreciated indeed in other directions,

lyike every other writing, says Meyer with questionable logic, how-
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ever, the Artha. must be explained by itself, i.e., without reference

to the previous and later literature on the subject and allied topics.

• His method, therefore, has consisted in as intensive a study of the

text-as possible. The “bulldog-like” tenacity with which he has bitten

into this original stuff in order to chew and assimilate the bony and

meaty materials will not fail to distinguish his work favourably from

that of other scholars in the same field.

It need be observed, however, that in spite of all his eschewings,

the book that has been produced is a “little elephant.” It has

reached the modest dimension of some 1070 pages of the folio size in

small pica. The preface and the introduction account for 88 pages,

and the I^achtrag or supplement (which is really a continuation of

footnotes), 232 pages. In these sections there are some 370 words

per page. This would make about -338 pages of the

As for footnotes, they constitute on the average some 30 to 40

per cent, of each page in smaller types (long primer). Since the trans-

lation together with the footnotes covers 668 pages one can easily

gauge the volume of the notes. It is evident, therefore, that readers

have been served with a formidable mass of comments, references,

parallel passages, emendations, corrections, criticisms, interpretations,

hints and suggestions, although the author’s claims are modest and

the ignorings, explicitly stated by himself, might seem at first sight

a little damaging to the worth of the publication.

There is no bibliographical list separately printed but many well

known names in indolo|[y are to be encountered in these pages. And

it may be of interest to the scholars of Young India to iearn that

virtually nothing that has been done by them since 1905 in the fields

of artha, riiti and allied subjects has escaped Meyer’s attention and

careful consideration.

Incidentally, it may be observed that the two indices are very

valuable. The subjects-index covers 46 pages, while 78 columns are

devoted to the list of Sanskrit words with German translation.

Testing a Translation

For the present, I am not interested in the ^ubject-maiter of the

Arthasastra, in the theories of the “sevpn-limbed organism,” “earthly

^ood,"world-conqueror, and the like,or in the “human nature in politics.’’

It is not necessary, therefore, to examine Meyer’s notes and views on

the constitutional, economic, financial, military, legal, criminological,

ethical, international and other topics of social science dealt with by
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Kautilya. The book before us is a translation, and a translation can

be judged only by comparison with the original.

In the present iastance, however, comparing with the original Is
•

a very tedious, job. First, the German will have- to be translated

into English for the convenience, of readers. Secondly, there is

already an English translation available, that of ShamasSstry, which

ought to be reproduced for the background. In the thii ‘ place, an

Italian translation of Book I has been published by Vallauri in the

Rivista degli Stuai Orlentali, vol. VI (Rome 191S) "'ll likewise

have to be cited as well as rendered into English for the purpose of com-

parison. Finally, there are the commentaries in the Lahore and Trivan-

drum texts to be reproduced if necessary and presented in English.

In order to do justice to Kautilya as well as to the labours df

Professor Meyer it is not undesirable to undertake this ratlier dry gram-

matical and verbalistic study. Let me begin by craving the patience

of readers.

Italian, German and English Translations compared

Book I, ch. XIII is called svavi§ape hrtyahrlyapaki<ara/csai;t,am.

Vallauri describes it as custodia dei partiti favonvoli e contrari nel

proprio territorio (custody of favourable and contrary i.e. adverse or

unfriendly p.arties i.i one’s own territory). The Italian translation

differs to a certain extent from S.’s "protection of parties for or

against one’s own cause in one*s own state.” The words “for or against

one’s own cause” are^ to be found as “favourable and contrary” in the

Italian. But in S. there is “or” and in V. we find “and.” This “and”

is required by the text.

But what does cusofdia (or protection) mean as a synonym for

rakHa'mt According to S. it should seem that “one of the two

parties is to be protected,’’ but exactly which is not mentioned.

Besides, one does not understand as to what is to be protected against.

In V., of course, custodia need not necessarily mean protection.

It is rather equivalent to “keeping in custody’’ or “taking care of”

and “guarding” certain things. “Guarding the friendly and unfriendly

parties” may have spme sense, at any rate, more definite than

“protecting one or other party ”

The problem here however consists neither in “protecting” nor*

in "guarding” in any usual sense. The two important words, hrtya and

akrtya, have not been happily rendered either in Italian or in English

and their places have, besides, been wrongly tran.sposed' in botlv
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The technical significance of the krtya has been fully explained

in the text itself in the chapter in question towards the close and
* described with detail in the next chapter at the beginning. It means

*‘what can be wtirked upon i.e. influenced pr corrupted (by others i.e.

by enemies).*^ The krtyapak^a is ‘therefore the party or the group

that is liable to fall a prey to overtures from the enemy and hence

metaphorically may be taken to be unfavourable {contraria). Ex-

actly opposite is the akrtyapakqa, i.e., the party or group that cannot

be worked upon, influenced or corrupted by an enemy, and hence

the favorevole or friendly party. Instead of ^^parties for or against

one’s cause” and 'partitifavorevoli e conirari'* we should have ‘^parties

against or for one’s own cause” and 'partiti contrari e favorevoli,'* if

we are to use expressions derived and hence a little remote from krtya.

The literal sense has been preserved by Meyer who uses bearbeitbare

Partei for kriyapakm and unbearbeitbare Partei for akrtyapakqa.

Such being the character of the two parties, what should

raksana mean ? It can be neither ‘^protection” nor “guarding,” “taking

care” or preserving, in the sense in which one takes these actions.

The actual function described here is “guarding and protecting’*

(from the influence of others).

I'he complete German translation of the title reads as follows

:

Wachehalten ueber die bearbeitbare und die unbearbeitbare Partei itn

eigenen Reich (watching the corruptible and incorruptible parties

in one’s own empire or state). “Watching” implies more of positive

precaution against danger than either “protection” or “custody.”

Meyer’s rendering seems, therefore, to be the most accurate and ex-

pressive of all the three.

But none of these terms, protection, custodia, Wachehalten, guard-

ing, watching, or watching and saving, is after all really suggestive

of the functions intended. So Meyer adds a note to the effect that,

as better German, the title of the chapter - should read Die Bewahrung
der Getreuen und die Vorsichtsamassregeln {Schuetz^vorkehrungen)

gegen die Verfuebrbaren, i.e. the protection (or preservation) of the

faithful {akrtya) and measures of precaution (or prudence) against the

corfuptible (krtya).

Krtf'a (corruptible) and Akrtya (incorruptible) as

socichpoliiical groups

Let us now examjne the title of the next chapter which likewise

deals with krtya and akrtya. The full title is paravi§aye kf iyakrtya^
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paksopagrahaK, S. has ‘‘Winning over factions for or against

an enemy's cause in an enemy's state*” V. has '^Ccncilizione dei

partitifavorevoli ^ contrari nel territorio del nemico (conciliation ctf

the favourably and unfriendly parties in the territory of the eremy).

Here, again, S. has “or” where we should expect “and.” But
his translation of the krfyakrtyapakf^a in this instance is c*iTerent

from that in the previous. V., however, keeps to Ins old phrase,

namtly, parlzlifavorevoli e contrari

^

without any modif cation.

The novelty introduced by S. tonsists in “for or ..gainst an

enemy's cause” in the place of “for or against one's own cause.”

This change is unwarrantable. In both instances the krtya and

akrtya are two categories used generically for the corruptible and

incorruptible. If at all, it is from the standpoint of the vijiglsu^ that

the classification is to be made. There is no question of the enemy's

standpoint in the title itself.

But it is clear, of course, that in the enemy's territory the corruptible

is the • party friendly to the vifiglsu and unfriendly to the native

ruler, whereas in his own territory the corruptible is the party friendly

to the enemy and unfriendly to himself. The two categories of socio-

political parties are to be found in each state. It is the function of

the vijiglsu to spot them out and employ the proper tactics with

regard to his own goal of life.

What, now, does imply ? The Italian has “conciliation”

and the English “winning.” The first is not at all suitable, the second

is better as it describes really what is actually to be done. But yet

it is not literal.

In a way, the rakqana of the previous chapter and upagraha of

this are identical. The text in Ch. XIV really begins with the sentence

which contains the word upagraha a^ a description of rakqanay i.e,,

what has been discussed in the previous chapter. But merely

“watching” (if wq use the word employed above) the two parties

in an enemy's territory would not do nor would “saving” them from

the enemy (?) have any significance in the present instance. The

real function here consists in, first, corrupting the corruptible, and

secondly, winning over the incorruptible by hook or by crook. %

Is there any one word wh^ch is likely to cover the two functions

in regard to one's own territory and the two functions in regard to

the* enemy's ? That word is to be found perhaps in the phrases

•treatment of,” •dealing with,” “attitude or bejiaviour towards,” etc.

These expressions are quite colourless arid may therefore be endowed

JUNE, 1928 20
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with four different psychologico-diplomatic pigments (i) according

as the krtya (corruptible) belongs to the vt’/iglsu't or enemy’s state,

and (2) according as the akrtya (incorruptible) belongs to the one

or the other territory. And this is just the word used by Meyer,

namely, Behandlung. The title of Cb* XIV in German is Die Behand-

lung det Bearbeitbaren und der Vnbearbeitbaren im Reiche des Feindes

(the treatment of the corruptible and the incorruptible in the enemy’s

state). Meyer thus avoids "conciliation” of the Italian and “enemy’s

cause” of the English and presents a thoroughly faithful and expres-

sive description of what is being expounded in the text that follows.

Vpagraha— Handling

* We shall now enter the chapter and examine some of the passages

in their English, Italian and German forms. Book I. Chi XIV
begins with Krtyak' tyapakeopagrahdk svavisaye vyakhyatali. S. has

"protection of parties for or against one’s own cause in one’s own

state has been dealt with.” This is in keeping with bis use of the

terms as explained above but fails to convey any concrete sense in

regard to the different methods to be employed. The Italian trans-

lation furnishes us with La conciliasione dei partiti favorevole e con-

trari nel propria territorio e stata dichiarata (the conciliation of the

parties * * • has been declared or discussed). But “conciliation” is

not the tactic to be employed indiscriminately to the krtya and the

akrtya, and cannot therefore be used to explain upagraha. The

German translation reads as follows : Wie er die Bearbeitbaren
( Ver-

fuehrbaren) und die nickt-Bcarbeitbaren {Getreuen) im eigenen Reiche

anzHpacken hat ist erklaert warden (how he should grasp or handle the

corruptible and the incorruptible in his own state has been explained).

The comparison would not fdl^o evaluate M’s rendering as not only

the best of the three but the only one that is correct and idiomatic.

M. adds a note to upagraha at p. 30. He says that the word

means grasping, seizing and is to be taken both in a friendly as well

as in a hostile sense.

Two Verses in Book /, Ch, XIV

Take now the last but one verse in the same chapter

;

tathetipratipannanstan samhitSn panakarmai^

yofayeta'yathSeakti sapasarpan svakarmasu.

S's rendering is
^

as follows : "All these disaffected persons,

when acquiescing to the above proposals, may be made under a
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solemn pact (panakarmana) to form a combination together with the

spies to achieve their end.”

In this transla|ion there is much too brevity to allow pttASiaiii'

and svakarma^u to exercise their influence on the sense. We are

not told whose 'sakti or power is being used and whose karma or work

is to be done. Besides, the structure of the sentence is defective on

several points. It is doubtful, in the first place, if the force of this

passage has been maintained in the indirect, impersonal form and in

the passive voice. The text leaves no doubt that it is the vifigiiu

who is to employ them {yofayeta). Then, the “combination” “under

a pact” is not made under compulsion as the rendering suggests.

Finally, the phrase “to achieve their end” is not in order. Whose

end is to be achieved ?

The Italian translation has tried to preserve the significance of

the different processes or stages involved in the consummation. "Quelli

che approvano^’ says V., “vincotatili per opera di un patio deve

{il re) impiegare secondo che puo nelle opre proprie a ciascuno, in unione

con spie," literally, those who approve, bound by an act of pact, should

(the king) employ according to what one can in the work proper

to each in union with the spies. The literal English rendering of

the Italian is not idiomatic but at any rate serves to show that the

disaffected persons first “approve of" or “acquiesce in* the proposals

of the agents provocateurs and are then bound by a pact- and form

themselves into a combination. The vijigcsu then employs them in

the sphere of work for which each is best fitted. That is, he “exploits”

them all in the maimer in which each is most competent to help him

and ruin his enemy. And of course he does not neglect to associate

the agents with these new “allies.”

Here yalhaaakti is rendered by secondo che puo and has reference

to these disaffected persons. And svakarmasu is nelle opre proprie, i.e.,

describes the work proper to each of these persons.

Coming now to the German translation we get the following

sentence ; AUe, die mit den Worten ; “/<*, so ists recht 1” darauf

eingehen und sick unter Abschliessung eines fesien Handels mit ihm

verbinden ^noege er nach ihrer Faehigkeit susaminen mit seine^ eigenen

Beschleichem an seine eigenen Geschaefte stellen. That is, those

who with the words “Yes, that's all right” declarw their agreement

(with the agents in their views and proposals) and bind themselves

to him by concluding a fast bargain, he should employ in his own

affairs in accordance with their capacity together with his own agentfe.
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Here, as in the Italian, yathahakti has reference to these ''new

allies,'* but svakarmasu to the vijiglsvfs own affairs. The Italian

rendering goes perhaps a little too far. In the Qerman the phrase

tatheti has been given in its literal form, ‘'yes, that's all right, which

is lost sight of both in the Italian and. English renderings. Both S. and

V. take panabarmana, as a “solemn pact” or an ‘‘act of pact" It

is doubtful if in the long run the^e two phrases differ in any signi-

ficant sense from the festen Handels or “solid bargain** of the German.

Altogether, then, it appears that there is hardly anything to change

in M's passage. V*s rendering is slightly weak on the point of

tatheti and perhaps far-fetched in regard to svakarmasu. The least

satisfying is S., although not un-intelligible. It may be observed

that here, as before, G's commentary has been closely approxima-

ted in the German.

Almost the same remarks will have to be made in regard to the

three translations of the next verse with which Ch. XIV, concludes.

It is thus worded :

labheta samadmabhyam krtyamhca parabhnmif^u

aki tyan bhedadan<iabhyam paradosanaca darsayet.

The passage is very simple and cannot be misunderstood. But

S's construction is not happy and indeed entirely faulty. He sa3^s :

“Likewise friends of a foreign king may also be won over by means

of persuasion and rewards, while implacable enemies may be brought

round by sowing dissensions, by threats and by pointing out the

defects of their master.” Unfortunately, here, S. translates krtyan

by “friends of a foreign king.*' Just the opposite is meant,, namely,

the corruptibles in the enemy's territory. Equally wrong is “impla-

cable enemies" as rendering of akrtyan, which should really be the

incorruptibles, i.e., the friends of the enemy. The passive form of

the sentence, again, has marred the effect, and then the use of “may"
has squeezed all essence out of it.

The Italian is correct and idiomatic. It says: Deve poi guadag-

narsi colla benevolenza e con elargizioni i partitifavorevoli nel territorio

del nemico
\

i partiti sfavorevoli con scissione e castigo e mosiri {in

pubblico) le colpe del {re) nemico.

In the German rendering we read: DurcH schoem Worte und
Geschenke moege^er die Verfuehrbaren in Feindeslaendern fuer sick

gewinnen.die Getreuetkdurch Zwietrachtsaeen und Gewaltmittel und
auch die Fehler des ^eindlichen Koenigs moege er ihnen vor Augen
hal{€n^
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The Italian and German are almost identical. V. has his own

words favorevoH for krtya and afavorevoli (unfavourable) for akrtya^

which, however, as we have observed before, are not very expressiye.

The German omits ca (likewise, and, poi)^ but has presented para*

in the plural, while the ^Italian has done it in ^he singular.

But otherwise, both read in English more or less as follows • ^‘With

beautiful words and presents* he should win over the corriiplibles

in the enemy’s lands, and the incorruptibles with dissensions and

force
;
he should also place before their eyes the faults of the enemy

king.”

What is Mantradhikarah ?

Book I, Chap. XV is called mantradhikarah. It is translated as

“the business of council-meeting” in S. and ufficio del consiglioy office

(or duty?) of the council (or counsel?) in V. Neither rendering is

accurate or happy. Mantra is neither council nor counsel nor council-

meeting. It means deliberation or discussion. The word consiglio

may of course mean deliberation. But it is not clear if the translator

means this. As for adhikara it is neither ufficio^ i.e., office (or function)

nor business but perhaps nothing more than ‘'chapter” or ‘'section”

of a book.

In the Germat* translation we have Das Geschaeft der Beratung^

literally, the business of deliberat ion. M. has a note to this rendering,

namely, ^*odef weniger wahrscheinlich das Amt {Gebiet^ Wirkensgebiet)

der Beratungl’ ,i.e. “or less probably the office (field, scope, province)

of deliberation." There is another note which says ^'vielleicht einfach

das Kapitel von der Beratung.,.,Vgl. das haeufige adhikarikam in den

Ueberschriften Kdd i.e., “perhaps simply, the chapter on deliberation,

cf. the frequent adhikarikam in the headings of K."

The last one seems acceptable to myself. G’s commentary

first defines mantra in the sense of deliberation and then says marttrah

saihadhikriyate^ i.e., *^mantra is being discussed here,” Again, mantra-

svarUpam tu noktam^ tadihocyate iti sambandhah (but the nature

of mantra has not been discussed, this is being propounded here),

Svapah^a and Parapak^a

The chapter begins as follows: krtasmpaksapurapakBopagrahah

karyarambhamcintayet, S. translates it in the following manner :

“having gained a firm hold on the affections both local and ^preign
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parties both in his own and enemy’s state, the king shall proceed to

think of administrative measures.”

The rendering is too wide and liberal. The meanings of svapak§a

and parapaksa have hardly been grasped.

The Italian says : Essendosi conziliati i partiti nel proptio e nel

territorio nemicp pensi (*V re) alle pratiche degli affari, the parties in

one’s own territory and in the enemy's being conciliated, the king

should think of the practice (conduct) of affairs. This rendering is

not as diffuse as the English but is as weak as the other in regard

to the svapakfia and the parapak%a. Besides, concUiati is not the word

for upagraha, the sense of which is much better preserved in S’s

“firm hold.” It need be observed, further, that svapaksa, one’s own

party, is substantially different from the Italian parMt nel propria

(parties in one’s own territory). Similarly, parapak^, party of the

enemy, cannot be identical with the partiti nel territorio nemtco

(parties in the enemy's territory) as V’s rendering wants us to under-

stand.

By the side of these two renderings let us place M. He says :

Hat er seine eigene Partei und die des Feindesfest im Griff so denke er

auf den Beginn von Unternehmungen, literally, “if (or when, i.e., after)

he has his own and enemy's parties firmly in grasp, he should think of

commencing the enterprises. The translation is faithful to the letter,

avoids vagueness re svapakqa and parapak^a and does justice to

arambha which has been ignored both in the English and the Italian.

The English, “having gained a firm hold," is good and idiomatic

and quite literal as compared to the Italian conciliati, which is certainly

wrong. But S's “both local and foreign parties both in his and enemy’s

state” does not clearly say, in spite of verbosity, that the vifiglsu's

“own party” is to be found in both territories and that the parapak^a

(enemy’s parly) is likewise to be found in both. The text has no word

relating to “territory” here. The relevant words are sva and para.

KUryarambha ^Enterprise

Let us pass on. Mantrapurvah sarvarambhah. S. writes : “all

kinds o/ administrative measures are preceded by deliberations in a

well-formed' council.’' The Italian rendering says : Tutti i cotnin-

ciat^enti di imprese ipevono essere preceduti dd consiglio, all commence-

ments of enterprises should be preceded by council (or counsel ?),

The word for S’s “weltformed council” is not to be found in the

Lahor^ or Trivandrum vtext. .The word “deliberations” has however
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been rightly used iti the English, so also perhaps the word consiglio

in the Italian, if it is not to mean here **councir' or ordinary counsel,

MantrapUrv^ has been literally rendered as '‘preceded b}" deliber?

ations” and *preceduti de coTisiglio.*' But what is sarvarambhah’^

Literally, it means “all commenjcements,** V. makes it explicit with

additional '^di imprest^ But S. forsake? the word “commencement**

altogether and uses '‘all kinds oT deliberative measure?*' It need be

observed tha^* arambha does not necessarily have to be taken always

in the literal sense of “commencement.** It may as well be rendered,

according to context, by ^^enterprises,'' ^HmpreseJ' ^*UnierHchmung,"

and thus be taken as a synonym for karya.

In any case, S's “all kinds of administrative measures’* is wide

of the mark and much too descriptive. Besides, kafo^a or karyaradtbha

is not' identical with “administrative measures • technically or speci-

fically so called. It is better to take it as “enterprises*' etc. in the

generic sense. Thus G.*s commentary explains it as follows

:

svavisaye durgadlnam paravi^aye sandhivigrahadxnam ca karmanam.

We notice that karma or karya comprises activities like attending to

fortifications in one*s own state and war and peace in regard to the

enem}'. Evidently, all this can hardly be labelled as “administrative

measures.'* The sphere of karya is more comprehensive than that of

“administration.**

In the light of this discussion let us test the German translation.

M. has Von dcr Beratung abhaengig sind alle Vniernehmungen (on

deliberation are all enterprises dependent). The literalness of the

English “preceded** and Italian ^preceduti" has been lost in the

German abhaengig, M. has not cared to take arambha in the literal

sense of Beginn as used in the previous sentence. He lakes it as

identical with karya and hence employs Vniernehmungen, On the

whole, the statement is terse and effective.

The Place of Deliberations

Let us now watch the deliberations. The text says : taduddemh

sambritak kathanamanihsravl paksibhirapyanalokyah syat^ This is

translated by S. thus ; “The subject matter of a council shall be

entirely secret • and deliberations in it shall be sc carried that even

birds cannot see them.** The rendering is wrong in regard to udde^t

which does not mean “subject matter** but l“place** as G.*s com-

mentary explains. It ignores kathanamanihA^avl altogether. ^Jhen,
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again, the sentence connects the birds with deliberations. The gram-

mar would have it that the uddeha is not to be seen by birds.

' The Italian translation says : Voggetto di questo ^imanga segreio,

non divulgantesi per discorsi e {tale eke) non sia veduto par dagli

the object of this is to remain » secret, not divulging by con-

versations and (such that) it cannot be seen by birds.

Here the mistake of the English in regard to uddeha is reproduced.

Only, where S. has “subject matter of a council,” V. gives 'oggetid

(of the consiglio). In tlie Italian there is an attempt to do justice

to kathanamanihsravl (literally, which does not allow words to flow

out) by divulgantesi per discorsi^ which, however, does not indicate

that the real sense has been caught. Then, again, in the Italian the

“object^* of deliberations is not to be “seen** by birds just as in S.

“deliberations** are not to be “seen** by birds. We find, then, that

both the Italian and the English renderings are equally wrong and

in almost the same particulars.

What does the German translation furnish us with ? We read

:

Der ort der Beratung sei ganz heimlichy wo kein Wort kinausdringt,

wo sogar Voe^el nicht kinsekauen koenneuy lit., the place of deliberation

is to be entirely secret, where not a word goes out, where even birds

cannot look in.

The value of every Sanskrit word has been preserved. No improve-

ment can be suggested in the structure of the sentence from the view-

point of literalness except perhaps in the following manner : “The place

secret, not allowing words to flow out and incapable of being

seen even by birds.** It is to be observed that kathanamahihsravX

is adjective and can be redered as die Reden nicht hinausrinnend

lassend. And this is exactly what M. suggests in the note. The

next item in Sanskrit is also an adjective and in the passive form.

I may use an appropriate German phrase to match it, thus, der sogar

nicht von Voegel erspaeht werden kann.

The Correct Name of Book XII

Book XII \s abatlyasam. The title seems to have been

misunderstood by both Shamasastry and Jolly. In S.*s rendering the

Book is known as “Concerning a powerful enemy.** J. has '^ein

uehermaechtiger Ifeind*^ (a very powerful enemy), almost the literal

German translation of S*s English.

But how does Meydr want us to understand the name of this

Book^ He* calls it Ver/ialten des Schwacheny bis er staerker wird
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(The attitude or conduct of the weak until he becomes strong). There

is a world of difference between this rendering and that of S. and

J. The latter divert our attention to the enemy and to his strength;

whereas M.*s title invites us to focus our attention on the weak, or

comparatively weaker party without reference to the pnemy. M.
should appear to be right while ^S. and J. are wrong

The mistakes of S. and J. are both conteiitual as well a philolgical.

First, the topics discussed in the Book have reference really to the

thousand and one methods to be employed by the states that happen

to be relatively weak for the time being. Naturally, the enemy in

reference to whose power the party considers itselt to be weak demands
the attention of the author all through. But we are being taught here

not what the ^‘powerful enemy*' is doing or likely to do but primarily

as to how the weak is to attitudinize himself in regard to those whom
he has to fear. The subject matter has therefore to be discussed most

expressively by the title, “conduct of the weak,'*

The Grammar in abatlyasam

Let us now turn to the philological aspect of the word aballyasam.

It is evident that grammatically it is not possible to detect the

“powerful enemy*' in the form in which the word occurs.

Let us here follow Meyer in his footnote at page 594. It runs

thus: **Abal%yasa thus means, as I believe, auf das bis zum Staerker^

werden bezueglich (concerning until-the-more-powerful-becoming;

(a+ballyas+ay* German language is almost as rich as Sanskrit

in the command ‘over particles, the upasargas^ praiyafas, sandhis

etc. So the above rendering is further explained by M. as follows

;

“thus literally we have here Auf das Biszumstaerkerwerden Bezueg-

liches^ This additional explanation would convey nothing new in

English translation, and indeed nothing new in German either except

that a big compound noun has been made out of a verb in the in-

finitive mood, an adjective in the comparative form, and two prepo-

sitions.

For the present purpose ^*biszum*^ (i.e, until) is the most important

item. Ifr stands for 5, which, as so common in Sanskrit Mvhen

combined with a noun, may possess an inclusive or exclusive sense

according to the context.

Conduct of the Weak •

The footnote suggests another construction o| the word. It says

;

“of course it would not be impossible to take it as^a derivation,frpm

JUNE, 1928 21
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a-bafij/as. In that case the word would mean simply “Verkalten des

Schwaecheren (attitude or conduct of the weaker)." Here, of course,

ttfere is a (i,e. not) instead of a (until). So for n-baliyas we get

“not-strong, and &^b<dlyasam would imply “concerning the not

strong.”

In either case the correct rendering should pin us down to the

“conduct of the weak,” and by no means to the “powerful enemy” of

S. and J.

In G.’s text, part III, p. 154 there is a note of five or six lines

given over to the a~bal\yasatn. The explanation offered would tend

to support M. although the difficulty connected with the word does

not seem to have been grasped by the commentator. He is quite

clear, however, in the following statement
:
prabale abhiycktari dur-

balena yat kartavyam tad asmin adhikara'M pratipadyate (In this Book

is being propounded what is to be done by the weak in reference to

a powerful aggressor).

The fragmentary notes of the Nayacandrika also speak of the

durbalatarasya krtyam (duty of the weaker) in this connection (Jolly

and Schmidt, vol, II, p. 212).

Anupra'Mto—bend humbly, or surrender himself entirely ?

The difference between S. and M. in the translation, may be seen

in the following passage with which Ch. I, of the Book XII, begins:

bahyasabhiyukto durbalah sarvatranupranato vetasadharma ticket,

S. renders the passage thus: “when a king of poor resources is attacked

by a powerful enemy he should surrender himself together rvith his

sons (S.’s text has here saputranupranato instead of sarvatranu-

pra'^to) to the enemy and live like a reed (in the midst of a current

of water).”

Meyer has the following : Von eittem staerheren angegriffen, soil

sick der Schwache in alien Faellen detnuiig leugen nach der Art des

Rohrs” (attacked by one more powerful, the weak should in all cases

bend^humbly in the manner of the reed). The German translation

is more fiteral and concise. If greater literalness were demanded,

perhaps one might construct the second half of the sentence thus

:

“the weak should in all cases with salutation practise the manner of

the reed," This, hou||ever, is hardly idiomatic. In any case it is

hething mwe than Iif.'s demuting beugen (bend humbly or offer

“salotation”) that is intended by the phrase anupranato.
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S.'s' ''surrendsiing himself’ is diplomatically and odiitarily not only

too much but is really a mistranslatioa In Jolly’s English notes we
are told that

,
the weak “should surrender himself entirely’* (vol.

p. 66). This is carrying S-’s interpretation further in tiie direction pf

error. The simple word anuprai^o does not entitle one tc advnse ^
weak to descend to this extreme depth.

It may be pointed out^en passant that in C.’s commentary
(part III, p, 154) the real import has been wtdl preserved. Tims
anupravMtah is rendered as tadanuvartanaparuh, i.e., habituated to

following the movements of the powerful, or moving with nim. This

“moving with him” will be parallel to the “rcod” moving wilh the

current ^krotaso'nuvartanarn, kurban banjulas tiftthati).

There are all grades of political and strategic manoeuvring between

this ‘^bending humbly” or “moving with the current" and “surrendering

oneself entirely,”

Exhortations to War

We shall now take another passage where there is hardly any differ-

ence between S. and M. This contains Visalaksa’s advice on the

duties of the weak as contrasted with that of Bh&radvaja as described

above. ViS. says : sarvasandohena balmam vudhyeta, Parakramo hi

vyasanam apahanti svadharmah cai§a hoatriyasya. Yuddhe jayah

parafayo va. The Trivandrum and Lahore texts are identical here.

S’.s translation is worded as follows: “But ViS. says that a weak

king should rather fight with all his resources, for bravery destroys

ail troubles; this (fighting) is the natural duty of a Kqatriya no

matter whether he achieves victory or sustains defeat in battle."

Meyer expresses himself thus : Mit detn ganeen Aufgebot

seiner Truppen soil er kaempfen. Denn die Tapferkeit tilgt das VnheU

hinweg und dies ist die ureigene Pflicht des Kriegersi Sieg oder

Niederlage in der Schlacht (with the entire mobilization of his troops

he should fight
* • • the duty of the K^atriya: victory or

defeat in battle).

The rendering seems in the main to be almost identical. And yet

there art two items of importance to be noticed. The phraseMrvo-

'sandohena balanatn is to be found as “ with all his resources" in S.

and as “with the entire ’mobilization of his trogps” in M. Perhaps

in the last analysis the one means substantially the same thing as

the other. But the actual military proasses involved in the two cases

are different. The phrase “with his resources" is perhaps .mow
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political and financial than military. But the text conveys strictly

a military significance. The process describes the “troops” {dalanSm)

being drained {satuloha) or called to the colours “in„ their entirety.”

The German military technical expression, Aufgehot (calling out), is

unboubtedly implied by the text ^alumm sarvasandohah would be

equivalent to •allgemeines Aufgebot i.e. levy en masse. Visalaksa is

really advising the state to summon the' whole man-power to the front.

Here, then, as before, M. is more literal and technically precise

than S.

Then, there is another point. S. has established a connection bet-

ween the last two items in Vil’s advice This connection, however,

is perhaps not implied in the text. “Victory or defeat in battle”

is an independent piece of exhortation offered by Vifi. It need not

be tagged on to the advice re the svadharma of the Ksatriya. ‘ The

independence has been preserved by M. and should appear to be more

to the point.

The Weak behaving as the Reed

A specimen of Meyer’s annotations and comments in the Nachtrag

(Supplement) can be seen in what he has to say on the lines just dis-

cussed. We often come across, says he, this picture of the reed and

the bending before the powerful as before Indra. Compare, for ex-

ample, Ragku, IV, 3Sj Kirata, VI, 5 (Here he gives the German

translation of the passage and remarks that it was not rightly under-

stood by the translators)
; V, 34,37; XII, 67, ii;XII,

113 (the oak and the reed). Then he quotes the N\tivakyrmrta

41, 2*5 and gives the entire text in German which may be Englished

as follows -“The fight with a powerful enemy is for the weak who
does not know his own strength, like the growth of wings in insects

while approaching death. Wings develop in the insects only in order

that the animals may fly into the flame. As long as the favourable

opportunity does not come he has only to behave modestly or sweetly

with the cause of his troubles. The wood, however, is carried by

men e'^n on their heads only to be burnt. It is while washing the feet

of the trecs*on the banks that the river-current uproots and carries

thqpi off.” Then follows a quotation from the Mahabharata, XII, 140,

namely,—“He should car/y the enemy on the shoulder until the time

is over. But as soon Rs he feels that the favourable time is come

he should smash him as an earthen vessel on the stone.”
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Kulaiiaka= sheep out ofUs flock, or crab f

An instance oj Meyer’s seU-correction comes from the ne?:t passage."

Neti Kauiilyah sarvatr^nupranatali kulaidaka iva ntniso /ivtte

vasati, S. translates it as follows :—“No, says Kautilya
;
he who bows

down to all like a crab on the banks of a river lives in derpair."

Perhaps with the same interpretSticn as the const, i; tiou would

be better as well as more literal in tl'.c following form : “He who

bows down to all lives in despair like a crab on the banks c£ a river.’

M. has the following : Wer sich in alien Facuen demutig heugt

der weilt hoffnunsgalos im Leben wie eln Kuestenschaf (He who bends

humbly in all cases lives hopeless like a sheep on the sea-shore), the

correct and literal construction has been preserved in the German

translation.

This is to be found in the text at page 594. But in the Nachtrag

at p. 876 M. wants the readers to correct his rendering. "W/eein

Kuestenschaj” is to be replaced by wie ein aus "der Herde verlorenes

Schaf (like a sheep lost out of its flock). This correction is made

evidently in accordance with the commentary in G., which says

kulatnesa iva svay^thabhra<dd\i (like a sheep separated from its

group).

But one may still inquire as to whether kulaidaka should not be

more appropriately translated as ‘‘crab.’’ But perhaps for i'erab’ we

must have kutlraka in the place of kulaidaka, which in any case

seems to be uncommon.

The- word kulaidaka occurs in the form of kulailaka in Book

XIII, Ch. I, (Lahore text, vol. I, p. 343 \
G., part III, p. 182). There

also M. translates (p. 614) the word as Vferschaf i.e. “a sheep on the

sea-shore” (having hardly anything to eat and therefore leading a pre-

carious existence). But in the Nachtrag at p. 879. he corrects himself

in favour of ‘'a sheep lost from the flock” or gone astray. The cor-

rection is inspired evidently by the commentary in G., which again

has the following : Kulailakena svayuthabhra/ikna jWttamraiena

tue^ena. It is not clear, however, why in both instances M. suggests

akuiaidakn for kulai4aka. S. has “crab” in this second ipstaiicc as

well.

How to Satisfy the Invaders

A problem in punctuation is afforded by ^he following instance.

Three types of invaders {abhiyoktaraK) are tting descritjpd. There
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are the dhattna-vifayl (just conqueror), the lobha-vij'ay\ (greedy con-

queror) and "the asura-vijayX (devilish or demon-like conqueror). In

the Lahore and Mysore texts asura is mentioned ^second, while in

the Trivandrum this place is occupied by the kbha. According to

the descriptions that follow the Trivapdram text is correct.

How, now* to satisfy each of these three types ? Te»Q,in abhyavapattya

dharmavijayl tuqyati. Tamabhyavapadyeta. Pareqam api bkayadbhUmi-

drccvyaharanena lobhavijayl tuqyati. With the punctuation as given

in the above reading, we get the following in S. : “Of these the just

conqueror is satisfied with mere obeisance. Hence a weak king

should seek his protection. Fearing his own enemies the greedy

conqueror is satisfied with what he can safely gain in land or money.”

•The German translation does not differ from the English in the

first sentence. Both are correct and literal. But the second sentence

reads as follows in German : I?etn moege er sich ergeben (the weak

should behave humbly”, i.e., practise obeisance to him). The Sanskrit

original does not mean anything more than “obeisance” which is likely

to satisfy the dharmavijay%. S.’s “should seek his protection" is posi-

tively wrong. The word, namely, “obeisance,” that has been used

for abhyavapattya. in the first sentence should be likewise used for

abhyavapadyeta in the seeond. In the German translation the

same word "ergeben” has been rightly used in both instances,

Pare^am api bhayat^also from thefear of others

The punctuational difficulty arises here in connection with the

phrase parefam api bhayat. It is with this phrase that the Lahore

and Mysore texts begin the sentence which describes how the lobha-

vijay\ is satisfied, and the English translation as offered by S. is

based on this construction. But in M. this little phrase is a com-

plete sentence: Auch aus der Furcht vor anderen (also from the

fear of others). By the side of this translation, which is precise to

the letter, S.'s “fearing his own enemies” is thoroughly out of the

place and misleading. Now, the word auch {api or also) suggests

that *this. phrase, although used as a complete sentence with a capital

A, is really, as German idiom would suggest, a continuation of the

phrase or sentence that has gone before, namely, “the weak should

behave humbly 'to the dhamtavijayx.

This construction ii indeed to be found in G.'s text which takes

the^ two phrases togetHer in one sentence, —tarn avyapodyetaparefain api
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bhayat, A nd this sentence is added to the previous after a seniicclon,

indicating that the whole thing has reference to the dharma-vijayl.

G/s commentary has the following : /ajp dharmavijayinam, ab-

hyavapadyeta, partem api bhayat na kevalam dharmavijayi-bhayat kintu

aatrvantarabhayad api (i.e. not only from fear of the dharv$avifayl but

also from the fear of other enemi^). The commentaiy adds a further

note to the effect that the dharmavifayl not only does not L'.msclf harm

the humble and respectful but protects him from the tear of other

enemies.

The punctuation as well as interpertation offered by M. and

G, convey a consistent meaning. The Lahore and Mysore readings

should appear therefore to be defective and S.’s translation “fearing

his own enemies, the greedy conqueror etc.” meaningless.

It is because of this confusion in construction and sense that S.’s

translation re the character of the lobhaviyayX has lost much of its

genuine strength. In his rendering “the greedy conqueror is satisfied

with what he can safely gain in land or money.” The word “safely”

is not to be found in the text and in fact robs the statement of its

real value. The text is here describing the second type of invaders

in a categorical manner without implying any modification by “buts”

or “ifs”, just as it has described the first type and is going to describe

the third. This unconditional character has been preserved in the

German rendering.

The phrase bhutini-dravya-haranena has been rendered as “safely”

gained in land or^money” by S. and "mit der Wegnahme von Land und

Gut" (with the seizure of land and goods) by M. The German is literal

and correct. There is no question, here, of land vs, money. Both

are implied. Finally dravya is a generic term for “goods” and is

not to be treated at any rate in the present instance as identical with

"money.”

The Asura-vijayl

Let us now analyse the third type. The text runs thus ; bhumt-

dravyaputradarapranaharanena asuravijayl, tarn bhUmidravyabhya-

mupagrhyagrahyah pgatikurvlta.

The first part of this statement is worded as follows in S.’s trans-

lation. "The demon-like conqueror satisfies himself not merely l?y

seizing the land, treausre, sons and wives of *^he conquered but by

taking the life of the latter.” The sense has somehow been made out but

marred by the addition of unnecessary words and hy the construction
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in a form that is not required by the original. The words ''not merely”

"but by” introduce a new tone. Then S. takes the four items, viz. land,

treasure, sons and wives in one lump and separates ft from the fifth,

namely, life, which is thus presented with perhaps an undue impor*
tance. In any case no emphasis on any object or mode of aggression
is to be found in the text itself.

The German translation on the contrary is exact and preserves

the entire spirit of the original, thus -.—Nur mit dem Raub von Land
Gut, Soehnen, Frauen und Leben {des Besiegten) gibt sick der teuflische

Eroberer zufrteden (only with the robbing of land, goods, sons, wives

and life of the conquered is the devilish conqueror satisfied). M. has

added only one word, nur (i.e. only). This, however, is more in

keejjing with the elegance of German style and does not at any
rate serve to militate against the terseness of the Sanskrit or introduce

an uncalled for concept.

The second part of the statement has been Englished in the follow-

ing manner by S.: "Hence a weak king should keep such a conqueror
at a distance by offering him land and wealth.” The translation is

incomplete, because it ignores the word pratikurvXta which happens
to have a very important function in the present instance. In M.'s

rendering we get : Den moege er wit Land und Gut gewinnen und so,

dass der andcre thn inicht anfassen kann, Gegenntassregeln ergreifen

(him he should win with land and goods, and thus or then from an un-

capturable position adopt antidotal measures).

The word agrahyak has been translated in German as *‘such that
the other cannot capture him” i.e., unseizable. This is the import
also of G.’s commentary which says tadhastagocaram aprapta eva san
(as not within the teach of the conqueror’s hands and eyes). S.'s

"keeping the conqueror at a distance” misses the point and at any
rate is not justified by the original.

Then pratikurvita\\&% hem left out by S. altogether. M. takes
it as equivalent to "adopting” some "measures in reaction” to the situa-

tion that has risen, G. s commentary says ; sandhyadina pratikuryat
i.e., react with sandhi or treaty of peace and other measures.

S.'s tr?nslation suggests that the weak has only to satisfy the
asuravijayl with land and wealth. There is no further duty to be
performed or course of action to be taken. After this he is presumably
to lead a life of passive observation. But the text is precise on this

point and wants the weak to take to an active programme. First,

he has to ^see to it iJhat he is beyond the invader’s grasp. And
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secondly^ he has to plan out a campaign '*in reply to the attack”, i.e,,

institute a programme of defensive measures which may begin with

sandhi or peace ^conversations” but may end anywhere for all that

we know.

The Third Case-ending as an Instrument of Equalization

or Similarity

It may be observed in this connection that the entire paragraph

of twelve lines in S., p. 477, is a wrong rendering of t!ie text beginning

with sadharanagardabhena daksan and ending with dhruvapakarina

itu The eight passages describe some of the methods by which the

different classes of people in the enemy’s territory are to be weaned

away from their master and won over to the vi/ig%§u*s side. G.'s

commentary is very explicit in regard to the propaganda tactics. The

German translation is accurate but perhaps not quite clear or expres-

sive of the proper significance. But S. should appear to be entirely

erroneous. ’

The English translation says: *‘They should characterize the

enemy as an ordinary donkey towards skilful persons.” The ori-

ginal contains only two words, namely, sadharanagardabhena (ordinary

donkey) and dak^^an (skilful persons). But there is nothing anywhere

in the neighbourhood to connect these words. The connection has

to be inferred from the context. Perhaps we can import the word

utsahayet from the sentence preceding the previous one. In that

case the meaning is something like the following: ‘*The skilful

persons are to be encouraged (i.e. to secede from their master and come

over- to the vifiglBuy*. But how to connect the $adharanagardabha»

especially, its third case-ending, with this propaganda of sowing dis-

sensions ?

The light comes from G.’s commentary as follows hi

samanyagardabhah karma nttyatn tatphalasyunabhi/fiah karott tatha

yuyam parlrthe karma tatphalanabhij'fulh kurutha ity evam gardabha-

nidarsanena. The vi;ig^u*s propagandists are to go into the enemy's

country and address the dak^an i.e. ye analasakarmakaranaaUas tan

(the persons who are used to discharging their duties tirelessly) in

the following manner: “Just; as the common ass is always doing

his work but is ignorant of the fruit, so also you pe<5ple have been
*

working for your master without knowing anything of or having a

chance to taste its results” (in other words, you asses ! you stupid

fools ! forsake your master, etc.).

JUNE, 1928
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The comparison or identity is established between the ass and

the skilful persons. The third case-ending in gardabhena indicates

'this relation of equality or similarity. But in Sn it is the enemy,

which however is not to be found in the text anywhere, that is likened

to the ass. In the German rendering the import of the Sanskrit third

case-ending Has been preserved by the use of ‘‘mif' with Esel igardabha)

as follows;

—

Die Tuechtigen (sotlen aufgestachelt werdeii) mit dent

Gemeindeeself literally, the skilful persons should be spurred or

goaded on with the village ass. The significance of tnit (which in

German idiom is perhaps identical with that of the tfftya vibhakti

in Sanskrit, so far. at any rate, as the present instance is concerned.

But in English it would hardly convey any sense. And in German

also it is doubtful if the use of simple mit would enable the ordinary

reader to guess without difficulty that the Tuechtigen are likely to

be spurred on against their master, for they are being likened to or

condemned as senseless asses by certain people who pose as friends.

The eight sentences referred to above are all composed in the same

grammatical form. The English translation is uniformly wrong and

the German uniformly literal although not perhaps quite suggestive

except to those who would consult G.

A Propaganda Method

Coming back to KulaUaka as used in the present connection we

have the following text : Kulailakena codvignan. In S. the enemy is

to be characterized "as a crab on the shore to anxious persons.” The

rendering is meaningless not only in itself but also in connection with

the grammatical peculiarity discussed above. Here, as elsewhere, the

third case-ending really brings about a similarity or equality of con-

dition between the KulaUaka and the udvignan (anxious persons).

In uniformity with the structure of sentences employed by M. for this

paragraph, the German rendering is to be found as die Angsthasen

(i.e. frightened rabits, idiomatic for the cowardly and over-anxious) mit

dem Uftrschaf.

^Here, again, the German alone hardly explains how to oonnect

the Vferschaf (sheep on the sea shore) with the over-anxious and

nervous persons. We have noticed that M. introduces a correction

in the Nachtrag. Instead of Vferschaf -9}^ are to read “a sheep that

has lost its touch ^with the herd.” Once we know Jhat mit cm* with

is really "by comparison with” and implies an equation, we understand

automatically jvhat the propagandists of the viji^u are to do in the
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enemy’s camp. And this equation is furnished by the commentary
very explicitly. We are told udvtgnan parasimt btSifin kulailaktm

svayUtkabkra^na^ flvitaniraaena iadupat/tamiara'i^na lyyor*

ikaA : utsahyet. The propaganda is to be conducted in the tollowit^

manner: The agents are to find, out the udvigriant\.t,t nervous and
over*anxious persons among the enemy’s people, which of course it

is easy to find in every country *facing the war a:;d lecture to them
as follows: “You cowardly and nervouc people! d you know
why you are feeling like Angsthasen ? It is because you are like

sheep and goats that have lost touch with *^heir herd and are

living like jvvitaniraha, i.e., hopeless of life. In other wordo’, the

fault is not in you, good friends : Your hopelessness and despair are

due to the fact that the flock to which you ought to belong is not to

be fouild in your country. Ergo^ come over to our master who by

annexing the territory of your master will furnish the flock that you

so sorely need, etc.”

It is clear that neither "crab” nor "sheep on sea shore” would

convey the right meaning here. And of course there is no sense in

comparing the enemy to a crab as S. does.

A Masterpiece of Indology

The Artkasastra is a bulky book and the name of difficult passages

in it is legion. My remarks on Meyer’s translation are based on too

few words, phrases or sentences.

Students of constitution, public finance, economics, jurisprudence,

criminolt^y, international law, morals, manners and what not, who

may have to consult the translation will have occasion Li appraise

it from day to day, each from his own angle. And perhaps it will

take about a decade’s "wear and tear” before the academic world is

fully aware of its merits and possible short-comings. In the mean-

time, on the strength of the few tests applied at random for the

present contribution as well as for other purposes, it has appeared to

me that we have here not only a generally dependable, faithful and

idiomatic rendering of Kautiiya’s work, but one of the masterpieces

of translation in the entire range of indology. The comparative ex-

amination of the English,
,
Italian and German translations has not

failed to furnish' me, to be personal, with hints in regard to the work

of * revision for my English translation of the ^kranlti which has long

been due.

But a problem has to be faced at once. This German AttluMstra
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is and will remain a sealed book to most of our scholars and University

students in indology or the human and social sciences. An English

translation based on ail the Sanskrit texts and cpmmentaries such

as are already in print, with constant reference to Meyer, not ignoring

of course Shamasastry, is an urgept necessity, not only for us in

India but for everybody in the English-speaking world who is

interested in comparative social science.

Contents of the Notes

The methodology and contents of Meyer’s annotations may now

be indicated in a few words.

The posing of the Arthomstra in the perspective of the Smrti

literature constitutes a special contribution of Jolly to Kautilya-

scholarship. But M. has still found it necessary to refer to the Smrtis

since, as he says, J.’s point of view in regard to the legal texts and

their bearings on Kautilya is different from his, as we shall have

occasion to point out later on. Brhaspati, K&tyayana and the latter-

day authors, however, do not possess according to him the same

value in regard to Kautilya-studies as the older works.

On the subject of Hindu legal literatuie, M. has a book of

some 4SO pages entitled Ueber das Wesen der altindischen Rechts-

schriften (On Hindu Law-books and their Relations with one another

and with Kautilya). That monograph should really be regarded in

certain respects as a supplement to the present translation, or rather

to the introduction to the present work.

The importance of the Mahabkarata in this regard has been recog-

nised by Meyer who has, moreover, laid under centribution the

KamandakVnlti as well as the commentary of Sa'nkaracarya, The

SukranUi has likewise been very often utilized although in his judg-

ment it is a very late compilation and in the portions which may
be ascribed to the copyist himself most frightfully barbarous. For-

tunately. however, says he, Sukranlti lets as a rule others speak. It

exploits on a very large scale the entire Smrti literature, especially,

Narada and the authorities cited by him, Brhaspati and of course

Man^j, and the Mahabkarata as well as Kamandakl and othor ancient

and “recent” sources. Some really old and valuable material which

otherwise is not o/ at any rate not yet available is to be found in

the Sukranlti although often in a defective form.

The parallelisms dr coincidences between the Artkahastra and

the - NltivahySmrta are of course almost as important as those between
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the Arthai&stra and the KStnatulakl, But Meyer has referred to the

Nxtivakyamrta only for specially characteristic passages.

The verses ip the ArthakSstra may be followed in the Tantr^Rhya-

ytka and Pancatantra more, however, as loans than as borrowings,

says he.

Indian Ttadition Vindicaud

In regard to the Kautilya question, i.e.. the date and personality

of the author of the Arthc&istra, Meyer devotes 36 ps^es of the

introduction in order to vindicate the Indian tradition. He tries

to prove that Kaufilya of the Candragupta Maurya fame, the ambi-

tious and diplomatic Brahmana minister, the revolutionary philosopher

and . scholar, is the one single author—compiler and reformer—of
the political science as embodied in the Arthamstra associated with

his name. The tradition remains unshaken, says he, in spite of

modern attempts to assail it, and appears even to be "supported by
very high probability.” Doubts, of course, are not dissipated. But

we must be very modest in our scepticism, at any rate, for the pre-

sent. The benefit of doubt is, in M.’s judgment, on the side of the

tradition.

The subject, as is well-known, is still very controversial. It would

be beyond the scope of the present paper, already lengthy as it is,

to enter into or to deal with that controversy which in any case is

not likely to be closed very soon. Meyer’s discussion is extensive

but is being boiled down within a small compass so that the readers

may be furnished with his leading ideas.

To begin with, neither Megasthenes nor Fatafijali of course men-

tions Kautilya. But that the tradition cannot be negatived by

argumentun ex silentio is a quite handy although not the only reply.

Arthaeastra the Work of one Person

The late Professor Hillebrandt all along held the view and has

stated it in his Altindische Potitik (Ancient Indian Politics), Jena,

1923, tRat the portions marked iti Kautilyah constitute th^ stastements

of Kautilya himself, but^ collected together by some of his followers

who are responsible for the compilation of the wbele book. Against

this view of the school or collective origin of the Ar'tha. Meyer ofifers

his own which runs to the eflFect that iti Kautilyah may be written by

Kautilya himself just as iti Baudhayanah by Baudhayana in thq
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Saudkayanas^ra. One does not have to make any distinction between

the different portions of the work as regards authorship. With the

exception of Book II which may be derived from or r/ither based on

various sources but is by no means independent of the author^s personal

equation, the entire work appears to be the product of one fount, the

creation of a single man
;
and that man is no other than the person who

is self-conscious enough not to be ashamed of describing himself in his

own book in the third person as iti Kautilyah.

The New Indology

Meyer differs from Hillebrandt in regard to the date and some

other items. But it need be noted en passant that both are exponents

of what may be described as the ‘^new indology.^^ Each one is pre-

pared to admit, what should have been accepted as a postulate and

starting-point of comparative social science long ago, that the Hindu

mind and creative genius have functioned in quite '‘positive’^ and

materialistic fields and that the qualities of manhood, energism, civic

sense, rationalism etc. are not the monopolies of Western “races”

and “climates.*^ The errors of German “romanticists'* are at last being

made good by the Germans themselves, to a certain extent* Eur-

American scientists and philosophers may now perhaps be expected

to attempt a change of front in regard to Orientalisme.

Kautilya^ a Title of Honour

Winternitz holds that the name or title Kautilya* is too deroga-

tory for a man of the chancellor's position. But Hillebrandt in his

very first paper on the Kauiilyahastra (1908) pointed out the existence

of another name, namely, Kaujalya, Besides, argues M., the title

Kuiila (crooked, clever etc.) as used in the Mudrarakqasa is really

appreciative or laudatory and not at all dishonourable. Cleverness

consisting in the ability to decieve others is a virtue among all races.

Thus, for instance, Israel, the patriarch of the Israelites was known

as Jacob, i.e., the cheat or swindler. Every Tom, Dick and Harry

'‘can be named a Visnugupta, but Kautilya is the Kronenordeh (Order

of the Crown) granted out of the hands of Nature and science.*'

«

SthUsnutns^ip vs. Scholarship in Kautilya
i

According to Winternitz, the author of the Arthai&stra is not a

practical statesman .but mere Pa^ijit G(Aehrter) and
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deals not witn a powerail empire but with KJettiStaaier^, the condition

of small states. Me}rer considers this argument to have been depriyeu

of all strength, in anticipation of all future scepticism, by the text

itself. For, it says that both the science of politics and the poKttcal

world were saved and reconstructed by the author, ^

Kautilya is by all means a “Pandit," a scholar addicted to his

technique of classification and* so forth as Wintcrniti remarks. The

Indian tradition says so. Why should not this tradition possess a greater

validity, asks M., than the demands of the moderns '/ho expect or

believe that a "Patjd'f” could not be a “statesman?" How do we know
that this famous chancellor of Candragupta was or must have been

something different ? In this connection one may argue, with Narcndra

Nath Law in his Studies in Indian History and Culture (Calcutta,

1925), that the combination of statesmanship with the scholarship of

a Pandit was not altogether rare in ancient India.

According to M., Kautilya is not a Bismarck in the sense of a

professional and trained publicist. But he may have risen to the

position of the chancellor on account of his helping Candragupta up.

It is doubtful, however, if he contributed much to the actual admin*

istration of the new empire, says M. He may have been dismissed by

his pupil, the Emperor, after a short time. The book, we are asked to

suppose, may have been composed by the “exiled” king-maker, perhaps

in bis native land somewhere in South India.

Compilation and Originality in the Arthahastra

The author of the Artha, is certainly a "compiler,” says M, but

an “extraordinary" and “peculiar” compiler. J.’s criticism at p.

33 of his English introduction to the Lahore text is entirely unjust

according to M. The phrase iti Kautilyah, used so often in the text

not only exhibits, we are to understand, the compiler-author’s own

contribution but is a standing monument of his proud individuality,

self-consciousness and strong personality, just the characteristics attri-

buted to him by tradition. Instead of saying with Jolly that the

AftkaeSstra is much indebted to the Mahabharata, Meyer, would con-

sider the reverse process to be more natural.

Kleinstaaterei
'1

The precursors of Kaufilya, says M., were dealers in small states,

and their philosophies corresponded to these ’conditions,^ If Kautilya
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had wished to function as a “mere" compiler or copyist, i.e., introduce

nothing new, his philosophy would have run in the same old grooves.

But his work, according to M., indicates at several tpoints that it is

not adapted to the ancient Indian small states system but only to

a powerful empire. After all, one must remember, argues M., that

even Candragupta's empire was not much different, at any rate, in

quite a number of items, from an ancient Indian ‘^small state inflated

to colossal proportions.** One should not be surprised, therefore, it

is to be understood, if one finds the touches of small states here and

there in the book. The Arthahastra can still be the product of an

Imperial epoch although one does not find in it exactly what you

and I expect to find in an empire.

A* word may be added in this connection. In the discussions bear-

ing on the Kautilya question in my Hindu Politics in Italian

1925-26) it has been pointed out that the Arthaaastra is essentially

a “philosophical" work (Kautilyadarsanam). The doctrine of fnan(}ala

(sphere) which involves automatically the plurality of states and hence

perhaps might to a certain extent suggest Kleinstaaterei is therefore

to be taken more as a "logical category,” a stock-in-trade of philosophi-

cal academies, in regard to international relations, than as a realistic

description of the actual foreign politics of a particular epoch or

epochs. The professors who are lecturing on the mores of the vijigisu

do not necessarily have before them, as explained in that paper, a

bunch of pigmies as audience.

Fourth Century B,C.

M. has no objection to believing in the existence of a long tradi-

tion of political and technical literature in India previous to the

Arthaaastra. But according to him this does not necessarily lead

to Winternitz's conclusion that the ‘ 'fourth century before Christ is at

least not probable.'^ Rather, says M., “it cannot be proved and even

sounds very unbelievable that in that period the Indians did not

possess a very extensive political and economic science,**

Arthaaastra not younger than Dharmahastra

In order to prove that the Arthaaastra as a branch of literature

is a comparatively * late production. Jolly considers it to have been

preceded by the Dharmaifsstra^ and to have arisen as a branch of the

latter.
^

This attitude is wrongs says M„ who believes that Dharma*

mstrahol aJatc growth! In M/s judgment the origin of ancient
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Itidian law is not all to be traced to the Brahmanas, The origins

even of the religious or ‘‘priestly laws” are not to be found in the

DhartnakUstra literature. Their ‘'later development” alone can be

seen in it. And as for the worldly or secular laws, they arose en-

tirely among other (than Brahmftna) classes of the people and first

cultivated by them.

The two categories of law are fundamentally opposed to each

other, but the secular laws have been later incorporated in and assimi-

lated with the Brahmanic-religious or shaman:c-magical laws. The
Brahmanizing proceeded very energetically. Even the Anhahastra

was in danger of losing its independent existence and being swallowed

up in the Smrti^astra* But the attempts of the Brahmanas have

been crowned only with partial success. M,\s thesis is fully developed

in the book, Vtb^r das Wesen der altindisi^ken Rechtsschriften und iltr

Verhueliniss zu einander und zu Kauiilya (On the nature of ancient

Indian law books and their relation with one another and with

Kaufilya), a work 6f some 450 pages. That book should really be

described as the main introduction to this translation,

M. comes to the conclusion that the ''secular laws*' of ancient India

had a secular origin. The “more secular” Artkah^stray i.e., politics

as science^ however, came to have a “priestly” origin. The authors

of this class of literature were mainly Brahmanas.

This, however, is not tantamount to saying that the Arthahastra

was originally a branch of Dharmahastra. Exactly opposite is the

lelation between. the two branches of literature, according to M,

Arthabastra was at first a science by itself. The later Brahmantcal

Dhamtamstras have attempted to annex it to themselves, of course,

in the eclectic manner of dilettantes. Such dilettantes are Vicnu,

Gautama, and especially Manu and Yajfiavalkya, who attempted

encyclopaedic treatises on the entire magical, religious and civil as

well as moral welfare. And of course they could not afford to neglect

the rafadharma.

Arthamstra not condemned by the JR^ts

Jolly believes that the topics of the Arthamstra were hefd as

“wicked" by the Brahmanioal Rsis. M. holds the contrary view.

One or two persons may have indulged in such sensitiveness. But

for’a genuine ancient Indian, i.e., an Indian used to the philojsophy

of the famous trivarga, “it would not have been possible eveq to

dream of condemning the Ap4haeSstra” With *all its ferocities and

JUNE, 1928 *3
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crookednesses this was in his sentiment as important and even

as holy as the "sacred” Dharmaiastra. The civic laws arose as a rule

but of the folk-consciousness, the consciousness of '^the masses. The

laws and the customs of the local groups, castes, industrial and re-

ligious communities, families and tribes are declared by the Dhartna-

mstras to constitute the foundations of these laws. Naturally, these

must have been collected and put together, although not of course

in their entirety, long before the Dharmahastras.

Mahabharata Politics later than Artkamstra

According to Jolly political science is to be found in an embryonic

or primitive condition in the Mahabharata and therefore its relevant

portions must be older than the Arihaaastra. This position is

challenged by M. The relation between the Artha, and the Maha. is

according to him identical with that between Narada on the one side

and Manu, Yajflavalkya, Vi§nu and Gautama on the other. Narada

is a scientifically trained scholar, and a person with a juridical frame of

mind, whereas Manu, Y3jfiavalkya and the rest are eclecticists, popular-

izers, dilettantes. The same dilettantism, eclectic and unscientific charac-

ter, the .Sw/rA-attitude is to be found in the writers of politics in the

Maha. In fact, there the rajadharma is but a part of Dharmamstra,

These dilettantes of the Maha. betray in their writings that they

know an ArthasSstra which is not of the alleged “embryonic stage”

but even more developed than the Kautilyan work. The grouping

of facts and phenomena by mathematical figures is an instance of

post-Kautilyan progress in political thought. The enumerations like

14 rafado^as, 8 buddhis, 36 gunas, 8 vargas, 20 vargas, 10 vyasanas

derived from kanta, 8 vyasanas due to krodha, all point to investiga-

tions unknown to and later than Kautilya. Had the subject-matter

of vyasanas acquired such a complexity in Kaufliya’s time, he, as a

specialist and not a mere dilettante in politics, would have cared to

insert it in his book,

^
Chemical and Metallurgical Knowledge in the ArthasSstra

According to Jolly the Indians of the ArthasSstra are much too

‘developed for thtf fourth century before Christ. Meyer retorts that

“J. cannot prove ths^fc the India of those days did not possess all the

sciences, arts, dexterities and institutions such as are described by

Kautilya.”. In his judgment the whole line of this so popular argu-
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naent is unfounded. Our positive knowledge on these subjects is so

small that we ought to be very modest in our statements.

In a paper contributed to the Zeitschrift fuer vergleichendt Rechts^

wissenscka/t, vol. XLI, Jolly has asserted that the Anh^asira h "a
work of the third century after Christ, perhaps still later, becau.se of

the references to alchemy and gold-making.” The:.' is hothing in the

world, says M., to prevent us from believing that these arts may
have been known in India in earlier ages although pe-haps in another

and more primitive form.

To this may be added my conclusion in Hladu Politics in Italian.

It is time to discuss, as stated there, whether the Arthasastra refe-

rences do not bespeak fragments of chemical texts older than has ^et

been studied. Instead of bringing the Arthasastra down to post-

Maurya times why should it not be possible to push the older epochs

of Hindu chemistry farther up to the Maur) as ? In any rase, the

question is open.

Meyer has not been able to discover mercury in the Arthahastra.

Hence a technological argument as to the lateness of the book is dispos-

ed of. Professor Lippmann has contributed a paper an " Technologisches

und Kulturgeschichtliches aus dem Arthasastra des KauUlya" in the

Chemikerseitung, 1925, nos, 1 34-1 35. He translates trafu by zinc

and thinks that this reference betrays the origin of the passage as

being not earlier than the eleventh century after Christ. But, says

M., trapu is tin and not zinc. Then there is a reference to sarkara

tsugar) which canqot be older than the fourth century after Christ,

says Lippmann, or sugarcandy which is reported as an import from

Egypt about 1300 A.C. But according to Meyer, Kautilya knows

five different kinds of sugar, and “it is unthinkable that the solid

forms of sugar were not known in India before the fourth century

after Christ.”

The Megasthenes Question

In connection with these technological questions Meyer remarks

that we do not possess as yet adequately dependable information re-

garding th*e arts and industries of ancient India. “How can wtf, for

example,” he wonders, “summon the ancient Greeks, with a Megas-

thenes at their bead, as witnesses for the crown atthough we have

knbwn for a long time how misleading their repprts are?”

The Megasthenes question has been dealt with at some length

in different contexts in my Bengali bbok entitled Hin4t* Raitrer
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(The Morphology of the Hindu State), 1927. It has been dis-

cussed also in the already cited Hindu Politics in Italian. The

cbigument on this point takes the following form. First, Kautilya is

a writer of philosophy and not a reporter of actual conditions, which

may or may not influence the thought of a theorist. Secondly, Mega-

sthenes is a 'reporter, but may have been a monumental misinterpre-

ter and much too obsessed with his Platonisms and Egyptian and

perhaps also Persian stories, and hence hardly to be trusted as an

objective historian. Thirdly, therefore, the Indika does not furnish

the reliable touchstone for Mauryaism or Maurya milieu. We need

a third and more reliable source on the strength of which both Kauti-

lya and Megasthenes can be appraised as to the Maurya or non-Maurya

elements reflected in each. Finally, the discrepancies between Kautilya

and Megasthenes do not dissipate, at the present state of knowledge,

the Maurya atmosphere traditionally associated with the Arthasastra.

And in this connection it is to be observed that the reference to

China, instead of proving the post-Maurya character of the Artha-

eastra, may demonstrate just the opposite. For, China as the name

of a “power” began to have an international reputation with Tsin

Shi Hwangti, the contemporary of ASoka.

Kautilya and Vatsyayana

Jolly has traced parallelisms and identities between Vatsyayana

and Kautilya and on that strength considers the author of the Artha-

iastra to be at the most a century older than the authpr of the

KamasUtra. According to M. this sort of arguing steht rein in der

Luft (exists purely in the air), i.e., has no solid foundation whatever.

In regard to Vatsyayana, M. agrees with Jacobi whose contributions

to the Kautilya-studies he appreciates as on the whole still valuable

ijjeber die Echtheit des Kautilya, 1912).

Kautilya and Young India

Pre-war indology furnishes us in the field of Kautilya scholarship

with cthe .problem of Hillebrandt-Jolly vs. Jacobi. Now coihes Meyer

to invite the world of science back to Jacobi. Today, indeed, Uie

problem is in the main Jolly-Winternitz-Keith vs. Jacobi-Meyer.

And here it would npt be out of place to cite Professor Jolly's

judgment on the work of Indian scholars in the field of ancient Hindu
politics published in his article, •'Ueber die alU- ^oUtische Utaratur
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Indiens und ihre Bearheiter^' in the Zeitschrift fuer vergleickendt

Rechtswissmschaft, vol. XLI. Having described in some detail the

different works •published up to date, the veteran indologist concludes

as follows:—‘'One cannot fail to see a connection tf these nur
scheinbar rein wissenschaftlichm Tendenzen (only apparently pure

scientific tendencies) with the modern movements for freedom and
autonomy. It lies in the interest of the Swarajists to be able to refer

to similar tendencies in the old literature of thei* fatherland. That
is why most of the authors reviewed here do not wish to renounce

the belief in the authenticity and early o»*igin of the A^thaHstra.

although the evidences for it are inadequate. However much one

may sympathize with the freedom movements of these Indian re-

searchers, their historical viewpoints and conclusions are to tfe ac-

cepted with caution (Versicht), and one cannot entirely exonerate

the authors named here from the reproach that they have not kept

politics and history separate from each other.'*

Whether the scholarship and scientific investigations of Young
India in its entirety or in part deserve this charge need not be dis*

cussed here.* The significant fact remains that neither the loo per

cent. German, Geheimrat Professor Jacobi, nor the German-American

Professor Meyer, is “young** or Indian or Swarajist, Nor do tJxe

contributors to the chapters on ancient Indian law and polity in the

Cambridge History of India^ vol. r. (1922), such as Professors Hopkins

of Yale and Thomas of London, as well as English members of the

Indian Civil Service like Monahan, author of Early History of Bengab

(Oxford, 1925), and last but not least, Vincent Smith, all of whom
have ventured on using the Arthaslstra as an important authority

on the legal, economic and political institutions of the Mauryas,

happen to be known as champions of swaraj for India.

Benoy Kumar Sarkar



REVIEWS

A BRIEF.ACCOUNT OF MALAYALAM PHONETICS by

L. V. Ramaswamy Iyer, M.A., (Calcutta University Phonetic Studies :

No. I).

This short monograph is probably the first of its kind in the whole

range of Dravidian linguistic studies and constitutes undoubtedly

the greatest contribution to Malayalam, at least since the publication

of Kerala-PaninTyam. Throughout the author reveals not the dabbling

hand'of an amateur but the trained hand of a specialist and here and

there strikes a note of genuine individuality and refreshing originality,

which spices as it were what may be dry study to the general reader.

All the sounds of our language are here very carefully described, and

that according to the well recognised I. P. A. script
;
and the general

remarks, following the description of individual sounds, such as those

on accent, length and doubling of consonants etc. add considerably

to the usefulness of the work to the scientific student of language.

While we cannot help wishing that his general remarks were more

profuse so as to better elucidate the neutral sonants and consonants, it

can unhesitatingly be said that the book does supply a long-felt want.

It may be that the work does not exhaust all kinds of variations in

the matter of pronunciation in various areas, but it cannot, indeed,

' be gainsaid that the author has well succeeded in recording and des-

cribing with a very fair d^ree of accuracy the average standard pro-

nunciation of the cultured Malayalis. Similarly it may also be that

one cannot accept some of his views. We cannot, for instance, quite

agree with him when he says that Kerala had in ancient days the same

political government as some of the east-coast districts. The origin

of Manipravajam we would rather trace not to a sense of pedantry on

the part of the Sanskritists, but to a desire to create a hybrid language

to suit the weird Vidu^aka of the Sanskrit dramas, as staged in this

little earner- of India. Coming to Ejuttaccan’s contribution in the

field of language, we would estimate it as cpnsisting mainly in intro-

dudng a new outlook regarding the mutual relation of Sanskrit and

Malayalam and in adapting the local Sanskrit script for the already

Sanskritised local vernacular,and not in creating a new type of language

and script. ^We do not, indeed, claim any finality for our views and
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do incline to think that Mr. Iyer may have his own reasons for

his views
;
and in referring to the‘?e differences our aim is only to

emphasise the iact that a systematic scientific discipline has yet to*be

introduced into the study of Malayalam—an aspect which rnake*^ the

present work all the more creditable. The work, we dare say, consti-

tutes a standard record of no mean scientific vnlne; and as fuch»

deserves to occupy a high place amongst similar productions. While,

therefore, we have great pleasure to commend the Oook to the student

of languages, we heartily congratulate Mr. Iyer on the successful

pioneer work he has done. We cannot better 'onclude this ru/iew than

with a request to Mr. Iyer to follow up his ‘Phonetics* with a detailed

volume on the Phonology of Malayalam from the comparative and

historical point of view—^a task for which he appears to be eminently

fitted on account of his linguistic attainments.

K. R. PiSHAROTI

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF THE POST-

CAITANYA SAHAJIYA CULT by Manindra Mohan Bose m.a.

With a Foreword by Basanta Ranjan Roy Vidvadvallabha. Re-

printed from the Journal of the Department of Letters, vol. XVI

.

Calcutta University Press, 1927 (pp. 1-162),

This interesting work is modestly entitled **An Introduction,** but

is really an important contribution to the study of a difficult and

little known subject. Although Sahajiya has been and still is a popular

cult in Bengal, its esoteric doctrines are little known to those who

are not Sahajiyas themselves. Mr. Bose deserves our thanks for

embodying in this valuable monograph the results of some of his

researches on the Sahajiya cult with special reference to its Post-

Caitanya developments. After an Introductory section on the cardinal

points of the Sahajiya doctrine, we have several sections of unusual

interest, dealing with the Sahajiya doctrine of “association with

women*^ and “paraklya,*^ its theory about the human body, its

theological presupppsitions, and its relation to Tantrikism, Through-

out, the work is written with sympathy and insight, and is well docu-

mented with quotations from unpublished Sahajiya works. But ty

ftir the most valuable parts of the monograph are its Appendices.

Appendix A (pp. 71-85) gives a fairly full summary with quotations

of a typical Sahajiya work, entitled Amreurasivalu /Appendix B
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(pp. 86*162) is a chapter on Bibliography in which the author gives a

descriptive catalogue and summary of about eighty Sahajiya manus-

cripts (mostly collected by Calcutta University), m?ny of which are

little known outside the circle of Sahajiya sects.

It is, however, necessary to point out that some of the sections

could have been written much more fully and adequately. The section

on TSntrikism and Sahajiya appears to us to be the weakest part of

the monograph. The author might have utilised with profit the

growing literature in Sanskrit and Bengali on Tantrikism and on the

later developments of Buddhism in Bengal. The relation of Sahajiya

to Post-Caitanya Vaisnavism on the doctrinal side has been dealt with

rather cursorily and meagrely, while almost nothing is said regarding

the history of the development of this particular cult. We hope that

in a future edition these aspects of the' problem will be discussed and

these parts more fully written.

In going through this work, one cannot but regret the numerous

misprints and slips, especially the carelessness with which Sanskrit

quotations are given in the footnotes. Although we have the spellings

Sahajiya and Caitanya on the title-page, it is strange that in the

body of the work, the words are spelt throughout Sahajia and

Chaitanya respectively. We may also point out that in some cases

(e.g. on pp. 19, 21, 22, 23, 27, 31, 36, 37, 38 etc.) passages are quoted

apparently from Bengali Sahajiya works but the names of those

works and the references are not given. In a scholarly work like

this, accuracy in these matters should be observed, and full and

adequate references should be given. In citations from manuscripts

it is desirable that the serial number and description of the Ms. as well

as the number of the folios from which the quotation is taken should

be noted to facilitate reference. It is also regrettable that the trans-

literation of Bengali and Sanskrit words is throughout done with

great carelessness. An Index of the manuscripts described might

also have been given.

But all these defects, which we hope will be remedied in a future

edition of the work, do not minimise the value and interest of this

importiiit contribution to our knowledge of an obscure religious move-

ment, and we echo the hope, expressed,by Mr. Basanta Ranjan

Rdy in the Forei’^rd, that ‘^Mr. Bose will continue the work he

has so well begun with l>is wonted zeal and enthusiasm, and earrt

for himself a reputation as one of the pioneers in this particular field.**

S. K. De
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SEKA ISUBHODAYA or ‘The Blessed Advent of the Shaikh/ an

old Bengal Collection of Tales and Legends about King Lak§flianasena

and the Shaikh* in corrupt Sanskrit, edited ty Sukumar Sen, M/A.

Hrishikesha Series, no. 1*1. Calcutta, June 1927 (pp, 1-176).

In the Foreword contributed to this complete edition of this ex-

tremely interesting work, Dr. Sunitt Kumar ChatU// is undoubtedly

right in characterising it as '^one of the curiosities of Indian literattJre.*^

Attributed to Halayudha MWra of the court of La ki^mana Sena but

a palpable literary forgery of about the i6th century A.c, this work

has a manifold interest, appealing alike to ilic philologist, the social

historian as well as to those students of literary history who are

interested in the tales and legends of old Bengal. With the pietistic

import of giving an account of the blessed adventures of Shaikh

Jalaluddin Tabrizi, it includes the secular adventures of other people

also
;

if a forgery, it was a pious forgery meant for the material gain

of some landed property attached to a mosque
;
obviously modelled

on Sanskrit works, on folk tales and didactic fables, it draws its ins-

piration also from mediaeval Muhammadan romances
;

written in

barbarous Sanskrit, it seeks to bring the language of the gods to

the level of the Prakrits and even of Bengali j
giving a glimpse into

old Bengali Hindu Society and preserving some old traditions and

gossip of Pala and Sena kings, it throws chronology and history

to the winds and draws liberally upon Muhammadan legends and

hagiology.

This work of unique interest came to the notice of the educated

Bengali public about thirty years ago, and a part of it with a tentative

Bengali translation was published by Mr, Manindra Mohan Bose in

an obscure Bengali journal some fourteen years ago. We have now

a complete edition of the work so far as it is available. The original

unique manuscript of the work found at the Bais Hazari Mosque at

Gour is now lost
;
the present edition like that of Mr. Bose is based on

an imperfect rough transcript made by Pandit Rajanikanta Chakravarti

and Mr, Haridas Palit of Maldah before 1898. In spite of such im-

perfect material, the edition is well executed. With his philological

and literary equipment, the young editor has proved himself competent

for the task, and the name of Dr. Suniti Kumar Chatterji, who super-

vised the work, is a sufficient guarantee of its accuracy and thorough-

ness. A short introduction deals with the groblems" connected with

the work, its author, its hero, its date and its manuscript : to this is

added a short sketch of its linguistic and other peculiarities, including

X.H.Q., JUNE, 1928
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its Bengaiicisms, which are also dealt with in the brief notes appended

to the text. The text is given in Bengali character, although it would

have been desirable if it could have been printed in. Devanagari. A
second volume containing Bengali translation by Mr, Manindra

Mohan Bose and a note on the original lost manuscript by Mr. Haridas

Palit is also promised.

The editor has spared no pains to make the work useful and

scholarly, and we hope it will attract the attention of scholars interest*

ed in the subject. One only wishes that the printing and get up of

the work had been such as befit its interest and importance.

S. K. De

THE MAHABHARATA, for the first time critically edited by

Vishnu S. Sukthankar, Ph. D, with the co-operation of various scholars

and illustrated by Slirimant Balasaheb Pant Pratinidhi, B. A., Chief

of Aundh. Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona, 1927.

The preparation of a critical edition of the Mahabharata was agreed

upon in 1905 by the International Association of Academies, but

before the enterprise bad advanced, the world-war intervened. The

announcement of a new and critical edition of the epic by the Bhandar*

kar Research Institute and the publication of the Virataparvan in 1923

by N. B. Utgikar as its first fruit were, therefore, eagerly welcomed

by all scholars interested in Oriental studies. The first fascicule of

the Adiparvan (Book I), containing the first two chapters, is now

published, and the Institute is to be congratulated on the admirable

beginning that has been made, under the able editorship of Dr. Suk-

thankar, of a truly colossal task, which we sincerely hope it will be

able to bring to a successful completion.

In the short Foreword, the editor has given a brief account of the

manuscript material and discussed some broad principles of Maha*

bharata textual criticism, which he has kept in view but he has

reserved these matters for a more detailed and comprehensive treat-

ment in an elaborate introduction to be published with the last

fascicule of the Adiparvan. It would, therefore, be premature to

pronounce any final opinion on the edition or enter ' into detailed

textual criticism. ' But ope would feel no hesitation in saying that

the work has been undertaken in the true critical spirit and would,

when completed, give uc (as the editor may justly claim) "a more
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faithful picture of the elusive ‘original’ than any single extant codex”

or edition “could do,”

The peculiar difficulties of reconstructing the Ur-tex^ of the Maha<

bhirata, due to the strange vagaries of its manuscript tradition, are

known to all scholars. Besides the normal vicissitudes of transmission

which has resulted in a bewildering profusion of vC'sions, the work
must have passed through certain abnormal circumstances of trans*

mission, which make its text tradition not oniv multiple but also (as

the editor designates it) polygenous. Throug’u indiscriminate mutual

contamination, there has been amazing fusion of versions and creation

of hybrid types which cannot now be completely disentangled by

purely objective criteria. As a necessary consequence it is now almost

impossible to trace all extant versions to any fixed and authentic

archetype, which would certainly have much simplified the process of

editing. Nor is the textual critic here able to rely entirely upon the

oldest of the best category of manuscripts, for the peculiar condition

of the growth of epic makes it imperative that he should take into

consideration the strong and weak points of all classes of manuscripts

and judge each variant on its own merit. This naturally involves a

great deal of eclecticism, but the danger of a purely subjective valuation

may be (as it has been) counteracted by a cautious utilisation of the

actual data supplied by the manuscripts of difierent versions. All

these traits distinguish the Mahabharata from any other known

Sanskrit text, and its textual peculiarities require in the editor excep*

tional qualifications. The editor of such a bewildering text should

be a scholar, not’ only of unquestionable ability but also of mature

critical judgment, fully alive to the difficulties of his stupendous task.

The Institute has fortunately found such an editor in Dr. Sukthankar

who also possesses the unique advantage of being assisted by a band

of earnest and able scholars of established reputation.

Nearly fifty manuscripts have been collated for this edition, and

have been classified under a Northern and a Southern Recension. Of

the former, thirty-five manuscripts have been utilised, and these have

been grouped under Kashmiri, Maithili (Nepali), ‘Bengali and Deva-

ns^ari versions. Of the latter, subdivided into Telegu, Grantha and

Malayalam versions,’ thirteen manuscripts have been collated. On a

collation and classification of this enormous manuscript material the

purest source is found in the Kashmiri tradition, And this has been

taken as the basis of the text constituted chiefly with the agreements

of the Southern recension. The other Northern versions are not
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neglected, but their variants have been fully considered and sometimes

preferred, while their concordant readings with the Kashmiri or with

the Southern recension have been carefully utilised. • So far as one

can judge from the published specimen, the course adopted by the

editor is fully justified by the facts of the case, and the major part of

the text has been reconstructed with a degree of approximation which

may be deemed sufficient for all critical purposes.

The reviewer, as an Indian, may be excused for entertaining a

pardonable pride in the fact that the first critical edition of the great

Indian epic is undertaken, as it should be, by a band of Indian

scholars. Let us hope that when it is completed it will stand as a

glorious monument of Indian scholarship.’

S. K. De

ANCIENT INDIAN COLONIES IN THE FAR EAST,
VOL. I—CHAMPA by Dr. R, C. Majumdar M.A., PH.D. Greater India

Society Publication, no. I. Punjab Sanskrit Book Depot, Lahore

(pp. xxiv+280+227).

The history of ancient Hindu colonisation remains even to this day

not only unwritten but quite undeservedly neglected. Our university

students handle occasionally as their prescribed texts or books of

reference works like the British Seamen of the 1 6th century of Froude

or the Influence of .Sea Power on History by Mahon, .but they hardly

ever .suspect that their motherland India might have left some record

in ancient navigation and colonisation. Even the post-graduate

students and research scholars are obliged frequently to use the Periplus

of the Erythriean Sea or the Geography of Ptolemy and seldom carry

their investigations further so as to gain an idea of the wonderful

achievements of their ancestors in the region of maritime expansion.

This mental inertia is the result of a double hostile influence : (i) the

unhistorical and reactionary attitude of our mediaeval social legislators

towards sea voyage which came to be considered impure and

1 In this connexion it is gratifying to note the value attached to

the Bengali version and read the editor’s judgment that “Bangajl

alone has in a few C8u5es"'preserved the correct reading as compared

with all the other manuscripts."
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barbarous> and (2) the hopeless paucity of books and monographs
on that subject in English, almost the only European Janguage known
to our educated gyoup.

It is gradually being discovered and admitted that the ancient Hindus
played a signal r61e in doing pioneer work in navigating the Southern

ocean which by their spirit of rare ad^-enture, and .reative audacity

they justly named as the Indian Ocean. From about the beginning': of

the Christian era if not earlier, when the RSmayauct mentions Yava-
dvipa SuvarmbhULmi down to the collapse of the Hindu Javanese

Majhapahit empire towards the end of the istli century a.c. for

nearly 1500 years, we may trace the progressive march, the interaction

and transformation of Hindu maritime and colonial genius in the

Far East especially in Indo-China and Indonesia. The materials* for

this memorable yet sadly forgotten chapter of Indian history have

been unearthed, classified and commented upon by the French and

Dutch scholars. The Greater India Society has been trying to

rouse the attention and enthusiasm of our scholars with reference to

this unjustly neglected branch of our history and Dr. Majumdar, a

leading member of the Academic Council of the Society has boldly

come forward with a noble plan of presenting the valuable informa-

tions on the subject to the Indian public for whom the works of the

continental savants are sealed books. Any one who will care to turn

the p^es of Dr. Majuradar’s Campa will realise that he has spared

no pains to make this chapter live again. His book is not only

che only book of its kind in English but it presents the rare

combiriation of being scholarly and at the same time engaging,

comprehensive and discriminating in details. The resultant picture

of the Hindu colony of Campa, her political, social, religious

and artistic history is highly interesting and inspiring. A complete

corpus of Sanskrit inscriptions with notes and translation which the

author adds as the second part of his valuable book makes it indispen-

sable for all students of Indian epigraphy and culture history. He
has not only given a faithful resume of almost all the important French

books and monographs on the subject but also has boldly expressed his

own opinions differing, where necessary, from the scholars wosking in

the same field. A single colony Campa demands nearly 600 pages

for a general survey ! What a stupendous work is still lying before •us

may easily be guessed therefrom. The author has earned the permanent

gratitude of the Indian public by undertaking the task and offering

first fruit of his labour in his Campa. We congratulate Dn Majumdar and
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recommend his book to all lovers of aiKient Hindu culture. TIm Punjab

Sanskrit Series has done good work by publishing the book and

though the published pages are disfigured by typographical blemishes

we hope that in the next edition they will be removed and the book

will be as attractive in printing as it i? in substance,

Kalidas Nag

KATYAYANAMATASAMGRAHA by N. Bandyopadhyaya,

Calcutta, 1927.

Mr. Bandyopfidhyaya has fulfilled a long felt desideratum by this

collection of the verses on Vyavahara ascribed to Katyayana. The

importance of the laws of Katyayana cannot be overestimated atrd

Mr. Bandyopadhyaya has won the gratitude of the scholarly world

by collecting in a handy little volume these verses from Mitra

Mifira's Viramitrodaya, Smrticandrika of Devannabha|(a, Vivada-

ratnakara of CapdeSvara, the Dayabhaga of Jlmutavahana, and the

ParaSara-Madhavlya. One cannot but regret that Mr. Bandyopadh-

yaya did not go through other important works, specially the

commentaries of VijflaneSvara and Apararka on Yajfiavalkya.

Mr. Bandyopadhyaya of course admits that his collection does

not claim to be exhaustive
;

yet however I cannot but regret that he

has not collected the verses of Katyayana quoted by Apararka in his

commentary on the Vyavaharadhyaya of Yajfi. specially as it could have

been done in a few hours. In that case he would not have- had to

lament that many slokas of K. on Sambhuya-samutthana seem to be

missing. I also found two new Slokas on verbal injury in Apararka.

Still, after all, it is not likely that many Slokas have been left out.

The importance of the rules of Katyayana was appreciated long

ago and it is more than thirty years when Dr. Jolly collected the

sbkas attributed to Katyayana and also prepared an English transla-

tion of same, which was never published because the Sacred

Books of the East series came to an end. It is rather surprising that

nobody, took up this work during all these years till at ^ast Mr.

Bandyopadhyaya thought it worth while to devote time and energy

to. this task.
,

Mr. Bandyopadhyaya has however nowhere given us a single line

by way of explanation* ’though sometimes it is necessary, even in-

dispensable. To take ap instance. Katyayana (fll. 133) declares that
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if instead of saying fit' *»«iT anybody says war fhi it should be taken to be

a doubtful answer. The question naturally arises what difference there

can be between^ «tm and Here Devannabhafta's explana-

tion would have been very welcome : naifrjfww wtironf

1 do not understand why Mr. Bandyopiidh^Sya has' inciu'^ed the

dloka no. 167 in his collection. It is not quoted in the Viramitrodayai

while in the Smrticandriki it has been attributed to Narada in the

clearest possible terms and not to Katyayana. The 6!oka in question

is ^ 1 vui n fwn 11 After

quoting this verse Devagnabhafcta comments vrn it as follows ; ifd

I There can be no

doubt therefore that Devannabhatta takes this verse to be of Nardda

and not of KStyayana. The place of this sloka should have been occupi-

ed by the other Sloka quoted by Devannabhatta immediately before :

RTVt ftwni 1 9 *

Dev.aqnabhatta in his comments on it says : ffh 1 ^n»tra*r^^sPl

Then comes the verse of Narada already

referred to. Here it is quite clear that Devannabhatta takes this verse

to be a verse of Katyayana and it is equally clear that the full-stop after

ffit is quite superfluous. But, to all appearance, this absurd punctua-

tion has been the cause of the sad mistake on the part of Mr. Bandyo-

padhyaya. The Sloka no. 189 has been attributed to Katyayana in the

Viramitrodaya (p. 195) but in the Smrticandrika (p. 131) it has been

attributed to Bj-haspati. This fact should have been noticed in a foot-note.

As regards the date of Katyayana, Mr. Bandyopadhyaya

confined himself to broad generalities. He has only said that Katya-

yana refers to the dimra and judging by the general character of his

work Katyayana is to be assigned to the age of Narada and Byhaspati.

Mr. Bandyopadhyaya could easily have been more definite and said

that the fragments of Katyayana’s work, as we have them

to-day, belong to an age posterior to Brhaspati, for Katyayana

refers to the latter not seldom, and some of these quotations may easily

be found in Brhaspati in sense if not in '.the same words and in

many cases Katyayana and Brhaspati give exactly the aame

views. But here a difficulty arises. It is true that Katyayana often

quotes Brhaspati but still in some comparable passages Katyayana

records more ancient views than those of Bfhaspati. Thus Bjhaspati

* A typographical mistake in the printed text of Smrticandrika,
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(xxv, 79) says “Those by whom clothes and the like articles have been

declared indivisible have not decided properly.” But Katyayana

(iSl. 749) lays down that clothes, should be used by the co-parceners

{bandhubhih) jointly as occasion arises. The only way to harmo-

nise these two contradictory phenomena is to assume that Katya-

yana’s work in some form or other was existing before the time of

Bfhaspati but was remodelled and brought to its present shape after

Bfhaspati by a person who was largely influenced by the views of

Brhaspati, and probably, as in the case of so many law-books, this

work of Katyayana was originally written in the sutra-style.

This may look like a daring hypothesis
;

but it is no longer a

hypothesis but an established fact when we find that Medha-

titlii (on Manu 8, 215) actually quotes a Katyayanlyarri Sufram.

Medhatithi here quotes a prose ride of Katyayana about the non-

performance of duty on the part of a carrier {bha‘n4avahaka). I could

not find a metrical version of this rule in the collection of Mr. Bandyo-

padhyaya but it cannot in any way hinder the conclusion that the

metrical work of Katyayana, the fragments of which have been .so

laboriously collected by Mr. BandyopSdhyaya, is nothing but a re-

modelling of the Sutra-work of Katyayana mentioned by Medhatithi.

Apararka too quotes many prose rules of Katyayana though not on

Vyavahara.

Batakrishna Ghosh
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abouts his reign.

R. D. Banerji.—The Later Guptas.
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This paper treats of the Bantia Plates of Dharasena 11 of VJlabhi

of (Gupta-Valabhi) Sam. 257, the Bhavanagar Plates of Dharasena

III of Valabhi of Satn. 304, a grant of Western Calukya sover-

• eign Pulakesin II, a grant of the Rastrakuta*soverign Govinda III

and the Alvi plates of the early Yadava Irammadeva, a

feudatory of the Deccan Calukya Vikramadifya V.I of Saka 102a
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logie und die Grundidee ihrer Lehrbucher. The author has here

collected a valuable list of Ancient Indian Superstitions.

Zeitschrift fur Indologie und Iranistik, Band 6, Heft i

Ernst Leumann.—Die Gottin Aditi und die vedische Astronomic.

In this article which is very important for Vedic Astronomy, Prof.

Leumann has proved that the basic conception of the goddess Aditi

is that of Ungebundenheit (state of being free from bondage) though

Roth and Grassmann took it to be that of the expanse of the sky or

of the earth and Oldenberg traced the origin of this goddess to a

cow-fetish. In the Vedic literature Aditi is represented as the mother

of seven sons ; these sons are the seven planets—Sun, Mercury,

Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, that is to say, those very planets

which are ungebunden and follow independent routes, in contra-

distinction t<j fKe fixed stars which are called the sons of Diti

“bondage" in the ‘Vedic literature, though of course Diti is an

obscure figure before Aditi. The comet is ungebunden par excellence

and thesefore ^e should find it among the sons of Aditi and actually
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we do it ;
for ove'* and above the seven sons referred to above

Aditi is sometimes said to have another son who has not yet passed

the embryonic stage. This eighth son is the comet.

M. WINTBRNITZ.—Zwr; nttu ArthaiHstra-Manuskripti. Mr. Anujan

Achan of Santineketan discoyered two manuscripts (Nos. 916 and

64") of the Arthasastra in his uncle’s libiary in Cochin ind sent

them to Prof. Winternitz. The Ms. No. 91C contains a full

commentary on the first two Adhikaranas and th<* first AdhySya of

the third Adhikarapa of the Kautallya Arthasastrn. The Ms. is

written in Malayalam script and is incorrect and hardly legible.

Neither the name of the commentary noi that of the commentator

is to be found in the colophons ;
on the last page however there

are a few unconnected lines belonging to the commentary* on

the last portion of VII, 6 and the initial part of VII, 7. The

last words of these lines correspond to the initial words of the

Nayacandrika (in the second volume of Jolly’s edition of the

ArthaSastra where this commentary begins with VII, 7). It appears

that this Ms. is copied from a fragmentary Ms. of the Naya-

candrika ;
but this is not quite certain.

Ms. No. 647 is a complete manuscript of the whole of the Artha-

sastra beautifully written in Malayalam characters. The writer has

collated a few chapters and has arrived at the conclusion that this

Ms. gives nothing new, but only corroborates the better readings

which are seen already in the editions of Jolly and Ganapati ^astrl

and are mentioned also in the edition of Shamasastry.

In both these Mss. the form Kau^alya has always been used

and according to the writer this form is better than the alternative

form Kautilya.

Ms. No. 647 also contains the full text of the Blrhaspatya-

sutram already edited by Thomas in Le Mus6on. The writer

has discussed all the important variant readings this Ms,

offers.

Julius von Negelein.— Begriffe rechts uni links in

indisthen Mantik. The author has here dealt in details with

the idea of right and left in Indian astrology in general. ,

Otto Stein.—Versuch einer Analyse des kUsanUdhikara. Here an

attempt has been made to analyse the z\sX prak<vajM of Kaujalya.

,The author has brought out the importance^ of this chapter from

the view point of grammar, style, logic, Niti etc, by a compre-

hensive review.
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Otto Schrader.—Bin syntakHsjches Problem der indischtn Sprach

Jatnilien,

In all further Indian language-groups—Aryan, Dravidian* and

Kolarian—the genitive is placed before the noun by which it is

governed. The author has here discussed this phenomenon and

tried to explain it.

Dr. Betty Heimann.—Die Dingbeziehungen in den alien Upanisaden,

The author has here discussed the interrelation between things

static and dynamic, dependent on or independent of each other as

conceived by the Upanisadic thinkers.
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Alfred Hillebrandt

The famous orientalist Alfred Hillebrandt breathed his last on

October i8, 1927, at the age of 75 in his house at Deutsch-Lissa near

Breslau.

Hillebrandt was the pupil of Martin Haug. Haug when he taught

Sanskrit and old Persian in Munich had, I'n fact, only two pupils—

Schwab and Hillebrandt, and to both of them he communicated his

ardour for the study of ancient Indian rituals. On his advice each of his

two pupils made a special study of a particular branch of ancient Inaian

rituals, whereupon Schwab wrote his me nograph on Animal Sacrifice

and Hillebrandt his famous monograph on New-moon and Full-moon

Sacrifice, Schwab gave up his Indian researches with the publication

of the aforesaid work but to Hillebrandt it was the beginning of long

years of work on Indology. From the very beginning Hillebrandt

had a bend for mythological studies and when Max Muller^s edition

of the Rgveda and Roth and Bohtlingk's Dictionary came out, Hille-

brandt, then in the prime of his life, decided to make a study of the

figures of the gods in the Vcdic literature, and after a continued

labour of 25 years, published in three volumes his famous work

on Vedic mythology. The first volume containing 347 pages appeared

in 1891 and only the god Soma was discussed in it. The other

volumes appeared in the years 1899 and 1902 respectively. In 1910

he published an abridged edition of his work in one handy volume.

But even then Hillebrandt’s interest in Indian Mythology was not

exhausted. In the last days of his life he was busy preparing a

revised edition in two volumes of his work on Vedic mythology, the

first volume of which has already appeared and the second volume

is reported to be ready for the press.

In the field of Indian rituals Hillebrandt edited for the first time

the Sankhayana ^rautasQtra in Bibliotheca Indica. In 1897 appeared

Hillebrandt^s most iniportant work—Ritualliteratur, in the Grandriss

der Indo-arischen Philologie; und Altertumskunde. In this work Hille-

brandt has given a masterly survey of the works on ritual and has

discussed all the various kinds of rituals. .JNothing of this kind has

ever been attempted before or after the publication of this work, and

very probably it will always be regarded as one*of the most important
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wwks on Indology. Even when the hand of Death was already

upon him Hillebrandt wrote to me that he had a mind to revise this

work too in the light of new materials gathered since but there

were many difficulties in the way of accomplishing this arduous

task, and now it will never be done. Quite a different branch of

Indol(^y was enriched by the researches of Hillebrandt—it is Hindu

polity, for it is Hillebrandt who wrote the first monograph on Kau^ilya

even before the publication of the Arthafiastra. Hillebrandt also

founded the important series ‘Indische Forschungen’ in which his own

edition of the Mudraraksasa appeared and of the many important

works in this series we may mention only one viz. Scheftelowitz’s^

'Apokryphen des ]^-veda.'

^y the decease of Hillebrandt the science of Indology loses one of

its luminaries and his want will certainly be long felt by the

Indologists.

Batakrishna Ghosh

Emile Senart

In the death of Mon. Emile Senart the Indologists of Europe

have lost their Doyen, the Soci^tcj Asiatique its illustrious President,

and the Indians an unfaltering friend of over half a century. Privi-

leged to know him personally during the three years of my stay in

Paris, 1 come forward, at the invitation of the learned editor of our

Indian Historical Quarterly, to offer my humble tribute of gratitude

to the great French savant whose loss we all mourn.

Mon. Senart was born in the historic city of Rheims on the 26th

March, 1847, thus completing his 81st year when he passed away. Of

his generation of Indologists very few are in the land of the living ;

probably Sir George Grierson of England, Professor Jacobi of Bonn

and Dr. Jolly of Wurzburg are the only surviving colleagues of Senart.

Those were days of happy collaboration between the French and the

German scholars—a collaboration inaugurated by the pioneer of

Indology in France, Eugene Burnouf, the first occupant of the chair

of Sanskrit in the College de France (1815). Bopp, the first writer

of the comparative Grammar of the Indo-Germanic languages, sat at

th,e feet of Burnouf who was also initiating young Max Muller into

the mysteries of Indology about the same time that Senart was born.

He completed his school education in his native town of Rheims,

and preceded to Germatiy where he stayed for a little over three years
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(1864-1867), returning to France at his twentieth year. He kept fou'

terms in the University of Munich and three terms in that of Gottingen,

as I heard fronf him, making a special study of classical Philolt^^

at Miinich. In 1866 Senart migrated to the University of Gottingen,

hallowed by the memory of Hermann Oldenbeig, who, as is well-

known, was the rival of Senart in many heiJs of Indolcgical

Kuruk^etra. But Oldenberg was then a young man probably learn-

ing his a b c of Indology and the renowned Professor of Sanskrit at

Gbttingen at that time was Theodor Benfey. We are grateful to

Benfey for enticing young Senart away from the study of Grsco-Latin

philology to that of Indology.

Senart with his usual enthusiasm plunged heart and soul into the study

of Sanskrit but the clouds gathering in the political horizon and bursting

into the thunderstorm of the Austro-Prussian and Franco-Prussian wars

(1866-1871) inevitably brought about a tragic interruption in the studies

of our neophyte. Senart hurried back to France, and fought heroically

to defend his country like his life-long friend and collaborator in the field

of Indology,Auguste Barth (vide Modern Review, June, 1919). But even

these dismal realities could not deter Senart from prosecuting researches

and studies in Germany and during his second visit in 1872 he

worked with Pischel, Goldschmidt and, above all, with Weber at the

University of Berlin, In 1873 appeared Senart’s edition and translation

of Kaccayana, at which he bad been working since 1868. About the

same time appeared his Legend du Buddha demonstrating how in those

days Mon. Senart was preoccupied with the canonical language and

texts of Buddhism. Brilliant records as they were for a young

scholar of twenty six, far more brilliant, nay epoch-making dis-

coveries were waiting to make the name of Senart a hallowed one in

the domain of Buddhalogy and Buddhist antiquities. He had the

unique honour of publishing in 1880 the first complete and critical

edition of the Inscriptions du Piyadasi written not in the conventional

scriptural language of Pali, but with all the rich variations and nuances

of some of the living vernaculars (Prakyts) of India, spoken twenty

three centuries ago. The enormous difficulty involved in deciphering

and commenting on these oldest palaeographical documents of ahcient

India, and the wonderful way in which Senart solved those difficulties

brought him world-wide fame and recognition. ’ (n 1882 Mon.

Senart was honoured with the highest distinction in the Republic of

Letters of France, being elected a Membre de V InsUtut at the early

^
age of thirty-five.
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For nearly half a century scholars have been handling Mon, Senart’s

edition of the Asokan inscriptions and although great epigraphists

like Buhler, Hultzsch, etc. came later to publish their editions under

better conditions, yet even to this day Senart’s readings, notes and

translations are found useful and illurhinating. His grammatical and

philological notes were considered so valuable that they found a ready

translator in no less a scholar than Sir George Grierson, the doyen

of Indian vernacular research and the founder of the Linguistic

Survey of India. In fact Mon. Senart’s genius presented that unique

combination of all that was best in the cultures of France and of

Germany—the initiative and originality of the former being stabilised

and enriched by the painstaking care and thoroughness of the latter.

Starting thus with the BrahmJ and Kharo^thi inscriptions of

Asoka, Mon. Senart continued to serve the cause of Indian epigraphy

till almost the, last days of his life, for we find his name with those of

Boyer and Rapson on the recently published Kharo^hi inscriptions

(discovered by Sir Aurel Stein in Chinese Turkestan), Part II (1927).

And when we remember that Senart started his studies in Indian

Prakrits as early as 1867, we find him thus working in this field for

nearly sixty years—a veritable Bhisma of Indian epigraphy. He was

one of the most valuable contributors to the Epigraphia Indica and even

amidst such strenuous studies in an exact and exacting science like

Palseography, he could find time for writing brilliant monographs

like Les Castes dans I’lnde (1896) and articles in the leading

journals of France like the Revue de Deux Mondes^Journal Asiatique

and others
;
and at the same time with characteristic French passion

for vulgarisation or popularisation of the recondite sciences, Mon.

Senart used to deliver lectures under the auspices of the Mus6e Guimet

and other institutions of Paris. Many of his popular lectures on

Yoga philosophy, for example, and his translation of the Bhagavadglta

(published in 1923) helped to propagate Indian thought among the

general public of France.

That reminds me of the fact that the Sanskrit scholarship of Mon.

Senart was no less remarkable, and that he claimed as his colleague

and friend Auguste Barth who, with Abel Bergaigne was considered

one of the greatest Sanskritists of Europe. As a member of the

Academie de P inscriptions et belles lettres, Senart rendered a great

service to the study of the Sanskrit inscriptions of Greater India by

facilitating their publication under the joint editorship of Barth and

Bergaigne (1887-^888).' These Sanskrit inscriptions of toe ancient
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Hindu colonies of Campk and Cambodge, together 'Wlth the «rch®o-
Ic^ical finds of the Commission Archaeolc^ique de 1' Indo-Chine,
created a sensatihn specially since the discovery of the wonderful tempie
group of Angkor and resulted finally in the foundation of the world*
famous French School of Archaeology in Indo-China—Ecole Ftanqaise
d’ extreme Orient which was founded in 1900 wit;\ Mon. Finot ai- its

first director, of which Mon. Senatt was a founder, a supporter and a
lifelong friend.

In 1902 Senart was elected the President of the Soci^to Asiatique

of Paris and when I left Paris in 1923 I saw Uim, at that advanced
age of 76, regularly transacting business of that learned body with

a care and courtesy all his own. A veteran soldier in the field of

Archaeology as he was, Mon. Senart created every facility in his power
for young and adventurous soldiers in the same field like Sylvain L^vi,

Foucher, Pelliot and others. The unique Kharofjhi Ms. of the

Sanskrit Dharmapada, discovered by the ill-fated expedition of Dutreuil

de Khins who lost his life in course of the adventure, was published

with a pious care by Mon. Senart. And when Mon. Paul Pelliot, that

prodigy of Sinology, wanted to plunge into the archaeological explora*

tion of Central Asia and China, it was chiefly through the endeavour of

Mon. Senart that the Comity de P Asie Franqais was formed with

Senart as its President to finance the Pelliot Mission (igoS’igog) which

made so many memorable discoveries. Just on my arrival in Paris, I

found Mon. Senart elected as the President of the Society of the

Friends, of the Orient (Amis de I’Orient) located at the Musee Guimet

and when I had this privilege of approaching him with the request of

helping us in organising a regular Indian Association of Paris in 1921,

it was Mon. Senart and Prof. Sylvain Levi who offered their best aid,

their moral support and invaluable guidance as the first President and

Vice-President respectively of our Association. His home and splendid

library at 15, Rue Franqois, I was ever open to Indian students and

his generous heart ever solicitious of their moral welfare and academic

progress.

Mon. Senart was the active member on the Committee of the Pali

Text Society of Prof. Rhys Davids in London ;
he was an honorary

Doctor of the University of*Oxford, a Doctor of Law of Edinburgh, &

Doctor of Philosophy erf Leipzig and of Kristiania (now Oslo). He was

also an honorary corresponding member of the British Association of the

Royal Asiatic Society, London, of the Academics of Miinich, CiSttingen

and Berlin) of Brussels aad Amsterdam, H^ngfors and Bolqgna.

JURE, 1928 26
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All these learned societies of the different nations of Europe will

mourn his loss. , We Indians also join in that chorus and express

our heartfelt gratitude and profound reverence to that great occidental

propagator of Indian wisdom and the lifelong friend of India—Emile

Senart ]

Kalidas Nag

Printed and published by R. N, Seal B. a., at the Calcutta Oriental Press,

toy, MechaabBzu Street, Calcutta.
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Growth of Not'Man in Buddhism

Since Indian teachers began to ntake central, uotjast

‘man,’ not just the visible, bodily expressed man, but the

inner, the spiritual man—the ‘raan*in-man’,—their teaching

became and has remained the most notable word on the

subject that the world has seen. To say of each man : ‘Thou,

the inmost thou, art That !'—Highest Reality, Spirit, Divi-

nity !—may be, nay, must be but a groping-after; it may be

amplified in ways more or less unworthy. It was so amplified.

But to utter it, to hold to it, as cults come and go, is to

have got in the wedge-end of the true, With anything less

there is surely 'no right wording of this that is very man.

With it we set out towards further coming-to-know in a way

that will at long last lead each one to ‘That.’

But there came a day when India wavered in her vision.

This was when she began to consider man in a new

way of analysis, man not only as having body, not only

as thinker and doer, but as ‘having mind’ : cetam, cetanavant.

It was as ‘having intelligence among intelligences’ that the

‘man’ entered into body and became its driver.^
,

We have to get’ out of our modern standpoints to under-

stand the newj strong fascination which this analysis exercised*

on* the Indian imagination. Yet are w.n ourselves novices—

I Cf. Maitrl Vp., 2, etc.

i.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, I928 *
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crude novices at that—in our own recent detachment of mind-

study from man-study. And were it not that we are too

•near to see ourselves in true perspective, we should discern

with sympathy that old-world development.

As we know, the founder* of the now analysis is said to

have been ' one Kapila, and his secular or non-Brahmaijiical

school became known as Sahkhya or Computing. The

word includes both numbering and naming. As analysis,

its effects became articulate long after in a temporary name

given to Buddhist ecclesiastics.^ There was in Kapila’s

teaching no lessening the reality or worth of the ‘man,’ no

resolving of man into mind. The novelty was in considering

the ways of him, other than physical ways, as natural ‘process.

Process could be examined
;

the proceeder as sui generis

was nob examinable.

The teaching appealed to the newer time-spirit astir in

North India, and infected the Brahmin teachers. As a school it

was not yet taken over ; that came later. But computing

mental phases, valuing in terras of mind came strongly into

vogue, as is betrayed in the Chandogya, Brhadaraijyaka and

Aitareya Upanisads. And a sense of nascent danger is

also betrayed : —‘Seek not the thinking, the feeling seek

the thinker, the feeler’ ’Later as we know, Vedantism

absorbed the worth and work of Safikhya, and the ‘man-in-

man’ survived the danger,—a danger of which we here and

now know something—of being submerged in mind.

But among other teachings the Ssihkhya influence worked

with a more potent and lasting leaven. Centres of religious

reform arose after Kapila, committed from the start to a

new emphasis on the greater religious importance of the life

as compared with the ritual, of the will in choice as compared

with* the prescribed act. Herein they were iniplicitly, if not

explicitly, anti-Brahrain —implicitly; since we do not hear

of any auti-=Brahmin crusade. Brahmin ideals of roan’s

1 Vibhajjavfidins.

.

Kau^ltaki Up., 3, 8,
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nature and worth were at first accepted. And the saintly

man as spiritual entity was still called ‘Brfihmaflia.* That
this spiritual (jutity was real, the real of reals, did not come,

into question. Had a teacher said ‘The man {jpuru^a, Stman)
is nob’, it would have been to show himself a madman.

Nevertheless with the fading importance of ritual offered

to placate, there was bound to arise examination in current

values of That concerning whom and what the rites were

performed. That was imperishable (akaara) and, as such,

immutable and not becoming. Was the very man indeed

one with That ? Was he as ‘having intelligonoe’ really

independent of the infirmities of intelligence ? Could he*as

entity persist, with self-expression by way of mind, which

analysis showed to bo a succession of units far more brief-

lived than body ? Could it be maintained that, clogged with

burden of body and mind, he was most inwardly one with

consummate all-being 1 The Sakyan (i.e. Buddhist) mandate

had placed man as wayfarer in a Way, signifying both choice

and growth in the Better, whereby in many ages and many

worlds he might attain to That. But there was supervening

another vogue, the monk-vogue of an enlarged escape from

worldly hindrances even during youth. In that vogue the patient

wayfaring by way of life’s countless opportunities towards

that perfection, of which the inner man was but the germ,

was depreciated; the idea of ‘becoming’^ became dreaded as

so much rebirth. The perfect man, with consummation into

That cut off, dwindled into a ‘worthiness,’ to be attained in

earth-conditions—a perfection, to us, clearly unobtainable in

that it was limited by its conditions. In this vogue of

monasticism the Indian conception of the man-in-raan as

inchoate^ divinity, which might under the concept of the Way
(marga) have deepened the religious thought of India, -v^ilted

and died. The man became merged in his ways, a stream

o( bodily and mental events.

I Arahatta^
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1 tried to trace this evolution of the not>man in Buddhism

four years ago,^ There is not enough evidence perhaps to

joake the truth of it patent to our Indolggiats, who are

compelled to study Pali literature as only an adjunct to more

central studies. But there are evidences sufficient to make

a case w>i' to be brushed aside. Now as yet the brushing

aside is just what has been done. Books still appear referr-

ing to a tenet of not>man, or not-I, or not-self, or not-soul,

as fundamental in the original teaching of what came very

late to be called ‘Buddhism.* This would matter less if the

early mandate were called, as Asoka called it, *Saka' or

Sfikyan, and not Buddhist. It never was called Buddhist

till the founder’s teaching had' been twisted and smothered

in monasticism. But by modern writers, either the Sskyan

gospel is identified as the monastic elaboration—in this case

the Pitakas are taken at their face-values, i.e., monk-values

—

or the disentangling of a wholesomer gospel for ‘Everyman’

from these values is stated to be impossible.

So I am trying here to state the case for evolution once

more, and to say it better, if all too briefly.

Among the teacher-dicta ascribed to the Founder as His

earliest are these : (1) Is it not better that you should seek the

‘man’® ? and the negative warning
: (2) The *nvtn* is not body,

not mind.

(1) In that day the words ‘man* and ‘self were equivalents.

When the injunction just cited came to be written down,

‘sell’ (at<a«oj?i) was used, not ‘man’ (purisai]fi, or puggalarp).

But ‘man’ was probably the word actually used, since this,

and this alone gives point to the injunction which was a

counter-question :
—‘Is it a woman with stolen property you

ask me about ? Were it not better for you to be seeking the

'man,^ the very ‘You’ V

(2) In the other saying, the wording which came to be

1 Buddhist Psychology, 2nd. ed., London, 1924, ch, xtU,

2 AtiSnarfl,
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selected, by repeaters, by editors, or both, has been siugularly

unfortunate, and has doubtless played its part in the growth

of error. Instead of the negative syllable being actaohed

to body or to mind, it is preBxed to the man (or self) : ‘body

is not-self, rupatit anattS, and so on. Had the saying been

worded in the books : Puggalo, or atta, na rnpain, ote., HA©

need of this crusade might never have arisen. That it

actually was so worded originally 1 believe to be highly

probable. There was, I repeat, no question, whan the

Founder taught, of the ‘man’s’ reality. And whereas later

editing has inserted the fourfold grouping of the mind, there

is no parcelling out of the one responsible individual into

such ‘groups’ or events when his very salvation is in

question. It is : ‘Verily I say unto you r**«‘I tell iheet sire,

I declare to thee^ sire, thou hast no time to dally'...‘Verily

not by another has this been done ; thou hast done it and

by it shalt thou now be judged.’

It is the very man we see as the ‘burden-bearer’ of body

and mind, laying down one body at death, taking up aitother,

wayfaring through the worlds—‘you and I’—the man re-

membering, where there is abnormal gift, how ‘I* was so

and so in a former life ; the man who has lately left the

earth appearing clairvoyantly to one abnormally gifted on

earth and recognized as the some time friend of past years. ^

All such, as teaching or as told experience, the books

ascribe to the Founder. Nor is there anywhere imputed

to him that later quibble : ‘I use these words by way of

common speech-usage, but in their ultimate meaning they

are but labels for fictitious unities.'* Has there ever been

a Helper of the Many who did so speak ? Or who taught

concerning the very man and his welfare and his comipg-to-

be in negatives ?
*

1 E.g. Bimbisara, the king, Anathapindika, the merchant, Ajita,

the warrior, appear severally after death to Gofatna.

2 I do not find this distinction clearly worded before the Milinda*

^
pa&ho, p. 160.
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Bub when the books were finally redacted, when at length

the books in a non-Indian environment, were written down,

raUch had changed. To careful critical reading othis is fairly

evident. That parable of the Jeta wood :—is it not obvious

that there has been a dropping out ? They are clearing kind-

ling-wood out from the trees : ‘are the faggots the wood ?’

asks the Teacher...‘No more are body and mind really you’.

^

Body goes to the funeral pyre ; the man stands as stands

the wood, putting forth new verdure and blossom with each

spring...with each access of new will...But in the books the

application of the wood to the man has somehow fallen out,

and all point in the parable is gone !

The omission is fairly obvious. Was it made, involuntar-

ily or voluntarily, in consequence of a changed standpoint ?

Was that standpoint changing during the Founder’s

lifetime ? I should say it certainly was, especially during

his old age, when we may gather he toured less, and resided

mostly in the Savatthi Jeta Wood, in his ‘Fragrant-wood

Hut’. His work went on, for his community had become

numerous and influential. And there will have been much

work at Savatthi of comparing repetitions of Sayings, and

deciding on standardized versions and, in cases of leading

tenets, of a reduction to brief formulas and labels. Bub in

all this, and the more aged he grew, there will have been

ample opportunity for the growing pre-occupation with mind

rather than with the man to assert itself among energetic

younger men representing a newer vogue. The man as way-

farer among the worlds, earth as bub one of them, on his

long way to That, belonged already to the thought of yester-

day. It was that body and mind which had been declared

to be ‘not the man,’ it was the human congeries or, in .modern

jargon, ‘complex’ which was proving of interest. It was this

world more than the long world-way that was the central

problem. It was the new idea of consummation in ‘worthi-

i Samyutta, iii, 33 ,' iv, 82,
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ness* {arahatta^ here, before the hunaaa complex broke up,

that took the place of a goal only to be attained by life-

developments elsewhere.

Thus the simpler caveat of the earlier ‘what the mao is

not’ was elaborated into the’ formula of the ‘person-group’ ;

“the wise man does not look upon body or any mental ’group’

as the self, nor the self as having body or mind, nor upon
either as being in the self, nor the self as being in either.”^

Again we know how the ‘advanced’ woman’s term for living

being as a ‘mere bundle of complexes’* recorded among the

older sayings, eventually captured the imagination of the

scholastics, together with its singularly inapt chariot simile,

bringing to Vajira, the nun, undreanptof posthumous fame.

The second century of the Buddhist Sangha probably

witnessed the compilation of the first half of the Abhidham-

ma books. In these the most noteworthy feature is the

growth of mental analysis, and of the habit of banishiiig the

the ‘man,’ and of discussing merely the ways of him, bodily

and mental. Of such discussions there are interesting anti-

cipations in the Sayings of the pi’eceding century, notably

the two catechetical Suttas of the Majjhima. And here too

the ‘man* has practically dropped out !
For instance, it is

not the ‘man’ who enjoys what the senses bring, bnt ‘mind’.

In the past, with little vision, I welcomed here a harbinger

of our own old ‘sensus communis’. The commentary might

have served as warning ; with no psychological insight it

illustrates simply, directly, more truly, with a parable of

five rentiers, receiving an income small or large, and the

king, to whom all the five villages pay taxes. It is the ‘man’

who tastes, the ‘man’ who values. How much editing, I

wonder, .could that Sutta tell us of, were it too ‘man’ ? ^

Of the first, earlier half of the Abhidhamma Pitaka, one

book is called Ptiggcda Pamatti. But so • far is this from

1 £.g. Majjhima, i, 300.

2 Suddha-sambhara-puHja, S., t, 135.
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making good on the subject of the evicted ‘man’ (puggala),

that the translated title ‘Designation of Human Types’—

types, classes, not individual entity, men, Dot«the man,—>fit8

very accurately ? With the fading out of the reality of the

‘man’, the study of men in sets, of mind in class and category

was gaining ground enormously.

But this vogue had not prevailed without dissentients. It

was only natural that Indian culture, when and so far as it

was taken up into Buddhism, should not easily make such

a volte-face as to go back on the very axis of its religious

view of life. Upholders of the reality, the ultimate truth

of tfie ‘inner controller’ (antarayamin) had formidable argu-

ments. It is in the 5th, the concluding book of ihe first canonical

Abhidhamma Pitaka, the Rathorvatthu, that we can see, in

the precedence and the length of the controversy on the ‘Man’

and in the points, often unmet, of his upholder, what a crisis

the Sangha had been going through, before the orthodox

purging at Patna under Asoka became possible. There is no

space here to go into the series of debates between the Man-

theorist {Pnggalavadin) and the Vibhajjavadin, representing

the prevailing orthodoxy. Despite the absence of any adequate

psychological terms, or of writing, the points raised amount

none the less to a searching and comprehensive inquiry.

Virtually they are in a two-fold group : the nature of man

as judged by our own immediate experience here, and the need

of a hypothesis of that nature as tenable in a belief in passing

at death to other worlds. Is man the sole ultimate, sui

generis ? Or what sort of co-ultimate is he ? Is he ultimate

in virtue of self-consciousness ? Then is he when not self-

conscious ? Is he agent where agency and locus of agency

are indicated ;—seer in sight, etc., like villager in .village,

king in kingdom, jailer to jail ? Does he persist in virtue

of his faculty of becoming (bhava), or is not becoming itself

non-persisting ?

No explanation of this notable effort, taken in relation

to the rest of the book itself and to the values in earlier books
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on the one hand and later books on the other, is to me

possible save in the light of such a changed standpoint as.

has been put forward.

Nor should it bo overlooked—I say it here and now

again—that nowhere, in the Kathavatthu does the orthodox

Analyst bring forward in defence the distinc;i-''n between

popular and philosophic meaning in doctrinal teaching

on the “man’ (puggala). Yet it is just here that he needs

it, and would surely have referred to it. It is only in the

Coinmentarial peroration that use is made of it—a fairly

good proof that it came only later into use.

Let Ds now take later milestones to that change.

In that other remarkable book of debates, the Questions of

King Milinda^ the date of which is placed in the first century

of our era, the standpoint of the ‘not-man’, based, be it noted,

solely on Sister VajirS’s simile, is hurled by the senior

speaker—the monk—at the junior (the king), or ever he

asks about it. ‘My name, sire, is a label for the parts of me ;

nothing more
,
no ‘me’-ness. And to the fiction man is

now given a new name : ‘experiencer’ {yedngn, vedako^). Not

as other-world hypothesis is the ‘man’ most liard to kill. It

was becoming as easy to put the other world on one side as

it would seem to be even at this time of day. It is as that-

who-is-conscious’—the unaualyzable agent in the analyzed

mind-events—that ‘the man’ made his last stand. That, e.g.,

the seeing is not either willed or enjoyed by the mindless

eye-organ, but is an act by and for Some-one ;—this is an-

swered quite childishly by the ‘Sage’. As a SaPkhyan argu-

ment it was still valid later in the manual NyayaUndu.

As to that in the man-complex who reacts on the impres-

sions, in attention and other forms of will, hero there is no

teaching and no wonder ;
for where will is both discerned and

worded at all worthily, the 'wilier must of nece^ity be also

disco'rned and worded.

1 Miln., p. 54, etc.

'I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, I928 ^
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Our second milestone is the Pali Commentaries of Baddha-

datta and Buddhaghosa. In them scholastic Buddhism has

reached the summit of its negative standpoint. It may not

sound a negative position, when we note the divisions of the

latter’s famous treatise Visuddhi-magga :—Morals, Concen-

tration, Wisdom. But as we read, we see that these are

discourses on the ways of a Subject who is perpetually de-

clared to be a nonentity. We hear about events happening

to, and mental states arising about ‘a self, a doer, an ex-

periencer’ who is expressly said not to be. That ‘he’ is spoken

of ‘is merely, as the wise know, by way of common usage
’

‘Only the events, the states occur : this is right view.’ ^ Argu-

ment about it is no longer needed. All the teacher has to

do is to say it over and over dogmatically, much as a child

might be told in the dark that there are no bogies.

Or if, with Buddhadatta, we ask :—can there be mental

states without the minder ? he tells us, that just as buds

appear owing to the elements and the seasons, so do mind

states appear from the confluence of causes.® He too and

Buddhaghosa no less, trot out the little Sister’s foolish

simile, equating the ‘man’ with a man-made apparatus (a

chariot) to aid his movements. Bub Buddhadatta fathers her

folly on to the Pounder himself : ‘was it not said by, etc. V

To equate ‘the man’ with physical process is perhaps a less

glaring error.

Now to the best of my knowledge this not-raan position

has remained a cardinal tenet in South Asian Buddhism till

the present day. From the days of the writing down of the

Canon it forms with two other equally sinister negations the

axiomatic trinity in the religious philosophy of monastic

Bpddhism : ‘impermanence, ill, not-man.’ It is true that

there would seem to-day to be symptoms •within the fold, that

the last of the three, as worded in Canon and Commentary,

I P. 602 of my edition.

5 Abhidhannnaaataro '. ‘Karakapafivedho.
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is felb to be untenable. An-atta, I hear, is now, by at least

one divine, asserted to mean ‘dependence’, ‘non-absoluteness’.

It is good to* note a moving in very still waters ; but

the assertion surely tiads no support in Scriptural sources.

It is at most but one aspect of the old general assumption.

It will be cast at me, that while later ‘minds’, togethe-’

with the tardily introduced art of writing, have resulted in

developed affirmation and more fluent e’*:preseion, the not-

man dogma is already emphatic in the Suttas of the Canon,

Have we not, beside those cited, the Alaggaddupama (No.

xxii) and the Aggi-Vacchagotta (No, ixxii) of the Majjhijna

Nikaya, not to mention much else, where in the wording

of the senses etc. as “neither the self nor ‘selfic’,” and so

forth, the consideration of the very man is, if not denied in

so many words, shown as no fib subject for careful thought ?

I grant that this is so, and that, in the much edited Canon

as it has come down to our day, we see that the later develop-

ments are but a natural outcome of the standpoint taken up

in and by that editing. The mistake we make today is that

of yesterday
;
that is, in accepting tlie opinions developed

and developing in those Pali scriptures as the original teach-

ing ; in accepting them without question, without constantly

reminding ourselves that we are dealing, even in the portions

deemed to be oldest, with palimpsests, compiled and recom-

piled during centuries of oral tradition from the voices of

repeaters, by monks and for monks.

I say, ‘for monks’. It is not realized, by those especially

who read at second-hand only, how true this became, how

absorbed in its inner monastic world the Sangha became, how

nugatory in religion the opinion of the laity was, how

ignorant* was the laity of the contents of the oral, and .then

of the written literature, how ignorant the laity still is. In

the beginning ’the teaching of Gotama the SSkya was a man-

date for Everyman, placing hi« feet in a ’truer Way to his

eternal welfare. Gradually that mandate became worded

|is not for Everyman but for the Half-man’ (witness the word
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‘pabbajitena’ in the first ‘sermon'), for the man who had cut

the knots of life's problems instead of working by his natural

life at the solving of them. That short-cutting was, in condi-

tions fleeting and woeful, to erase the ‘man' who was way-

faring through them, who was valuing them as such, and

was seeing in them opportunities for becoming more and more

That Who he really was ; and to build, out of the fleeting

flux of observed results, bodily and mental, a creature of

precocious ‘worth’, the ideal monk {arahaip).

There is evidence that, in these mobile repeatings, where

no books were, rectifications were needed from time to time,

and were made. For the relative perfection of trained memo-

rizing, on which we too readily fall back, was a Brahmin mono-

poly
;
the Buddhists were mere amateurs in it. And no repeat-

er, probably no one centre, ever knew more than a section,

never knew all the records as we can now. The rectifying

meant this and only this : adapting varying versions to accord

with the view held, at a given time, by the rectifiers. And
thus, and inevitably the ‘Sayings’ edged further and further

from the teaching, grown antiquated, of the days of the

mandate.

1 do not say that we can ‘recapture the first fine rapture’

of that. We can try. But it is worthier of our new science

of historical criticism to try, and to confess we are trying,

than to accept at their face-value the monk-dicta of Asokan

or Sinhalese editors as the primary message. Worthier is it

to remember Kern’s conclusion : “The more we try to remove

the difficulties, the more we are driven to the suspicion that

original Buddhism was not exactly that of the canonical

books.”^ Made over thirty years ago, that conclusion is still

too little heeded.

Probably our own ‘man'-Jess psychology binders us from

seeing how irrational is the deadlock into which Buddhism

had fallen when the Fsli Commentaries were written. We

1 Indian Buddhism (1896), p. 50.
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do not quite deny the ‘man’. But we call him ‘soul’, ‘metem-

pirieal self,' and shelve him. We then analyze events, results,

complexes, lilA any Buddhist. The result is, we are losing

the individual in the *herd’.^ Herein we are off the vantage*

ground whence we can judge the mandate of _a new world*

religion. This has ever been the telling man of »> fuller, n(!t

an emptier life, the telling him that there is more he can be

and become as very man, not less. Such a message never

was, never could be a message of negatives.

C, A. F. Ruts Davids

Life of Mahmud Gawan

The most imposing and illustrious figure who played his

r6Ie in the Deccan History towards the middle of the 15th

century was Khwaja Mahmud Gawan, originally, a native

of Geelan in Persia. Ho was born in the year 1403 A.c.,

and he traced his descent from a very high, influential and

respectable family of Geelan, According to his biographer

Mulla Abdul Karim Sindhi, as quoted by PerKlita, his

ancestors were, for many generations, ministers of the princes

of Geelan. One of them even became the ruler of Rushd.

Little is known about his life in Persia, More than forty

years of his life he passed in Persia, sometimes in literary

activities and sometimes in rendering military services to his

relatives in Rushd. But on the advent of Shah Tahmasp to

the Persian throne, his relative,? were driven away from Rushd

and thd country passed into the hands of the Safavi dynasty.*

During this time Mahmud, out of fear for the Persian monarch,

fled from Rushd and travelled through many countries of

Central Asia, such as, Irak,Khora3an, etc., with two objects in

r Briggs’ Ferishta, vol. II, p. 511.
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view, viz, first, to find out suitable centres for commerce

and, secondly, to visit the famous literati of that age. It

was with these aims in view that he started for India and

landed in the Deccan in the year 1446 A.o. during the reign

of ’Alauddln Shah II. ’Alauddin himself being a man
of great learning was so highly impressed with the noble

qualities of Gawan that he prevailed on him to give up his

commercial ideas and to be enrolled as a noble of the

Bahmani kingdom.

During this reign he rendered invaluable military services

to the state and showed so much proficiency both in civil

and military administrations that, within the short period

of 10 or 11 years that the king lived, he became one of the

most important personages in the Bahmani kingdom. The

king appreciated his services, so much so that at the time of

his death he advised his son Humayun, who succeeded him

to the throne, to appoint him as his minister. After his

accession to the throne Humayun appointed him as his

minister “with the title of Mallik-ut-Tujar” and gave him

the governorship of Bijapur.^ Humayun had a great respect

for the minister. He continued to hold this important post

during his reign and the reign of his son and successor

Nizam Shah.

When Nizam Shah ascended the throne he was a more

boy, and so a Council of Regency was formed to conduct the

administration of the kingdom during his minority. The

Regency' consisted of Mahmud Gawan, Khwaja Jehan Turk

and the Queen Mother,® but the burden of the whole political

machinery was on this groat minister. The Mother always

acted in accordance with his advice. During the reign he

saved, the Bahmani kingdom from a great calamity, viz., the

combined attack of the Roys of Orissa and Telingana

on the one hand and Sultan Mahmud of Malwa on the other.

1 Briggs’ Ferishta, vol. II, p. 453.

2 Ibid., vol, II,. p. 464.
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Gawan was a politician and a far-sighted statesman. He
foresaw from the trend of events that it was rather im-

possible to repel all the attacks simultaneously without the

help of a foreign power. So, he judiciously took the help of

Mahmud Shah of Gujarat and thereby defeated all the attacks

of the Roys of Orissa and Telingana on the one hauJ and

those of Sultan Mahmud on the other (Berimn i-Maasir).

It was he alone who realized the gravity of the situation, and if

he had not thus taken the timely assistance of a foreign power,

the fate of the Bahmani kingdom would have been sealed.

After the death of Nizam,his brother Muhammad Shah III

ascended the throne of the Bahmani kingdom, but he was

then' only a boy. So, the administration of the kingdom was

again put into the hands of a Council of Regency—Khwaja

Jehan, the Queen Mother and Mahmud Gawan. The educa-

tion of the young king was entrusted to the hands of Khwaja

Jehan, and Mahmud Gawan was engaged in the administration

of the Frontier Provinces. The result was that within a short

time Khwaja Jehan became all-powerful in the state and

acted in a manner which seemed to be alarming to the Queen-

Mother ; so, she soon got rid of him by putting him to

death with the help of his son (Burhan-i-Maasir and Tarikh-i

Ferishta).

After the death of Khwaja Jehan, Mahmud Gawan

was called back from the Frontier Provinces and again

made a minister with the title of Khwaja Jehan, From

this time till his death in the year 1481, whatever

was done, whether in the civil or military administra-

tion, was ascribed to this far-sighted minister. Peace was

concluded with Malwa, Orissa was made a tributary, Konda-

palli and Rajahmundry were subdued, Antur, Wasbagur and

Banjahgum were added to the Bahmani kingdo/n and

the rebellious chiefs of Telingana were humbled. The

Bahmani kingdom reached its highest expansion during this

reign, and Mahmud Gawan clearly foresaw tho necessity of

territorial redistribution of the kingdom. Mahmud Gawan
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found that the provincial governors were so many kings within

their jurisdictions—“they were in sole charge of the forts

within their jurisdictions and the appointment, promotion

and dismissal of the commandinant and garrison of these forts,

depended on them alone.’’ ^ In short, the whole machinery

of the administration was allowed to run oh in such a

defective form that no device was ever contemplated or put

into practice to chock the whims and caprices of the

provincial governors. Revenue was under their control,

soldiers were under their command and forts were garrisoned

by them. What else was necessary for asserting one-

self.? Any governor could, at the slightest negligence

on the part of the central government, throw off the mask

and cut off every connection with it. Specially was it

true in the case of a kingdom which attained great terri-

torial extension, for the simple reason, that the frontier

provinces could not be so well governed as those near the

Headquarters as it is the “immutable condition and the eternal

law’’ of nature that “the circulation of power must be less

vigorous at the extremities’’ than at the centre.

’Alauddin Hasan divided his kingdom into four provin-

ces—Berar, Daulatabad, Bijapur and Teliugana. But his re-

forms were made at a time when the kingdom was still at

its infancy, and now that the kingdom had reached its full

growth and territories were much larger, redistribution of the

provinces was an imperative necessity. So, he subdivided

each of the provinces named above into two, thus making

the number of provinces eight instead of four. In each

of these provinces “several places were re.served especially

to meet the kings” private expenses and distinct collectors were

appointed from court to manage them.”* He put another

1 Tarikh i-Ferishta, printed in original, vol. I, pp. 532-33. Vide

my*article, Administration of the Bahmani Kingdom, IHQ., December,

1926, p. 693.

2 Briggs’ Ferishta, vol. II, p. 503.
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salutary check on the pro\Incial' governors. Hitherto all the

forts in the provinces were left entirely in the hands of the

Tarafdars. But he curtailed the power of the provincial*

governors and left one fort only in a province under the

control of the Tarafdar, the’ remaining forts being placed

in charge of officers appointed and paid by the king direct’/.^

These reforms enhanced the power of the central govern*

ment and checked to a very great extent thu centrifugal

tendencies of the provincial governors, but these changes

made Gawan very unpopular among a cla.5s of the

nobility who chafed and fretted under his iron clutches. In

regard to the military administration he increased the salary

of the officials on the one hand, and on the other the full

number of army was enforced. No one was excused for

keeping even one soldier less than the full complement.®

In enforcing these regulations Mahmud Gawan became an

eyesore to the Deccannies and Abyssinians who always bore

an idea of hatred and ill-feeling towards the foreigners. In the

Bahmani kingdom there were two powerful parties, one formed

by the foreigneis, that is, who wore originally inhabitants

of foreign countries like Persia, Arabia etc. but who subse-

quently settled down in the Bahmani kingdom, and the other

formed by the Deccanies in conjunction with the Abyssinians

who made common ’cause with the Deccanies. Those two

parties were at daggers drawn to each other and none could

ever brook the ascendency of the other. The new regulations

of Gawan supplied the spark necessary to ignite the whole

system. Headed by Nizam-ul-Mulk, the Deccanies made a plot

against the life of this minister. With the help of the Keeper

of the Seal they affixed the minister’s seal to a paper. Nizam-

ul-Mulk then wrote a letter on it in the name of Mahmud

Gawan to the Roy of Orissa, which ran thus “I am w^eary

.1 Tarikh-i-Ferishta printed in original, voU I, pp. dgif*

2 Vide my article, Administration of the Bahmani Kingdom,

IHQ., pp. 696f.

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, I928 3
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of the debaucheries and cruelties of Mahummad Shah : the

Deccan may be conquered with little trouble. On the

Rajahmundry frontier, there is no officer of asy character; and
that tract lies open to invasion from your quarter. As most
of the officers and troops are devoted to my interests, I

will join you with a powerful army. When we have, in

conjunction, reduced the kingdom, we can divide it equally

between us.”^ The letter was then produced before the

king in his drunken state. On seeing it he was incensed

beyond measure and called for the minister at once. On hear-

ing the summons of the king, Gawan wont immediately

before him, in spite of repeated warnings on the part of his

friends and well-wishers. He only replied to them saying,

“He, who dies a martyr in the fulness of devotion, has

his reward here and hereafter ; happy, then, would it be for

me to meet with so enviable a destiny.”* When he appeared

before the king, he asked him—“When one is disloyal to his

sovereign, and his crime be proved, wliat should be his

punishment 7 Mahmud replied, “Let the abandoned wretch
who practises treason against his lord meet with no mercy.”
The king then gave him the letter. Gawan was surprised to

see it, bub the king would not hear him any more. He at

once sentenced him to death. On hearing the order

Mahmud only said,—“The death of an old man like me is,

indeed, of little moment, bub to Your Majesty it will be the
loss of an empire and the ruin of your character.”® He was
then executed. (The details about the death of the minister
are almost the same both in the Tarikh-i-Ferishta and
Burhan-i-Massir).

Thus died Mahmud Gawan, a great scholar and minister,

in the year 1481 at the ripe age of seventy-eight, but still it

must be admitted that his death was too sudden, unjust

1 Briggs’ Ferishta, vol. II, 506.

2 Briggs’ Ferishta, vol. II, p. 507.

3 Brigg’s Ferishta. vol. II, p. 508.
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and unwarranted. He wus beheaded at a time when the

service of such au able and honest man was most needed for

the Sahraani kiijgdoin, and Gawan himself realised i*) when he.

made the above remark prophetically. Indeed, he was the

only man in the state who ccruld check the disruptive ana
disintegrating tendencies of the kingdom. The’ BahiLani

kingdom had reached the meridian of its glory at the time of

his death and he was the main pillar upon uhioh rested

the whole political structure which wi'h his fall fell

to pieces. After his death there w none in the

state strong enough to check the party quarrels and

internecine struggles which raged, from day to day, with

increasing fury, till it brought about the final disruption of

the kingdom. From his death till the final extinction of the

kingdom, the history of the Bahmaui kingdom is only a history

of quarrels, inti'igues and inhuman slaughter on cither side

of the two hostile parties.

For about thirty years Mahmud Gawan made every

endeavour to consolidate the power of the sovereign, nob at

the expense of the rights of the people, and, by curtailing

individual liberty, but by a judicious exercise of his power,

which nob only checked the whims and caprices of the refrac-

tory chieftains . and the oppressive and rebellious propen-

sities of the provincial governors, bub also made the country

happy, prosperous and free from robbers as is testified by

the Russian traveller Athnasius Nikitin who visited Bidar

in 1470 A.C. He said, “The country was populous, the lauds

well-cultivated, the roads safe from robbers and the capital

of the kingdom, a magnificent city, with parks and pro-

menades.”^ By his revenue reforms, the cultivators were

allowed .to pay their revenues either in cash or in kind and

every effort was made to protect them from oppression! and

illegal exactions,

, Mahumraad Shah III fully knew the capacities of the

I India in the 15th Century, Hackluyt Society's publication.
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minister when he once said, “The Almighty hath bounti-

fully conferred upon me two incalculable blessings ; a great

kingdom and such a servant as Mahmud Crawan”^ Had
he been at Agra or Delhi, probably he might have become

as famous as Abul Fazal, or Todar Mall. Even the sincerity

of Abul Fazal may be questioned on certain points but about

the sincerity of Mahmud Gawan there was not the least

doubt.

“There are in the Deccan many remains of the munificence

of this great man, particularly a college built by him at

Ahraadabad Bidar two years before his death, containing

also a mosque and a large square.” He “possessed much

learning” and “he evinced great taste in his compositions

both in prose and verse, and in arithmetic and mathematics

he had few equals. The Rauzat-ul-Insha and some poems

of his production are still extant in a few of the libraries in

the Deccan. It was his practice to remit annually valuable

presents to several learned men in Khorasan and Irak, and

the princes of those parts bestowed honours upon him.”**

He had also a library and at the time of his death it con-

sisted of tlii'ee thousand books. He lived in a simple style,

distributed his money among tlie i)oor and always hated

unnecessary pomp and grandeour. But it is a pity that a man
with so many noble qualities in him and who did so much
for the sovereign and the state was done away with in such a

cruel and unjust manner. History records with deep regret

the death of such a noble man in so ignoble a manner I

JoaiNDRA Nath Chowdiiuri

1 Briggs’ Ferishta, vol. II, p. 499.

2 Brigg^’ Ferishta,‘vol. II, p. 510.



Elapura Grant of Western Calukya Vijayaditya

Saka-^amvat 626

The grant is inscribed on three copper-plates which were

obtained by me through tho kindness of Pri f. D. K.Bhan-
darkar. Nothing is known about the spot where they were

found except that it was somewhere in tbs Satara D^trict.

I have therefore named the grant after the place from which

it was issued.

The inscription is engraved on one side only of the first

and the third plates and on both sides of the second. The
plates measure about

9:J-"
by i\,'' have raised rims, and are

strung on a ring about 3§" in diameter and about thick.

The ends of the ring are secured in the base of an elliptical

seal bearing in relief on a countersunk surface a standing

hoar lohichfaces to the proper right as on the Nerur plates of

the same king.^

The plates are in an excellent state of preservation and

the writing is well engraved. There are very few slips,

orthographical or grammatical.

The alphabet is of the same South-Iiulian variety as in the

Rayagad plates® of the same king (Vijayaditya) and tho

plates of his father Vinayaditya* and grandson Kirtti-

varman II.'^ With the last, however, some slight difference

is noticeable in some of the individual letters. When used

singly, I has nowhere the subscript form which Prof. Kiol-

1 Ind. Ant., vol. IX, plate facing p. 125. The symbol on the

Rayagad plates of Vijayaditya has been described by Prof. Pathak

as a boar facing to the proper left, but no impression has been given,

2 Ep. Ind., vol. X, p. 1% and plates.

3 Togarchedu and Karnul district plates, vol. VI, pp,

86 and 89.

4 Vakkaleri plates, Ep. Ind., vol. V, pp. 200 ff, and plates and

Kendur plates, Ep, Ind,, vol. IX, p. 200 and plates.
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horn noticed in the Vakkaleri plates of Kirttivarman II' and

which can also be seen on the Kendnr plates of the same

king;® this form is properly used in our plates ,only in com-

pound letters as in Vallabha (1.6, etc.). Otherwise I has two

forms. The peculiar South Indian form is the one used most

frequently, as in SaJeala (11.2 and 27), Kalyatia (1.3, etc.);

altogether it is used fifteen times ;• the earlier form, closely

resembling the Brahml is also used often, though more

rarely than the first, as in Calikyanatji (1.5), SahaloUarct'

fatha (1.8, etc.), being altogether employed ten times. Be-

sides, the Dravidian I has a distinctly separate form as in

the" proper names, Cola^ Kerala and Kalahhra (1. 12),

Sirrihala (1.16), Palisvdmin (1.31) 'and the word Pdlidhvaja

(11.17, 22). Altogether, therefore, four forms of I are used

in these plates and all of them are represented on the

Rayagad plates which were written by the same scribe, ^iz.,

Niravadya-Pu^yavallabha. Two different forms of ti have

also been used. The form most frequently used is the

ordinary South Indian variety which is employed 16 times.

The other form is found in two words only, viz., in daksina

(1.1) and in the name Durggaiarmane (1.34), and judging

from resemblance with it, we may read as it the first letter in

the names of the villages that we have read as Tafliya (1.32).

This second variety of ti is not found in the Vakkaleri plates,

but something very much like it is apparent in the corres-

ponding word daksina in the first line of the Talamanci

plate.s of VikramSditya I.* This type of n was noticed by

Bahler in a Kadamba inscription,* The letter m, very

much resembling the BrShml form, is used as a subscript

in compound letters.* This form is moi'e in evidence in the

1 Ifid., vol. V, p. 201.

2 For example, in Snkala (1.2), Ep. Ind,, vol. IX, plate facing

p. 202. .
‘

3 Ep. Ind,, vol. IX, p. 99 and plate.

4 Indische Pala):ogrdpthie, Table VII, col. XII, 21.

5 As in tlie words Klrttivarmman (I.7), dt-maja (18), (11 . i, 19),

asmdbhih (1.2p), bahniw^a (I.33), Durggaharntmarj* (I.34) etc.
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Rayaga4 plates where it is used even in single letters.^

The subscript form is also found in the Talamanoi plates of

VikramSditya • I.® The sign of a is sometimes put as an

upward stroke as in dalmna (1.19) and sometimes as a down-

ward stroke as in -iya-ea '(1.1). The latter form is more

frequent. A corresponding two-fold variation is . Iso observed

in the mark for o, e.g., the upward stroke is fou'id in dak^ino

(1.1), and the other form in matidcdo (1.22), Sakalo (1.16) etc.

The sign of the Avagraha is nowhere used in those plates.

The sign of the Upadhmanlga is used in three places (11.

22, 23, 26), before the surd labial p, but not in all cases as

the visarjanlya is used in such cases as sunoh parakrama *etc.

(1.6) or sunoh pitur (\M). The Visarjaulya has generally

been assimilated to a following a or s.® Except in rare

cases as in b a h u b h i r-v a s u d h 5 (1. 37), there is

reduplication after r. The fiinal m is everywhere changed

into anusvcit'cii and there is no mark of punctuation anywhere.

The language is Sanskrit and except a verse at the beg-

inning and three deprecatory verses at the end, the whole

of the inscription is in prose.

These plates do not supply any historical information

beyond what we already know from the other published

grants of the • same king. The grant is dated in tiie ninth

year of king Vijayaditya in Saka-Sainvat 626 expired, corres-

ponding to 705-6 A.C., that is, in the year following that of the

Rayagad grant (S.-S. 625 expired). The grant is issued from

Elapura which is no doubt to be identified with Ellora as Fleet

has shown.* As the place where the plates were found is

not known, I have named the grant after this place.

1 As in pitamahe (I.19)
;
Kathamapi (I.22) e!tc,~Ep~ Iftd., vol.

X, p. 16 and plate. .

2 As in the word Rlrttivanmia ( 1 .8)
or in Dharmttta (I.r6) etc.

Ep, Ind„ vol. rX, p. 98 and plate.
^

•

3 See lines 8, 19, 21, 22, 26, 27, 28, 33, 36,* 37

4 Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts, Bom, Gas., vol. I, pt. II,

p. 391, note 6.
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TEXT

First Plate

1. Svasti Jayaty =«aviskrta[ni*] ‘Visnor*=vvaraham ksobhitarnna-

avaip[|^] Daksinonnatadamstragra-visranta-bhuvanam va-

2. puh[l*] ^rlmatara sakala-bhuvana-sarpstuyamana-MANAVYA

SAGOTRanam HaRTTi-Putranam sa^

3. pta-lokamatrbhis=^saptamatrbhir=abhivarcldhitanam Kartti-

keyapariraksanapraptakalya-

4. na-paramparanatp bhagavan-Narayana-prasada-samasadita-

varaha-lafichan = ekaana-ksana-vasi-

5. krtaAesamaliTbhrtam CaLIKYaNam^ kulam = alaiikarisnor

-

asvamedhavabhrtha-snanapavitra-

6. gatrasya® sn-PtiLAKEsl^ VALLABHA-MAIIaRaJASYA sunuh

parakramakranta-VANAVASYADI-

7. paranrpatimandala'pranibaddha-visuddha-kirttih sri-KiRTTI-

VARMMA-PRTHlVl-VALLABllA-MAHARAjAStasy == a-

8. tmajas = samara-sanisakta-sakalottarapathesvara sh-Harsavak-

DDHANA-parjijayopatta-parame.^vara-

9. .%bdasya SATVA^RAYA-sn-prthivivallabha-maharajadhiraja- para-

mesvarasya priya-tanayasya

10. prajfulta-nayasya khadgamatra-sahayasya Citrakanthabhidha-

na-pravara-turaiigamenaike-

Second plate : First side

1 1, naiv = otsaritaReaa“vijiglHor=avan3pati*tritay-antaritam svaguroh

6riyam atmasatkrtya^

1 2, prabhava-kulii^a dalita-PANnvA-ColA-KERAlA-KAjABllRA-prabhrti-

bhubhrd-adabhra-vibhramasya

1 This is the form generally in use in Vijayaditya’s grants.

The Yakkaleri plates of Kirttivarman II (£/). V, p. 202) have

Cdlukyamm,

2 The VakHalferi plates have pavitflkrtagatrasya,

3 For the vaKants^.see Fleet, Bombay Gaz,^ vol. I, pt II, p.

343 -

4 ^e,dA,atmasp-krtua,
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13. natyavatiata-KA5fCiPATl-makuta-cuv(m)bita-padambujasya

VlKRAMADITYA-SATYASRAYA-Sriprthi

[vijvallabha maharajadhirajaparamesvara-bhattaiakasya priy>
sunoh piturdjnaya Bali (e)

15. ndu^ekharasya Tarakaratir *siva Daityabalam=ati?arruddha-
tan = trairajyaKAiJciPATiba

16. lam = avastabhya karadikrtaKAMERA^-^ARASiKA-SlMliALIDI-

dvlpadhipasya sakalo

17. ttarapathanatha-inathanoparjjit « o<*jjita-palidlivajadi-SHmasta-

paramaisvaryya-cihnasya Vina
1

8

. YaDITYA- SatyasRAYA- snprthivivallabha ~ maharajadhirajapara-

mesvara-bhattarakasya pri

19. y-atmajas saisava ev— adhigat = ases«astra6astro daksin^asa-

vijayini pitamahe samunmu
20. litanikhilakantakasajphatir uttarapathavijiglsor = guror = agrata

ev = ahava

Second Plate : Second side

21. vyaparam = acarann ^arati-gajaghata-pafcana-vislryyamanakrpa-

nadharas— samagravigrahagre

22. saras = san ** sahasarasikah parSmmukhikrta-Satrumandalo Gain-

ga Yamun(a) palidhvajapadadhakka" ma

23. hasabdacihnakamanikyamataTpgajadIn pitrsatku(r)vvan paraih

palayamanair asadya katham api

24. vidhivasad apanito’pi pratapad eva visaya-prakopam ^ arajakam

utsarayan = VatsaRaJA i

25. V— anapeksit = aparasahayakas® =tad avagrahan nirgatya

svabhujava§tambha*prasadhit= afesa-visva

26. mbharah =» prabluir = akhandita-saktitrayatvat (c) = chatrumada*

bhafijanatvad = udaratvan = niravadyatvad = yas = sa

27. masta bhubana^rayas = sakala-paramal^varyya'Vyaktihetu-pali-

dhvajady-uj-[j]-vala-prajya-rajyo VijA

28. YiDITYA - Satya^RAYA- Sfiprthivivallabha- maharajadhirajapara-

mesvara-bhattarakas =# sarwan = evam = a

1 Read Kavera.

2 This may also be read as pa^a~^hakka,>

3 Read sahayaka.

I. U. Q., SEPTEMBER, I928 4
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29. jfiapayati viditam astu vo ’smabhih sapVImsatYUTTARApAt-

CHATESU SAKAVARSE§V = ATITESU PRAVARDDHAMaNA-

30. VIJAYARaJYA-SAMVATSARE NAVAME VARTT/^MaNE EIaPURAM

adhivasati vijayaskandhavare PaUsA

Third Plate

31. PAURNNAMaSYAM KOLLAGIRA-vastavyaya BhARADVaJ A-sago-

traya DaMASVaMINAH paiitraya PaLISVaMI

32. nah putra[ya*] Kesavasvamine Alakuka-visaye Tamba-

DARA-GRAMA-TATTIYA-GRAMA-samipasthah Bahma

33. naVatA'NaMA'GRaMAS = sabhogas=^sarvvabadha - pariharopeto

dattahl I*] atra yara* asminneva- grame Ka
34. HYAPA-sagOtra-

D

urggasarmmane pa^Casan = NIVARTTANA

PARIMaNAM kaetram dattarn tad agamibhir asv(m)ad vaip8yair = a

35. nyais ca rajabhir = ayur = aisvaryyadinam vilasitam aciramsu'^

caficalam — avagacchadbhir = aca

36. ndrarkadhararnnavasthitisamakrilam yasas-cic]i*subhis=svadatti-

nirvvisesarn paripalanlya

37. m[i*] iiktafi ca bhagavata VedaVYaSENA VYaSENA [i*]

Bahubhir—vasudha bhukta rajabhis=:SAGARadibhir— yasya ya

38. sya yada bhumis—tasya tasya tada phalain [i*] Svan-

datuin sumahac—chakyam duhkham=anyasya palanam [1*] Danain

va palanam

39. veti danac=chreyo *nupalanam [i*] Svadattani paradattani va

yo hareta vasundharain[i sastitn varsasahasrani vistha

40. yam jayate krmih [li*] Mahasandhivigrahika-niravadya-

punyavallabhena likhitam = ida [m*] sasanaip [ii*]

1 Read pura.

2 The two letters are not very clear.

3 The anusvara has been displaced owing to insufficiency di

space.

4 Read sagiiradibkih yasya.



Rao : A Historical Retrospect
•>

BSlajl Baji Kao, the third Peshwa of th.> Bhat laraiiy,

was the eldest son of BSjl Rao BalSjl or Baji RSo Ballftl.

There is considerable divergence of opinion among modern
historians as to the true estimate of his character. One
class of writers regards him as the prototype of later Maratha
statesmen like SakharSm BSpu or NSiia Padnis, while there is

a growing tendency to regard him as one of the causeiJ of

failure of Maratha power in India. BSlaji Baji RSo, better

known among his own countrymen as the PeshwS NSnS
Sahib, was born on the 12th December, 1721, and was married

at the early age of nine on the 10th January, 1730. Upon

the death of his father, the intimation of which reached

him in the beginning of May, 1740, he returned from the

Konkan, where he had gone to the aid of Manaji Ahgre of

Kolaba, to Poona and went to Satara for investiture. After

some delay he received the clothes of formal investiture on

Wednesday, the 25th June, 1740.

With the exception of a short period (January—April,

1747) when he was removed from office by the Maratha

king: Sahu he continued as Peshwa till his death in 1761,

The Maratha empire reached its fullest expansion during his

regime and, his death, shortly after the shock of the great

Maratha disaster at Panipat, saved him the pain and humi-

liation of witnessing its final disruption. The period of office

of the third Peshwa has been dividedjinto two convenient

periods >—(1) the first nine years ending with the death of

Maharaja__^ahu in*1749 and (2) the succeeding eleven years

ending with the third bat’tle of Panipat in 1761.

Sahu was growing old and though he. had* married twice

he had no hopes of getting any male children. The imbecility

of his earlier years had turned into melancholia.
^
Growing
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financial difficulties and the constant quarrels between his

queens had converted the last years of his existence into one

of prolonged torture. The growing power and prosperity of the

Bhat family and the GitpSvan BrSbhma^a class had raised

great apprehensions in the minds of the principal Maratha

MUnkam or nobles. The opposition to the rise of the Bhat

family, headed by the impetuous Candrasen Jadhav, the son

and successor of DhanSjl Jadhav, was continued by the Mara-

tha officers of the state, who claimed direct appointment by

the king. Such were the Bhonsles of Berar and the Gaikvads

of Gujarat. Balaji Visvanath Bhat had crushed the ambi-

tious Jadhavs and Nirnbalkars and had managed to deport

his dangerous rivals from the Maratha Swaraj. His son,

Baji Rao Ballal, had suddenly fallen upon Trimbak Rao

Dabhade and removed another dangerous opponent at the

battle of Dabhoi in 1731. He practically became supreme

in the Maratha state and remained so till the date of his

death at Raver near Bhusawal on the 13th April, 1740,

So long as he was alive his enemies at court remained passive.

As soon as the news of his death spread, most of them has-

tened to Poona to prevent the succession of his son to the

PeshwSship. Raghuji Bhonsle I was fighting in the Arkat

district against the Musalmans when he received the news

and he returned towards Poona at once, leaving his work

incomplete. The Bhonsles of Berar regarded themselves as

kinsmen of the Maratha Royal family though they were no

blood relations and Raghuji I had some reasonable hopes

of giving one of his sons in adoption to the sonless Maratha

king. He knew that the appointment of a third PeshwS

from the Bhat family would prove a serious bar to his pre-

tensions. The other opponents of the Bhat family remained

quiescent for the time being and neither Tarabai nor Damaji

Gaikvad rose to .interfere.

Raghuji’s i'ntlsntioa was to persuade the king to bestow

the Peshwa’s office on his friend BSpuji NSyak Baramatlkar

who was of sufficient importance and yet one of the minor
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chiefs who could be coutrolled afc any time by a more power-

ful one. Two months were spent after the death of BSjl

HSo I in thesedntrigues and the situation compelled BsJSjl

Baji Rbo alirn NanS Sahib to station one of his nearer re-

latives at court throughout Sahu's lifetime,

Maratha historians assign this to be the p iuoipal cause

of the Peehwa Nana ^hib’s inactivity during the first nine

years of his administration. During these nine years the

Peshwa went out on the following campaigns :

(i) Sironj and Bhilsa (November 1740 to July 174)1).

(ii) The campaign in Hindustan and the war with

Raghuji Bhonsle I (December 1741 to Juno 1743).

(iii) Second campaign in Bhilsa and the arrangement

of Bundelkhand (1744-4B).

A-fter 1745 the Peshwa Nana Sahib was compelled to

spend almost the rest of his career in the Deccan, except

for a short period when he advanced with the reserves as far

as Sironj in Malwa to support his eldest son Visvas Rao
and his cousin Sadasiv Rao Bhau in the campaign of Panipat.

The intrigues at the Maratha court of Satara and the appear-

ance of the redoubtable Dowager-queen Tara Bai on the stage

aflfected the situation very seriously and continued to do so

till the Peshwa’s death. After the death of Saha and the

succession of Ram Raja, the Peshwa* s attention was diverted

from Northern Indian politics to that of the South and he

was entirely engrossed in the spoliation of Nizam and the

plunder of the Karnatak districts. In four separate cam-

paigns, the last of which took place in 1769-60, the Peshwa

tried to destroy the remnants of the Mughal empire in

Southern India and succeeded in wresting from G-hazI-uddln

II and» Salabut Jung, the eldest and third sons of Nizarn-

ul-Mulk A§af Jah I, large tracts of territory. These cam-

paigns may b® narrated here briefly. For two or three years

before his death the first Nizam maiataindd amicable rela-

tions with the Peshwa. NBsir Jung, the successor of the

first Nigam, obtained help from the Peshwa in his campaign
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against MuzafFar Jung and ChundS Sahib in the Arkat dis-

trict. After the accession of Salabut Jang in 1751, the first

breach of peace took place. On the plea that . the Peshwa’s

remittances received from the north were being plundered

by the NizSm’s subjects, Nana Sahib attacked the Nizam’s

dominions. The real reason was something else. With

the battalions trained by M. Bussy and superior artillery,

the Nizam has suddenly become too strong for any Indian

power in the 18th century. The result was apparent in the

fi,rst campaign of the Peshwa Nana Sahib against Salabut

Jung. The Marathas were galled by the terrific fire of

Bussy’s artillery. In the battle of Kukdi, on the day of

the lunar eclipse, 21st November, '1751, the Peshwa’s camp

including his portable household gods and golden utensils

of worship wero captured by Mughals. After two or three

skirmishes the Peshwa was compelled to sue for peace.

Rajwade says that the Peshwa obtained territories yielding

four lakhs of rupees, but Sardesai is compelled to admit that

thero is no evidence in support of this statement. Baffled

in direct warfare Nana Sahib took to intrigue. He ordered

his agents at Delhi, the ^inde and the Holkar, to persuade

G-bazI-ud-dln II, the eldest son of Nizam-ul-MiUlk Asnf Jab,

to return to the Deccan and to contest Nizamat of tho

Deccan, G-hazl-ud-dln fell into the trap and started with the

permission of the Mughal Emperor Ahmad Shah. He was

escorted by Maratha troops. The Peshwa advanced against

Salabut Juug from fhe south-west, Janojl Bhonsle from

the north and ^inde and Hojkar from the north-west.

G-hazI-ud-dlii II agreed to cede the country between the

TaptI and the Godavari, lying to the west of Berar, to the

Peshwa as consideration for Maratha aid and was then

poisoned at Aurangabad by his step-mother on the 13th

October, 1752. Salabut Jung made his own position secure

by confirming the cession of the TaptI valley, the present

East and West Khandesh districts of the Bombay Presi-

dency (Treaty of Bhalki, November, 1752), In Nana Sahib’s
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third campaign against the NizSra he was more fortunate

than the first. The growing jealousy of M. Bussy of the

Indian Musalraan party in the court of the Ni/5m was fos-

tered by Maratha intrigue. During the temporary retire-

ment of M. Bussy, Nana Sahib seized the opportunity to

molest the Nizam. This is known as the camp gin ot Sind-

khedS. Sardesai admits that coutampornry papers, contain-

ing accounts of this campaign, are not available, but states

that the Peshwa’s intentions were to support the NirAm

after expelling Bussy. Eighteenth century avowals of such

pious intentions should be accepted with great caution and

the real intentions of the Peshwa became apparent after the

battle of Kharda in 1795 when the Marathas alienated the

Nizam for ever and paved the way for their own destruction.

In the third campaign, RSmcaudra Jadhav, the son ot

Candrasen Jadhav, fought with Dattaji Sinde and took

shelter in the fort of Siudkheda. NizSm ’All, the younger

brother of Salsbut Jung came to the rescue of Ramcandra.

As usual, with the campaigns of Nana ^ahib, this also did

not produce any decisive result. The Nizam ceded territories

yielding 26 lakhs of rupees and the fort of Naldurg. The

fourth and last campaign against the Nissam was undertaken

after the departure of Bussy and most of his Prench Officers,

upon the arrival of Comte de Lally as the Commandant-

General of French troops in India. On the eve of the ill-fated

campaign of Panipat, the Peshwa declared war against the

NizSra and determined to conquer the remnants of Mughal

dominions in the Deccan. The pretext was the non-delivery

of territories promised in the treaty of Siudkheda in 1757.

The NizSm's condition was desperate. Salsbut Jung, the de

jure Nizam, was powerless. The controlling authority in the

state was his brother NigSm 'All. Most of the musalman

officers were traitors and NizSm ’All had already determined

to set his brother aside. Cognisant of all these facts NanS

^hib determined to conquer the Ni^Sm’s dominions. SadSsiv

Rao captured a fort near PedgSon and invaded the NigSm’s
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dominions near Udgir. Totally oblivious of the impending

disaster in the north, due to the disagreement between

Dattajl ^inde and Malhar KSo Holkar, NSna ^hib launched

into this campaign from which he had to withdraw hastily

in spite of complete success. Caught between superior Mara-

tha troops on the road between AusS and DhSrtir, to the

east of Solapur, Nizam *All had to sue for peace. But

terrible news had now reached the Maratha camp from the

north and the entire resources of the Maratha state were

required in the Punjab. Nizam ’All ceded territories yielding

60 lakhs of rupees with the forts of Aslrgadh, DaulatSbad,

BufhSnpur and Bljapur^ and saved the Nizam’s state .from

total extinction.

During the second part of his regime also, the PeshwS

Nans Sahib was very busy in plundering the helpless Hindu

states of the Kanarese country to the south of the Tuhga-

bhadrS and the Krsua. A chronic deficiency in his budget

compelled him to raise funds by plunder. The share of

revenue to which he was entitled from Maratha possessions

in Malwa and Hindustan was never regularly remitted. His

neglect of the affairs of Northern India encouraged his sub-

ordinates to be irregular in their payments and interminable

bickerings ensued regarding settlement of accounts. One

of the principal sources of revenue of the Maratha state

was occasional blackmail, called ‘‘Khat^d^Rl” in Marathi as

distinguished from the regular types of blackmail such as

“Cauth,” “SardesmukhI” and “Ghasdana.” The Hindu

states of the Karnatak districts were made subject to occa-

sional blackmail during eight campaigns led by the Marathas

in the South from 1755 to 1760. In 1747 Sadasiv Rao Bhau

compelled the Afghan NawSb of Savanur to cede haff^of his

territories. NSnS S^bib advanced as far as Seringapatan

in January 1753. Next year he raided Bagalkot in the
i
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BijSpur disinct and Hoskot, Harihar and Bednur in the

modern state of Mysore. Another war with SSvSnur took

place about the employment of Muzaffur K-hSn GSrdl By
the NawSb in which Bnssy and his French troops took a

more prominent part than the Marathas. SSvSnur agreed

to pay 11 lakhs and ceded portions of Mis'rikotS, Ku^dprol

and Hubll, with the fort of BahkSpur. This was the begin-

ning of an attempt on the part of the Marathas to acquire

territory in the Karnatak proper. In January, 1757, the

PeshwS and Sadasiv RSo invaded the Hindu state of Mysore

and besieged Seringapatan. Negotiations ensued and it was

agre.ed that the siege should be raised upon a cash payment

of five lakhs and the pledging of the revenues of fourteen

Mahals by the Dalavay or Commander-in-chief, NandarSja,

to the PeshwS. In these fourteen Mahals or fargati^, the

FeshwS appointed his agent Balavant HSo Mehendale

as Governor. Subsequent operations in the Karnatak

were entrusted to Balavant Rao Mehendale, GopSl RSo

Pnt-vardhan and Malhar Rao RSste. The fourteen Mahals

or pargcMfas were reoccupied by the Mysoreans upon the

rise of Haidar. With his disciplined troops and fine artillery

Haidar ’All compelled GopSl Rao Patvardhan to retire with

a promise of 32 lakhs of rupees. All claims to the fourteen

Mahals were given up at this time. Maratha aggression

in Mysore territory became impossible after 1760. GopSl

RSo was recalled on the eve of Panipat and the rising

Maratha leader VisajI Krsgia Vinivale had also to be re-

called in January, 1761.^ Thus ended Maratha operations

in the extreme south of the Deccan plateau before the end

of the regime of NSnS Sshib.

In order to understand the position of Maratha affairs

in Northern India, it would be necessary to go back to the

last year of the regime of BSjl Rao I or BSjl RSo BaliSl.

I lbid.,pp. 408-30
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The invasion of NSdir Shah and tlie great Mughal disaster at

Kar^al had caused Baji R5o to proceed to the North.

Nizam-ul-Mulk I had advised Muhammad ShSh to retire

southwards from Delhi and defend the rest of the empire

with the help of the Marathas after the battle of Karnal, but

the treachery of Ss’adat Khan BurJmn-ul-Midk of Oudh enabled

NSdir ShEh to capture the emperor and to inarch to Delhi.*

The Marathas intended to defend the line of the NarmadS

if the Persians attempted to proceed southwards. The re-

tirement of Nadir Shah from Delhi removed all apprehen-

sions from the minds of the Marathas and for the next

twenty years they were left free, to attack and conquer as

they liked throughout Hindustan. After the retirement of

Nizam-ul-Mulk I from Delhi in 1741 the affairs of the state

of Haiderabad wore managed with much greater efficiency

and the Peshwa Nana Sahib was requested by the Emperor

Muhammad Shah to interfere in the affairs of Bengal.

Abu’l Mansur Khan, Sa/dar Jung and the Peshwa marched

to Bengal to save the Subahdar ’Aliwardl Khan from

the clutches of Raghujl Bhonsle I. Nana Sahib marched

through Allahabad, Benares and Gaya to Murslndabad, where

he met ’Allwardi in 1743. The only object which prompted

Nana Sahib to invade Bengal was to revenge himself on

Raghujl for the part he had played in trying to exclude him

from the Peshwaship in 1740. Nana Sahib failed to make

any impression on Raghujl and in the long run was compelled

to accede to Raghuji’s demand to have the entire country

from Lucknow to Lower Bengal and Berar to Orissa as his

own particular zone of influence. Thus the way was paved

for the virtual independence of the Bhonsles of Nagpur.

In the result of this campaign we 6nd the true index to the

political career of the Peshwa Nana Sahib, Maratha his-

torians say that .tliq idea of the foundation of a Hindu
empire {Hindu-pad-P&diahl) in India was for ever present

I Irvine, Later Mughals, vol. ii, p, '^6.
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in his mind. The <»vents of N5d5 ^Shib’s reign prove that

this idea was rapidly receding from his mind. The Maratha
king was fast becoming a helpless puppet. Therefore 'it

became necessary for the virtual bead, of the Maratha state

to assert himself and to upro'ot all minor members who exhi-

bited any “centrifugal tendency.” To found a Hindu empire

in India at the close of the first half of the ISth century,

it was necessary in the first instance to crusii all opposition

within the Hindu state itself and to make it united instead

of following the usual Maratha maxim “Do not change the

old, do not make anything *new.'’ Balajl Bsjl lUto' failed

to do so not only in the case of Raghuji Bhonsle I, but* also

in the case of Damajl Gaikvad and TarS Bfti after the death

of Sahu. In order to break the power of the Cittapavan BrSli-

manas, TarS Bai persuaded the imbecile ^Shu to adopt her

own grandson KSin Raja, so that she may assume the chief

direction of affairs. The new king was a weakling and the

redoubtable Tara Bai seized ’Azamtara fort at Satara with her

own men and imprisoned R^ra Raja in it. NSna Siihib had

not the courage to reduce the fort and liberate the king.

From Satara, Tara Bai tried her best to induce the great

Maratha chieftains to come to her aid and drive out the

hated Brahmu^a minister. Damajl Gaikvad came at her

invitation in 1751, but he allowed himself to be caught in

a trap and succeeded in securing his liberty by promis-

ing the PeshwS a half share in the revenues of GujSrat

(1752), Even then NSna Sahib had not the courage to

stamp out all opposition, assutno the title of king and im-

prison TarS Bai with her grandson. This remarkable lady

was far more able, courageous and far-sighted than the

PeshwS Nana Sshib. When she found out that RSm Rsjs

was useless to her she declared him to be an impostor, RSm
Rsja remained in prison from 1750 till March 1763, when

•Madhav Rao I liberated him and gave hiih a few villages

for his maintenance. In failing to effect drastic changes in

the Maratha government N5n5 §Shib show.ed that he was
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not a worthy successor of his father and grandfather. The

time was ripe for such a change, but NSnS Sahib was too

indolent and too conservative to take advantage of it.

The only great Maratha chieftain whom he destroyed was

TulSjl Ahgre. This was done in conjunction with the Eng-

lish East India Company and served only to destroy the

naval power of the Maratha nation and to place the forts

and ports of the Konkan coastland at the mercy of a nation

of aggressive foreigners.

After 1743 there was a deliberate neglect of the affairs

of Hindustan on the part of '!Peshwa. No member of the

Bhat family crossed the Jumna between 1743 and 1753.

The retirement of Bsji R5o I from the neighbourhood of

Delhi was followed 15 years later by the first campaign

of Raghunath Rao, Dada Sahib and in this interval the

affairs of the Mughal empire and its nominally subordinate

provinces shaped a definite course for themselves which finally

led to the Maratha disaster at Panipat in 1761 and the

crushing Musalinan defeats of Gharia and Buxar in 1764-

66. This neglect of the affairs of Hindustan was the real

cause of the foundation of the independent Maratha states of

Gwalior and Indore and the consequent alienation of all

Rajput states from the Maratha alliance. It‘ was also the

cause of the rally of the remaining Musalman states under

the banner of Ahmad Shah ’Abdall. The absence of the

PeshwS or any other member of his family from Hindustan

for nearly 15 years and the creation of the strong buffer

state of the Bhonsles of Nagpur helped the English to con-

solidate themselves in the United Provinces, Bihar and

Bengal without any interference from the Marathas. The

confusion in the affairs of the Central Government enabled

JSnoji and his successors to cultivate the good will of the

English. After 1764 they were afraid of the English East

India Company.'
,

They were apprehensive of loosing Orissa,

because it was hemmed in between two British provinces,

Bengal in the north and Madras in the south. When the
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Marathas tried to iuterfere in the affairs of the English

East India Company from the west, Malhar R5o Ho}kar
found British artillery too terrible and destructive for his

undisciplined troops and the. emperor Shsh *Aiam II and
his de jure Wazlr firm in the clutches of hi'’ adversaries.

Therefore when the last struggle for suzerainty in Hindu-
stan came, the idea of founding a Hindu empire in India

must have vanished from the minds of the Peshwa and all

Maratha statesmen. When the Abdall appeared in fc»*c6 on

the north-western Frontier, the Nizam cf the Deccan was too

weak to help him, but other Husalman chiefs of Northern

India hastened to join his standard; although Shuja’-ud-daulah

was half-hearted. On the other side, the PeshwS had very

little direct control on his so-called sub-agents in the North.

The treachery of Malhar RSo Hojkar at the battle of Panipat,

the unprepared condition of Delhi and Agra to stand a

siege and the absence of Maratha bases in the country to the

north of the Chambal showed that the PeshwR NanS §5hib

was as unprepared for the ’Abdall as the Mughal emperor

Muhammad Shah had been for Nadir ShSh. This condition

of supineness and laxity was revealed not only by the absence

of stores and depots over the vast length of the road from

Gwalior to Attock, but also by the selection of the comman-

ders. Instead of commanding in person, the PeshwS sent

his cousin SadSsiv Rao Bhau, who had never set his foot

in Northern India in his life and who had no conception

of the nature of the country, its peoples, their manners and

customs and mode of warfare. The BhSu Sahib was

used to the narrow valleys of the Deccan, its splendid hill-

forts and guerilla warfare, but he had never seen a large river

like the* Jumna or the Sutlej or vast plains like the Gauges-

Jamuna-Doab or Hariana. RaghunSth RSo, who was as

young as his cousin, had some experience of campaigning’

,\n*the Doab and the Punjab, but he had ’ been found, guilty

of wasting the funds of the Maratha State in his previous

campaigns. The rejection of RaghunSth RSo and the seleo-
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tion of SadSliv RSo BbSa 'proves that the PeshwS NanS

^ahib had no conception of the danger threatening the

Maratha Empire when he sent SadSsiv R5oj with his eldest

son Visvas RSo, to the North. For years the Maratha

agents at the court of Delhi had been urging the PeshwS

to send a member ol his family to the North to settle the

differences between the houses of the ^inde and Holkar and to

bring Goviud Pant Bundele to a more reasonable frame

of mind. It was also necessary to secure the flank of Maratha

armies passing by the road from Burhampur to Gwalior, by

securing a firmer adherence of the Jsths of Bharatpur and

the great Rajput Princes by saving them from the constant

oppressions of the ^iiide and Ho]kar. In all of these cases

the immobility of the PeshwS NanS Sshib Jed him to commit

blunders and thus to secure the victory for the Musahnans.

By early training Nana Sahib was incapable of taking

a wider and more liberal view of the affairs of Northern India,

It was not possible for him to make long and rapid marches

like his father or to keep the subordinate chiefs under strict

control. He sent the richest tents, the best caparisoned

elephants and horses and all heavy impedimenta, which the

Marathas had plundered from the Mughals, with Visvas Rtio

and Sadasiv Rao in 1760. These impedimenta made it im*

possibie for the Maratha army to move swiftly in the compa-

ratively barren flat sandy plains of the southern Punjab and

clogged the wheels of the Maratlia army as much as it had done

in the case of Muhammad Sh5h and his three great com-

manders, Nizam-ul-Mulk I, Sams5tn-ud-daulah and Sa’adat

KhSn. The result was precisely the same. The Maratha

commanders were caught in the net of the Musalman

armjes. Even their modern artillery under IbrShlm Khan

Gfirdi failed to give them the necessary relief. The great

‘Maratha host * with its clumsy furniture and accoutrements

was obliged to. enti^ench itself and to be starved like rats.

The great defeat of the Maratha army at Panipat was

entirely due to demoralisation and to treachery.
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PeshwS Balaji Rao was brought up by his grandmother
Radha B5i, the widow of B&lSjl VisvanSth Bhat, a Jady
of extremely orthodox views. Rftdha Bfti was always afraid
of her grand-sons turning unorthodox like her own son Bftjl

RSo I . BajI RSo’s love affair with MastanI had filled the
minds of the conservative and orthodox 'Deccaui Brfihma^as
with horror and thenceforward was introduced the perni.

cious custom of sending the ladies of the Bhal. family with
its princes and the commanders even on the most distant

campaign. RSsI Bai, the mother of .Nana ^hib, was in

camp near Raver where Bajt Rao died in April, 1740. Pafvatl

Bai, the wife of Sadasiv Rao, narrowly escaped capture after

the battle of Panipat. The mother or step-mother of NSnS
Padnis was captured by the Afghans, while his wife escaped.

The same idea of narrow orthodoxy impelled the central

government at Poona to send costly but heavy camp-furni-

ture with the princes in all campaigns. The household

gods and the utensils of worship of NSna Sahib were cap-

tured by the troops of Bussy after the battle of Kukdi
near the Ghod river on the Ahmadnagar-Poona road.

Balaji Baji Rao was not trained in the terribly hard

but efficient school of the first Bsjl RSo. He remained at

home and went on safe campaigns near at home. He accom-

panied the imbecile Sahu in his infamous campaign against

Miraj and was sent to the Western Coast near Bombay
immediately before his father’s death. Nana Sahib’s experi-

ence of active military operations amounted to nothing. He
was not a dashing cavalry leader like his father and was total-

ly averse to long and troublesome journeys. His absence

from the military headquarters in Northern India from

1753 to .1761 was the real cause of the great disaster at

Panipat, the subsequent independence of the ^indes and the

Hofkars and
,
the dissatisfaction felt throughout Northern •

India at the predatory habits of Maratha
,

armies. Hia

conservatism prevented the Maratha army from being upto-

date in disciplined troops and artillery and it. was, not till
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the days of Bsjl RSo II that the PeshwS possessed such

troops. The decline in the military spirit of Maratha people,

so noticeable in 1808, began from this time. Like the PeshwS,

the great Maratha MSnkarls now loved to stay at home

rather than pass two or three years in a single campaign.

The Maratha peasantry gradually became averse to warfare.

Everybody was prerpared to go out on a short campaign for

five or six months in the Nizam’s dominions or the KarqAtak,

to return home at the end of the summer, but nobody wanted

to go to the great hot plains of HindustSn, to march long

distances by road and to be detained there even after the

rams. The PeshwS might have set the example to his

MSnkarls and troops but he was more afraid of leaving

his home, the soft climate of the Western Deccan and the

pleasures of his palace, than anybody else. He avoided

the contact of Musalmau women, but he did not object to

marrying a young girl a few months before his death. Arabs

were the earliest mercenaries employed by Peshwas, the

Gaikvads and Bhonsles. Pardeshis or “BhaiySs”, i.e., people

of Northern India filled Maratha armies gradually. We find

quite a number of them implicated in the murder of Peshwa

NarSiyaQ BSo under the orders of his uncle BaghunSth B&o.

In 1803, the Maratha soldier had practically ceased .to exist

and the great battles of Daulat BSo Sinde and Jasvant BSo

Holkar with the English East India Company were fought

between Hindustani Sepoys and Hindustani Sepoys and not

between Marathas and European troops.

The stay-at-home habit of the Mughal Emperors from

Jahandar to Shah ’Alam II had turned them into puppets

in the hands of their own officers. With their example before

his eyes, Nana ^hib introduced principles into his armies

and Government which made his successors mere tools in

'the hands of ctheir ministers and generals. His own love for

his home destroyed all chances of founding a Hindu empire

in India instead of fostering the growth of the structure

laboriously built up by his father. After 1761 the efforts
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of the central Maratha Government to control the afbirs

of Northern India were sporadic and ceased with the death
of Msdhav Hfte T. Mahadji ^inde still professed to be the
PeshwS’s agent and general and obtained reintorcemvnts

at times from Poona ; but this state of affairs lasted for a
short time only till he stood on his own legs auc’ found means
to recapture Delhi and with it the blind emperor Shith

’Alam II.

The military spirit of the Maratha nation was already

on the decline. The Gupdls fGardes) were almost entirely

recruited from Hindustani Hindus and Musalmans. Out of

13 Gardls implicated in the murder of Peshwa Narayajj

Rao Ballal, 8 Hindus and 5 Musalmaus, all were Hindu-

stanis. ^

Rven in the lifetime of Nana Sahib the Maratha array

had become absolutey unfit to conduct sieges in the Deccan,

and in the majority of cases Maratha generals were compelled

to bribe Musalman Qilladars to surrender their charges.

The almost impregnable fort of Ahmadnagar was obtained

by bribing the Qilladar Kawl Jung. This famous fort struck

its flag because Kawl Jung surrendered it without) firing a

shot on receipt of ajaglr worth fifty thousand rupees annu-

ally. At the conclusion of the campaign of Udgir, the forts

of Asirgadh, Daulatabad, Bijapur and BurhSnptlr were sur-

rendered by the Nizam to the Peshwa NanS Sahib. GopSl

RSo Patvardhan was sent to take charge of Daulat&bfid aud

BacySjl Pant Barbe of BurbanpQr. Gopal RSo failed to

make any impression on DaulatSbSd and bribed the Qillctdar

to surrender the fort by paying one lakh aud fifteen thou-

sand rupees and a jaglr worth thirty five thousand rupees

annually.* It is true that the PeshwS NSnft S&hib was angry

at this liberality, but the wily Gopal RSo pacified him by

showing him the formidable defences of this celebrated*

gtronghold of the YSdavas, In his own WRy the PeshwS

1 Marathi Riyasat, Madhya Bibhag, part 341.
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NSn?S was a good revenue specialiat and a strict ad-

ministrator of the civil government. His revenue arrrange-

ments of the Deah was followed by early British revenue

officials and his reign was long quoted as the ideal period

of Brahmao administration. But he was absolutely unfit to

lead the great Maratha nation at the time of its greatest need

when another Svijal or Bsji Rao Ballal was required to

attain the long dreamt of goal of Hindupad-PMiShl.

B . D. Banbbji

Nambi Andar Nambi*

In South India Saivaism had an impetus from the Pal-

lavas during the middle ages. Saint Tirugnanasambandhar

and Saint Tirunavukkarasu were contemporaries though there

was disparity in their years. The latter was an octogenarian

and the former a mere boy when he attracted the wondering

admiration of the people. Their strenuous fight contributed

much to the downfall of Jainism and- Buddhism— the

religions of the day. Later on, St, Sundara appeared on the

scene and firmly established the Saiva religion. Vais^avism

also captured the imagination of the people and the school

of Bhakti taught by the VaisijRVa Alwars completely

shattered the mighty growth of Jainism in the Tamil land.

Personal influence which the saints exercised during their

lifetime continued iu all its vigour unabated even after

their demise. Their sweet musical strains had an irresistible

charm and the people were so captivated by them that

•they were not fible to forget them easily for a long time to

come. The Pallava sovereigns and their Cola successors

A paper sent to the Oriental Conference, Lahore.
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made provision for the recitation of these sacred songs in the

temples.

St. Appar a]ias TiranSvnkkarasu was the first apostle of.

the ^aiva revival. He was a native of Tiruvairoor near

Panrutti, S.I. He became an*orphan at a very early age, and

was dependent on his only widowed sister. This sister was

betrothed to a Saiva devotee who went to war against the

H&strakQtas and lost his life in the battle-field. She wanted

to commit Suttee, but owing to the importunities of her brother

became a nun and devoted herself to tlie service of

Siva. When Appar came ot age and learnt the tenets of

various religions, he was fascinated by the philosophy -of

Jainism and became a convert to thpt religon. He was anoint-

ed, assumed the name Dharmasena and became the head of

a Jaina monastery. While a Jain, he was suddenly afflicted

by an excruciating pain in the stomach, wliich remained

uncured in spite of the best ministrations of his co-religionists.

His sister heard of this and requested him to repair to Thir-

uvatikai where the pain he was suffering from miraculously

disappeared. He forsook his adopted religion and re-

entered the fold of Saivaism. The Jains were furious. They

plotted against his life and induced the king to torture him

in many ways. .But Appar remained firm to the last. He
was thereafter canonised under the name of TirunS-

vukkarasu and his extant hymns are divided into three

volumes. About this time, there appeared a child at

Shiyali (Sirkali). From now till he attained salvation in his

sixteenth year, he was pouring forth his inner thoughts

in fine melodious songs. These poems of Sarnbandhar were

collected into three volumes. The poems of the later saint

Sundara^ son of an Arcaka of Tirunavalur, were also collected

and made into a volume.

The then king Hsja'iAja Abhaya Kulasekhara, a Saiva

devotee tried to collect all these songs but faifed- in his efforts.

'At this time, one Nambi Nambi -whosS family God was

Lord VinSyaka, came to fame by his devotion. His fame spread
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far and wide and reached the ears of t*he king,who utilised

the opportunity to fulfil his long-felt desire. Imtnedit^tely

a royal march was proclaimed, the king camped at

TirunSraiyar with his retinue, and begged to be informed

where he could find all the songs of the Tevaram

hymnists. Through the help of Nambi A?.d5r Nambi, the

collection was found, in a sealed room behind NatarSja in

the golden hall at Cidambaram. Of course, many portions

were destroyed by the ants. There were 384 hymns of St.

GfiSna Sambandha, 307 of St. Appar and 100 of St. Sundara.

The -king with the assistance of the Assembly settled these

hymns into seven volumes corresponding to the seven holy

mantras. He further requested the Assembly to collect all

the other Saiva works and form them into separate books.

Nambi And^r Nambi was to narrate in detail the history

of the 63 canonised saints. Nambi gave a succinct history

of all the canonised saints and called it Tiruttondar Tiru-

vantSti. It contains 86 stanzas in all, 58 stanzas on 68

individual saints, 11 on Sundara, 2 on each of the four saints,

Sambhanda, Appar, CeraraSn and Coccenkaijijan and

9 on TokaiyatiySrs. Sekkilar the historian of the

63 saints based his work on this poem and the Tevaram

Hymns.

The Age of Nambi

The author of the ‘Life of St. Nambi AndSr Nambi,’

—

St.UmSpati Sivam—mentions that all these took place during

the time of one Hsja-raja Abhaya Kulas'ekhara. The title

of Abhaya is a common one and from this title it is impossible

to find out the real name of the king. So also is Kula-

€ekhara. Yet some significance may be attached to the latter

word., Later Ps^dyas and Oeras had this title. Very few

Cola kings seem to bear this name so far as inscriptional

evidence goes, " The word Kulasekhara, as it' is, conveys

the meaning “the* best .of the race.” In the Xnaima&galam

copper-plates, otherwise called Leiden Grants, it is found
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that Aditya KagikgJft possessed this title in addition to Bsja*

rSja. Lines 55 and 66 read thus :

—

KarikHlSnyanamancm Aditymi iidapipadat

Bajarajan ca rajendro ravivaijiSa-iiJehSfnatfi^.

“He, the Indra of kings (Parantaka) begot Xdityr, Bsja-

rSja, also called KarikSls, the crest-jewel of the Cola

family.* Yainsa and Kula are synonymous and so is SikhS'

mai^i and Bokhara. So Vamsasikhgmaqii may be equated

with Kulasekhara. Here we have gi-t a clear indication

of one and the same king Aditya holding tlie titles Haja-r^ja,

Vamsasikhamapi or Kulasekhara. According to historigns,

R5ja-raja I, the builder of that great temple at Tanjore,

HSja-rSja II, and Rsja-r9>ja III bear the same name. The

second and the third Raja-raja are said to have reigned in

the 12fch and 13bh centuries long posterior to Sekkilar, the

author of Periyapura^iara. They need not be considered

here. As to Raja-r5ja I, he is called Mummudi Cola

according to an inscription found at Triuvadi and Arunmoli-

varraan according to Tiruvalangadu plates (stanza 61, S.I.I.,

iii, p. 420). The Anaimapgalam plates call him R&ja-rSja

Rsjakesarin which is corroborated by many an inscription

published and unpublished. Another point is that none of

these -kings, Raja-rSja I to III bear the name Aditya.

Though this name Aditya is not found in the settlement of

the canon, yet it is mentioned in the TiruvantSti of Nambi.

We read in stanza 50 that Pukalcola is the ancestor of the

ruler Aditya who laid waste Ceylon. Stanza 65 states

that the king Idangali is the ancestor of .S.ditya who gilded

Cidambaram temple. Another stanza (no. 82) specifically

mentions that he was a devotee of NatarSja, gilded the

temple ’and breathed his last there. Prom these we h^ve to

find a king

(i) who bore the name of Aditya,

(ii) who should have gilded Ponnambalarn or Cidarabara

temple with gold.
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(iii) who should have yraged war against the Ffiqidyas

and Siinhalas, and

(iv) who should also have the titles of ^RSja>rSpja and

Kulesekhara.

If a king is found to satisfy all thtse four conditions, the age

of Nambi A^^r Nambi can be acertained.

Who is this King ?

In the Cola chronology, we have only two Adityas. One

is Aditya I, son of VijaySlaya. The second is Aditya II

KarikSla son of Sundara Cola—Parantaka. The fornaer

reigned between the years 880 and 907 a.c. The inscrip-

tions found till now do not show that he ever waged war

against the PS^^yas or crossed the seas to fight against the

Ceylonese. References to such works as Kalingattu Parani,

Muvaniulas and Sankara-colan ula bear this out. All his ener-

gies were spent in defeating the Pallavas in the north and

stabilising the Cola suzerainty. Anaimangalam plates,

TiruvSlafigadu plates and Kauniyakumari inscriptions too

support the above view’. He did not possess the title of Raja-

rSja. The only king therefore that remains to be considered

is Aditya II.

Gilding of Ponnambalam

We have to confess that we have not come across with any

insoriptional evidence regarding the gilding of the Cidain-

baram temple by Aditya II. The late Mi’. V. Kanasabai

Pillai has noted that Aditya I gilded the Cidambaram

temple, but this is unsupported by reliable historical evi-

dence. In stanza 17 of the Anaimangalam plates (A.P.)

Parantaka I is credited with having gilded the Cidambaram

tomplfa. The three ul5s of OttakQttan go to confirm this.

After him, Vikramaoola and his successors on the throne

gilded Ponnambalam, which is borne out both by literature

and by inscriptions. The epigraphical records available in

South India have not all been copied and even those collected
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up*to-date hav$, jowi^all been published. So we have to rely on

tha available literary evidence alone. The Ttruttondar

Tiruvantati positively says that a Cola king named Adit^a

gilded Ponnambalam and if all other facts known to us about

Adifcya 11 agree with the' descriptif'us found in Nambi’a

reference, then we may take it that it was ii who is referred

to as having gilded the golden hall at Cidatr.barara.

War against the Patidyas a"3 Shrihalas

Aditya II is described in inscriptions as “He who took, the

head of Vira PS^dya” (Pa^dyan Talaikonda Kopparakesari

Varmarkku Yantu 2 ;
Pa^jidyan Talaikonda Kopparakesari Var-

markku Yantu 4 ; Pajjdyao Talaikonda Koparakkosari Var-

markku Yantu four NaJ 170; Virapaijdyan Talaikonda

Kopparakesarivarinarkku Yantu 4). Prom these it is clear

that he waged war with the then Pa^dyas. In the A.P.

it is said that Aditya played in a battle with Vira Paflidya like

a young lion knowing the strength of an elephant in

rut. This Vira Pa^dya was driven into the forests and

then into Ceylon by Aditya’s father Sundara Cola—Paran-

taka. He sent an expedition to Ceylon in the first instance

and then went there himself shortly after. Mahavarnsa,

chap, Liv supports, the statement that the Ceylonese king

had a fight with Vallabha ‘Parantaka,’ the Cola king. It

is not unusual for the prince to follow his father to the

battle-field and exhibit his valour to his countrymen. So,

in all probability, Aditya accompanied his father to Ceylon

and waged war against the Ceylonese king, as stated in the

Tiruvantati. Perhaps he even commanded the array.

His Titles

From the A.P. it has already been shown tliat he is given

the title of Baja-raja and Kulasekhara. ‘Rajendra, son of

Gangaikonda Cola, was anointed with the title of Raja-raja
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(vide S. I. I., iii, no. 29). He was engl-g^d in a war witli

the ES^trakQtas. The Southern portion of the Peninsula

enjoyed peace and prosperity at the time. Moreover, he is

nowhere said to have assumed the title of VaiusaiSekhara.

As regards the others who had the title of ESja-iaja, they

did not bear the name of Aditya. The only king who satis-

fies all the historical data mentioned above is Aditya IE

KarikSla who took the head of Vlra Paijdya.

{To bt continutd)

SOMASUNDARA DesIEAR



The Maitrakas of Valabhi

{ C. 500 A.a—770 A.C.

)

The Maitrakas, a family or a tribe of people, established tncraselves

first as feudal lords and tlysn as independent kings, in the town of

Valabhi (modern Valeh) in Gujerat during the early years of the

6th century of the Christian era and were in power
Introdaction.

middle of tho 'lighth centur,-. They
had a considerable part of the whole of the peninsula under, their

control and from time to time their conquest extended up to Western

Malwadn the east, Broach and even Sura^tra in the south.

The history of this dynasty, which has often been miscalled as the

dynasty of the Valabhis,' forms by itself a chapter of considerable

importance in the early history of Western India. Their

ethnic and historic origin, their numberless copper-plate

inscriptions, their relations with contemporary sovereigns

and administrative capacities and functions have all contributed to make

their history an interesting and instructive study. It was in the year

i8o6 that A. M. T. Jackson for the first time dealt with the subject at

some length in the Gujerat Volume of the Bombay Gazetteer,* He

I A. M. T. Jackson’s account in the Guzerat Volume of the Bombay

Gazetteer uniformly calls the dynasty of the Maitrakas as the Valabhi

dynasty. Valabhi was the capital of the dynasty of the Maitrakas

and had nothing to do with the naming of the dynasty as the Valabhi

dynasty. We do not call the dynasty of the Mauryas as the Pa|ali-

putra dynasty or that of the Chetas as the Kalihga dynasty. The

Maitrakas did not also take the name of the capital as a part of their

royal name like the Ghori dynasty that had it$ capital at Ghor. The

mistake was due to the fact that originally the kings of Valabhi were

represented as apart from the Maitrakas, whom Bhatarka, the ancestor

of the Vathbhi kings, defeated and gained glory. This has been pfoved

to be a mistake
; it h*as been shown that Bhatarka himself belonged to

the clan of the Maitrakas, so'that it is proper to call th^ dynasty thtf

Mpitraka dynasty and not the Valabhi dynasty.*

* 2 Bombay Gazetteer, vol. I., pt. I., chap, vm, pp, yg- io6—The

Valabhis.

* I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, I928 7
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had to depend on materials collected by the^^ Pandit Bhagawan

Lai Indraji, The account was, however, vitiated by certain r^idical

errors owing to dearth of materials as well as to incorrect reading

of some inscriptions. More than a quarter of a century has elapsed

after that, and Indian historical research in the meantime has made an

astonishing progress, but the history of the dynasty has not as yet

received the attention nor the faithful interpretation it deserves in

the hands of the students of Indian History. The purpose of

this paper is to draw the attention of scholars to tlie history of this

dynasty and to make the antiquated accounts of Indraji and Jackson

more accurate and up-to-date.

The only historical sources from which an account of the dynasty

can be gatherd are the copper-plate charters of the rulers, and their

number is legion. These charters had invariably been
^ ^

* issued to make grants of land to private individuals or to

Brahmanical and Buddhist establishments
;

their language is high-

flown Sanskrit prose of the classical period, full of ornamental

phraseology and figures of speech. But they furnish us with very little

historical data. Yet they help us to build up a correct genealogical

table, and from incidental notices we can form an idea of the extension

of the Maitraka dominion, their system of administration and the

state of religion in Western India during the Maitraka supremacy.

The information contained in these grants is, however, supplemented

by the contemporary, notice of Yuan Chwang and, in one or two

instances, by the records of contemporary dynasties. It is to be

noted that a dynasty which ruled for about 250 years over a consider-

able portion of Western India never thought of recording their

achievements on stone. The fact should not cause any surprise
;

for,

with one or two exceptions, up till the 9th century of the Christian

era, all over Gujerat and Kathiawad, brick and wood were the only

materials used in temples and religious edifices
^
and stone as a

permanent material was not in vogue. ^

1 ‘Stories on record about two temples, one at Satruiijaya and the

otheriat Somanatha, support this view. As regards the iSatruiljaya temple

the tradition is that when the minister Kumarapala (A.c, 1143-74)

of Anhilwara w,as V>n a visit to ^atrufljaya to worship in the temple,

of Adinatha, the wick of the lamp of the shrine was removed by mice,

and set on fire and almost destroyed the whole temple which was

wholly built of woodi The minister seeing the danger of wooden
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The capital of tjj^^old Valabhi kingdom is represented by the
modern site of Valeh, situated in the east of Kathiawadi twenty miles

Valabhi.
Bhavnagar and twenty-five miles north of the holy

Jaina hill, Satrufijaya. The ruins of Va]eh consist of
vast mounds and foundations of brick, amidst which .have also been
discovered clay seals inscribed with the well-known Buddhist
formula, dharma hetuprabhavak.' It is difficu't to ascertain

whether Sanskrit Valabhi was the original name or Valth is a
corruption of the Prakrit form Valabhi. Once situated on the

coast line of the peninsula, it is strange that Valabhi or Valahi never

finds mention in the Periplus or in Ptolemy"^ who are both eloquent

about Broach and Surat
;
nor is it mentioned in the early Sanskrit

or Pali texts, or in any of the early records. Jinaprabha SUri,

a learned Jaina monk of the 13th century, describes the holy Jaina hill

of Satruhjaya as being situated in the Valahaka province, so that it

seems that he was familiar with the Prakrit form Valahi. The
Sanskrit form Valabhi is found in the Kathiisariisagara, which,

though comparatively a very late work, treats of very ancient

materials.

Maitrakas— connection of the kings of Valabhi

their relation with the Maitrakas, opinions differ. The Valabhi grants
with Valabhi. , . .

usually begin with the words—

“Om Svasti Valabhitah prasabha-prai}at=amitranaip Maitra-

kanam atu la-bala-sampanna-rnandala-bhoga-samsakta-samprahara*

sata-labdha-pratapah pratap = opanata-dana-man = arjjav =a opara-

jjit'= anurag = anurakta-maula-bhrta-mitra-Sreni-bal — iivapta-rajya-

Srlh parama-mahesvarah Srl-senSpati-Bhatarkah."

It took a long time to recognise that 'Maitrakanam' is the genitive of

a proper name, 'Maitraka’. Mr. Mandlik, who made this suggestion,^

translated the passage as ‘Bhatarka had achieved success in hundreds

of battles occurring in the wide extent of territories of the Maitrakas who

edifices determined to erect a stone one’. (Tradition as recorded in

the KumirapUacarita.
j Bom. Gaz., vol. 1 ., pt. I, p- 79)-

1 Ptolemy’s name for jGopnath point is Balai, 'which suggests^

that as early as -the and century a.c. Vajeh or BajeR (compare Albe-

nmi’s era of Balah) was known by its present name’ (ibid., p. 78)*

But the identification is doubtful.

2 JBBRAS., vol, XI, p. 346.
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were endowed with incomparable courage a«ML,\^ho had forcibly

reduced their enemies to submission/ Fleet’ also recognised, that

Maitraka should be taken as a proper name, but ^ave a different

interpretation of the passage : *‘(Im the lineage) of the Maitrakas, who
by force compelled their enemies to bow down before them, there

was *••• Bhatarka who was possessed of glory acquired in a

hundred battles fought within the circuit of the territories that he

had obtained by means of his unequalled strength.” In the absence

of some such word as ‘ Vam^’ or 'Rule' connected with “Maitrakanam,’

Kielhorn* objected to Fleet's rendering of the passage and to

his representing BhatSrka 'in the lineage of the Maitrakas.’ He
tried* to make the genitive 'Maitrakaqam' dependent on the word

'Mar/^alet in the following compound, and according to him ‘BhatSrka

gained glory in hundreds of battles which he fought with (i.e., against)

the mighty large armies of the Maitrakas who by force had subdued

their enemies.* Both Kielhorn and Mandliks’ interpretations of the

passage represent the Maitrakas as enemies whom Bhatarka defeated,

and by doing so achieved glory and curbed out a kingdom of his own.

Fleets' interpretation is different. He takes Bhatarka to belong to the

clan or tribe of the Maitrakas, so that Bha^Srka’s dynasty sliould be

called the Maitraka dynasty and not the Valabhi dynasty as has so

often been done. His interpretation of the passage has finally been

proved to be correct, for the GaneSgad plates of Dhruvasena 1 dis-

covered and edited later on actually shows that Bhatarka himself

belonged to the tribe of the Maitrakas.*

I Ind. Ant., vol. VIII, p. 303. 2 Ini. Ant., vol. XIV, p. 327.

3 In the passage quoted above the Gane^ad plates, according

to Hultzsch, ‘clearly and unmistakably reads Maiirakanam~-atula-

beia-sapatncf in the place of Maitrakanam -atula-bala-sampanna.

“This is also the reading of the published facsimiles of the remain-

ing early Valabhi grants, the editors of which have read sapanna

because they had in their minds the reading sampanna which actually

occurs in the later Valabhi grants. As all the earlier grants read

sapatna, we must, fn the absence of cogent reasons to the contrary,

'assume that this^ was also the reading ‘ of the original draft of the

Valabhi Varphavali, ancj that $am,panna, the reading of the later grants,

is a mere clerical error, I am obliged to dwell on this detail because

the reading sapatna finally disposes of the possibility of construing
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There is a!so difWence cf opinion as to the origin of the

Maitrakas, Or the face of it, the Maitrakas had been sun-wor-

shippers, for the word Maitraka seems to havp

clearly been derived from Sanskrit which is a

derivation or adaptation of tlie Persian Mithra,

Inscription of the Mer ox Mehit tribe has been dis-

covered at Hathasm in Kathiawad.' Dr. Bhagawanlul Tndraji suggests

that Maitraka is the Sanskritised form of the original name of the

tribe, Mer or Mehir. Fleet endorsed his view and pointed out that

the original name was Mihira, a Sanskritised form of the Persian

Mihr, the sun, and is no doubt to be att>ibuted to sun-worship.*

Vedic Mitra-worship fell into disuse by the early centuries ^of the

Christian era ;
and the form of the sun-god that'came to be worshipped

in India in later times was clearly of Persian or Iranian origin.

The god was dressed with a peculiarly Persian coat and long boots ;

Varahamihira is definite that he should be in 'Vdlcya-vesa', i.e.,

Northern dress (here meaning Persian).® It is not improbable

that this form of sun-worship came into vogue in India along with

the gradual penetration of the Northern tribes into the heart of the

country. The Hunas who were a sun-worshipping people entered

India by the middle of the 5th century A.C. In view of these facts,

the Maitrakas, in spite of their claims to be reckoned as Ksatriyas, can

hardly said to have an Indian origin. The almost contemporaneity of

their appearance on the Indian soil with the Hunas, admittedly a sun-

worshipping people,makes it rather probable that Maitrakas were but an

allied tribe with, -if not a branch of, the Hunas themselves. The Bombay

Who were the

Maitrakas ;

their origin.

the word Maitrakatjam with the next following compound, and forces

us to connect the word with the verb abhavat^ which is omitted,

but it must be supplied to complete the sentence. Whether we

paraphrase the passage by MaUrakaifiam (i.e., Maitraki%u) Bka^rko

'bhaoat^ or supply the word vavp&i after Maitrakaifarn, it is now

evident that Bhatarka, the ancestor of the Valabhi kings, himself

belonged to the family or tribe of the Maitrakas^—(E. Hultzsch, Ep.

Ind., vol. Ill, p. 319-20. GaneSgad plates of Dliruvasena I).

I Ind. Ant., vol. XV, p. 360.

-2 Ibid., (5. 361. Note by Fleet.

3 Ind. Ant., vol. LIV, pp. 61-71.--“Representation of.Sfirya” by

J. N. Banerjee.
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Gazetteer that *Bha(arka bslonged to the^^rjjara tribe and that

it was the supremacy of him and his descendants which gave rise

tp the name Gurjjaca-ratra^ the country of the Gurjjatas’. But this is

seriously to be doubted; for, the name Gujerat, applied to the peninsula,

once the realm ' of die Maitrakas, i\as a name connected with the

Gurjjaras who^radual]y>migrated from their original aeat at or round

Jodhpur in Rajputana towards the east and the peninsular South.

It was one of these Gurjjara settlements in the South, probably the

Gurjjara house of Broach, founded by Dadda, that gave, the name

Gurjjara-ratra to the peninsula, which afterwards came to be known as

Gujerat. The Gurjjaras are not known to us as a sun-worshipping

people, nor are there any evidence at our disposal to connect

the
^
Maitrakas with the Gurjara-Pratiharas. But when everything is

said, it seems curious that the Valabhi kings uniformly were all,

with two or three exceptions, Pnramamihesvaras or great devotees

of iSiva and only one of them was a Paraimdityabhakta or a fervent

worshipper of the sun. Their inscriptions invariably have the

reclining bull Nandi, the carrier of Siva, at the top.*

How did the Maitrakas come to acquire the regions round Gujerat

and Kathiawad, to curb out a kingdom for themselves ? The tradition is

current in Surastra that previous to the rise of the kingdom

Junaga(Jh-VanthaIi (9th century A.C.), Valabhinagara

was the capital of Gujerat. The bards relate the story

of the rise of Valabhi thus : “The Gupta kings reigned between the

Ganges and the Jumna rivers. One of the kings sent his son Kumara-

pSlagupta to conquer SurSftra and put his viceroy, CakrapUni,

I ‘Ghelots or Gohils who claim to have descended from the

Valabhis take their name not from their race but from king Guha

or Guhasena, the 4th ruler and apparently the first great sovereign

among the Valabhis’ {Bomb, Gazetteer, Origin of the Valabhis).

The derivation of Ghelot or Gohil from Guha or Guhasena seems

to me to be far-fetched. They like the Sesodias of Udaipur may
claim their descent from the kings of Valabhi but that is no reason

why we should seek* to equate Ghelot or Gohil with Guha or Guha-

sona.

The question of the. origin of the Maitrakas is still an open one,

and cannot be held closfed. They were regarded as K^atriyas,

without doubt, as Yuan Chwang represents' them C. 650 A.c.
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son of Prandat, one of his Amirs, to reign as a provincial governor in

the city of Wamanasthali (mod. Walnthali). Kumarapali now returned
to his father’s kiagdom. His father reigned 23 years after this con-^

quest of Sura^fcra, and then died, and KumSrapala asrended’ the
throne. KumSrapalagupta' reigned* 20 years and then * died and was
succeeded by Skandaguptai But this king was of a Areak intellect.

His Senapati, Bharttaraka, who was of the Gehloii race, taking
a strong atmy, came into Surfistra and made hi * rule firm- ther^i

Two years after this Ska;ndagupta died. The Senapati i.ow assumed
the title of king of SurSs$ra and, havinr: placed a governor at

Wamanasthali, founded the city of Valabhinagara. At this time the

Gupta race was dethroned by foreign invaders. The Senipati *was a

Ghelot and his forefathers reigned at Ayodhyanagari until displaced

by the Gupta dynasty. After founding Valabhi, he established his rule

in SurSstra, Kaccha, La^a-defia and Malava, The Valii were a branch

of the Ghelots. After the fall of Valabhi, the Vala governor of

Wamanasthali became independent.*’* The tradition herein recorded

does not seriously contradict known facts of history, and there docs

not seem to be any reason to disbelieve it. We know that Candra-

gupta 11 Vikramaditya made a conquest of Sura^tra and placed a

viceroy over there to rule the distant province. But whether he took the*

help of his son in that distant expedition is something more than what

history has recorded for us. The viceroy of Sura^bra was named

Cakrapanif son of Prandat, Cannot this ^Prandat be accepted as

a corrupt Prakrit transformation of the name, Parnadatta, who acted as

governor of Surasfra during the reign of Skandagupta ? Prandat is

spoken of in the tradition recorded above as an kn^r or Kum^ra^

{pald)guptay but that does not prevent his being Amir also of

Skandagupta and his son’s being the viceroy of Surastra. But even if

we are not ready to accept this surmise, the fact that the Maitrakas

succeeded the GuptaS in the Sura§bra region does not suffer in the least.

We know that while KumSrapala retained his possession of Suraftra,

his son Skandagupta 'deliberated for days and nights before making

up his mind who could be trusted with the important task of

guarding* the lands ^of the Sura?tras,* and ‘'in spite of all his e/Torts,

' I Legends of the earlier Cudasama RSs^ of Junaga^h hy Major

J. W. Watson
;
Ind. Ant., vol. II, 1873, PP* 3*2ff.

2 Junaga^h Inscription, Fleet, CIL vbl. III,»pp.
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Skandaguptft could not save the westernmost part of his empire

from future troubles. During his lifetime he, no doubt, retained

his hold over SurSf^ra But his successors do not appear to have

been so fortunate. Not a single inscription has yet been discovered

which shows that Sura^tra ...••• formed parts of the Gupta empire

after the death of Skandagupta."^ But it is not impossible, rather

it seems certain, that even during his lifetime, Sura^tre was gradually

loosening its bond of allegiance to the Gupta imperialism,

when BbatSrka, the Maitraka ancestor 'taking a strong army came

into Suras^ra and made his r ule firm there.’ And when two years later,

according to the tradition, Skandagupta died (467 A.C.), he founded

the city of Valabhinagara and made himself king of Surasira.

The actual dating of the event is also not very far. l^'or, the

earliest dated inscription of the Maitrakas belongs to Maharaja

Dhruvasena I, the third of the four sons of Bhatarka, and bears the

date Sam. 206 of the Gupta-(Valabhi) eras>525-26.^ If we ascribe

to the other two sons of BhatSrka roughly a reign of 50

years, then Bhatarka may be taken to have flourished in 475 A.C.,

a date very near to the one recorded by the tradition. Thus Bhatarka

may be accepted as the Senapati or general of the Guptas owing

certain amount of allegiance to the imperial power, so much so,

tiiat even when the successors of Bhatarka had become practically

independent they continued for a few generations more to call them-

selves Samantas or Mahfisamantas. This is further supported by the

fact that the Valabhis adopted both the Gupta era and the Gupta

currency.*

We have seen that Senapati Bhatarka was the first of the

family of the Maitrakas. In all the Maitraka grants his name
is invariably mentioned first with due respect, and

Genealogy.
remote descendants never lost their admira-

tion for him. With the help of numerous dated and undated

records bequeathed by them we may build up a genealogical table

of the dynasty, which is appended hereto.

1 ^
Ray Chaudhuri, Pol. Hist, of Ancient India, and ed., p. 359.

2 For the much "quoestio vexata" of the Valabhi era and Valabhi

chronology, see Fteet, CJI., vol. Ill, pp. 71 ff. and ante
; also Ind. Ant.,

vol. Ill and subsequent volumes in which Maitraka grants are

discussed.

3 Bom. Gatietteer, vok I, pt. I.
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Bhaiarka^ we can believe the inscriptions, was not an
upstart. He is said to have ‘^acquired the goddess of royalty through

the strength of the array of (his) hereditary servants

an& friends and who were attached fto him) by
affection.” It seems that he was bprn in a powerful ^ami'y ./hich had
many strong and powerful hereditary servants and friends* The course

of events was perhaps this. During the reign of Skandagupta, the

HuQasi who had, for once at least, attacked the Gupta empire,were able

to establish a strong hold of their own in the North-west. Bhal^rka

of the Maitraka clan who was probably a SenSfpati of Skamlagupta

somewhere in the frontier of his dominions beii g hard pressed by the.

Hunas,' moved towards the South with a strong army and established

himself in Suras{ra. After the death of Skandagupta, the direct hold

of the ‘Guptas was lost and Bhatarka and his descendants became

practically independent.

No epigraphic record of Bhatarka has yet been found, but he

is invariably mentioned in every record of his family with reverence.

He was succeeded by his son Senapati Dharasena (I) who is first

mentioned in the copper-plate of his brother Dhruvasena (I). Senapati

Dharasena was succeeded by his younger brother Maharaja Drona-

sirpha. Dro^asimha seems to have left no records of his own and is only

known from the record of his brother Dhruvasena. He is mentioned ^as

having been invested with sovereignty ‘'by the great lord, the sole

lord of the circumference of the territory of the whole earth.**® The

paramount master was perhaps Buddhagupta or his son, "It was,”

according to Cunningham ^‘the last act of supreme sovereignty per-

formed by Buddhagupta.**

Dronasimha’s younger brother was Dhruvasena I, His first known

record belongs to Sam, 206— 525*26 where is recorded the bestow-

ing of several grants of land in the Hastavapraharini district (mod.

Hathab in the Bhavnagar State). The last recorded date of the king is

1 It is not improbable, as we have already hinted at, that

Bhatarka* might have belonged to a detached Huna family which

proceeded towards, tind afterwards established Itself in, Sauraftra

which had been included in* the Gupta empire. \Yhatever the case*

might have been, Bhatarka, it is highly probajble, acknowledged the

suzerainty of Skandagupta.

2 6*//., vol. Ill, p. 168 ;
Ind. Ani., vol. X, p. 105.
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lequivalent to 540 a.c.* He therefore seems to have ruled only for about

15 years. He bears the titles of Mabasamanta MahSrIja in his Palitana

plates, but in his Wala Grants, he, in addition to these two, tak^ the

titles of Mahapratihara, the great door keeper, MahUdaifyS^nayaka (the

Chief Magistrate) and Mahakartakftika. Up to this time the Maitraka

kings were not entirely independent
;

for no independent ruler would

like to assume the titles of Mahasamanta, MahSpratihara or Maha-

dain^anayaka.. 'It would seem that Dronasimha’s coronation had not

cut off the connection of his house with the supreme power, but

only altered its name’. Dhruvasitnha himself was a Bhagavata, a

devotee of Vifnu, but his sister’s daughter Dudda was a Paramo-

pasiio'—ei great devotee of the Buddha~who founded a Buddhist

convent that was patronised by the Maitraka kings. It is not clear

if Dhruvasena succeeded to his brother Dronasimha. Whether

Dharapatta, the fourth son of Bhatarka himself,' or Dharapa^ta’s son

succeeded to the last king cannot be said with certainty. Curiously

enough, in a copper-plate of his son Guhasena,® Dharapatta is not men-

tioned at all while Guhasena is mentioned immediately after his uncle.

It is the more curious that in the grants of Guhasena’s son Dhara-

sena II, he receives the title of Maharaja and is spoken of as a ruling

king. A 19 years’ gap between the latest grant of Dhruvasena I and

559 A.C., the date of the earliest grant of Guhasena, favours the succes-

sion of Dharapatta. Probably he ruled for a very short time and was

therefore passed over by Guhasena.

Maharaja Guhastna, son of Dharapatta, was perhaps the first

great ruler of the dynasty. Little is known about him except that

he granted by charters, mainly issued from Valabbi, some villages

within what is now known as Bhavnagar state. A copper-plate*

of Guhasena informs us that the Valabhi monasteries possessed

also libraries of some interest. In one grant he is called Parama-

mahesvara and in another Paramopasaka, whence it appears that he

was actually converted to Buddhism. The Buddhist convent founded

by Dudda, the sister’s daughter of Dhruvasena I, continued to flourish

and to enjoy the protection of the rulers.

Guhasena was succeeded by Dharasena II. In his own grants he

1 The Vavadia Jogia plates, Satn. 221. Wiemer Zeiischri/t, vol.

VII, p. 297. Kielhorn’s List, no. 462.

2 Kielhorn’s List, no. 464. Ind. Ant., vol. VII, p. 67.

3 Ibid., no. 464.
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is styled as Mahamfa and in those of others as MahasimoHta, It seems
that (hm'e was no strict rule with regard to the use of these

titles. The title ,of Mahasamanta was retained as one of honour.’

The Wala plates^ of Dharasena II record a grant to the monastery
of Sri Bappadeva which had been built by the Acarj’a Bhadanta
Stfairamati and was situated in ValabhL There can he nO doubt that

this Vihara is the one which Yuan Chwang ascribes to the arhat

'Och-el-of. ‘'At a little distance from the town of Valabhi theie

is a great convent which was erected in olden times by arhut Och-el-o.

It is there that Bodhisattvas Gunamati and Sthiramati fixed their

abode and composed various treatises which have become famous and
widely known.” A copper-plate of Samanta MaharSja Siinhaditya

of the Garluka family has been found along with the Maitraka gradts

at Palitana. He was perhaps a contemporary feudatory of the

Maitraka king Dharasena II. The plate records grants to an indi-

vidual in Elapatres which Fleet suggest to be identical with Vellwad

in Gcdhra Taluq (Panch Mahals).

He was succeeded by hts son Siladitya Dharmaditya, He has been

identified by Prof. Sylvain L^vi with Siladitya of Mo-la-po, mentioned

by Yuan Chwang.* It b certain in that case that Mo-la-po was

included within the dominions of the Maitrakas, Yuan Chwang's

Siladitya was 'a monarch of great administrative ability and of rare

kindness and compassion.’ The Navalakhi plates of ^iladitya

Dharmaditya record the gift of a village called Bhandanaka situated

within the provincial limits of Walanagar which has been identified

with Vadnagar in the Baroda state.
*

He was succeeded by his brother Kharagraha I. From a descrip-

tion of Kharagraha, the younger brother of Siladitya, it appears

that during the lifetime of the latter, the former held the reins

of Government, for he is there spoken of as having administered

the affairs of the kingdom in obedience to the orders of his ‘guru’

who was his elder brother. It seems that iSiladitya’s children were

passed over. The line of Siladitya was restored to after the

death of Dharasena IV. Kharagraha has left no record of his

own, and* this is aisp the case with his son Dharasena 1 1 1,.who

1 Ibid.^ no* 473, Ind, Ant,, vol. VI, p. n.

•2 Watter’s Yuan Chwang, vol. II, p. 242.

3 Some would like to identify it with Vatapedra (modern

Baroda).
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succeeded him. Dharasena III was succeeded by his younger

brother Dhruvasena ll who had a biruda Baladztya, The extreme

known dates correspond to 629 A.C. and 640 A,C., He was thua^

a contemporary of Dadda II of Broach and Harsa Siladitya of

Kanoj. The Nausari copper-plate grant of Broach^ supplies us with

the useful information that Dadda II (629-641 A.c.) ‘gave protection to

the lord of Valabhi when the latter had been defeated by the great lord

or Paramefivara, the illustrious Harsadeva.* The defeated Valabhi

king was Tu-lu-p*o-po-ta or Dhruvabhatta as stated by Yuan Chwang.

Dhruvasena II was the Valabhi king contemporary to Dadda II of

Broach, so that Dhruvabhatta was only another name of the same

monsCrch. The pilgrim further says that he was the son-in-law of

one iSiladitya of Kanoj and nephew of another ^iladitya, a former king

of Mo-la-po, who ruled 60 years before'the pilgrim’s visit to the country.

After his defeat Dhruvabhatta sued for peace. The friendship was

further cemented by Harsa’s giving away in marriage his daughter

to the defeated king. The war with the king of Valabhi must have

occurred before 640 A.C., when Yuan Chwang visited the country,

“Dhruvasena,” he states, “was of hasty temper and of shallow views,

but he was a sincere believer in Buddhism,” If the poetic attributes

of Dhruvasena recorded in his inscriptions are to be believed he

made many conquests and extended his realm. The Nagwa plates*

record grants of land in the Ma/avaka Ahara to two donees who

had emigrated from Udumbaragarbha and Jambusara (mod, Jambasore

between Kaira and Broach), Malavaka is to be identified with western

Malvva and as such Dhruvasena must have been in possession of

Malava at least for some time.

He was succeeded by Dharasena IV, He was the greatest and

the most powerful of all the Maitraka kings of Valabhi and reigned

during the years of chaos and confusion that followed Harsa

Siladitya’s death. As long as Harsa lived, Dhruvasena II continued

to rule as a subordinate ally. It was only after Harsa 's death that

Dhruvasena’s son and successor Dharasena IV could emerge out as an

independent ruler with full imperial titles of ParamabhaiUraka

Mah^rajadhiraja Paramesvara Cakravartin. The title Maharajadhiraja

was used by many of the subsequent kings, but none of them aspired to

be a Cakravartin or the supreme lord. So it may be conjectured that

1 JBBRAS., vol. XVI, p. I
; Ind. Ant., vol, XIII, 1874,

2 Ep. Ind,, vol, VIII, p. 188.
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he was the masier of a much larger dominion than were bis predc*

cessgrs or successors. His first plate of Sam. 326= 645-6 was issued

from Valabhi. ^The DTitaka of the grant was Yuvaraja Dhruvasena.

This Dhruvasena must have been Dhruvasena HI who succeeded hiin.

The Alina and the Kaira plates of this monarch were issued from his

victorious camp (yifayaskandhavara)^ pitched at Bhorukaccka. Whether
we take the passage in the inscription to indicate tnat the glorious

monarch was at that time ‘engaged in a varlike expedition or v;a8

making a royal progress* through his realm, this tar is certain that

the Broach district as far as the Narbada belonged, for a tim-* at least,

to the kingdom of Valabhi. The Kaira plates record the grant of two

fields
;
the first was in the Kheiaka Ahara^ the modern district of Kaira

itself. Dhruvasena was a great patron of learning. The celebrated

poet Bhatii lived in his court and composed his famous Bhaiji-

kavya^ The Dutaka for ^the Alina and the Kaira plates was

Rafaduhitr BhUpa or BhUvZu It is apparent that the royal princes

accompanied the king in his tour or march of war and was entrusted

with considerable responsibilities.

Dharasena seems to have left no son to succeed him. He was

succeeded by his cousin Dhruvasena III, son of DerabhaUa and grand-

son of ^iladitya Dharmaditya. DerahhaHa appears to have been the

ruler not of Valabhi but of some districts that lay south of the Valabhi

territory, included, no doubt, within the kingdom. He is compared

to *Agastyd and is described as '‘lord of the earth which has the

Sahya and the Vindhyas for her lovely breasts”. The description may

be applied to the province south of Broach where the Sahyadri and

the Vindhyas meet.

He was succeeded by Kharagraha II who like 6iladitya I had

a biruda ^Baladitya, He was succeeded by his brother II,

who in his turn was followed by his son Paramabhattfiraka

Mahafa/ddhiraja Paramesvara 8"ildditya HI. These titles as well as

the name ^iladitya was adopted by all the subsequent kings. But

there is nothing of interest about them, ^iladitya III was

succeeded by his son Sfildditya IV* It was perhaps during his reign

that a flefeat was
^
inflicted upon the kingdom by the feudatory

Gurjaras of Broach, for an inscription of 735 a.c! refers to a success-

I '‘Kavyam racitam maya Valabhy^ra SriDharasenA-narendra-

pSlitayam/
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fal war of JayabheAa HI gainst the king of Valabbi. ^ JayaUutfa

is there represented as having “by the edge of his sword qui^ed

the impetuosity of the lord of ValabhL” A faint echp of the Gurjara*

Valabhi struggle is to be found in an inscription of 706 A.C. of

Dadda III, where Dadda is represented as fighting with the kings

of the East and the West The king of the West was probably the

Valabhi king, who preceded Siladitya IV.

After S'diditya IV came S'iladitya V, S'daditya VI and lastly

S'iladitya VII in succession. The only known date is that of Siladitya

Vll, the last known of the Maitrakas of Valabhi, in Sam. 447=

766^7 A.C.

In spite of a lengtliy reign of 250 years enjoyed by a long line of

kings, the Maitrakas of Valabhi could not achieve anything more than a

local importance except 'for a few years during the

Extension of reign of Harsa ^iladitya and shortly after. The

dominion.”*'* kingdom was not extensive enough. It did not extend

beyond what is now known as Kathiawa4 > Gujerat and

the state of fiaroda. Sura^tra, as is shown in the inscriptions, also

formed a part of their dominion, which for some time extended

up to Broach and Surat on the river Mohi in the south, and to

M&lava (western Malwa, i.e., Mo-la-po of Yuan Chwang) in the east.

In 1 872 Buhler wrote : “The destruction of Valabhi is an event

around which there hangs more than one mystery and the question

when it happend is one of. the most difficult to decide.”^

Extinction of After JO years of historical research the question still

remains 'one of the most difficult to decide.’ No epi-

graphic or literary record can help us definitely on the point.

But it seems highly probable that the kingdom of Valabhi fell

an easy prey to the early marauders of ‘Islam with sword in hand.'

The Islamic expeditions into India began as early as the first quarter

of the 8th century A.c. The first expedition, as Biladuri states/

was directed by Osman the Khalif against Thana. The result has not

been recorded, but the historian mentions a more successful invasion

to Debal at the mouth of the Indus, sent by Hakam under the

command of his brother Muhammad, the Arab conqueror of Sind.

A peace was made With Sorastra and Kathiawacj in 724. It is certain

1 Kavi plates of.Gurjjara Jayabhata \l\-^Ind, Ant., vol. V, p. 115.

2 Jnd^ Ant., vol. I, p. 1*30.

3 Histmyt of India, \o\, i.
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that a part of ^the Maitraka kingdom had to feel the brunt of the

Islamic blow. Again. Junaid, the son of Aidmr-Rahtmumral-Muri
and the general of Khalif Hasham (724-43 A.C.) conquered Jnjrs

(i.e., Gujerat) and also Broach.^ But the most perirancnl result

was effected by Mansurh, Thp Sind capital Marsera was founded

by him some time between 750 and 770 A.C.

But up till now no invasion was directed against the city

of Valabhi itself. So far as is known, except Aibcruni himself, none

of the Arab gec^raphers or historians of the 9th, 10th or ilth centuries

mention Valabhi.* The story of the destruction of the kingdom
of Valabhi is told on the authority of a current Hindu tradition by
Alberuni. The last known date of the Maitrakas of Valabhi is

766-67 and Alberuni's account is quite in accordance with facts. , He
tells lis® how Ranka an utter pauper became rich and slowly built

a town
;
how the king of Valabhi desired to own the same town and

was denied by Rahka
;
how RaAka being afraid of the king’s resent-

ment, "fled to the lord of Al-Mansur, made him presents of money
and asked to help him by a naval force." The lord of Al-Mansur

complied with his request and assisted him. He made a night

attack upon king Valabha and killed him and his people and destroy-

ed the town. "People say that still in our time there are such traces

left in that country as are found in places which were destroyed by

unexpected night attack.”*

I Elliot, History of India, vol. l, p. 126. It was most probably the

invasion of Junai'd to which an aliusion is made in the Navsari plates

of Gujerat Calukya PulakeSiraja (735 A.C.) which refers to an expedi-

tion by the Arabs in course of which they claim to have defeated

the kings of Saindhavas, Cavo^akas, Saurastras, Mauryas and Gurjaras.

It is strange why the invader did not notice Valabhi. No reference

to Valabhi is made in the Arab records, nor in that of PulakeSin.

3 “The only known Mussalman reference to later than A.C. 750

is Alberuni’s statement After its overthrow Valabhi remained,

as it still continues a local town.” “Such an after life is in no way

incosistdht with its destruction as a leading capital in A.C. 767'”,

Ga$., vol. I, part I, p. 95 (notes).

3 Alberuni’s India, vol. I, pp. ipaf.

4 In suj^ort of the •Hindu tradition -of an expedition from

Mansura against ValaWii between A.C. 75° 770* ** ‘s notfed that the

Arab historians of Sind record that in A.C. 75^1 Khalif Mansur
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Regarding the general administration of the Maitrakas, we have

no detailed or definite information. But the designations of

‘some of the offices and territorial divisions enable

Administration, to form an idea about the machinery of administra-

tion. It will be seen that it did not differ much from that

of the westerji K^atrapas, the Satavahanas and the Guptas. The

Scythian and the Gupta machineries seem to have served as models

which were adapted to local conditions by the Maitrakas.

The smallest administrative unit was of course the or the

village, with the Gramakuta at its head. This GramakTiia must have

been the identical officer who is known in the Gupta records as

Gram{ka or in the Scythian records as Gramanl^ Gramika or Grama-

bhojaka. The administration of the village was assisted by a Mahattara

(mentioned also in the Gupta as wpll as the Scythian records as

Mahattarakas), a Vartmapala^ a Pratisaraka^ a Cauroddharanika and

a CUabhaifl. The last two offices are so common that from the

Gupta period onwards they invariably played a part in the adminis-

tration of the villages and towns. Mahattara literally means a senior.

The designation of the office was probably used to denote the senior-

most man in the village, recognised universally as the most experienced

and able man of the village. Vartmapala was apparently the road-

watch stationed by the road-side and Pratisaraka^ the ^night-guard

or watchman of fields and villages.’ Cauroddharanika is the thief-

catcher, whose office was required in every village or town. A Caiabhata

was a soldier who was to keep in check the rogues (or Cafcas) of

the locality. These Catabhatas were probably not very popular and

sent Amru-bin-Iamal with a fleet of barks to the coast of *Barada"

(applied to the Porabandar range of hills). A few years later, i.e., in

776 A.C. a second expedition succeeded in taking the town but as

sickness broke out they had to return. This ^Barada^ has been taken to

be equivalent to or identical with ‘Balaba’, i.e.,Valabhi (vide. Bom. Gaz.),

To me, the identification seems doubtful, and I cannot accept it as

having anything to do with the Hindu tradition recorded by Alberuni.

But this shows how the Islamic expeditions one after anotlier were

being directed upon the kingdom once ruled by the Valabhi kings and

was falling fast before the conquering arms of Islam.

“The treachery of thq magician Rankais the same cause assigned

by Forbes I, 12-18) from Jain sources Bomb. Gaz.^ vol.

I, part X, p. 94 note 3.
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the people resented their presence in the village, for a plate

is found to record the grant of a village which was not to be entered

by Ca$abhatas.\

Like the Grama, the Dranga (meaning a town) v. as also another

small administrative unit unddt the head of a town-officer called

DrMgika. This office is not found in the Cupta or pre-Gupta

machineries of administration.

Two other smaller administrative units were the Sihatl and the

Pantkaka (from Fantha. Patha). Neither of these units are seen

in the Gupta or subsequent records. Both the lerms seem to have been

loosely used. A place denoted with its boundaries and surroundings

seems to have been called a 'Panthaka* and any petty division of a

locality without any specified boundary, a ‘Sthali’. Of such Sthalls'and

Fanthakas we have mention in the ATaitraka grants of Batasthall,

Lonapadrakasthall, Nagarapanthaka, Porabandarapanthaka, etc.

Over several units of Gramas and Drangas with their SiAatis and

Panihakas, was the higher administrative unit of an Ahara or AJtarai(i^,

meaning apparently the collectorate equivalent to a modern district.

Ahara or Aharanl as an administrative unit was familiar during the

Scythian period ; but not in the Gupta or Pila or Sena periods.

At the head of each Ahara or AharapI was a Ra^rapati corres-

ponding to the Raftrikas (Ratthika) of Maurya and post-Maurya

records. There is no mention of Ra^^ra as an administrative

unit in the Maitraka machinery of government, but the office of

the Ra§trapati is mentioned in several records. Raftra and AhSra were

I Professor H. M. Bhadkamkar disjoins the compound into

Ca$a and Bha(a and makes Cata and Bhftta
; Bha]a meaning the

herald, attendant on a king, whose duty is to sing his praises. He
points out that Yajfiavalkya speaks of Ca^as along with thieves etc....

In MrcchakaUka, Act V, the friend of the hero remarks that even

dogs would not want to go to a place where the catas, courtesans, etc.

reside. The similarity in sound with Catu (or flattery) is so

close as to lead one to translate the word by flatterer ;
and the

word may in that .case denote the attendants of the king who are

very likely to misuse their ppsition by being harmful to others. Or

they may be. servants whose duty is to sing thtfprgises of the king

and his forefathers. *
.

In Ep. Ind., vol. XI, p. 175*77 Mr. Bhadkamkar discuses certain

Maitraka officials.
t

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1928 9
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probably synonyms, as they ha4 actually been soin the Scythian

period, for the Satahani ratfha or raf^ra was also known as Satavahanir

h5ra (Ahara). * Aharas were sometimes placed also ^ under Amatyas,

e.g., the Govardhana ahara (mod. Nasik) was governed by Amatya
Vi^nupalita and Mamila ahara by Amatya Gupta. So it seems that the

office of Amcttya mentioned in the Maitraka grants, was not unoften

that of governors of Aharas or RSftras. In the head-quarters of

an Ahara might have been stationed the offices of Daiif/^iapasika,

Sth»twdhikaraiif>at Adhikaranika and others. The office of Danda*

pasika was well-known in Gupta and post-Gupta governments, but

not the two other offices. The functions might well have been dis-

charged by officers who were named othermse. DaqdapaSika was

apparently Head Police Officer under whom the Cauroddharanikas,

Vartmapalas, Pratisarakas and other subordinate police officials held

their offices. The Sthanadhikaranas appear to correspond to the

ThanSdars of the present day who even to the present day in

Kathiawad and Rajputana combine police and magisterial functions.

Adhikara^ka was the chief judicial magistrate of an Ahara or Rai^ra.

Of Aharas we have mention in the records of Khetaka Ahara (mod.

Kheda), Hastavaprahara (mod. Hathab).

The largest administrative division in the Maitraka system of

government was the Vi§aya. Vigaya was well-known in post-Maurya,

Gupta, post-Gupta, Pala and Sena—^in fact, in all the North Indian

—

machineries of administration. These Visayas were equivalent to the

Pradedas mentioned in Eran inscription of Samudragupta and were

governed by a Vi^ayapati. That Visaya was a larger administrative

area than a Ra§(ra (or Ahara) is proved by the Kavi Grant of

Jayabha(a of the year 486 (/«</. Ant., voL v, p. 114) which mention

first the Vi^ayapati, then the Ra^frapati and then the Grama-mahattara.

But exactly the opposite is indicated by the Samangad grant of

Dantidurga {Ind. Ant., \o\. p. II2), Wani grant of Govinda III

{Ibid., p. 159) and the Ka^fhem grant of VikramSditya V (Ibid., vol.

xvi, p. 24),® but all these records come from South India, where

the principle of division might have been quite the opposite. Curiously

enougl), in the Alina grant of Dharasena II of the year 270 (Ind.

Ant., vol. vii, p. 72) the expression KheUtka-ahara'viqapa is used. This

^ows that the terms Ahira and Visaya were sometimes but not

1 Ray Chaudhuri, Pal, Hist, of Anc,. India, p. 328 (and Ed).

2 C//., yol. Ill, p.J2 notes.
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g«nerai]y used .s}nion/inousIy. Of Vi?ayas, we have thenHon in the

Maltraka granis of SvaMagafiuraviiaya, SUryaptiravigaya, etc.

Other impwtant officials of the state, beskies the king and
his prime minister, were the MaJItSpratiASra, M>tkSiknf4^t0fak4,

SindhivigrahadkikararM, AyuktaPa, Vittiyuitaka, Bhogikti or JShoffid-

dharaiadka, BatUkika, AnutpanttadSnaiamudgrakakn, IMtakt., Divifk
or Divirapati, Dhrttva or Dhruvadhikara-^ and KSJasthanlya. AH
these offices except the last three are tc be met ii; Gupta and post-

Gupta records and require little explanation. MakSpratiharn

was the great chamberlain and Mahada'ndav'iyaka^ the grert general.

Both the offices were highly esteemed : one of the Maitraka

kings called himself Maharaja, but gloried in calling himself

Mahasamanta, Mahapratil^ra, Mahadatjdanayaka. Sandhivigmha*

dhikarana (i.e., SStidhivigrahika of Gupta records) was certainly

what is now known as the Minister of Peace and War. He
was the most important official next to the king and, like the

Maurya Mantrin, accompanied the king to the battlefield. Ayuktahu

and Viniyuktaka are offices, the functions of which cannot exactly

be determined. Ayuktaka may be identical with the Ayuktapuruiia

of the Allahabad pillar inscription of Samudragupta (line 26).

Both the terms seem to signify any superior officers in charge

of government appointments. Bhogika or Bhogoddharanika, ^ulkiktt,

and Anutapannadanasamgrahaka were offices connected with the fiscal

administration of the Vi^ayas or Aharas, Bhogika or Bhogoddhara-

Qika (cf. also Gupta and Pala records) was the collector of the Bhoga,

i,e., the state share of the land produce taken in kind, which as a

rule was one-sixth of the produce, The term is still in use in Kathiawad.

&zulkika (from S'ulkd) was apparently the superintendent of tolls or

customs and AnutpannaiUnasomt.%ra,haka was the officer in charge

for the collection of arrears of state revenue. Dhruva or Dhruva4hu
karavM is also a fiscal office. Dhruvas or Dhrus "are actually at

the present day employed in Kathiawad and Kacch and they

superintend the collection of the produce in grain.... Their duty

is to see that the collector does not collect more than his proper

share.”* * Divira or Divirapati was an officer entrusted with the

working out of accounts.* The writer of ohe of the Maitraka

.1 Jnd, Ant., vol. V, 1876. Buhlcr, Grants'fron^ Valahhi.

2 ‘Tn the land-grants Divira or DivSrapati is alwa)rs used as

a title especially for ftie officials who drew .up theSiSanas, This
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pktes was Divira Skandabha^a. Dutaka, lib a messenger, was

the technical title of an officer employed in connection with formal

grants. His office, as Fleet rightly infers,* ‘was to carry not 'the

actual charter itself for delivery into the hands of the grantees, but

the king’s sanction and order to the local officials who were to have

the charter drawn up and delivered’. It was thus an office with some
responsibility which necessitated the appointment of the Sandhi-

vigrahadhikarana himself in one case, and of the Rajaduhitr (Bhupa

or BhuvS) herself and generally of the YuvarSfas in others. Rafa-

ithatdya is a little known office, the exact rank of which

cannot be easily determined. Besides in the Valabhi grants, it is

also mentioned in the Deo-Baranak inscription of Jivitagupta and

in tJie Bhagalpur grant of Narayanapala where, as elsewhere, the

office is not given a very high rank. Some scholars have Sought

to render it by ‘viceroy,’ others by ‘foreign secretary’ and still

others by ‘political agent or regent,’ The rendering ‘viceroy’ may
at once be dismissed, for as we have said before, the Maitraka

dominion was not at all extensive. Scarcely had they any foreign

relation, so that an office of a foreign secretary could ever be required.

Nor the rendering 'political agent’ is satisfactory. Fleet is right

when he says that in the case of regal and official titles and terms

denoting territorial divisions, "it is much better to use the original

Sanskrit words, than to render them” by modern equivalents. For,

these equivalents ‘‘are of modern invention and cannot possibly be

satisfactory equivalents, even if they should happen to approach to

the relative meanings.”® As for this office of Rajasthanlya,.Buhler

sought information in the LokapraMka of Ksemendra where 'it is

defined as, **Praja palamrtham’^udvahati rak^ayati sa rafaitkanlyah,”

position shows that it denoted the holder of some office. Ksemendra

in his Lokaprakaka gives a clue to the meaning of the word. He
speaks of various classes of Diviras, Ganjadiviras, Nagaradiviras,

GrSmadiviras, etc., and next he mentions Kayasthas....And next

when he proceeds to propound the forms of bonds and documents,

he says, ‘I will now propound all written documents according to

the details of each in Iheir proper order for the beriefit of the Diviras’.

Hence it becomes^ evident that these officials were connected with

working out accounts.” According to some, it is a loan word from

Persian. Ind, Ant,,\o\, VI. Buhler, Further Valabhi grants,

I C7/., vol III, p. 100 notes. e lbid,% p. $2 potes.
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'•He who carries out the object of protecting subjects and shelters them

is called a RSjasthliniya.”* It may mean any government official who

is reqdired to look after the peaceful protection of the people or royal

officials in general?

Of the bigger administrative divisions like DAa, Bhukti ard

which loom so large in the Gupta and post-Gupta periods,

the Maitraka machinery of administration seem to have known

nothing.* No mention is made of any local Pari^ad in tiie Maitraka

grants, far less of any Mantripari§ad or of any institution like Goftb’i

or Samgba of corporate activity.*

The Maitraka kings of Valabhi were aln.ust all Parama mahe*

8varas,i.e.t fervent devotees of ^iva. Two or three of them were Parama*

bhagavatas and only one was a Paramadityabhakta.

state Ot Religion,
Ksatriyas themselves, they all belonged to Br5h-

mapical Hinduism. But tolerance was one of their singular virtues and

the picture of the state of religion, the Maitraka grants present

to us, does credit to the dynasty. One of the kings, Guhasena,

who was originally a ParamamaheSvara, was actually converted

into Buddhism and styled Paramopasaka. Dhruvasena I himself was

a Vai?tjava—a Parama-bhagavata, but his sister’s daughter Dudda

was a Paramopasika. Dudda, herself a nun, established a Buddhist

convent which received grants from her uncle and, even during the

reign of Guhasena, her convent continued to enjoy the protection

of the rulers.^ The mention of eighteen Buddhist schools is an

'
I Itkl. Ant., loc. cit,

2 Valabhi officers have been discussed in the Bom. Gae., vol. I,

part I, op. cit. and incidentally by Biihler and Fleet, while editing the

inscriptions. Also see Ind. Ant., vols. V, XV. and £/. Ind., vol.

XI, p. 175*177, op. cit.

3 The Navalakhi plates of Siladitya 1, Sam. 286 {Ep, Ind., vol.

XI, p. 174) mention another important Maitraka official, e.g., the

Kumaramfityas which is often preceded by the word Rajasthanlyas,

To me Kumaramatya does not signify any special office other than

that of the Amatya and it seems probable that those Amatyas who were

princes of the blood Voyal were called Kumaramfityas. The woAi has

been used in the Gupta recoiHs in this sense. (For different explana*.

tions of the word see Bp. Ind., vol. X, p. 50. note 2-, also vol, XI,

p. ’176(g). ;

4 IhcL Ant., vol, IV—Biihler, Grant of kit^ Gnhastna.
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' important information as regards the history of HinaySna Buddhism,

nre information is corroborated by the statement of Yuan Chwang, who
.says that in a hundred convents of Valabhi, the Hinayana was chiefly

studied. ‘The i8 schools of Dudda’s grant can ‘only refer to the

HinaySna, because the division of Buddhism is known to have been

cultivated in that number of Nikayas.’ Yuan Chwang aiso states that

near the town of Valabhi, there was a convent built by 0-tche-lo. We
have already seen that this statement of the pilgrim flnds corroboration

in a grant of Dharasena II. Like Dudda, Mimma, aliuded to in a grant

of Guhasena, was also a ParamopasikA—a Buddhist nun, who built

the Abhyantarikavihara which received grants from the king. Grants

were;, also lavishly made to Brahmins and when the records are care-

fully studied we can make out the different Vakhas and Bh^das that

existed amongst the Brahmins in western India during those centuries.

Buddhism thus flourished side by side with Brahmanism
;
and worship

of images formed part of the religion, for in the grants, Kali, Lakijmi,

Sarasvatl and other goddesses are mentioned. The Hindu pantheon was

thus not unknown and the evidence of Yuan Chwang bears testimony

to it. He says, "It (Valabhi) had lOO Buddhist monasteries with 6000

Brethren adherents of the Hinayana Sammatlya school
;

of Deva

temples there were some hundreds, and the adherents of the various

systems were very numerous.* Speaking of Su-la-cha (Surat)* he

says, "There were more than 50 monasteries with above 30CO Brethren,

the majority being of the Mahayanist Sthavira system
;

the Deva

temples were above lOO in number and the sectaries lived pell-mell.”®

Niharranjan Ray

1 Watters, Yuan Chwang^ vol. II, p. 246.

2 Ibid,^ p. 248. The pilgrim uses the expression "MahSyanist

Sthaviras" but the Fang-chih has only the single term "Sthavira.”

3 Maitraka grants are numerous. They have mostly been

edited in the Ini, 'Ant., vols. I—XX, of the Ep. Ini., vols. Ill—XV,
*in CIL, vol. HI and in the early vols. of the JBBRAB.
New grants are stili being discovered (cf. Arch, Pro, Report, Western

Circle
;
Ep, Ini. etc). These grants are the main sources of my infor-

mation. My acicnowledgffletits are due to the editors of tiwse grants.



Beligion of Cavikankana Mukundaiima Gakmvarti

li

It IS a very significant fact that none of Kavikankana^s ancestors

has been mentioned in the elaborate*, lists of Vaisnavas prepared by the

members of the Vaisnava community of the time. Nor t’oes Kavi-

kankana himself mention any of the famous Vaisnava families that

lived in villages not far away from his own, e., g., the Khan family of

Kullna-grama. In his ^Dig-vandana/ he makes only a simple metktion

of ‘Brahmanacarana* and ‘Vai§navacarana/ but in the details of his

'vandana' that follows, there is no mention of a poet of the Caitanya

Literatuip. The following names have been mentioned : Valmlkl,

ParaSara, Suka, Vyasa, Brhaspati, Jayadeva, Vidyapati, Kalidasa,

Krttivasa, Manika Datta (the older poet of the Ca^dl Song) and

Balarama, his predecessor. ^

Of literary subjects and works, the following have been named :

Pafijika, Tika, NySya, Kosa, Natika, Ganavrlti, Vyakaraija, Dancjin’s

work, Pingala’s chandas, poems of Bharavi and Magha, Jaimini-Bharata,

Vyasa's works, Meghaduta, Naisadha, Kumarasambhava, Raghu-

vaipsa, Raghava-pandaviya, songs of Jayadeva, Saptafiati, Mudra-

raksasa, Malatlmadhava, Hitopadeda, Vasavadatta, Kamandaklya-

NUi, Dipika, Bhasvati, Kavyaprakada, Ratnavall, Sahityadarpana,

Diirghatavrtti, Vaidyaka, Jyotisa, Veda, Vedanta philosophy, etc.-*
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A reference at least to the innumerable Vatf^ava works written

by Rapa, Sanatana, Jlva, Kavikarnapara, and others, and especially

‘those by the Khan family of Kullna-grama, mif^ht reasonably be

expected here.

In Kavikahkaija’s wofk, the Vaifiyas are said to be worshippers of

Kpif^a, They take the name of K^^na even when they are making the

valuation of things to be purchased for their shop. They are a peace-

loving people taking care of agricultural, pastoral and shop-keeping

business.* A host of Vai^nava names appear in connection with the

pigeon flying sport of Dhanapati in his childhood. But Kavikahkana

does not attribute the Vai^i^ava faith to the higher sections of the

society.

• The following particulars recorded in the Ca^^Imahgala
,
are not

consistent with the Vaisnava mode of thinking :

i. Although Rama and Kr^na are both conceived of as Vaisnava

deities, the former is deemed inferior to the latter in the Caitanya

Literature. Ky^na is the ‘Purija Brahma’ who can grant ‘bhakti’

(‘love’) to his worshippers. RSma is only a portion of the former,

and can grant 'mukti' to his adherents.* ‘Mukti’ or 'release from

II
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the bond of sanis?ra’ is much inferior to ‘bhakti’ in the estimation of

the (oilowers of the Caitanya cult. Kavikankaga devotes a poem

to the Vandana ,of R5ma, but there is no Vandana oi Kyf?*

work.

ii. In h» Caitanyta-vandana, "Kavikailkaoa gives a very imoerfcct

view of die tenets of the Caitanya cult. Caitanya preaches ‘bhakti

to his followers, but KavikaAka^a attributes to him the discovery of

the way to ‘mukti.'
'

iii. Kavikafika^a gives a detailed classification of the different

sections of the Brahmana caste, according to the method inst' tuted by

Ballala Sena j'' a minute account of the Kayastha caste,* as well as

of the Subarna-vanik caste, has been given in the work of KavikaAkana.

But there is no account of the different §akhas of the Vaisnava com-

munity.

iv. liavikankana is acquainted with very minute preparations of

fish in an infinite variety. Some of the varieties are being noticed

in this connection, (i) Soup of the rohit fish with arum and pounded

pepper. (2) Soup of the rohit fish with pumpkin gourd (kusmaijda),

potato and dried balls of pasted pulse. (3) Acid soup of the fekul

fish with plums, <4) Acid soup of Sakul fish with mango. (5) Acid

soup of Sakul fish devoid of its bones, over-seasoned with salt and

stirred with the stick into a paste-like substance. (6) Preparation of

1
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fiakul spawns with prepared mustard paste. (7) Acid soup of the

eel fish with tamarind juice. (8) Singed fish with lemon
. juice.

(9) Fried paste balls of the crayfish. (10) A hodgepodge preparation

of na^iya, dried pillules of pasted pulse, lobsters and jack fruit seeds.

Also various other preparations ' of this sort have been described

in the Song of Candl.' This does not indicate the poet's living in

an orthodox Vaignava family where no fish was allowed to be brought.

Let us now turn to another aspect of the subject, and try to

see what religious view was actually professed by the poet of the

"Canijl-mafigala.” The work begins with the following benedictory

verse which appears in every edition of the work :

“Whom the Vedanta Philosophy calls by the name of ‘Brahma,’*

' By others called the ‘Puru§a>pradhana,’

The ultimate Source of the Universe, the Cause, the Interceder and

the J^otector,

To Him do I offer a hundred thousand obeisances.’*

The editors of the Candimafigala have mixed up this verse with the

Ganefia-vandana that follows this. The verse however does not seem

to refer to Ga^eSa, but to the ‘Brahman,’ or the Absolute, whom the

poet acknowledges as the Supreme God. The poet does not name

his God, but only refers to the doctrines of the Vedanta, the Sankhya,

and to the mass of philosophical opinions accumulated in the

learned society of his day. The gods and goddesses of Hindu
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society as einbodiec* in the Smrti of his time are each looked on
as a .partial view of the One Grod. He does not disr^rd any
of the deities sanctioned in the Smfti, but, in common with all otfier’

Smarta scholars of the time, he reveres them all. The Sm^ti scholars

of the medisval times acknowledged five deities, and were, on
that account, known as the 'paftcopasakas.' GaijeSa, Surya, *l§iva, Dur^
and Vi§nu, these were the five deities acknowltilred by the SnSrtas,

Kavikaiikana commences his immortal work after invoking the aid of

all these deities.

He is however of a philosophic temperament in the conception of

the origin of things. In the theory of creation, he quotes the SSAkhya

doctrine, modified by the later views adopted in the Puranas.

“The .One God took various appearances.

The ear-ring is not, in fact, different from gold,

The'YiIaster deposited the seed upon Prakrti,

And thus the beautiful son is born, called Mahan,

To Mahat is born the son called Ahaipkara,

From him came into existence the whole creation.

Five sons are born to Ahamkara, whose names are,

Earth, Water, Fire, Sky and Air.

These Five are popularly named the Five Gross Elements.

Innumerable are the creatures that came into being out of these.

One God became Three owing to differences in Guna.

By the influence of the Rajas, came into being the Swan-carried god.

. By the influence of the Sattva, came Vifnu, the Protector.

By thfe influence of Tamas, came Mahadeva, the Destroyer.*

This is apparently the language of the Safikhya ; but in fact, it

is far removed from the Sahkhya doctrines. The origin of all this is to

be found out not in any one of the philosophies, nor in the Upani^ads,

nor in the Mahabharata. But it is a curious combination of all these,

with the one object of making the religion popular among the uncul-
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tured folk, who can never tolerate the atheism <o{ the Sahkhya,

nor can they grasp the different philosophical doctrines. .This

is the Smj^ti of Bengal. With the political object of the up^'keep

of the society, the Smrti has had to adopt doctrines or no

doctrines that could please the mass, who must have concrete gods

to worship. 'The *purusa’ and the 'prakpti* must be understood as

the father and the mother
;
the ‘Mahat’ is therefore to be their son,

vtho again is thought of as the father of five sons.

^
The two *kula-devatas* ('the family deities’) of the family

ci Kavikankana are the 'Cakraditya Siva’ and the ‘Simha-vahin! Devi,’

both of whom are non*Vaifnava deities.* It would be paradoxical

to hbld that Kavikankana was a Vai^nava and that he worshipped the

Sakta deities as his ‘kula-devatas’. But if we take the view that he held

the religious views of a Smarta scholar, the absurdity is gone.

Kavikafikana’s grandfather is said to have been once ^ devout

worshipper of Siva, and subsequently to have been initiated into the

ten-syllabled mantra of Gopala.* He did not however give up the

worship of his 'kuladevatas' on that account. Both the ‘kuladevatas’

still exist in the native village of Kavikankana. This is in agreement

with the view that the poet was a Smarta. The family seems to have

been all along tolerant of different religious views. It is to be noted

however that the wavering grandfather says nothing as to the character

of the grandson.

It is a characteristic of the puranic religion that when a parti-

cular god is praised, he is raised to the status of the Supreme Deity,

apparently unmindful of the contradictory nature of such a statement.

As a puranic scholar, Kavikankana also had the same defect. At one

place, he describes himself as a being seated on the honey oozing out of

the foot-lotus of Govinda but at another place, Cancjl is said to
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be the \ery origin of Hari, Hara and Hhra^yW'garl^^ Although

the jpoet proclaims to his bearers the non-Valmikiatl story that Rama*
candra invoked and worshipped the goddess Duif^ai before he cOuld

slay the ten-headed demon, yet he is loud in his dedaratidn of th^

greatness of Vi?nu. Let me cite a legend quoted by the poet biotself

towards the end of his monumental work. •
. ,

"Listen to me, my daughter, I shall tell you the bistwy. One
day. the god Paficanana came a-begging to where Nataya^a dwell.

The two were at once engaged in a familiar cc.nversation, at the end

of which Visiju gave to the beggar god, various jev els and a garland

of the ‘parijata’ flowers. When the latter came home to Kailasa, each of

his two sons, Guha and Gajanana, desired to have the garland. . When
the dispute between the two brothers reached a climax, the great

god had to devise a means to settle the dispute. He said that the

garlaAd would be given away to that one of the two brothers who
could undertake to finish the pilgrimage to all the tirthas within the

course of a single day. This pacified the two brothers, who agreed

to undertake the journey at once. Kartikeya began to wander from
one tirtha to another with the speed of the wind god

;
but Gai)ela did

not stir out. He devoted himself to taking the name of Hari, which act

has all the merits that can be acquired by bathing in all the tirthas.

After some time, Ganela came to his father, and wanted the prize. The
great god said : ‘you are short of stature, my child, how is it that

you have finished your pilgrimage to all the tirthas so quickly ?’ To
this, Gaiiela replied : 'All the tirthas assemble together at the place

where a devoted 'Vaisnava takes the name of Govinda.’ Siva was satis*

fied at this, and presented the garland to him. When Kartikeya

came home in the evening, he was extremely aggrieved to see the

garland around the neck of Ganeda, and accused his father of having

deceived him. But in the philosophical discussion that ensued,

Kartikeya admitted his own defeat.”*
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Such a legend at the end of a work is tempting indeed, and, with-

out a careful examination of the details of the whole of the text, the

attribution of Vaisnavism to the poet cannot possibly be withheld.

From what has been said, it appears clear and transparent that

Kavika&kana Mukundarama Cakravarti was neither a Vaisnava, nor

a dakta, nor a ^aiva, nor a Saura, nor a Ganapata ; but he was every

thing. In other words, he was a believer in all the deities of the

SmSrta cult of medireval Bengal.

Basanta Kumar Chatterjee

N. B. To take the name of Visnu at the time of taking medicine,

to take the name of Madhusudana at the time of a distress, to take

the name of Padmanabha while going to bed, to take the

name of ^rlhari while starting out to some place, to cry

an ejaculation of ‘Hari balo’ as a sign of joy, and expressions

like ‘RakhS Hari, MarS ke ?’
(
=Who can kill him whom Hari

protects)—are very common in Bengal in the phrasaeology of the

Bengali language, and are used by people irrespective of caste or

creed. But some of these expressions have been cited as evidences

of the poet’s Vaisnavism.
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Hindu Calendar

The early religion of the Hindus reveals an ir^timate .knowledge of

the times and seasons, and there was from the earliest times, to regulate

theii rites and ceremonies, a calendar setting forth the order^ in which

they should be observed. This calendar, in the earlier period^, was of

an imperfect character, which led to methods afterwards adopted for

its improvement, generally with a view to its adaptation to religious

rather than to secular uses.

Now, among all the nations, the fundamental periods of time^ the

day, the month, the year, are the same, the variations occurring in

them^being principally in the arran^^ement of the days to form months

and years
;
in the subdivisions of the day

;
in the times to be reckon-

ed as the commencement of the clay
;
whether at mid-night, sun-rise,

or noon
;
in the sub-divisions of the year into months, differing from

each other as to the number of days of each
;
in the various kinds

of months to form the year, and the like. There have been in all nations

certain difficulties experienced as to the time when the year should

be reckoned to begin, and in the consequent arrangement of the

months and seasons, so that they should recur at regular intervals.

The present Indian system has been thus described by Whitney :
'

*'In the ordinary reckoning of time, these elements are variously

combined. Tliroughout Southern India the year and month made

use of are solar, and the day civil
;
the begininng of each month

and year Being counted, in practice, from the sun-rise nearest to the

moment of their actual commencement. In all Northern India the

year is luni-solar, the month is lunar and is divided into both lunar

and civil days
;
the year is composed of a variable number of months,

either twelve or thirteen, beginning always with the lunar month,

of which the commencement next precedes the true commencement

of the sidereal year. But underneath this division, the division of

the acttwil sidereal year into twelve solar months is likewise kept up,

and to maintain the concurrence of the civil and lunar days, and

the lunar and solar monlSis, is a process of great complexity, intp

the detail of which we need not enter here.”

I Whitney's notes to the Surya Siddhanta, I, 13,
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These complications are, however, of later growth. The four

ways of reckoning time, the Savana, the Candra, the Nak§atra and

the Saura, are not all referred to in the early works, and even

in the later days all these measures of time were not fully utilised.

The information about the calendar used in the Vedic times is

gathered from stray references in the Vedic and classical

literature of India. Tilak remarks, “There are several saorifk^l

hymns in the Kgveda, which show that the sacrificial ceremonies

must have been considerably developed
;

and as no sacrificial

system could be developed without the knowledge of months,

seasons, and the year, it will not be too much to presume that in

the Vedic times there must have existed a calendar to regulate tlie

sacrifices. It is difficult to determine the exact nature of this .calendar,

but a study of the sacrificial literature would show that the phases

of the moon, the changes in the seasons, and the southern and northern

courses of -the sun were the principal landmarks in the measurenaent

of time in those early days. What is still more interesting, however,

is that the leading features in the early sacrifices are the same as thase

in the year."*

The ancient ^sis, therefore, prepared their calendar mainly for

sacrificial purposes, and the performance of various sacrifices facilitated

the maintenance of the calendar. When the course of sacrifices was

completed, it was found that the year also had run its course, and

the sacrifice and the year, therefore, became synonymous terms. There

are passages in the Brahmanas where Samvatsara and Yajfla are

used as convertible terms.*

The difficulties experienced by the Hindus in adjusting their

calendar occasioned repeated changes of their system. “At one period

the motion of the moon was taken as its foundation, and the lunar

month was formed to agree with the phases of the moon. Then a

change took place, and a solar month was formed, constituted so as

to be reckoned by the time the sun, in its progress, remained in each

sign of the solar Zodiac. Another change followed, efforts being

made to reconcile the two previous systems, in which each kind of

month preserved its original character, the solar month being reckoned

• I Tilak’s Oriop, p. 1 1.

2 I imniftav. t—Ait BrShmana, ii,i7
;

^ JrRlvfli

;

i-i-Satapatha Brahmana, ii, 2, 2, 4. Also Ak. Br., iv, 22 ; ^ata-

patha Br., xi, i, i, i
{

a, 71.
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in ordinary oivU drys, and the lunar months measured by tithis or

luna^ days, each being one-thirtieth part of a synodic period, the

time elapsing bqjtween two conjunctions of the sun and the mooti.

The result of these efforts was the formation of the luni-solar year,

either in civil days or in tithis.’*'*-
•

The ancient Hindus were struck with the daily Appearance of

the moon in the heavens and observed that < he moon had a regular

course among the stars. The moon moved from a star and came
back to the same in 27 solar days. Hence they hxed the path of

the moon in the heavens, and, because they found that the moon
finished this course in 27 solar days, they divided the path in so many
asterisms.

Moreover, the ancient Hindus found that the moon totally dis-

appeared one night and again became full and round another night.

They 'called these phases new and full moon and further observed

that from one new moon to another or from one full moon to another

the sun rises thirty times.’ Hence one lunar month became equivalent

to thirty days. The ancient Hindus further observed that the star that

rose or set at sun-rise one day, would not do so after the lapse of several

days.® They concluded that the sun like the moon moved among the

stars in the heavens and that the sun took 12 months to complete this

course. Thus according to this calculation a month consists of 30 days

and a year contains 12 months.*

The Hindus from continued observations invented from their

imaginative brain a table or arrangement beginning from the infinite

time and ending* with the minutest divisions of day. In the first

chapter of Manu-saiphita, we get the following arrangement

:

“The sun causes the division of day and night, which are of two

sorts, those of men, and those of the gods
;
the day for the work of

1 Brennand’s Hindu Astronomy, p. 58.

2 The word >fre is derived from and month at first meant

lunar month only. The English words “moon” and “month” are

similarly •derived. The word “*rnj” also means siir as in (Bg-

veda, 8, 94, 2). Another synonym for the moon il <nRlR{.

3 Tait. Br^mana, i, 5, 2, i.

. 4 ^tapatha Brahmaija, 4,6,1,11 ; 6,2,1,26 ; 6,2,2,5 and 12.

Also vide Prof. Jc^esb Chandra RoyV book, “Our Astronomy

and Astronomers," p. la
*

* LH.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1928 Xt
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all creatures in their several employments, the night lor their sluntber.

A month is a day and night of the Pitn, and it is divided into two

^rts
;
the tvight half is their day for work, and th^ dark half their

night for sleep. A year is a day and night for the gods, and that

also is divided into two parts ; the' day is when the sun moves towards

the North
;
the night When it moves towards die South. Learn now

the duration of the day and night of Brahma, with that of the ages,

respectively and in order. Four thousand years of the gods they call

Kj-ta (or Satya) age
;
and its limits at the beginning and at the end

are in like manner as many hundreds. In the three successive ages,

together with their limits, at the beginning and end of them are

thousands and hundreds diminished by one. This aggregate of four

ages, amounting to twelve thousand divine ages added together^ must

be considered as a day of Brahmi. His night has also the same

duration. The above mentioned days of the gods, or twelve thousand

of 'their years multiplied by seventy-one, form what is named here a

Manvantara. There are alternate creations and destructions of worlds

through innumerable Manvantaras. The Supreme Being performs this

again and again.”

A similar arrangement is given in astronomical works of later times,

but with the ages reckoned in years of mortals. For comparison,

the following extract is taken from the Surya Siddhanta’ :

“A solar year consists of twelve solar months
;
and this is called

a day of the gods,® An Ahoratra (day and night) of the gods and

that of Asuras (demons) are mutually at the reverse of each other

(vie., a day of the gods is the night of the demons, and, conversely, a

night of the gods is a day of the demons). Sixty AhorStras multiplied

by six make a year of the gods and of the demons. The time

containing twelve thousand years of the gods is called a Caturyuga

(the aggregate of the four yugas, Krta, Treta, Dvapara and Kali).

These four yugas, including their Sandhya and Sandhyamsa,®

contain 4,320,000 years. The tenth part of 4,320,000, the number of

1 Surya Siddhanta, I, 13-21.

2 < The gods are supposed to reside on Mount Meru under the

North Pole, whete the day lalsts for six months. The Asuras are

said to reside in the South Pole.

3 Tire Sandhya and Sandhyamfia are the dawn and evening

twilight, and as the days of mortals have these, so from anaic^y,

those of the gods,had been likewise.
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years in a Great Yuga, multiplied by 4>3>«>it respectively, make up
the years of each of the four yugas, Krta, Tretg, Dvaper* and

Kali, including^ their sixth part, which is collectively Ae numb^
of years of SandhyS and Sandhyam^a (the periods at the commeaec*

ment and expiration of each yuga), • Sevent)K>ne Great Yugas (contain*

ing 306,720,000 solar years) constitute a Manvantara (a period from

the beginnii^ of a Manu to its end), and at the end of it, 1,728,ooOk

the fthole number of solar years of the Krta, \a called its Sandhi.;

and it is the time when a universal deluge pccuri<. Fourteen sudr Manus,

with their Sandhis, constitute a Kalpa, ai the begi nning of which is

the fifteenth Sandhi, which contains ss many years as a Kfta does.

Thus, a thousand of the Great Yugas make a Kalpa, a period, which

destroys the whole world. It is a day of the god BrahraS, an<^ his

night is equal to his day. The age of Brahma consists of a hundred

years, according to the enumeration of day and night, One^half of

his age has elapsed, and this present Kalpa is the first in the remaining

half of his age.”

Mention of Kalpa, as a measure of time, though found iii the

PurSnas and SamhitSs of a later date, is nowhere to be found in the

Vedas. The peculiar form in which the construction of the Kalpa

is expressed attracted much attention in the western countries more

than two centuries ago, and various theories were put forward to

account for it. For the purpose of examining this construction, follow-

ing backwards the order in which the Kalpa has been formed, we get

;

1 Kalpa - 14 Manvantaras + 1 Kfta

The Manvantara *= 71 Mahayugas + i Kfta

I Mahayuga * 10x432,000 years

Krta = 4x432,000 years

Therefore, the Manvantara « 7iox432,ooo-+-4X43a>ooo

= 714x432,000

Hence, the Kalpa * (14 x 714 4) x 432,000 years =3 4,320,000,000

It will be seen that this number consists of two factors, 14x714-1-4,

which has the form mn-i-r— I0,00Q, and the co-efficient 432,000, In

this connection Brennand remarks : “The form of the number shows

that its inventors ^had a special design in view in its construction,

i.e., to multiply tie Kali period with the sigtiificant 6gure*43a un*

changed. If, they had no other design, there yould have been no

ceason why they should have deviated from the rule laid down in

the Institutes of Manu, which only required that tliey sbouid multiply

the divine age by a thousand. If they bad merely wished to mull^ly
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432.000 by I0,000i they would not have taken ‘the trouble of

putting the operation into such a singular form. It is clear that they .did

not wish to alter the factors already existing, in |;he Kali Yuga,

namely, 60x60x60x2, and that they specially wished to multiply

by 10,000, so that their system would ^till be in conformity with that

which was established in the Institutes of Manu and in the Vedas.

Now there are a great many ways in which they might have multi'

plied by 10,000, and the fact that they selected the special form

(14X 714+4) shows a design. The number is one out of the set mn-|-r

IB 10,000.* If we take m to be any number less than 100 which is

not one of the eleven factors of 5^x2* (each of which would divide

10.000 .without a remainder), it would find by division a number

which would have the form mn+r, and there would be 89 such cases,

thus,

10,ooo=3X 3,333+1 «=6x i6,666+4 «» 7 X r,428 + 4-9X + i

-11x909+1 = 12x833+4=13x769+3-14x714++
And so on, we might go through the whole of the 89 cases. Out of

all these cases, it is incredible that the particular form 14x714+4
should have been selected by chance”.®

It is, therefore, almost certain, that the astronomers who invented

the Kalpa had made the discovery that in 714 years the Solstice had

retrograded approximately 10°. Then the Solstice would have gone

back 14° in 1,000 years or 140® in 10,000 years. In 140° there are 504,000

seconds, which, divided by 10,000, gives the precession equal -to 50'4."

This coincidence could not have happened by chance where there were

so many adverse cases. Hence we may conclude that the construc-

tion of the Kalpa was designed to include a correct estimate of

precession.

Next we come to the Mahayuga. There are references to the

Mahayuga and the various yugas in the Vedas, the Saiphitas and

the Brahmanas. We have already seen in the extracts from Manu
SaqihitS mentioned before that a Mahayuga, which is the aggregate

of the four yugas amounts to twelve thousand years of the gods
;

1 It will be interesting to note here that mn+r = 10,000, is just

one of the important indeterminate equations of the Hindus for the

solution of which their early writers sometimes challenge each other

in grotesque language. Vide the seventh and eighdi sections of

chapter XVI 1

1

, Brahmasphuta Siddhiota.

2 Brennand’s ^indu.Astronomy, p. 182,
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and one day.(incltidtng night) of the gods is one year of them<Mrtals,i.e.,

360 Saura days. The ancient Saura day is the variable time which the

sun takes in its •motion over each degree of the Ecliptic, the i^re-

gate being the same as the number of parts into which the circle of

the Ecliptic is divided
;
and froth this, the apparent sidereal revolu*

tion of the sun, or the sidereal year is 360 Sava days. But the Hindu

astronomers also reckoned the sidereal year in mean soiar t’meto

be 365 days 6 hours 12 mins. 36 sees., according to Pulisa SiddhSnta,

or, as a mixed number to be=365f^} mean solar days. The SSrya Sid*

dhanta^ adds a fraction of a second more to the length of the year,

the Brahma SiddhSnta makes ihe year less by about 27 seconds,

and in the Arya Siddhanta it is made less oy about six seconds.

Therefore, the Mahayuga = 12,000x360 Saura years =4,320,000

Saura years, one year of the gods being equal to 360 Saura years, =

360x365*^5 mean solar days. The Mahayuga is, therefore, equal

to 1,577,917,800 mean solar days according to the Pulisa Siddhanta.

The Surya SiddhSnta makes it 28 days more, i.e., 1,577,917,828*

mean solar days and the Brahma Siddhanta makes it 1350 days less.

The Mahayuga again was further subdivided and made up of the

Krta, Treta, Dvapara and Kali yugas, in the following manner :

The Krta = four times the Kali and four-tenths of 4,320,000

= 1,728,000

The Treta = thrice the Kali and three-tenths of 4,320,000 = 1,296,000

The Dvapara = twice the Kali and two-tenths of 4,320,000 = 864,000

. The Kali = one .tenth of 4,320,000 = 432,000

Thus the total is 4,320,000 years

At each of these commencing epochs Hindu astronomers con-

sidered that the moving celestial bodies were in conjunction.

A difference of opinion existed among the more ancient astro-

nomers as to whether their calculations ought to b^in from the

beginning of Brahman’s life or the beginning of a Kalpa
;
and it is

suggested in the Surya Siddhanta that the end of the Kfta yuga

is a convenient epoch, from which to compute easily the terrestrial

days and to find the mean places of the planets. lb says :*

“At the end of the Kith yuga the mean places of all the planets, <

except their nodes and apogees, coincide with each other in the first

I S&rya SiddhSinta, I, 37.

.3 Stirya Siddhanta, I, 57 and 58i
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point of stellar Aries. At the same instant the p^ce of the moon’s

apogee is nine signs, her ascending node is six signs, and the places

of the other slow-moving apogees and nodes, whpse revolutions are

mentioned before* are not without degrees (i.e., they contain some

signs and also degrees).’* *

But it will be seen that any one of the above epochs might be

used for the purpose of computing the mean places of each
; and as

the Kali, the smallest period of all, was just as useful as the others

for their purpose, it alone was generally used. So that this

epoch is one of great importance in considering problems affecting

Hindu astronomy as well as questions relating to their civil time.*

We have already said that yuga, as a measure of time, is men-

tioned several times in the Vedic literature.^ It is also stated that

three yugas have already elapsed.* In the Taittirlya Samhita these

three are mentioned by names, viz., Kfta, Treta and Dvapara.* In

the Vsjasaneyi Samhita also these names are given.* Then in the

Brahma^as all the four yugas are mentioned by names, viz., Kfta,

Treta, Dvapara and Kali.* It may be noted here that in the Vedanga

Jyotifa, as well as in the Vedas, a cycle of five (or six years) is used

which is also called a yuga.* These five were called saipvatsara,

parivatsara, idavatsara, idvatsara, vatsara* (or anuvatsara).* Though

these five years for a cycle are mentioned in most places as samvatsara,

parivatsara, idavatsara, anuvatsara and idvatsara, yet sometimes

only four years are mentioned by names as in Tait. Br., i, 4, 10.

Sometimes six years also are given for a cycle and the name of

iduvatsara is added to the list.’ ® But the cycle of five years was

more current not only at the time of the Vedas, but also after

the vedic period and even at the time of the Vedafiga Jyoti^a.’ * The

1 Brennand’s Hindu Astronomy, p, 36.

2 Kgveda, x, 72,2 ;
i. 103,4 ;

v, 52,4 ;
v, 73,3 ; i, 158,6 ;

vi, 8,5.

3 Ibid., X, 97,1 ;
Tait. Samhita and Vajasaneyi Samhita, 12,75 ;

SSyana names them as Krta, Treta and Dvapara.

4 Tait. Samhita, iv, 3,3.

S' Vajasaneyi §amhita, 30,18.

6 Tait. BrfihmaQa, iii,4,i
;
Ait. Brahmapa, 33,15.

7 Sgveda,- vfi, 103, 7,8.

8 Vajasaneyi SamhitS, 26, 45 ; 30, 15 and Tait. Br., iii, 4, i.

9 Tait. Br., i, 4, 10. lo Tait. Br., iii, 10, 4.

II S. Q, Diksbit*» Bharatiya Jyoti^ fi^tra, p. 37.
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ifflportaAce of tbe cycle of five or six years is this a lunar ffldnth

consisted of 30 days, and 360 days were regarded to c(^ti;

tute a year : th^ was about 5} days too short This required an

intttcalation to be admitted in the quinquennial period by doubling

one month. There were, moreover, the two cydes o.' Jupiter. Offls

was Brbaspati's (or Jupiter’s) year consisting of nearly 12* Saura years,

the other the cycle consisting of 60 years. Each of the .sixty years

was called Bfhaspati Mana, or Madhyama, his mean motion through

one sign. These years had each a sepaiate name. The cy.le ol

Brhaspati of 12 years, as described by ParS^ara, quoted by VarSha*

mihira, is thus explained :

“The name of the year is determined from the Nak^atra in which

Brhaspati rises and sets heliacally, and they follow in the order* of

the lunar months. The years beginning with Kartika commence with

the I^aksatra Krttika, and to each there appertain two Nak^atras,

except the 5th, nth and 12th years, to each of which appertain three

•Nak§atras.”

There was a difference of opinion amongst the Hindu astronomers

regarding the naming of these years. The names and order of the

twelve Brhaspati years were not the same as those of the cycle of

60. According to ^aiSipura and others, the Naksatra in which the

Jupiter rises, gives the name to the year. Kafiyapa says that the name

of the Samvatsara yuga and the years of the cycle of 60 are deter-

mined by the Nak§atra in which he rises. Garga gives the same

account. Some make the cycle to begin on the first day of the month

of Caitra, etc., whatever may be the Naksatra in which Brhaspati

stands. According to FarSfeira, who mentions also tbe character distin-

guished as good or bad with the names and order of the corresponding

Nak^atras, they arc as follows, with the presiding deities :

Years Nak^treis Deities Character

Kartika Krttika, Rohinl Viaou Bad

Agrahayana or

Mfirgafin^^a M{gafiiras, ArdrS SQrya Bad

Pau^a Puqarvasu, Pu^ya Indra (^ood

Magha Afle;9 , Magha A*gni Bad

Fhalguna

•

Parva*[rfiaigunf, Uttara-

phalgunT, Hasta Tvptr Neutral

Caitra Cibrs, SvStt Ahivradhna* Good

V^ba Vilikba, Anwadhi Bad
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Years Nak^tras Deitm, ChartKter

Jyaiftha Jyestha, Mala ViSva Bad

A^adha Purvah§ada, Uttarah^ada, Som^ Good

Sravana ^ava^, Dhanif^ha Indrigni Good

Bhadra SatabhifSj, Purva-bhadrapada,

Uttara-bhadrapada Asvini Good

Alvina Revatl, ASvinl, Bharanl

The commentator on Paralara says : “It is in the Soma Siddhanta

that the presiding deities are thus stated.”

In the cycle of 6o years are contained five cycles of twelve years,

which five cycles or yugas have already been named

—

Saipvatsara, over which presides Agni

Farivatsara, over which presides Aditya

Idavatsara, over which presides Candramas

Anuvatsara, over which presides Vayu' or Brahman

Idvatsara, over which presides iSiva,

Paralara says : “the first year of the cycle of sixty, named Prabhava,

b^ins when, in the month of Magha, Bfhaspati rises in the first degree

of the Nak§atra Dhani§(ha, because when Brhaspati rises in 9 signs

23* 20', Surya (the sun) must be 10 signs 6
°

12'.” Parasara gives the

names of ail the sixty years of Brhaspati, beginning with Prabhava

as the first ’’

Brennand remarks that “this cycle of 60 years was brought into

India by the immigrant tribes who came to settle in India from

Central Asia, and was afterwards known as the cycle of Bphaspati.

It is a combination of two cycles, a cycle of five years from the Vedas

or Jyoti?a Vedanga, and the sidereal period of the planet Brhaspati,

which was at first reckoned to be 12 years, but was afterwards found

by the Hindus to be 11*860962 years. According to Laplace, the

mean sidereal period is 11*862 Julian years, or *138 of a year short of

12 years, an error of about 8i months in 60 years, and would, there-

fore, require periodic correction.”®

It will be interesting to note here that the Chinese History and -

t

1 Tait. Br., i, 4,*10.
^

2 Vide the article on “The Indian cycle of 60 years” by Davis,

Asiatic Researches! vol. Ill, Calcutta, wherb the order in which

these years are arranged is given in a very illuminating figure.

3 Brennand, Hindu Astronomy, p. 22.
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the Annals of .the Chinese emperors were written by reference to

cycles of 6o years. Such a period of time was, moreover, in common
use in Chaldea^ under the name of Sosos, as mentioned by Berosus.

It is stated by several writers, both Persian and Gt-eek, that, besides

the Sosos of 6o years, the Chaldeans had in use several other cycles,

one of 600 years, called the Neros, anotlier of 3,600 years. They
had also a period called the Saros, consisting of compteie lunations

in 19 years, after the expiry of which period, the new and full moons
fall on the same days of the year, i.e,, recur as in the previous peiiod.

Now we proceed to discuss the character of a year. We have

already said that the sacrifice and the yeat oeem to have early become

synonymous terms, and that there are many passages in the Bra-

hmanas and Sainhitas, where Samvatsara and Yajda are declared to

be convertible terms. It is believed that the Vedic R^is kept up

their calendar by performing the corresponding round of sacrifices

on the sacred fire that constantly burnt in their houses, like

the fire of the Farsi priest in modern times. The etymological

meaning of the word ytvij (rtu+yaj= officiating priest at season

sacrifice) shows that even in the oldest days there existed a

certain correspondence between the sacrifices and the seasons,

and what is true of the seasons is true of the year, which, according

to one derivation of Samvatsara, is nothing but a period where

seasons dwell, or which is a cycle of seasons.* We have now

to examine the principal parts of the year i.e., the sacrifice. The

Rgvedic Rsis said, “Who knows that there is one wheel (cakra),

twelve .circumferfences, three foci and 360 spokes?”* The wheel is

the Samvatsara, the twelve circumferences are the twelve months, the

three foci* are the three four-monthly satras (sacrifices) and the 360

spokes are the 360 days in one year. The Savana or the civil day

appears to have been, as its etymology shows, selected* in these cases

I Dr. Schrader, in his Prehistoric Antiquities of the Aryan

Peoples, part IV, chap. VI, p. 305, also makes a similar observa-

tion. He holds, on philological grounds, that the conception was

already "formed in the primeval period by combining into on^ whole

the conception of winter and summer which he believes to be the two

primeval seasons. Vide Orion, p. 13.

. 3 Bgveda, i, 164, 48.

3 Savana is derived from v^su to ‘extract (Soma-juice) in a

sacrifice, and means literally a sacrificial day.

I.II.Q4 SEFTEMBER, 1938 13



M Ihe na'tliral unit of time
; 30 such days made *3 month, and 12

Such months or 360 sivana days ihade a year.’ But a year of,36o

days was about 6 daj^ too short. For this reason^ the sun and the

moon would not return at the end of a year to the same star as was

their starting point at the beginning of the year. In five years the

number of days was about 30 days too short. Hence unless in a

tyde of five years one month is added to the twelve months, the

harmony betWeen the months and the year and therefore between the

year and the seasons is lost. Now a month of thirty civil or Savana

dayiS cannot correspond with a lunar synodical month, and the

Brahmavadins had therefore to omit a day in some of the sivana

months to secure the concurrence of the civil and the lunar months.®

The year of 360 Ssvana days was thus practically reduced to a lunar year

bf 354 civil days or 360 tithis. But a further correction was necessary

to adjust the lunar with the solar reckoning of time. The commence-

ment of the cycle of seasons was, therefore, the only means to correct

the calendar. The devise of the intercalary days or month was for

that purpose very early hit upon by the ancient Hindus. The

Vajasaneyi and Taittiriya Satnhitas, the Brahmanas and the Rgveda

mention the intercalary mbnth.® The Rgveda says, “He who is

dhrtavrata (observant of penances) knows the twelve months with

their respective merits and also the thirteenth month that is inter-

calated.** It is, therefore, an undisputed fact that in the old Vedic

days means were devised and adopted to secure the correspondence

of the lunar with the solar year. The ancient Hindus found that

though 30 tithis or lunar days made one month, 12 lunar- months

or 360 lunar days did not make one year. The sun takes 366 Savana

days to complete one revolution. Hence 366 civil or Savana days

Vere reckoned to constitute a year. We have already said that the

1 Ait. Br., ii, 17 ;
Tait. Samhita, ii, 5, 8, 3 ; l^veda, i, 16448 ;

Satkpatha Br., ii, 2, 2, 35 ;
vii,2, 4, 9, 16, 22 j

ii, 2, 2, 4.

2 Tait. SamhitI, vii, $, 7t ^ 1 Tandya Br., v, to.

3 Tait. Satphita, i, 4, 14; Vaj. Sain., 7> 3° »
Br., ii,'

2, 3.c27 j
Hi, 6, 4, 24 ; V, 4, 5, 23 ;

vi, 2, 2, 29 ;
vii, 7, i, 28. As

r^ards the twelve* hallowed (intercalary) nights, vide Rgveda, iv,

33. 7 ;
Atharvayeda, iv, ii, ii

;
Tait. Br., i, 9, 10. For other allusions

to intercalary monjiis in the “Vedic texts, see Weber, Nakfatra, ii,

p. 336*

4 %veda, i,25, 8.,
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twelve luoar ffiopth& '’fere ceduf^ Ig. 354 pivU of Savpn# (Hy9< There-

fore twelve (366-354=1^) dpye were required to ^Ippoe the Ipner

wlt^ the solar year. They were in fact the sopBlemenlvy dey$ fir

special days, fbe sacrificial literature of Indie $tiU pres^e the

memory of thpsf days \>y ordaiiyeg thet a person wifhing to per|orps

a yearly sacrifice should devote twelve d^s. (dvada^Sha^ before jits

commencement tp the preparatpry rites.

Thus we find that a complete lunation is measured by 3Q
lunar days, some of wliich, of course, must in alternate months be

sunk, to make the dates r^ree with the Nychthemera, for which

purpose the sixty-sepond day appears to be deduct<*d, and thus the

cycle of five years consists of iSdo lunar days or 1830 Nyphthemera,

subject to furthei' correction. As twelve days fall shc^ in pne yeati

a month will have to be added after 32 solar months, or ^fter 2 years

and *8 months, and again, two months after 5 years und 4 months.

From this it is obvious that a cycle of five ye^rs was too short for

making the intercalation
;

a much longer cyclic period was

necessary, so that an exact number of lunar months shall coincide with

an exact number of solar months, ^nd so that only a small frfiction

of a year or no fraction at all shall remain. The rule in the Vedas

for subtracting the sixty-second day is npt quite so correct as that of

Bhaskara, who suys that the subtracted day pccurs in 64y'i lunar days

(tithis).* In this connection Colebrooke says that “the progress of these

corrections may be traced from the cycle of five tp that of sixty lunar

years (which is noticed in many popular treatises or\ the calendar,

and in .the commentary of the Jyoti§a) and thence to one of 60 years

of Bfhaspati (Jupiter), and finally to the greater astronomical period

of 12,OOP*years of the gods, and a hundred years of Brahms.”

The Taittirlya Saiphita sums up the different constituents of a year

thus : "There are six seasons, twelve months and also thirteen moq^S

in a year, fifteen nights in a half-month, twenty-four half-months ^ in

a month*, and three hundred and sixty nights in a year.”*

One question now arises whether the splar year, with reference

to which the above corrections were made, was tropical or sidereal

It is trfle that the primary object of the calendar was to ascertain

the e:rect time of* the seaspns. Bpt the changes in the season^ conse-

1 Brennand, Hindu Astronomy, p* 6a
^

2 Vide Satapaiba Bf., ii» 2, ?i 5 * 3 Vide ^atapa^a Br., u,2,2, 35.

4 Tait. Samhita, v, 6, 7 ;
vii, 5, i.
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quent upon the precession of the equinoxes are so exceedingly minute

as to become appreciable only after hundreds of years. Under (he

primeval system, therefore, the year would naturally be said to be

complete when the sun returned to the same fixed star. Prof. Whitney

has pointed out that the same system is followed in the SQrya

Siddhanta, though the motion of the equinoxes was then discovered.^

Therefore, the solar year mentioned in the Vedic works was sidereal

and not tropical.

The difference between the sidereal and the tropical year

is minutes, which causes the seasons to fall back nearly one lunar

month in about every two thousand years, if the sidereal solar year

be taken as the standard of measurement. When these changes and

corrections were noted for the first time, they must have created a

great deal of surprise, and it was not till after one or two adjustments

on this account were made that their true reason, the motion of the

equinoxes, could have been discovered.

The next division of time was the month. The Vedic month

was lunar and was reckoned from one full moon to another full moon
and, later, sometimes, from one new moon to another new moon.*

We have already said that the word is derived from and

a month at first meant a lunar month only. The etymology of the

word shows that a month has been full or complete. The solar

months came into use with the invention of the signs of the Zodiac

and we know the signs Me^a (Aries) etc. were not known at the time

of the earlier Vedic literature. We know that the Vedic literature

—

Satphita and Brfthmana'—falls into two classes, one
'
part written at

an earlier period and the other at a later period. Even the different

chapters of the same book come under this classification. For example,

the ^atapatha Brahma^a contains fourteen Kandas, of which ten

Kaii(jas containing sixty chapters were written at an earlier period

and the remaining four Kandas containing thirty four chapters were

of later origin. The nomenclature given to the tweive months in

the earlier period is a peculiar one and differs entirely from the later

nomenclature. Let us first discuss the earlier nomenclature. A

1 Vide Burgess an'd Whitney, Surya S«ddhanta, i, 13, n. ‘Tt is,

however, not the tropical solar year which we employ, but -the sidereal,

no account being made of the precession of the equinoxes.

2 Tait. Samhita, i, 6, 7 ; vii, 5, 6. Vide also S.B. DikshiPs

Bharatiya Jyotib lustra, p,4i, 42.
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detailed descriptioh of this nomenclature is given in the l^tapatha

Brahma^a.^ It is also given in the Taittirlya Saiphiti and the

Vajasaneyi Samhitii in detail.* Madhu and Madhava ate the spring'

months when plants sprout and trees we brought to ripeness
;
^kra and

^uci are the summer months, when the sun burns fiercest and elerrest

:

^ukra means clear and Suci means bright
;
Nabhas and Nabhasya

are the months of the rainy season : Nabhas means nist or cloud
j
T§a

and ^rja are the autumn months, because in autumn food (urja)

and juice (piants) ripen
;
Sahas and Sahasya are the winter months,

because the winter by force (sahas) brings the creatures into his

power
;
Tapas and Tapasya are the months of the dewy season, be-

cause during them it freezes most severely.

At the time we are speaking of, the intercalary month was call«]

by thr.ee names, viz., samsarpa, maiimluca and ainhasaspati.* The

Aitareya Brahmana remarks that practically there is no thirteenth

month.* It may be pointed out here that under the present system

of nomenclature the intercalary month has got no separate name

;

when there is an intercalary month in any year, that month is named

after the previous month with the prefix adhika
;
for example, if an

intercalary month comes after Vaisakha, it is called Adhika Vaisakha
;

the year 1850 iSaka Samvat, the current year in the Upper India,

has got an intercalary month after ^ravana and this is called Adhika

^ravaqa. The intercalary month was generally introduced after 32

or 33 months ; but according to the Vedanga Jyotiga the intercalary

month should come after thirty months. Three denominations of

the interdalary month, viz., satnsarpa, maiimluca, and atnhaspati (or

ainhasaspati^ were further distinguished. “The lunar month passed

over by the sun is called Maiimluca” (Vyasa Samhita)
;

it is further

explained thus : “If the sun passes over one sign in two months,

the earlier month is called Maiimluca, and the latter, the pure (regular)

month" (Maitreya Sutra). “The intercalary month without a Samkranti

day is called Samsarpa and the intercalary month which contains two

Samkranti days is called Amhaspati* (Narada Samhita). Samkranti

is the tinie when the sun passes from one sign to another. Hence

1 iSatapatha' Br., iv, 3, i, 14-19.

2 Tait. Sam., 1,4,14 j
iv4,ii. Vajasaneyi Sam., Wii, 30 ;

xiii, 25;

xiv, 6, 15 ;
xvi, 27 j xxii, 31.

• 3 Vajasaneyi Saip., vii, 30 ; xxii, 30. 4 'AiuBr., 3,1.
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ip one intercalary numth the sun does not pass to anotiier sign^

in the other the sun passes tvtrice.

Another system of nomenclature for the inonths, h^-months

and seasops is givep in the Taittiriya Brahmapa.^ The months a^e

as follows : Arupa, Arunarajas,' Pupcjarlka, ViSvajit, Abhijit, Ardra,

Pinvamana, Annavan, ‘Rasavan, Iravan, Saraugadha and Sambhara
;

t^e thirteenth month was named Mahasvan.^ The half-months were :

Pavitra, Pavayigyan, Puta, Medhya, Yatas, YaSasvan, Ayu, Amrta,

Jivai Jivisyan, Svarga, Loka, Sahasvan, Sahlyan, Ojasvan, Sahatnana,

Jayan* Abhijayan, Sudravina, DravinodaSt Ardrapavitra, Harikesa.

Moda and Pramoda.* The three seasons mentioned are Agni, Surya

and Candra.*

* We have already said that the system of nomenclature beginning

with Caitra was not current in the earlier Vedic period
;

its trace is

riot found in the Aitareya Brahmana, Taittiriya Samhifa and

Brahmana, and the Vajasaneyi Samhita and Brahmana. Iti order

to arrive at the second system of nomenclature three stages were

passed ; first, the names of the Naksatras were known and the union

of the moon with a certain Nak^atra (lunar asterism) in which the

moon was supposed to be full at that time was also known
;
secondly,

the naming of the full moon after the asterism, e. g., Caitrl Pnrnima,

VaisSkhi Purpima, etc., was next adopted
;
and thirdly, the month

derived its name from the asterism in which the union took place,

the moon being full. The names of the Naksatras or asterisms can,

no doubt, be found in the earlier Vedic literature. The naming of

the full moon after the asterism is also found in some places.* This

much of the second system of nomenclature was reached even in

the later part of the Vedic literature. The actual use of the names

of the months in the order Caitra, Vaisakha, etc. was not in vogue

at the time of the Vedic Satphita and Brahmapa. The second system

came into force long after the system beginning with Madhu was

I Tait. Br., iii, 10, g. 2 Tait. Br., iii, 10, i.

V Tait. Br., iii, 10, i. 4 Ibid..

5 Tait. Br., vii, 4, 8 ;
i, 2, 8. Saitapatha Br.,—E^a ha samvat-

sarasya prathamt ratrir ya phalguni purpamasT.

Tapijya Er., v,.9 ;
Qopatha Bt., vi, 19 ;

Samkhayana Br.—rYa vpisa

phalguni purpamasi samvatsarasya prathamS ratriii. Samavidhana

Br., it, 4.



Invented. In this system, we have already rintark^, thh mdnths

were hamt^i after the asttrlsms thus :

Month Lunar Asterism
.
Month Lunar Asteriem

Migha Magha
.
‘iSrSvana

Phalguna Uttaraphalgun: Bhadra . Purval^Sdrapada

Caitra CitrS ASvina Asvin!

Vaijakna Vi69khS KSrtika K^ttik^

Jyaif^ha Jyes^ha MSrgallr^a Mfgasiras

Asadha Purva^dha Pau.sa Pu9ya

It is difficult to state with accuracy the drae when this ..djustment

of the months to the Naksatras took place. But mention of 4hese

names is frequently made in the Manu SamhitS, in connection with

the times when ceremonies or prescribed duties should be performed.

A few extracts containing the names are given below :

"On the days of the conjunction and opposition let him (the father

of a family) constantly make those oblations which are hallowed by the

Gayatri, and those which avert misfortunes, but on the eighth and

ninth lunar days of the three dark fortnights at the end of Agrahaya^a

(MargaSlffa) let him always do reverence to the Manes of ancestors.

"In the month of Asvina let him (the father of a family) cast away

the food of sages, which he before had laid up, and his vesture, then

become old, and his herbs and roots
;

the sun in the sign of KanyS

(Virgin) must be shunned.

“Having duly performed the Uplkrama (or ceremony for commenc-

ing the study of tKe Vedas) at the full moon of iSravana or Bhadra, let

the Brahmin fully exert his intellectual powers, and read the Vedas

during four months and one fortnight.

“Under the Lunar Asterism of Pufya, or on the first day of the

bright half of Magha, and in the first part of the day, let him perform

out of the town the ceremony Utsarga of the Vedas.

“Let him (the king) set out in his expedition in the fair month

of Margadir^a, or about the month of Phalguna and Caitra, according

to the number of his forces, that he may find autumnal or vernal

crops in flie land invqded by him.”
^

From the above extracts it may be inferred that before the time

when ffie Manu Saqihita was composed or compiled* tte names of the*

months after the asterisms were widely known, and that a long un-

measured anterior period must have elapsed before s^uch * a system

could have been so universally known and established..
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It should be mentioned here that though the mcmths were origin-

ally lunar,' their names being derived from the Naksatras in which the

.moon departing from a ‘particular point was observed to be fulbyet*,later,

the months became solar, when the sun would be in the same Nak^atra

as before but diametrically opposite to the position of the moon.

When did ^hc solar iponths come into use ? The Vedic literature

contains the frequent mention of the synodic period or the lunar month,

but nowhere in it is there any clear indication of the solar month. A
solar month is the period the sun takes to pass through one division of

the Zodiac which is divided into twelve parts. The twelve signs

beginning with Mesa are not mentioned in the Vedas. Therefore, the

solar, months must have been in vogue after the Vedic period. But

tbe period from one full moon to another or from one new moon

to another which must obviously mean a lunar month is’ still in

use in some parts of India. In fact, the solar month did not meet

with so much favour as the solar year which has been universally

accepted in India.

The next division of time was that of a month into two parts.®

The Atharvaveda says, ‘Trajapati is the month, Krsnapaksa is his

sun and Suklapak^a is his life.*^ But the two parts of the month

were called more often by the names, Purva-paksa and Apara-paksa.®

In the Purva-pak§a the Devas were created and in the Apara-pak^a

the Asuras. In the Purva-paksa the moon becomes newer and newer

and in the Apara-paksa thinner and thinner. Such is the description

of the two paksas in the Taittirlya Brahmana. ^ukla is, therefore,

the Purva-paksa when the moon becomes fuller .and fuller, till ' it

becomes the full moon, i.e., the period after a new moon to a full moon

is called Sukla-paksa or the bright half
;
and the period after a full

1 It will be interesting to mention here that the lunar month

has a different beginning in different parts of India. In Bengal it

begins at the full moon or Purnima—the midnight of the Pitrs.

2 Some say that this division was done by way of analogy
;

as the day of the Pitrs was divided into twp parts, by mid-day

and mid-night, when the moon was in^opposition or conjunction, so

the month was divided into two parts, the bright half and the dark

half, or as they are called, the Suklapak^a and Krfigiapakffa, each part

or pak^a consisting of 1$ hinar days or tithis.

3 Tait. Br., ii, 2,3^ l j
iii, 10, 4, i.
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moon to a rew' moon is called Ki^a-pak^ Or thO dark half. Thfe

n^m^s ^ukla and Kt^ina^ replaced Pflrva 4nd Apara long Aftet tliC

Vedic age, as tljey are not mentioned in the Ved!c Samhiti of

Brihmana.
"

The days and nights of the ‘two parts of a 'month had also

different nomenclatures.* The days of the’Piirva or'lSultla pak^a

were called santjhanam, vijfiSnam, prajftSnam, jRnat, abbijinat,

samkalpamanam, prakalpamSnam, upakalpamSnam. upakjptam, k}f<tam

firej as, vaslyas, Syat, sambhGtam and bhutam j* the nights were Called

darSa, dj^ta, darSatS, visvarQpS, sudarsanfi. ^pySyamana, pyayamani,

py5y3, sunrtera, SpBryarnSQa pflryamana, pHrayantl, pOrnfi and pauri;a<-

masi.* The days of the Apara or Kffna pak^a were called prastutam,

vi^tutan), satpstutam, kalyanam, vidvarupam, fiukram, amftam, teja^,

tejas,
^
samrddham, arunam, bhanumat, marlcimat, abhitapat and

tapasyat*
; the nights were called suta, sunvatl, prasut3, sQyamSni,

abhisuyamSna, pltl, prapa, sampa, trptl, tarpayanti, k5ntl, kimyS,

kamajata, ayu^matl and kainadugha.* The days were neuter as •'aha*'

is neuter and the nights were feminine as “ratri” is feminine. Here

it may be noticed that the last night of the Purva or Sukla pak^a was

called Paurnamast, but the last night of the Apara or Kr^na paksa

is not called Amav3sy3, it is called KSmadugha. It is not known
why the latter name was chosen.

We have seen that a lunar month consists of thirty lunar days
;

but one lunar day is not equal to a sivana day which period is the

tigie intervening between one sun-rise to the next. Thirty lunar days

are, therefore, equivalent to twentynine and a half savana days. This

period is (jivided into thirty equal parts and each part is called a

tithi. A tithi is then shorter than a solar day which is called divasa

(vara or Vasara). Hence it is found that sometimes two tithis fall

in one sSvana day
;
this occurs generally once in a month. What is

a tithi ? The Aitareya Brahmana says, "It is the period between the

setting and the next rising of the moon”^ The moon has fifteen

phases or fifteen tithis, in fifteen the moon wanes and In the next

t Sukla and are mentioned in the Athaeva Jyotifa.

2 Tait Br, iii, lo, lo, 2 *
3 Ibid., iy, to, i, i.

.4 Ibid., iii, *10, l, i. 5 Ibid., iii, io» t, 2.

6 Ibid., iii, IQ,. 1, 2 and j.

y "Yam paryastam iyad abhyudiyad iti sa tithih.*—Ait. Br., 32, la
’

’I.H.Q., SEPTEMkEk, I928 I3
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fifteen the moon waxes. ^ The tithis are reGpectively called

pratipad, dvitiya, trtiya, caturthi, paftcami, §asfchi, saptami,

a9(amL navami, dasamf, ekSdasL dvadaSl, trayodaSi, caturdasl,

purnima or amavasya. Whether the tithi falls in the iSukla pak§a or

in the Kf^na paksa is known by the addition of the word Sukla or

Kr^na before the tithi, e.g., Krana-pafLcami which means paficami

of the Kr§na paksa, Sukla-caturdasi which means caturdaM of the

iSukla paksa, etc.® There is mention of another period called astaka

in the Vedic literature.^ The first eight days of a paksa is called

astaka. There is paurnamasi astaka and there is amavasya astaka

there are twelve pauri;!iamasi a^^akas and twelve amavasya agtakas.®

The Taittirlya Brahmana says, “the first eight days after a Purnima, i.e

,

of«a Kf^na paksa comprise a period called astaka and the other days

are called ahas
;
and the first eight days of a iSukla paksa comprise

a period called udrs^ and the other days are called ahas.'^® In this

connection it will be interesting to cite here the explanation given by

the Brahmanas regarding the denomination of amavasya. The Satapatha

Brahmana says, ‘The gods said,'‘Nothing but Soma will satiate him; let

us prepare Soma for him !” They prepared Soma for him. Now this king

Soma, the food of the gods, is no other than the moon. When he (the

moon) is not seen that night either in the east or in the west, then he

visits this world and here he enters into the waters and plants. He is

indeed a treasure for the gods, he is their food. And since during

that night he here dwells together (ama vas) therefore that (night of

new moon) is called amavasya”’^ The Aitareya Brahmana says, “In

an amavasya the moon enters the sun. In fact, the moon is born

of the sun.* There is mention of two special nomenclatures for the

amavasya and the purnima to which we must refer. In the Matsya

Purana and in the Vayu Purana it is said that in an amavasya the

moon and the sun coming together looks on one another
;
hence

amavasya is called darsa. The purnima is called parvan. The Rg-

veda also mentions another set of names for amavasya and purnima,

viz., RSka and Sinlvali* There are two other names mentioned in

I
^

Tait. Br., i, 5, lo. 2 Samavidhana Brahniana, ii, 6, 8 5
Hi, 3.

3 Tait. Br., i, 5', 12. 4 ^
Tait. Br., Hi. ii, i, 19.

5 Tancjya Br<^ x, 3. ii.

6 Tait. Br., i, 8, 10, 2 ; Tandya Br., xviii, ii, 8.

7 Satapatha Br„ i, 6, 4, 5 ; vi, 2, 2, 16 ;
xi, l, 5, i.

8 Ait. Br., 4p, 5* 9 Rgveda, ii, 32*
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the BrShmanas, viz., anumati and kuho. Paurnamasi if fallen on
the tithi caturdaft is called anumati, that falling on the tlthi prati-

pad is called taka
; amavSsyi, Jailing on the tithi caturdaJi

is called sinTvall and that falling pn pratipad is calleu kuhO.’^ It

is not possible to ascertain how some of these names were coined
and what special significance they bore at tfie tii se of their first use.

In vain should we now search for their previous implication and
whatever meaning some of these names had got before, they surely

lost their former import long ago.

The next division of the calendar tha! is of great imparlance is

the week consisting of seven days. In the Vedic literature we get

no separate names for the seven days
;
there is only one coinmon

name for the seven, and that is called vasara.® Sayana has explained

vasara. as divasa and has given the literal meaning as “nivasaka" or

"nivasasya hetubhuta.” It means the time when the sun lives. There
is another passage in the Rgveda where the word vasara has been used

in the literal sense, namely jagadvasaka.® In the Atharva Jyoti^a the

seven deities presiding over the seven days of a week are mentioned
;

they are Aditya, Soma, Bhauma, Budha, Brhaspati, BhSrgava and

SanaiScara.* Invariably a connection is sought to be established

between che days and the planets. In the YSjftavalkya Smrti nine planets

are mentioned in connection with the sacrifice of the planets : they

are Surya, Soma, Mahiputra, Somaputra, Brhaspati, ^anaidcara, Rahu
and Ketu.* But nowhere the names of the seven days over which the

seven planets preside are given. Even in the MahabhSrata the seven

days are ' not given by names. There is only a solitary mention of

the word ‘Wara” in connection with the anecdote of the Rik^asa in

the Ekacakrans^ara.* There “vara” has been used in the sense

of “a single time,” “once" and “not twice." The names of the

seven days came into vogue long after the Vedic or the PaurSiiic

age. Though the planets which were supposed to preside over the

seven days were mentioned by names in several places, yet the naming

1 Ait. Br., 32, 10 1 Gopatha Br,, vi, 10

2 %veda, viii, 6, 30. 3 Rgveda, viii, 48, 7.

4 Atharva Jyoti§a, iSl. 93. The Atharva Jyotisif consists of 162

dlokas and 14 chapters.

5 Acaradhyaya, verse 295.

6 Mahabharata, Adi P»rva, chap. 160,
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of the seven days after the respective presiding planets "was of a much

later period. It is believed that the Hindus got this practice of

naming the seven days of the week, Ravi (or Surya), Soma, Madgala,

Budha, B^haspati, ^ukra and ^hai§cara, after the presiding planets,

from tlte Chaldeans who had from very early times this uss^e current

amongst them.'

The next division of time is the divasa or day. We have seen

that the Saura or solar months, each consisting of 30 Saura days or 30

d^rees, are of unequal length reckoned in mean solar days on account

of the unequal motion of the sun in the ecliptic, but the aggregate

is equal to the sidereal year, which in the Surya Siddhanta is reckoned

to be 365 days 6 hours 12 minutes 36*56 seconds and the mean Saura,

or ‘solar month, would, therefore, be 30 days 10 hours 31 minutes 3*5

seconds.^ The Saura month of the greatest length is Asadha, consisting

of 31 days 14 hours 39 minutes y seconds
;
and the least is Fau^a

which is 29 days 8 hours 21 minutes ^ seconds. We have already said

that the lunar month and the lunar day were at first used which

subsequently gave place to the solar month and the solar day. Now
what is a Savana or solar day ? The Surya Siddhanta says, “The time

from one rising of the sun to the next is called Savana or a terrestrial

day, from this the number of terrestrial days in a kalpa is determined
;

by these days the time of a sacrifice is calculated." The day is again

divided in various ways. In some places it is divided into two parts, viz.,

purvahiia (forenoon) and aparah^a (afternoon); in some places in three

parts, forenoon, mid-day (madhyShna) and afternoon.* The l^tapatha

Brahma^a says, “The forenoon, doubtless, belongs to the gods
;
the

mid-day to men, and the afternoon to the fathers.’’^ The d^y is some

times divided into four parts, forenoon, mid-day, afternoon and evening

(sayam)
;

it is again divided into five parts,-—dawn, samgaba (the

time when the cows are driven together for milking), mid-day, after-

noon and evening (sSyam).* The last kind of division of a day is

into muhurtas, a day is divided into fifteen muhurtas and so also a

night.* The day and night consists of thirty muhurtas, a muhSrta=

I
,
Vide S. B. DikshiFs Bharatiya Jyotihiastra, pp. 138 f.

2 S&rya Siddhanta, xiv, 12-14.

3 Tait. Br^iil, la, 9» *. 4 Satapatha Br., ii, 4, a, 8.

5 Bgveda v, 7^, 3 ; Tait. Br., i, 5, 3 ; ^atapatha Br., ii, 3, 3. 9 >

Atharvaveda, ix, 6, 46.

6 Tait. Br., Ui, 10, 9 ; SatapathR Bf., 4« 2* &
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about 48 Hunuffcs or
j;

of an hour. “One year *360 X30"» 10,800

muhurtas, whidi is just the amount of eighties of whidh the three

Vedas were to consist; for ^veda consists of 36x1^,000 syllables,

Yajus 36 X 8000 and Saman 36 x 4009 syllables, the total is 2 X 432,000

^80-1-10,800"’ The fifteen divisions of a day into muhfirtas have

got fifteen different names, so also the fifteen divisions of. a night into

muharta« ; again the divisions have got different namus for days ami

nights of the iSukla and pak^as. The fifteen divisions of a,

day of the ^ukla pak^a' were called citra, ketu, p'abhSn, abhSn,

sambhan, jyotieman, tejasvan, atapan. tapan, abhitapan, rocana,

rocamana, fiobhana, Sobhamana, and kalyaiia the fifteen divisions of

a night of the ^ukla pak;a were called datS, pradata, ananda,.inoda,

pramoda, SveSayan, nivesayan, saravetana, sanitanta, ianta, abhavan,

prabhavan, sambhavan, sambhuta and bhfita.* The fifteen divisions

of a day of the Kfsnua pak^a were called savita, prasavitfti dipta,

dipayan, dipyamSna, jvalan, jvalita, tapan, vitapan, santapan, rocana,

rocamana, fiumbhu, fiunibhamana and vama the fifteen divisions

of a night of the Krfna pak^a were called abhidasta anumantS,

ananda, moda, pramoda, asSdayan, ni§adayan, sams&dana, samsanna,

sanna, abhu, vibhn, prabhu, lambhu and bhuva.*

Again each muhurta was subdivided into fifteen pratimuhurtas.*

These fifteen pratimuhQrtas had also different names ;
tliey were

idanlm, tadanirp, etarhi, k^ipram, ajirani, ^u, nimefa, phanodravan,

ntidravan, tvaran, tvaramapa, afilyan and java.’ There were

farther divisions |nto kala, kafiiiha and Nimesa.* In the MahabhSrata

the division of ‘a day and a night into kasthS, kala, muh&rta and

lava is mentioned.* There were also other divisions, called nadika

(2 na4ikas = i muhurta), pala, ma^hka, droija, Sijhaka etc,’* The

Atharva Jyotifa gives the following table

1 i^tapatha Br. x. 4. 2. 9.

2 Tait Br., iii. 10. 1. 3 Tait. Br., iii. 10. l. i. 2.

4 '^ait. BTu iii. la i. 2. 5 Tait. iii. 10. 1. 3.

6 Taiti Br.. iii. 2a 9. 9. 7 Tait. Br., iii, la l. 4.

8 Naraya^a Upani«ad,«AnukramatpkI, versed.

9 MahSbharata, ^ntiparva, Chap. 7, verse 21 , Chap. 3C

verse 14. ,

10 Yajur-vedi Jyotifa, verses id, i/i’Bfhat Saiphitft,' Chap. 23,

verse 2, Vide also a table given in Lllfivatl.
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12 nime|a= I lava 30 tru$i (or 15 pratimuhurtas)- 1 muhSrta

30 lavasBi kala 30 muhurtas = i day and night

30 kala==i truji

The above statement shows how much careful the Hindus were

in dividing the periods into the minatest particles of time. Though
most of them-have now ‘lost their former importance and are almost

useless in practical work, yet it testifies to their utmost endeavour

to be precise and correct to the nearest approximation.

Now we proceed to discuss an important' question in connection

with the calculation of time. When was the day reckoned to have

its beginning ? The Vedic and the Pauranic literature maintained

that the day began with sun-rise.^ But different theories on this

question were advanced by the later Hindu astronomers. Vfiraha-

mihira says, ‘ “Aryabhata maintains that the beginning of the day

is to be reckoned from mid-night at Lanka, and the same teacher

again says that the day begins from sunrise at Laiika.”^ But in the

present text of the Aryabhatiya we find only the latter theory, ni^mely,

that the day begins from sun-rise.* The personal opinion of Varaha-

mihira is that the day begins from mid-day at Lahka. Brahmagupta

holds the same view and says that mid-day at Lanka corresponds

to sun-set in the city of the Yavanas. LatacSrya maintains that the

day begins from sun-set in the city of the Yavanas, and, therefore,

he belongs to the same school as Varahamihira and Brahmagupta.

Bhat^otpala, the commentator of Brahmagupta, speaks of four kinds of

day-beginnings, namely, from sun-rise, from mid-night, from mid-day,

and from sun-set. Sitnhacarya maintains that the day begins from

sun rise at Lafika
;
but his preceptor says that the day begins ten

muburtas after the fall of night, i.e.. 10 x f* or 8 hours after night-fall.*

Varahamihira discusses at a considerable length all these theories in

his PaficasiddhSntika, chap. xv.

The division of the Calendar into a year, months, pakfas and

days evolved gradually but the system was almost complete in the

1 There might have been a section at the time of the later Brah-

maQas, ^trho maintained that the day began with mid-day.

2 Faficasiddhantiica, (Thibaut and Dvivedi’s edition) chap, xv,

verse 20.

3 Aryabhatiya, GitikapSda, chap, x, verse 2.

4 PaficasiddhantikS, chap, xv, verse 20.

5 Ibid., verses j8, 19,
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Vedic and the^Pauranic ages. Slight modifications were introduced

later on by the Hindu astronomers and this modified calender has

been since then in vogue in India. Only a few slokas have been devoted

by Bhaskara in his Siddhanta iSiromaQi for its explan’^.tioni some

extracts of which are given below ;i

‘*If a star and the Sun rise simultaneotjsly (on any day) the star

will rise again (on the following morning) in 6o sidereal ghatikas
^
the

sun, however, will rise later by the number of asus (sixths of a sideiral

minute), found by dividing the product of the sun's daily motion

(in minutes) and the asus which the sign, whidi the sun is, takes

in rising, by i8oo (the number of minutes which each sign of the

ecliptic contains in itself). This time thus found added to the 6o

sidereal ghatikas forms a true terrestrial day or natural day. The

length of this day is variable, as it depends on the sun’s daily motion

and bn the time (which different signs of the ecliptic take) in rising,

(in different latitudes, both of which are variable elements).’* A
sidereal day consists invariably of 6o sidereal ghatikas

;
a mean Savana

day of the sun or terrestrial day consists of that time with an addition

of the number of asus equal to the number of the sun’s daily mean

motion (in minutes).® Thus the number of terrestrial days in a year is

1 Siddhanta ^iromani, Goladhyaya, chap. IV, v, 5-14.

2 ‘*Had the sun been moving with uniform motion on the equi-

noctial, each minutes of which rises in each asu, the number of asus

equal to the number of the minutes of the sun’s daily motion^ being

added to the 60 sidereal ghatikas, would have invariably made

the exact length of the true terrestrial day as Lalla and otheu's say.

But this is not the case, because the sun moves with unequal motion

on account of its being oblique to the equinoctial. Therefore, to find

the exact length of the
.
true terrestrial day, it is necessary to deter-

mine the time which the minutes of the sun’s daily motion take in

rising and then add this time to 60 sidereal ghafikas. For this reason,

the terrestrial day determined by Lalla in his Si§yadhi\qrddhida and also

by some* others is not a true but a mean day.**—Footnotes by ^Bapu-

dev Sastri on Goladhyaya ch/ip. IV, verses S, 6). ^

3 Compare Surya Siddhanta. chap. XIV,. verse 15, which

says, "The only invariable astronorriical unit is the sidereal day, or

the time of one apparent revolution of thTe sphere of the Stars about

the earth.”
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l6ss by one than the number of revolutions made by the fixed

stars.
'

“The length of the solar year is 365 days, 15 gha^ikas, 3()palas,

2i}4i
vipalas reekoned in BhQmi Sa^ana or terrestrial days. The

of this is called a Saura or solar month. Viz. 30 days, 26 ghatikSs,

17 palas, 3t 'vipalas, pravipalas. Thirty SiVana or terrestrial

days make a Sivana month.^ The time in which the moon after

being in conjunction with the sun, completing a revolution with the

difierence between the daily motion and that of the suit again over-

takes the sun, which moves at a slower rate, is called a lunar month.

It is 2p days, 31 ghatlkls, 50 palas in length.

“An adhimSsa or additive month which is lunar, occurs in the

dufation of 325^ Saura or solar months found by dividing the lunar

month by the difference between this and the Saura month. As a

mean lunar month is shorter in length than a mean Saura month,

the lunar months are, therefore, more in number than the Saura in a

Kalpa. An avama or subtractive day which is Savana occurs in

62-1’, tithis (lunar days) found by dividing 30 by the difference between

the lunar and Savana month."*

We shall close our discussions by a reference to the Jaina calendar

which differs in some respects from the Vedic and Pauranic calendar.

The only work on Jaina astronomy now available is the Surya-

prajhapti written by Mahavlra, It is written in Prakrit, but its

commentary by Malayagiri is written in classical Sanskrit. The

probable date of the Suryaprajhapti synchronises .with that of the

Jyoti^a Vedinga. The following will clearly explain the formation of

the calendar in the SSryaprajfiapti

The moon moves and unites 67 times with Abhijit in a Yuga

of S years. The Sun Comes in contact five times with the same star

in a Yuga.

The names of the months are ;

—

I Here a solar year con^sts of 365 days, 15 gfaatikss, 30 palas

2254 yipalas, ie., 365 days. 6b. 12m, 9s. Butin the SQrya sWdhanta,

the length of the >‘ear is 365 days, 15 g^a^ik»s, 3t palas, 31*4 vipalas,

i<««> 3!fi5 days, 6 h.<i2m, 36-56 s.

a Pot further, explanation of these vitfses see the footnotes by
Bapfldev Sastri on Siddhintaiiromapi, Goladhyiya, chap, iv, verses

TO-I2.
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Sravana
'

Bhadrapada

A^vayuja

Kartika

MargaSirsa

Pausya

Mrgha
Phdlguiia

Caitra

Vaisakha

Jyaistha

Abhinanda

Suprati^tha

Vijaya

Prlti'^rdhana

Sreyan

• Siva .

Sisira

Kaimavan

VasanU
Kusumasambhava

Nidagha

Vanavirodhi •

Naksatra-masas = 1 2 X 2711

12. Asadha ... ... ... Vanavirodhi •

Years:—(i) Naksatra-samvatsara =» I2 Naksatra-masas= I2X 27||

days = 327 days+ da} 3

(2) Yuga-sainvatsara (cyclic year)= S years

(3) Pramana-samvatsara. (4) Saturn-year.

The first is of 12 kinds, as ^ravana, Bhadrapada^ etc.
;

when

Jupiter completes the whole circle of constellations once, it is called,

a Naksatra-samvatsara of 12 years.

Lunar year= 29!|x 12 = 354 days+ J| days

Intercalary Lunar year= 383*f days

Saura or solar year = 12 X 30^ = 366 days

Thus, once in 30 solar months there will be one intercalary lunar

month. Hence in a Yuga of 60 solar months there will be two inter-

calary lunar months. Each lunar month contains two parvas. Therefore,

a lunar ypar contains 24 parvas, and an intercalary year 26 parvas.

The Pramana-samvatsara is of five kinds : Nak^atra (sidereal),

Rtu (seasonal), Candra (lunar), Aditya (solar) and intercalary lunar.

The sidereal and lunar years have been just explained. The Rtu

and Aditya-samvatsaras will now be explained :

. GhatiUs = . MahMa 'S
ISh30Muh«,taa = i Day and Night Months- 1 Yaar

2 Ghatikas = i Muhurta
30 Muhtirtas == i Day and Night

The year of 36c days and nights is a Rtu-sarnvatsara. This has

two more*names, Karma-samvatsara and Savana-samvatsara ;
Karma=

work (laukikavyavahara). ^Hence that year wMch is prominently

observed by workmen is so called. Karma month* has no fraction

and facilitates work and worldly transaction ;
the rest have fractions

and so in usage it is- difficult to understand. Savana means engagement

in work. Hence that year which is chiefly agreeable to work is Savana
• ' • *

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, I938 I4
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year. The year of 360 days is called Karma and^ also Savana year.

Similarly, the solar year is the time taken by the rainy and other

. seasons for completion of one revolution. It is, however, usual

to assign 60 days to each of the seasons. Still each one of them has

61 days. Hence the solar year contains 366 days. In a yuga there

are three ordinary lunar years of 354J| days and two intercalary years

of 383^5 days. Hence in a yuga there are 62 lunar months, 67

Nak§atra months. The lunar year and also the solar year commence at

the same point or day and close at the same point or day once in

every cycle of 30 years which is equal to 6 cycles of 5 years each.

For the lunar year gains 6x 2 months and thus completes one whole

intercalary year. Similarly, the solar, the Savana or seasonal, the

lunar, and the Naksatra years begin on the same day and close on

the same day or simultaneously begin and close once in 12 cycles of

5 years each, i.e., 60 years. In a similar way the intercalary lunar

year, the solar, the Etu or Savana, the lunar and the Naksatra years

will simultaneously begin and close once in a great cycle of 156

cycles of 5 years each
j
for 156x5 years are equal to 744 intercalary

years, 780 solar, 793 Rtu, 806 lunar and 871 Naksatra years.

Next the measure of solar and other months is given : (a) A solar

year is equal to 366 days, hence one solar month is = 30 days
;

(b) a Karma-sainvatsaras=36o days
^
hence one Karma-month =

5=30 days
;
(c) a lunar year = 354^| days, hence one lunar month

^ _ 293 1 days
;
(d) a Nak?atra year=327J? days, hence one

1

2

^27*4 *

Nak^atra-month = = 27|f days
;
(e) an intercalary lunar year

1

2

“383H days, hence one intercalary month = 3 ItI 1 days.

In a yuga or cycle of S years or 1830 days, there are 60 solar

months, or 61 Savana months, or 62 lunar months or 67 Nak^atra-

months or 57 intercalary months, 7 days, iigf muhurtas.’

Again one lunar month is divided into two parts, the white half

contains 442$! muhurtas and the dark half also 442$$ muhurtas.

A tithi or lunar day is equal to || parts of a day. Hence a.day being

divided into 30 muhurtas, a tithi will be equal to X 30 muhurtas

— 29j| muhurtas. ' The tithis are of two kinds: (i) daytithisand

1 Fbr an intercalary "month -31}^ li days.

m 57 months, 7 days 9nd ii|| muhurtas.

Hence
1830

3>m
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f

night tithis
; both kinds are divided into a week of five lunar days*

called, (a) Nanda, (b) Bhadra, (c) Jaya, (d) Tuccha, (e) PBr^
in the case of , day tithis; and (a) Ugravati, (b) Biic^vatl/

(c) YaSomatl, (d) Sarvasiddha and*^(e) iSublianSmnI, in the case of

night tithis. Thus three weeks of daytithis and three weeks of night

tithis will make fifteen complete lunar days: Th' above is a short

summary of the division of time mentioned iii Mahavira’s Sfirya*

prajftiipti.

This finishes a general discussion about the formation of the

Hindu Calendar. The Hindus from very carl) times tried tc get a

detailed calculation of the year, month, pak^as, day and the sub-

divisions of a day. The calendar was in most respects perfected in

the Vedic and the Pauranic age, though some modifications weib

introduced by the later Hindu astronomers.

SUKUMAR Ranjan Das

Old Blihml Inscriptions

in TJdayagiri and Khandagiri Oaves

:

Language and Style

[ The old Brahml inscriptions dealt with in this paper include

(i).thc Hathi-Gunyha inscription of Kharavela to be referred to

as No. I, "(2) the Vaikunthapura Cave inscription of Kharavela’s chief

queen to b^ referred to as No. II, (3) the PatSlapura Cave ins-

cription of king Kadampa-Kudepa to be referred to as No. Ill, (4) the

Yamapura Cave inscription of Prince Vadukha-Varikha to be referred

to as No. IV, (S) the Cliota-HathigumphS inscription of Prince

Vadukha-Varikha f?) to be referred to as No. V, (6) the Sarpa-gumphS

inscription of Culakamma to be referred to as No. VI, (7) the

Pavana or HaridSs-Gumpha of Culakamma to be referred to as

No. VII, (^)
the Sarpagumpha-side Cave inscription of Kamma and

Khina to be referred, to as No. VIII, (9) the VySghra-Gun^ha

inscription of the Town-judge Bhuti to be referred to as No. IX,

(to) the JambeSy^ra or Frog Cave inscription of the High-functionary

Nakiya to be referr^ to as No. X, (ii & 12) tW9 Ananta-Gumph*

inscriptions of some donors to be referred to as Nos. XI and XII,

(ij) the inscription of some donor in the Tatt\i|i-Guinpha No. 1 to be
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referred to as No. Xllli and (14) the inscription of Padamulikakusuma

to be referred to as No. XIV. For previous readings of these

inscriptions, the reader is referred to the text of Np. I and corrections

published by K. P. Jayaswal it^ JBORS., I917 > 1918, 1927 and 1928,

and to the texts of the remaining^epigraphs published by Mr. R. D.

Banerji in El, Vol. XIII. The quotations in this paper are all from

the texts prepared by us for a critical edition of the old Brahml ins-

criptions in the Udayagiri and Khandagiri Caves, which is now in the

press. ]

I. Language

Judged by the sound-system and syntax, the language of- the old

Brahml inscriptions is very nearly Pali, the language of the Buddhist

Tipitaka preserved in Ceylon, Siam and Burma. Leaving the spelling

and pronunciation of a few words out of consideration, we can say that

their language is Pali, and nothing but Pali. The exceptional cases

of spelling and pronunciation are important as enabling the reader to

detect the under-current of a dialect having affinity, in respect of its

phonetics, with Ardha-Magadhi, the language of the extant Jaina

Agama.

Broadly speaking, the differences between the language of the old

Brahml inscriptions and Ardha-Magadhi are the differences which exist

between Pali and the Jaina Prakrit, and have been specified by Prof.

Jacobi.^ For example, in the Jaina Prakrit, in final syllables, as well as

in the middle of words, 0 is frequently represented by e, while in the

language of the old Brahml inscriptions and in Pali, 0 is nowhere

represented by e. At the same time, the language of the old Brahml

inscriptions shows a complete agreement with both Pali and Ardha-

Magadhi in its tendency not to replace the Sanskrit /'-sound by the

/•sound.

The language of the old Brahml inscriptions differs from Ardha-

Migadhl and agrees with Pali also in its main tendency not to indis-

criminately cerebralize the dental nasal.

I Preface tp the Ayaramga-Sutta, edited by H. Jacobi, Part I,

Text, pp. vii-xiv. Read also P. V. Bapat’s interesting paper “The
Relation* between Pali and Ardha-Magadhi,”—Indian Historical Quar-

terly, Vol. iv. No. I.
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Now let us examine the exceptional cases of spelling and pronun-

cijttion and see what results we obtain and how we can account for

them. Let us, first of a! I, examine the invocation formula as it occurs

in Kharavela's inscription. This* was obviously a rendering from a

current Jaina formula, which probably survives in the ’later fuH-fledged

formula : Ifamo anAairhiarunih. 'tiamo sidhaicam, e'c. dn th^ inscrip-

tional fo»mula, the cerebral nasals are replaced by the dental, but the

spelling arihamia is yet retained, while the commoner spelling, a.s

evidenced by the inscriptions of Kharavcla and Kliaravela's chief

queen, is 'arahamta. Both of these two ellings aie m^t with in

Ardha-Magadhi, the spelling arihamia being met with more frequently

than araharfita^ while only one spelling, arahanta^ is met with In Pali.

We also notice that, in the second clause, the cerebral sonant aspirate

dha has been replaced by the dental dha, and we have, for the Sk,

sarvay sava ( = savva\ precisely as in Ardha-Magadhi, instead of saba

{^-sabba) as in Pali.'

The language of the old Brahml inscriptions shows an agreement

with Ardha-Magadhi in its tendency to retain the Sk. d-sound instead

of substituting for it the Vedic cerebral sound I as in Pali : kadara

(L 1) «Ardha-Magadhi ha(}ara:=:Sk. ka^^ra^F'dli Aalara
;

kldika^

(i. 1)
a* Ardha-Magadhi kl4iy^t kldda kldiya Sk. kfi4a^ kf^^ita

= PaIiM//^a, kxlita
;

(l.4)ra Ardha-Magadhi /tldw<iyaf—Sk.

krldayati^YdXx kilapayati
\
pldapayati (I.9) —Ardha-Magadhi p%4avayai

p%dayati==:Vd\\ plUpayali
;
tadaga (1. 2)== Ardha-Magadhi iadaga

tadaga^VdW talaka
\
veduriya{i, 10, i. I5)~ Ardha-Magadhi

vsduriya=:Sk, vaidUrya^ Pali veluriya,

Furtljer, as to the exceptional cases of spelling and pronunciation,

the language of the old Brahml inscriptions differs from Pali and agrees

with Ardha-Magadhi in its greater tendency to replace the surd by the

sonant of a consonantal group: tadaga (1,2)= Pali Ardha-

Magadhi tadaga ;
padhame (1.2) — Pali paihame^ pathame = Ardha-

Magadhi padkame
j
^padha (i. 13) = Pali ^patha = Ardha-Magadhi

^paha (a change from ^padha)
;
radha, Goradha (r, 3, i. 8, i. 9) = Pali

VarfAai Ardha-Magadhi raAa, Goraha (changes from radha,

Goradha) ;
PUhud^ga (I. 12)= Pali Ardha-Magadjii Pihu^

daga, Pihudaga
^
sarfxghatq (r. i2)=Pali samkka^a, savrxkhyata^hxdhpr

• i Cf. also puva (i. 5, i, 12)== Ardha-Magad]il/«vtf ifp Pali pubba\

savata (l. 8) « Ardha-Magadhi savvattha^^^^Xx sabbattha
j
yovana (i. i)

- Ardha-Magadhi yowax^a» PxU yobbana.
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Magadhl sanvikhiita^
^
Macfhurani (i, 9)=Pdli Madhuram^Sk. Mathu-

Ardha-Magadhi Mahuram (a change from Madhurarp).

•The language under discussion differs from Pali and agrees with

Ardha-Magadhi also in its tendency to form a gerund by adding ia

(= Ardha-Magadhi Ua) instead ol^va to the verb
; (i. 3)=

Ardha-Magadhi* acimtayitta=^V^\\ acintayitva
;

ghZitapayif^ (i. 9)=
Ardha-Magadhi ghatavayitta=^V^\i ghatapayitva

\
in its tendency to

change p into v in the middle of a word : kara-vana-anugaha (i. 7)=
Pali kara-pana-anugaha

j
in its tendency to frequently use pana

(« Ardlia-Magadhi panna, Pali panna, panna, paMia) for paUca :

panaflsahi (1.2)* Pali paficatimsahi
;
panatariya (l. 15) = Pali pafica-

sattati
;
dn its tendency to represent the r of a conjoint consonant by

dampa (i. 4)* Pali dappa^^^^k. darpa^
\
samdamsayamto {i.

Psili samdassayam^o = Sk, sandarsayan
;
akhadamsa (IX) = Pali akkha-

dassa^ Sk. aki^adarsa^ in its tendency to dispense with /-sound in

the middle of a word
^

cavutke {i. S)"^ Ardhdi-M^gdhl cauUke^P^li

catuttht
;
and in its tendency to represent kh by h : sikarani (i. 13) =

Ardha*MagadhI sikarmi- Pali sikharani.

If the reading dhut\u\m be correct, we find in it another point of

agreement between the language of the old Brabmi inscriptions and

Ardha-Magadhi : dhutuna (II) = Ardha-Magadhi dhu(una = P^\\ dhltumu

In padiyo (i. 2) = Sk. /a/?^*»Pali and Ardha-Magadhi paliyo, one

has an exceptional instance, where / is represented by d = Pali In

vedurtya (i. 10, i, is)*Sk, vaidurya, one has a case, in which d is

represented by d==Z. Invana {i, 7)=^Sk, pana and in dapa (if it is

a correct reading) = Sk. drava^ we have a case, in which p and are

interchanged. In palikhani (l. i3)»Sk. parighan and in samghatam

(i. 12) = Sk. samkhyatam^ one has a case, in which kh and are

interchanged. In layanam^ one has a case, in which the

dental nasal is represented by the cerebral. In Madhuram (i. 9)«Sk.

Mathuram^ one has a case, in which th is represented by dh. But

these are exceptions which are met with equally in Pali.

Regarding the use of two spellings of pali as pali and paLi^ of Lola

as LUa and Zaia, and of lena as lena and Una in Pali, Dr. E. Muller's

1 Here samgkafa may be equated <also with Sk. and Pali

samghata, ^

2 If dapa be the porrect reading, the word must be equated with

P&li and Ardha-Magadhi dava, and Sk. drava.

3 The only exception in Pfili is Icmakamfa^hmakarqan
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observations are worth quoting : ‘"It is very difficult to give exact

rules for the use of I as the manuscripts are even less consistent in this

respect than wit|j regard to the denial and cerebral

As regards = parighm, the usual Pali spelling is Pali-

ghani or paligMnu The palikha spoiling occurs in one of tne Jataka

verses (FausboH’s Jataka, Vol. VI, p. 275^ :

*

Esika parikh’^yo ca palikham aggalani ca.

The commentator suggests paligha as an alternative reading : pali-

khan tipaligham^ ayam eva va pafJto. "‘Here palikha means paligha.

This paligha may also be the intended reading.

'

As for = Sk. sarp,khyala^ we find a parallel instance in

Pali Maghadeva (Culla-Niddesa, p. %Q)^ Makhadeva, although here

both the forms may be regarded as phonetic changes from Mahadeva^

which is the usual Pali spelling.

No hypothesis regarding the character of the language should be

built on the basis of the readings elinam (L 9) and sarpkarakkrako

(I, 16). For it seems that etinam is but the engraver^s mistake® for

eiisanam^VKW etesanamy samkara for sarrikhara, cf. patisarri^

kharayati (I. 2).

One need not be surprised if the intended reading in Kharavela^s

inscription (I. o) was brainhananam or brahfHananamyVi\i\c\i is the same

in pronunciation as the Pali brahmananaqi. So far as the present

inscribed surface of the rock goes, one has to read bamhaiuinam or

bahmananam.

Apart from the question of chronology, the following Brahmi ins-

criptions may be so arranged as to indicate a march of the official

language ^of ancient India from a stage of old Magadhi towards Sans-

krit through a Pali stage reached in the language of Ananda's Sanchi

Gateway inscription of SatakarnPs time and in that of the old Brahmi

inscriptions.

I. Piprahwa Vase Inscription

—

[yarn salila-nidham Budhasa Bhagavate Sakiyanarri sukiti-

bhatinam sabhaginikanam saputadalanam.

II, fAsoka’s Rummindei Pillar Inscription—

Divancetapiyena Piyadasina lafina vlsi^tivasabhisitena^ atana

agaca...sila^iga4abhlca kalapita silathabhe ca usapapit^

1 E. MullePs Pali Grammar, p, 27.

2 Etinam may be a genuine genitive plural form* from disa.
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•III. YaSamata’s Brick-tablet Inscription''—
Jivaputaye rajahharyaye Brhasvatimitadkitu- Yasamataye

karitam. r

IV. Gotamlmitra’s Pillar Inscription®

—

«p'*

. . jnitrdsa-putrasa-raflo- Visnumitrasadhitu- Idragibhadayt

dhatiye Gotamiye Mitraye danam thambho.

V, Dhanabhuti’s Barhut E. Gateway Inscription

—

Snganam raje ratio Gagiputasa Visadevasa pautena Goti-

putasa Agarafusa putena Vachiputena DhanabhUtina

karitam toranam silakammamto ca upamna,
«

VI. Ananda’s Sanchi Gateway Inscription

—

RMo siri-Sdtakanisa dvesanisa Vdsithiputasa Anamdasa

ddnam,

VII. Kharavela^s Chief-queen’s Inscription

—

Arahamtapasdddnam Kdlimgdnam lenam kdriiam—rafino

tarn—rdjino LTtldkasa Hathisa{d)hasampanata$a dhutund

Kalimga cakavatino siri-Khdravelasa againahisind kdri-

tarn,

VIII. Asacjhasena’s Pabhosa Inscription, No. II

—

Adhichairdya rdfio Sonakdyanaputrasa Vamsapdlasa putra-

sya rano Tevamputrasya Bhdgavatasya puirena Vaihi-

dariputrena A^d4>hasenena karitam,

IX. Sunga Inscription in Ayodhya®

—

Kosalddhipena dvirahvamedhaydfinah Sendpateh Pu^ya-

mitrasya ^a^Jkena Kamiklputrena Dhana,,.dharma-

rd/fiah^ pituh Phalgudevasya ketanam karitam.

We maintain that, from the point of view of antiquity of the Pali

language, the foregoing setting of the Brahmi inscriptions is of little

importance. For going back to earlier times, we find that, upon the

I c JRAS., 1912, the inscription edited by J. Ph. Vogel.

, 2 IHQ., Vol. tit No. 3, p. 443, the inscription edited by N. C.

Majumdar.

3 JBORS., Vol XIII, Parts III-IV, p. 247, the inscription edited

by K. P. Jayaswal.

4 Jayaswal reads diartnara/M,
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whole, the sound system and grammatical forms of the language of

the Girnar version of Asoka^s Rock Edicts are strikingly similar to

those of Pali. It appears that, for the adaptation of wordings of Afcka/s

edicts to the dialects, arrangements were made in Atoka's Imperial

Secretariat to have the drafts prepared by the drafters who were suppos-

ed to have been conversant with the local dialects of different centres,

for which the edicts were intended. In theory, the vitrnar copies ot

the fourteen rock edicts were meant to be diaftcJ by the drafter

familiar with the local dialect of Girnar. But in pract'.ce, in some

instances, the drafters by a mutual arrangement worked for one another,

or for some reasons or othei*, the scribe erriployed to prepare drafts

for one place was called upon to do the work for another place, and,

in some instances, the draft prepared for one place was despatched

by mistake to another place. For example, by the sameness of open-

ing words, Devattcnnpiyasci voMttcnct', we may ascertain that the Dhauli

copies of Anoka’s Separate Rock Edicts and the copy of Queen s Edict

were drafted by one and the same drafter. We think there is no

better way than this of explaining the irregularities of spellings

and grammatical forms in the Girnar copies of ASoka s fourteen Rock

Edicts. *

Among distinctive characteristics of the sound system, we notice

that the Girnar language invariably retains the J^sound instead of

assimilating it into i/i and the sound instead of assimilating

it into ih asti, msti, samstuta, stita, Hstamti, anusasti, niMmya j

invariably retains the y^sound in tlie word sarvata or sarvatra and

optionally in the word pufva, while in sava, rv is assimilated into v

(—vv)}'and shows a greater tendency to optionally retain the

r«-stop
;

prav^a, priya, sarvatra, bramhana, sramaiM, parUkrama.

The last characteristic has its vestiges in such Pali words as

yatra, tatra, atra, aMuitra, amutra, bhadra, brahma'm. In Pali,

we have sm and mh as two alternative forms, while in the Girnar

language, we have the use of only one form, namely, tnh .

vijitamhi, apakarayyamhi. The retention of the ya-stop is another

point of agreement between the two languages ;
Girnar katavya,

vysmamto, divyani
;
VoM—SZkya, vyamfanato, savykhyata.

This may suffice to convince the reader of the fact that the Pah

language was modelled oil a western form of the Indian Prakritia

dialect as typified by the language of the Girna^ version of Afioka s

Rock Edicts. And if the language of our old BrShml insc/iptions is

found to be very' nearly Pali, we cannot, for that reason, be justified

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, I928
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fti tilinking either that it was representative of a dfeilect, which was

prevalent in the kingdom of Kalihga, or that the Pali language was

based upon the Kalinga dialect presupposed by it.* Apart from

other arguments advanced by other scholars against Prof. Oldenberg’s

view,* we find that, unlike Asoka’s edicts, our old Brahml inscriptions

bear no proof of adaption to local dialects. In many essential points,

the language of our old Brahmi inscriptions bears likeness to that

of the Girnar version of ASoka’s Rock Edicts. We can account for

this likeness without resorting to Prof. Oldenberg’s hypothesis. The

likeness might be simply due to the fact that our old Brahml inscrip-

tions were drafted by a Jain recluse who came to live in the

Udayagiri and Khan^^iri caves from Gujarat, or that the

Jain recluse who composed our old Brahmi inscriptions was won

over from the Buddhist faith. To render an adequate explanation

for the Pali diction as well as for the exceptional cases oi

spelling and pronunciation, we see no better way than to

presume that the old Brahmi inscriptions, as we now have them, were

a rendering in a kind of Girnar language or of Pali from an original

draft prepared by a Jain recluse in an eastern dialect presupposed by

Ardha-Magadhi or Jain Prakrit, and that this rendering was done

by another Jain recluse in the course of rewriting it, the Jain recluse

who was either born and brought up in the Girnar region or won over

from the Buddhist faith, having an opportunity of being conversant

with a dialect similar to the Girnar language or with Pali itself.

Whether or no the spoken dialect of the people of Kalinga was

originally a Dravidian form of speech is a disputed question. But

it seems certain that the language of our old Brahml inscriptions

was not the spoken dialect of the people of Kaliiiga. The ‘Udayagiri

and KhaQ<Jagiri caves where these inscriptions were engraved are

situated in the heart of the Puri District of Orissa. The spoken

dialect of the inhabitants of this District is now known as Odiya.

The spoken dialect of the people of Utkalavarsa, the country of

Utkala, was known to the outsiders, say, to the cultured people in

Magadha, as an unintelligible and uncouth jargon as might be inferred .

1 Vinaya-Pitaka edited by Oldenberg, vol. I, Introduction,

p. Hv.

2 Nalinaksha Dutt’s Early History of the Spreaid of Buddhispi

and the Buddhist Schools,* pp. 262-4
;
Sunitiknmar Chatterji’s The

Origin and Development of the Bengali Language, vol. I, pp, s6ff.
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from the expression UkkoIa-vassa-bkaMS which has been used

as u term of contempt in one of the passages of the Pali Trlpitaka^*

Buddhagho^a, the Tali commentator has altogether misnd the iigni*

iicance of this expression. He takes it to mean “two nien of Utkaia,

Vassa and Bhafifia by name.”* This meaning is out of the question

in the Pali passage, where, while speaking of the philosophers’ {Hropound'

ing views contrary to his own, the Buddha has referred to them as

Ukkala-vassa-bkaHlia, that is, as persons speaking in terms of the

unintelligible and uncouth jargon of the country of Utkala.

The language of our old Brabmi inscriptions is a conventional

language, which tended to remain clear of Magadhisms, the ele-

ments of eastern dialects.* Prof. S. K. Cbatterji rightly observej.”*

“The Aryan language...came in the wake c f the North Indian religions

Brahmanism, Buddhism and Jainism, and was used by royal patrons

of these religions among Dravidians and other Non-Aryans, merely

as a sort of religious language in documents of a religions, and often of

an administrative character.”

We have sought to maintain that the Pali language, too, remained

clear of Magadhisms. It is most astonishing that Prof. Bapat freely

admits attakare, parakare, sukhe, dukkhe, jlva-sattame, and the like

to be the genuine Pali forms,* forgetting that these Ardha-Magadhisms

are clearly associated in the earliest Pali texts, notably the Simaiifia-

phalasutta of the Digha Nikaya, vol. i, with the doctrines of such

recluse teachers as Purana-Kassapa, Pakudha- Kaccayana and Makkha-

li^GosSla, and that, as such, these are meant to have been put within

1 Anguttara-Nikaya, part II, p. 31.

2 Manoratha-Puranl, Siamese edition, part II, p. 177 '• Vkkalati

Ukkala-janapadavUsim. Vassa-BhaUMti Vasso ca BhaMa ca dve fana.

3 The word palikhani which occurs in Kharavela’s inscription

as an equivalent of the Pali palikhani or palighlni and the Sk. pari-

ghau might be cited as an exception. But the alternative PSH spell-

ing of galigha as paligha, met within the VSset^ha-Sutta, Sutta-

Nipata, indicates that the case is not that of replacement of the

r«-sound by the Ar-sound But that of an inter-consonantal change

.

effected through laot 4a.
'

4 The Origin and Development of the ^engalL Language, vol. I.

P. 63.

- 5 Indian Historical Quarterly, vol. IV, no. 1, p. ej.*
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inverted commas as a means of being kept distinct from the Pali

forms, attakaro^ parakaro^ sukham dukkham,^ and flva-sattamo* *

It is interesting to observe how scholars after scholars have erred

on the wrong side in subsuming that all that is in Pali is Pali. The
spelling of R^ijgiri as Isi^ili^ met with in the title and body of the Pali

Isigili-sutta of the Majjhima-Nikaya, is cited by Prof. Liiders

as a notable instance of lingering old Magadhism in Pali, and no less

as an evidence in support of his theory about the rendering in the

existing Pali canon of old Magadhi texts in a western dialect. But

what can be more misleading than this ? As we have sought to show

elsewljere,* the usual Pali name of the hill would have been Isigiri,

an{J the Isigili form had to be adopted for a very special reason,

meaning it to be put within inverted commas. The reason for adop-

tion or retention of the spelling Isigili has been stated in the Sutta

itself :

—

^^Bhuiapubbam^ bhikkhave^ pa^a-Pacceka-buddha-satani imasinim

Isigilismirn, pabbate ciranivasino ahesum, Te imam pabbatam pavisan-

ta dissantiy pavittha na dissanti. Jam enam manussa disva evam ahavy

su : *Ayam pabbato ims isl gilaflti Isigili,* Isigili tveva samaMili uda-

padil**

“Formerly, O Bhikkhus, some five hundred Egotistic Buddhas

(hermit teachers) came to live for ever {ue., to cast off their bodies) in

(the dark caverns of) this Isigili mountain. They could be seen entering

(the caverns of) this mountain, and once they entered into the moun-
tain, they could no longer be seen. Observing this strange happen-

ing, the people said : ‘This mountain swallows these sages,* ^and hence

arose the name of the hill

—

Isigili, ‘the swallower of sages,^^

The explanation offerd by the Buddha enables us to understand

that the real name of the mountain which was l^jgiri or Isigiri, ‘^the

Mountain Abode of the Hermits/* was locally pronounced as Isigili, and

acquired a new association of ideas in the fanciful etymological deriva-

tion ^^Isigilatlii Isigili,** “the hermit-swalJower because it swallows the

hermits,’^ and that this new association could not be embodied without

1 See Barua’s ‘paper—The Ajivikas, in the Calcutta University

Journal in the Defiartment of Letters, vol II, pp. 46-51. •

2 Bapa's papier—Jinalogy and Buddhalogy, Calcutta Review,
Oct, 1921, p. 60.

*

3 Majjhiina-^Nikaya, vol lU, part p, 68.
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coining such a lengthier name in Pali as

Hermit-swallower-niountain,*^

As we have •seen, the substitution of the Dental sonant aspirate

for the Dental surd aspirate in such words as padha^ radha^ G^radhat

padhama^ and Madhura is a characteristic of the diale^'t presuppc sed by

the language of our old Brahmi inscriptions/ thrt is to say, of the

language of the supposed first draft. Among thi late» Prakrit dialect,

the Saurasenl, the Vernacular of the people of {^urasena or Mathura

region, has alone been characterised by this t^ipJ of phonetic change

in Vararuci’s Prakrta-prakasa, in the aphorism (XIL 3);

A nadivayujostathayodardhau

*‘The Dental consonant ta and tha which are not the initiaU of

any words and are not conjoined with other consonants change res-

pectively into da and dha^

One need not be astonished if the first draft of Kharavela's in-

scription was prepared in the dialect of the Mathura region by a Jaina

recluse who was familiar with it. The two inscriptions discovered and

published by Mr, Jackson in the Barabar Hills offer us an instance of

the substitution of dha for tha^^ In the earlier inscription, the letter-

forms of which are similar to those of Afiokan inscriptions, the name
of the particular hill to which it is attached is recorded as Goradhagiri^

while in the later inscription, the letter-forms of which are strikingly

similar to those of Kharavela’s inscription, the name of the same hill

has been recorded as Gorathagiriy

Mr..R. D. Banerji offers this explanation for the use of the spelling

Goradhagiri in the second inscription
;

^*The substitution of dAa for

//la shows tliat the second record was incised by an inhabitant of

Southern India. It is quite possible that this record was incised by

an inhabitant of Kalinga, probably one of the men who had accom-

panied Kharavela in his first campaign against the king of Magadha.”®

We find it difficult to agree with Mr. Banerji in thinking this kind

of substitution was a peculiarity of the spoken dialect of the people

of Kalinga in view of the fact that in none of Asoka^s inscriptions in

Kalingi we notice it If it be true that the second record was actually

1 JBOR6., vol. I, part II, pp. 159-71.

2 The point is ably discussed by R. D* Banerji in JBORS., vol.

Ill, part IV, p. 500.

3 JBORS.; vol. Ill, part IV, pp. 500-501.*
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incised by one of the men who had accompanied king Kharavela in

his campaign against the people of Rajagaha, the fact may be-ex-

plained differently, The author of the record mights be a man who
was brought up in Mathura or the Mathura r^ion. Our explanation

is more plausible on the ground thait, according to the HSthi-Gumpha

recordt Mathura was u^ed by king Kharavela as the military base

in bis campaign against the kings of Uttarapatha.^

We may, on another ground, maintain that the presupposition of

the language of the supposed first draft of Khiravela’s inscription was

not the spoken dialect of the people of Kalinga. In Kharavela’s

inscription, we have cavuthe (1. 5) for the Pali catutthe. We find that

cavuddsa occurs in all the versions of Asoka’s Pillar Edict V as a

conimon spelling for catttddasa. • The dialects of all the versions of

Aloka’s Pillar Edicts point, beyond any doubt, to the existence of a

widely prevalent lingua franca, or language of the cultured laity as

Prof, Rhys Davids would like to call it, in the third century B.C., in

the Middle Country extending as far, say, as Kausambi and Mathura.

It is apparent that the dialects of those Pillar Edicts are full of Maga>

dhisms. And if we go by the verdict of Vararuci, the predominant

tendency of the Magadhi dialects was Sauraseni,* that is to say, of

the dialect of the people of Mathura.

Thus we are led to assume that the Udayagiri-Khaij^agiri caves

in Orissa, Mathura and Ujjeni-Gtrinagara were the three important

centres of Jainism during the reign of Kharavela, and that the language

of Kharavela’s inscription was, so far as its grammatipal forms go, the

same as the dialect of the Girnar version of Afioka’s Rock Edicts, and,

so far as its sound system goes, a compound of the Girnar and Mathura

dialects.*

The substitution of dha for tha cannot be said to be a peculiarity

of the Pali language on the ground that in Pali, too, we have Madhura

as a spelling for Mathura, just in the same way that we have in it

1 See for fuller discussion passim, under Geographical Allusions.

2 Vararuci’s PrSkrta-prakaSa, XI, 2 : Prakrtih ^urasenl,

3 Actes du Sixieme Congres International des Orientalistes,

part III) p. 140, where Bhs^awanlal Ind.aji remarks ; “The whole

inscription is in .prbse. Its language is Prakrit, different from the

[a] (Pillar) inscriptipns of Asoka, but resembling the old Mahara$tra

Prakrit of the Western India cave inscriptions.” The characterisa-

tion is too generaj to need comments.
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Isigili as a spelling for Istgiru and Makhadeva arid Maghadeva as

two spellings for Makadeva, All these were locally current proper

names retained in Pali and meant to be put within inverted commas^
that is to say, to H>e kept distinct^ from the standard T^ll spellifirjs.

The spelling of the name Madhava-Videha as Miihava-Vtdigid
occurring in the ^atapatha-Brahmana (1,4.1) is an apt parallel m
Sanskrit literature. The spelling shows that the personal name
Madhava-Videha was locally pronounced, most probably by the in-

habitants of Videha or Mithila region, as Mathavr Videgha.

We mean to say that the spelling Madhura ns not due to a Pall

rendering of the Sk. that, in otlier words, Madhura was
a fanapada-nirutti or dehl-nama, that is lo say, a locally current proper

name, which found recognition in Pali. In accordance with a signi-

ficant statement made by the Buddha in the Aranavibhaiiga-Sutta

of the Majjhima Nikaya (vol. Ill, part III), one locally current

proper name, if it signifies an object for which it is intended, is as

good as the other, and there is no sound reason for regarding one of

them as more correct than the other. The importance of his statement

lies also in the fact that it contains a reasonable explanation for the

recognition of a particular form of the proper name, not from any

intrinsic superior value of its own, but on account of local adaptation.

We quote below his statement in extenso to enable the reader to

judge for himself what it is and what it implies

:

Janapada-niruttim n&bhiniveseyya^ samaUfiairi, mbidhaveyydtidti kho

pana etam vuttam, KiUdetam paticca vuttam ? Kathafi ca^ Bhikkhave^

fanopadq-niruttiyi ca abhiniveso hoti samafifuiya ca atisaro ? idha^ Bhi-

kkhave, tad ev' ekaccesu janapadesu^PatVti saUfanrnti^ ^Pattadti^ Vit-

thanUi^ ^Saravan'ti^ ^DharopadtV^ 'Ponan'ti, ^Pisilari ti saUfananti,

Iti yatha yatha narjfi tesu tesu janapadesu saUfananti tatka fatha thamasa

paramassa abhinivissa voharatv, ^Idam eva saccam, 7noghaijh aiiHan**

ti, Evam khot Bhikkhave, fonapada-niruttiy^ ca abhiniveio hoti samfi/fiSya

ca atisaro} Kathafi ca, Bhikkhave, janapada-niruttiyd. ca anabhiniveso

hoti samaH'fiMya ca anatisaro^ ? Idha, Bhikkhave, tad ev^ekaccesu fanapa-

1 Buddhaghosa’s Papafica-Sudani, Siamese e^itioni part III, 'p.

471 : Tad evan tarp, yeva bha/anam,
^

2 Ibid., p.* 471 : Abhinivissa voharatlti *Pattan*ti-saii/anana*;ana-

padeerp gantva '^Patfam aharatha dhovathW* ti sutva Andha-puthujiano^

nayidenp ^^Patterrp ^PatP ntm esa^ evarp vadak^* ti abhinivtssp voharati.
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*desu ^PafV-ti safijananti, ^Pattan'tU ^Vitthaiitiy ^Baravan'tiy 'Dharopan^-

//, ^Ponan'tiy ^PisMafCti} Iti yatha yatha nam tesu tesu janapadesu

sanjananti ^^Idam kirdnte ayasmanto sandhaya voharanfV^ ti tatha

iatha voharati aparamasam,^ Evam kho^ Bhikkhve^ ^napada-niruttiya

ca Qnabhiniveso hoti samaHnaya ca anatisaro. Janapda-niruttim n&hhi-

niveseyya^ samaf^Jham natidhaveyyAti—iti yam tarn vuttam idam etam

paticca vuitam.

^‘The local form of a proper name is not to be dogmatically adhered

to, the local designation is not to be pressed too far.” Such is the

rule as stated. For what reason is the rule so stated? And how is

it, O Bhikkhus, that a man becomes inclined to dogmatically adhere

to the local form of a proper name and to press the local designation

too fdr? Here, O Bhikkhus, it so happens that in some locality

a fatensil is known by the name of Pati, in some by the name of

Pattay in some by the name of Vitthay in some by the name of Sayavay

in some by the name of Dharopay in some by the name of Pona, and

in some by the name of Pisila, The inhabitant of a particular

locality having strongly embraced and dogamatically adhered to a

particular form of the proper name whereby the utensil is known in

this or that locality, boastfully says : “This is the only correct

form, and the others are incorrect." Thus it is, O Bhikkhus, that

a man becomes inclined to dogmatically adhere to the local form of

proper name and to press the local designation too far. How is it,

O Bhikkhus, that a man does not become inclined to dogmatically

adhere to the local form of a proper name and to press the local de-

signation too far ? Here, O Bhikkhus, it so happens that a utensil

is known by different proper names in different localities, in some

by the name of Pa/f, in some by the name of Pattay and so on

and so forth. The inhabitant of one locality, when he is in

another locality, realising "that the gentlemen of the second locality

conventionally use this form of the proper name to designate

this object/ wisely uses that particular form whereby the object is

known in that particular locality without any local attachment (that

I Ibid.y p. 471 : Atisaro'ti abhivadanam (a misprint for atidhava-

nam)c

c 2 Buddhaghosa^s Papafica-SudanI, Siamese edition, part III,

pp. 47i‘2 : Tatha tatha voharati aparamasanti ''Amhakam janapade

bhajanam ^PafVti .vuccatiy^ ime pana nam *Pattan*ti, Tato patthaya

janapada-vohoram muiioetva pattan* tcva aparomasanto voharati.
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is» abandoning the form whereby the object is known in his own
locality). Thus it is. O Bhikkhus, that a man does not become
inclined to dogmatically adhere to the local form of a proj^er name*
and to press the local designation too far. It is for tills rea^fon that
the rule is so stated as : *the local form of a proper nam^ is not to be
dogmatically adhered to—the local designation is not to be pressed
too far.'

2. The Style

Our old Brahmi inscriptions are all written in prose, a rhythmic
prose abounding in alliterations, elegant expressions, and balanced
sentences, clauses and phrases. In reading these inscriptions, es-

pecially those which stand in the name of king Kharavela and his

chief-cjueen, one cannot but be tempted to make out verses in them.
We venture to say that all attempts made in the direction are destined

to end in failure. Their diction is metrical prose without revealing

the actual process of versification. In reading out the inscription of

Kharavela one is apt to feel as though he were chanting verses in

marked cadences, the invocation formula in a variety of Kumara-
Lalita metre and the main text in a kind of Simhavikridita,

Scan the invocation formula, as carefully as you may, you cannot

confidently class it as a metrical composition in any of the known
metres, and yet your inclination will all along be to trace in it a

process of versification in the Kumara-Lalita metre. The fact is that

the desire to prodirce a complete rhythmic effect has led the com-

poser to balance up the groups of sounds in successive sentences,

clauses or 'phrases inducing a tendency to versification within prose

construction. So far as its greater rhythmic effect goes, the inscrip-

tional formula
I1 Name arihamtanam |1 Naina savasidhanam H shows an

improvement upon an earlier Jain formula 11 Ifaino ariharcUayiam n

Name sidhanam |1 which seems to linger in the later full-fledged

Jain formula
!1
Name arikamianam H Namo sidhdv^m || Namo dyari*

—
I Here we have refrained from introducing a discussion as to

the origin and antiquity of. Pali language, reserving it for a separate

monograph. But it is our decided opinion that a conclusion about

the antiquity of Pali drawn from the similarity ^observed between

It and the language of Kharavelars inscription* is bound to bfe a dog*

inatism and a dangerous presumption.

SEPTEMBER, 19^8 ^6
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yanam It
Namo uvaajhayanam [| Name loe savva-sahUnam

ll Compar-

ing the inscriptional formula with the later Jain formula, we detect

'that after the monotonous repetition of four sjmilar clauses the

latter is closed with a clause ll Name loe savva-sahUnam li constructed

so as to maintain the rhythm of the whole, and that in this final clause

one has a two-syllabic word in addition to those contained in the

second clause of the former. In the formula consisting of two clauses,

the insertion of one two-syllabic word suffices for the purpose, while

in the formula consisting of five clauses, the insertion of an additional

word is needed.

I. Inscriptional formula :

—

11 Namo arihamtZinam ll Namo sava-sidhanam !l

II. Later Jain Formula

II Namo arihamtanam ll Nairn sidhanam ll Namo ayariyariam ||

II Namo uvajhayUnam 11 Namo loe savva^sahUnam 11

A similar Buddhist formula of invocation consisting of three

clauses can be traced in the Petakopadesa which is one of the extra-

canonical works presupposed by Buddhaghosa's AtthasalinI, and

probably also by the Milindapafiha.

III. Buddhist Formula in the Petakopadesa:-—

11 Namo sammasambuddhanam
||
Paramaithadassinam ||

i) S^ladigun^rparamippatt^lnam ll

In the Buddhist formula, the first two clauses joined together read

like a line of a verse, while the third clause shows that the composi-

tion is yet rhythmic prose. The real character of the composition

will be manifest if we supply the ommissions and read it as^follows:

—

n Namo sammasambuddhanam I) ^Namo'l paramatthadassmam II

I) \Namd\ s\ladigunaparamippattanam II

Coming to the main text of Kharavela’s inscription, we find that

the effect of rhythm is heightened by a mathematical progression of

the volumes of sound, and that the main statement commences from

the point where the climax is reached. In such a text as this the verbs

are bound to be sparingly used and a rhyming process is i)ound to

play'its part as wilkbe evident from the following quotation

I (i)—n Aires%a maharojena ii mahameghavahanena n ceta-rajava-

^a-vadhanena R pasatha-subhadakhanena ii caturzmta-r akhana-gur^a-

upetena ll
' Kalimgadhipatiha siri-Kharavelena % pamdarasa-vasani-siri-

kad/ara ll sar\rav(ita klt^ila 11 kumara-kxdika II
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The rhyming process plays its part also in a sentence consisting of

several clauses, each with a separate verb

I (2)

—

pakarosnivesanam patisamkharayati |i tadagapS^ivo ca fiani*

dh^ayati II savUyana-patisamthapdnani ca kUrayati il pakuityg ca rarp-^

jayati ||

In the text of the inscription of Kharavcla's* chief que^* 1, the sam^*

verb is repeated for the sake of rhythm and emphasis :

—

1

1

—11^rahamta-pasadmam KaiimganaYii same riannm le laifjfi, kart-

tarn Q ra/tno Lalakasa Hathisa{l)kasa7][i pamtasa dhutum Kalha,ga*caka-

vatino siri-Kharavelasa aga-mahisim\karitar\i 11

The rhythm is sought to be maintained even in such a sheprt in-

scription as that of Kamma and Khina :

—

V.II—I)
Kammasa koijia ca h Kkinaya ca pasado q

For the sake of rhythm the words are left as they are without

being joined according to the rules of Sandhi, guna-upetena^

Hvasa^sata-oghatitarrii kara^vana-anugaha-a nekani^

So far as these peculiarities are concerned, our old Brahml inscrip-

tions clearly anticipate the Pali prose style of the MiUndapafiha,

another of the extra-canonical works presupposed by Buddhaghosa's

commentaries, which, even according to the tradition embodied in it,

was not composed within the first five centuries of Buddha*s demise.

And so far as these peculiarities are concerned, there is nothing save

a few long-drawn compounds within the four corners of the Pali

Tipitaka to anticipate the prose style of our old Brahml inscriptions.

The Milinda's descriptions of the city of Sagala and the earthquake

signalising* the memorable character of Vessantara's charity, quoted

below, will, we believe, show how close is the resemblance of its prose

style with that of Kharavela's inscription, in spite of the fact that the

prose style of the latter has not as yet attained the maturity of the

prose of the former :—-

—

I. Description of Sagala ;

—

Att}\ Yonakdnam nanaputabhedanam Sagalam nama nagaram nad\*

pabbata-sobhitam ' rumamyabhUmippadesabhagara ^ aram-uyyanbpavana^

talaka-pokkharani-sampannafy nadlpabbata-vana-ramaneyyakaTri/^ cic%

I Cf* Vasa-abhisita ox vasaMbhisita (A8oka*s R. E,, XIII. Sah^

Jt)azgarhi; P, E, V. Delbi-Topra, Delhi-Mirajh ; E. \CI, Delhi-ToprS).
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II. Description of the Earthquake

•

Hettha niahavUta salicalanti, safa'iam sartiakrn. saiirn saiirn akulakula

vayanti, onamanti unnamanti vinamantit slnappatta MdapZ papatanti,

gumbagumba^ valahaka sandMvanti...rudanti yakkka appesakkha,

hasanti yakkha, mahesakkKa kavtpcmanaya mahapathaviya.

Our old Brahml inscription’s is not the prose style of the Pali

Tipi^aka, nor that of earlier portions of the Jaina Agama. nor that

of the Vedas, Brahmanas, older Upani^ads, Kalpa-Sutras, and

Niruktas. So far as their prose style goes, they stand out,

in point of time, as a notable landmark in the Iherary history of

India. Just as with reference to the accidental unconscious beginning

and m'aturer development of the style of Kavya poetry Asvaghosa’s

Buddha-carita stands midway between the Prologue of the Pali

Nslaka-Sutta as found in the Sutta-NipSta^ on one side and Kali-

dasa’s KumSra-sambhava on the other, so with reference to the acci-

dental unconscious beginning and maturer development of the rhyth-

mical prose style our old Brahml inscriptions represent a link of

transition between some of Pali set formulas of Buddhist precepts

and Milinda’s descriptions of the city of Sagala and the earth-

quake. The Pali formulas representing an accidental unconscious

beginning of the prose style of Kharavela’s inscription are being

quoted below :

—

I We mean that the Sutta-Nipata contains one of the two versions

of the Discourse in Indian languages, the other version being found

in the Mahavastu, III, pp, 386-87. If Dhammananda Kosambi’s

identification be correct, as we believe it is, this is the very* Discourse

which was recommended for study by King Adoka in his Bhabru

Edict under the title “Moneya-Sute.” The verses of the Prologue

appear to be a super-growth and later addition. As to the relation

between the Pali Prologue and the Buddhacarjta, the following quota-

tions will suffice ;

—

(«) Pali Prologue

—

Dadallamanam siriya anotnavannarp,

^ dassesiputtam Asitavhayassa SakyU.

DisvS hufmromy sikhim iva pajjalanattam,

tarasamarp, va nabhasigamaip, visuddharp^

(^) Buddha-carita, III, *3;—
J?r^a ea tarryyafasutmp, stfi/at tS iaivtUfamSiimp rtapr^ iriya ea.
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I. Pali Formulas of Buddhist Precepts—

^a) Nacca-glta-vadita~vis'Uka-dassam-veramani

[Vinaya Mahavs^ga]

Nzcca'glta‘Va,ditn-vts^kadas:san&-vefamani~sikkhZpad<vtjk

[Khuddaka-P»$haj

Nacca’glta-vadita-visuika-dassana-vsramdni-sikkhiipudairi-samadi'

yatni

[Khrddaka-Patha-Coniy,]
(b) mWi-gandha~vilepana dharana-man^na-vibkUsam4tham~vera-

inani

[Vinaya Mahavagga]

mal3-gandha-vilepana-dharana'mandana~vibkllsanaMkanU~vera-

mani-sikkhapadam

[Khuddaka-Patha]

inala-gandha-vilepana-dhararM-maiidam-vibhTisana-ttham-vera'

mani-sikkhapadam, samadiyami

[Khuddaka-Patha Corny.]

II, Kharavela’s Inscription—

I. 4—Dampa-nata-gxta-vadita-samdasanahi kidapayati nagarim.

I. 7—Sava-kara-vana-anugaha-anekani-sata-sahasam visajati pora-

fahapadam,.

Striking, indeed, is the resemblance in respect of the prose style

and letter-forms which exists between the Barhut inscriptions attached

as labels- to two companion scenes depicting one of the Buddha-legends

presupposed by those in the Lalita-vistara^ and the Hallii-GumphS

inscriptidn of King Kharavela, although the latter show a maturer

development :

—

I. Barhut Inscriptions

—

(a) Vtaram disa tini savata-nisisani.

Dakhinarp, disa cka kamdvaeara-sahasani,

(b) Sa^ikasammoi^m turarp, devanarp,,

II. Hathi-Guni^ha Inscription

—

(a) I. 3
—Satakanirp, pachima-ditcerp haya-gafa-nara-radka-bahularp

% dam4aiP’

(b) I. iz-^HUpadabkamnarp ca terasa-vasa-sata-katarp, bkidati

tamiradaha^senpghatarpi,
•B.-M. Barua

I Cunningham’s Stapa of Bbarhut, pt. XIV. S. Gate, Prasenajit

Pillar, Middle and Lower Bas-Reliefs.



Taranatha’s History of Buddhism in India

( Translatedfrom the German version of A. Schiefner )

IV

EVENTS OF THE TIME OF THE VENERABLE UPAGUPTA

^Thereafter Upagupta crossed the Ganges and came northwards

into the Videha country which was a region to the west of Tirahuti(sic).

He established himself in a Vihara erected by the householder

Vasusara,^ where the Sahgha of^ the four regions was entertained
;

and he spent the summer there. While he delivered the teaching

at that place, the number of those who attained the grade of an

Arahant in three months amounted to a thousand. Having gone

thence to the prince of the Gandha mountain, ^ he taught the law,

and initiated innumerable men into the Truth. When he reached the

city of Mathura that lay on the north-western frontier of Madhyadesa,

the Malla elders and head-merchants Nata and Bhata held^ cnsulta-

tions [among themselves] at the crowded place before the gate

of Mathura. After praising the Venerable Upagupta they expressed

the wish that he might establish himself in the Vihara on Mt, ^iras^

that had been erected by them in the time of the Venerable iSana-

vasika. When upon a ce.rtain time they saw Upagupta from a distance,

they exclaimed, wonder, he who is coming here from acdistance

with subdued mind and full of glory is indeed the Venerable Upa-

gupta/' After they had taken counsel, they went out a little to

meet him, and after bowing down before him they enquired whether

he was the venerable Upagupta. When he said that he was so called

in the world, they made over to him the Natabhatika Vihara that

lay on the Mountain ^iras, and provided ITim "wfth every requisite.

When Upagupta delivered the teaching at that place, many bhiksus

1 * I cannot indicate whether the Sanskrit name found in the

"text has its correct form
;
the Tibetan translation of this name that

is found on p. 88 olf the Bu-ston agrees with that of Hirajnyagarbha.

2 Perhaps Gandhama^ana is meant.

3 The Tibetan text Sira, i.e„ head, is the UiSira mountain already

mentioned on p». io [of Schiefner’s text].
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and laymen perceived the Truth. When at another tin^e at a gathering of

100,000 men he delivered the teaching, Mara Paplya' sent a shower of

fruits into the city. Many people accordingly went away <nto the cit}^,

but the rest heard the law. When on the second day a shower of clptl.es

fell, many men likewise went away into the cit)^ and when on the third,

fourth and fifth days there fell successively tho showei ; silver, gcJd

and the seven precious stones, the number of those who heard the

law was very much decreased. On the seventh day Mara Paplya
himself took the form of a divine dancer and as hi^ sons and daughters

also assumed the forms of male and female dancjis ; thirty-six aancers,

male and female, appeared in the city and distracted the minds of all

men through their various modes of dancing and magical pertormances,

their lovely songs and their instrumental music, so that there remained

nobody to hear the law. At that time the venerable Upagupta also

came into the city, and said, brave men, as your dance is so

beautiful, I will decorate you with garlands*^ With these words he

bound a garland over the head and neck of each. Immediately after-

wards through the magical exercise of the venerable Upagupta, the

Sinful One with his whole company became decrepit and repulsive with

torn clothing, and on the head (of each) there appeared a rotten corpse

and on the neck a decomposed dog’s carcase, which spread their

stench througli the ten world-regions and caused nausea through

their very sight. Then all the men who had not yet renounced their

passions turned away full of vexation, dread and nausea, while holding

fast their noses. Then Upagupta asked the Evil One as to why the

latter hgid injured his company. The Evil One answered, ^^O

Venerable One, grant (us) pardon, and free us from the bonds.''—-Upa-

gupta said, ‘*If you do not come clo.se to my group, I shall do it/'

He answered, ‘T will not injure you, even if my body were to be

annihilated.'^ Immediately afterwards the body of the Demon obtained

peace. He said, ^‘When I injured Gautama at the Bodhimanda, he

dwelt in the samadW 6f'Iftildness,but his younger auditors were eftcceed-

ingly fierce
;

then*' as I wished to play a few of my pranks, the

’Venerable [Upagupta] has bound me* Then Upagupta entered into a

religiousVonver^ion with the Evil One, and said, *^As I have doubt-

T The evil demon, the tempter; with regarcHo. Upagupta may

be compared the 7th chapter of the Dsanglun.^[The Dsanglun, or

more accurately, the Hdsangblun is a Tibetan work of whieh the title

peans Uhe wise man and the foor,—Tr.]
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less seen the spiritual body* of the Teacher but not His material body

while thou hast seen it, show me the form of His body.” When the

Demon thereupon assumed the form of the Teachef. great devotion

was awakened in Upagupta ;
embarrassed with bodily trembling and

with tears, he wished to lay the joined palms of his hands on his

head
;
saying,* “I bow down to the Buddha”. The Evil one, [however],

could not bear it, and falling into a swoon, he sank in a heap.

Then the Demon vanished and in this way all the men, being filled

with repentance, became still more believing
}
while he [i.e., Upagupta],

having begun from the roots of the fruit, expounded the law through

the whole night of the sixth day to all the men that had assembled

from fhe four quarters and were impelled from the roots of their

foriner virtues
;
on the seventh dgy 1,800,000 men perceived the Truth.

Then he lived in the Natabha^ika Vihara to the end of his life-time.

Into a cave that was 18 yards long, 12 yards broad, and 6 yards high,

each Bhiksu that had stepped into the religious life, cast, under his

orders, on attaining the grade of an arhant, a slip of wood 4" long.

Thereupon the cave was afterwards so filled up by men with slips of

wood that there remained no intervening space. When at a certain

time the venerable Upagupta vanished from existence, and his corpse

was committed to the flames along with these slips, the remaining relics

were carried off by the gods. He had been prophesied by the Teacher

himself as a Buddha without [the characteristic] signs, i.e., as one who,

while lacking only the signs and marks of the Buddha, brought to all

living being benefit equal to that of the Buddha
;
and. after the Tatha-

gata had vanished from existence,there aro.se no one who was of greater

benefit to the world.* The time during which Upagupta held the office

1 These correspond respectively to the terms dharmakaya and

rUpahaya,—^Tr.

2 The traditional account of Upagupta given above agrees in

the main with other accounts derived from Chinese and Tibetan

sources. The Tibetan Dulva, e.g., mentions the same famous prophecy

of Gautama Buddha about Upagupta’s being born as a Buddha without

his characteristic signs [i.e., without the thirty-two ^tgns of ihe great

^man] [See Rockhill, Life of the Buddha^ p. 164]. In the various

versions of the Afokavadana we have almost identical accounts of

Buddha’s prophecy
^
about Upagupta, of Mara’s attempt to interrupt

Upagupta’s teaching at Mathura by means of miraculous showers

of precious things, of hi^s subsequently shoving Upagupta the physical
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of the Teacher, synchronised for the most part with the time when

Mahendra, son of king Sudhana exercised sovereignty for 9 years and

his -son Camasa exercised it for 22 years in Aparantaka, At that timj

there lived in th^ west of India the Arhant Uttara whom the kmg

Mahendra honoured very believingly. The inhabitants of Bagala built

a Vihara in a Kukkutapala' forest and presented it b* him
;

it is calbd

by the name of Kukkutarama.

{To be continued)

body of Gautama, and of the cave in which were cast the wooden

slips by Bhiksus attaining the Arhatship under Upagupta’s direction

(See Przyluski’s tr. of the A-yu-wang-tchonan, in his La Legende

de r Eni^ereur Moka, pp. 353-3^2). Hiuen Tsang, while visiting the

Mathura country, was shown a hill-monastery situated close to the

capital which was attributed to Upagupta^ and near it a cave wherein

were gathered the relics of those who attained Arahatship urvder

Upagupta^s direction (Watters, Yuan Chwang, vol. I, p. 306). It should,

however, be observed that while Taranatha calls the hill on which

stood the Natabhatikrtvihara Siras (i.e., Usira), other accounts give it

the name of Urumaiida which was translated into Chinese as the Great

•Cream. The p^zle is sought to be solved by Watters who

observes Vp- citC p. 308), “The Usira hill was at the side of the Uru-

manda hilL and Hie latter may have included the. two hills antf the

wood or forest adjoining.”

I So literally according to the Tibetan text
;

it must have teen

called Kukkutapada ; the building of this vihara is'otherwise ascribed

to king Afioka.

• SEPTEMBER, 1928 *7



Some Historical Sites and Monuments of Eerala
i

I. The Irikkal Palace, Trichur
fi

Two modern local histories, A Short History of Kerala^ (pp. I28f.)

by Mr. K. Ramanunni Nayar and The History of Cochin (vol, I,

Malayalam, p. 333)® by Mr, K. P. Padmanabha Menon, in which

appears a quotation from the former, refer to an Irikkal Palace situated

to the west of the Trichur Fort. Though these works were published

more than 15 years ago, no attempt seems to have been made to

identify the place and to explore it. In the course of my researches, I

have been able to identify this palace which is now in ruins. A short

note on this ancient historic site w ill not, it is hoped, be uninteresting.

Both the above-mentioned authors state that, in 1505-6, when the

Portuguese Governor, Dom p'rancisco D’Almeyda, superseded the

claims of the two senior princes of the Cochin royal family as being

partisans of the ZSmorin, and enthroned a Vira Kerala Tampuran,

the two elder princes rebelled and sought the Zamorin's aid. The
latter, with a body of 500 Nayars, is said to have stayed in the

Irikkal Palace of one {unnamed) Nambutiripad who received him in

a splendid manner, quite befitting the exalted status and dignity

of the distinguished royal guest. The Zamorin is said to have alighted

from his palanquin at the Natippura (the outhouse at the gate) and

to have been led to the portico along a roofed pathway {naiappurd)

about 72 feet long, decorated with white sand and carpeted {veUayum

kanmpadavum viriceu), while on both sides were presented to bis

dazzled vision a glittering array of artistically entwined golden chains

(ponnarafl/aif). The historian, probably in his inability to give a full

and exhaustive account, contents him.self with saying that the rest of

the reception was on an equally grand scale. The next day the Zamorin

and the NSmbutiripad, after their morning blTtb, are said to have

1 Published by Mr. P. Kufifiikr§na Menon, Kotjakkjil Press,

N. Malabar, 1084 M. E. This work records ‘

'""many traditions

t relating to the early and mediaeval history of the country. I am very

much indebted to Mr. T. K. Krsna Menon, B.A., M. R. A, S., for

lending me a copy of this very rare work for perusal,

2 Bharatavilasam Press, Trichur.
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prayed in the Vadakkunnathan Temple and proceeded to the

(Vadakkekkara) Palace, Trichur, by the northern gopuram. The i,000

Nayars of the Nambutiripad, It is said, assisted the ZSmorir whQ had
brought only 500 Nayars. It is also mentioned that the oresent
Bhagavati Temple at Irikkal (a //at* unidentified by the tvriters) is the

paradevata (tutelary deity) set up in the bentral cuurt-yard {na^ih

murrain) of the NambatiripSd, and that thx ie lar^.e and finely buf’t

tanks and a few small ponds can still be seen there.

Such is the account given by the historians referred to above. This,

subject to certain modifications, is not only borne out, but is also

supplemented, by what can even now be gathered from a survey of

the present day remains and a study of them in the light of local

traditions.

Ruins of the KovUakam

Relics of this KovUakam can still be observed in the deiam

of_01arikkare which is about two miles south-west of Tr§ur, on the

road to Perumpu’a, Antikkad and other places. It has a temple dedi-

cated to Bhadrakajl which is held in much veneration by the inhabi-

tants of that deham and the adjacent dehams of Ayyantoje, Puturkkara

Pulleyil and Ceirupu’a, and they all join together to celebrate with

considerable pomp its vela or annual festival in regulated succession.

A furlong to the south of it there exists a very extensive garden which

was originally owned by the Ki.'akkiniyedatt Nambutiripad, but which

now belongs to Mr. A. Sankara Poduval, B.A., B.L., M.L.C., Chief Court

Vakil, Erpakulam. It contains two big tanks, two small ones or

kokkartfis and half a dozen wells having a constant supply of water.

Of these tanks, the largest is in the lowest level, and is situated in the

south-western portion of the compound, touching the rice-fields beyond.

It is about 234 feet (north to south) by 144 feet, excluding the 4 gh9(s

leading to it (on the eastern side), and besides, it has got a bathing

shed attached to itJ The pond appears to have been used from early

times fof bathing and latterly for irrigation and other purposes, as

is the cas*e with 't^e other one in the north-western corner of the garden

which is only about 56 ft. by <46 ft., with a single *batbing ghif. Th«^

Xvto kokkarn\s are of comparatively smaller size, cme, of about 6^}^
ftfby 28 >4 ft. and another of 40 ft. by 9 ft. Of .these, the second is

about 150 ft. west' from the gate-house 5nd is located tdwards the

^yestern extremity of the nedeppura. It appears to have b<wn used.
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according to the ancient Kerala custom, for washing the face and feet by

the incoming visitor, after which alone he could enter the precincts

of a Brahmin dwelling house. It is constructed between the private

residence of the male members {pattayappura) and the double quadran-

gular structure or ettukettu usua41y allocated to the females. These

buildings mu^t have been raised on the north and south of the

mtappura, traces of which have to be followed up and studied in

detail. The other kokkarn% is a few feet off to the north-west of the

double nSlukeltu, and was probably intended for ladies. At the

north-east corner of this edifice is a comparatively large well, about

14^ ft. in diameter, and built of a superior kind of hard laterite

stone,'each 2 ft. by about i ft. and roughly 10" thick. This might

hat^e been the kitchen well
;
because, according to the Hindu Tatchu-

fiastra, the kitchens are generally situated at the north-eastern end

of the family house. Some cooking utensils too are reported to have

been discovered in the course of a vain attempt to dry up the well

during the summer of 1927. It may be stated here that all the ponds

are built of hard laterite stones, most probably dug out of the inexhaust-

ible quarries in which the site abounds and which might have

given the name “Irikkal’' to the desam,^

The site of the ettukeUu or northern block is roughly about 150ft. by

105 ft. But what part of this area was actually taken up by the build-

ing we cannot say. The same remark has to be made with regard

to the other blocks. The pattayappufa or the southern block is elevat-

ed from the ground by about 8 ft. The ditch to the east of it has

been recently filled up, so that a means of ascertaining its past history

is now lost
;
but from the existing remains we may take ft to be the

larger mansion. It is no less than 116 ft. by io6 ft. Each of the

steps leading to it from the natappura is 26 ft. long, and about i ft.

high. The basement of the pattayappura is over 7 ft. in height.

The eastern extremity of its lowest step is 25 ft. from the base of the

patip^ura, three stone-paved steps of which can still be traced

through the labyrinth of rubbish blocking the' entrance of old.

The tara (base) of the building itself is about V fj. from„the floor,

and ^the length of the tara on the west (froi^^outh to north)

is roughly 3734 ft.‘, being ft. on. both sides of the steps,

c

I For instance, we find that the countless laterite g;neissian rocks

and hills -gave rise to the name of‘'Kallil” toa place near Perum-

bavur in North Travancore. Cf. KalleJIinkara.
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which are themselves 20 ft. 6 in. long. The remains of the stone wall at

tha eastern entrance to the house can be seen from the country-

road outside. Tbe breadth of this edifice may have been about lO fh

The moat surrounding the site begins from the pcAippurai ana is

about 8 ft in depth at present, viMiile it is o/er loft wide The

remains of the moat and the stone wall can* also be iraced on the

northern and eastern extremities of the present compo^^nd.

On the high ground to the east of the large e ra in the south-west

of the garden can be traced the remains of another edifice,

the exact extent and nature of which cannot now be definitely ascertain-

ed. Here there is a quarrylike hollow from which large blocks of

stone appear to have been detached and taken away even in “recent

times,. Of those still scattered about the place, one measures abbut

2 ft.,6 in. by i ft. The place might have been the quarters of some

of the ChiePs retainers and servants. This site is now used as a

grazing ground, while the sites of the two buildings referred to above

are used for dry cultivation.

An interesting feature of this historic site is the existence of a

very huge laterite boulder, ft. in height, fixed into the slope of the

hillock on which the Kovilakam has been erected. It must have

been originally spherical in shape
;
more than a third of the spherical

portion, towards the lower terrace adjoining the above-mentioned

cira^ has been cleanly cut off from it vertically, so that the remaining

part, especially towards the floor, gradually narrows down to form

a hollow. The soil in front of this enclave is loamy, and this cavity

is approached by a narrow circuitous pathway from above—now beset

with bran^bles and choked with rank vegetation and, perhaps, covered

up in bygone days. All these suggest the probable existence of a

closed up underground passage.

Traditions regarding the place

That these arp but the extant relics of the ancient glory and

prowess^ of the Ip^rdly Irikkal Chiefs, who are related to have played

a by rib means insignificant part in Cochin politics, is confirmed by

a study of the local traditions concerning the family, fondly tre'lsured

up by the old people of the locality, including the descendants

of those once famous local potentates. According to the popular

tradition even now current in the place, the KilaTckiniyec|att^ Nambfi-

^tiripSd owned the whole of the 0]arikkare^(01arikkal) dekam and
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a considerable portion of the Sanketam'- of the Va^akkunnathan

Temple, the Nambutiripad having been also one of its chief Uralacs.®

r identify this Nambutiripad with the Irikkal Chief. „

One of the reasons traditionally assigned for the downfall of

this fiSi/uvalt family is their open hostility to the reigning Raja of

Cochin^ as evinced by the support they gave to the insurrections of the

Cochin princes and the Zamorin. Local tradition supplements the

1 A Sanketatn is the closely guarded preserve round the abode

of a Hindu deity or the equally sacred quarters of Brahmanas,

which was originally controlled by a powerful and independent religious

corporation called "Yogam", mainly composed of Brahmanas.

The temporal and sacredotal jurisdiction of these temples extends

over all this area in which the slaughter of cattle and other

sacred animals as also of human beings, the drawing and drinking

of toddy and other spirituous liquors, the entry of low castes and

non-Hindus and similar other "polluting and heinous” acts, are

prohibited. In some Sanketams meant for the residence of priests,

women also are denied entrance, the former being enjoined to a life

of strict purity and celibacy. The Sanketatn was a sanctuary which

none, not even the most tyrannical of sovereigns, dared violate,

for fear of social ostracism and religious ex communication. It was

virtually an imperium in imperio. It afforded an asylum to all fugitives,

not excepting even the worst offenders against law. Very few Sanketams

now exist, as, with the advancing march of civilization, the deities had

to accommodate themselves as best they could, to the altered condi-

tions of social life. According to the earliest tradition avaijable, the

Trichur Sanketam lay between Pulakkal, Patturakkal, Viyyur, Ki.'.a-

kkumbS^ukara, and Kurkahceri.

2 I hear that from very ancient times, the 5 Illakkars in Pura-

nat^ukara and some others in Trichur were the Uralars of the Vada-

kunnatban Temple, and that the Ki.'akkiniyedatt Nambutiripad of

Puranattukara, by his power, wealth and status, was by far the most

prominent one among them, and had a predominating voicp in its

management. The Illam is said to have had an annual iricome of

j
lakhs of payas ot paddy, and to have owned the Mariattit^u

Temple near by, and most probably it had much to do with the

administration of the affairs of the Ayyantoje Bhagavati Temple, in

both of which the worship* is still conducted by representatives of

the liiam.
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histofian^s account of the Zamortn^s visit by saying that he was
welcomed with a golden para containing a golden bunch of tender

cocoanuts, another filled with fanamSt ^ huge golden lamp {nUaviz

lakku)y etc. The*Ki;ak->J/m-yedatt Nambutiripad headed the religious

faction opposed to the Perumpatjappu Swarupam, and according to

tradition, it was the interpretation of certain religions and social

customs that first sowed the seed of dissension oetween the two rival

Swarupams of Cochin and Calicut. Tradition aiso speaks of some of

the Irikkal Chiefs paying visits to the Zamorin's Court, and cf their

being held high in the estimation of Zamorin.

One of the Irikkal Chiefs is stated to have supplied His Highness

Rama Varma, the Sakian Tampuran^ witli a huge kindi or .metal

vessel, the spout of which was big enough to admit into it a well-bijilt

man. It was intended for storing all the water required for a g^'and

feast given by him in the Trichur Palace, or as others say, for a great

kalaham or purificatory ceremony performed at his instance in the

Vadakkunnathan Temple. The vessel was never returned by the

Raja. This prince also is reported to have been entertained in right

royal fashion by the Chief. The golden plates used for serving meals

are stated to have been thrown indifferently into the nadi,umurram%

after each course. Such a studiedly indifferent display of wealth might

have been rightly regarded as insolent by the prince. This, no doubt,

roused his ire, and he set the royal elephants to make short work of the

edifice. This was in the year 948 M.E. (1773 A.C.). He was deprived

of his uraimaship in the Vadakkunnathan Temple, Trichur, to which

he paid ^visits in • a stately palanquin borne over white cloth spread

out on white sand thrown all the way from his Kovilakam to the

temple—a distance of at least two miles. Almost all the lands and

other property of the Nambutiripad were confiscated (pandaram kefiy as

the common people would have it) leaving his family but some

lands just sufficient for bare maintenance. Thus reduced in status,

bereft of all his former glory, deprived of all rights and priwkges

in the temple, and dispossessed of his material wealth, he was

compelled to seek a temporary asylum in a Nayar house in Ayyantoje

till the d^akkar Built for him their present family residence in the

same deaam. He granted a special pensipn—in this case a

political and state pension annually and In perpetuhy.

_
»

I This amounts to 68 Cochin fattams or Rs. ^9-7*8 at 4 7 P®*

per fanam, (Vide ifha Cochin Legislative Council Proc(edings,^ Vol* 11
,
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The building materials of the demolished palace are believed to

have been employed for the rebuilding of the Trichur Palace, while

three of the four granite pillars in one of the quadrangles of the

old family mansion have been removed to provide* supports to the

roofs of the ghats of the Brahmaswam or Vadakke Madhom
(below the Patififdre Kettu or wesfern hall used for the chanting of

Vedic lore) leading into the Palifijdr^ Cira^ one of the columns having

been broken in the course of transmission. Some of the bigger bronze

and brass vessels still carrying traces of the family monogram

—

^^Kilakkiniye^am vaka—alia Kocci Sirkar vaka**—are still preserved

in the Vadakkunnathan Devaswam and the Trichur UUupura stores,

while some are reported to be at Trppunittura. Some remains of rafts,

cooking utensils, a bronze lamp (nilavilakku), etc., are said to have

been discovered in the principal kitchen well.

Till the end of the i8th century, and for some years afterwards,

the site was in the hands of the Government. The Government of

iSaktan Tampuran’s successor was graciously pleased to relinquish

control of that ancient site and to grant it to this lUam^ on the appli-

cation of a member of it. Some years ago, one of the old

Nambutiripads, the grandfather of the present Kdranavan of the

Ayyantoje Illant^ is reported to have lived and died in the scene of

the labours of his forefathers, in a small cottage built by him on the

site of the present tank shed • for, when the family property was

partitioned in 1829, this garden had fallen to the lot of the 7avail

living in Ayyantoje. The present owner appears to have purchased

the same from them about 20 years ago.

The tutelary deity of Bhagavati set up in the naduinwram of the

palace has a story of its own. Decades ago, many of the inhabitants

of the neighbouring villages were affected by terrible epidemics

believed to have been caused by the indifference shown towards the

pp. 1134 and 1177). The pension is now being shared, after partition

in 1004 M.E. (1829 A.C.), by the three families in Cembukkavu, Mana-

ttiftu and Ayyantoje dehams on the outskirts of Trich\ir. I understand,

however, that, according to an old Pativu grant, dated .986 M.E.

(18 If A.C.), the pension was by way of an assignfhent of revenue in

'paddy to the extent of 1200 paras per year, payable in the old Trichur

Provertu It was probably at the Settlement previous to 1080 m,e.

that this .family subsistence was converted into .a monthly grant

receivable at the Trichur Treasury.
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idol lying in th« courtyard. Consequently, the deiaiiSr were prompt-

ed to instal die deity in a newly constructed shrine near the road-side,

and slightly removed from the then deserted site. This is said

to be the present Olarikkare Bhagavati (Bhadrakall) shrine, the oracle

priest or Veliccappad of which was lately invested with the insignia

of his office, the sword (pallival), the jingling* waist belt {aramavd),

the anklets {cilambUa) and the red cloth to be bound round the waist

{kJira) by the Kilakkiniyedatt NambStiripad of Ayyantoje.

According to another tradition, the present site of the temple is

the najiUtnurram of a Nayar house called Nangeli The origin of the

temple is thus described : The Nangeli Nayar, on his return to

Olarikkare, after worshipping the Cranganur Bhagavati, deposited

his sword in his house. When he wished to take it up again, it is said

to have been possessed of a divine charm and become SvayambhU.

The image of the Bhagavati of Cranganur was set up there.

A third tradition says that the site was taken up originally by

ati outhouse of the Nambutiripad, assigned for the use of Nayar

travellers and guests. The Nangeli Nayar, who was one of

those pilgrims collecting subscriptions and donations to be laid before

the Bhagavati at Cranganur, halted at the place. The next day

he found that the sword that he had placed in the house could not

be lifted up. When astrologers were consulted, he was informed that

the sword possessed the divine virtues of the Cranganur Bhagavati.

The desakkar, then, helped him to build a Bhadrakall temple there.

The NambutiripSd, in virtue of his ownership of the site and

influence 4ie commanded in the locality, was vested with the power

to invest th^ Veliccappad with the emblems of his authority.

The first tradition seems to be less reliable
j
for, the temple might

have come into existence even in the first half of the i8th century, that

is, long before the time of Saktan Tampuran. From an inscription in

Malayalam characters and in the Malayajam language written on^ the

base of the granite dipastambham in front of the shrine, we see that it

was built on the 17th of Mitunam 91 1 M. E. or 1736 A. C. The first

tradition may,therefore, refer only to the renovation of the temple in its

present shape. Th<} second tradition difiers from the third only in^the

fact of the ownership of the original site of the temple. It is not known

whether the second tradition originated only after'the third or vice

versa, in the attempt to concoct evidence as to the pwnership of the

temple. In any case, the tradition regardmg the sword becoming a

svqyafttbfM is strongly rooted in the minds of the peoples^

’l.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1928
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From a geographical point of view, the situation of this place leads

us to presume that it could well have been the seat of a mighty and

'prominent nMuvalL The private property of this “lord of many acres/'

situated in the midst of a miniature plateaux, reaches out into the wide

expanse of rice fields below by a succession of gentle undulations*

In 4:he present state of the depression in the west of the compound,

we are unable to understand definitely how much of it has been

silted up by the onrush of water borne from the slopes of the hill

above. . At least in the rainy season, the palace must have been

approachable by country crafts via Aranattukara, Kariyattukara and

other neighbouring places on the backwater. There is no doubt

that ‘the Kovilakam was very favourably situated on the highway for

cdmmerce between Trichur and the backwater. Even now,

when the land is gradually rising and receding from the

lagoons, the Olarikkare deaam is barely a mile from the Pulleyil

and Aranattukara KadavTis or landing places, which connect it

with that extensive system of backwater lying between Tirur and

Trivandrum.

Historically, the tradition of the Zamorin's visit may contain an

element of truth in it, as will be seen from a brief study of the relevant

political events of the period. When Dom Fransico D'Almeyda, the

Portuguese Viceroy, arrived in Cochin in November, 1505, the succes-

sion to the Cochin throne was contended by the two senior princes of

the Mutta Tavali on the one hand and the third prince (the V\ra

Kerala Tampuran) Rama Varma on the other, known to the Portu-

guese as Unni Rama Koil Tirumulpad of the Elaya Tavali^ and set up

on the inusnad by the retiring RajS with Portuguese assistance. The

elder anantiravans were partisans of the Zamorin and openly hostile

to the state, and hence were disinherited. But they were not without

their supporters among the Naduvalls and Swarupis, including pro-

minent Nambutiris, some zealous in their cause, others lukewarm, but

all alarmed at the unauthorised interference of the Portuguese and

amazed at the unprecedented supersession of superior claims. They,

therefore, protested against their exclusion from succession and expul-

sion from the country, so that even the Raja, who had, as usdal, assum-

ed the titles and dignities attached to the^ time-honoured Perumpadappu

Muppu SthanofH, began to doubt the validity and justice of his action.

To crown all, soon after the coronation of the Vira K^erala Tampuran

by Almedya, the two 'princes, along with the Zamorin, invaded the

country. Th^e'lrikkal Chief, who possessed a militia of i,cxxd Nayars,
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or possibly moro, might have been one of the local potentates

who espoused their cause.*

We have no positive proof to show that Rama Varma, the

regent, ever bestirred himself about the complete suporession of the

recalcitrants. We find that, again ^in 15*0, when Goda Vaima, the

recluse, died as Perutna^ppu Muppil, Alfonso D’Albuauerque had
once more to suppress Brahmin and other aristv,cratic opposition to

the Portuguese policy of retaining Rair-i Varma as king,

instead of allowing him to retire to the i'cru-na^appn M%ppu
Stkattom. At that time detachments of the Z.lmorin’s NSyars and
other partisans and retainers in Cochin appear to have assisted the

MUtta Tavoli princes on their arrival at Vaipin to enforce their claims.*

Besides, wholesale confiscation of property as a political meassre

appears to have been largely resorted to mainly in the latter half of

the iSth century A.C., or, to be more precise, after 1760. With the

assistance of the Travancore army, drilled and disciplined by

Captain D’Lannoy, the Zamorin was finally expelled from the Cochin

State, and, by the end of 1763, most of the Chiefs were divested of

all administrative and military powers, which were subsequently

vested in officers directly responsible to the Raja. The greatest

offenders like the Nambiyars of Muriyanad and Velosnad, were

deprived of all their possessions, titles and dignities, and well nigh

reduced to beggary, while to the Talappijji Rajas, the Cengali

Nambiyar, the Korat^i Kaimaj, the Kotasseri Kartta, and a host of

others, were meted out punishments varying according to the enormity

of their (yimes and the whims of the royal will.* The Nambutirls of the

Trichur, Perumanom and other gramoms who had joined the ZSmorin,

and set at naught the authority of their respective yogams and of the

king, were similarly dealt with. Specific mention is made in the

Grandhavari (chronicle) of the Vadakkunathan Devaswom of the fact

that in 938 M.E. the Perumpadappu Swarupam confiscated the proper-

1 Mr. K. P. Padmanabha Menon, The History of Cochin, vol. I,

PP- 330'4# P’33°' states that the Nambutirls of the

Trichur Gratnom use<J to invite the ZSmorin to Trichur, whenever they

had an opportunity.

2 Vide page 74 of the Cochin State Manual .by, Mr. C. Acyuto

Menon, b.a.

3 Ibid., pp. 174-5. Vide also pp. 31Q1 34^1 vol. II, History cf

Cochin by Mr. K. P. Padmanabha Menon.
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ties and assumed the titles and dignities of the Nambutiri rebels of

the Trichur gramom, and assigned to the Devaswom for disposal of the

perquisites which were being granted to them by the Devaswom.

Be that as it may, there is no doubt that it was Prince Rama
Varma, the Saktan Tampuran, who has been referred to in the tradi-

tions mentioned above and who was the actual ruler of the
• e

country from 1769 to 1805, that gave a deathblow to the feudal

system in Cochin. This fact is further supported by other tradi-

tions which record his suppression of the still militant nobility and the

extinction of the dying embers of insurrection. It is probable

that the Irikkal Chief was at first deprived only of his uraimaship of

the Yaijakkunnathan Temple in the early sixties of the century,

anj^ that it was only subsequent to the grand Kalasam'*- in the same

shrine conducted by ^aktan Tampuran in the second year of his

regency (1770), which is referred to in one of the traditions noticed

above, that his final overthrow came. Thus the traditional date of

948 M.E. (1773 A.C.) for his downfall may, after all, turn out to be

true.

In any case, it will be seen that the final retribution came, not

from the Vira Keraja Tampuran of Portuguese fame, but from a prince

of the i8th century, Vlra Keraja Varma by name, or, more probably,

from that redoubtable warrior and champion of the poor, the Saktan

Tampuran, and that tradition has attributed to the latter this achieve-

ment of subduing a rebellious vassal, who had the courage to join

the insurgents and the Zamorin, and the haughtiness to accord what

was more than a princely welcome to the Zamorin and to a, prince of

the Cochin royal family.®

A. Govinda Wariar

1 Vide page 373 of vol II, HUtory of Cochin,

2 I am very much indebted to my friends, the late Mr. C. Nara-
‘ yana Menon of th^ Divisional Forest Office, Trichur, and Mr. A^ityatt

Kfsqa Menon,' the Malayajam Pandit of the Vivekodayam Schopl,

Trichur, for kindly helping me in all possible ways to get at the

traditions and relics connected with this ancient Kovilakapt.



Notes on the Lankavatara

Prof, Hauer has started a series'* of studies, chiefly dedicated to

the critical investigation of Indian religion.' cannot help being

very greateful to him for this, because we must acknowledge that the

various aspects of Indian religion are not yet studied as they deserve.

I do not need to insist on proving the great importance of this

research, which is likely to throw mucii light on man/ a problem

;

chiefly on that of the extent of the influences exercised by the
^

aborU

ginal element on the evolution of Indian religious thought and Indian

civilization in general. The Vedas have a great importance* no doubt,

but *it is also true that Indian gods> mythology, practices, theories

about sacrifice, etc., are, on the whole, very different from the

religious ideas expounded in that famous book. The study of the

last phases of Mahayana Buddhism, and of its relation with the

Hindu systems proper, will prove of the greatest importance for this

kind of research
;
because it is just in the literature of that period that

we find the most important documents of these new conceptions and

meet the names of a host of gods, demons and goblins of whom we

did not hear before that time.

For this reason I think that Prof. Hauer is quite justified in having

started his Series with the study of such an important Mahayana

text as the LafikSvatara, which contains some very interesting allu-

sions t5 the relation between the Buddha and the god3 of Hinduism

(cf. e.g., p.* 192).
. J

The first of the papers dedicated to our text is chiefly concerned

with the refutation of the Sankhya system contained in the La6k., X,

546 ff. This section has been translated by the author, as he thinks

that it represents the reply of the Mahayana to the new claim of the

Sankhya to be the doctrine of salvation (p. 5 .). This SSftkhya is,

according to the A., the new exposition of the system as contained

I J. W. Hauw, Das L§fikavat5ra-Sutra und* das SSAkhy8*(einc

vorl&ufige Skizzco, Stuttgart, I9*7-
„ ,

.

. Id. Die Dhara^l im nbrdlichen Boddhismus und Ihre paralleleo in

der sogennannten MithrasUturgie. Ibid. ....

Beitriige avir Indischen Sprachwissenschaft
undRcligionsgeiduchte.
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in the SShkhyakarika of Isvarakr^f^a. The chronology of either text

seems to support this view. In fact, this refutation is contained in

the tenth Chapter of the Lafik., which is wanting in the first Chinese

translation by Gunabhadra (443 aid.), while it is found in the second

translation, made by Bodhiruci in the year 513 A.D. On the other

hand, we may suppose that the kartka was composed about 450 A.D.

That is true, but I do not think we are ailowed to infer from this,

that there is any interdependence of this kind between the karika

and the Xth Chapter of the Lafik. First of all, the history of the

various redactions of this text, represents a very difficult and complex

problem. I have compared the three Chinese translations with the

Sanskrit original and I already had the opportunity to point out

that the text of the Lankavatara underwent many changes,^ so that

we may safely assume that different redactions of the Lank, circulated

not only at different times, but also in different places. It is true

that the allusion to the Huns, which is found in X, 785, must go back

to the first decade of the 7th century A.D., but the fact remains

that the Sanskrit text of the Xth Chapter, as it has been handed down
to us in the Nepalese manuscripts, looks like a compilation from

various sources. Thus it has been enlarged by the insertion of various

ilokas already quoted in the preceding chapters in prose.* As a

1 See my Studio comparative fra le tre versioni cinesi ed il

testo sanskrito del i capitolo del LahkavatRra, Memorie della R.

Accademia dei Lincei, serie v, vol. xviii, fasc. 5 ;
and Una nuova

edizione del Lahkavatara in Studi Mahayanici, iRivista di studi

Orientali, vol. X.
«

2 In Studi Mahayanici, pp. 574 ff., I have given a list of the verses

inserted in the text, which have been repeated in the tenth chapter.

This fact makes me rather doubtful whether many of the other verses

collected there are not taken from some Mahayana text belonging

to the feme current of thought. Prof. Hauer thinks that the first

Chapter belongs to the most ancient redaction of the book. I can

hardly believe that
;
in fact, it cannot be found in the translation of

Gunabhadra, and it has but very little relation with the rest of the

book." On the other Band, I think that the^athas represent the most

ancient nucleus
,

of* the book, as it is shown by the numerous Prakri-

tlsms that have survived and that the redactors of the present vulgata

could not avoid : e.g., desemi, pp. 76, 176, 181 ;
vibhavento, p. 95 ;

vikalpenti), pp. 185 186 ; nafenti, p. 190 ; deSyante for desyamane, p,20i.
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nile, all these double verses cannot be found in the translation of
Sik^ananda. This I say in order to show that the problem oC the
various stratacopposingthe vulgataof theLank. as well as the other
concerning the age to which they must be attributed ir a very complex
one. They can only be solved by the comparative study of the Tibetan
and Chinese translations. Therefore it i? evident that the chronology
based upon any passage of the present text cannot be relied upon as
definitive, until the history of the text has been leconstructed. On the
other hand, the refutation of the Sankhya system, a^j contained in X,
SSSff, is neither one of the earliest, nor of the best. The refutation
of the satkaryavada (Sankhya) as well as of the asatkatyavada (Vaifie^ika)

forms one of the chief contents of the dogmatical works of Mahayana
Buddhism. It can be found in the Mahaprajfiaparamita-Sastra of NSga*
rjuna, in the ^ata§astra of Aryadevn,, in the Buddhagotra^astra attri-

buted to Vasubandhu etc.' Nor shall we forget that Vasubandhu and
Dinnaga refuted at length the Sankhya theories in their Paramarthasa-
ptati and Pramanasamuccaya respectively. Moreover, as Diilinaga

himself tells us in his commentary upon the Nyayamukha® he wrote a

book exclusively devoted to refuting the Sankhya system. Shen T'ai,

a disciple of Yuan Chwang, who commented upon the Nyayamukha,
tells us that this work was a very large one, as it contained six thou-

sand hlokas.

Therefore I do not think that this criticism of the Sankhya as

contained in the Lankavatara can really throw much light on the

history of the controversy between the two systems. In fact, we must

acknowtedge that the value of the Lankavatara, as a philosophical

book, is rather limited, although it is of the highest importance for

the history of the evolution of the MahaySna Buddhologie and *‘Erlo-

sungslehre.”

But I can hardly believe that the passage in question is expressly

directed against the Sankhya system. It is only meant to assert

the idealistic view which is expounded throughout the book. Kapila,

it is true, is referred to by name in the verse X, SS8 and in three

other pjaces
;
but Kanada also is quoted in X, 548.

I For other references see Ui's, Vaifiesika philosophy,

, 2 See my English translation of the Nyayamukha in ^'Materialien

zur Kunde des Buddhismus^ edited by Prof. Walleser, Heidelberg,

to be published shortly.
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And throughout the chapter allusions to the VaiSe^ika theories

can easily be, found. The fact is that the author of this book simply

expounds and develops his theory, and only occasionally criticises

those systems that seem to support a realistic conception of the world.

As the author shows the inacceptability of these darianas, he indicates

at the same time the 'antinomy in which the Hinayana is involved.

This emerges quite well also from the frs^ment translated by Prof.

Hauer, although, it cannot be considered as one of the most impor-

tant of the whole book ;
e.g., in verses 560-61 we read

I 1 am sorry to say that 1 cannot accept the translation proposed

by ‘ Prof. Hauer who is very often wrong in the interpretation of the

text.

I choose a few examples out of the many, which wili show

once more the difficulty of the translation of these technical texts.

The stanza 560 cannot be rendered : "der gehort zu unserer Partei,

der sich gelSst hat von der Meinung derer, die Sein und Nichtsein

annehmen' etc.

The literal translation has been given by me above. The text

of 565 has been completely misunderstood. The two subjects of

the sentence are tathata and cittamatram
;
these belong to the cate-

gories admitted by the Saints and as such they exist; those

who affirm that they do not exist cannot be considered as experts

in the doctrine of the Buddha. In verse 569, I do not see any trace

of SShkhya theories, nor do I think thatparam and tantrani can be

rendered by : das hochste Wesen and das Gewebe (das ei,ne as als

Beispiel einer Einbildung in der Metaphysik, das anderes als irdischer

Beleg in der Diaiektik des Sainkhya). We have here an allusion to the

paratantra and parikalpita the dvilaksana proper to this school. The

five dharmas are those already referred to at p. 224 mma, nimitta,

vikalpif samyagfliiaHa, tathaia.

In 577, c and d cannot be translated : "ein Sein, das keine Ursache

hat, ist auch nicht, weil ja keine Verursachung statthat,” but • "they

(the balas) do not know {aprajanatdty, sic metri causa) that this world

has hot any extern^ causation and it is not produced (having been

Wore non-existpnt^ 580, '‘na ca vai pusyate cittam” cannot be trans-

lated, "kein Denken sprosst this refers to the well-known theory

of the of the through the bxjas
\ 581 a,' "is in order to

stop the tjjeory the ufpada” etc.
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“My thesi? is not a thesis that affirms the existence or the non-

existence (of the objects), it does not state that this world is derived

from causes and coi^itions, or maintain that there is a birth and a

destruction of the dharmas ; it does not assert that there is a dharma

whatever that can be defined. When one recognizes that this world

is similar to a magic show, or to a dream, devoid of causes and con-

ditions, without a primeval cause, then the vikalpa does not develop

(cf. 591, 592 etc.)/* The allusion to the theory uf the causes and

conditions and chiefly of the birth and destruction of the dharmas,

utpattiy sthiti^ bhanga^ must be ••eferred the Hlnayan^. On the

other hand, the author says that the doctririe of the Buddha does not

admit of any primeval cause, in order to refute those systems (hat

believe in some causation of the world (cf. p. 103, Tlrthakara apt*

bhagavafty karanaia utpattim varnayanti^ yiul uta pradhanehvarapuru*

Bakalanupratyayebyo b/iavamm utpattayah)*

But to which school did the Laiikilvatara originally belong ? It

is in general believed that it represents Yogacara ideas. But, of

course, we cannot learn very much from this mere name, because

Yogacara has certainly a very wide meaning. It is also considered

as a synonym of Vijnanavada, and therefore even the vijfiaptwtutfata

theory cf Vasubandhu is put under that same item.

In fact, according to the Chinese tradition the book is considered

as one of the six sutras of the Laksaiia school. But if we read these

volumes it will be easy to recognize that, though there arc some funda-

mental notions that can be found all throughout, each text or group of

texts preseiits its own peculiarities.

The dogmatical structure of the Yogacaryabhumisastra of Asatiga

or the treatises of Vasubandhu includes, it is true, many ideas that

are expounded in the Lahkavatarn, the MahayanaSraddhotpadaSastra,

the Sandhini:-mocana, the Buddhagotraiiastra etc., but so far as the

general lines of the system are concerned, they show unmistakable

influences of the Sautrantika doctrines.' Therefore we shall not 'be

astonished at seeing that in some non-Buddhist texts, as for instance

in 'the wotks of Vacaspatimisra, Madhava, etc., the Yogacara are

very often tnixed witl\ the Sautrantikas ;
in the Nyayabindu-{ika-

tippaijl, the definition of the pratyak^a as Kalpampo^ham that was

I , I am glad to see that Prof. Stcherbatsky also in^ his_ last book

“The Buddhist NirvV^a” has recognized the relation betwefen the

Sautrantikas and the fogacaras (pp. 29 ff.).

SEPTEMBEB, I928 »9
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formulated by Dion^ga is called Yogacara, while that of Dharmaklrti,

pratyakqam kcdpanapodham abhraniam is called Sautrantika.' Sthira-

mati himself in the commentary on the Vijfiaptiipatratasiddhi alludes

to the fact that there were rnany Vijftanavada schools,* while Kuei

Chi, the famous commentator of the Vijftaptimatrata in Chinese

shows a great ingenuity in trying to combine the various interpre-

tations of many fundamental points of the doctrine. Therefore, even

if the Lafikavat^a was accepted as a fundamental text by the later

Yogacaras, that does not necessarily imply that the ideas expounded

there are true Yogacara ideas. We cannot say anything very precise-

ly until the enormous literature preserved, chiefly in Chinese and

Tibetan, has been carefully and historically explored. Anyhow,

"the dogmatical structure of the Lankavatara appears to me as very

akin to that of the Prajnaparamita or of the Saddharmapuncjarlka.

The chief tenet expounded in it is just the anutpadah sarvadharma-

ndm and the nihsvabhavdh sarvadhanmnavt^ that are the main

teaching of the Prajna as well as of the Nagarjuna school. There is

even an allusion to the prasaiiga method which is peculiar to the

latter and which was developed by CandrakTrti. I refer to the passage

at p. i66, in which it is said that the Bodhisattva must not state any

proposition, not even in order to assert that everything is un-

real, because the formulation of this thesis represents a contradiction to

the thesis itself. Moreover, the ekayana theory as opposed to the three

yanas is clearly alluded to in the book, nor do we find those classifi-

cations of the various dharmas that represent tjie peculiar aspect of

the dogmatical works of Asanga and Vasubandhu and which, as I

said, are strictly related to the dogmatics of the Sautrantikas.

Although the ultimate reality is reduced only to the Vi/Mna^ still

there are some passages which show matabheda as regards the posterior

Vifliapti theory
;

thus while for Vasubandhu the parinama of the

Vijfmna is somehow existent, and therefore object of discussion, for

1 Nyayabindu^lkatippanT, Bibliotheca Buddhica ed., p. 19. As

I have shown in my paper on Pre-Dinnaga Buddhist Logic, the defini-

t;on cannot be aUributed to Dharmakirti as it w^s already formulated

by Asafiga.

2 Ed. by Sylvain Levi, p. 19. Nor shall we forget that the Lank,

is very often quoted as a canonical book by authors belonging to

the pure Msdhyamika current, and who, at least dogmatically, are

opposed to <the Yogacaras, such as Candrakirti, Santideva, etc.
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the LahkSvatara the parixtSma is purely illusory ; nothing exists which

can be defined, nor is any definition possible ; this is a thesis which is

-in contrast with the ViiHaptivaday that was called also L'ik^vpavida,

cittank manhs ca viffMnartk lak^nartkaqi, prakalpy/ztef

abhinnalakaain^ hy a^au na lak^a na ca lab^arutml/

udadhih ca iarangaiMm yatha nSsti vtseHanamj

vifUanarri, tatha, citUh parinamc na labhyatej) (p. 46).

There are also some passages in which the i/ifliapti theory seems

to be rejected.

vijiiaptir nUmamlxtr^am, lakaanenu i.a vidyrJej (p. 1,6)

na svabhavo na vifUaptir na vasiu na >.alayahl

balair vikalpitH hy etc havabhUtaih huiarkikaihH (p. 167)

nimittam vastu vijUaptim marovispanditam ca tatf (p. 168)

In general the position of the author or rather of ihe authors of

the LahkavatSra is that of the nirvikalpa, the samata of bhUva and

abhava. For Vasubandhu the interruption of the vikalpas represents

the absorption into the cittamatrata, the pure thought, without any

object being thought of, while for the Lahk. the supreme truth is

attained through an excessus mentis, as it were, which follows the in-

tuition that whatever is considered as existent is a mere reflection of

,
our mind svacittadrsyamatra.

For Sthiramati ( p. 15 ) the suppression of the hindrances that

prevent us from the right knowledge of the knowable,^^!^^^, coincides

with the omniscience
;
tasmin (fUeyHvara-M) prahxrye sarvakare jileye

*saktam c^ratihatdm. ca jfiMnam pravartata ity atah saroayMtvam

adhigamyate ,h\iX for the Lank. (p. 170) the necessary condition for that

excessus, mentis, already referred to, is the suppression of either notion,

viz. of the knowable and of the knower and the absence of any

consciousness whatever (^jliMnasyapy anupalabdhih).

There is a passage in the Lafikfivatara which is of the greatest

interest, as it contains an allusion to the doctrine of Vasubandhu.

This passage runs as follows (p. 169); yat punar idam uktavn,

bhagavatd yada tv dlambyam artham nopalabhate jMnam, tadS viyfla-

ptimUtravyavasthanam, bhavati, vijhapter grahyabhavdd grahakasydpy

agrahanam bhavatt. Now this sentence is nothiag else than a Terse

of the Trimsika (28) of Vasubandhu

:

yadd tv dlembanarp, vijiianarri, naivopalabhale taddf

sthitarp, viJHj^ndmdtratvc grdhydbhdve tad agrahdtjj
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but the interpretation, that the Buddha himself is supposed to give of

this passage in the Lank,, is different, as I already pointed out, from

that proposed by Sthiramati. There is no doubt that we have here*

two redactions of the same passage. The fact that the Lank,

polemizes against an interpretation of the sentence akin to that pro-

pounded by Sthiramati, seems' to exclude that Vasubandhu quotes

from the Lank. Then we can assume either that the Lank,, as well

as Vasubandhu refer to a previous text, or that the Lanka, is refuting

the notion of the Viffiaptit as maintained by the new school, asserting

once more its own mystical idealism. I think that this second hypo-

thesis is more probable. In fact, the passage in question is to be found

only in the most ancient translation of the Lank., which was made

not very much after the time of Vasubandhu. But the reading of the

text in the other two translations is different, nor does it show any

analogy with the Karika of Vasubandhu. This fact is very significant,

and it seems to show that when the VijUapti theory met with an almost

general acceptance, and the Lank, was considered as an authoritative

book by the Yogacaras, the passage alluded to in the original redac-

tion and pointing at Vasubandhu’s School was altered in order to

comply with the new tendencies of the Sect. The passage in question

is so rendered in the two last Chinese translations

:

{a) (Bodhiruci) The Blessed one said: “(when) the knowledge,,

enquires (parlks) [but] cannot distinguish the dharma that previ-

ously represented its. sphere of action {gocara)i then realises (lit. well

knows) that there is only the internal mind. Then the manas and the

tnanovijMnx are understood according to their leal nature, and no

dharma exists which can be perceived nor any perceiver. Therefore

the knowledge cannot create any subjective construction ^vikalpa), nor

does it perceive any object.'^ The passage, that in the Sanskrit text

occurs again at p. i/o, 1. 9, is not found here, although, so far as the

reply is concerned, there is agreement between the two texts.

*(^) (Sik§ananda) '‘The Blessed one said: If it is known that

the objects are only a false denomination {prajHapti) and cannot be

perceived, then there is no more the perceived. If the perceived is

no more, the perceiver also does not exist. Then, since the‘ preceived

as rwell as the pprceiver do not exist, the constructions of mind

(vikalpa) do not arise. This is called knowledge.^' (Passage at p.

170 wanting).* In this connection it is also interesting to note that

while in the last chapter {sagathaka)^ which is evMently a later addi-

tion, the word vijfiapti occurs rather often and without any trace of
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criticism, in the other chapters it can be found only 5 times

(pp. 6$, 75, 96, 168, 170). We have already seen that at

pp. x68 and 170 there is discrepancy in the texts.' At p, 65,

instead of vijiifpti, which has two usual equivalentj in Chinese, we

find: Gunabhadra and Bodhiruci : SiicsSnanda : The

verse at p. 7$ in which the word vijfiapy occurs a4.>ain, is neither

in Gunabhadra, nor in f§iksananda. Bodhiruci reads : ^‘are not assumed

(the character can correspond to viffi,7ifta as well as to vifLtpii) and

perceived by the manasT^' At p. 96^ vv^apti is only in Bodhiruci.

These facts, few as they are, have stil! their importrnce. At least,

they are such as to support my hypothesis that the Lahkavatara

like the ^raddhotpada, the Sandhinirmocana, etc, although ;iccepted

later on by the Yogacara school as systematised by Asaiiga, and

Vasifbandhu in the very beginning, held views akin to those

expounded in the literature of the Prajfia and the school of Nagarjuna.

II

In the second paper. Prof. Hauer has drawn the attention of

the scholars to the chapter on the d/taranlSf included in the Lahka-

vatara, From the fact that it is wanting in the first Chinese trans-

lation, he infers that it must have been added between 443 and 513

A.D., and that therefore we must conclude that just at that time the

Tantric elements were introduced into Buddhism, But, as we shall

see later on, the dh^rci'tyis must not be considered to be the same

,
as the mantras,^ so characteristic of the Tantric literature. Moreover,

it may be that the manuscript used by Gunabhadra was a defective

one or that it represented a different redaction. I do not want to

discuss here the problem of the origin of these (i/iufaul,St which is

a very difficult one, but I must say that the ci/iltaTfts are referred to

in the Mahaprajiiaparamitasastra of Nagarjuna and the chapter on

the dAarams included in the Saddharmapundarlka can be found in

the translation made by Kumarajiva in the beginning of the fifth

century A.D, Prof, Hauer is quite right when he says that we must

distinguish two fundamental uses of the dkaranis. First of all, the

dharavH seems to have been a help to meditation ;
this is the rneaning

that is attributed* to the. dkaranis in the firtt chapter of the* Maha-

I For vtjnapti of pp. 167 and 168 the Chinese translations suppose

(a) words znA^fftapH (b) vijfiapti or vijUna prajfiapti (c) words

and prajhaptu '
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sannipata.* The other use of the dharanl is that of a magic formula,

It is evident that in the chapter of the Lahkavatara referred to, as

well as in the SaddharmapuQc^arlka they have chiefly the value of

magical formulae. In fact, the magical meaning takes little by little

the upperhand and it becomes the peculiar characteristic of these

dharivfils.

Therefore, I do not think that there is a real connection between

the dharanl of the Buddhists and the dharana of the Yoga as a

process of the meditation ;
dharana is in fact strictly connected with

the friTiayStHa. According to the definition of the Gorak§apaddhati

it consists of 12 pratyaharas (viz., while so far as

we knovf such a connection cannot be found as regards thedharanis.

Brof, Hauer discusses the various aspects of the dharanls, its re-

petition {japa), etc. He interprets, in other words, the dharanl as

mantra and he shows some of the fundamental aspects of it, basing

himself chiefly on the iSaiva Tantric literature, and on the Principles

of Tantras translated by Avalon, As a matter of fact, I think, that

to some extent at least, we can explain some aspects of later Buddhist

religiosity on the light of Tantric literature, which is derived from

some spiritual tendencies and notions which are very similar to those

that found their expression in the last phases of the Mahayana

Buddhism. As I shall show in a forthcoming paper, there are many

^antras, still current in India which have been now adapted to Hindu

ideas, while their original, still preserved in Chinese and Tibetan

translations, was undoubtedly Buddhist. But, in the actual case, we

cannot interpret the dharanls as mantras. A dharanl, vijhatever

may hare been its original connection with the process of meditation,

is chiefly a rak^a, a protection, a formula which as soon as • it is re-

cited dispels the bad influences {na tasya kascid avataram, lapsyate

;

Lahk., p. 261). Perhaps they were written and brought as a talisman
;

hence the word dharayiqyati could be quite well interpreted literally.

On this,principle is based in fact that bibliolalry that we And in

Mahayana Buddhism as well as in Tantrism,

On the other hand, the mantras or vidyas (according to the Tantras

there is only a formal difference between a mantra and a vidya), are

used in some particula.r cases only, chiefly in two
;

in the pujas and in

those ceremonies performed in order to obtain a certain result and which

1 Mahlsannipata, Taisho ed., vol. xiii pp. 22 ff.

2 Goraksapaddhati (Bombay ed,), pp, 68.
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Constitute the so-called six karmas^ of the magic texts such as the

Uddlsafantra the KriyodMmtanira, the Kamaratiatantra^ etc. We
£now that a mantra is useless or even harmful when ft ts used without

observing the proper rules {krama^ samaya^ vidhiy t^alpa)
;

or Sy a man
who has not received the proper initiation, dVc^a, Mnntfasiddkhn na

gacchanti yatnenUpy anekadH (sic) samayaprfiyypiMm ,\}] SairthySpi

prayatnatahJ^ On the other hand, no restriction of thij kind can be

found as regards the dharanls^ from which the magic power deriveSi

as it were, necessarily. Moreover, as a general ni^e, the mantras

must be preceded by the syllabi; om withoiu which they

cannot be efficacious : hravaty anomkrtam puruam parastac

ca visiryatSy as the Kalikapurana says, and in almost ev^ry case

they contain the name of a divinity in the dative or in the vocative

case, to which some mystic words follow. These words are

chiefly monosyllabic as krlvi hfxm^ hmiii phat^ and a special meaning

is attached to them as explained in the Tantric manuals. But of

course this meaning is purely conventional, and it may vary accord-

ing to the different schools. An example of mantra is this ; Om

sarvavikalpanusini nahaya^ nUsaya sarvadustaprayuktam samayam anu-

smara hum fah svUha. (Maiijusrlmulakalpa, I, p. 109).

Om hum hum mahasimhaya Herambasaruya namah {asanamantra in

the puja of Heramba, Brhattantrasara, Vasumatl edition, p. ii/*

On the other hand, as an example of the dharanl we may refer

to the chapter of the Lahkavatfira translated by Prof. Hauer. The

difference will appear manifest to those who compared either type of

the fojmulie.

In the Lank, as well as in the Saddbarmapundarika we have, it is

true, the*expression dharanlmantrapadanit but I do think that we must

understand this sentence only as
;

"the formula: of the dhara'^xsr*

That is, mantra has not yet acquired that technical sense that it already

possesses in the AryamafljuSrlmulakalpa. We may add tha^inthe

Tantric literature of Buddhism, so far as my experience goes, we

have no more dharav-ls, but mantras only, that is the t/Z/araiiTj little by

little disappear and are replaced by the mantras. It is rather interest-

1 MafijugrTiAu'^akalpa, I. p. 36. Prof. H. do«s not know th* article

by prof Przyluski in BEFEO.
t 1 1. t.

2 It can be found also in the MafijuSrimulakalpa, I, although

not yet classified.

3 Th&t is, \dAarav^ is composed of many elementary formulas

which are called
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ing to note that in the present vulgata of the Saddharmapundarika all

the dharanls end with svaha^ that is they are considered as vidyas. This

is quite in accordance with the rules as laid down^in the Tantras

which tell us that a mantra must end with one of the following

words t hurriiphat, svaha^ namah. According as a mantra is concluded

by the first two syllables or the third or the fourth, it is called mascu-

line, feminine, and neuter.

Mantrah pumdevata jHeya vidyah strldevata smrtahl
pumstrlnapumsaiatmano mantrah sarve samlritahU
pummantra humphadantah syur dviihantm ca striyo matahj
napumsaka namo 'ntah syur ityukta manavas tridha\\

(Saradatilaka, Calcutta ed., 2nd patala, $7-58).

Now if *we take either the translation of Kumarajiva or that of

Jina^pta and Dharmagupta, if) which the dharams have .been

translated into Chinese, we do not find any trace of the mystic

syllable svaha. The meaning of this fact may be that up to the

time of the last translation of the Saddharmapuncjarlka the doctrine

of the mantras had not yet received a general acceptance among

the various Buddhist schools. I say ^general ‘ acceptance,* because

the syllable svaha is in the second as well as in the third translation

of the Lankavatara. In this book, in the first dkaranl^ we find

ipany of those syllabic sounds which are characteristics of the

mantras : tu^ du, ru, phuy that are quite different from the other

words that occur in the dharam itself. We may add, in order to

insist on the initial difference between the dharanls and the mantras^

that while the syllables of these have only a conventional meaning

which is known to the initiated, but they look as meaningless to "those

who are not initiated, each word included in the dharanlSy^c^x\y as

a rule, be easily identified, though no apparent logical connection

is to be discovered among them. Moreover, some of these words

seem to have been Prakrtic more than Sanskrit. Nor shall we forget

that they may have been largely altered by the manuscript tradition.

This wifi be easily understood when we remember that these texts

were not always intelligible to the copyists. In any case it is rather

interesting to note that in the 4th century A.D., Dharmaraksa translated

the dharams of the Saddharmapundarika instead of anerely transliter-

ating them, as his successors did.

For all the reasons that I have briefly stated here, I think that

dharanls and mantras are different and that therefore we cannot*

interpret thefti on the light of the Tantrie mantras^

Giuseppe Tucci



MISCELLANY

An internal evidence for determin^nii the time of the *

later redaction* of the Su*ruta»aiiiluta>

It is already known that the great Ayurvedic treatise Sulruta*

satnhita underwent redaction by Nagiiriuna who lived i i the latter part

6f the fourth century B.C. (Rajataraiigirn, 1 , 172-3) or in the

first quarter of the third century B C. (Beal’s Buddhist Records of the

Western World, II, p. 212). There are a few astronomical facts in

the work which not only lead us to the conclusion that at least two

redactions were made after Nagarjuna, but also allow us to calculate

the time, at least approximately, when such revisions took place.

In sutrasthana, 6th adhyaya, we have :

Tatra maghadaya dvadaSa masa dvimSsikam ptum kjtva 93^ ftavo

bhavanti. Te SiSiravasanta-grlfma-var^a-saraddhcmantah. Te^am

tapastapasyau siSirah. Madhumadhavau vasantah. Sucisukrau grl^mah,

Nabhonabhasyau varsah- Isorjjau Sarat. Sahahsahasyau hemanta

iti Ayane dve bhavato dakfiijam uttarafl ca. Tayor dak^iijain

varsadaraddhemantalj uttarafi ca liliravasantagrifmah

Thus (there are) twelve months, Magha and others
;
(there are)

six seasons, two months making a season. They are—winter, spring,

summer, rainy season, autumn and hemanta, Tapas (Magha) and

ra/<wy<?(Phalguna) (form) winter, (Caitra) and Madhava (VaiSa-

kha) (makq) spring, ^uci (Jyaiftha) and &ukra (A^aejha) (make) summer,

Nabhas (Sravana) and Nabkasya (Bhidra) (make) rainy season, lia

(ASvina) and Vrjia (KSrtika) (make) autumn, Sahas (Agrahayapa) and

Saltasya (Paufa) (make) hemanta. There are two ayanas, dah^iya

(southward progression of the sun) and uttara (northward progression

of the sun). Rainy season, autumn and hemanta (coincide* with)

dakiivdyana. Winter, spring and summer (coincide with) uttarapana.

Further down, in the same chapter, we have :

Iha
'
tu var^sSaraddhemantavasantagrlfraaBravT^am 93^ ftavo

bhavanti Te tu bh*5drapadadyena dvimasikena vyakhyStai^.*

Tad yatha bhadrapadisvayujau var^ih kartikamafgaSlrfau iarat

paufamaghau henjanta^ phalgunacaitrau vasantaij vaKakbajyai^thau

grl9ma);i Hia^hsrfra^ijau pravri} Iti.

SEPTBHBER, I928 20
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But now the seasons are rainy season, autumn, hemanta, spring,

summer and pravrt. They are to be counted from the beginning of

the Bhddrapada which with Advina (make) rainy season, Kdrtika "and*

Agrahdyana (make) autumn, Pausa and Magha (make) hemanta^

Phalguna and Caitra (make) spring, Vaibdkha and Jyai^ha (make)
summer, Asa<jiha and ^ravana (make) prav^.

We take the first paSsage first. The northward progression of the

sun is said to have been occurring during the six months, from
Magha to A^acjha, As the month of Asa(Jha corresponded to the second

half of the summer season, the summer solstice must have been

occurring thereabout# Similarly, the winter solstice must have been

taking place some time between the months of Magha and phalguna.

Hence, by the northward passage of the sun (uttarayana) we must mean
the passage of the sun from the winter solstice to summer solstice,

and not from one equinox to another.

Now it is distinctly mentioned that the northward progress of the

• sun ceases at the end of the summer, that is, at the end of the

month of Asa^ha. Hence the summer solstice must have been taking

place at the end of the month of Asadha. At present the summer
solstice occurs on the 8th or 9th of A^acjha which roughly corresponds

to the 2lst day of July. Hence we find that at the period referred to in

Sufiruta, the summer solstice was occurring (30—8, or) 20 days later

than it is now.

Twenty days of a month approximately correspond to an arc of

360x20®

-WTs
Hence the summer solstice has receded 19^7 1 from itS place at

the time mentioned in the present passage. Taking the period of

25,868 years for a complete revolution of the precession of the equinoxes,

we see that I9®7i will be covered by about 1410 years.

Hence the present calculation brings us back to the year 1928—1410
or 518 A.C. approximately, that is, to the first quarter of the sixth

century A.c. This period certainly refers to one of the later redactions

of the original work.

Coming to the second passage, we find that VaiSakha and
" Jyai^tha

now make up the pmmer season, that is, the* summer has receded
» one month. As there is no mention dt the position of the summer
solstice, we can only vaguely note that the latter must be somewhere
in the month of Jyai^^ha

;
but we know it is occurring in the beginn-

ing of Afa(}ha. Such a discrepancy can only be accounted for if we
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take it to be a very rough idea oa the part of the redactor, who
.did,not want to make the summer season correspond with portions of

three months (pajj of Aia^ha, Jyai^that and part of yaMU'*) but with*

two fall months (JyaislAa and VaMkka) evidently for convenience,

in such a case the redaction must have be'^u made very late and
near the present time.

Ekekdr/ Nath Ghosh

Society for Buddhist Lore (Gesellsehaft fiir Buddhismua,

Kunde) founded at Heidelberg

I am glad to give some details about the said Society, not so much
in the hope of evoking some interest in the effective work done or

to be done by it, as with the intention of raising a question and of

giving a definite answer to it—besides the answer given already by the

founding of the society itself.

The question is this. Presuming that Buddhism is (what nobody

will earnestly deny) not only a cultural movement of the deepest

influences on the life of more than two thousand years and on the

moral as well as spiritual development of the greater part of Asia, but

that even to-day it is vigorous enough to stir the attention of the most

advanced spirits in the old and in the new world, one may ponder

over the problem ;
how is it to be explained that an aspect of life,

professed* in a rather popular and almost illogical style, could win

over not ooly the hearts of millions of simple people without

shedding a drop of blood, but also subjugate the most refined

representatives of old and civilised cultures (the Indian and Chinese

ones) under the sway of its idea,—yea, which even to-day puts the

most advanced Western philosophy and science to the necessity of

defending their arguments and consequences against the inexplorable

results of its logic and epistemology. Of course, the struggle is not,

in its proper sense, between Christ and Buddha—one might rather

think that* the thoughts^ of these two most spiritual representative^ of

mankind moved, at least for * the ethical and practical view of life, in

the same direction—but between the deeper spiritual' instincts by

which they were instigated and led. And this chief /iifference or even

antagonism lay, as 4t seems to me, in that the one—Buddh'a-—is the

gr$t great expounded of the sovereignty and indepencHuice of human
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ffliitid, while the other was the most prominent herald' of human depen-

dence on transcendental forces. As in all generalisations^ there may
he a certain one>sidedness and exaggeration in such an anti-thesis,

the more so, as the theoretical side of the problem was rather far from

both of them, but if we are induced to circumscribe a very complicated

matter by a Single word, I really do not see how to do it in another

way.

Now, let us take it for granted that we can understand these two

powerful streams of spiritual development by the supposition of two

antagonistic tendencies of the kind mentioned above, and we shall

concede that, if the principle of the “want of supposition” or

“Vorahssetzungslosigkeit” has been carried to its highest pitch and

its* ultimate consequences by .Buddhism, we shall have all inducements

to search in the development of these unrestrained doctrines—unres-

trained in so far as they are not regulated by the regard for a trans-

human essence or power—^for the last consequences of pure human

mind. In other words, if really Buddhism continued to adhere to the

words of its Master who had preached the sovereignty and indepen-

dence of human mind in the most impressive manner, it must in the

course of its inner development have attained those limits which to

independent human mind it is allowed to reach. And I am convinced,

it has,—not in the purport that Buddha himself would have had an

insight into all the logical outcomes of his principle of independ-

ence, but rather in that the most clever of his followers and

successors were driven by the logic of facts to certain results which

were not to be outstripped but by breaking with the principle of

'Voraussetzungslosigkeit” itself. I dare not assert that ...this point

has ever been reached in the history of spiritual Buddhism (although

I should understand if any one did in view of the fact that Buddhism

has succumbed in India itself to the stronger might of Brahmanic

revelation), but I only repeat : if ever in the world the last and

ultimate consequences of the autonomous human faculty of mind

have been drawn, it must have been in the huge philosophical, logical

and epistemological literature of Buddhism, especially of later Indian

Buddhism, which flourished in the last centuries before the rise of

Sahkara and Kumarila.

This vast .litet'ature has for the most part been lost. What has

not been destroyed in these struggles got astray during the bloody

invasions * of Mahomedanism and in the prodigious exuberance

of the IHerary ^activity on tihe side of the Bt^auiQictd systeoxs..
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Bat' a very tenr documents of those last but* in their subtlety,

adgiirable achievements of Buddhist acuteness have sarvived in

India itself (as e^, Ssntirak^ta’s Tattva-sanigrrha with Kamalailla’s-

commentary which has recently appeared in' the Gaehwad's Chriental

.

Series) in their original Sanskrit garb
;
almos*- the whole of it has been-

preserved to posterity only in Chinese and JL'ibetan translation, and
even the few original Sanskrit texts, which have been trani.mitted to

US, would scarcely be quite intelligible, had we not in their translation'

into those foreign languages the means of correcting the errors

which have crept into the manuscriptural tradition. Thus-

it will be clear that the study of Sanskrit must be supplemented by

'

that of, at least, Tibetan and Chinese, if the scientific exigencies are

to be .supplied as to the exploration of those venerable documents*of

the i](;ost acute thinkers whom, perhaps, the world has ever seen.

Now, a lot of work has been done already in the direction of

reconstruction of the ideas and arguments of those ancient philo-

sophers. It may be permissible to mention the names of L. de

la Vall4e Poussin, F. Stcherbatsky, G. Tucci, and the splendid work

done by these and other pioneers in the vast field of later Sanskrit

Buddhist literature. But there is still a lot of work left to be done,

and I hope, the author of this short article will be pardoned, if

he implores the help of all those who are interested in this task of

combining Sanskrit, Tibetan and Chinese philology to assist anyhow

the exertions of those savants who, as workers in one or other

of the aforesaid ranges of Buddhist literature, will in the first line

bear the burden of editing and translating those texts which will con-

tribute to. a more exact knowledge of the philosophical aims of ex-

piring Buddhism on the Indian soil. But herewith the work is not done:

not only the older strata of Buddhist thought, delivered to us chiefly

in the Abhidharma of the northern schools will have to be earnestly

searched through, but also the commencements and even later

developments of Buddhism in China and Tibet (to name otfly the

most important domains ) are of the utmost importance for the

reconstruction of that state of cultural and scientific development

which Bhddhism hits reached in India and which may be considered

to be its purest manifestatioa.

Now, this task is the one which the "Gesellschalt (pr Buddhismus

Kunde” should like to promote. And this in three ways

;

First, an Institute fen- research has been established, by- presenting

(0 the sthdeat- aild sdtoUr a locality where.he can com{»re at ease
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the different collections in which the Chinese, Tibetan and Indian

Buddhist literature is available. As to the latter, the editions of the Pali

Text Society are at hand together with the Ceylonese and Siamese

editions of the Pali commentaries (the latter, a present from the late

king of Siam and other members^of the royal family to the author of

this note). Besides, a .number of manuscript-copies of almost all the

existing Sanskrit MahaySna Sutras are at hand tc^ether with the

editions of the Bibliotheca Buddhica (Leningrad), as well as the

biblic^raphical and encyclopaedic material which is indispensable for

philological work in those different languages.

Secondly, for publishing the scientific work which may be expected

either from the members of tlie Society who will take the opportunity

of studying in the Institute or from foreign members
j
a "Year-book”

will supply the most urging wants. It is to be hoped that also Chinese

letters can be used, although in a limited number.

Thirdly, an attempt will be made to introduce a certain formal

correspondence in the scientific work by the permanent superintendence

or rather mutual assistance given by the members of the Institute.

If it is scarcely to be presumed that one single scholar will

be fully conversant with the different idioms in which the Buddhist

literature presents itself, in a degree that he will have an accomplished

mastership of all the difficulties ever ready to rise, it will not be

thought deprecatory for anyone of the collaborators to consult a

worker in a neighbouring field who himself in other questions and

respects may be dependent on a third. In every .case, the task is-

generally of such a complicated kind that with the consensus omnium
which we demand and pray for, the ordinary and usual method of

scientific work, which elsewhere requires the entire responsibility from

the single worker, will be supplanted by another which, in the main,

lays the ultimate responsibility on the editor, without depriving the

special worker of the care consisting in the legitimate liability to do

his best in order to bring the object of his endeavours and exertions

to its highest accomplishment. So, the Society will reckon it an

honour, as well as a pleasure, to invite cordially the collaboration

and assistance on the part of all those v^o think highly - of the

performances and attainments of Buddhisit philosophy as to require

for it a special kind, of treatment and, consequently, a special kind of

workmanship.

The Rules of the Society may bs had on application to the

Society at
. Heidelberg, Goethestr. I2. The annut^ subscription for
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which the Year-book will be delivered post free has been fixed at u
marks (l2s.) to be paid in on the account of the Society at tlic

Rheinische Creditbank Filiale Heidelberg.

M. WALLKSER

Progreat in South Indian Epigraphy

The recent publication of the Annual Report on South Indian

Epigraphy for the year ending Maicb, 1927, is marked by a large

quantity of sound and unpretentious work done both in the matter

of the detailed epigraphical survey of the various localities of the

Presidency and in that of the deciohering of inscriptions. The most

notable event of the year’s activity was the discovery, at

Nagarjunikonda in the Guntur District, of more Brahm!

inscriptions of the early Ikhaku dynasty of chiefs, of

whom three generations of kings of the 3rd century

A. C. have been brought to light by the epigraphs secured in the

previous year. The place has proved rich in Buddhist remains, caitya-

halls, viharas and stUpas. The NallaraUabUdu mound contains the

ruins of a vihara and an apsidal temple (cetiya-gfha) with a Brahml

inscription on its stone pavement. By its side is a huge circular sfUpa

of brick work, now known as Vbagutta (the owl-mound) consisting

of 24 cells built with brick walls and arranged in two concentric

circles and filled up with earth. The marble pillars planted at the

four cardinal points of the stUpa, now fallen down mostly, have got

inscriptions on them in Prakrit and Brahml, mostly of the time of

^ri Vira Purisadata. There are other mounds with ruins of caityas,

stupas and monasteries.

The name of the place suggests its possible connection with the

great Buddhist teacher, Nagarjuna, who "surrounded the great shrine

of Dhanyakataka with a railing.” His supposed association with

iSriparvata in the Kurnool District which has, however, no Buddhist

‘remains, is questioned in the Report, which says that it is reasonable

to locat^ the monastery in which Nagarjuna spent the last years of

his life somewhere near I^agarjunikonda itself^ and "this suilnise

gains support from inscription No. 214 mentioned already, which

refers to a number of structures built at Vijayapurl in SrIparvata,”

indicating that the place was sacred to pilgrltns from. Kashmir,

Gandhar, Vanga, A^^ranta, Tambapanidvipa, etc.

The Rtel ics of

Najfirjuni-

konda.
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The inscriptions of the place give us some details about the reign

of king Purisadata, the son of Cantatnftia, of his wife and sister and of

•several clans connected with the royal family. One of them describes"

the Buddha himself as having been horn in the family of the illustrious

Ikhaku-Rajasiri and mentions Sriparvata as being sacred to Buddhist

missionaries
,
propagating their' faith in distant countries and also

records the dedication in Vijayapuri on this range of hills of caityas,

tankas and stone-mancjapas.

In the Nagamalai bills in the Madura District, there was discovered

a cavern, with narrow stone-^beds cut into the rock on its floor and

with Brahm! labels incised on the pillow sides of three of them,

recording the names of the Buddhist mendicants who

U*Madura.*'* occupied these beds in the 2nd or 3rd century B. c.

The HalSsya Mahattnya has got stories of the allegorical

reminiscences of the philosophical contests in which the Saivas of

Madura vanquished their Jaina and Bauddha opponents coming from

the hill-retreats of Anaimalai, Nagamalai and Pasumalai in the

neighbourhood of Madura

The bulk of the Cola inscriptions collected during the year comes

mainly from Tiruppurambiyam in the Tanjore District which enjoyed

the continued patronage of the Cola monarchs for four centuries

from the reign of Farantaka I to that of RSjendra III and was closely

associated with Gnanasambandha, besides being the site of a famous

battle. Interesting is the temple of Mahadeva at Pat^lsvaram, evident-

ly built over the mortal remains of Faficavan MahadevI, one of the

five queens of Rajaraja I and termed a paVLippa^hai

Shrines*'^*'
euphemism for a building raised over the remains of

a deceased person). According to Mr. H. Krishna Sastri,

epigraphical evidences have not been wanting as to Siva temples

having been erected on the very spot where important personages

had been buried. Worship of portrait statues representing the dead

is not also uncommon, the cult expanding itself from the offering

of pirji4a to the silasthtipana of the departed soul into doing homage

to memorial-stones and portrait-statues. The practice of raising

memorial temples did not seem to have been the exclusive privilege

of «the Royalty ; and some great temples are believed to have

been associated with the tombs of celebrated sages. The temple dedi-

cated to the Sun and its tutelary deities at Surya-narkoil

in the Tanjore District owes its origin to KulotUiflga I

and possibly sjhows the influence of the Ga^^advalas of Kanauj

Sun Temples.
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with v’hom the ColaF had connections, religious and v.uJtural.

The Surya image is often mentioned in inscriptions of the Colas
The worship ^of f^iva Acaryas gained ground from the time of

Rajaraja I, and the earliest reference to the works of M^^ikkavacaka
is in the records of Virarajendra I.

Among the Pandya records examined ly the year are mentioned
in one the words Anjuvanyyim and UfanigramatN, The date of this

record is the isth (?) year of Jatavarm^n Vlra P,^n(Jya (acc. A.C. 1254)
and is therefore 1269 A.C. The two terms are met

Kottciyam Christian charters at the
vannam end of the Qth century A.c. and have evoked a great

deal of controversy in interpretation. The Report
says that there is nothing in the records themselves to indicate that tiie

term Manigtamam was used with especial reference to the Christians

or wats confined only to the west coast as suggested by some scholars*

Naccinarkkiniyar's use of Vanikgramam (corporation of merchants)

may explain the origin of the word. Possibly the word was the name
of a merchant-guild of South India, membership to which might have

been open to all merchants, irrespective of their religion, and caste. In

the west coast, trade was in the hands of Christian merchants for a

long time. “The inference that they were originally Christians who had

later on apostacised to the Hindu religion on account of the teachings

of Manikkavacakar, or of Manes, or otherwise, appears to be erroneous.

The lower status that is said to be accorded to them among their own

co-religionists may have to be explained otherwise than by their

reconver^on from’ Christianity.'' Christian merchants bearing the

name of Mani are possibly the descendants of ancestors who were

members ol the Manigramam corporation. The institution was not

confined to the trading members of the coast towns only or to the

west coast in particular. “It is possible that the Manigramam which

figures in the Christian plates may have even been composed .ex-

clusively of Hindu merchants, or of a mixed clientele of Hindus and

Christians, the latter having been granted privileges similar to those

'that had been enjoyed by trade-guilds of apparently Hindu

origin.'' •

Anjuvanuam occurs in tl^e above record, as well as in the faiftous

Kottayam Plate. Venkayya considered it to be a semi-independent

corporation : it * has been interpreted to be a Tamiliscd form of

Anjuman ;
if so, that should be a corporation of ^foreign merchants

(Arabs, likely).

*
• SBPTEMBE#, I928 21
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An inscription of Srivilliputtur (Ramnad District) of the later

Panijyas mentions that the temples were asylums.
Temple to the oppressed. Several similar Travancore records

have been known to us.

There are a few records cqpied this year from the Coondapur

Taluk of South Kanara District. They are interesting because they may

possibly prove the connection between the Pandyas
The Alupas and ^he Alupa chiefs, two of whom bore the surname

of Pfindya. A detailed study of South Kanara in-

scriptions may yield much material that may throw light on the Alupa

and the Uccaiigi chiefs and on the relationship, if any, v^hich they

may have borne to the Tamil Pandyas of Madura,

•Two of the Vijayanagara inscriptions of the year refer to AHasani

Peddana, the famous court-poet of Kr§nadeva Raya to whom the king

made some gifts at Bezwada, An inscription of Saka 1262 (1340 A.C.)

mentions Hosa-Hampeya Pattana which is possibly the same as Hosa-

pattana, that appears in the inscriptions of the period as the head-

quarters of Bukka, one of the five brothers who founded the future

empire of Vijayanagara.

An interesting record of Srivilliputtur, found in the Anda] Temple,

purports to be the pranayapatrikU sent by god Ranganatha of Srirang-

am to iSrl Andal
;

it contains a long preface wherein

i^any expressions from the Tiruppavai and the

Nacciyar Tirumoli have been introduced so as to

make a connected description of the yearning of . the saint for her

divine fover. The grant purports to have been made by god

Rafiganatha, but in reality, by one of the later Bana chiefs of

Madura (iSaka 1375), who consolidated their hold over the territory

round about Madura when the Pandyas retreated further south

into Tinnevelly early in the 15th century A.C. and who were ardent

vai^navas.

Orte record of the Tanjore Nayakas dated about 1580 mentions the

existence of a Buddha temple in the neighbourhood of Kumbha-

konam in the village of Tiruvilandurai. The Leyden Grants refer

to a Buddhist ViAara at Negapatan\ in the 12th century

fhc^ri^*of and several Buddha images have been found in and

.about Kumbhakonam and the religion may have

survived in a fugitive condition in the heart of the

Tanjore district in the mediaeval centuries. The Tanjore records

mention Attav^'iiai-Ra.ngappayyaHt the officer ip charge of the purje
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of Raghtmatha Nayaka (a character in the drama, R^kumthS^J^u-
dayanaiakam

) and Govinda DtK^ta, the famous

minister of Acyuta and Raghur^atha who was an
autlior of repute and whose statue is found m tlm iSiva

temple at PattiSvaram. Details of his lifr are given in the Sihitfa-

G^vinJa
Dikjita.

ratnakara written by his son | anJ one of his own works is said to

have been commented upon by Appayya Diki^ita.

C S. SRINrVASACHARI

The Karpuramanjari

In the above book, published in the Harvard Oriental Series, there

are some points in section 8 of Prof. Konow^s critical essay (pp. igg-

204) on RajaSekhara’s knowledge of Prakrit which require further

discussion.

In judging the author’s knowledge of rules of grammar from

different forms of words found in different Mss., the important fact

we have to remember is that tlie Mss. are wholly unreliable, and on

the authority of any such Ms. we cannot definitely say what was

the form used by the author. All Mss. on which the Harv. Orient,

ser. text was edited are acknowledged to be corrupt and mutilated.

But there are certain words which are found to be alike in all Mss.

and Prof. Konow has passed his judgement on RSjadekhara's

knowledge of Prakrit, assuming that these were actually the forms

Rajadekhara used.

One of* such words is laiijn in Sauraseni for y a s t t\ Now this

change of y into / in yasti is permitted in Mrdiarastrl Prakrit (cf.

Vararuci, II, 32 and Hemacandra, I, 247). No grammarian except

Markan<Jeya has forbidden the extension of this change to f^auras^nl

as well ; but on M^kandeya's authority Konow has held that R4jade«

khara made a mistake when he used lattAl in ^aurasenl. In my
lopinion y a§tz and I a tt Al have no connection with each other

though Tjoth of them mean the same thing, ‘stick*. LaUAl is

derived from lakuth
*

which is as old as the Apmtamba SrautasWra^

X, 27, 7 and Klkiyayana SrautaMira^ 666, 6. The fyocess of change

has been thus : iakuit {^takuta >lattl'>lattAt (cfl lagu^ and

lagu4in^ and nakuliyi)* Vararuci and Hemacandra found this word

current and errone^sly thought that it was deriyed from
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There is no evidence at all in Indo-Iranian phonetics for the change of

y into A The only instance mentioned by Louis H. Gray in the Indo-

Iranian phonology^ p, no, is of this very yasti and laiih% which, as* I
*

have shown, is a wrong example. We may say, therelPore, in defence of

Rajasekhara that he was not at all mistaken if he used laith\ in

iSaurasenl.

Konow holds that majjham mi and kuharammi^ two

instances of -mmi in /z-themes used by Rajasekhara as well as his

use of -hiriito in certain instances as the affix of the ablative

singular are wrong on the authority respectively of Markandeya, VI,

4-5, and Markandeya’s dictum “for the ablative singular only the affix

do is .substituted... In words ending in -a sometimes a is substituted."

Again the use of esa in^ three places by Rajasekhara in the

nominative singular masculine of pronoun eiad has been objected

to by Konow on the authority of Markandeya’s rule permitting

only eso
;

Rajasekhara’s use of dhatvadeha, inun^jlia in prose

has also been questioned. It may be pointed out with reference to

all these that in these instances we do not know if the forms

given in different Mss, were also the forms used by Rajasekhara. Even

granting that they were used, it may be pointed out that these

forms are allowed in Maharastri Prakrit (cf. Vararuci, V, 9 ;
V, 7 ;

VII,

23 ;
and Hemacandra, III, 9 ;

III, ii). No Grammarian moreover has

expressly forbidden the extension of these forms to iSaurasenl.

The standard with which Konow has , measured RajaSekhara^s

Prakrit is Markandeya’s grammar and he has not given that importance

to earlier grammarians that they deserved. The important question

that arises, therefore, is whether M&rkandeya's authority is to be regard-

ed as superior to other grammarians in judging RajaSekhara*s

knowledge of Prakrit and especially of Sauraseni usages, Markandeya

Kavindra was an inhabitant of Orissa which was far removed from the

iSau/aseni territory and he wrote his grammar as late as in the seven-

teenth century. On the other hand Hemacandra lived in Gujarat

which was nearer to the ^auraseni area and he flourished in 1088-1172

A.C. It can safely be inferred therefore that Hemacandra^s rules’

applied to both Maharastri and iSaurasenI forms when he wrote his

grammar, unless special exceptions were noted anywhere. In the

absence of any suqh exclusive rule for one form only either permissive

or prohibitive! it is to be understood that Hemacandra incorporated

in his work usages current in his time, Konow is of opinion that

the Prakrit of
.
Somadeva, the author of LalitavigraharafanUaka
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is correct because he was familiar with the eighth chanter of

Hemacandra's grammar. Raja^ekhara wrote hi® drama in the ninth

century and hi<? Prakrit is nowhere inconsistent with Hems^-

candra^s rules ilthough Hemacandra wrote much later. Why
then should Somadeva alone be singled out for writing correct

Prakrit? Some usages current *in RajaS khara's time would

berome rarer in Hemacandra’s days and dead a, stone when
Markandeya collected his museum of fosr^iiized Prakrit usages.

Literary Prakrit had never been a living language and consequently

things had become much more stereot) peel, and variety of materials

much less available in Markandeya’s time than in the time of Hema-
candra and Raja§ekhara certainly breathed an atmosphere of greater

Prakritic variety and vitality than Markandeya did having preceded

him by eight hundred years. It is more reasonable to conclude that

forms used by Raja^ekhara were current in his days. The fact that

RtljaSekhara's forms nowhere conflict with Hemacandra’s rules, although

Hemacandra followed him in point of time, shows that Hemacandra

also found in currency those forms used by Rajafiekhara. Markan(Jeya

judged differently, because, coming much later as he did, he did not

find those forms used in his time. It is also interesting to note that

in his foreword to his grammar Markandeya mentions authorities to

whom he is indebted but Hemacandra ’s name is conspicuous by its

absence from this list.

There are some mistakes in Lanman's English Translation also.

At II, 13 ahomuhapaukaa has been translated as “shame-faced

lotuses.'^- “Turned upside down'* would be a better adjective of

lotuses here as the foot is often compared in Indian literature to an

inverted lotus because the fingers resemble lotus petals.

At II, 30 ke ke has been translated as ‘*wbat trees, what trees ?**

The reduplication is unnecessary as it would mean some excitement

which the king did not feel here
;
it simply indicates plurality.

,

At II, 43 kamimnam has been translated as maiden 4U/ho is

in love'" The italicized clause is uncalled for, as the phenomenon of

an anoka tree bursting into blossom is said to take place at the touch

of the fe^t of any maiden who need not necessarily be in love.

Two lines below the above, edam paccakkham karissam has»been

translated as ^*and let him witness the affairs with ];iis own eyes/' If

sjiould be “I shall witness it with my own eyes.*'

At II, 48 kamimnxm has been translated jfs “doting matrons.

The adjective is unnecessary.
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At III) I kesara has been translated as "the bakul” which no

doubt is one of .the flowers known by this name, of which the naga-

kesara in this case would be more appropriate, because of its slightly

fleshy yellow tint.

At III, 3 hairasirovari dirtv-^^llavaae Gangae has been transla-

ted as "then the Ganges put her graceful little feet on the head of

Siva.” It should be “then the Ganges who has her graceful feet on

the head of Siva.

At IV, 19 “My child” would be a more dignified rendering of

vacche than “my darling.”

At p. 1 13, line i sutthudararri bhullo si has been translated as

“You have lost your head.” This is quite wrong and should be "Your

mistake has been very appropriate.”

Amulya Chandra Sex

The Chronology of the Smrtia

The Chronology of the Smrtis, as establised by Biihler and Jolly,

has hitherto been mainly accepted among the scholars •, though, of

course, a dissenting voice was, and still is, heard from time to time

with regard to one or other particular work, yet the frame-work of

the Chronology established by these scholars was never completely

demolished. According to Buhler and Jolly, Gautamlya Dharma-

sutra, belonging to the Samaveda, is the oldest of the Smrtis and is

several centuries older than Apastamba who is to be placed in the

5th or the 6th century B. C. Baudhayana is older than Apastamba

but later than Gautama. Both Buhler and Jolly have kept the

question of the date of the VSsis^ha DharmaSastra open, but both are

agreed that it is to be placed several centuries before Christ. Then

comes the MSnava DharmasSstra. The heterogenous character

of this work permits no exact dating and Buhler laid down the wide

time limits for it—from and century B,c. to the and century A.C.* The

Vis^u-smrti has undergone a re-shaping in the hands of a Vaisnavite

and in its present form cannot be older than the 3rd century kjC, The

Ysjfiawalkya-Smfti too belongs to the third or the fourth century

I The kernel of the Manava DharmadSstra was very probably

in existence already- at quite an early period (see. I. H. Q., vol. Ill,

pp. 808*13).
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A.C. at the earliest. Jolly has dated the Narada-Smrti at about

SQO A. C. and Brhaspati and Katyayana in the sixth or the tievcnth

century.

This in main outlines is the Chronology of the Smrtis which has

been hitherto recognised by almost all scnolars.’ Novv, however, J. J.

Meyer in his recent work '^Uber das Wes<^.n cter \ltindischen Rechts-

schriften und ihr Verhaltn’s zu einander und zi. Kautilya*' hao started

many novel theories intended to demolish this frame-work of the

Chronology of Smrtis. Meyer's wonderful industry in preparing a

work of 414 solidly printed pages cannot be too hightly spoken of

and it is well worth examining some of his theories, specially as Dr.

Barnett in his review of this work has accepted most of the theories.

How startling these theories are wHl at once appear when we consider

that Gautama in Meyer’s opinion is one of the latest Smrtis and

Narada is one of the earliest.

Meyer says at the beginning of his work that he has tried to find

the relative age of the Smrtis in his book and not the absolute date

of any particular work so that the dates of all the Smptis may be

fixed when any particular work is afterwards exactly dated in some way

or other. Yet from what he says on p. 330 it appears that he thinks

Kautilya and Baudhayana to be contemporaries. He says : *TCaut.

nach unserer Smrti zurechtriicken hiesse das Pferd am Schwanz

aufzaiimen. Von den iins bekannten Dharmaschriften hat er allem

Anschein nach nur Baudhayana benutzt. Oder B. ihn ? Dies wohl

nicht. Oder beide ein und dieselbe Quelle ?” [To place Kaut. after

I Hopkins (Cambridge History of India, p. 249) has accepted

the relative Chronology of the Smrtis but brings down the date of

Apastamba to the second century B. C. Hopkins, however, says in

defence of his theory only this that the grammatical archaisms in

Ap, need not signify a pre-Paninian age, for the SouthTndians* might

not have followed the canons of Panini even long after he had fixed

the northern usage. This does not prove a second century date for

Apastamba. Beside^ the rules of Panini were never fully accepted

even in Northern India—a» fact which misled Pischel to think^hat

Panini belonged to an age posterior to Kalidasa* No great impor-

tance, therefore, should be attached to these grammatical peculiarities

of Apastamba. Biihler’s other arguments too shoufd have to.be refuted

^fore such a date can be suggested.
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our Smrtis would be to place the cart before the horse. To all

appearance he has used only B. of the works on Dharma known to us.

Or has B. used him ? That is not probable. Or have they both drawn

upon one and the same source f] Now according to Meyer Kaut.

is the Prime Minister of Candragupta Maurya and Baudh. is the

oldest Dharmasutra, It is to be concluded from this^ therefore, that

in Meyer*s opinion no other Dharmasutra than B. can claim fo be

older than Kaut., that is, the last quarter of the fourth century b.C.

But turning just five pages after this we come across an indirect

statement to the effect that Apastamba is older than Kaut. On p. 33S

Meyer says : ‘*Fur Ap. ist also vratya und Brahmane comme il faut

dasselbe. Was heisst nun vratya'f, (Some quotations from the

MBh.) Diese und ahnliche Stellen lehren uns nur, dass der Vratya

in spateren Zeiten mit bosem Makel behaftet ist. Weiter hringt uns

KauU 163, 4-5 Es sind also wohl mehr oder minder unsess-

hafte Kiinstler, die das Volk unterhalten, ahnlich den Barden.*^ [To

Ap. therefore the vratyas are covtine il faut the same as the Brahmans.

Now what is the meaning of vratya ? (Some quotations from the Mbh.)

These and similar other passages only show us that the Vratya in later

times contracted evil defects. Kaut, i6j, 4.-5 takes us further They

are therefore more or less unsettled artists who entertain the people like

bards]. It is clear that here Meyer gives precedence to Ap. over Kaufc.

We have thus two dates for Ap., one pre-Kautilyan and another

post-Kautilyan. But the matter does not end here. We have still

another date for Ap. which would take him into the pre-Buddhistic age.

After his book was written Meyer with commendable ingefiJousness

says in the preface (p. vii) : “Nur als meine jetzige Ansicht will

ich erwahnen, dass Baudhayana und Apastamba wohl vor-Buddhistisch

sind.'* [Only as my present view I wish to state that Baudhayana

and Apastamba are probably pre-Buddhistic,]. One of the principal

theories for which the book was written is thus rejected by the

author"^ himself when the book was finished. It is, therefore, un-

necessary to dwell upon what Meyer says about Ap. as the author

himself could not decide upon any fixed date. But this uncertainty

with regard to the date of Ap. is of considerable significance, for the

datdK of the other oldfer Dharmasutras depend largely upon it.

Meyer's main ^arguments are based on a comparison of the texts

of the Smrtis. The greater part of his book is devoted to the task

of tracing, a particular sentence or verse through the various Smrtis

end he has tried to fix the comparative age of the Smrtis in view
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of the change and n^odifications undergone by the passages in the

•different works, Meyer has thus collected a valuable string of parallel

passages from the Smrtis* It isdnteresting to note ihat pre^sely the

same method of work has been followed by the authors of the law-digests,

such as Devannabhatja and MitramiSra, the commentators
» too, e.g,j Apararka on Yajhavalkya and M‘“idha\cicaryH cn Para§ara,

have followed this method. Like Meyer thev too have quoted as

many passages as possible on every topic, but there is one fatal

difference : Devannabhatta, Mitramisra Miadhavaciirya .lever thought

that the parallel passages in the Smrtis v/ere merely mutual quotations.

It cannot be said with Meyer that the re-occurrence of the sam^ idea,

sometimes more or less in practically the same words, is due ,to

plagiarism on the part of the author, of later Smrtis. It must not be

forgotten that all the authors concerned are dealing with the same

subject and that all the authors had only to note down the laws and

customs prevalent in the country. The field of independent

authorship was therefore necessarily extremely narrow, leaving

practically no room for play of imagination on their part. True,

sometimes the Smrti-writers have tried to explain facts by theories

as in the case of the castesystem, and sometimes they have

tried to draw up pedantic classifications as in the treatment

of slavery,—in all these points Kautilya is a valuable check to the

Smrtis, for though not fully, he was in a large measure free from the

Smrti traditons—but in all other cases the essential task of the Smrti-

writers was undoubtedly merely to note down the prevalent customs.

These customs might vary from province to province in the vast sub-

continent of India, but as the oldest of the orthodox Dharmasutras hail

from the South, it may be taken for granted that such differences would

be but inessential at the best. The lessons of time have exercised a

much greater influence on the laws and customs of India, but here foo

we must recognise the fact that there was never a complete fcreak

with the past to hinder the gradual evolution of the laws by unper-

.ceived degrees. Moreover, we must remember that there was a vast

floating literature of ^Spruchweisheit’ which everybody could quote

without being guilfc/ of plagiarism. Under the%e circumstances it

to be wondered at that there are many passages which re appear in

almost all the Sjnrtis in approximately the same language f Meyer,

however, completely misses this view-point. Nor ck>es he teliev^ in

the existence of a floating literature constituting the 'Spruchweisheit*^

qfr India, for otherwise he would not have said* (pp. isof.)* that the

* SEPTEMBER, I928 22
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gatha quoted in Visnu 88, 4 is a mere quotation of Yajfiavalkya i, 206

.with which it has the first two }7adas in common although the other

two padas are quite dissimilar in the two passages. The gathas,

so far as they are known to us, are ancient memorial verses coming

down perhaps from the Vedic peHod, and a verse composed by later

authors like Yajuavalkya can by no means claim to be a gatha. We
should also remember that Yajft. (r, 45) himself recommends the study

of gaihikas. In this case therefore, it would be more proper to say

that the in question was quoted alike by Vi. and Yajfi. and it

need not be a sign of former^s dependence on the latter.

Meyer has failed to perceive all this which might well have account-

ed for the numerous parallel passages in the Smrtis and the inevitable

result is that whenever Meyer .finds the same word, sentence or even

the same idea in two places, he takes it to be a case of quotation.

Now as these similarities, from reasons stated above, cannot but be

very numerous, Meyer naturally finds himself in a bewildering sea of

quotations which he has marshalled with consummate skill to demolish

the established chronology of the Smrtis—we shall not say, to rebuild

it, for no such things has been attempted anywhere,—difference of age

between two works being always ‘many' or ‘several' centuries. All

these so-called “quotations'^ so painfully collected prove little or

nothing at all about the comparative age of the Smrtis though they

may be of immense value for text-criticism.

Meyer has devoted a great many pages of his book to prove that

Yajfi. has slavishly copied Kautilya. Indeed the laws of Yajn. and

Kaut. are so strikingly similar, sometimes even to the letter, Ss proved

by so many scholars before, that it will have to be admitted that one

of these two authors has exploited the other and most probably it is

Yajfi. who has exploited Kaut, Thus the conclusion reached by

Meyer is on the whole correct, but here too his method is wrong.

As
]f\

all other cases here too Meyer has pointed out numerous

parallel passages between Kaut. and Yajfi. and drawn from them

the conclusion adverted to above. It is impossible to examine

all these parallel passages here, but it will perhaps be sufficient

to^ examine that particular passage which in Meyer's own opinion

is the most convincing of all and proves beyond doubt that Yajn,

slavishly follows Kautilya. Kau^, 195, 13-15 says: ka8thalo8taf>a§ana-

loi^ti^dandarafjudravyanam anyatamena dnhkhain ahonitam upHda^

dhmah caturvirrimtipano daridah, honitotpMane dvigunah. Yajfi.

""’*2, 218 says : ioQ,itena vim duhkham kurvan ka^hadibhir
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narah, dvdtrinxmi<^ daiiiiam, daij4yak etc. Now this, according
to Meyer, is an instance of flagrant plagiarism on the part of Yajfi,
•and of^ which it can nowise be said that Kaut. has elaborated the rule
of Yajfi. He ask»(p, 178) : “Can it be imagined tha: Kaut. has deve-
loped his ia?thalo§tapaaaxta etc. out of Yajfi. ’a' kdaiMdibhihy’ If
cannot certainly be imagined, but neitlier does it prove Y,-ijfi.'f slavish
imitation. It cannot be proved tnat Y?jfi.’S ka'ithadidhih is taken
from Kaut.’s long compound word even though the pamilel rule of
Manu (8, 284) does not contain the words etc. I may be allowed
to point out that Vijfianesvaia explains this word by kmhalo0-

dtbhih. Vijfi. therefore has two words in common with Kaut.] where-
as Yajfi. has only one. Will it therefore be said that Vijfi. knew this
particular passage of Kaut. ? This is frankly impossible, simply* from
the fact that even though the texts of Kaut. would have been
of immense help to him to clear up the obscure verses of Yajfi., Vijfi.

has never quoted him, and it is well known that he is never tired

Oi quoting and mentioning by name new authorities, for he quotes
no less than 42 of them on Acara and Prayascitta alone (Jolly, Recht
u, Sitte, p. 29), besides the standard authors,

Hans Losch, who has made a special study of the Yajhavalkya
Smrti, says : ‘•Ubersehen wir diese Abweichungen zwischen Kaut.'s

Artha^astra und Yajnavalkya so ist offenbar, dass wir es in der

Smrti nicht mit einer sklavischen Nachahmung des Artha^Sstra im
gebundener Rede zu tun haben/'^ [If we look at these differences

between Kau^s Artha^astra and Yajiiavalkya
, it is clear that we

have here no slaviA imitation of Kaut, in verse]. At the end of the

chapter Ubsch says even more emphatically : ‘‘Das Ergebnis ist also,

dass das aweite Buch Yajhavalkya's trotz starkster Beeinflussung

durch das Artha§astra, , als selbstandiges Werk gegeniiber dein

Arthasastra zu werten ist”^ The conclusion therefore is that the

second book of Yajn., even though very strongly influenced by the

Artha6astra,..rf.,.is to be regarded as an independent work in respect

of the ArthaSastra], This statement is all the more striking inasmuch

as by ^Arthasastra* Losch here means the Artha§astras in general

and not the Kautiliya Arthas. in particular. Indeed, it is true that the

agreements between Kautilya and Yajfi. are very Remarkable but gie

Die Yajnavalkyasmfti verglichen mit den Parallelea des Agni

und GarudapurSna, p, 26.

2 Ibid., p,
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differences too are not less striking. Kaut. makes no allowance for caste

privileges when dealing with rape, realisation of debt and rates of

interest, but in all this Yajn., following the true tradition of the

Dharmasastras, makes rules favourable to the higher castes and

detrimental to the lower. Kaut. 3, ii declares that the husband

is liable for the debts of the* wife, but Yajfi. (2, 46) is of just the

opposite viewl Yajn, 2, 195 says that if a labourer does more work

than was stipulated for, the employer should pay him something extra
;

Kau^., however, in his corresponding chapter (3, 14) takes the

opposite view.^ Yajh. (2. 34) declares that if a secret treasure is

discovered the king should give away the whole of it to a qualified

Brahman, but Kaut. (4. i) does not hesitate to say that in such a

case the king should seize the whole of it if it is very large. Many
<

other disagreements may no doubt be discovered without much

difficulty and it is but too true that there are many things in .Kaut.

which Yajfi. does not touch at all. It is hardly likely that Yajfi.

would have suppressed these topics if he had been a slavish imitator

of Kautilya.

Yajfiavalkya*s is therefore an independent work and Yajfiavalkya

has hitherto been rightly regarded as one of the most rational thinkers

of Ancient India. It is not without reason that the Yajfi. along with

the Mitaksara came to be regarded as the standard law-book in

most parts of India. Meyer however thinks otherwise. In his opinion

(see pp. ipif.), innumerable fragments of strophes whirled about in

the brain of this Brahmin like the dry leaves of trees on a pathway

in a windy day
;
this idiotic Brahmin however did not know how

to arrange these strophes, but jotted them down pell-mell
j

and the

result is that the Yajfiavalkya-smrti is as devoid of meaning or sense

as the verses composed by the three-year-old son of the author (Meyer)

made up of fragments of various poems heard by the child. We do not

know what has induced Meyer to shut his eyes to patent facts and to be

so fiard on poor Yajfiavalkya. What does he find so very condemnable

in him ? According to Meyer (see p. 123), Yajfi. 2, 156-157 is one of the

typical passages in which Yajfi. betrays his deplorable lack of intelli-

gence. Yajfi. here says : “(If anybody) erects an embankment (on a field

not his own, and the^ embankment) entails little loss (of ground) and

I sambha^Ua^ adhikakriyayam ^rayasarii mogham kuryat. Gana-

patL^astri however ^places a na before mogham and reverses the whole
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does much good, it is not to be prohibited (by the owner of the field).

Neither snould he prevent the digging of a well which takes little

^ground (but) contains much water. But if the embLnament is erected

even without taking the permission of the owner (of the field), the

latter will enjoy the benefits thereof, and in the absence of an owner,

the king*'. Now comes Meyer with the question, ‘*Wie ^’crmag man
nun aber den Eigentumer zu fragen wenn keinei \ jrhandcn ist ? j^How

can d man ask the owner if no such person ?] It js quite clear

that Meyer's question is irrelevant. Yajfi. in the second verse speaks

of unclaimed property
; if anybody wishes to erect an embankment

on an unclaimed field he will have to take the permission of the king

and not of the non-existent owner as Meyer insists. It requires no great

imagination to explain the verse in this and the only possible iiianner.

If there was any doubt on this score it is fully cleared up *by

Vijii^nefivara who in his comment on this verse says : ksetrasvTiminam

anabhyupagamya^ tadabhCive rafanam va^ yah paraksetre seium prdvartta-

yaty asau phalabhan na bhavati. api tu tadutpanne phale kHetrasvamino

bhogaSy tadabhave rajhah, Meyer however holds the Indian commen-

tators in contempt (see p. 320) and would not be guided by

Vijfiane^vara. He would rather fancy that Yajfi. borrowed this passage

from Narada XI, 20-22 and remarks, “Yaju. dachte (wenn er iiberhaupt

dachte) : man wird aus Narada erganzen r und fragt er den Konig

nicht.*' [Yajil. thought (if he ever thought at all)
:

people will supple-

ment this passage from Narada : “if he does neither ask the king,**]

We have already seen that this theory is quite unnecessary. The

Interesting point is that Meyer has doubts if Yaju. ever thought at all.

Can this be said of the Yajfiavalkya who (I, 56) declared, “I do not like

the currejit view that twice-born men may marry a Sudril** ( yad

ucyaie dvifaflnam mdradaropasamgrahah^ naitan manta matam )
?

On p. 124, Meyer takes considerable libeity with Yajfi. 2, 158

and has forced it to yield a meaning which in his opinion goes to prove

Yajil. *s dependence on Kaut. The verse of Yaju. is quite sinrlple :

phUahatam api k^etram yo na kuryat, na karayet, / sa pradapyah

krBiaphalam, ksetram anyena karayet.H The most natural rendering

of it would be as Stenzler has translated it : If (a labourer) docs not

till a fibld and al^o refuses to have it tilled by another even after the

field has been furrowed, he shall make good (to the owner ot the^

field) the crops which would have grown on that fiffld (if it had

filled). The word phUahata may only mean ^‘already furrowed,

there is no earthly reason why its meaning should be different
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from that of the word phalakrata excepting perhaps that the latter

may mean “fully ploughed." But Meyer holds that these two

words have quite dififerent meanings,—in his opinion the word

pMlahata means ^'urbar gemackt, being under plov^ (sic)," and he

translates the verse thus : If a man does not plough a field which

is made arable (urbar gemachi). nor has it ploughed by another, he

would have to give the same produce which it would have yielded if the

field was tilled and shall permit another person to till it. - [Wenn

jemand urbar gemachtes Feld nicht bestellt oder bestellen lasst,

soli er den Ertrag geben den es abwiirfe wenn es gepfliigt wurde,

und soli dies Feld von einem anderen bestellen lassen]. This inter-

pretation is based on the hypothetical meaning of the word phala-

hata and on the belief that the tillers of the fields never received half

the*crops for their labours even though the significant term

slrin is found in most of the Smrtis and even at the present .day

this is the state of things in many parts of India. It cannot therefore

be accepted. Thus it is not true that Yajfi. like Kaut. here prescribes

punishment for the owner^of a field who does not take care to have it

tilled
;

it is rather apparent that Yajfi. speaks of the negligent labourer

who does not finish the task undertaken by him, and both the ancient

commentators, Vijuane^vara and Apararka, have explained it that

way.

We have already seen that in Meyer’s opinion Yajfi., bent on

condensing the text as far as possible, has never quoted the verses of

his predecessors in full but has always broken them up and then

joined them together pell-mell and of course he himself was not

intelligent enough to compose a single verse. This is certainly a

daring hypothesis. But still more daring is the conclusion ;that any

work which has any verse in common with Yajfi. must be later than

Yajfi. This theory too of course cannot be accepted.

Hitherto Nar. has always been dated at about 500 A.C., but

according to Meyer, Nar. is to be placed several centuries before

Christ. '‘The question arises if Meyer considers Nar. to be older than

Vas. Assuming that Meyer thinks Vas. to be later than Ap., (though

this point has not been made clear by the author), we arrive, in

view of the fact that Baudh. is a contemporary^ of Kaut., at the

irresiSilible conclusion that ^Vas. is not older than the second

^entury B, C. There is nothing to say against this date of Vas. Now,

iPthe word ‘several' is taken to mean ‘two', Nar. becomes a contem-*

porar)\of Vas, and, if more correctly, it is taken to mean more than
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two, Nar. becomes oMer than Vas. But it has been clearly stated

4}y Meyer on more than one occasion that Vas. is older than N3r.

Thus we see that there is a great confusion not only regarding the

date of Ap, but also regarding the date of Nar. Yeti we must not

forget that the theory about the date of Nar. is "it refutably esta;b-

lished” by Meyer !

Nar. is dated at about 500 A. c. on account >'i the following reasons

:

(i) Narada’s treatment of law proper i ? on a much more advanced

footing than those of M., Y.1jn. etc., not to speak of the older Dharma-

sutras
;
he makes 132 sub-sections of the 1 8 titles of law and he knows

15 kinds of sbveryi 21 ways of earning livlihood and emphasises

the importance of written documents in law-suits. (2) Nar. ‘knows

the dlnara. (3) He refers to the Manusmrti in liis introduction and

actually quotes the initial verse of M., though of course it now occupies

the fourth place in M.—the tliree preceding verses, however, being

recognised as later interpolations.

So far as I can see Meyer has said nothing about the last point,

but he has tried to refute all the other arguments. He sees no reason

why the advanced views of Nar. should be a sign of his late origin.

Meyer rather ridicules the word 'fortgesekritten' (advanced) and the

idea that advanced views presuppose a late origin, “Advanced,

therefore, of later origin,”-—this has been a favourite argument with

earlier authors
;

it must be admitted that it is not always infallible,

but neither is it ridiculous. Shall we suppose that the Hindu legal

system was deve(pped in one single day and that N'^r. alone thought

out the Whole code of law perfect in every feature, like Minerva out

of the head of Jupiter ? In order to explain these advanced views

of Narada, Meyer suggests that Nar. was a practical politician

whereas M., Yajh. etc. were mere dilettantes (p. 88). Narada’s work

is wholly devoted to law proper, but that does not in any

way prove that Nar. was a Rtalpoltiikcv, Meyer remarks (p.

perhaps in support of this theory, that Narada is very pfobably

responsible for the introduction of the system of ordeals into Hindu

law, but with the important clause “so far as I can see. We fully

appreciate the significance of this clause, but did the ‘Realpolitiker

Nar. find the ordeals reliable enough to take \he initiative him-Self

Kaut. does not say a single word on them, whereas Narada describe

rro less than 'five different kinds of ordeals and recommends tfetflr

use on failure of other means of proving. iCau^. is silent^ about

ihe ordeals not because they were unknown tp him; but because, aa^
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Meyer himself admits (p. 305), he regarded them to be too unreliable

(K. schweigt vollkommen von den Gottesurteilen weil sie ihm ia-

mehrfacher Beziehung als zu unzuverlassig erschienen).

Apart from the dubious nature of the ordeals how can it be said

that the first author who permitted the ordeals into the Hindu law

should approve of no lefes than five forms when Meyer himself has des-

cribed to us how odious the ordeals must have been to the Brahmins f

—

I assume that Meyer believes that like all other Smrti writers Nar. too

was a Brahmin. Meyer’s words are worth quoting : AHem Anschein

nach hatten die Brahmaiien urspriinglich keinerlei Interesse fiir die

Gottesurteile, wahrscheinlich sogar eine Abneigung gegom sie, und zwar

wohl cTeshlb weil sie ein gew’ohnlicher Bestandteil des weltlichen Recht-

swesens waren, vielleicht auch weil die Brahmanen, die urspriinglich

als eine Art Zigeuner durch das Land zogen, allzuoft von ihnen zu

leiden gehabt hatten. [To all appearance the Brahmins had at first no

interest in ordeals
j
they had probably even an aversion to them, and

that very probably because the ordeals were an usual feature of the

secular law and perhaps also because the Brahmins, who originally

were a kind of gypsies roving in the country, had very often to suffer

from them], A pertinent query is why does Kautilya ignore the

ordeals if they were an essential feature of Indian law ? And if indeed

the ordeals were so odious to the Brahmins, how is it that they should

recognise no less than five forms of the same even at the very

beginning and not by slow degrees as was suggested, e.g., by Jolly,

of course for very different reasons ? Jolly says (Recht und Sitte,

p. 145) that from the two forms of ordeal which are found in M.

gradually five and finally even nine forms were evolved though,

however, it cannot be said that any particular form among them is

older than the other. It is true that Jolly has carried his scepticism

a little too far, for, as Hopkins (C. H, I., p. 283) has pointed out, the

ordeAl by Dharma and Adharma is certainly of a very late origin.

Meyer however finds this sentence to be quite unintelligible. He
asks (p. 89) ^'Wenn alle diese Gottesurteile gleich alt sind wo
bleibt dann Raum fiir die von M. ausgehende stufenhafte Entwick-

lung von zweien hiniiber zu neunen [If all these-ordeals are^ equally

pld 'what room is there left for the gradual development beginning

\with M. from 'two*^ forms to nine ?] Meyer thinks that Jolly here is

spiking of antiquity in composition ;but Jolly, it seems, speaks of anti-

quity in application. What Jolly means is that perhaps all these ordeals

Vere in vogue in India from very ancient times in the form of super-*^
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stitions—indeed it is well known that ordeals were a popular insti-

^tion even in the Indo-Germanic [)eriod—but they were crystalised

into law only by slow degrees. And this, In my opinion, also accounts
for the non-menfton of ordeals in* the ArthaSastra

; while t^e Smytis
were dealing with the ordeals still merely as superstitious practices, Kauf.
was quite justified in omitting them, becausejhey had pot yet jQ^f'J.ined

the status of law. Thus, here too Meyer has missed the true meaning.

Nan’s numerous sub-sections of the i8 titles of law, in Meyer's

opinion, by no means indicate a late origin. He is surprised that Nan
does not give us still more sub-sections 88), On the eleven kinds

of witnesses he says (p. 92), ‘*ich Snde nichts wovon ich nicht

sagen miisste : Wunderlich w'are es, wenn die Inder nicht vor JM., ja

lange vor M., sogar noch '‘fortgeschrittenere*’ Klassifikationen upd

sonstige genaue Bestimmungen und Regeln betreffs der Zeugen gehabt

hUtteh.” [I find nothing about which I am not compelled to say : it

would be surprising if the Indians had not, already before M.,

indeed long before him, still more '‘fortgeschritten” rules and

regulations about witnesses.] It is of course re-assuring to find

that Meyer does not consider the magic-ridden Hindus to be

wholly incapable of rational thinking. But it is disappointing to

see that Meyer immediately after this applies his ^*ein bisschen

in Narada geschulte Augen** to prove the passages in Nar. dealing

with inadmissible witnesses to be interpolations. How is it that Meyer

expects to find more detailed rules about competent witnesses, and

yet he does not expect to find more detailed rules about inadmissible

witnesses? It is' true that these passages in Nar. are suspicious, but

Meyer should be the last person to say so. The arguments forwarded

by Meyer ‘to prove that these passages are interpolations are, however,

quite extraordinary. He has only showed that it cannot be proved

that Yajft. and Vi. have made use of this passage (apart from the fact

that he takes ragandha to be equivalent to kamarta which is highly

improbable if not quite impossible). This phenomenon may he well

explained on the hypothesis that Yajn, and Vi. are older than Nar.

as held by Biihler and Jolly. We need not conclude anything else from

this fact
^

In order to show the futility of the theory that every wtf)rk

which exhibits ‘fortgeschrittenere* ideas is of a l^ter date, Meyer

((). 102) has pointed out the fact that Nar. (Introd., I. 3 and IL 28\

mentions only two methods of proving whereas Vasiftha xvi, 10

mentions three. Should we, therefore, says Meyer, conclude that Nar.
^

I.H,Q., SEPTEMBER, I928 23
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is older than Vas. ? In reply we shall only repeat Meyer’s own
words on Gautama: Narada ‘"hat schrecklich zu viel gelesen”

.[has read horribly too much] and has “vereinfacht’^ [simplified]

the whole thing (p. 91)* Vas. mentions three means of proving

a case—written documents, witnesses and actual possession, whereas

Nan mentions only written documents and witnesses. Now Asahaya

commenting on Nan I, 76 says, “possession of immovables without

a title does not produce proprietory right,” and Nan himself says

(i. 84), “where there is enjoyment, but no title of any sort, there

a title is required in order to produce proprietory right.^’ Why not

say then that Nan understood that it is useless to mention posse-

ssion over and above documents and witnesses, and, in order to simplify

the matter, dropped it altogether ? But even that is not necessary, for

Nan actually mentions (i, 69) all the three modes of proving as pointed

out by Meyer himself. But there is again a verse of Nar, which declares

that possession alone and neither title nor witnesses proves ownership :

^‘Even when documents are in existence and the witnesses too are

alive, nothing is certain, particularly in the case of immovable

properties, if they are not in possession" (i, 77). Is it too much to

think, in the light of these conflicting opinions of the same person,

that there was little of a "Realpolitiker’ in Nar. ? Nar, i, 158 shows that

far from being an indepedent thinker, he was a slavish imitator and did

not dare to raise his head against the authorities. He says here kmtriyas

fa/asa vfddha ye ca pravrajitadayah^ asaknnas te vacamn^ natra

ketur udahrtah. The word vacanat\i^x^ is most significant and I have

no doubt that it refers to M. 8, 65^ though, however/instead. of Manu’s

nrpati Nar. takes the k^atriya to be an inadmissible witness which

of course is utter nonsense. We thus see that Nar. does not dare

to contradict the statements of ancient authorities like Manu even

when he feels that these statements are unjust, and this also conclusive-

ly proves Nan’s posteriority to Manu.

Regarding the 21 kinds of livelihood in Nar. Meyer says (p. 93)

that from very early times the Indians were engaged in thinking

out what is magically pure and dangerless. What is therefore

to wonder at if Nan has drawn up a list of 21 ways of earning

livelihood,—7 white, 7 speckled and 7 black ? All that is quite

understandable, but what has a law-specialist like Nan (Meyer, p. 88)

I na saksi nfpatih karyo na karukakuiSilavau /

‘ na Srotriyo na lingastho na sangebhyoh vinirgatah //
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to do with these questions of magic ? The fact is that Nan is as

little a law-specialist as he is one of the most ancient Smyti- writers.

If this classification of the means of earning livelihood wa? really

as ancient as Mey*er presumes it to be we would have certainly found

it in Ap., Baudh*, M., etc. who record so much* more of superstitious

customs than Nar, Besides Nar. only 'C'fenu kno vs of this rlassificnlion* • * •

and Meyer himself admits that Vi. is a later author but who in bis

opinion has taken it en bloc from Nat. If tnat is so why the inter-

mediate authors between Nar. and Vi. m Meyer s scheme have not

taken this classification from Nar. ? In opinion V.ijfi. for instance

has copied from Nar. no less than Vi. !

The 15 kinds of slavery mentioned by Nfir. cannot be a sign of

Narada’s late origin according to Meyer (p. 88). By way of explaga-

tion he says that slaves of various kinds have always been known in

India’j individual authors however have mentioned as many or as few

as they chose to
;
Manu (8, 415) for instance mentions ^ kinds of

slaves, but Buddhaghosa mentions 4 kinds. Meyer therefore con-

cludes that the criterion of salvery fails to prove anything about the

priority or posteriority of individual authors. Meyer does not give

the reference to Buddhaghosa and so it is impossible to verify

the passage. Yet it is difficult to see how the theory can

stand simply on the fact that Buddhagho.sa mentions four

kinds of slaves. It is possible that Buddhaghosa does this out

of mistake, for he is not known to have been an eminent jurist in

any way. Meyer has repeatedly accused Manu and Yajfi. of dilet-

tantism. Why ndt accuse Buddhaghosa too now of that same short-

coming ?* But it is certainly not right to make a special case

of slavery ‘and hold that the authors followed no system in the

treatment thereof. \Ve need not believe that 15 kinds of slaves

were actually in vogue in the days of Narada who is certainly later’

than Manu. Slavery was, and still is, in vogue in many counties

but it is not known that so many classifications were ever made of

these slaves. It is therefore very likely that neither Manu nor Narada

'but Buddhaghosa alone lias recorded the true state of afifairs, but

even tha\ is not quite certain, for he too might have been influenced

by the split-hair theoreticians like Narada whose love of classification

and systematisation is so well known. When Narada gives a list of

1 5 kinds of slaves, nothing can be more mistaken than to think that

actually so many kinds of slaves were known in those days. May

be, Nar. only intends to show how many kinds of slavp are possible.
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The gradual elaboration in this respect goes on in theory
; Manu could

think only of 7 kinds of slavery and after him Nar. thought out 1$

kinds but in actual life there were certainly always far fewer categories.

It is significant that Kaut. says ‘ nothing about the variety of slaves.

But in Meyer’s opinion these detailed classifications in Nar. prove

that NSr. was a ‘Realpolitiker.’ It may perhaps be asked why should

Nar. deal with secular law in such meticulous details if he was not

actually a practical politician. It is evidently because of this that

Meyer cannot think of Nar. except as a ^Realpolitiker/ just as

Kaufilya in his opinion cannot but be the Prime Minister of Candra-

gupta Maurya. But it is unfair to decide a man’s character from

his literary activity. Let us for instance take the example of Vatsya-

ysina, the author of the Kamasutra, who declares at the end of his

work that he remained chaste as a Brahmacarin all his life. It is

very probable that Nar. was as little interested in secular law as

Vatsyayana in erotics and this makes the improbable theories in his

work all the more understandable.

Meyer does not properly face the problem how Narada could

know the dlnara. He declares the two passages concerned to be

interpolations. But it may be said that every work, from Baudha-

yana and Apastamba downwards, is open to the danger of being

tampered with in this way. Why should then only this particular

work contain the name of this coin ? Moreover, it is extremely

difficult to thrust a passage here and there into such a compact and

^'planmdssig** work as Nar.

About the fourth verse of the Manusmrti in Nar,, Meyer, so far

as I can see, has nothing to say. Meyer would perhaps argue that

the verse concerned is found only in the introductory chapter of Nar.

and this chapter is a later addition. It is quite possible that this

chapter is a later addition, but all the same, Meyer has not on that

account omitted to turn it to account to prove the antiquity of the

Nara4asmrti, for he also takes into consideration the well known

tradition recorded in the introductory chapter of Nar. that it is the

ninth chapter of an older version of Manu than that of Bhrgu.

Meyer on the whole is too hard on Gautama. He assigns to him a

date ‘many^ centuries? later than Yajfi. and *much' later than Visnu. No,

he has even used the commentaries on Manu [Er hat jedemfalls auch

M. Kommentare benutzt, p. 119]. Meyer, therefore, thinks that

Gaut. is later than Medhatithi. How could Meyer overlook the fact that

Medhatithi quotes Gautama very frequently ? It is only necessary to
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look at the indexes of Dr, Ganganadi Jha. Not only Gaut but Yajfi.

too has made use of the commentaries on M. in Meyer's opinion {p.7^^)

and Byhaspati too is later than Medhatithi, for he says (there he is

certainly right) that Gaut. must • be older than Bfh (p. 334), Thus

the three important Smrti-writers Gaut., Ytijfi, ax^d Brlx are later than

Medhatithi (ninth century) according to Meyer All tlvs is absurd^

for Medh. frequently quotes Gant, and Yajfi., and Jrh. is glorified as an

inspired seer even from the ninth century ijolly, Recht und Sittr §9)4

Meyer utilises a quotation in Yasodhara's co nmentary on the

Kamasutra to prove the late origin of the Gautamlya Dharmasutra

(p, 325). The passage quoted by Yasodhara is attributed to Gautama

but it is not to be found in the Gautama-smrti. Meyer at first proves

with great industry that YaSodhara cannot be relied upon so far as the

quotations in his work are concerned, and says “Die obigen Beispiele

zeigen dass Yaiiodh. so wenig wie andere in seinen Zitaten zuver-

ISssig ist. Bei dem Gautamasutra aber wird kaum eine Namenver-

wechslung vorliegen konnen. Unser Gautama ist also wohl zu Yaso-

dharas Zeit noch nicht vorhanden Oder doch noch nicht anerkannt

gewesen.** [The above examples show that Yasodh. is as little

reliable in his quotations as any other. In the case of the Gautama-

sutra, however, it is hardly possible that any confusion of name has

taken place. Our Gautama, therefore, perhaps was not yet in existense

or was not yet recognised in the days of Yafiodhara]. What is there to

prove that no confusion of names has taken place here when Meyer

himself admits that Yasodh. is very unreliable ? Yet on such a slight

basis Meyer con^ructs the theory that Gautama-smrti was perhaps not

in existence at the time of Yasodhara, who in his opinion, cannot

be much ‘later than 600 a. C. Cf. R. Schmidt who shows that

Yasodhara might also have been living at a much later dale (Indische

Erotic, first ed., p. 25).

Both Baudhayana and Vasi^ba refer to Gaut.,— each twice. ^One

reference of Baudh. and one reference of Vas. may be traced in the

present text of Gautama. The second reference in Baudh* (2, 2, 69-70

is about the question whether the Brahmana can adopt the mode of life

of a K§atriya when hard-pressed, which, he says, is allowed by Gaut.

Gaut. 7.6, howevet', declares that the Brahmanj should never adopt

the life of a Ksatriya soldier because it is a cruel life. Buhler declares,

this passage in Gaut. to be spurious on the ground that it is opposed

to the sense of two rules of Gaut. (SBE, Vol., II, p. Ivi). Meyer,

however, is not prepared^ to call it an interpolation\and says^
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that it is merely a pious wish [Ich sehe keinen Grund dafur als den

frommen Wunsch, p. 320]. and concludes that the Gaut. quoted by

Baudh. is quite a different work. Regarding the second reference ift

Vas., Bdhler suggests that the passage in question might have been

taken from some other work of the Gautama school (Ibid., p. Iviii),

but Meyer replies thus (p. 321 ^'Und da sollen wir es trotzdem

mit demselbeh Autor zu tun haben V* [And in spite of that we
should have to think that we have one and the same author here

! ]

Thus in the case of Baudh., Meyer ridicules reason and he misquotes

Buhler in the case of Vas. and in this way has succeeded in establish-

ing his theory that Gaut. is ^many* centuries later than Yajh.

Meyer’s prejudice against Gaut. cannot be explained. When Gaut.’s

rules are meagre, ‘‘He has read dreadfully too much and therefore

leaves much unsaid to be supplied from the vast literature* of the

Smrtis behind him,” but when his rules are detailed it is invariably

because of his late origin ! One of the principal reasons why in

Meyer’s opinion Gaut. cannot be one of the earlier Dharmasutras is

that Gaut. speaks much more about law proper than Ap. or Baudh.
;

yet he does not hesitate to place Narada ‘several’ centuries before the

Christian era, beside whose rules on secular law those of Gaut. are

mere child’s play. Meyer would argue perhaps wir in der uns

vorliegenden Smrti iiberhaupt keine Entwicklung des altindischen

Rechts, sondern nur eine zunehmende Einkorperung des unabhangig

von den brahmanischen Gesetzbiichern vorhandenen und hochst wahr-

scheinlich in nicht unbetriichtlichem Umfang schon vorher system-

atisch bearbeiteten altindischen Rechts vor uns haben, eine Einkor-

perung in das Smrtischrifttum, die dabei nicht einmal in sicn selber

eine durchweg fortschreitende genannt werden kann, sondern die

der eine Schriftsteller in weiterem, der andre in geringerem Umfang,

der eine mit mehr Versfdndnis und Sachkenntnis, der andere

mit weniger vornimmt, je nach individueller Anlage und Befahigung,

^6-7). But this argument loses much of its force from the

I in the existing Smrti we do not find any develop-

ment of Indian law but only an increasing incorporation into the

Smrtis of the Ancie;it Indian law which was existing independently

of the Brahmins and was very probably systematically dealt with

already before-r-an incorporation which in no way c^n be said to

be advancing, but Y^^hich this or that author took in larger or smaller

measure, pne with more understanding and knowlege of the subject
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fact that the first part of this long sentence is in evident contradic-

tion to the latter portion. The author begins with ‘^zunehmende
Einkorperung * [increasing incorporation] and finishes with “Einkor
perung in weiterem (oder) gertngerem Umfang'' [inco; poration
in larger (or) smaller measure], and^ t\va.f makes all ^he dififcrehce.

If he insists on the first statement* he lui^ to fidl back on the
hated theory of ‘‘fortgeschrittene Entwicklung*’ [advanced develop-
ment] (p. 87). It he takes his stand on the second, he lias nothing
more to say against Gautama, for wc liave only to Imagine that

Gaut. cared to incorporate a little m.ui. of secular LiW into his

book than his immediate successors chose to. It cannot be denied that

he had actually an eye for worldl}' things which we miss, for instance,

in Apastamba and Baudhayana. Indeed, there is much in Gautama
that savours of a later origin and in my opinion he belongs to

an agfe posterior to Apastamba*s^ but the quotations prove, that he

is older than Baudh. and Vas. Biihler (Ibid,) frankly admits that

Gaut. has been much tampered with and Jolly in ‘Recht und Sitte*

has placed Gaut among the revised Dharmasutras. That is significant

and removes many of the difficulties. Meyer, however, thinks that

Gaut. of all the Smrtis has not been tampered with at all, but he

gives no reason.

Meyer finds another support to his theory in the fact that Gaut.

does not mention the Dharmapathaka who is said to have been a mem-

ber of the parsad by the ancient Smrti writers. None of these works

unfortunately gives an accurate definition of the Dharmapathaka

and Biihler follo^iring the commentators took it to be the designa-

tion of a man who has made a special study of the Dharmasastras.

Meyer however, holds that the Dharmapathaka was nothing but

an expert in secular law whereas the other members of the

parsad were acquainted only with the sacred law. As Gaut, does not

mention the Dharmapathaka Meyer concludes that in his time work§ on

law proper had been done away with by the Dharmasastras ^f the

Brahmins (p, 317). Meyer has nowhere made a definite statement

* about the age of Gaut. but from his various arguments it may

be said ^with certainty that he assigns Gaut, to a period some-

where between the' fifth century and the tenth (jentury A.C. During

and another wSh less of that, in each case according to individual

disposition and aptitude

I Vide my article in I.H.Q., vol. III. pp. 606-n.
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these five hundred years there was no period when it is possible to

imagine that secular law could be dispensed with. This period saw

the decline of the Gupta empire and the rise and fall of the royal

dynasty of Thaneswar and then the rise of the Pala and Sena kings

in Bengal who take us to beyond the period under review. In

Southern India at this time we find still more powerful princes and

kingdoms and it is absurd to think that these kings and their ministers

could carry on their political functions even without the help of the

science of law. There is, therefore, no reason to take Meyer’s theory

seriously, but still, as we shall see below, the Dharmapathaka was by

no means a specialist in secular law as Meyer says.

Meyer sees a particular motive also in the fact that only one

Dharmapathaka was kept in the parsad. He says that the Brahmins

above all wanted to have their own interests assured and they had

everything to gain if the case placed before the par^ad could be

settled according to the laws of Dharma and not according to the

rules of forensic law represented by the Dharmapathaka. That is

the reason why only one representative of secular law was kept in

the parmd whereas there were several representatives of the sacred

law, thus giving a clear majority to the latter. Apart from all

other considerations it is clear that Meyer takes the par^ad to be a

law-court
;
but I have no hesitation to say that there is not a single

passage in the whole range of the Smrtis to prove it. The parsad

so far as it is known to us from the Smrtis was simply an advisory

board of learned men who gave decisions about purity, impurity and

other questions of the sacred law which had nothing ’to do with forensic

law in the strict sense of the word and it is also clear from this that it

was in no way necessary to have an expert on forensic 12lw attached

to the parmd. But it may be definitely proved that Meyer’s inter-

pretation of the term Dharmapathaka is purely imaginery and that

Biihler was after all correct. Meyer will not accept the interpreta-

tion 6f the commentators and there he is quite right, but will he also

ignore the evidence of an ancient author like Angiras whose Smrti,

however, has now been destroyed ? Fortunately Apararka (on Yajfi„i,9)

quotes a few verses of Angiras where along with other qualities of

a {Dharmapathaka (ve read : vedavidyavratasmtdk satyasandho fiteth

driyah /
anekfxdhcrmahastrajfudi procyate dharmapathakah ii

Here the word anekadharmasastrafiiah proves that Biihler’s inter-

pretation^ of the term is quite right and there is no reason to take

seriously the highly hypothetical interpretation of the word suggested
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by Meyer which has nothing to support it. The conclusion drawn by
Meye** about the age of Gaut., which has been already adverted to
above, is very far-fetched. He might as well have concluded that works
on law proper Itad not yet come into existence when Gaut. wrote his
Dharmasutra.

These are the chief arguments whifch Meyer to bri.^g down the
date of Gaut. The minor arguments too are equally insumcient to prove
his theory. It is hard to guess how the wort, prinanii can signify
Gautama’s late origin (p. 30;). Gaut. (22,2/^ lets the miiraerer of a pros-
titute go unpunished whereas Kaut, prC'^'ibes lieavy fine* for the same
crime. Here Meyer finds a support his theory (p. 294) tliat Gaut

jung, gar junf (p. 254). But can it not be taken to prove the

antiquity of Gaut ? Does it not prove that Gaut. had not yet an ink-

ling of*what law proper should be a!'d was still wholly swayed by laws

of morality alone so that it was no crime in his opinion to murder a

prostitute? t\\Q 'wotd anibaddhah (Gaut 13, 4) to mean
'

*not bound by written documents' and remarks that Gaut knew
written documents. But this interpretation is too far-fetched and

cannot be accepted even though the commentator prefers it. Neither

do I understand why Gautama’s reference to the Puranas (ii, 19) is a

sign of the late origin of his Dharmasutra
;
but it is difficult to

see how in Meyer’s scheme Gaut could be the first author to mention

the Puranas (p, 255). It is well-known that Apastamba too mentions

the Puranas and quotes particularly the Bhavisyat-purana and that

Puranas are mentioned even in the Vedic literature. Gaut’s knowledge

of the Atharva-vdda cannot be a proof of his late date (p. 318).

Thus we see that Meyer’s arguments are insufficient to prove his

theory aboat the late origin of Gautama but this is one of the theories

“unwiderlegUch bewicsen” [irrefutably proved] by Meyer. It will

perhaps not be out of place to mention here that this kind of assertion

is rather new in the field of Indology, in which everything is vague and

uncertain even at the best. And also outside this branch of learning

it is never wise to presume that a difierent opinion will never arise.

I may be allowed to say with the great Kant ‘*dem Verfasser wohl

geziemt •Griinde vorzulegen, nicht aber uber die Wirkung derselben bei

seinen Richtern zu ufteilen.”

Regarding Visnusmrti Meyer says that the author of this work

is a first rate ^plagiarist who has only broken up into prose the verses

ofManu and Yajii. Some of the passages cited by Meyer are really

suggestive and it is idle to deny that he is mainly right^ so as the

LH.Q., SEPTEMBER^ 1928 H
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Vi?nusmrti in its present form is concerned
;
but he has no evidence

to produce against the theory admitted by all that the original work

has since undergone a thorough revision at the hand of a Vai?nava.

These in brief are some of the novel theories of Meyer about the

Smrtis. There is a host of minor theories in this book which it is

impossible to discuss here. Some of them are without doubt additions

to our previous knowledge, but there** are some which are evidently

wrong. Few will be convinced that putrikUputra means a bastard

(p. 315). often signifies a doll, why should it not then mean

a mistress ?—this is Meyer’s argument.

Meyer says that all the Smrtis from Manu downwards are the

productions of individual authors and not the works of particular

schools. It is beyond my plan here to discuss questions such as these.

But it may be said that Meyer is to some extent justified in this

statement because these works have lost their original character

through ruthless rehandlings at the bands of later Brahmin theore-

ticians. But Meyer’s remarkable theory about the ancient Brahmins

cannot be lightly passed over. Brahmins, in his opinion, were bands

of roving hungry gypsies always on the look out for an opportunity

to steal the properties of K§atriyas and for whom not to steal was

as difficult as performing devotional austerities, for does not Baudh.

mention asteya as a tapas ? (See pp. 58, 90 and 31 1 etc.). One would

think that tlie Brahmins in ancient India attained to such an eminent

position simply by dint of their hunger and pilfering propensities.

But Meyer goes further. From the rather light punishments pres-

cribed for women in case of adultery Meyer concludes that Brahmin

women were as a rule unchaste. We are indebted to Meyer for this

remarkable conclusion. But Meyer’s theorising spirit is not yet satisfied.

The Brahmins in his opinion continued to lead the nomadic life

of their forefathers, the Indo-Aryans, and carried on their glorious

pilfering expeditions even after the other classes of the people had

settled down to peaceful life (see p. 334). Nothing of what Meyer

says in support of this theory may be called ‘proof.’ Meyer argues

that the Brahmins recommended hospitality to the householders

simply because they themselves were in need of it and why should

they need it if they were not vagrants and rovers by profession ? The
word vratya has, always been a puzzle to the scholars. Our author,

however, takes the word vratya (from vrata “band”) to be equivalent

to Brahmana simply on the strength of a passage in Ap. even though

any ndmber of texts may be quoted to prove that this word signifies
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a man of the first three classes who had lost his caste owing to the

non-performance of the SaipskSras and from this Meyer finds a

support to his theory that the Brahmins were gypsies roving about in

bands. Such theories can be expected only of the author who after

studying in details all the Dharma^stras concludes that the ' ope

lesson the works on Dharma have to teach is that i\onifcit mpy be en-

joyed by all men and they themselves may enjoy all—this says Meyer

(p, 342).^ Here is another preposterous theory of Meyer, whtUi, how-

ever, he has not tried to substantiate by a single passage from the

Smrtis, evidently because it is impossib'.c to do so, for such passage

can be found in the Smrtis. On the other hand, we have long

sermons about the sanctity of the conjugal bed, perhaps to<,i many

of them, e.g. M. 9, 29-30, Vi. 25, Yajii. 1,75, etc.

In spite of the patience and ii.dustr}' exhibited by Meyer in this

work one cannot but deplore that his vision is so hopelessly

vitiated. He would deprive the Brahmins even of common human

instincts. They are, in his opinion, roving gypsies without any

morals or principle of life who entertained the people by their

skill as bards (p. 341). This theory too is supported by no positive

proof but merely by Meyer’s anthropological speculations. Who knows

better than Meyer himself how intensely the bards, actors and sooth-

sayers were hated in ancient India and in what dark colours the

Brahmanical authors have painted them ? But above everything else the

Brahmins are magicians in Meyer’s opinion and so the author begins his

book with the statement “Die Dharmaschriften kbnnten ebensogut

Zauberbiicher heissen” [The works on Dharma could as well be called

books on magic]. Evidently Meyer considers the Brahmins to be

magicians simply because the Brahmanical authors of the Smytis have

recorded in their works numerous superstitions of ancient India, all of

which, in Meyer’s view, are connected with magic in some way or

othar Now Abbfs Dubois too has written a book on the customs, ana

usages of the people of India and has necessarily not^ dowu many

superstitious practices current in India at his time. Sha 1 we, therefore,

say that the well known book “People of India” is a book on magic and

that Ab!,6 Dubois himself was a great magician ? There is no diff^ence

between Abb6 Dubois and .the Smrti-writers in this respect ;
only,this

T^l^ehre der brahmanischen Schriften vom •Dharma......ist

disese : das Weib
.

darf von alien Mannern genossen werden und darf

selber alle geniessen.
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much may be said that Dubois himself was quite free from the

superstitions he was studying whereas these Brahmanical authors

lived in awe of them and observed them all with scrupulous care.

Meyer travels through the wilderness of the Dharma literature

with the magic lamp in his hs^nd (see p. 26) and with the help of its

uncertain Hgbt he makes absurd discoveries. He discovers that

considerations of decorum are only secondary in the detailed rules

of conduct to be found in the Smrtis (p. ii). He discovers that the

God Agni is the camp-fire of the naked Brahmin vagrants shivering

with cold, he discovers that the Atharvaveda is the proper Veda of

the Brahmins (p. 343) and he discovers that the nobler portions of the

Bgveda are the compositions of the Ksatriyas (p. 388). The real mean-

ing of Apastamba i, 32, 6, w^is till now unknown to us and only this

magic lamp makes it clear for the first time. Apastamba here says “At

night the husband should always adorn himself for his wife.^^ However

tender it may sound our author will not be misled—‘he has based his

belief on the firm rock of magic. Why, the woman is the veritable

dep6t of magical danger and what is there more effective to avert it

than flowers and gold ornaments ? Surely absurdity cannot go further !

In this way Meyer has proved “unwiderleglich*' that the Smrti

literature is a literature of magic (preface, p.vi). But Meyer does not

say this about his remarkable theory about the Brahmins and this

shpws that he himself feels some uneasiness about it and that is some

consolation. It is quite clear that Meyer had not enough time to think

when he wrote his book—it is only necessary to glance at his preface

in which he seriously modifies some of his important theories. But

Meyer’s method of work too is faulty. The usual and natural method

is to draw the conclusion after duly considering all the materials

having any bearing on the topic on hand. But Meyer’s method is

quite different. His conclusion is a foregone affair and his whole book

is an attempt to find support for his theory. He starts with the

assumption that Ancient India was a magic-ridden country and begins

his journey with the magic-lamp in hand and its treacherous light is

responsible for no small share of the absurdities in his book.

Batakrishna Ghosh



Notes on Dravidian

L The Affix in Dravidian^

The affix ku is a very common ending in Dravidian* existing in

North Dravidian and South Dravidian equally. Its occurrence in

the various dialects of Dravidian may be classified as hefeundei :

{a) Infinitives of verbs contain in varying degrees in the Jifferent

dialects the affix ku or gu or variations of Uiese (doubled kk or derived

6 or d).

In Tamil, the formative ku is sometimes appended to the infinitive

as in i§eyga, ariga, poga etc.

In Malayalam, ka or kka is added similarly to form the infinitive

invariably e. g, natakka, etukka, poka* varika etc.

The infinitive in Brahui is formed with the addition of — which

contains the ^«-affix e.g, saling (to go)
;
ca-ing (to understand) etc.

The infinitive in Kuvi also has ki added to it sometimes e.g. kazki

(to bite) from the root kaz.

(fi) Appended formatives of verbs have ku or gu in Dravidian

e.g. Tamil verbs like adangu, irangu^ vSgu, pongu etc
;
Telegu verbs

like erugu, vSgu, milagu, kalangu etc. Malayalam verbs like kuluniiUy

ponnu etc. Kuvi ning (move), dung (hang), hunz (sleep) etc.

(<:) gu appears uniformly in the characteristic present-tense ending

of Tamil as in Seyyugindren’ etc.

Verb Roots in Telegu which have permanently incorporated tsu

ku) show tsu in all tenses e. g. naejatsutsunnanu etc

K (< ku) appears in Gondi in the first and second personal endings

of the future tense e. g. kiaka, kiaki (I will do, thou wilt do).

Toda, an uncultivated Dravidian dialect of the south shows ku in

the present tense forms as in pokom (we go) etc.

Kota also shows k in present tense forms like hogako (they go)

;

vindkene (I ask) etc. Old Kannada future madugum (will dq) and

old Tamil iSeygu (will do) also show^w.

I KittePs explanation of the Tamil present ending-gindr-, accept-

ed by Caldwell also, is th?it it is compounded bf the affix >fe+ci*drai^

(today)
;
this is merely fanciful ;

really,

, Gindru < k*+iru (with the spontaneous nasal « appearing before

Tamil r as in ondru).*.i>...(to be or to remafn) confers the idea of

tjie present tense and k ( v^) denotes action.
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Kurukh shows k in the past tense forms as in ankan (I said),

barfikan (1 came) etc.

(</) Nouns derived from verbs show ku, ki, gu or gi in most of

the Dravidian dialects :

Tamil : nadakkei, pogei, veigei, a^gei etc.

Tplegu ; k9rika, cerika, ennika etc.

Kannada : nacike, nambige, eccerike etc.

Kui : haki, liki, gedki etc.

Kui : vejgu (food) •<: vay (to cook).

{e) Endings of directive words show ku or gu in many dialects.

Tamil : va^akku (north) ;
miJrku (west)

;
ahge (there)

;
iiige

(here) etc.

Telegti : akka-^a (there)
;
ikka-ta (here)

Kannada : tga (here)
;
aga (there)

Go^i : hoka (there)
;
hika (here)

j
hink (from this place)

;

hank (from that place) etc.

Tulu : inci (here)
;
anci (there) (c k)

Kuvi ; taki (up to)

Brahui : darek (here)
;
dangi (in this direction) etc.

Kui imbanki (hither), imbateka (from this place) etc.

(/) Dative terminations in all Dravidian dialects show^«,

ki, gh ke or ge.

The major dialects (Tamil, Telegu, Kannada and Malayajam)

invariably ' use this termination, Telegu Malayalam and old Kannada

using ku, and Tamil and modern Kannada using gu or ge, and

occasionally kku (following euphonic changes).

Tulu : maroku etc.

KodMgu : marakk’

Kui : Sannuku hommu hittomi (we gave money to

Sannu)

Gon4i • kautke (through the ear)
;
idke (for the sake of)

Brahui : Dative of Interest shows ki e.g. kharas-ki (for the

bull)
;
ura-ki (for the house) etc. The peculiar Brahui

locatives*ilk,- esk
;
-ilka -eska show also the Dravidian

k, probably with a directive meaning here. ,

Kurukh ‘Dative ending is gp as in alas ge (to the man)

,
etc.

ig) Denominatives and causais are formed in Kuvi -with the addi-

tion of ki to verbal roots e.g. Zolikitu (I let speak) from ZHitee (I

spoke)'; kuggiki^eri (they let sit) from kuggiterl (they sit) etc.
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(A) In certain nouns in Tamil like mangai^ tangaiznd na'hgai,

and in Kuvi like mangoi and laiigai, the ge should be related tc the
usual affix ku.

Such a uniformly wide and general occurrence of this affix should
lead us to seek for its origin in some elementary primitive native root,

Caldwell and other Dravidian philologers gdve up the task of tracing

its origin in despair. A very close examination of the occurrence
of the affix and of the modifications of meaning;; which it indi*''es in

the various positions in which it is fou.id as indie itcd above, would
reveal that this affix is only an attenuated form of the elementary

Dravidian root kai which has a verbal and noun sense at the same
time—kaz or kei appears as ^ei in some dialects. In all the dialects

this root means ^*to do^* and ‘*hand^*, the relationship between the

two meanings being much the same as that between Sanskrit kr and

kara*{igi and

7'amil :

To do

Sei

Hand

kai or kei

Telegu : cey ceyyu

Kannada : gey gay
the ^ or c of the forms

Kuvi : ki kai
;^

is evidently the palata-

Kodagu : gey geyyu
lised resultant of initial

To^a : ^y Seyyu
k.

Brahui ka-ning du'
.Gondi ki kajgu

Kurukh - k'i khekkha ^

Expressing as this root kai or kei does, very elementary ideas of

‘‘doing” afid of **hand” (which are closely connected semantically

and which should have originated at a very primitive stage of

Dravidian), it is easy to see that this root should have given rise to

the various meanings of “doing”, ^‘giving’' “helping” etc. which an*

suggested by above-mentioned instances containing ku, ke, gu or>ge.

The verbal meaning “to do” is evident in the infinitives, in the

formative appendix in the derivative nouns, in the present tense forms,

in the 'famil and old Kannada future etc.

I Brahui du dji’^ ji< 5ei, just as Brahui d^r (who) ^djaer< *

jaer<.§ar<y5r<;y*fir< ar.

Compare Tuju and Kannaeja dane (alternating with djane, the

middle stage) where also initial d should be explained abo^e.
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The noun-idea arising from the verbal action accounts for the

meaning of derivative nouns like ka^ugu, merugu, and pangu in

Tamil
;
ennika, eccerika etc. in Kannada and Telegu.

The adverbial idea arising from *^to do^’ is contained in the direct-

ive adverbs which we have cited above.

The datival . idea easily results from the idea of ^‘hand** which

kai means in Dravidian.* “Giving” implies the idea of ‘'placing in

another’s hand. On this basis, the datival meaning of ku, ke, gu,

ge, ki or gi is also explicable. The change in the included vowel

and the appearance of the sonant g are common phenomena in

Dravidian.

The affix, therefore, should ultimately be traced to the elementary

Dravidian root kai or kei which in unaccented and unintoned positions

assumed attenuated forms.

//. The Plural ending ^kaV or ^gaV in Dravidian \

Kai or gill is a common plural ending in Dravidian. The •r plurals

in most Dravidian dialects are epicene and limited mainly to

•‘rationals” and in some cases to “male humans” only.

In Tamil and Malayalam, it appears as the plural ending of

neuter nouns e.g. marahgal, vidugal etc.

In Kannada, very much the same use is common ii^ instances

like guruga), maraga].

In Tulu, the ending appears as kulu or gulu e. g. yenkulu (we)
j

marokulu (trees) etc.

In Kodagu and Kasava^ the \ drops off and the ending appears as

ka or ga as in vicjuga, aveiga etc, •

In Kuvi^ Kui and Gondi, the al drops off and plurals are formed

with the simple addition of k e.g. Gondi ; naik (dogs)
;
Kuvi-kui ; ilka

(houses)
;
palka (teeth)

;
kalka (stones)

; waska (fingers) etc.

In ^rahuiy k alone appears in the nominative plural, while t is

used in the oblique cases :

e. g. pajk (fruits)
;
/6Aalk (stones)

;
Mank (eyes) etc.

In Kui, generally speaking, the male rationals have the-r plural,

while all the rest h^ve ka^ nga or ska {s here being from the

palatal glide after the terminal vowel of the root as in Kodus-ka,

Kurukh neuter plural is guthi or guti which probably comes from

the Dravidian root ^ku^ (to join) which is cognate with kol and ko^*;

compare ljurukh kuti (alongside of) and guti (up till). Compare also
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Bengali guua (to gather up as in a net or line) whose origin, abnrf

with that of tangi (hang high — Dravidian tang?), according\to Dr..

S, K, Chatterjee,* remains obscure. Could not Da avidian influence

be postulated here ?

The origin of the Dravidian plural ending has not been satisfactorily

explained. The relationship with Bengali ca..not kand, as the

Bengali affix can be explained as being of ssnskrHic origin^ Caldwell

suggests other extra-Dravidian affinities, but all of them remain un-

supported by positive evidence.

In my opinion, the idea of plurality so essential to the language

even in its most primitive stages could not have been expressed by

a borrowed word. The native Dravidian root kol (meaning “to take

on*^) can give rise easily to the idea of addition or plurality. Indeed,

the derivative noun kollei in Tamil has the meaning of "‘group'' or

collection, and, further, kol or kul has the meanining of •much" or

‘‘whole** in Brahui.

Kol, then, affixed at the ends of words, would easily confer the

idea of plurality. The disappearance of stress from the word in the

unaccented position should have led to the change of the included

vowel 0 to a ot e in dialects like Tamil, Kannada and Malaya]am,

to the dropping-off of 1 in Ko^agu and Kasava^ to the dropping-off of

al in the Central Indian Dravidian and Brahui, and to the falling-off

of the initial k in most Telegu nouns.

IIL in Dravidian

(a) Tamil has the following forms :

(i) vl^u (2) illam (3) manei (4) ku^i (5) agam (6) i^am

(7) palli.

{k) MalaySlam whose vocabulary is, in the main, the same as

that of Tamil, has, besides the above, the following additional forms

which are more or less developments peculiar to Malabar:

(i) m 5 t a m (2) p u r a (3) p a r p i M m (4) 1 r 1 p p i t a m

(5) k u W 1 (6) e t u p p u.

(c) Kaflnada has the following native forms
: ^

(I) i 1 1 u (2) i m b u (3) b I<J u (4) m a n e (S) g « ^ ^

(6)

nele (7)pa<JM (8) i k k e (9) h a k k e (io)pol,aI.

^

)

Telegu

:

(l)illu (2)uniki (3) n i 1 a y a (4) b I ^ u.

le) Kui has

September; 1928 25
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if) Kuvi has il

{g)
"^ Kulukh „ e r p a

(A) Brahui „ u r a

\i) Gondi „ i j ;
r o (which is the metathetical form of u r or u r.

(/) Irula • „ kure * These uncultivated dialects of

(A) Kurumba „ Mane,bldu etc. South India possess, besides the

(/) Kasava „ vuttu
;

hatti
^
common forms given here,

{tn) Badaga ,, pei
' many other forms borrowed

{n) Toda „ pol from the major dialects of the

(o) Kodaga „ mane etc. South.

The most common amongst the Tamil forms now in use in com-

rr\on parlance is v I d u
;
in Kannada and Telegu, however, this word

has become archaic, V J d u comes from the root vid (to separate, to

leave) in accordance with a Dravidian law which regulates the deriva-

tion of nouns from verb roots with short vowels. The meaning is to be

traced to the idea of houses being ^‘left*^ in the absolute possession of

the owner by the king or the ruler who is nominally the owner of

everything in the land. The idea of enfranchisement of residential

property, suggestive of a very primitive yet civilised state of society,

lurks in the word.

It may incidentally be remarked here that the derivation i 1 (place)

d i d>v I d is wrong, since there is no rule warranting such

a lengthening of the vowel, though the prosthetic v'^Vv could be

accounted for. V I d appears dialectally as v u fj and vuttu,
which latter form is found in Kasava commonly.

A very common form in the conversational dialects of certctin Tamil

classes and communities is a m, derived from agam, an old Tamil

word' for house which appears in combinations like agamudayan

( ^agambudayan >ambidayan ) meaning husband, agam>aham
vaam^^am. akam or a X am appears with the specialised meaning of

roonu in common modern Malayalam, Conversational am appears

also in Kasava with an initial aspirate, in hattili {in the house).

Illam and manei are archaic, generally, in Tamil while in Mala-

yalam they denote the houses of certain ‘‘superior” castes like the

IJamboodiries.

Illam is, of course, to be derived fronl il (place) with the addition of

the characteristic Tamil consonant-lengthening and neuter ending—am.

Manei is from man which means earth or that which is spread out,

coming .from the verb root man (to exist) which m its turn is traceable

finally cto the e*lementary root uj (place or to exisl). Sec posU.
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I^am hes to be traced to the root il which alternates with id, as
in the Kui-Kuvi dialects.

Ku(^i connotes the idea of congregation or someth'ng put together,
which the root,kud signifies. In Malayalam, the vvord appeal \yith

-il added on. The term kudi, both in Tamil and Idalayajam, is used
to mean a small house, usually o! poor people, Tlie firayidian word
has been adopted with a specialised meaning h- San&irlt in kntir.

In Kannada gudi, the intervocal surd has sonantised the initial surd,

a common assimilative change in Telegu and midide a<.id modern
Kannada.

The Malayajam word pura has the meaning of “house ’, by a pro-

cess of metonymic extension. Literally it means “that which is

outside” (;#sroot pir, a common Dravidian root), then “roof” and

thence,' It has come to mean everything which the roof encloses, l.e.,

house. Very careful specialisation i.s observed in M-dayajam in the

use of the words mana^ illam, pura, matam and pahi; while the first

two are used to denote the house of a Namboodiii exclusively, pura

is applied to a hut, matam to the house of “lovv-caste” men, and pajl.i

is a house of God, belonging to non-Hindus, the Hindu temple being

called Ambala which originally denoted the meeting-place of men

(anbu-t-illa,//a« of spiritual love), generally in Malabar, the temple.

Matam comes from the root mad (to make or do)
;
the verb root

is lost in modern Malayalam except in one group of contexts : mattam,

majuka (to raise a platform for the fence) etc,

Farpitam is a common term in dignified Malayajam for “house”.

Parpitam<,par-l-yu-hitam, the vu being the suffix conferring the

abstract idei of “living” on par which means in Dravidian "world"

or "earth.’’

Similarly, irrippitam-<.,ir-t-vu-l-itam, ir meaning “to remain.” The

Kurukh word erpa is the same, with e for i.

Iruja kure comes from kudi, with r instead of d, a common change

in the rude dialects of the South.
^

Toda pol, meaning house, is very suggestive. It comes from the

word pojam (field), the common meaning of pol, i.e., house suggests the

To<Ja custom of constructing huts by the side of fields. Polal in

old Kanhatja has ,the derivative meaning “house.” Tamil polal has

a very generalised meaning ‘*earth.”

Uniki in Telegu comes from the root uj (to exist). Ki is an ending

of derivative nouns in Telegu and so uniki has come to mean : “that

which exists or is the property of one,” viz., “house.” Brahui ura is
^
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probably cognate with Tamil ur (country) and kurukh urbas

(master).

Gd^i ro is very closely connected metathetically with ur or ur

;

compare G6ndi to (place) from I)ravidian u}. Kannada ikke^ irke

<.,ir+ke, ke being the suffix derivative of nouns as in nambige,

nachike etc. Kannacja nele and Telegu nilaya are from the root nil

(to stand).
" '

Kanna(Ja pac^le shows the origin of the word pajli which has come

to be a common suffix in Dravidian place-names. Padli is to be traced

to th root pad (to lie). The connection between the meaning of this

root and residential structures which are made of material “laid” one

over another, is obvious.

Kannada hakke (residence) < hadke'C pa^ukke (bed)

L. V. Ramaswami Aiyar
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Vol IV^ no, j.

Page 172, lines 10 ii, Read was a patent name of Annam for was

a name of Annam.

Page 172, line 16, Read when ruled over by for and ruled by.

Page 176, line i, considered for cosidered.

Page 176, line 8, Read on Burmese history for of Burmese history.

Page 177, line 9, / RennelTs for Renners.

Vol. Ilf no. 4.

Page 7x6, line 32, Read read the Insciiption as given on the

annexed sUp'^for “ I read the inscription as given below.*'

Page 717, line 21, Read “Abd-ul-Samad*^ for “Ab-ul-Samad."

Page 717, line 22, Read (the father of Victory) for (the son of

V iclory^,

Page 717, line 22, AW *‘Nur-ud-din for “Nurul-din.'^

Page 717, line 29, Arrtrf“Da*ud" for “Dasaood.”
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Indian Historical Quarterly

Vol. IV DECEMBER, 1928 No. 4

The Last Campaign of Shiv^ji

I

We learn
,
from the Ba&atin^salatin^ a modern Persian

history of Bijapur, which has been proved to be remarkably

accurate when compared with absolutely contemporary sources,

that on 18th August, 1679, the Mughal general Dilir Elhan

crossed the river Bhima at Dhulkhed (40 miles north of

Bijapur city) and opened a campaign against the kingdom of

Bijapur. Siddi Masaud, the regent of the boys Sultan Sikandar

Adil Shah, appealed to Shivaji, as a hereditary baron of the

State, fo^ his aid in this danger. Shivaji promptly undertook

the defence>pf {he Adil ^bah. The first Maratha detachment

of 10,000 men soon arrived,—one half at Ainapur and the

oj;her half at Bhupalgarh, ready to reach Bijapur at call.

On 7th October, Dilir Khan reached Baratgi (6 miles

north-east of Bijapur city) and halted there for some time,

holding discussions with the Bijapuri regent’s envoys. Op the

80th of that month, Shivaji himself arrived at Selgnr, a place

midway between Panhala and Bijapur, with a second army of

10,000 njen. His first army joined him from the environs of

Bijapur city.

On 4th Novejm|;>er, he divided his army into two bodies ;

he himself With .eight or nine thousand troopers started

by way of Musl^jand Almala, and his •general ^nandt Rao,

with 10,000 caAiJry, by way of Mftn and Sangala, to raid the
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Mughal
,
domiuious northwards, so as to draw away Dilir

K!aan /rom the neighbourhood of Bijapur for the defence ^of

his own province. [Basatin, lithographed ed., pp. 491497.]

So far there is no conflict among our historical authorities.

But the incideuts of Shivaji’s life from this date (4th Novem-

ber, 1679) to his death (3rd April, 1680) are uncertain and

diversely narrated. An attempt will be made here to criMcally

examine the extant souroes of inforiuAtion and reconstruct the

history of these five months.

II

The next incident, after Shivaji's dash northwards on 4th

November, is thus recorded :

“In the month of Kartik, saka 1601 (aa25 Oct.—23

Nov. 1679), Shivaji raided Jalna-pur. There he fought with

Hanmaat Khan. Shidhoji Nimbalkar was killed by a gun-

shot. Shivaji returned to Kaigarh via Patta". (Jedheyanchi

Shakavali).

Details about the battle are given in the Sabhasad hakhar

(3rd ed., p.92), agreeing with the above in regard to names but

without any date. This author tells us that Shivaji made a

precipitate retreat by forced marches in order to avoid being

enveloped by the Mughals.

The Bombay Council wrote to the Surat Council on 29th

November, 1679 : “Shivaji Bajah is now at a place called

Patta-garh, about five days’ journey from hence, to which

he fled with 500 horse to secure himself, having lost the

greatest part of his army near Bijapur, where Dilir Khan
engaged him, wholly routed him, and took 2,000 horse

besides prisoners etc The Peshwa is gone to him...The

Pcshwa was intended for Surat, but the overthrow he receiv-

ed by one Banmast Khan, a Pathan, who killed him 2,000

men and took 400 horse, which diverted him.” [Factory

Becorda, Surat, voL 108].

Now, the statements made above (and rt peated by Orme
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OQ p. 84) tha(> Dilir defeated Shivaji near BijapoBi and

Banmasfc Khan defeated the Peshwa, are not correct, ^oa^se
all the other feoaroea cell us that Baninast Khan foaj^hrt

Shivajt (and not the Peshwa) at Jalna, 40 miles east of

Aurangabad (and not near Bijapur). An enoonnter between

Shivaji and Dilir himself after 4bh November ’is nowhere

mentioned, and is entirely improbable as Dilir wa% pinned

down to the neighbourhood of Bijapnr tor several months

after that date and Shivaji moved uway far to the north.

The battle took place near Ja'ina, and the Tarikh-i-Shivaji

(a Persian translation of a Marathi original, made in the

middle of the 18th oenturv) states that Baninast KCan
Pani was an officer (mutaina) posted at Jalna.

The Surat Council wrote to Bombay on 13th December,

“The advice you gave us of Shivaji and his Peshwa being

copted by the King’s [i.e., Aurangzib's] army in two several

encounters is here quite contrary reported, and which we

have more reason to credit, from his ravaging this country."

[Orme JfM. 116].

So, 4re may conclude that the Peshwa never fought

Banmast Khan in November, 1679. Shivaji's raid on! Jalna

.may ba^dated, with a fair approximation, as having happened

on 16lfh'ofNl7t‘h Novei^ber, judging from the various data

given in the ‘Bombay letter. He reached Patta on 22ad Nov.

if not earlier.

Ill

The Marathi sources tell us that Shivaji, after his forced

and disastrous retreat from Jalna, rested for some time at

Patta, which he therefore newly named • Vishriim-g<M'h (the.

Fort of Kepose^,
^

. The next qi^estion is, where did Shivaji spend tho^mouth
of December I^Jvis true that his armies butst into Kbandesh
«nd Berar tow^ds the olow of Kovqpaber •and the firsif
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week <of December, bub there are reasons for holding that

ShiFaji^was not in command of them.

Snrat factory consultation records thsqfc in the nigh>b

of 7th December news, was brought to that city of the

Marathas>(the word used is *‘Sevagees” as a common noun,

according to ' the then practice of the European traders)

having burnt and plundered Dharangaon (“Dungom”), Ohopra

and many other large towns near them in Khandesh. {F.B ,

Surat, vol. 4).

On 6th December, the Bajapur factors write to Surat

:

*'Shivaji's forces ... approaching these parts ... By three

o'clock in the afternoon of 26th November, the town was all

of a flame. The army which consisted of 12,000 horse kept

their rendezvous here two days, and then set forward towards

Burhanpur, but never went so far, but turned off more

to the right hand, towards Malkapur, where Shivaji himselb

with 20,000 horse more are to meet [them]" (flB., Surat, vol.

108).

The Bajapur factors further write to Surat on 16th Decern

her : “News here is altogether uncertain,... whither Shivaji is

gone with his whole army *tis not certainly known.” They add

on 30bh December : “Shivaji Bajah is returned, but with no.

small loss, reported to be above 4000 horse, coraraanded by

one Hummedbough,^ who himself was very much wounded.

The Bajah is now bound up to Panhala. The Bajah.

fortifies Panhala very strong.” (F. B., Surat, vol.108).

This fortification of Panhala, with guns taken from other

forts) is mentioned also in a Karwar letter of 24th Nov.

(Ibid).

Anand Bao’s division, we know, had made a dash into

. This word is hot Hamid Beg, but most probably Anand Rao.
^ough is a copyist’s^error for Rough (=Row), and ic some other places

in the ^.hidia Office records I have found Anand written as Amandl
As fur the alternative of being &at commander is

not mentioned by any authority as taking part in tf^ campaigns.
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Maghai territory from Selgur on 4th November, moving

parallel to that led by Shivaji himself. The former* m'alit

have penetratedlinto Khandealh in the laut vreek of Novem-
ber, as Shivaji was at Patta daring the last fortnight of

that month. Did the general meet with a revers-r on the

way back from Khandesh f Orme (p. 84) is wrong >n saying

that Shivaji led this raid into “the oounity between Auranga-

bad and Barhanpur...Betting ofi from Rairi in the beginning

of December.”

There was one strong reason why Shivaji was disinclined to

leave his own dominions on his return from Jalna. His son

Shambhuji had run away fronu him and gone over to Dilir Khan
(ISbh December, 1678). The two had captured Shivaji’s fort

of Bhupalgarh (2nd April, 1679) and sacked the Bijapuri

city of Athni on 20th November. Here, in spite of Sambhu-
jit«L.objeotion, Dilir sold the inhabitants, “who were all Hindus’*

into slavery. The Maratha prince, in disgust, left his Mughal
ally and went back to Bijapur (21st), with Dilir on his

heels. Xn the night of the 80th Nov., he slipped out of

Bijapur city and escaped to his father’s dominions, arriving at

Fanhala about the 4th of December next.

Shivaji was in great anxiety daring his rebel son’s stay in

Dilir's joaTnp; arid especially during their march westwards for

his own dominion, vig., in November 1679.

. On 16th December, the Rajapur factors write : “Sham-
bhuji Rajah is gone into Fanhala castle,...supposed to be

called by his father.'* They add on the 30th, “Shivaji Rfijah

is now bound up to.Fanhala, whither Dilir Khan is now Ijent.*’

The Bombay Council, on 1st January 1680, confirm the

report, adding, “Shivaji Rajah is gone to Fanhala to meet
his son.’l• •

The Jedhe Shakavali gives 13th January as the date of the

meeting between ^e father and the son.

Shivaji could Inot have been out on campaign li? the

middle or end of' December, as the fijoglish of Bombay were^

dbnstantly corresponding with him during tfiis period and
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reoAmog bia repliei wi6h fair regularity. They write that on

the '206h they received a letter from him, and another on the

29th, adding, '*we have all along kept on :a treaty with

Shivaji" (J*. jB, Surat, vol. 108),

The evidence, therefore, points to the conclusion that

Shivaji did not personally lead any expedition after his

retreat from Jalna in the second half of November, 1679,0

He spent January, 1680 at Panbala, meeting and trying to

reason with Shambhuji and to make an amicable settlement

between his two heirs. In March he had Bajaram invested

with the sacred thread and also married. Therefore, he was

free to march during February only.

I, therefore, cannot accept the following statement of

Orme {Hist. Frag. London edition of 1805, p. 89), as true,

because he does not quote any authority for it, and I have

found no corroboration of it in any Persian, Marathi, or

English record of the time. The period of the alleged raid,

judging by Orme’s context, could not possibly be earlier than

March, 1680 :

‘‘Shivaji was gone from Bairi, but no one knew whither ;

a convoy of money to a great amount was coming

to Aurangabad, of which... he received early intelli-

gence He issued with a detachment of his ' hardiest

cavalry, remote from all the Mughal stations, abd fell

upon the convoy before his approach was known, within

a few miles of Burbanpur. He seized the whole and brought

it without interruption to Bairi. But the excessive strain

of fatigue. ..caused an inflammation in his breast, attended

with spitting of blood”,—of which he died.

‘‘At this very time, his army towards Surat was acting

with such ravage and hostility up to the walls, ...that the

' governor paid a lai^e contribution, wjth which Moro Pandit

returned to Baii^ to see his master die.”

Butr'this levying of blackmail from Surati may agree with

what yre know of the month of November of December, 1679

and not the month of March, 1680, imtaediately befmre
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Shivaji’s death. It is unlikely that the Peshwa was absent

from Raigarh at the marriage of Bajaram (15th l^aroh)

or his investita|'e with the sacred thread (7tu).

The Bombay Council wrote to Surat, oa 28th April :

“We have certain news that Shi^aji Rnjnh is dead, it is now
23 days since he deceased, ’tis said o1 a bloody* flux, being

sick )2 days.'* {F.B., Surat, toI. 108). From this Orme
infers the day of his death to be 5tn April.

Therefore, the most probable chronology of the last five

months of Shivaji’s life would be as follows :

4 Nov. 1679. Sets out from Selgur northwards to* raid

Mughal Deccan.

16-18 Nov. Three days’ battle near Jalna.

21 Nov. Reaches Patta and halts there for a fort-

night.

0. 1 Dec. Dharangaon ( E. Khandesh ) robbed by

Maratha troops.

5-25 Dec. Shivaji stays at Raigarh.

. 4 Dec. Shambhuji returns to Panhala.

I January 1680. Shivaji goes to Panhala.

18 .Jiin. Shivaji meets Shambhuji.

7 March. Shivaji at Raigarh, invests Rajaram with

the sacred thread.

15 March. Rajaram married at Raigarh.

21 March. Shiraji's last illness begins.

8 April. Death of Shivaji (Jedhe Shakavali).

Jadckath Sakkak
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Aivalayawirgrhya-si&tra (i. 13. 1.) says : “The ceremonies

of GarbhStambhana (also called OarhhMdhana or fructifica*

tion of the seed), Pwjisavana (or turning the foetus 'nto a

male), and Anavalohhana (or safety of the foetus) are given

in Upanisad.” On this, the Vrtti of GSrgya NSrSya^a

comments : “These ceremonies are heard of in a certain

Upanifad ; not only these but other things as well, beginning

wiln the conception of a child up to the attainment of the

knowledge of the Atman or soul, are spoken of (there). In

our Sakha, such an Upanifad does not exist. (But in so far

as it occurs in an Upanifad), the injunction is binding and

the ceremony ought to be performed
;

this is what is ad-

monished by the Sfltra.”

As understood by the commentator, this Stitra (i. 13. 1)

recommends that the ceremonies of Garhhddhdna and the.

rest, should be performed. But it is only a recommendation

and not an absolute command ; for, under the next SQtra,

the commentator says that the ceremony of Garhhddhdna

has not been expressly enjoined by the AoSrya,' and so

according to some, it at any rate need not be' performed ;

according to others, however, it also should be performed ;

and as to the other ceremonies, certain substitutes have been

prescribed. This second Satra is introduced by the commen-

tator with the following remarks :

“tasya utsannatvSd yadi tain n&dhIySt tata evain kury&d

ity Sha."

The meaning is this : “If owing to its disappearance from

tfiis S^kkS, an Upanifsd prescribing the above-mentioned

rites is not ,
recognised, then what should be done is as

followSi^

Now what does all this mean P It impliei|( that the SdkhS

‘to which jSjVhlftyaDa belonged, had no tFpanifad in which
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Oarbh&dhUna eto. are spoken of ; but there was an X^pfinifad

of this description belonging to some other S&khU. . And
in so far a4 the oeremonies were mentioned in • a'

Vedio text, he ooald not bnt refer to them. The
Upanifod is not named ; hut the ref )rence here seems to

be to the sixth chapter of the BFh^jdiira>f.yaka * TTpani^ad,

where details of these ceremonies are gi :eu. ASvulftyana's

reference to it invests it with an authority even for those, who
did not belong to the Sakha for which it was the Upani§ad.

But at the same time, it is admitted that so far as

yana's own Sakkct was concerned, people were free to discard

sbme of these ceremonies : which means that its authofily

was not absolute.

The QarbhUdhSna proper is spoken of in 2}rhad.,vi. 4. But
in the preceding section (vi. 3.), another preparatory cere-

naciny is descriljed. Sahkara calls it *smctrta* (non-Vedio)

as distinguished from *Srauta* (Vedio) *. “smartam hidain

muntha-knrma
;

nanu 4rati-vihitam sat katham smarbaip

bhavituip arhati ? sinrtyanuvadinl hi iSrutiriyam." Although

this rite iS prescribed in a iruti text, yob this text, he says,

merely repeats a smrti custom and sanctions a rite which

was to be performed with the ordinary domestic fire. Now
what ^ahkara * says ab.out the mantha-karman or the rite

preliminary to the Oarbhadhdina, applies, it seems, to the

latter rite as well which is described in the next section of the

same chapter of the Bphadar&nyaka,

We should remember here that all the Stitras— OfhyOf

Srauta as well as JDharma—are unrevealed : they are all

smrtia and nob irutis. And their authority is only the

authority of a smrii which can be followed only when it does

nob directly contravene a i7*uti. The rites which they pres-

cribe are called* ‘amSrta' rites. But usnatly, for example, ui

the case of Aivamedha, Vajapeya, and also in*the. case of the

atromaa, irvti t^xts are available for what is prescribed in

the amrtia. In Ifact, it is ultimately the
,
which

fhvest the <SB4r<M with authority.

DBCBUfi^ 1928
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^ith regard to QarbhadhSna, iruti text is available in

obap. vi. of the Bfhad. The Qr^yctsutras recognise the rite

'generally. Yet Sankara calls it a smarta ritei; and the Aiva-

layana-grhyasutra makes it optional for its iSkha. Obviously,

the authprity of this section 'of frutiy viz., chap. vi. of Bfhad.

is very nrabh shakeh thereby, ^ahkara has not the courage

to declare the text as non-iruti

;

in his time, thi^ was

impossible. But what is more regrettable is that he cannot

oven call it non- Upani^adio ; yet, this is what he should

have done, only if he could. But we should not forget that

JblvaJftyana also calls it an Upani^ad, knowing full well that

it*"is speaking not of atmavidyd but of some ceremony to be

performed. Obviously, therefore, for A'^valSyana, for Sahkara

and for many others, the term Upani^ad did not stand for

philosophic texts only ; it was the name given to a portion

ol iruti literature, which included philosophical texts as weU
as Br&hinamcal prescriptions of religious rites.

That the name Upaui^oid was applied to portions of the

Vedas which were not necessarily exclusively connected with

philosophical speculation, is proved by other considerations

also. In JDrdhydyanOrgj'hya sMra, ii, 5. 38., as interpreted

by Kudraskanda, we are told that the portion of the Vedap
which was to be studied along with the Wp(iini§€td'Vt'cit(i,

began with deva savitar and ended with Ha ca'punar
dvavtatc, As the name implies, Upani^ad-vyata was p,

vow to be kept while the Upani^ads were being studied. So
far as the Upani^ad of the Ohandogas was concerned,

accoVding to Eudraskanda, it began with deva savitar and
ended with na ca punar dvarttate. Now, this last line is

the last line of the Ohandogya TJpanisad ; but the first is

not the first of that Upani§ad. We find here, then, that
within the course of study initiated by the ' Upani^ad-vratOy
more was included than a mere Upani^ad as we know it

now. Hence the name Upanmd does n(3t appear to have
applied to seleotSd books only of iruti li|erature, to which
*we give this name ngw.
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The sixbh chapter of the BfhadSircufyaka is remarktible

in- more ways tl^n one. Besides treating of the OarbhSdhlttfa

ceremony, whi(^ has little to -do with the Stmavidj/S, it deals

with a number of other similar sul^eots, e.g.,

(i) means for attracting the wife’s attentipp ;*

(ii) contraception > (iii) conception
;

(iv) means for getting rid of wife’s lovers ;

(v) begetting sons of different complexions * and

capacities, etc. ; (vi. 4. 9-18).

Surely, these by no stretch of imagination and no anxonnt

of explication can be brought in relation with what should -be

included in the atmavidyd. A.nd the VodSnta philosophy had

never any occasion to quote from these verses. Yet they

form a part of one of the most important Upaniaads and of

a chapter of that book which is nob at all negligible, for, it

coffi/ains among other things the celebrated doctrine of

devaydna and pit^ydna. Nor can these texts be excluded

from the Vpani^ad : no one has dared to do this and it can-

not be done ; for, they are guarded by an enumeration of

vatpia at the end, which shows that they, along with the

preceding texts, had a long and respectable pedigree and were

a* part of the canonical texts of the idkhd.

Sinrilar non-Upani^idic texts are found in some other

Upani^ada also. Now, this raises an important question :

Were the Upaniaads—the earliest among them at any rate

—

really independent, well-defined blocks of the mass of litera-

ture to which the generic name of Sruti is applied, or. Were

they but some ill-defined fragments of that literature ? *The

answer must be an affirmative to the second alternative.^

The Upaniipads do mark an advance in thought ; and, to some

extent, they may Jbe regarded as uninfectec^ by Vedic rituals

and sacrifice : and as a mdtter of fact, they h|ive been since

segregated from Ijhat kind of infection. But we can hardly

I JASB., Aug. ^937, The Upanigad-texts and tMr position in

literature.
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say that) they arose entirely outside the influenoe of Vedio

reli^iou ; and, although they mark an advance in thought,

‘they cannot be regarded as opposed to th[tt religion as a

matter of course. The relation between the U pani^ads and

the rest, of the Yedeis has* been much more intimate than

scholars are ’usually inclined to admit.

Besides, even if it be a fact that the above two sections

of the Vedio literature were not produced by the same class

of men and under similar intellectual and spiritual conditions,

still the outstanding fact is there that in subsequent thought

they 'were never considered as separate. There were thinkers,

such ns those of the Sahkara school, who would fain bring

about a divorce between these two halves, only if they could :

they needed this separation very much with a view to depre-

ciate the value of karma
j
yet they were unable to deny the

authority of the first half of the Vedas.

The relation between the two branches of Bruti influenced

the relation between the two MlmSmsS philosophies also.

And the preceding remarks may have prepared us to appre-

ciate the true and exact relation between Purva and TJttara

MlinStnsSs. An interesting side-light is thrown on this

question by the remarks of the commentators of the FedUnta-
st^ra in this connection. Obviously, though liot professedly,

the Purva MimSmsa is based on the first section of the Vedas,
viz., what is usually called the Karmak&tida •, and the TJttara

Mlmamsa is based, again without any express admission, but
as a matter of fact, upon the second half, or JHanakS^da,
of the same literature. Now, if the two halves of the Vedas
could be looked upon as separate and separable, much more
could the two MlmSmsSs be considered as independent of each
other. But how was the relation between these t\vo philo-
sophies understood* by Indian scholars of the old orthodox
schools f

We must leave aside the nSstika (or, unfeelieving) thinkers
for'whom the Vedas did not matter. But cfould any of those
who had not' openly flouted the authority of the Vedaa, evEr
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deolare thab either of the two MlmBifiafia was nseless or wiJbhoat

authority ? fiowever muoh oue might decry harma, h;^ eould

not deny ita |fficaoy so far . as the production of the effe<;)ts

ascribed to it by iruti was concerned. Those who did not

want these effects, were free to employ other means for the

attainment of other ends. In the same 'way, th'ose who did

not desire moJe^a, might forego the Uttara Mlma^nsB, but tltey

could not on that ground alone deny that it bd to the .know-

ledge which was the means for the attainment of hioJc^a. On
the other hand, the prevailing view seems to be that iruti

contemplated two possible ends for man, viz., Happiness

^hhpidaya) here as well as hereafter, and Salvation (mokfa).

And for the attainment of these two ends, two different ways

also had to be followed. As to the question whether one

of them was necessary for the other, opinion has differed.

J^ut both being based on iruti, both of them were authorita-

tive. The relation between jnana and karma, and, therefore,

that between Uttara and Purva Mlinamsas, has been variously

conceived.

In the first place, we must note that quite a number of

scholiasts and expositors have openly asserted that the two

.MlmamsSs are but complementary parts of one system
;
and a

number-of prohiinent VodSntists have said that the PQrva

Mimamsa is a necessary, logical, propaedeutic to the study of

the VedSnta. Thus :

(a) Srikaptha says : “na vayam dharma-brahraa-

vic5ra-rGpayo3 sSstrayor atyanta-bhedavSdinatj kiip

tu ekatva-vBdinab" {yedanta-sMra, i. 1. 1.).

That is, according to ^rlkaptha, the two MimSmsas are but one

science. He is quite definite on this point. He thinks that the

first sutra of Jaimini marks the beginning of one compact

philosophy of wtich the.last sUtra of BsddrSya^a signifies tiie'

end. And although the first sutra of VedSnta; because of the

use of the ' word *atha\ appears to mark a new Beginning,

yet, it is the. beginning only of a new section of the same

•idstra or soietice, and not that of an indejSeudent soienoe.
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Saoh. an use of the word *atha\ he contends, is illustrated

Mii^nisa-sutra, iii. 1. i., which is begun with this word,

though it is only a section of thaMitnSmsfi • th^ employment

of this word here is justified by the fact that it is an

important section. Sence, the presence of the word 'ctthct

in the first' 'sutra of Vedfinta does not signify that it is a

new and independent study ; it only means that a /very

important section of the science is begun. According to

Srlka^itha, therefore, the two MlmSmsSs are but two

branches of the same science, viz., exposition of fruti
;
and

the first or Purva MlmSmsS is an indispensable prelude to

the second or Uttara Mimamsa. He thus understands the

first word of Pedanta-sutra, viz., atha, as signifying that

it comes after the Purva MiraamsS.

(b) Ramanuja does exactly the same thing. He, too,

regards the two Mlmamsas as constituting but one science

and the difference between them is just the difference between

chapters or groups of chapters of the same book. Thus :

“vak^yati cakarma-brahma-mIm3mgayor aikasastryam...

atah pratipipadayisitartha-bhedena §atka-bhedavad

adhyaya-bhedavao oa pClrvottara-mlmainsayor bhedab”.

{V-S., i. 1. 1)

Also :

“mlmamsa^astram ‘athato dharma-jijfiasa’ (Jf-iS.,i.l.l)

ityarabhya ‘anavrttifi sabdat an8vrttib sabdat’ {V-S.,

iv. 4. 22) ityevamantam” (V-S., i. 1. 1).

That is, according to Ramauuja also, there is but one

Mimamsa and it begins with the first sutra of Jaimini and

ends with the last sutra of Badaraya^a. The logical sequence

and the order of the study of the two parts are as their

respective names signify.

(o) Nimharka does not go so far as the above two
writers. But he, too, thinks that the Vedanta is a fit study
for him^ only who has already studied the JiTeda with all its

,
parts and also'tfie Pum>a Mimaipsa. Says he :
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“atha adhlta-^4i'>Aga'Vedena jijfi3sita>dhari!na-

mlm&TpsS^sastrei;^ etc.” {V'S,, i. 1. 1).

That is, Braiima is to be enquired into only by one who has

already read the Dharma Mlm5n\s5.

(d) BhSskarScSrya also understood the relatiqn ’ between

the two MimSipsSs in more or less the same wry. He under-

stands *atha* in V-S., i. 1. 1., to mean afier. After what ?

After the Plirva MlmSmsa (see his Bhuft/a under i. 1. 1.).

He does not go so far as to categoricully assert that the

two MimSmsSs are but two chapters ot the same booK, as it

were. Yet, he believes that one is a necessary preliminary

to the study of the other. And there is certainly ro

opposition between them.

(e) Vallabha also recognises the fact that, after all,

both the Mlmanisas being interpretation of iruti, they are

bojind to be closely related ; and the inter-relation between

them is so obvious that they can hardly be separated

altogether. Though Vallabha is not prepared to say that

Vedanta, must necessarily be read after the PClrva MlraSmsa,

yet he is quite unambiguous as to their close relation ; and

lie, too, looks upon the Vedanta as the fitting end of all

enquiries about the meaning of iruti.

The above ’ writers .represent one of the ways in which

the relation between the two Mimairisas has been understood.

Sghkara, however, is one of those who would not admit any

necessary connection between them. Par less would he

say that the study of the Vedanta was at all dependent on

a previous study of the Phrva MlmarnsS. On the other hand,

he asserts quite definitely that Brahma-jijnasa is possible

even before karma-Mlm3ms3. The two enquiries are so

divergent that there can be no question of their inter-
• ^

dependence. His own words are :

“dharma-jijuSsSySb api adhlta-vedSntasya brahma

jijfiSsopapatteh, .dharma-brahma-jijn3sa}rob phala-

jijflasyabhedSt, etc,”

But at the same time, he is aware that 'Upavar^q oommen-
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ted on the two MlmnrtisUst taking thena as parts of the same

book {xiide Sankara’s Bha^ya under iii. 3. 63). ^he iutra, iii.3.

68 aflarms the existence of the soul as distinguished from the

body. Such an assertion is. necessary even for the karma-

MlmSipsS, ^or, there, must be a soul to experience the fruits

of karma. But the Pflrva MlmSmsS has no sUtra which

dehnitely makes this assertion. The commentators, Sahara

and Upavar^a, accept the sutra of the VedSnta as authori-

tative for the Pflrva MlraSpinsa also and read its implication

into their exposition of that system. And in view of their

poeition that the assertion of the existence of the soul was

implied in the Pflrva Mlin5ms5 also, the corresponding sntra

of the Vedanta (viz., iii. 3. 63), practically becomes redundant.

Snflkara also feels this and attempts to meet this possible

charge of redundancy, by saying that though the commen-

tators accept this theory of the soul, yet the sutras of Pflrva

MlinSms& do not aflBrra it ; and hence,the sutra of the VedSnta

make explicit what was only implied in the other branch

of the 6astra. Surely, this attempt to justify this particular

sutra, is inexplicable except on the assumption that' iSaflkara

felt the weight of authority to be against the idea of separa-

ting the two MlinSmsas.

That the two MimSmsas were conceived as two halves of

the same study, is implied in Saflkara's own statement also.

He says :

“nanu SSstra-pramukhe eva prathame pSde sastra-

phalopabhogayogyasya dehavyatiriktasya Stmano
’stitvam uktam : satyam uktam bhS^iyakrtS, na tu

tatratmastitve sfltram asti. iha tu svayam eva sfltra-

krtS tadastitvam Sksepa-purabsaram pratisthSpitam

ita eva ca Skrsya acaryepa sabara-s^SminS pramS^a-

lakipape vanjitam ata eva oa bhagavatS upavarfe^a

frathoTM tantre StraSstitvSbhidhSnaprasaktau

‘sSrIrake yak^ySmah' ity uddharah kytab.^

The passage deserves consideration. With reference to

the P8r«<} ^ahkara himself uses the expression,
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‘prathame pPda’ or, the first part. Both aooording to Sahara

and Upavar§a and also aooording to Sahkara himself, what was

left unsaid in^ the Purca might well he sappMed

from the Utlara Mim&t}is5.

Further, under VS., iii. 3. 25.*, Saftkara approvingly cites

the Purva Mim&^a as the ‘prathomaiantra* and'quotes MS.^
iii. 3. ,14 for a rule of intorpretation in certain cases

;
and by

relying on this rule, he excludes certain t^xts from the

purview of the TJpani§ads in the strict sense of the term, even

though these texts are read along wUU Upanisadie texts

proper. For, the rule of the Purva MimarpsH quoted by him

lays down that mere propinquity with another text does not

determine the character of a text ; there are other factors to

be taken into account, such as meaning and intention, etc.

Now, this relation—the employment of a rule laid down in the

P^urvct, to determine the character of an TJpani^ad

text —is justifiable only on the assumption that the two

Mlm^tn«as were not opposing schools of thought. However

much Sahkara may have disliked it, the relation between the

two MlinSmsas, according to the vast majority of thinkers, was

much more intimate than he was prepared to admit. Al-

though a school was rising into prominence which asserted

the independence of the VedSnta against the Mim&msS, still

this certainly did nob represent the old classical and more

orthodox *view (cf. summary of the views of different schools

on this subject in Purusotbaraa’s commentary on Vallabha).

The tendency to divorce the Uttara from the

Purva Mlmatjisa, though nob the leading tendency, was yet

fairly old
,
and it is part of the general tendency to separate

.jwona from karma and the TJpanigads from the rest of the

Vedas. The opposition between jmna and karma is detec-

table even in th’e Upani§ads themselves ;*aad the turn thafi

this tendency usually took was to separate bhedJpaDii|ad texts

frpm the BrShma^a texts, properly so called. .A clear trace

of this is to be found in VS., iii. 3. 26. et aeg„ where a dis-

oumination of texts according as they axe mahtfa or vidyU,

DECEMBER, I928 3
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is aWerapted. From the general agreement among the

hM^yas (excepting perhaps that of Vallabha) on this sfitro*

it will appear that certain texts which were read as part of

Upani^ada were still regarded as nob necessary for the vidyS

which was the subject-matter of the Upanigads. These

passages were not 'physically separated from the mass of

Upanifadic texts proper ; they were read together as pafts of

the same book and their physical propinquity was not only

tolerated but even admitted as correct ; but their purposes

were known to be different. We have seen the same thing

in connection with certain passages of the Brhadaranyaka

which we considered above. We see now that discrimination

of texts in regard to their meaning, purpose and application

was always made, even though the texts were read as parts

of the same book. But an actual, physical separation of such

passages would have been the ideal thing. This, however,

was impossible after the books hud been accorded canonical

sanctity.

Nevertheless, V~S,, iii. 3. 25. clearly shows that the dis-

cerning minds were always aware that all that was ' found in

the Upanisads was nob necessarily Upanisadic in character.

Commentators quote several examples in this connection, such

as Taitt., i. 1.1., etc. Without suggeating that the Upanisads

were independent 6rutis, a discrimination betwee’n karma and

jn&na (or vidyS) was made, and a corresponding mental

separation of Upani^ad texts from other Srutis was also

attempted. As to whether a particular text was Upanisadic

or njt, i.e., whether it ordained karma or only gave vidyci,

the chief criterion was, of course, the meaning
;
but there

were other indexes also
j
and the usually accepted rule of

guidance in such cases is given in the Mimdriisd-sutra, iii. 3. 14.,

en which even SftUkara relies. This fact 'of reliance on the

MimSnis^taiitra* shows that even the awareness of the distinc-

tion between karma and jH^na and also between Upanifadic

and non-Upanisadio texts, could not bring about a divorce

between the fwo MimSipsas.
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The tendency to separate jfiSna and karma is BiMiifest

in the fairly long discussion in the fourth quarter of the third

chapter of th^ Vodanta-sutra. And it has boon pointed

out by the Yallabha school {vide Purnsottama’s commentary
on V-8., i. 1.1) as also by others,* that BfidarSya^a’s^wn view

in the matter is clearly expressed in iii. *4. 26., where karma

is definitely declared as necessary fur vidyd. jUven Sahkara

realises the unambiguous character of this ueolaration.; aud

feels that it is not quite in tune with bis extreme denun-

ciation of karma. He seems to escape the opposition to

his own view by saying that karma is necessary oifly for

the production of vidyS, but not for its fruit-bearing
: (“ovam

Sdralua-karmani vidyayS phala-siddhau nSpek§yante utpat-

tau cSpeki^yanta iti”).

We see, then, that (i) though the sannyasa cult, of which

Sahkara was a towering exponent, attempted to divorce

jnana altogether from karma, still this was not the strict

orthodox view which continued to feel that karma had a

value {ind (ii) though the Upani^adic texts as the source of

vidyd wefe discriminated from the BrShma^ical texts, still

they were never regarded as independent and of altogether

distinct authority ;
and, therefore, (iii) though the TJttara

Mlrmnisd as the interpretation of the Upani^ads was consi-

dered distinguishable from the Purva MimdijisS which was

aji exegesis of the ritualistic injunctions of the Brahma^as,

yet the prevailing orthodox- view was that the two MlrnSipsSs

were but parts of one system.

And from the way in which the majority of the BhSfya-

kSras interpret the first word {atha) of the VedSnta-siUra,

it is clear that the Purva Mlmarjisd was considered anterior to

the Vedanta-sHtra not only logically but also chronologically.

It is persistentfy said jbhat the MlmSin^a branch must he

studied the VedSnta ; and this implidti aJbelief that

the former ^as chronologically prior to the latter. Prece-

dence of study would hardly be conceded to a science which

ift known to be a later product, and whichVm^ therefore,
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not necessary for the science over which it claims precedence.

The epithet applied to the MlmSmsS, viz., ‘pai^va,’ ‘pratharaa*

(vide, SaAkara), etc. also suggest its priority in rtime. Besides,

karma belonged to the earlier aSrama and was supported

by the earlier section of the Vedas (i.e., the BrShma^as).

All these considerations support the view that the Purva

MimaijuS was autetior to the Uttara Mimdrtisd. Whether the

$utra8> of Ptlrva MiraSmsS were, in their present form, com-

posed before the sutras of Vedanta, is difficult to determine.

The were the property of the school and may have

undergone changes by addition and subtraction after their

first redaction. The composition of the sutras was not neces-

sarily synchronous with the beginnings of the teachings of

the school. So far as the teachings of the school are con-

cerned, it seems certain that the enquiry of the Purva

MimSipsS preceded that of the Vedanta. As Prof. Keith

points out, ‘'it is probablp that the Mlmatjisa-sutra is

the earliest of the six X>ar6anas preserved to ub.”^ And
though “the mention of Jaimini and BsdarSyaija in both

texts affords some ground for the view that the two works

(i.e., the two Mirnarasas) were simultaneously redacted* yet

we have no valid reason for assuming that the Shtras were

actually redacted by Jaimini and Badarayapia themselves.'*

And even if this be granted, “none the less it remains true

that we must assume that the Mitnamsa as a science develop-

ed before the Vedanta.”

ilgut this view is contested by Dr. Pasupatinatha Sastrl®.

He thinks that “it is reasonable to believe that Badara-,

yaija and Jaimini were contemporaries and that the latter

wrote his Sutras after the former.” His reasons are mainly

the following :

(1) Jaimini, a6oording to traditon, was a pupil of Bada-
rayaijia. JChe likelihood, therefore, was that his work followed

1 Karma-MlmSijfisa, p. 5.

2 ftHnfduiHdn to tht PUrva-Mlmirpua, ch. 1.
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that of the master. Bat dsstrl gives away this' argument

when he turns to the mutual references in the SCltras of the

two systems, .which cannot be explained on this hypothesis,

(2) In the interpretation cd the Purva MtmdTflsS; V'S.,

iii.8.53., is pre-supposed, as $adkara poyits out; by Sahara and

ITpavarsa ; and, hence, Sastrl contends that the Veduhta-^ra

was^anterior to the PUrva Mtmamsa. But this only shows that

a doctrine which is in its nascent form in the Mlrhai^fsS, has

been more fully developed in the VedSnta, and should rather,

be regarded as proving the posteriority of the latter. The

more developed and explicit form of a doctrine indicates a

later stage in its life.

- “^(S) “In the DevatSdhikarana (ix. 1.) of the PClrva Ml-

mSmsS, Sahara and others have propounded the theory of the

non-existence of physical forma of the gods not on the basis

of any sQtra of Jaimini but on that of the Uttara Mlm&ms&’*

(op. cit„ p. 34).

This is not quite correct. No doubt, under M~8., ix. 1. 9.,

Sahara .takes considerable pains to establish the proposition

that the* gods have no forms (vigraha), and that the apparent

ascription of forms to them in the Srutis, is only metaphorical

• and is intended as praise. But is this also the theory of the

VedSpta f Wliat do we find in the DevatSdhikaraua of the

Vedanta-sutra (i. 3. 26) ? Not only does the Vedanta assert

that the gods have forms but in sutra i. 3. 27., it is even

affirmed that they can assume many forms at the same time

and thus receive worship simultaneously at different places.

And under i. 3. 33., Sankara says :

“asti hi aisvaryyayogSd devat^nSra jyotirSdyStmabhii-

eSvasthatum yathegtam ca taip taip vigrahain grahltuin

samarthyam”.

Ramanuja also understan<ls the position <tf theu,Yedanta in

this matter* in the same way. He, too, says (under aUtra

i. 3. 26) ;

‘‘vispa^tam eva ^arlrendriyavattvaip (fevatanaip.pratlyate.’*
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All other oommentators, with the exception of Madhvay

und'erstabd this section of the Yedfinta-stltras in the same

way: Madhva does nob deny the existence of /orms to the

gods ; on the contrary, he suggests that men themselves

become gods ip the course of their spiritual development.

The position of VedSnta with regard to the corporeality

of the gods, is quite unequivocal. In fact, the whole discus-

sion in the VedSuba-siltras is introduced to establish the

,
proposition that the gods also need salvation and can hope

to attain it by the same means as men, viz., Brahma-vidyS.

The attitude of the Vedanta in this matter is definitely

opposed to that of Jaimini. Jaimini’s name has been specifi-

cally mentioned in this adhikara^ of the Ved&nta and -kie.

objections elaborately stated and refuted. Aud Vallabha

thinks that in Sutra i. 3. 26., BsdarSyapa takes his owu name

just to emphasise the fact that he differs from Jaimini (“tatra'

jaimini-prabhrtinain na sainmatir iti svan^ma-grahapiam’').

It will appear, therefore, that ^astrl’s third argument

to prove the priority of the VedSnta-Satras, is baspd on a

misapprehension of facts.

(4) In the next place, SSstrl quotes Appaya Plk§ita to

show that VedSnta was regarded as a self-contained system.

This is undoubtedly the view of the -Sahkara school.. But
dahkara himself did not feel this independence of the MimSinsS

to the same extent as bis followers : he quoted Mlmamsa
rules of interpretation and considered them auothoritative

even ‘for the VedSnta. But Appaya contends that rules

of interpretation which are specially elaborated in the Purva
are not altogether wanting within the VedSnta, and

so, the VedSnta can be regarded as independent of the

MimSinsS.

.

• But at the same time, Appaya, like Safikara, is aware

that the tvMrMimSmsSs were regarded as constituting but one

science. He e^en advances the theory that the two
sUs are. but one book composed at intervals by different

authors. ('|iStetrSranibha<pratij£iaikyena vaktr-bhede' pyeka-
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prabandhat^infitraip tadSnIm Spadjate san)ayabaB.dha*pIIrya>

.kSnekakavikartfkaika kSvyavat eto.”).

He also points out some of the more important difFerenoes

between the two systems and raises the question how in view

of .these differenoes the two can at all be regaijded a» cme

science. Admitting the differences, his own ’ablation is in-

dict^ed by the simile of one great book written by different

men holding diverse views (“parasparaviruduhamatSbhim&uy-

anekakavikrta-rSmayan!tdivad-ekaprabandhat&*’ ). In faet*

Appaya even suggests that the enquiry proposed in the first

Satra of the MlmSmsst covers, in a way, the enquiry proposed

in the Vedanta also, at least in so far as the VedSnta is

dflfiendent on an exposition of the Vedas (“dharmmajijnSsa-

stltre brahma-mImSns&-s5dh5ra]^I vedftrtha-vicSra-pratijfift

dharma-mlmSiusS-matrasSdharan! dharmtna‘-vio5ra-pratijfi& ca

,iti dvividha pratijnS vivaksita”).

Only, he is not prepared to admit that the study of the

one is necessarily dependent on that of the other. It is

very much like a treatise on the treatment of diseases : the

section *on the treatment of fever is not dependent on that

of the treatment of debility. The two MimSmsas are one

. science, just as a treatise on diseases is one science ; they

are not • opposed to ope another, nor are they dependent on

one another' (* tasmSd anapek^itam hi vedartha-vicSratvo-

pSdhikalpyam aikasSstryaiu nStiviruddham iti”).

But, after all, what does it prove 7 Does it establish

Sastrl’s contention that the Purva MimQrjfisa was composed

ajter the Uttara ?

^Sstrl quotes (p. 36) a passage from Max Miiller where it

is said that Jaimini begins his sutras ‘apparently in imitation’

of BSdarSyapa. And from this he concludes that the Uttara-

mimiirnn^^rcu * were tjie first to come hito existence. IQut'

obviously this is very inconclusive. For, he himself quotes

^p. 24) another passage from Max Mhller where that writer

does not like to commit himself ‘so far as to claim priority

•in time for the Vedteta’.
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In, foot, after considerable wrestling with diverse author-

ities, • Ssatti himself comes to the rather tame concla-

sfon.that “according to these eminent authorities the aim

of the Pflrva Mimamsa is a necessary prelude to the object

of the Uj;tara Mlmftmsa” (p! 42). And he preludes this

conclusion by* an assumption that the two MlmSmsSs are

“independent systems having different aims.” But at the same

breath,he goes on to say : ‘‘The aim of the Purva MlmaqisS

is the purification of the mind of a man by means of various

“rituals. Until a man's mind is sufiSciently purified, he cannot

understand the frailty of worldly matters, and so he is not

fit to study the Uttara MlmSmsa” “Thus we find that

there are two distinct aims one of which is preliminary^^to

the other.” Now, not only is one of them preliminary to

the other, but it is a necessary prelude
;
surely, this is not

the sign of independent systems.

It seems futile, therefore, to attempt to establish the

mutual independence of the two MimStnsas
;
and an attempt

to establish the chronological priority of the Vedanta is not

likely to attain more success. It may be equally. difficult

to prove that the Purva MimSmsa was prior in time. As
a matter of fact, the question of priority in time is insigni-

ficant in this case ; for, it is doubtful if all- the sutras of

either of these systems were really composed -by the same

hand. They are the property of a school ; and it sefems that

the sutras assumed their present form after a process -of

growth for an appreciable length of time during which

addition and
,
alteration must have taken place. And so,

the chronological priority of either of existing systems ofsSims

is difficult to determine.

Of course, there must have been a beginning
;
but so

fa^ as that is coneerned, it seems that the- system of ideas

which has assumed the name of Purva MimSmsa, had an
earlier start than the other system. This, indeed, can b^

asserted with sotne amount of certainty. For, germs of

^ese ideas Are found in the BrShmanas themselves
;
and
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the priority of Icarma as a cult in the life of the Aryan
people Trho owned the Vedas, is also beyond dispute.* It

is but a natural corollary of this that an attempt to inter-’

pret and understand this prior cult preceded the attempt
to explain the subsequent cult. ‘The Ptlrva Mlmfiq^ft ideas,

therefore, in their nascent form at any rate," must have

preceded the Uttara MimSinsS ideas. And this relation has

not been disputed by any Indian authority.

From the way in which the relation between the two

MlmSinsas was generally unde''stood by Indian writers, its

logical priority is beyond doubt. Fven Appaya Dllifiita

who is -anxious to establish the independence of the VedSnta,

does^.jjot dispute the appellation of prathama (prior) given

by’^ahkara and all others to the MimSmsS.
Not only was the MimSmsS logically antecedent to

the Vedanta, but for long ages past, it was conceived as

but a part of the same science (i&stra), of which the Ved&nta

brought up the rear. And as such, the MimSmsa was regard-

ed as prior in time also. The two MimSmsas separated by

gradual di&erentiation from each other, like two boughs of

a tree branching oflf from the same trunk. They were not

born among distinct circles of thinkers, like unrelated neigh-

bours in .different homes: but they originally grew up as

limbs of the same organism.

And, besides, the separation between them is more com-

plete in the later phases of the ^ahkara school, of which

Appaya is a representative, than in any other school. And
those also who have separated the philosophical theories of

the VedSnta from the VedSnta as a philosophico-reli^ious

, system, look upon the MlmSmsS as something alien to the

VedSnta. But however much it may be desirable from the

standpoiift of pute philosophy, historically it is inaccurate^.

Neither the two branches of iruti nor thebtwo MlmSinsSs

be,gan their life in mutual antagonism. Antagonism crept

in between them in later times and they separated like

quarrelling brothers ; but they arose out 0/ the same origin.

UmEBH ChAKDEA BHAXrj^CHABJII

4UUQ., DBCBMSEit, IpsS



The Vadavidhi

I have briefly dealt with the Vadavidhi in my note,

^•Oa the Fragments from Dihnaga” in the Journal of the Royal

Asiatic Society, 1928, p. 368) and in my paper, “Buddhist

Logic before DinnSga,** sent to the Oriental Congress re-

cently held at Oxford, and which will be shortly published

in that same Journal.^ I have expounded in these two studies

the reasons why 1 think that VidySbhusa^a’s views about

the authorship of the Vsdavidhi cannot be maintained. On

the other hand, Prof. Keith, in a very interesting jrticle

published in the IHQ,® supports the theory of VidySbhtlsa^a

against the contention of Mr. R. Iyengar. Prof. Keith

is not convinced by the arguments expounded by the latter

and thinks, therefore, that unless new documents are

found, we have no grounds for rejecting Vidyabhti^a^a’s

views.

Since the solution of the question is rather ‘important

for the history of Buddhist logic, I think that it is worth-

while to examine it once more in the light of all the available

material.

One Vadavidhi, as it is known, is quoted by' Uddyotakara

concerning the definition of the pratijm : sadhycibhidh&nani

pratijM {Benares Sanskrit Series, new edition, p. 117).

YSoaspati is here silent about the authorship of the book.

In another place Uddyotakara says : apare tu svaparcb-

pak^ayoh siddhyasiddyarthaiji vacanani vadah (p. 150).

Vscaspati comments® (p. 317): ‘*vdsubmdkavani lakaa-

1 In the courses of this note, these two paper^'will be abbreviated

as follows : OFp and BLBD, so NV for Nyayavarttika, NVTT
for Nyiyavarttikatitparyatika, PS for Pramatjasamuccaya and PSV
for Prama^asaniuccayavrtti.

2 .Vasubandhu and the Vadavidhi, IHQ, vol. iv-, p. 22i.

3 ,New edition, Benares Sanskrit Series 24 (Rajedvara festrl ed.)
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navfk d^ay%*,tm v/panyasyati'* ( The new edition laeada

vUsubmdhamm instead of the sauhandhavam of the first

edition).

At p. 136 we road in the NV : *’amyavatraya evai^i

lah^offenopapSdite te^ip trayo durvihitM." This refen^, aoocrd-

ing to NVTT, p. 198, to the criticism aSiyanoed ‘by Vasaba-

ndha^gainst the definition of the pratijUlSi, df^tZMa and heiu,

as given by Ak^apSda : atra Vasubandhun^ pratijUUylayo

trayo ’vayav& durvihita Ak^apadalah^ai^ert^ty uktati."

At last at p. 117, we read : “yad apZ Vadaoidhana*lkSyain

sadhayatUi iabdasya svayatji paretfa ca tulyatv&t svayam iti

viie^afiam.^

_^.So in NV we find only once the mention of the Ysdavidhi

and without, the name of its author. That is all we know

so far as Sanskrit sources are concerned. Now to whom shall

we attribute this Vadavidhi f

VidySbhQisaija, whose theory Prof. Keith seems inclined

to accept, assumes^ that it is a work of Dharmakirti called

VSdanySya and that the VadavidhSnatikS, quoted by the

same Uddyotakara, is the same as the ViklanySyatlkS by

Vinitadeva. So Uddyotakara should be, if not posterior,

at least contemporary with Vinitadeva. The identification

of the Vadavidhi with, the VadanyAya is based upon the

definitfo'n of the pratijm as given by Uddyotakara and

xjhich is said to appear also in the Vadanyaya.

My first objection to such a theory is this : is it not strange

that one and the same work is known under three different

titles, viz., Vsdavidhi, Vsdavidhc^na, Vadanyaya 1 This also

implies that Uddyotakara quoted the same book under two

different names just in the same page (p. 117., II. 1 and

20).

I On the pratyak^a, cf. Randle, Fragments, p. 10.

3 History "of Indian Logic, p. 320; JRAS, I9'I4, pp. 601-G06

and Introduction to a Bilingual Index of the NySyabindu (BI, 1917),

pp. IX-X.
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Moreover, the work of Bharmaklrti is preserved in Tibetan,

and; as I already noted, its title is not at all Vftdavidhi,

but CodanSnySya^ or CodyanySya. Let us now proceed

to discuss the definition of the pratijnA, which has been the

chief argument from which VidySbhQ^a9a deduced the

identity bf the Vsdavidhi with the VSdanyBya, viz.,

GodanBnySya. First of all, we have in NV, sadhy<thhidhM,nip,

but in the CodanSnySya we read : dam. hcaJj.. ha. yan.

hsgruh, hya. hstan. pai. p*yir. ro. which corresponds to pro-

tijMpi sBdhyabhidhanat. Of course the similarity of the

definition concerning the pratijnci cannot be avoided ; it is

in fact always either sddhyabhidhdna or sadhyanirdeia.' The
diversity of views is concerned only with thepraii/wSiaff.a.

member of the syllogism.

The diversity is this ; according to the Nyfiyaslltras the

pratij^ is one of the five members of the syllogism ; it repre-

sents the probandum and it must be considered as a funda-

mental part of it, which cannot be disposed of. The Buddhist

logicians, on the contrary, elaborated the doctrine of the

pak^a. This is, according to the VSdavidhi, as we shall see

later on, the argument proposed in the viodratid. Now Ud-
dyotakara objects to the consistency of the definition of the

prafiynS, as given by Vasubandhu, with the ‘theory of the

pak^a held by the same author. If the definition of pratijiiid

is related to the pak^a, then it is useless to say ; sadhySbhi-

dh&nam. Ssdhya being the pak^a itself, the definition should

run thus : “/ad abhidhdnarp pratijna. If, on the other hand,

it is maintained that the pratijnit has no relation with the

pak^a, then it would be the same as that given by the Naiy-

Byikas; so the mistakes that Vasubandhu finds in this, should

also be present in his own. The commentary of Kuei Chi on

. I This forth has been kindly suggested to me by Prof. W. F.

Thomas. But the commentary by Santirakfita (mdo. tse.) has

‘VadanySya.
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the NySyapraYele^ throws farther light on this point; In

fact, he says that, according to the old masters, the sylldgisin

is composed pf two different- parts, vis., ^idkya and tSdhana,

The first is represented by the subject and the predicate,

dharmin and dharma that must be proved^ the second

consists in the proposition (pratyiiS), reason * (Aettt) and

example This theory is, in fact, expounded in

the AbhidharinasaAglti and the Frakaranfirya*vaofi-'tiSstr& of

Asahga.* It is evident, from the fragments of the Vsdavidhi

that this theory was accepted by the author of this book.

Sadhya is equal to pak^avic&randy&m iffo* rthaJ^ (l^V,
, p.

106) ; s&dhana is equal to pratijM, hetu, dr^tSnta. But for

DihaSga things are different
;
pratijna is abolished and pakfa,

viz., sadhyh is substituted for it. So also for Dharmaklrti.

I must add that the passage of the CodauSnySya is not

•at all a definition qf the pratijm, but an incidental

proposition in the course of a discussion on the Nigraka-

sthanas.^

Prof. Keith points out that the arguments of Mr.

Iyengar* ars very far from being convincing, inasmuch as

we cannot adduce any evidence that the definition of the

1 The commentary .of Kuei Chi on the Nyayapravefia has been

studied by me' in a paper to be published shortly.

2 Cf.* BLBD where the logical theories of these books have

been expounded.

3 As regards the definition of paAga, as given in the VidhSna-

Jika and which is supposed to occur also in VinTtadeva’s Cbmm-
entary on the Codananyaya, I must confess that the Tib. passage

has been misunderstood and wrongly translated by Vidyabhufana.

Moreover, the word svayam is essential in the definition of fiakga as

given by Dihnaga in the Nyayamukha and by l^aiikarasvamin in the

Nyayapravefia. A’s to the passage concerning thi vada also we canqot'^

find any exact correspondence. The Tib. s\xgpose^vadiprativadibkyar\%

syaparsrtka {dccipsiddhyasiddhyartharp. vacanani vadph. We do not

find here that literal correspondence that should*be expected [cf.'NV,

108, where the same definition occurs once more and where* we find
• •

.
again pak^a (Tib. p^ogifind not artka (dim)].
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pratiff^, «s quoted in the NV and analogous to that of the

80-taIled VsdanySja (viz., CondanSnySya), was in fact contained

in the VSdavidhi. Fortunately, as I have expounded in my
paper on BL6D, we are in a position to give this evidence.

In fact, the definition of the pratijna as given in the Vsdavidii

is expressly* quoted by Bi&nSga in his PramS^asamuccaya*

vytti (III, p. 45, a)^ bsgrub. byar brjod. pa. tsam. dam. bcab.

ba. : prdtijHS sadhyahhidhanam (or nirde^aJj) eva (or matram).

He adds that s&dhya is here p’yogs, pak^a\ and pak^a,

he says, must be understood as rnam. par. dpyad. pai. adod.

puf. don. that is: nioarati&ydm iato ‘rthab, quoted by the NV
already referred to. This confirms how the statements of

Kuei Chi are exact.

That the definition of the pratyak^a and of the anttmana

(the former is attributed to Vasubandhu by Vacaspati), as

quoted in the NV, are really found in the Vsdavidhi, as we.

read in the Pramauasamnccayavptti, has already been pointed

out by Mr. Iyengar.

1 must add that even the definition of the df^^Snta as

given in the VSdavidhi (from PSV) is not unknown to the

NV
; 137, tayob samhandhanidarSanarp, df^fcintab : de. dag. pi.

ahrel. pa. hes. par. ston. pa. ni. dpe. ste.^

For all these reasons I think that no doubt is any longer

possible as regards the identity of the Vsdavidhi; attri-

buted to Vasubandhu and referred to in DifinSga's PS and

PSV, with the Vsdavidhi quoted by the NV. The Co-

dan&nySya of Dharmaklrti is out of question.® Now we

shall /sonsider the problem of the VSdavidbSnatlkS. This

1 From the copy of the bsTan agyur of the University of

Calcutta that has been very kindly put at my disposal for some time.

’ Ip the second translation of the same work it occurs at fol. 12 '/ b.

2 Chap. IV, fa'. 70 b.

3 As I pointed out in OFD, p. 381, no allusion to the theory

of tiie Nigrahasthams as maintained by Dharmaklrti is to be found

in NV, but it occurs in NVTT as well as in the Nyayamahjarl of

Jayanta.
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title presupposes turo different works
;
a mi^a and a ^com-

mentary on it. In the name VadavidhAiMn,, vidhAi^ .is a
synonym of vidhi. Now, as I said in my OFD, aooording
to the Ohine^ sources, we know that Yasubandhu wrote
at least three works on logic.

Luu Shih

Lun Kuei

Lun Sin

t the firstThere is no doubt that the first corresponds to the

Vsdenddhi; the third is not Vsdakaulsla as proposed by

VidySbhQ^tja, but Vsdnhrdaya
;
the second can be restored

quite well into VSdavidhSna since Shih and Kuei are syno-

•nyms (rale, law, system, etc.). This may be 8upi)orted by

the fact that, as I have shown in BLBD, the quotation from

the VsdavidhSna as given in the NV, agrees with a passage

that I. found in the Abbidharinasarpyuktasanglti written by

Sthiramai/i, the greatest disciple of Vasubandhu, who com-

posed the commentary on the VijfiaptimStratS recently

published by Prof. Sylvain L6vi.

I gna sure, therefore, that there can -hardly be any doubt

that the identification of the Vsdavidhi and the Yftdavidhftna

with the CodanSnySya is no longer tenable.

But now the question arises, who was the author of

the Yadavidhi? According to YScaspati, the Ysdayidhi

is of Yasubandhu, because when Uddyotakara quotes

passages that we find in the commentary on the PramSua'
samuccaya, as taken from the Yadavidhi, he uses the ex-

pression , VSsubandhavalak^ai^a, The nneortainty arising

from the reading Sauhandhava of the ‘first edition is now,

as we saw, no more existent. The Chinhse sources also

agree with ‘this attribution. Shen T’ai ^and Kuei Chi tell

us that the YadavidhBna and the Yadavidhi are of Yasulian-
• ^

Shu, and this statement cannot so easily* be disposed of, since
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they ,were informed by Yuan Chwang himself. The com-

mejntary of Kuei Chi on the NySyapravela clearly shows

that he was perfectly conversant with the Buddhist logic

and that he knew the FramSqiasamaocaya. The only source

at our disposal that seems to deny the attribution of

the YStiavidhi to V^asubaadhu is the FrainSJ^asamuccaya

of DinnSga. This author thinks that that work is not by the

SeSrya as it was believed. Did he say so because he could

not accept the theories held by Yasubandhu, whom he

called *‘the master” and in fact was obliged to refute

them .in his book ? Or was there really a tradition that

denied the authorship of the VadSvidhi to Yasubandhu?

It is difficult to answer these questions. But the fact re-

mains that among the NaiySyikas as well as among the

Buddhists who informed Yuan Chwang,^ the Ysdavidhi was

attributed to Yasubandhu, and that this Yadavidhi existed

before DifinSga.

I must add that this Yadavidhi has nothing to do with

the Fragment of the Tarkasastra which is preserved in

Chinese and which still knows a five-fold syllogism, as the

Naiyayikas ; while Yasubandhu, and the Ysdavidhi, as we

know from Chinese sources, and Uddyotakara, expounded

the doctrine of a three-fold syllogism.*

Giuseppe Tuoci

I Jinendrabuddhi, in his Visalamalavatl on Prama^asamuccaya,

• I, 14, states also that the attribution of the Vadavidhi to Yasubandhu

afig. rten. na. rah. tu, grags. pa. lake prasiddka, but as it contains

mistakes, it cannot be attributed to the acarya.

* This very* important text has been translated into Sanskrit by

pte, and will appear very shortly in the Baroda Oriental Series.



A Copper-plate Grant of Visvaiipa Sena of Bengal'

MahSmahopfidhyaya Haraprasada Sastri -publiahi^ a read.-

ing of the above grant in the Indian Historical Quarterly,

vol. til, p. 77. The donative portion of the grant is

very important as regards the geography of Eastern

Bengal in the thirteenth century, but perhaps for want of

materials near at hand, he has left it to be done by the

archmologists of Eastern Bengal. We shall in* t^is

article try to identify some of the names of persons and

pla&es.4pentioned in the grant. It may be noted that the

transcription of the first line of the reverse side of the

grant is not in the attached facsimile, although we find

it in the original.

S&masiddhi Pataka (line 8, reverse)—We do not agree

with the learned editor in reading this name of the grant. It

is clearly JRcimasiddbi. A comparison of the first and the

third letters of this name will convince every one that it

cannot be anything but Jtamasiddhi, In fact, we find

•that it is an old village in the northern extremity of the

districl* of Bakharganj within the Police station Gournadi

and Faragana Bangroda. It has got an ancient mosque with

stone-pillars connected with the name of Safi Ehan. This

Safi Khan is perhaps identical with the emperor’s Dewau Haji

Safi Khan (1678 A.O.).^ According to Keene he was a son

of Islam Khan Mashadi, Governor of Bengal (1637*1639),

and served under Emperors Shah Jahan and Alamgir.‘ We
have seen a sanad dated the 2nd year of Alamgir’s reign

under the seal of Safi Khan. This must, therefore, be in
® #* •

1659-1660 A.O. He might have come to Bengal with his

father (1637 A.O.) in the capacity of a revenue officer and

$

1 }ASB, voh (N.S.) XVI, 1920, pp. 98, 103 and ip3,

2 H.G« Keene, An Oriental Biographical Oiotionary.

I, H. Q., OECEMBBK, tpsS
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had hia head-quarters in the locality. Bemains of several

tanks and roads are still found connected with his name. This

Bftitasiddhi is siiid to be in •m\}ye vaAge, wfai^h means that

it is in Va&ga and is approachable by boats. The state of the

lecality .jto a .certain extent is the same even to-day. A con-

siderable portion of it is full of heels even now. Not far

off fironi this place in the east is a village called Sarikela,

which* we identify with Harikela. According to Abhidhftna-

cintSmaigii of Hemacandra» this Harikela is synonymous

with VaAga. I-tsing described Harikela to be the eastern-

most country of India in the seventh century.

BSAffSla Va4Sbhu (1. 9, reverse).—We identify this with

the present Bangroda Pargana mentioned above. is an

ancient place mentioned in the ManasS-mahgala of Vijaya-

gupta written towards the end of the fifteenth century.^

I

t^»I^ II

atwi I

^ itwl H

iitRChi *lt9iR <21^1 1

11

*

We have also seen it written as papers.

Kumara Sada Sena (1. 20, reverse).—The existence of this

napie corroborates the statement that SadS Sena was one of

the reigning princes of the Sena dynasty of Bengal. He is

perl^aps the same SadS Sena as mentioned in the Ain-i-Akbari.

He probably succeeded Yiivarilpa Sena. I do not know if

{^ny oiiier proof has hitherto been found that he really existed.

OandradtUpa (1. 22, reverse).—Mm. Sastri has read

it Kandradvipa, but to us it looks like PhandradxApa. In

spite of his insisterfbe not to identify Jt with'CandradvIpa for

ithe present, wd cannot resist the temptation of doing so, as

we shall presently show that both the villages of Porovara-

«

1 Vijaysgupta, Manasi-tnaiigala, p. 4.
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kfttti And FsUlftdivIkS can b« toaoed to bo within C%ndra>

(dvlpa.

According to TsranStha,. this CandPadvipa was named

after the redbwnod Buddhist savant Gandragoiniu. He ie

said to have lived in the seventh century hut acoprd-ng to

some, in the fourth or at the corcraencemeiit - oflihe fifth

century.’ Mm. Sastri has seen a book in Nepal in whidi

it is stated that Matsyendranatha, who is worshipped in

Nepal, belonged to Caudradvlpa. According lo the Nepalese

people, he went there in 522 A.O., bob according to Saetri,

he lived in the later part of the seventh or the eight century.

Candradvipa along w ith Harikela is also mentioned in the

Copper-plate grant of Sri Candradeva.* Miniature pictures

of Avalbkitesvara and TarSdevI are found in a manuscript

copied in 1015 A.c., now in the Cambridge University

^Library.®

Raja^Pat}4i^<^ MaheSvara (1. 22, reverse).—Mm. Sastri

has rightly held him to be identical with Mahesvar Vandya

of the Saqiddya gotra, one of the first Kullnas of the HadhI

Brahmins. He has been mentioned in connection with the 2nd

Samikarat^a as related by Dhruv8nanda Miira in his

Mahavaipsa.

• MaheSvaro niahavijfiah Suco-Catta-sut5patih/

Rajfio Lakcacasensya sabhayatp tilakah krtT//

• • * *

Mahadevah sutas tasya Lak^itnanena prapujitah//

This shows that MaheSvara was anointed by Lalqimaw

Sena and was a SabhSpaqidita of his and nob of Ballftla

Sena as stated by Mm. Sastri. Since Mahesvara and his

son MahSdeva were honoured at the court of Lakfmaw

Sena, Mahesvara must have been a contemporary of Ballftla

1 Indian Antiquary, 1890, p. 319.

2 Epigraphia Indica, vol. xii.

3 A. Foucher, Etude sur I’lconographic Bouddhiqpe de I'fnde,

pp. 105 and 137. •
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also. , We shall see this Maheffrara was a resident of Pom-
varakatti in Candradvlpa.

' ^omvarakSffi Pafaka (1. 22, reverse).—Although the

villages ending in ‘kStti’ ere a peculiarity of Ihe district of

Bakharganj, we could not find a village of this name in the

present list of villages of this district. Wo have, however,

been able to find mention of a village named Pumburagj^fima

in Candradvlpa, in the Brahraakba^dR of the Bhavisya

PurSflia^

Buddhavatarasamaye Candradvipasya madhyatah/

Dumburakhya-mahagramo Ra^a-iiadyah samipatah//

Again in the DeifSvali-vivrti ‘ by Pandit Jagumohana,

we find the following men'tion of a village named l^gimbtira’

pura. The tradition about the origin of the name is common
in both the books :

“Madhavaparsvottare bhage kroSamatravyatikrame/

Dmburakhyapurati cSsti siddhalokavasasthalam//
• * • •

Nadi tv eka gramaparSve sarvada toyapurltS

Dumurapura iti bha^ayam /"

This village is still in existence in Bakharganj, some 8 or 9

miles north-west of the town of Barisal. People call it

Bomatpura, but some write it as Rahamatpura, ' thus oblitera-

ting all traces of identification. MSdhavap&r^va, mentioned

above, is the village of MAdhavapSsA the last capital of the

kings of Candradvlpa, where their descendants are still

residing in a humble condition. Yau-thSkurSi^Ir Hst, where

the scene for Babindranatha’s novel of the same name has

been ‘laid, is not far off from MsdhavapSsS. The river

mentioned is now-a-days known as B&jSr Vera (king’s ditch).

Apparently, Mahesvara Faijidita had his residence in this

village as the vrord^Savltstubhu in line 23 indicates.

t

I A manuscript in N. N. Vasu’s ViSvako^a Library.

s Descriptive Catal<^ue of Govt Collection of Sanskrit Mss.,

vol. iv.
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FstUsdiviJ^ (1, 28, reverse}.—No piece of this q^me
oen now be traced in Candradvlpa, bat mention of it- can

be had in a book named “Asia Portugaesa” written by one'

Manoel de ffaria y Souza and published in Lisbon in

1666 A.o. An English translatidn of it by Capk John

Stevens is to be found in the • IraperiaU'-^ISbrary,

Calcutta. It is described in this book that a Purtuguese

named Sebastian Gonzales stipulated with the King

of Baoala (Candradvlpa) that the RSjft would get half

the revenue of the island of Sandvina if he would help

Gonzales in conquering it. The King supplied him withaome

ships and 200 horses. With this help from the BSjS, Gonzalts

took possession of the island but instead of giving him half the

revenue, Gonzales made war on the R&jS and took SSvSspur

and PStiiSbhSUgS belonging to the RSjS. This PStilftbh&UgS,

we believe, is the same as the PstilftdivikS of the grant. It

was perhaps a small island at the time of "Visvartlpa Sena

as the suffix 'divikft' implies. This suffix was replaced by

the suffix ‘bhSUgS’ when the islet gave way owing to erosions

in the beginning of the seventeenth century and completely

disappeared in course of time.

If our suggestion that Kandradvipa is no other place than

Candradvlpa be accepted, we wonld invite the attention of

scholars to the Victorious Camp in line 32 of the Madana-

p&da gradt of this king VisvarQpa Sena.^ It also looks like

‘PhandragrSma.’ Accordingly we shall not be far from

the truth if we read this as *CsndrsgrSma also.* We are

inclined to believe that this CandragrSrna is identical with

Candrapura of Candradvlpa mentioned iu the drimatdttara

Tantra.*

Divyam manoharatn ramyam Srimac Candrapuram Subham/
* SamudraiyopakaQ^he^u bemaprakaramanditam//

1 JASB, voi. XLV, 1896 part, i, p. 6.

2 Mm. SastVPs Catalogue of Nepalese Buddhist Mssi, voi. i.
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yojanSyutavistlr^afii ninaratnopafiobhitaoi/

NanaharmyaQi divySni nanaratnamayani ca//

« « •

Iti ** Srlka^thanathavatarite Srl-Candradvlpa vinirgate

yoginiguhye vidyaplthe Sarasamuccaye ^rlmatottare

paficavimdatitatnah pafalah samapta]^ /

Mention of a ‘Candrapurapattana* is also found among

the names of eastern countries along with Suhma, Karrata

etc. in the 'BfhatsaiphitS.’

From the above descriptions and the prefix 'Sri' it appears

that. Candrapura was a city of some importance and was

pbrhaps a capital. It might be that King VisvarUpa

removed his capital there, near the sea coast (Samudrasyopa*

kai^the), to make it more secure against the attack of the

Muhammadans, or it might be that he made it a second

capital. It is yet to be seen if modern ‘Chandpur*, a sub-

division of the Tippera district, has anything to do with this

‘Candrapura.*

That the capital of Candrudvipa was on the sea^coast op

till the latter part of the sixteenth century is apparent from

a description in the Ain-i-Akbari (Gladwin’s translation)

—

"Sarkar Bakla (Candradvipa) is upon the banks of the sea ;

the fort is situated among trees.”

We find that the princes SadS Sena and Foru^ottama Sena

gave away lands in Yikramapura and Candradvipa respect-

ively. It may be that they ruled in those places as SSman-

tas, or Provincial Officers. It appears that Eastern Bengal

at that time was divided into three principal districts, viz.

Vaii|(A, Yikramapura, and Candradvipa, and that YaAga formed

the northern part, and Candradvipa the southern part of

Bakbarganj.

The origin of* the peculiar village name^ndings in ‘Ksti'

and ‘Kathi’ found in Bakarganj can be traced to the 10th

century in the copper-plate grant of Sri Candradeva in

the village-name <5f Nehakflfthi. Both ‘KSfthi* and ‘Kfitti’ are

‘found in the*Madaiiap>4a grant, whereas only ‘Kfttti* ia
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foond in this gmat, AH are derived probably froos^the

Sanskrit word 'Ei^tha* or wood. This shows that this ]^art

was once covered by woods, probably by the present Snndaix

bans. It may also indicate fresh settlement and formation of a
new village by cutting down jangle.

As a portion of the bottom of the plate KtOf been cat

and melted we oonld not discover the name of the place

as well as iJie year of issue. It seems that it was ’ issued

at a time later than that of the Madanpftda grant, which

was issued on the 14th year of the reign.

JoOENDBA CHiNDRA GhOBH

Nambi Indar Nambi
• •

II

A n Additional Point

It is stated in the AntSti (stanza 80) that the king passed

away during the lifetime of the author. We find from in*

soriptions that his highest regnal year is 5. In that year he

should have paid his debt of nature. For A.P. says lhat

Uttama, son of Gandariditya, ascended the throne after

the demise of Aditya EarikSla. I have shown elsewhere

that he should have been the king Ponmalikai Thnnjina

Deva.

Possiblt Objections
jt

Some may attribute the gilding of Chidambaram and tbp

conquests of the South to Gandarftditya, the Saint king,

(fiirca A.c. 848-854), and quote stanza 8 in his* Tiruvisaippa.

The stanza referred to here enumerates the aojfions of his

father Farantaka 1 (907-947 a.c.). If'* GandarSditya wu
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really the king referred to in the Antftti of Nambi, he would

have stated it clearly. On the other hand we have to re-,

member that he lost some of- his dominions by the aggres-

sive policy of III, and the name found in the works

is JLdity^ and not GandarSditya.

It disy* be pointed out that the chronicler UmSpati

divam is said to have stated that after dividing the fiacred

hymijs into seven parts, all other works such as Tiruvacakam,

etc. were collected and divided into four more parts. Some
of the authors of Tiruvicaippa, the 9bh Tirumurai, Earuvur

Thevar and others have been found to have lived during the

time of RSjargja I and after. No doubt, it a is valid objection

if the statement found in the sacred canon be true. The very

first objection to this theory is, Nambi would not have dared

to include his own poems in the sacred canon (i. e. the 11th

Tirumurai). No one, however great, would honour himself.

Honour is bestowed by others. Let us be charitable enough

to think that Nambi did not overstep the limits of modesty.

Moreover, he is credited with the authorship of Vinayakar

Tiru Irattai Mani Malai (2) KoiJ Tiruppauuiar Viruttam (3)

Tiru Cha^pai Viruttam (4) Mummauikkovai (5) Ulamalai

(6) Tirukkalambakam (7) Tiruttokai (8)Tirunavnkkaracar Tiru

Ekadsamalai in addition to the AntSti on the' 63 saints and

one on Sambandha. He states in stanza 34 of the ' Antftti

that he sang an Antftti alone on St. Sambandha as alreac^y

stated. If he were the author of the other works he would

have said so and might have included them in the

collection. The express statement quoted above from the

Antftti precludes us from attributing all the other works -to

him. However, I would suggest a critical study of the poems

themselves. Secondly, a careful study of the chroniclejs

describing the canonical settlemeijit will ‘show tbat the

stanzas relating^to the later Tirumurai are all interpolations.

We read in stanza^ 24 that the king wanted to divide the

sacred hymns found at Ohidambarm. He divided them into

Mven parts in View tbe fact that there are seven mantraw,
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^adhs Svdhs, etc. This stanza is complete by itself. • The
|ext stanza No. 25 should begin with farther story, instead

|f that what do w© fijid ? W© 6nd that the thread of .the

larrative is broken a^ter Stanza 24. Moreover, the seven-

old division was made by the* monarch. But the diviiion

|Qto 11 Tirumurai is attributed to some* Indefinite "ffamber of

fersens. In stanza 27 the Suzerain steps in and asks Nambi
|o collect the stray stanzas. The situaltaneou<< mentidn.of the

f and 11 mantras as the guiding principle in the setUsment of

fhe canon is conflicting and anaocept *ble. Hence, we may
l^ositively assert that four stanzas, 25-28, are interpolations.

Kesearch scholars ascribe Nambi to dift'erent periods, some
holding that he flourished during the time of Bsjarftja I,

others OandarSditya and Parantaka I and still others

&alottuAga I, The theory that he lived during the reign of

j^SjarSja is apparently sound from the statement found in

|he settlement of the canon and in the early stage of research.

A.S regards the other theories, there does not seem to be any
historic^rl basis. They may safely bo ignored.

Conclusion

From the foregoing discussion, the conclusion is irresis-

tible ^that Aditya KarikSla II was the king who was
Instrumental' in bringing about the canonical settlement of

Ihe Saiva scriptures. As he is the predecessor of IJttama
Oola Madurantaka, son of Gandaritditya, who began his reign
in A.O. 970, Aditya II has to be assigned to the years 966*

^70 A.O. But Nambi AndSr Nambi should have lived not
^nly daring the lifetime of the king but even before aod

i

ifter. We hear him as a grown-up man during the reign of
Lditya and he says that Aditya attained salvation during his

ifetime (Vide sCanza 80]^ Hence, we hate to say that j[ie

Kras living during the reign of the three kings Sundaracola
iJParantake, Aditya II KarikSla, and Uttamacols Madurantaka.
We may assign to him the latter part of the 10th century.*

SOIIA DxSIKAB

6DECSMBER, IpzS



Vedic Principles of the Oonstitution of a State

The relaUon between the rulers and the ruled is one n
the mosnbteresting * themes dealt with in the Yedas,

oldest scriptures of the Hindus. The attention of soholfliiw

both Jridian and European, has perforce been attracted ij

hymns which deal with this absorbing topic. They all ul^|

animously remark that the rajS of the Veda derives hjll

power from the people. Zimmer in his *AItindisdit04

Leben,' p. 162, Weber in, the ‘Indische Studien*,'

ZTii, p. 189 and Bloomfield in his ‘Hymns of the AtharvavddftV

p. 833 unequivocally observe that in the Veda fcheiirt^;

are references to the election of kings. Geldner sobstitiatJ||i

acceptance for election (Vedische Studien, vol, ii, p,

To Macdonell the wording of the verses appears to lend odlottl|^

to either inference (Vedic Index, ii, 211). Whatever

actdal method adopted, the rajS depends for his adminlwfirft|^

taion, his security in ofl5ce,his popularity and success ih admini^

stration on the consent of his people. Acceptance of what, it

might be asked, if there be no offering or proposing of candi^

dates’ names ? And in the early times, of which the Vedit

profess to be the record, this offering or proposing coiild i|pt

but be out of a number of candidates.

The king has often been called ‘’the father of the peo]p|%'^

Chai;acteri8ation of him as the offspring of his subjects is petiPt

liar to the Vedas. The people are called his mother, as i|yn

they that give birth to him, as it were, out of their womb

make him king.

In Tajurveda, i, 7 we read

These people of common pleasure, of resplendent)

light, ufioonquerable, skilled in works and providing,

(for the l^ing) a protection. The rSjft'who is the

child of these subjects, makes his home in thi^X'

(hearts) as in that of the greatest of mothers.
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And in the Atharvaveda, xr, 9,1,2:

He goes after the subjects ; the SabhS, the 't^ie

army and majesty go after him.

In one plaoei you find the people spoken of as the greatest

R mothers to tiie king, in another the king is directed to

mlow the pleasures of his subjects, as 4t is then»«thld> the

HbhS, the Sainiti and all that constitutes his kingship

Rll follow him. These appear to be the fundamental

ptinciples, on which the edifice of the Vedic constitutira of

State has been reared.

A question which naturally suggests itself to the student

M Vedic Pojity is how the acceptance or election of the kiilg

4llK>uld, according to the Vedas, actually take place. The rftjS

fli^ites before the people in the course of his coronation oere-

EM)ny a number of verses, one of which may be rendered thus :

Of strength art thou the wave that bestoweth

sovereignty. Sovereignty on me bestow.

Of strength art thou the host that bestoweth

sovereignty. Sovereignty on me bestow.—Yajurveda,

A, 2.

The authors of BrShmanas substitute water for the
^ple in this ceremony, and address this verse to
^ater. They, however, state explicitly that the use of water
Is only symbolic.^ The people to them are a sea, a few
d«^s of 'whose might

; sprinkled on the king, make him
H^reign ruler. The rite of sprinkling water exists also in

lil^r countries.

^^In the Atharvaveda, iii, v, 6, 7, the rftjS, as he assumes
symbol of kingship, says :

They that are skilled charioteers, wise artisans,

^ ^

draw them all, thou mighty symbol I towards me.
They that -are rSjfc, makers of th» rsys, charioteers

and heads of villages and towns, draw • them all, thou
powerful symbol 1 towards me.

Satapatba Brahauuga, 7, 3, i, 30
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T,wo points mentioned iii these two verses are worlblif

special ,
attention. In verse 6, the rSj& appears to be anw

to win the favour of even the poorest classes of his subje

These classes are to be his special care. In vbrse 7, a ,<4a

of men is spoken of simultaneously as “kings’* and “ma

of the ' kiag** rSjdno’ rSjakrtal^. The phrase “makers of

king** we find used also in the BSmSyajja, Ayodhj&kiig^

LXVii, ^2,* where on the death of Dasaratha, the qnesti

as to who should succeed him in the absence of

oandra, who had then started on his exile, forms the sub;

of discussion. The poet says :

As night ended and the sun rose, those twice-bortl

were makers of the king met in the assembly. ‘'M

Vasi^tha proposed the name of Bharata, and the

the king, rajakartarah, agreed to make him ruler.

Ere that event, a similar assembly had met on the

sion of choosing Bamacandra as crown prince. I|ai l|

“The raja called together principal men (pradfi

of his dominion, who lived in different cities

belonged to different principalities.’’ n, 1, 46

A little further in this very Kat}4<* we read

“Having perfectly understood the meaning, of

words of Dasaratha who knew both polity iA

Dharma, the Brdilmaiias, heads of the army, an^S

who had come from cities and principalities

in council, and said unanimously to the ra||^

they knew was old.’’ ii, 6, 19, 20.

These, then, are “the makers of the r8ja.’’ The|i{

spoken of in verse 46 of Sarga 1 as principal

PradhctnSh-

Having indicated roughly what classes of* men and '

take part in the election of the king and then help him

their advice, 'pe shall now see how these “makers of the

eitend to him the benefit of their counsel. In the Atiiii>

veda, vn, I2,*the rftjfi says
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«

**Leb the Sabhi and the Samiti who eapplbrnent the

rftjs, help me with their eonoordanoe. Whomageyer

I meet, let him, O fathers, teach me. On ^onr

assemhling, let me speak well.*'

In this verse the SabiiS and the Samiti are styled pMjAo

iter duhitarau. The members of the aesembfies ar6 addreas-

as fMhsrt. This appellation oontinues to be used even

v*as the title of members of oertein modem poanoils.

ia indicative of their age, experieoee and learnhig, ae Also of

ia high importance of the functions they are called upon

I perform, the epithet is apposite. One more point worthy
‘ note in the verse is that the r&js approaches the conn*

^lijors to learn from them. How humble is this attitude of

lie king towards the deputies of the people I

His address oontinues (vii, xii, S, 4)

:

“Of these that sit (in this house) 1 take to me the

knowledge and glory. Mighty Lord 1 make me par-

taker of the gifts of this whole assembly.

Your minds that have wandered away, or are taken

.up with this or that theme, I draw to myself. Let
them be occupied with me.

,

The last verse is a polite injunction on the part of the
Icing that all councillors should attend to him.

.Aft many other places, too, the rSjS is mentioned in the
Yeda ih conjunction with the Samiti. In a verse of the
^gveda, his dependence on it is compared to the depen-
pence of mighty beasts on the forest.

Thus it is evident from the Vedic references that ’eonn-
nllors who are the makers of the rSjS constitute a power in
ihe realm. The rSja knits the various interests of the conn-
,ry together. The councillors are drawn out of both military
Md ci^il sections of the population. In the Santi-parva of the
tahSbh5rata{i.xxxv, 7-9) we meet with the following alloeafTion*
the number of members to different classes of snbjeots :

—

4 BrShmaQas, Vaidyas and Graduates
8 Efatriyas, strong und abl« to ffgint
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21 Yai^yas possessed of ample weaUh
3 Madras, pure and refined

1 Stlta 50 years old

The allocation of numbers is probably pruportionalni

the strength of each section of the population.

In the' next verse i|i is laid down :

"Out of these, 8 ministers should be chosen to fguniil!

^e cabinet of the rSjS.” *!
j

In *the ArthadSstra^ of Kautalya we find it laid

, that the rSjSs should be guided by the opinion of the r

rity of the members of the Maniripari^ad which

'Majumdar rightly takes to be a later substitute for the Y
Samiti. If some of the members be absent, their op

may be obtained in writing (ArthasSstra, Mysore ed., p.

In brief, we may take the Polity of the Veda to tak

stand primarily on the village, which in all Indian sys

is the unit of administration. In its internal matters evetl

village is autonomous. To the central assembly of the ootti

try it sends representatives, who with the representatifi

of the military and certain other privileged sectioned of^ the

!

population, having a special voice in the affairs of

realm on account of their high learning and gratuitous

service, sit in council and choose out of themselves a iSjft

and give him members of his cabinet. The right to sit

in the village assembly seems to belong to all adult citizens.

In the Yajurveda (xxii, 22) we find the Purohita praying

May the son of yajam&na, when he comes of age (yuvS) bdi,

worthy to sit in the Sabhs.

What place is assigned to women in this constitution

a question that requires separate treatment. Here we oi

confine ourselves to a few hints only. The position of worn*

in the Vedio society Jias been acknowledged all to he

bedh one of respec^ and equality with ' men. She is spoken'

of as the "praised one, the joyous one, one that is light, thf

the'"'

1 Shaniashastry's Translation, p 33>
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I

reakable one, the goddess of knowledge, the great *one,

that has learnt much” (Yajurveda, Tin, 43). In*

pter xzxv|ii, 3, of the Yajurveda, she is addressed

"the bond of law inviolate.’' . Some of the titles apf>Ked

er in verse 48 of chapter viii noted .above' are ’repeated

» too (xzxviii, 2). In verse 3 of chapter xxxviii she is

sd “IndrS^yS the crest of polity. Vediq Polity

> seems to keep women invariably in the foreground.

Vedio householder, just ns he is particular that the priest,

\hmai}aspati should come to his t/ajna, takes care^ also

; the lady of the house with sweet silvery speech, “dervl

rta” should join him in the performance (Yajurveda,

VII, 7). She who was the equal partner of her

band in the social and religious concerns of his life could

have left him alone only in the Council Hall. In Athar*

sda, XII, 8, 62 the two spouses make expiation for lies

con, among other places, in the assembly, Samiti, where-

II it is clear that women are entitled to go to the

rably. Hymn 4 of Book in of the Atharvaveda
msidered to have for its subject the election of a king,

oqg electors presumably are mentioned JSyal^, women,

^

’
11^0, it is desired, should be of one mind with the king-
•d^ct (jii, 4,3). Maternal concerns may not leave women time
fw that busy and worried participation in the administrative

I

political affairs of the State, which, men, free from
cares for bringing up children, should reserve praoti-

y for themselves. But that they should be interested
the corporate activities of the State and that* their
irests should be adequately looked after seems to bo
irly emphasised in this verse. The verse preceding it,

, AtbarvavedA, xii, 8, 52 appears to point to the prao*
of returning women to the assembly.^ A lovely title

[uently applied in the Veda to women is Purandhi^f
ming “the support of civic life.” This* appellation puts
position of women in Vedio Polity in a nutqboB.
This kin^ of .oonstitution, of wMoh ih« germs seem to
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Seasons and the Year-beginning of the Hindus

Seasons are the most remarkable divisions of the yeur owti^ to

!
annual motion of the sun. In order tq explain them rtearly it

l^sirable that we should first of all mention some facts uf modern

Miomy relating to the sun’s annual motion. On the 21st March,

[sun’s declination as well as right ascension are both zero ;• from

March to 21st June, his northerly dedination increases from

to 23j^“ and the right ascension also increases from zero to 90*;

2ist June to 23rd Sept, the northerly declination decreases

23^® to zero, while the right ascension increases from zero lo

f;,
from 23rd Sept to 21st December, the southerly declination

[eases from zero to 23 J^®, while the right ascension increases from

to 270°; from 2ist Dec, to 21st March, the southerly declination

reases from 23j^° to zero and the right ascension increases from

I®
to 360®. The dates used are approximate ones. Near the epochs

Iwhich the declination is maximum, it changes very slowly. These

I

called solstices. Now since on the 21st of March, the declination

[the sun is zero, his diurnal path will coincide with the equator,

faming ’that during that day there is no change of declination,

cordingly, the period during which the sun is above the horizoh will

|equal to the period during which he is below the horizon on that

Thus, there will be equal day and night, throughout the earth.

: same will be the case -on the 23rd of Sept. These are called

inoxes. The line joining the positions of the sun at these epochs

^e line of equinoxes. These four periods have got some peculiar

tacteristics. In northern latitudes from 21st March to 21st June

sun remains longer above the horizon than he is below it, during

j

solar day, and the days are, therefore, longer than the nights,

22nd (or 2ist) of June being the longest day. The opposite is

case in southern latitudes. Admittii^ that the accumulation of

|t during the day bears some proportion to the duration of day-light

that the loss of heat during the night bears similar proportion to

(

duration of night, it is concluded that there wiA be continuous accux

iation of heat during this period and that the peribd from 21st June
ijrd Sept., when also the days are longer than the nights in northern

ades, will be hotter than the ones from 22nd March to . 21st Junb,

I

ythe lattoras preened by wihter (as will be ^own presently), while'

I^Q., DECBMBER, 1928 9
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the former is preceded by warm weather. Thus the period from

June ' to 23rd September is called Summer and the previous per

Spring. Again, from 23rd September to 21st December as welt

from 2ist December to 21st March (in northern latitudes), the

remains longer below the horiron, the nights are longer than

days
;
hence there will ,be continuous loss of heat, so that these

periods will be colder than the rest of the year. Moreover, the sec

period will be colder than the first; for while the second pesio

preceded* by one which is already cold, the first is preceded

hot weather. Accordingly, the period from 21st December to

March is called Winter and that from 23rd September to 21st De
ber is* Autumn. Thus it is seen that the variation in the lengt

the day during the year causes a variation in the seasons and

the sun’s annual motion is the cause of the seasons.^ Howeve
« •

'

may be mentioned here that the Indian seasons are not four but

in number, viz., Grisma, Varsa, Sarat, Hemanta, iSita and Vasa

Hence it is obvious that the seasons forming different epochs of

year determines the period of the year. Had there been no sea

the period of the year would not have been determined; this is

from the fact that a year began to be reckoned from one Sum
or Spring or Winter or Autumn to the next Summer or Sprin

Winter or Autumn respectively when twelve lunar months

complete.

The ?gveda says that the sun is the cause of the terre

seasons.® In another place it is more explicit. It says, ^*They

sun and moon) walk by their own power, one after the other (^r

east to west), as playing children they go round the sacrifice. The ,

looks upon all the worlds, the other is born again and again, d

mining the seasons.”®

That the seasons were six in number is mentioned several

in the l^veda, and also their names are given in order in the

ttirlyi Samhitfi,* But in some places the number is given as

Here the Hemanta (dewy season) and the iSifiira (Winter) were

bined into one. This is explicitly mentioned in the Aitareya

hmana—''there are five seasons owing to the comljination of He

I Vide Dr. D. N. Mallik’s "Elements of Astronomy," pp. 92>

3 IRgveda, i. 7S» 3. 3
' Bgveda, X. 85. iSI

4 Tait. Sa^hita, IV. 3. 3 ;
V. 6. 23 ; VII. 5. 14. ,

5 Tait. dr.r U. 7. so
; Ait Br., i. t.
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i
iSifiira.'* That an attempt waa made in the Taittirlya SayihitSt

ttirlya BrShmaga, ^tapatha Brahma^a to combine the iteihanta

Sidlra is shown in the KilamSdhava;^ However, there are paaj^ages'

lie iSatapatha Sr&hmana where a variation in the number is men*

M« The general tendency was 'to fix the number rt six.* ‘ The .

jwing is significant in this connection “"^he Spring, the Summor,

the Rains, these seasons represent the gods } pnd the Artumn« the

iter, and the dewy season represent the fathers.”* The months

Ithe six seasons are thus mentioned :—Madha and Madh^va are

[' Spring months when plants sprout and trees are bi ought to ripe-

Sukra and Suci are the Summer months, when the sun burns

pest (iSukra means clear and ^uci bright); Nabhas and Nabhasya

i|^' the months of the rainy season (Nabhas means mist or cloud);

“ l^and Urja are the Autumn months because in the Autumn food

^
9) and juice (plants) ripen

;
Sahas and Sahasya are the Winter

iths, because the Winter by force brings these creatures into his

sr; Tapas and Tapasya are the months of the dewy season, because

l^ng these months it freezes most severely.* In another passage it is

li "Rathagritsa and Rathaujas are the two Spring months, Ratha*

and Rathecitra are the two Summer months ; Rathaprota and

^maratha are the two rainy months ;
Tark^ya and Ari^jianemi are

two Autumn months
;
Senajit and Su^na are the Winter months

;

and Tapasya are the two dewy months.* There are several

Images in the ^tapatha Brahmapa where five seasons are men*

ed.* In this calculation the dewy season (Hemanta) is omitted.*

^%ne4>lace the number is given as three,* probably each season

(Roasisting. of four months. It is interesting to note in this connection

I
Mftdhavacarya’s KSlamadhava, l^tunir^aya section.

^ ^tapatha Brahmana, iii. 4. 3, 17 ;
iii. 6. 4. 19 ;

iv. 4. 18;

2. 4; vi. 3. 2, 10
;
vi. 7. I. 18.

i Satapadia Brihmapa, iL i. 3. 3.

^
^tapatha Brahmapa, iv. 3. i. 14-19; Tait. SaqihitS, 4. n.
^tapatha ^9hmiM!^, viii. 6. i. 16*21.

i Ibid., ii. I. 12; iii. 1, 45. lo; iii. 3. 3. 5. Iii, 9. 4. n ; iU. 6..4.
,iv. I. I. 16. iv. 5. 5. 12 > vi, 2. 2. 8; vii. 2. 3. jjj viii. 4. 1 . 11 ; ix. a.

»; xi. 7. 414.

lUd., ii. a. 3. 9,

IbkL, jii. 4. 17.
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<iiat Biention has been made of seven seasons in a year in the iSaj

Brahmana.* In viii. 5. 4. 9* 10 after the mention of seven

rather a vague explanation has been sought to be given but in

sion it has been remarked,“but indeed there are six seasons,” In

place an attempt has been made ‘to explain it further
;

in versqa

14 (x. the* six seasons (Spring, Summer, rainy season, Ai

Winter and dewy season) are described and then it is said

addition to these there are three days,—the days and nights otf

thirteedcith and intercalary month,—which form the seventh season.

The system of nomenclature beginning with Madhu and

had been in vogue for a long time before it was replaced by the s;

of Caitra, Vaisakha, etc. When did this system come into use ?

the time when the Spring season was known to begin in Cai

That Caitra and Vaifiakha were the Spring months is meAtl

in the Puranas and the Mahabharata, but in later books Pha
and Caitra are said to be the Spring months. But nowhere

Indian literature Vaisakha and Jyaif^haare mentioned as the Sj

months and Caitra a month of the dewy season. Thus it »
that at first Caitra and Vaisakha were the Spring months, t

earlier times Madhu and Madhava came to be synonymou^^

Caitra and Vaisakha. In our present system Ph§lguna and'^

are the Spring months. It is, therefore, clear that the Spring

has receded roughly by two months and this could be caused in

years approximately. Thus the system of nomenclature,

Vaisakha, etc, came into use as early as 2000 years before the

era.* Vasanta was considered to be the first 'Of the seasons, a»d^

agrayanes^is or the half yearly sacrifices were required to be perfi

every Vasanta(Spring), The Taittirlya Brahmana remarks that Vasa;

is the ^‘mouth of the seasons” ;* upon this the author of KalamSdh«1

observes “samvatsaropakramarupatvena vasantasya prathamyam di

Javyam.”^ It will be necessary to remind here that the Philj

full-mobn was regarded as the “mouth of the year.”* In the Tj

riya Brahmana the year has been compared to a bird, Vasanta (Sj

1 lSat.Br., vi. 6. 1.^14; vi.6. 2. 7j viii. 4. i. 23; ix.1,2,31’; ix, 2,

2 Vide Prof, Jogesh Chandra Roy’s ^^*Our Astronomy an<

tronomers,'* p, 161.

3 Tait. BralKnaQ^a, i. I. 2. 6.

‘4 Kalamadhava, Calcutta Edition, p. 59.

5 Tait. vii. 4^ 8. ; Gopatba Br., vl. 19*
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&kt head, Grl^ma (Summer) is the right wing, VarfS (rainy season)

fthe tail, Sarat (Autumn) the left wing, and Hemanta (dewy seaaton)

i
the middle part.^ Here the Winter season has been left out.

About the cKvision of the seasons Satapatha Brahmajja says^

^fter Prajapati had created the .living beings, his joints (prrvan)

ere released. Now Prajapati, doubtless, is the year and *hiS joints

the two junctions of day and night (i.e., the twilights), the full-

loon^nd new-moon, and the beginning of die seasons. ^He was

fiable to rise with his relaxed joints
;
and the gods healed him by

!18 of these havis-offerings; by means of the Agnihotra they healed

|at joint which consists of the two joints of day and night, joined

|at together
;
by means of the full-moon and new-moon s2icrifice

|ey healed that joint which consists of the full and new moon,

ined that together and by means of the three caturm&syas (sea-

lal offerings) they healed that joint which consists of the begin-

igs of the seasons, joined that together.^*® This shows that the

Ivision of the seasons was at first felt necessary for regulating the

lasonal sacrifices.

The passage from the Taittirlya Samhita quoted above states that

Citra and PhalgunI full-moons were the beginnings of the year.

; why should the Citra and the PhalgunI full-moon be called the

IginningS; of the year ? Sayana thinks that they were so described

|cause they occurred during Vasanta or the first of the seasons.

t
is view Dayana propounds in his commentary on Taittirlya SamhitS,

4, 8. .Tilak -does not consider the explanation satisfactory and

!^^says^ /‘According to all ‘astronomical works Sisira commenced with

Wintef solstice, and the three seasons of 6isira,Vasanta and Grlsma

,<ii^e comprised in the Uttarayana as it was then understood. Now
the days of the Taittirlya Sainhita the Winter solstice fell in the

-iSl&nth of Magha, and Magha and Phalguna were therefore comprised

Sisira, and Caitra and Vai^akha in Vasanta. But in order that Sayana*s

;)lanation might be correct Phalguna must fall in the Vasanta

|son which as a matter of fact, it did not.'^* Sayana, in his com-

|ntary on the Baudhayanasutra and also in the Kalamadhava

^1. ed.,9p. 6o-6l)r tried to get rid of this difficulty by proposing a.

able Vasanta—lunar and* solar, the lunar to include the montBs

Phalguna and Caitra, and the solar those of Caitfa and Vai^akha,

1 Tait. Br., yi la 4. i. z Satapatha Br., i. 6. 3. .25-86.

S Orioii,!pp.XS8, 6$.
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quotitig amongst others l^v., x. 85. 18, as an authority to show thht Hug

sestsons* were regulated by the moon. Tilak remarks on this thAmli'

of two-fold seasons of SBya^a : “The authorities quoted by

are not explicit and sufficient to maintain the two-fold character

the seasons. It is true that the months in the calendar were iHt

lunar, but the 'concurrence of the lunar and the solar year was ^
secured by inserting an intercalary month whenever nectf'Aa

Under such a system lunar seasons can have no permanenFpM
Now and then lunar months ceased to correspond with the seai^l

they represented, but this was at once set aright by the introduct

of an intercalary month.” Therefore, according to Tilak, if we
elude ‘the correction due to the precession of the eqinoxes, whli

was too minute to be noticed till after hundreds of years, there^ wi|

thus no reason why the lunar seasons should come to be regirdk^'

as a permanent institution. Moreover, a lunar year is shorter th

the solar by 1 1 days. Hence, if the solar Vasanta commences Ion

the 1st day of the lunar Caitra month this year, it will comthen^t^

on the I2th day of Caitra (lunar) nextjyear and ii days later still 4(5^

the third year, when by the introduction of an intercalary nstoBHl

the commencement of Vasanta will again be brought back to the

day of Caitra, thus showing that the two-fold character of

seasons may delay the beginning of Vasanta to VaidSkha (Iqii

but the season cannot be advanced and brought back to Fhal|

No doubt, in the 14th century when Saya^ flourished, the Va4f|AI|

season commenced, as it does now, in the month of Phalguna
;
bbt

was so because of the Winter solstice having receded by over full

one month by that time. This was not understood by Sayaqa

hence he attempted to reconcile the difference on the theory of tw0*

fold character of the seasons. Moreover, several Brahmaqas

Sutrqs pronounce the full-moon night of the month of Phalgun.i

be the first night of the year, ^atapatha Brahmana (vL 2. 2. 18)

“the Pbalguni full-moon is the first night of the year; the TaittirlJ

(i. I. 2. 8) and the Safikhayana (iv. 5; v. i) Brahma^as contain sia^j

passages, while the Gopatha (i. 19) after stating that the Uttara
"

the Purva PhSlgunl q^e respectively the beginning and the end*

‘*jpst as the two ends of a thing meet so these 1

The Ta^dy^ Brahmana

the year, adds

termini of the year meet together.”

also says the same thing.

Thus jt is seen that in the early Vedic times the year began

the sun was *in* the vernal equinox ; and as the sun, then passed
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the south to^ north of the equator it was als6 the c^mmenc^mciit of

his northern passage/ In other words, the Uttaraya^a (according to

the several astronomical works, Uttariya^a is the period of the year

from the Winte?; to the Summer solstice*), Vasanta, the year and*the

satras all commenced together at the vernal equinox. The autumnal

equinox which came after the rains was the central, dey of the year

;

and the latter half of the year was named the Pitryana pr what

called^now tlie DakfiQaySna. Later on, the cominenceaen^ of the

year was changed from the vernal equinox to the Winter solstidb. It is

difficult to ascertain definitely the time of the change. But the change

must have been introduced long before the vernal equinox was in the

Kpttikas, and
.
when this change was made Uttarayana must have

gradually come to mean the first half of the new year, i.e., the period

from the Winter to the Summer solstice. Now the Vedaflga Jyoti§a

makes the year commence with the Winter solstice, and there are

passages in the Srauta Sutras which enjoin that the annual sacrifices

like the Gavam-ayana, should be commenced at the same time.* The
Vedanga Jyoti^a gives the following positions of the solstices and

equinoxes : —(a) The Winter solstice in the beginning of Sravi^tha

(Dhani^itha), (6) the vernal equinox in lo® of Bhara^l or the beginning

of the Kjfttikas, (c) the Summer solstice in the middle of Afile§a, and

(d) the J^utumnal equinox in 3®. 20' of Vaidakha. Thus the first year

of the cycle commenced with the Winter solstice when the sun

and the moon were together at the beginning of Dhani^thS and the

'Uttarayana also began at the same time. Taking the data given in the

Vedanta Jyoti^a as his basjs, the late Kf^na iSsstrl Godbole has thus

calculated the position of the four cardinal points of the ecliptic,

when the Winter solstice as stated ’in the Brahmainas, occurred on

the full-moon day in the month of Phalguna:—(a) the Winter solstice

in 3* 20' of the divisional Uttara Bhadrapada, (i) the vernal requinox

in the beginning of Ardra, (e) the Summer solstice in 10® of Uttara

Phalguni, and {d) the Autumnal equinox in the middle of Mula.*

The four cardinal points have been thus defined by SBryasid-

dhanta.*—“In the middle of the starry sphere, the equinoxes are

diametrically oppo^d, so are the two solstices (in the ecliptic)."

I SSryasiddhInta, chap, xiv, lO; Vedsfiga Jyofi^a, 5.

• 2 VedSflga Jyotija, s ;
Aivalayana-^auta-sfitra, i. 2. 14. ij

ii. 2. 14. 3 and 22; KatySyanai-iSrauta-sfitra, v, i. i.

3 Snrya^dbinta, chap, xiv, verse y.
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Npw to understand this change in the beginning of the year, it

is necessary to remember that the solar year was sidereal and not

tropicaP and that the great object of the calendar was to ascertain

the proper time of the seasons. This necessitatec}, a change in the

beginning of the year, every two thousand years or so, to make it

correspond with the cycle of natural seasons. The difference between

the sidereal and the tropical year is 20*4 minutes, which causes the

seasons to fall back nearly one lunar month in about two thqpsand

years, ^if the sidereal solar year be taken as the standard of measure-

ment.

Therefore, the beginning of the year was twice altered owing

to th^ precession of the equinoxes, and there are sufficient materials

in Indian literature to indicate the intermediate changes. , The .tradi-

tion of Rudra killing Prajapati, the god of time, for receding towards

his daughter Rohint, described in the Aitareya Brahmana’ and later

in the Satapatha Brahmana/ can be interpreted as suggesting the

great surprise felt at the first notice of these changes. The ancient

Hindus, who observed the fact as they watched the Naksatras at.

the commencement of the year, could not account for the change,

and they rightly and honestly believed that it was a great calamity

that the sun or Prajapati (yajfia or the year) should thus follow an

unprecedented course. Prajapati, however, was left to bq punished

for his unusual conduct, and there the matter ended for the time

being. But the question was again taken up when the equinox had

receded to the Krttikas. The seasons had fallen back by one full

month and the ancient Hindus altered tl^e year-beginning from the

Phalguni to the Magha full-moon, while the list of Kaksatras was

made to commence from the Krttikas, instead of from Agrahaya^^,

This was quietly done, because the calendar was mainly used for

sacrificial purposes, and when it was actually obsoved that the sun

was ifi the Krttikas, and not in the Margadiras, when day and night

were equal, the commencement of the year was altered to the K^rttikas,

specially as it was more convenient to do so at that time when the

cycle of seasons has fallen back by one month. But it is doubtful

whether the real cause was discovered or any atten^ was made for

I The sidereal*year was used even in the Suryasiddhanta, though

the motion of ^e equinoxes was then discovered. Suryasiddhanta

I. 13.

€ a Ait. Br., fii. 33. 3 &it, Br,, i. y. 4. *, •
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the discovery. The third change was introduced by the Ved|i%a
Jyoti^a, when the seasons had further receded by a fortnight 'and

not by a month. The beginning of the month was altered from the

full-moon to the ryw-moon during this period, and when this change
was effected in the beginning of the month, the yeai was made to

commence, owing to the falling back’of the seasons by a fortnight,

with the nevv-moon in Dhani^tha, as the Veciahga Jyoti^a has done.

The ne^t change was introduced and put into effect b> Varahamihira

in the beginning of the 6th century A.C. when the list of the Nakjatras

was made to begin with Ai^vini. There is, however, "^he recoid of

an intermediate attempt to reform the calendar in the Mahaoharata'

and this attempt which proved abortive was made when it; was

noticed that the seasons had again receded by a fortnight. In the

71st chapter of Adiparvan it is narrated that Visvamitra attempted

to create a new world and to make the Nfaksatras begin with iSravanS,

instead of Dhanistha, and this story also occurs in the 44th chapter

of Asvamedhaparvan. This tradition can also be found In other

l^uranas where Visvamitra is represented as endeavouring to create

a new celestial sphere. It appears, however, that he did not suc-

ceed, and the Krttika system as modified by the Vedahga Jyoti§a

continued to regulate the calendar until Varahamihira made the list

of Naksatras begin with Afivini and this last system is even now

being used.*

In Varahamihira*s time the vernal equinox coincided with the

tend of Revatl and the Summer solstice with Punarvasu; but in two

places Varahamihira has distinctly referred to the older position of

the solstices recorded by writers who preceded him. In the PafLca-

siddhantika he says, “when the return of the sun took place from

the middle of Aslesa, the tropic (ayana) was then correct. It now

takes place from Punarvasu.'^* Again in the Bfhatsamhita,* he

mentions the same older position of both the solstitial points and

1 Mahabharata, Adiparvan, chap. 71, verse 34.

2 Mahabharata, ASvamedhaparvan, chap. 44, verse 2.

3 Tilak's Orion, pp. 212-216.

4 PafLcasiddh§fitika, edited by Thibaut and Sudhakar DvivedI,

It has as follows :

—

Asle§ardbad asid yada nivrttih kilo^nakira^asya/

Yuktani ayanaim tadSslt sampratam ayanant punarvasutaW/

5 Brhats9iphUa. chap, iii, i and 2.

DECEMBER, 1938 8
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appeals to his readers to ascertain by actual observation which of the

twa positions of the solstices is the correct one, whether older posi-

tion of the solstices or the position given by himself. Now in the

days of Varahamihira the change introduced by the Vedahga Jyoti§a

was in vogue and, therefore,, there existed works which placed

the Winter solstice in the beginning of (divisional) Dhani§tha and

the Summer solstice ‘'in the middle of Aslesa. In corroboration

of the statement by Varahamihira Bhattotpala in his commentary

on Brbatsamhita, chapter iii, verse i, quotes Garga as folfows :

—

‘'firavi^thadyat pausnardham caratah SiSirah." This is further corro-

borated by other quotations by later commentators from the works of

Garga and Parasara.^ This proves, without doubt, that the system

in which the year commenced with the month of Magha, i.e., from the

winter season was once actually in vogue. Amarasitpha states that

the seasons were comprised of two months each, beginning with

Magha and three such seasons make one ayana.® In the JVIaha-

bharata* it is related that Bhisma, who possessed the superhuman

power of choosing the time of his death, was^waiting on his death-

bed for the return of the sun towards the north from the Winter

solstice and that this event took place in the first half of the month

of Magha. It is, therefore, clear that the Winter solstice coincided

in those days with the beginning of Dhanistha, and this must have

been the case as the calendar modified by the Vedanga Jyoti§a,

which made the year begin with the Winter solstice in the month
of Magha when the sun and the moon were together at the beginning

of Dhanistha and when the Uttarayana also began, was in vogue.

Thus we find that in the days of the Rgveda’ at the vernal

equinox, when the day and night were equal, the sun' was in the

Mrgaiiiras and according to Tilak the sun was at first in the Punar-

vasu
;
at the time of the Aitareya Brahmana the sun was then in the

Rohtni or in the Krttikas just preceding RohinI; and at the time of the

Taittijrlya Samhita and the later Brabmanas the sun was distinctly

in the Krttikas at the vernal equinox. In the Vedanga Jyoti§a the

first year of the cycle began with the Winter solstice when the sun

and the moon came together at the beginning of iSravistha (Dhanistha),

—w <.

1 Garga quoted by Somakara on Vedanga Jyoti^a, verse 5.

2 Amarasimha, i. 4. 13, “dvau dvau maghadim^sau syadrtus

tairayanam trivih."

3 Mahabba^ta, Anugasanaparvan, chap. 167, verses *27 and 28*
ft
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then it was the new-moon of the month of Magha and the Uttaraya^a

began
;

the Dakfitjayana or southerly motion of the sun began in the

month of ^ravaija when the sun was in the middle of Sarpa or Aliefa

and the moon firas in CitrS. During the Uttarayatja, i.e., during, the

period of the year from the Winter tpthe Summer solstice the. dura-

tion of day (i.e., the period during which daylight lasts) increases and

that of night decreases
;
the reverse takes place during the Dakfi^ayana

journe^ of the sun. But Tilak denies the fact that the year could at any
time begin with the Winter solstice. He says that u closer considera-

tion of the ceremonies performed in the yearly satras (^acriSces) will

show that the Winter solstice could never have been the original

beginning of these satras. “The middle day of the annual* satra

is call^ the Vi§uvan day, and it is expressly stated that this central

day divides the satra into two equal halves, in the same way as the

Viguyan or the equinoctial day divides ihe year.* The satra was thus

the imitation of the year in every respect, and originally it must

have corresponded exactly with the course of the year. Now, as

Vi§uvan literally means the time when day and night are of equal

length, if we suppose the year to have at the time commenced with

the Winter solstice, the Visuvan or the equinoctial day could never

have been its central day, and the middle day of the satra would

correspond net with the equinoctial, as it should, but with the Summer

solstice.”® Here we find that Tilak’s maiti argument was based on

the fact that if the year began with the Winter solstice Vifuvan would

then divide the year in the proportion of 3 to 9, i.e., three months

on one'side of the Visuvan' and nine on the other, instead of Vi?uvan

being the central day. It has been said in the beginning that Vasanta

^as regarded in the Vedic times the first season of the year. Probably

there were only three seasons—Gri§ma, Var^a and Hemanta—at

the time of the Rgveda. In fact, these are the three seasops of

India. The Satapatha Brahmana has also in one place mentioned

only three seasons. Regarding the Uttarayana and Dakginayana

paths of the sun, the ^atapatha Brahmana lays down that “Vasanta,

Grlsma and Var^a are the seasons of the Devas, Sarat, Hemanta and

Suira these of the Pitfs, the increasing fortnight is of the Devas, the

decreasing one of the Pitfs, the forenoon is of the Qevas, the afternoon

of the Pitfs. When the sun turns to the north he is amongst
• •

I Ait. Br., iv. 22 ;
Taitt. Br., i. 2, 3* » i

Tagtjya Br., iv. 7. ,l.

3 Tilak's Orion, p, 3i.
* •
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the Devas and protects them, when he turns to the south he is

amongst the Pitrs and protects them."* This shows clearly that the

Uttarayana of the sun began from the vernal equinox and was

for six months, and the Daksi^ayana began from the autumnal equinox

and was also for six months. ' But in course of time the Uttarayana

came to mean the period of the year from the Winter to the Summer
solstice, that is the period from the time when the sun turns towards

the north till it returns towards the south. This might hav4 been

a mistake as Tilak said, but this was the view held by the Vedahga

Jyoti^a. At a later period, however, the year was again made
to begin from the vernal equinox.

Next we come to the period of the Samhitas. Varahamihira in

his Bfhat Samhita, while giving the reason for his writing the book

says that he will compile in a summary form the views lying scattered

in the various satnhitas written by the ancient authors. Therefore,

it may be safely inferred that much of the Brhatsamhita, if not the

whole, was taken from the ancient Samhitas.® There we find that the

Samhitas recognised six seasons to comprise the year which began

with Sisira (Winter) and that the year commenced with the beginning

of the UttarSyana journey of the sun. In the Brhatsamhita (Aditya-

caradhyaya) Sisira (winter) has been mentioned as the firs,t season

of the year. This meant that the year began with the Winter solstice.

Bhat^otpala, the commentator, has in his commentary on the above

passage of the Brhatsanihita, given a table for the months of the seasons

prevalent at the time of the old Samhitas. In the Brhatsainhita

(UtpatidhySya, verse 84) Varahamihira has mentioned Madhu and

Msdhava as the Spring months. But then spring comprised the two

months Caitra and Vaidakha. Therefore, Winter must have begun

from MSgha and the year beginning with Winter must necessarily have

commenced from Magha. This was the change introduced by the

Vedanga Jyoti?a which made the year commence with the Winter

solsticd and this was in vogue till the time of Varahamihira. He
found that in his time the vernal equinox coincided with the

end of Revatl and the Summer solstice with Punarvasu. In the

Paficasiddhantika he ^remarks, "when the return ..of the sun took

place from the midcBe of Adle;a, the tropic ‘was then correct. It now

1 Satapatha firaljmana, ii. l. 3. 1*3.

2 Prof, Jogesh Chandra Roy's “Our Astronomy and Astrono*

rtcrs," p. $2,
‘
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takes place firom Fufuarvasu.” Varahamihira, therefore, introduced

a change in the year-beginning and made the list of N&kfatras

commence with Asvinl. The year was then, again, made to begin with

the vernal equindx, and it was from that time that the Spring season

came to comprise the two months Phalguna and Caitra, Thjs ipodiRed

year-beginning introduced by Varahamihira has 'since then been

current in India and is even now regarded as the cotrcct year-

beginftttig.

Now one thing still remains to be discussed. Why is tlfe year

called Var§a f There must have some connection wiih Var^a (rainy

season), and it is surmised that the year must have come to acquire this

denomination from the fact of the year beginning with Varsa. or'

rainy 'season at some time or other
;

that is, the year must have

been made to begin with the commencement of the Dak^iiiayana

course. But this is found neither in the Vedas nor in the later Bra-

hmanas and Samhitas, nor is there any mention of this fact in the

Vedahga Jyotifa. However, Kautilya, in his Arthasastra, says that

the year in his time began with the Summer solstice at the end of

Agadha.* A detailed explanation is found in the Suryaprajflapti where

an account of the seasons is given. There it is said that the seasons

commence with the Asa^ha month, though the cycle of five years

commences with the ist day of the dark half of the month of .^ravapa.

Suryaprajflapti was written by Mahavira and this is the only astronomi-

cal work of the Jaina astronomers which is now available. The Surya-

prajflapti .mentions the seasons as follows the Rains, the Autumn,

the dewy season, the Spring, and the Summer. Here we notice that

Hemanta ^nd Sisira have been cqmbined into one and the seasons

are five in number. The year has been made to begin with the

rainy season. It is then stated that the seasons are of two kinds,

the solar and the lunar. The solar season is equal to two. solar

months or 6i days, but the cold season has got four months. Re-

garding the lunar seasons it is said that in one sidereal revolution

of the moon, the lunar seasons are six. Hence in the cycle of $

years which is equal to 67 sidereal revolutions of the moon there

are 6x67^402 lunar seasons. In one lunar season there are

days. The reason for this Is as follows One sidereal revolution

of the moon 01 6 seasons. Now one sidereal revolution is equal to

2^|f days. THerefore, one season is equal to 27H»-r6«»4}f days.

*
I Kautilya's^ Arthasastra* Book II, KSlainana.
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Now let US come to the description of the seasons in the astro-

nomical* Siddhantas. We have already said that Varahamihira made
the year begin with the vernal equinox in the months of Phalguna.

But in the Suryasiddhanta the year has been described to begin

with the ^Winter solstice. Suryasiddhanta says, ‘‘from the Winter

solstice, the periods during which the sun remains in two signs are

the seasons named successively :—(i) ^isira (very cold), (2) Vasanta

(spring),
. (3) Grl§ma (hot), (4) Varsa (rainy season), (5) iSarat (Aiitumn)

and.(6j Hemanta (cold).^ This clearly shows that the Suryasiddhanta

used the system which was in vogue before the time of Varahamihira

and it was the system introduced by the Vedahga Jyotisa. There is,

* therefore, no doubt^thaf this portion of the present Suryasiddhanta

which exactly tallies with the description given in the te:£t of the Surya-

siddhanta included in Varahamihira’s FahcasiddhSntika, must have

come down from the ancient Saurasiddhanta. However, Bhaskdra

begins the seasons from Vasanta and in giving a descriptive account

of the six seasons he has indulged his love for poetry, endeavouring

to write ‘something calculated to satisfy the fancy of men of literary

taste. ^

We have thus given in detail the traditional year-beginnings

along with the seasons recorded in the Vedic literature, in the

Vedafiga Jyotisa and the later Siddhanta works. This is a Continuous

record of the year-beginnings from the oldest time down to the pre-

sent day in the religious as well as astronomical literature of India.

This account of the successive attempts of the ancient Hindus for re-

gulating the calendar so that the year mi^t concur with the Seasons,

gives a conclusive proof of their sound knowledge of the astronomical

phenomena like the precession of the equinoxes and is a living

testimony to their keen interest for and deep insight into the changing

mysteries of the heavens.

SUKUMAR RANJAN DaS

I StfryaslddhSnta, chap. XIV, verse la

a Siddhantafiiromaui, chap, xii, verses i*io,



isoka’s mission to Ceylon and some connected problems

There is yet considerable difference of opinion regardjpg the

date and the process of the conversion of Ceylon to' Budtihism, and

scholars are not wanting who hold that although Ceylonese Puddhism

is an tnndeniable fact it is difficult to believe that it was the work of

ASoka, and that Mahendra and Sanghaiuitra were ever bistor>cal

persons entrusted with the mission. V, A. Smith* cites the authority

of Oldenberg* to show that the entire accou.^* as given in the Ceylon

chronicles is a myth and that the inscriptions of Asoka are silent •

about" Ceylon.. Buddhism certainly was introduced into Ceylon at

an early date, but the process was much slower than it is generally

represented to have been.

Subsequently this opinion seems to have been modified when,

in the Early History of India (4th Ed., 1924, pp. 193, 195), it is

admitted that Asoka is responsible for the conversion of Ceylon, but

it took place late in his reign. This conclusion is apparently based on

the following assumptions :

—

(1) Asoka’s inscriptions, particularly R. E., II and XIII, while

mentioning the foreign missions of the great Buddhist Emperor of

India, are absolutely silent about Ceylon and Mahendra and

Sanghamitra.

(2) Asoka njentions Tamraparm in the above two Rock Edidts,

but it i; to be taken as meaning the river of that name which flows

through thp Tinnevelli district in the extreme south of tiie peninsula.*

, (3) It is difficult to believe that Mahendra came flying through

the air, "as flies the king of swans,” and that his first discourse con-

verted the king and forty thousand of his subjects.* It is rather,more

natural to suppose that as ASoka’s mission to the Tamil countries

1 Ind. Ant. 1918, pp. 48-9 ;
Asoka (R. I. Series, I9 I9)» PP- 47'8.

2 Intro, to the Vinayapitakam, by Oldenberg, vol. i, pp. lii-lv.

3 Imp. Gaz. o(,India (1908), sub. voc. Tan\|>fapar”‘i pp. 215-16 ;

Hultzsch, JRAS.(i9I0), p.* 1310, n. 4. Hultzsch. Corpus Ins. InB.

(vol. I), p. xxxix ; p. 3, n. 10. Although he revi.®es his opinion and

takes Tamrapargi to mean Ceylon, be still maintains* that it was the

name of a river in S. India. Apparently he keeps thejproblem open.

4 V. Smith, Asoka, p. 5a
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^as quite successful, as testified by the Chinese travellers of the

5th and 7th centuries, Mahendra took ship at some port in southern

India and adopted steps for the conversion of Ceylon.^

The fact that we do not find in the inscription's of ASoka any

mention of Mahendra and Sanghamitra is in no way surprising.

Ai§oka’s iilscriptions are very terse
;
they do not give us any names,

either of the prince governors or officers or the Buddhist sages who
found favour with him, and even the Emperor's name occurs iyi only

one in,scription (Maski). InR. E., XIII where the foreign missions

are mentioned, they are not associated with any names save that

of Piyadasi, and therefore it is but natural that even if they include

, the Ceylonese mission it would not give us the names of persons who
conducted the movement. An argumentutn silentio is no. argu-

ment, and we cannot infer from it the non-existence of Mahendra and

the impossibility of the Ceylonese 'mission. Moreover, the names of

Mahendra and Sanghamitra were certainly more important and

venerable to the monks of Ceylon than to Asoka himself, and while

R. E., XIII speaks only of the foreign missions and not of thq

missioners, the monkish chronicles give a detailed account of these

missions and of the missioners associated with them.^

Regarding the contention whether the inscriptions of A§oka refer

to Ceylon, it is easier to be precise. The pivot of controversy is the

word ‘Tambapanni' occurring in R. E., XIII in connection with the

foreign missions. ‘Tambapanni,' no doubt, may mean the Tinnevelli

district in the extreme south. But it is a modern identification,® and'

we are not sure if that was the name of the i:iver in the Asbk^n age.

If we are to arrive at a proper identification, we must know what

country in the days of Asoka was called by that name. Here botji

indigenous and foreign sources come to our aid.

1 V. Smith, A§oka, pp. 48-50,

2 'Geiger, Mahavamfia, p. 82.

3 Imp. Gaz, of Ind. (1908), pp. 215-16,

‘The Tamils 1800 years ago' by V. Kanaka Sabhai, p. 23, The

river Tamraparni became important in later times. Its ol(| name, in

Tumil, was ‘Sembil.' •

t'

In the Beginnings of S. Ind. Hist, by S. K. Aiyangar^ pp- ^2-3

a passage is quoted from the Ramfiyainia to prove the existence of

the river in S. India
;
but as the author admits, the passage in question

may be comparatively modern.
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In the chronicle^ of Ceylon we get a full account of the names by
which the island was known. In the days of the three former Buddlias*

the island had the names of Ojadipa, Varadipa and * At
the time of Buddha, and consequently of Vijaya, the port of landing

and the city founded near it, was called Tambapp-nni.* the time

of Vijaya^s successor Panduvasadeva the port ^as called *Tnmmena\*
It was also called Tammapanni in the days of M«ihendra and conse-

quently of A§oka, and the island was so callcc' because the di«3t of

the place which stuck to the hands and knees ol M ihendra and his

followers was copper-coloured.^ .The name, therefore, was that of the

port and the city originally, but afterwards it covered the whole island.

Foreign writers also speak of Ceylon under the name of ‘Taprobanch

In the 1 st century a.C. Ptolemy wrote : “Opposite Cape Kory, v.*hich

is in India, is the projecting point of the island of Taprobane, which

was* called formerly Simoundou, and now Salike/'* We may
remark here that Simoundou probably stands for Mancj^dlpa men-

tioned in the Ceylon chronicles. The author of the Periplus,® belong-

iitg to the same country as Ptolemy, says that the old name of

the island was ‘Taprobane*.

These foreign accounts of the post-Asokan period are also confirm-

ed by an, almost contemporary account, that of Megasthenes.

MegasthenCs says that “Taprobane is separated from the mainland by

a river
;
that the inhabitants are called Palaiogonoi, and that their

country is more productive of gold and large pearls than India*"^ It

is therefore reasonable to hold that Tambapanni referred to in

A^oka*siCE. II and XIII stJinds for Ceylon and not foi the Tamra-

parni river -in Southern India (which is a comparatively modern

name) or the adjoining country.

1 Dip., I, 73; IX, 20 ;
Maha., XV, 59. 93 » *27.

2 Dip., IX, 31 ;
Rajavali, p. 16 (Gunasekara) where it is culled

Tammanna-Tota.

3 Rajavali, p. 20. 4 Dip., IX, 30, 31.

5 M*Crindle*s Ancient India as described by Ptolemy, p. 247.

6 Schoff, p. 47. ^

*

7 M*Crindle*s Ancient India as described by Megasthenes and

Arrian, p. 62.
^ ,

*The reference to Tamraparnika as a kind ofgem in.Kautilya*S

Artha§astra (Book II, ch. XI) is not relevant to our enquiry, ’as the

problem of the age of the treatise is still an open ^estion,

eH.Q., DECeI^Ri 1928
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The Ceylonese story of Mahendra’s aerial flight to the island

• may be a little over-done, but it is quite of a piece with other

stories connected with the foreign missions. Almost all the missioners

are said to have possessed “great magical powers," afid many of them,

besides h{ahendra, pass through the air and perform other miracles.'

The point, therefore, 4s taken out of the argument of V.A. Smith

that it was from a southern port, and not directly, that Mahendra

went over to the island. On the other hand, there are undeniable

facts *to show that Mahendra went straight to Ceylon and that the

Tamil country had very little to impose, in matters of religion at

least, upon the neighbouring island. The arrival of Mahendra was

not, as Smith -holds, synchronous with the first intrusion of

Buddhistic ideas, nor is it tenable as Cunningham* supposes, that there

was no intercourse between India and Ceylon before Mahendra.

In spite of their legendary character, the Ceylon chronicles enable us to

arrive regarding the matter under enquiry at some general truths,

which only stiff scepticism can deny. In the Dlpavanifia, mention is

made of the visits of the previous Buddhas, Kakusandha, Kona-

gamana and Kassapa. This may be a pure fiction. But the account

that Vijaya landed in Ceylon and established the historical dynasty

of the island, that Pan^uvasadeva came from India to succeed Vijaya,

that he married a ^akya princess brought over from India, that

Panejukabhaya built religious edifices for Nirgranthas, Brahmanias,

Parivrajakas and Ajivikas, and that Devanampiya Tissa sent a mission

to ASoka who was Tissa’s “dear ally" has a -value of its own

when taken together, and it points unmistakably to the conclusion that

from the time of Vijaya onwards there was a constant intercourse

between India and Ceylon, which might have influenced the socio-

religious ideas of the islanders so as to make them afterwards

amenable to the teachings of Asoka.* That the way was gradually

prepared for the introduction of Buddhism is also borne out by the

inscriptions of ASoka. In R.£. II, Ai§oka says that everywhere in his

dominions and in the frontier kingdoms of the Colas, Pan<Jyas Kerala-

putras, Satiyaputras, and of Tamraparni, as well as in those of king

^Antiochus and his neighbours he had established medical treatment of

two kinds, that f«r men and that for animals. We are fully aware of the

1 Dlp.,VllI,*s-12
;
Maha., XII, il, 31,

2 Anc..G{o. of India, p. 561.

3 Eliot, Hinduishi and Buddhism, voj. Ill, pp. 13, 14.
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existence of diplomatic relations between the Maurya sovereigns and

the kings ot Syria which might have facilitated ASoka^s philanthropic

measures* Is it too much to hold^ in a similar strain^ that* in

the case of Ceylon also there had been, from an earlier time, relations

of some sort \v1th the Magadha house ? Adoka’s R.E. II does

not mean the introduction of Buddhism, but of the BuddhisticJidea of

kindness and non-killing, which paved the way for the introduction!

later on, of Buddhism proper, as recorded in u subsequent cdicti

Nor, in the absence of any positive proof, car it be maintained

that it was from the Tamil country that Mahendra went over to the

island. In fact, there are traditions which canm^t be altogether

neglected, pointing to the conclusion that ASoka's missions were not*

as successful irf the Tamil country as in Ceylon, that Ceylon main-

tained a cultural integrity of its own and to some extent influenced,

rather than being itself influenced by, the religion of the mainland.

The story of the famine of 12 years in the time of Candragupta

Maurya, during which a section of the Jaina community under

Bhadrabahu migrated to Southern India, is associated with the abdica-

tion of Candragupta Maurya and his death at Sravana-Belgola in

Belola in Mysore,^

It shows that Jainism in Southern India was older than the

Buddhism of Asoka by at least half a century. In the days of Ai$oka,

the older religion might have been pushed back by Buddhism, but

that the latter was not a popular cult and did not have a permanent

hold on • the country is evident from the subsequent history of the

South! • In H*emacandra*s Parisisjaparvan (XI, 89-102) it is related

that Samprati, the successor of ASoka and a zealous convert to the

Jaina faith, sent missionaries to the Andhras and the Dramilas,

brought the uncivilised nations under the influence of Jainism and

made the southern country fit for the settlement of Jaina monks.

That this story is not a pure fiction but has a substratum of ^truth is

amply borne out by the fact that notwithstanding AiSoka^s Buddhistic

propaganda the southern nations ultimately gave up Buddhism and

came to cherish the Digambara Jainas and the Saiva religion.* At

1 Lewis Rice, Mysore and Coorg from the Inscriptions, pp, 4 ff.

•V. Smith, Early History of India, 4th Edition, pp. 1^4, 458.

2 S. K. Aiyanger, Beginnings of South ^Indian History, • pp.

99, 100. The Mauryas were in hostile occupation .of forts on (he
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the time of Hiuen Tsang, in the Cola country and tlie country round

about‘Madura the few Buddhist monasteries were in a ruinous con-

dition ;* in the Pandya and Pallava countries there were numerous

Hindu gods and Jaina temples and ascetics. Not only this, the

Buddhism of Southern India owed a great deal ‘’to Ceylon, and

Conjeeyeram was long a Buddhist centre which kept up intercourse

with both Ceylon and Burma.*

Having established the hypothesis* that ‘Tambapanni’ of the

Asokan edicts is no other than Ceylon, and that Ceylonese Budclhism

was net a graft from the Southern Indian stock but a direct import

from the north, it would be well for us now to attempt to find out the

date of the conversion of Ceylon.

References to Tambapanni are found only in R.E.s II and XIII.

Of these, as we have seen, R.E. II concerns itself with ' the provision

of medical treatment in the foreign -countries, and not with the intro-

duction of Buddhism. The conversion of these countries was ' a

later achievement for which the way was prepared by ASoka’s philan-

thropic activities in these regions. Hence it follows that R.E. XIII

was later in date than R.E, II, and in fact, it is more reasonable to

hold that the edicts of ASoka are not complete sets, as Senart

indicates,* but rescripts incised at different times, either singly or

in groups as occasions arose.* This conclusion is strengthened by the

following facts among others :

(i) Referring to the Kalsi rock, Hultzsch (Corpus, XI) admits that

as the last portion of the inscription is written in a bolder type and

northern border of the Tamil land, and hostility between Southern

Hinduism and Northern Buddhism led to the expulsion of the

northerners when the paramount power weakened.

1 Watters, Yuan Chwang, vol. II, pp. 224, 228.

2 ••Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, vol. I, p. xxv.

3 l(Iy conclusions have been confirmed, although in an indirect

way, by Soma Sundara Desikar’s article, the Mauryan Invasion of

Tamilakam (IHQ., vol. IV, no. I, pp. 135 ff.).

4 Ind. Ant., 1891, pp. 236ff.

5 H. K. Dev quoted in D. R. Bhandarkaris Atoka, pp. 47, 47 n.i

‘ 26fiff. Prof. Bhand&rkar b^an with a correct assumption but ended

with the conclusion that the dates in the different Rock Edicts

refer to the events Aarrated and not to the actual engraving, and

th^t the whole set engraved as ohe document late in bis reign.
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a separate face of the rock is utilised^ this last portion probablx was

of a later date.

(2} Portions of the 13th Edict of the ShahbaTigarhi grotlp arcre’

traced out on the back of the main rock (Corpus, XII),

(3) The Dhaolt rock does not contain Edicts XI to XII I of the

Girnar version, but compensates for them by’ two seyasate^dicts

(Corpus, XII 1)<

(4) The Mansera group is engraved on three boulders
; the 13th

and the 14th are incised on the third boulder (Corpus, XII, Xtll),

(5) At Jauga^a the main set is inscribed in two tablets, and a

third tablet contains the two additional edicts and pre enclosed in

a separate frame (Corpus, XIV).

(6)

^
The Deihi-Topra pillar is unique of its kind, because it alctne

gives the seventh and the most important edict. But the concluding

portion of this last edict runs all round the pillar (Corpus, XVI). This

shows, that probably it was incised last, at a later date, and therefore,

for want of space, which was originally calculated to contain six and

not seven edicts, the last one was made to run round the whole

shaft.

(7) The three Minor Rock Inscriptions of the Mysore State

(Siddhapura, Brahmagiri and Jatinga*Ramedvara) contain an extra

edict which is not found in the northern versions.

(8) The Girnar R.E.s are all separately engraved and sepwrated

by horizontal lines. The reason probably is that as each edict was

•written, it was thought fit by the engraver to mark off the preceding

one by a line.

(9) ^ach edict begins with the word ‘Devanampiya’ and gives a

separate sentiment. It is a self-contained whole, and the connection

between the edicts in one inscription is more accidental than real. It

is quite possible that there should not be any incongruity in the edicts

being placed together, as the ideas of A6oka are everywhere afmost

the same, all pertaining to the Dhamma he inculcated.

(10) The edicts of Atoka give different dates in one and the

same inscription. Nowhere is a date given which may be regarded

as the date of the entire inscription. Either a single edict or a group

of edicts is dated' out of ^e whole set, and Iher^ore there wetje

different engravings at different times with dates.
*

.
If we assupe, therefore, that the edicts in each.inscription were

not Inscribed as a complete set, but at different dateis on different

o9casions, we ’shall not be wrong if we assign the R^£«s ^pdcially to
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diffei^nt dates. Some of them were engraved in the 13th, and some

in the 14th year after Adoka’s coronation. But the real difficulty lies

with the dating of the 13th R. £. which gives an account of the

foreign missions. Senart and others who have taken the series as one

document have unhesitatingly assigned the edict in question to the

14th year-B-the, latest date in the inscription. Others,* while regarding

the entire series as one single document, are of opinion that^he actual

engraving could not have been done before the 28th regnal year, the

year in which Pillar Edict VII was issued. This sort of argument

raises three difficulties.

(1) It is difficult to understand why AiSoka, contrary to his usual

practice, should postpone the actual engraving of this set of edicts

tiU at least 14 years had elapsed after the occurrence of events des-

cribed by a majority of them,

(2) Granting that the date of the engraving was not earlier than

the 28th year, it does not follow that R. E, XIII particularly, records

events which took place in that year or a little later. They might

have occurred very much later. In short, we are again in a chrono-

logical difficulty, and it is impossible to fix a date for the events

discussed within a reasonably short period. Again, the sponsors of

the above argument have been forced to take up this position because

they have taken R.E. II and XIII to refer to the sanle events,

and have hence come to the conclusion that the entire series was

engraved at one and the same time, and that not earlier

than the 28th regnal year. They found it difficult to explain

the dates as given in R.E. Ill, IV and V. But as I have pointed

out, R. E. II is different from R.E. XIII in its content, and, there-

fore, even assuming that R. E.* II was inscribed in the 13th year,

we shall not be wrong if we assign a later date to R. E. XIII.

(3) Moreover, their argument rests on the assumption that Pillar

Edict VII is a resume of the acts of Dhamma performed by Asok^

till hrs 28th year. This assumption, which is that of almost all

scholars who have dealt authoritatively with the subject, is, I think,

erroneous, and even if not wholly so, it is dangerous to build chrono-

logical conclusions on an uncertain piece of evidence.

t (a) Rhys David's* position is untenable. Unable to account for

the stupas and monasteries and the missions to the Greek countries.

I Ct Bhandarkar’; Atoka, pp. n. i, 267-8,
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which ho regards ps mere royal rhodomontade,"* he says .that JPillar

Edict VII sums up all the other measures he had taken (of <the

propagation of the Dhamma.* Granting the Ceylonese version of

the missions to l)je correct, is U reasonable to hold that Ateka himself

should omit the foreign missions* which he mentions twice in

R. E. II and XIII ? Even the Ceylonese mission is left out, whichi

according to Rhys Davids, is a reality.

(b^V. Smith regards Pillar Edict VII as a resume of measures

taken by A^ka “within his empire."*^ This interpretatio'nJs not

warranted by the edict) and is presum.ibly set up explain the

omission of foreign missions. He also contradicts hin.self when be *

says that In Section III ol* his analysis* there may be an allusion^

to the foreign piissions. If, again, the edict in question deals vVith

internal measures only, why does it omit altogether thd erection of

the innumerable stupas and monasteries which certainly formed an

integral part of ASoka’s work in the line ?

(c) Again, Pillar Edict VII need not be regarded as a summary

•of Asoka’s achievements in the propagation of the Dhamma. If a

summary was at all in his contemplation, it should have been firstly

exhaustive, secondly written towards the close of his reign and not

about ten years earlier, thus omitting some of the most important

achievements with which he is credited. That it is not exhaustive

is clear from the fact that it omits the erection of innumerable stupas

and monasteries which, according to the Ceylon chronicles, were

erected soon after his conversion.* Hiuen Tsang mentions more

than.gighty stupas and monasteries ascribed to Asoka, without count-

ing the Jiegendary five hundred convents in Kashmir and other lai^e

.indefinite groups in other countries.* If the number of these

structures is credible, we cannot by any stretch of imagination confine

them to the last ten years of ASoka. We should, on the contrary,

regard the erection of these stupas and monasteries as covering the

1 Rhys Davids, Buddhist India (1916), p. 298.

2 Jbid., p. 304. 3 V. A. Smith, Aioka, p. 212.

4 Ibid., p. 209. “
. ,,

5 Dip., vi, 99 ; Maha., v, 79-80 ;
also Div]^avadaaa (tr. Cowell

> and Neill), p. 379. This was also the tradition, current in Yuan

Chwang’s time. Watters, Yuan Chwang, vol, if, pp, 91^ 158.

6 V. Smith, Asoka, p, 109.
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whoI» reign, and even V.- A. Smith believes that the AfiokarSma or

Kukku^rama viras the first fruits of the emperor's zeal as a convert.^

The foregoing considerations tend to show that R. E, XIII need

not necessarily belong to the 14th year of Asoka’s^reign, nor should

it be referred to the last ten yekrs on the basis of a wrong interpreta-

tion of Pillar Edict VIL. The date of the foreign missions of Atoka,

or properly speaking that of R. E. XIII, is, therefore, to be found out

in other ways. /

He^e'we are on uncertain ground, and we are compelled to take

some accounts and some arguments on trust. The foreign missions

•'figure prominently in the Atokan edicts and the monkish chronicles

pf Cejdon, and however prejudiced we may be regarding the authenti-

city of the chronicles when they speak of events prior to Atoka’s

time, we are perfectly justified in regarding as facts of history the

account from the time of ASoka downwards, rejecting, however, the

embellishments tending to make the whole thing unreal. From

henceforward we are strengthened in our convictions by the concurrent

testimony of the ASokan monuments and the relic caskets of the

Sanchi Topes.* In the Ceylon chronicles these missions are asso-

ciated with the council of Fstaliputra where the resolve was made
to make Buddhism, purged of its impurities and heresies, a world

religion. The accounts of the Buddhist councils have been examined

threadbare by orientalists, and whatever doubt there may be regarding

the first two councils, there is perfect unanimity regarding the histori-

city of the Council of Pstaliputra. The only systematic account of

this Council is given in the southern Buddhist works. The Dip.- (VII,

37, 44) states that the Council took place in 236 A.B.
;
according

to the Maha. (V, 280) it was held in the 17th year of A§oka. The
date of this Council has long been a subject of controversy, Rhys
Davids* and Kern* take for granted the traditional date (i8th year).

A more sceptical but, nevertheless, logical attitude is that of V. Smith

who says that it rests on tradition only, and took place “at some

^

1 Smith’s Atoka
^

JRAS., 1901, p. 846 apparently on the

.authority of Hiuen Tsang (Beal, Buddhist Records of the Western

World, vol. II, p. g$\

2 Copleston, Buddhism, pp, 179-180.

3 Buddhism, p. 224.

«4 Manual of Indian Buddhism, p. 112.
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tindeterrnined date'*' But in the present case, as we shall see, there

is a substratum of truth underlying the Ceylonese account,

Candragupta Maurya came to the throne in 325 B.C.* He reipned,

according to th^ unanimous testimony of the Puranas and the

Ceylonese and Burmese traditions, foV 24 years. Bindusara rp^ned
for 25 years.* Therefore the year of ASek’s ^accessioii is *376 B.C.*

Now the set of dates of the Hellenistic kings iv R. E. XIII as given

by Sengrt* places them all between B.c. 260 and 258.* T!:erefore

the date of R, E. XIII, and consequently of the foreign mis*sipns of

Asoka, falls between the i6th and the loth year of his reign. And
this is in perfect agreement v/ith the Ceylonese date of the Council

of Pafaliputra and the conversion of Ceylon by Mahinda.

My chronolpgical argument leaves the pre-sacramental years *of

AiSoka altogether out of account, as I believe all kinds of testimony

rurt counter to the Ceylonese tradition. In addition to the arguments

advanced by Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar,^ it may be remarked that

Afioka, although full of remorse for the Kalinga war and solicitous

for the preservation of human life, never alludes in any of his edicts

to the slaughter of his brothers before he came to the throne. More-

over, there are gross inaccuracies in the southern tradition tending

1 JRAS., 1901, p. 853.

2 I adhere to the view of Senart ( Inscriptions of Piyadasl,

‘ind. Ant, 1891,.pp. 236!?.), Jayaswal (JASB., vol. IX, 1913, pp. 3i7ff.)

and S..J*radhan (Chronology of Ancient India, pp. 238-9), and 1 shall

adduce othpr arguments in favour of this date in a subbcquent paper.

• 3 I take the unanimous testimony of the l*uranas, as there is

some difference in other accounts. The Dip. ignores it
;
in the MahS.

(V. 18) it is 28 years, whereas in the Burmese tradition it is 27

(Bigandet, The Life or Legend of Gautama, vol. II, p. 128).

4 This is also the date arrived at on other grounds by Ja}faswal,

JASB. (1913), pp. 3i7ff.

5 Ind. Ant, 1891, pp. 236 ff.

6 Bejoch's dajtes, as given in 'Griechiscjie Gcschichte* and

accepted by D. R. Bhandarker in his Afioka, p. 48, differ from Senarlls

mainly on account of Alexander of Corinth superseding Alexander

of Epirus ;
and this identification has been broached apparently to

suit a different chronological solution,

7 Afoka,*pp, 9 ff.

DECEMBEfe, I928 to
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to niAke the whole stor}' unreal. In the Maha. the brothers of Aloka

are hucnbered go at one time and 99 at another,^ and in the Burmese

account we find Bindusara having 101 sons.*

JYOTIRMAY Sen

Is Indo-Aryan Invasion a Myth ?

How in the last century, after Sir William Jones had in 1786

declared the common parentage of Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, German &
Celtic (to which were added Avestan, Slavonic, o Albanian and

Armenian by Bopp in 1833-35 \ theories concerning the origin

of the human race in general and the so-called Aryan race in particular

grew up like mushrooms in Europe,—all this is recent history and has

been lucidly described by Isaac Taylor.® Max Muller is very much

at fault in this respect, as it is his charming style that is responsible

to a large extent for the propagation of the myth about the Indo-Aryan

Invasion. His first proposition about racial affinity being a neces-

sary corollary to a linguistic one was adversely criticised by Paul

Broca and others followed by Topinard and has been definitely discard-

ed as untenable. It is therefore doubly strange that the 2nd corollary

suggesting the Invasion has been tenaciously supported in School

Text Books, Govt. Publications and the recent work of such an

impartial and sound scholar as Dr. A. B. Keith. ^ But thei wonder

is that it has been stated in an e^ftreme form by a philologist like Dr.

Suniti Kumar Chatterji.®

Quite recently 1 went through the magnum opus of Dr. Chatterji

and found that in secs. 23-26 (ODB) he repeats the old assertion. I

wrote^to him asking, ^‘What are the proofs of an Aryan Invasion And
to help him in understanding my point I further wrote : '*Keith simply

notes some points from the Rgveda in the JRAS, which prove, if at all,

only gradual immigration—but nothing else. [This also will appear to be

incorrect]. Then what do you mean by saying that probably land-hunger

1 Turnour'e Iqtro. to the Maha., pp. xlvi, xlvil.

2 Bigandet., vol. II, pp, 128.

3 OAS • 4 RPV 5 ODB
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made the Aryans invade India ? (Secs. 23>a6, ODB). It suppose; two
things: (i) that there was a people of foreign origin called.Aryan,

and (2) that it invaded India. Now you will admit that for the second

point there is no evidence except of course surmise and speculation,

which, you will say, follow from the first. But what is the evidence of

the first ? Ethnolc^ical ? None. Linguistic ? Vou wiii , say~yes.

Sanskrit or Vedic ? If the latter, it is a ! '.nfruage connected very

closely^ with Avestan, Latin, Greek, etc., all foreign. Hut does that

prove foreign origin ? If looked into analytically the very languageproves

that the speakers of Vedic were originally no‘t-Aryans. Otherwise fiow do

you account for the presence of t, |h, d, the oldest extant record of •

the ^veda ? Would that havo been possible if the original speajters of

proto-Vedje came to India and composed the Bks ? Would you

expect Indians in England writing Hindi like ham iumkojCme boM hai

—or, were this the only piece of evidence available of “an Indian

Invasion,'* would you not rather conclude that it is the speech of an

Englishman who had learnt Hindi ? Can a whole people borrow a

foreign sound-system, as the present-day theory seems to suggest

that the hordes of foreign Aryans came and settled in India, and

after a long time when they had acquired the th, d, <Jh sound,

began composing the hymns ? Then consider the fact that in the

Egveda rjo old home is remembered— their most beloved place {ambi-

tame nadltame devitame Sarasvati-'^Ve^ 41; 16; devanirmita^p, demm
—Manu, 2, 17, 18 ;

Ram., i, 9, 23—the country established by God) is

in India. Have you ever found cultured foreigners forgetting their

old homes ? The Sumerians remembered theirs,^ so did the Hebrews,®

so do the Santals.® It is impossible to forget it unlc'^b a long period

9f darkness and relapse to savagery intervenes. Have you .ever

found cultured foreigners forgetting their old homes and be-

coming enamoured of their newly made conquest?" I received

a reply from which it seems that he has modified his former

opinion. For he writes, “A number of tribes of Aryan • people

came to -India—not a' whole nation—to swamp the land." But,

even as regards this, what evidence is there to support their

presence^ in India ? Or, which is the same thing, what is the

1 Ragozin’s Chaldea, pp. 185 ff., and their Epic explained by

tne in JBORS (1920), pp, 225 ff.

2 The Bible, I, chs. 1, 2.

3 Skrefsnid's Grammar of the Santhal Lajigat^8, ftt&iae.
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evidence that some of the tribes mentioned as Aryans in the ^veda

were foreigners ? The recent discovery of fine cities and advanced civi-

lization—more advanced than can be postulated for the Indo-lranian-

speaking people—at Harappa and Blohen-jo-Daro dating back to 3,000

B.C. has had the further effect ,of modifying the former theory that

the Aryan Invaders met here barbarous or semi-civilized people.

Says Dr, Chatterji, '‘The irruption of Aryan barbarians took

place in Western Asia Minor and Northern Mesopotamia some time

early in the second millennium B.C., and the civilized Assyrians and

Babylonians have left for us the earliest (?) notices of these barbarian

hordes, whose only contribution to material culture was that they were

the first to tame the horse. Some of these barbarians were already

settled in Northern Mesopotamia as early as 1400 B.c.,[sic—they

are found there earlier still]. In contact with the Assyro-Babylo-

nians they obtained a great many elements of material culture, and

then after groups of them were settled in Persia, they pushed into

India. Hymn-composing began while the Aryans were in Persia.

It is possible that a great many of the hymns were brought tp

India as ancient heritage and then incorporated in India with later

hymns in their collection of the Rgveda and other Vedas.’ In India

they met with civilised Dravidians and Kols—and although

their language was adopted by the original people of Northern India,

this language was changed a great deal. The Aryans, as always happens

in such cases, were practically absorbed in the mass of the people.

The cerebrals seem to have developed in India. Large bodies of

Dravidians and Kols adopting the language of the few incoming

Aryans may have imposed these sounds on it and the true-born Aryans

gradually through living in the midst of these Aryanised non-Aryatjs

could not escape the contamination of foreign sounds in their language."

This as well as his assertion for an alternative self-evolution

of thfe cerebrals without the influence of the Kols and Dravidians is

unscientific and therefore untenable. ® As regards the forgetting

1 I thought Hillebrandt’s theory was killed and buried long ago by

Dr. Keith and others. Vedic Myth,, i, Ssff., critici^?d in Ved,ic Index,

• 1,29, 349, 357, 450, 504!., 5i8f., 52if.
j IIs 470 ;

Keith, CHI, 1
,
86f.

2 Caldwell’s Comp. Gr. (1913), p. 150 ;
Biihler, On the Origin of

the Sanskrit Linguals, Madras Journal of Literature, July, 1864, pp.

ir6-i36 ; J. Pati, The Law of Loan in Languages, JBORS, (1923) p.

>84 an4 Ri$ith‘(RPV, p^9).
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of homes, he misses the point when he saysi ^Tho

.

pfjoiitive

home is forgotten by all primitive peoples, there is nothing ^tsange

in It/' But were the speakers of proto-Indo- Iranian a primitim

people,—a people, who bad a clear idea of the moral iaw that

governs the world,—rta, who worshipped Asura, Vrithegna^, and In

whom there were kingly institutions, the four divrsions of peoploi

priests, who developed social relations, ana '^ould compose hytnnn
in treasured metres ? So Dr. Chatterji has to say that they did

remember their old home. What home ? *'Uttara Kurus b&yond the

HimaIyas'^ Of the Rgveda ? <^No". But that is ihe point The
Kurus are not even mentioned by name cherein. Some of their promi-*

nent people are mentioned * only in the later book. To all tliese the

just .criticism^ of Dr. Keith is a sufficient answer : Reminiscences of

an. older non-Indian home (Weber, Ind. Studien, i, and B, G.

Tilak, The Arctic Home of the Vedas) may be safely regarded

as purely speculation."^

As regards Dr. Chatterji's claim that the Aryans were the first

, tamers of the horse, the spade of the Indian excavators has given the

direct lie to it. As a result of the examination of the finds in the Indus

Valley, it has been found, says Sir John Marshall (The Times of India

Illustrated Weekly, 22nd Jan., 1928, p. 54), that '‘among the domesti-

cated animals were- •••••dog, horse and elephant," and this more than

two thousand years before Alexander.

Dr. Keith sums up the two sides of the question thus : "The
language of the Veda is essentially akin to Iranian as seen in the

A vesta, and more remotely to the other tongues which make up the

Indo-European family. From this fact, and from the picture of strife

^against peoples of dark colour in the Rgveda has been deduced
the theory that the Vedic Indians formed a body of invading tribes

which broke into India from the north-west and carried with tbem
a distinctive culture and religion, which they developed in a special

manner under the influence of the new climatic conditions In which
they found themselves in Northern India, and of intermixture of blood

through marriage with the aboriginal population. Of the latter fact

there arp probably clear traces already in the language of the Rgveda,

which contains in the cerebral letters a series in the main unknown*
to the other cognate languages and most plausibly to be ascribed to

•the deterioration of sounds in the mouths of generations of mixed

I RPV, 9, fn. j.
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blood., (cf. Wackernagel, Altind Gramm., I. Sec. 144 and p. xxil
;
Mac*

donell, Ved. Gramm., p.33. Objections to the view of aboriginal influence

are suggested but not proved by Michelson, JAOS, xxxiii., 145-9

;

Cf. Keith, CHI, i, 199 f.
{

G. W. Brown, Studies in honour of Bloom-

field, pp. 75 flf.
;
Peterson, JAOS, xxxii, 414 flf.). Moreover, all analogy

is in favour^ of an early process of admixture. Complete destruction

by invaders of pre*existing peoples is a comparatively rare phenomenon

and connotes a blood-thirsty spirit among the invaders which ,is not

suggested by anything in the %veda.

“An alternative hypothesis has, however, been freely urged of

late (Srinivas Iyengar, Life in Ancient India, pp. 6 fif.
;
G. Slate, The

Dravidian Element in Indian Culture, 1923), which would see in the

Arj^an speech of the Rgveda no proof of real invasion of .a people,

and would therefore refer the religion of the Samhita not to Aryans

but to the aborigines, presumably the Dravidians, who are clearly

the most important of the early inhabitants of India. With- this

theory may be connected the view suggested by Hall, that the

Sumerians were originally Dravidians who developed their civilization

in the valley of the Indus and thence introduced it to the half nomadic

Semites, teaching them the art of writing, of town-dwelling, and of

building in stone. ‘ The Aryans who invaded India were then civi-

lized by the Dravidians, just as, according to the prevailing theory,

the Aryans of Greece owed their civilization to the <Egean race.

The fatal difficulty", so wrote he before Sept., 1924, “from the point

of view of proof prescribed by this theory is that there is not avail-

able any evidence by which it can even be made plausible. If the

Sumerians were originally Dravidians, and attained a high civilization

in the Indus Valley, it is remarkable that no trace of this high civiliza-.

tion is to be found in India, which, as far as we know, first attained

the art of writing from Semites not before 800 B.C., and which first

commenced building in stone and dwelling in town long after the age

of the %veda. No traces of the stone buildings which presumably

the Sumerians erected in the Indus Valley have been discovered,

and the Dravidian civilization is first known to us as an historical fact

*i Quite indepqpdent of Hall 1 had ^ arrived at a similar con-

clusion from a comparative study of Chaldean and Indian traditional

History and had alipost exactly calculated the time and located

the place of that civilization 4 years before the discovery at Mohen-jo-

Dlro (see JBORS,* 1920, 4>p. 206-8 ; 213 fn, a ; 324-225).
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many centuries after the latest date to which the l^veds ^n be

ascribed. The ascription of the civilization of the to

the Dravidians, therefore, remains a mere hypothesis, and one which

is difficult to maintain in view of the clear opposition of the white

and dark races made in the l^gveda, where the white shows, through-

out, its contempt for the black. Moreover, there is o^e v^ry ‘definite

piece of evidence which suggests that the invaders v'ere conscious,

not merely of racial, but also of religious diffetences between them-

selves and the aborigines. In two passages (vii, at, 5 ;
x, 99, 3) are

mentioned Phallus-worshippers and in both cases with abhorrence

:

it is certain that the Dravidians in historical times were addicted tc this*

form of fetishism, and it is as probable as anything (an be

that .the Phallus-worshippers opposed by the singers were aborigines.

But it is of course obvious that, with the admixture of races, which

was inevitable, the admixture of r'^ligion was certain to follow, and

traces of such influence which are scanty in the IJgveda can be

seen in greater abundance in the later texts

“The religion of the Rgveda is, therefore, the product of Aryans

who must have been affected considerably by the new environments

and whose blood must have been becoming more and more inter-

mingled by intermarriage, but it is only proper to recognize that we

really dp not know, and have no means of ascertaining, how far the

people at tne period of the Kgveda can be styled Aryo-Dravidian, rather

Indo-Aryan. For this reason it is hopeless to seek to establish the

relative contributions of Aryans and Dravidians to the intellectual

product of the Brahmins, for we have insufficient knowledge of what

was true Aryan, and we know facts regarding Dravidian thought only

Jong after it had been affected by tile Aryan Invasion. Here as often

confession of ignorance is preferable to the affectation of know-

ledge.'’ (RPV, pp. 9-13).

This long quotation was necessary to place the case of the different

theories fairly and succinctly. But it will be seen that the real point

has not been touched. The question is, if the Invasion really took

place, not one of decision as to the respective merits of the claims

of the ^Aryan arid the Dravidians to the Indian civilization. Suppose

the law were tW the cv>usin would succeecl in preference to .the

illegitimate direct descendants and further suppose* that the Persians lay

• a claim to India or the Punjab on the ground that their forefathers

long long ago lived in Airyana Vaejo, say in 1500 b.c. (or 30CX) 3.C.

• whichever you pleuse) and a number of them conquered die' Punjab^m
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that by right of the peculiar law prevailing among them they are to

succeed to their properties in preference to the Punjabis who claim to

be their direct descendants but are really born of wedlock with women
of another race. The Punjabis in that case may in reply say that the

whole evidence of the Persians ‘comes to only these that
:
(i) the

ancestors of Persians and the Punjabis spoke languages and followed

religions that were akin to each other but not identical
; (2) the lan-

guage of the Punjabis showed the employment of cerebrals whic^ the

Persians did not and perhaps could not pronounce but which were

employed by all the other aborigines of India; (3) the earliest document

'in which is contained any account of the ancestors of the Punjabis is

ip the .language of the Punjabis
; (4) there is no reference in it

to 'z foreign home but the Punjab is always counted as such
;

(5).they

mention many strifes with other people living in the Punjab whom
they sometimes call black men—a term which they use towards

some of themselves, the Kanvas (R . Chanda, The Indo-Aryan Races,

p. 24; Rv, X, 31, ii) and (6) they even perhaps (for it is

doubtful)’ abhorred the Phallic worship of their opponents.

.

Where does Invasion come in ? But we forget the evidence of the

supporters of the Invasion theory quoted above that the cerebrals are

'*most plausibly ascribed to the deterioration of sounds in the mouths

of generations of mixed blood,”* i.e., the Egveda is composed in a

language that came into existence long after the alleged Invasion

had been followed by peaceful intermarriages with the aboriginal

women. Shall we take the interval to be 100 or 150 years ? In any

case, the subsequent fights and their description in the ^veda cannot

be called invasions. Thus the case of the pro-invaders stands dismissed.

But the Punjabis have got further evidence to show that it is false.

The first of them (the 7th in the serial order) is the well-known

evidence resulting from the spades discovered at Mohen-jo-Daro and

Harappa respectively by Messrs. R. D. Banerji, D. R. Sahini carried on

till nov/by Sir John Marshall.* This has once for all disposed of the

I How fallacious this argument is will appear from the fact

that the opposing Tartars of the same race were called thje White

<and> the Black mountaineers (Kashgaria<^ by Kuropatkini p. 102).

The akin Germans were called Huns by the Saxons in the last World

War. 3 RPV, pp. 9-10 and 13-13.

3 ILN, 20th Sept., 1924 (Sir John Marshall), 27th Sept. 1934 (Prof.

,A.*H. Sayca), J Dec., .1924 (|. T. Gadd Sidney Smith)’,' TI—-Ulus*
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objection put forward by Keith quoted above^ as to there being no evi-

dence of a pre-Aryalr civilization in India. Two facts have been clearly

established, viz., that (i) there existed a very high order of civilizetion »

in India—^when ^ople had developed ‘a distinct town organisaHon

consisting of well laid-out streets; .household maballa and city

drainage/ and they include *a largfe number of fme ornaments^^ ‘jars,

numerous exquisitely painted vases* objects made of ‘ivoiy inlay

work, c|jnch-shcll ornaments, glass pottery and bangles, neolithic stone

implements and axes and netweights, besides some fine shell, pcttery

known as egg-shell pottery/ the most important seals, which* have

proved their age to be about 24003000 B.c/*® Sir John Marshall

thinks ‘after five years of experience of work at Mohen-j<>Daro

that this, particular culture, which has been discovered, at one*

time, prevailed in the whole of Northern India and traces of

it might be discovered in the near future in the valley of the

Ganges*.* The new form of writing which was discovered at

Mohen-jo-Daro on seals, metal objects and small pieces ot stone was

peculiar. This form of picture-writing is ‘like the most ancient

method of the Island of Creed (Crete ?), and the pictograms used* are

‘very much like the pictograms of the Sumerian civilization of the

Euphrates Valley, but their sound values were quite different*. 'This

pictogrami has 'not been read as yet, (the attempt of Waddell being

quite misdirected and unscientific), but it is ‘expected that some in-

scri[)tion writing in two languages will shortly be discovered which would

enable the scholars immediately to decipher and translate this Indian

pictoggam.* The second (8tli) fact established is that this civilization

came to end at about the beginning of the middle of the 3rd

millennium B.C., for no indication of'its continuance later is indicated.

All the seals contain pictograms comparable to the Sumerian

ones of 2400-3000 B.C. (G. J. Gadd and Sidney Smith, ILN, Oct 4,

1924). Numerous skeletons have been found in the streets df the

old city indicating a massacre or a destruction due to some epidemic.

But if the earliest date to be assigned to the beginning of the ^gvedic

trated, i£th Jan.,^^ 1928 ;
22nd Jan., 1928 ;

29th Jan., 1928 (Marshall)
;

MR, Dec., 1924 (S. K. Chatferji, etc.).

1 R. D. Banerji*s lectqre as reported in the•Searchlight, Patna,

March 23, 1928. See TIIW, 15th Jan., 1928 (Marshall),

2 S. K. Chatterji, MR, 1924, p. 672.

3 See TIIW, 29th Jan., 1928, p. 53 (Marshall). ,

DECEUtfER, X928 It
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hytqhs is not before 1500 B.C.* (Keith) or 2000 B.c. (Hopkins),

hQw Are we to explain the Pura forts of the non-Aryans referred to

in the l^veda ? But supposing there was a gradual spread of the

Aryan language into India about 3000 B.C., what would we expect as

indirect and circumstantial evidence to support it ? (i) That there

should hfi A border language to separate the Iranian from the Vedic,

(3) That there should be some evidence of such a date in the Kgveda

and the border language. (3) That there should be some^sign of

continuity with the old civilization. (4) That there should be found some

intertorrowing irt the languages of the older and the Rgvedic

civilization. All these are found.

Besides the natural connexion between the Avestan and Vedic

gods, there are some elements in the Rgvedic popular religion which

are closer to Sumerian and Babylonian than to Avestan. Some of

these are the connexion between Indra and Ea, a world artizan,® and

Anu ‘who appears to have been closely associated with Ea in the ’earlier

Sumerian period* had ‘the seven demons, who were his messengers’

and who ‘recall the stormy Maruts who were followers of Indra,* the

fish and flood myth^ referred to in the Avesta and the Sumerian

records as opposed to the snow and frost myth of the Vendidad, the

magic rites of the Atharvaveda and the Sumerian tablets, like

which nothing is found in the Avesta, the peculiar devil driving method

of the Sumerians and that referred to in the Mbh. as prevailing in

Magadha*—not to speak of the common measurement of time and

space found in later Sanskrit literature and Babylonian records.* The

late Mr. Tilak pointed out the similarity amounting almost to identity

in the conceptions of the world of the Sumerians and the Vedic Bsis,the

presence of the name of the Sumerian devil Tiamat in the Atharva-

veda and its absence in Avesta. Now this Sumerian civilization was

merged in the Babylonian and Assyrian from about 2000 B.C. with the

rise ot Babylonia under Hammurabi the Great. So though it is possible

to suggest that these similarities were due to later connection with

I The Indo-Sumqrian term to designate that .civilization is not

‘appropriate, for thp Sumerians who havfe got records of that period

do not speak of India as having been civilised by them, but rather

indicate India to be ttieir original home. See DRAI, pp. 234ff.

* 2 MLB, p. 30. 3 Ibid., p. 34.

4 DSLAI, p, i24 5 NLB, p. 310.
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Babylonia and Ass3nria (i^ide Dr. Cbatterji), the objection to Ais expla-

nation is that we know nothing of any connection with Babylonia in

her developed stage as opposed to a contact with early Sumerian civili-

zation. The Rasis are not to be met*with in the Bgveda or the Atha^a-

veda
; Merodach and other Babylonian gods and devUs are not akin to

Rgvedic gods and devils
;
Semitic \^ords have not oeen as yet, traced

in the Bgveda or the Atharvaveda, nor Sanskrit words ^except of

course Angar6s and Hindutha which were probaUl}* later intercommuni-

cated flirough Avestan-speaking pec^le) in Babylonian and Assyrian

texts. On the other hand, some words are found to be cotnipon to

Sumerian and Sanskrit, most of which have been collected by Dr. G.

W. Brown, in a paper read at the meeting of the Middle ^est Branch '

of AOS in March 1925^. I also discover the following :

(i) Gu^. Macdonell says that the 1;) of Guijia and Ka^va is of^un-

certain derivation and may be of foreign origin.* Now this word

in the form of Gun is Sumerian, meaning (i) total, collec-

tion (Gun'gar), to collect grain; gun, gu-un - burden
;
gun-tuk=ahe

who possesses much, honourable. **This word is from an original

gun, -/gen, be much, abundant.*' It has a second meaning of

(ii) neck, from a gin turn in a circle-—gun-lal, to stretch out the

neck, arise
;
ariki-da gun-Ial-a, exalted in heaven and earth ; and

a third • meaning of mighty, great—perhaps from the same root as

gun. (ij In Grammar gun is used in Sumerian in the sense of

modification of greatness (Langdon, S.G., § 20). Cf. Sk. grammatical

term guna — increase, and its ordinary meaning good quality. *‘It

is,” says Brown, “as if the Sumerian word had been borrowed to

express one- degree of* sound enlargement and translated to

express the other (Viddhi = increase, fulness).'* '‘Moreover,* conti-

nues he, 'gunification is also used in Sumerian with a mathe-

matical force. Thus bur-guna means ten buzs or measures of

land [Landgon, S. G. 20 (16)].' Similarly “guna has a mathe^matical

usage in Sanskrit and the modern vernaculars, dviguna meaning two-

fold or double. This is not the exact force of Sumerian ilsage, but

it is a remarkable coincidence that the same word should be used

in the two languages in two widely separated fields—^grammar and

mathematics—with meanings which are not^too widely separated to

preclude the idea of borroVing.*'

1 JAOS, 45 i p. 366,

2 Enoy., lAR, Vedic Grafamar» pp. 39» 4a
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(2) ^'Another striking word is the Sanskrit gana, Sumerian gan. This

is a 'Vedic word
;
it has no recognized cognate in any other European

lartgu^ge. There is no known Sanskrit root from which it may have

been derived. From Rgvedic times onwards up to the time of the

modern vernaculars, its prevailing meaning has been “group, band,

herd,”- The Sumerian homonym and synonym gan« ‘totality, much^ is

connected with gin = gain a circle, which latter again is connected

with gin* to assemble, come together,^ clearly giving us the original

idea of marutagana (Marutas* collected
;
assembled in a circlejl

(3) Tilak^ has already drawn attention to the possible connection

between Sumerian abzu and Vedic apsu
;
Sumerian ab* ocean,® Vedic

ao = water.

(4)

' Ari^ ssfoe, is identical in Sumerian and Sanskrit. “Its connection

with any Indo-European word is uncertain
;
the possible connections

are suggested in Greek and Persian*^ (G. W. B.).

(5) The fifth word not noticed by Brown is Sumerian Ara* = to

go. Its variant is aria. As a noun it is=route, way, way of living,

reputation; kr-mu = my fame. Cf. vedic r*to go; Arya*of noble

birth. This word has so many cognates in IE—and so little in

Sumerian—that it may be taken as a counter-borrowing.

(6) Another remarkable word not noticed by him is Sumerian

Dam*== husband, wife. A-dam is a word derived from it= multitude of

men or castle with which Semitic Adam may be connected. In Sanskrit

Dam-pati = wife and husband
;
with which is connected Avestan dmana

— house. But in this connection it is to be noted that while Dam
is from a clear Sumerian root -/gim* beget, the Aryan word is

not so strictly derivable from any Aryan root,

(7) Sindhu as a name of potton cloth was already noted in

an old Babylonian list of articles.®

(8) Dr. Brown further connects Sumerian Aste* dwelling, abode

with .the almost homonymous word in Sanskrit Astagiri—the

mountain of rest of the sun after he sets in the evening. “The word

has another astronomical application being the name of one of the

lunar mansions.*’

I LSG, pp. 214, 21*6. 2 BCV, pp. 29-42V

3 LSG, p. 20it c

4 Ibid., p, 203. 5 Ibid., pp. 208, 214, 216.

6 DRAI, p. 228. .See History of Indian Shipping, p. 86. But as

no date is g^iven, this may be safely excluded.
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(9) ‘'Sumerian has gudu«rump. In Sanskrit we have guda»

intestine, anus. The connection of this with any other\ Indo-

European word is doubtful’* (G.W.B.).

(ic) Sanskrit Pada«“word** (technical term in prosody) or

logical term, “tt is identical in form and meaning with the Sumerian

Pada,*’ so says Dr. Brown. But in Langdon' at- best Pad » to. name,

choose, to swear by a name. But there is unother Pad « break into

bits which may be compared with pada»part of u. verse.

(n) Mul*star (Sumerian);^ c[. Mula. the principa! star in

Sanskrit.

(12) Mur* boiled, roasted, treated, bv fire. Se-mur, roasted grain.

Cf. Hindi Murhi* fried rice
j Murmurana* to roast a little.

(13) Mol® * perish, destroy. Cf. Sanskrit mj^to die
;
caus, mar««

to destroy.
*

(14) Parallel to the Sumerian ghen, be abundant, we have the

Sanskrit ghaiia, much, dense, etc.

(15) ‘‘Sanskrit Nara, Narayana, two ancient gods or sages, are

usually derived from nara, man. The derivation seems very strange.

In Sumerian we have nar, nir, singer, musician, sage^. Were one to

permit himself to etymologize and combine nara, sage with ad, father,

he would have Narada, father of sages, which would very accurately

describe the great Indian sage of that name (? closely connected with

the anti-Vedic religion Pa^upata and Paficaratra) while the musical

connotation would be preserved in the statement that Narada was the

inventor of the Vina, Indians* favourite musical instrument. The

element nara ts also found in kinnaras^ the heavenly musicians, with

hum*an bodies and horsed heads. This word has no known cognates,

and the*only derivation suggested is kiiii-nara, what sort of man ? but

this is most improbable.*’

(16) “Sumerian has gur,* heavy, powerful. Sanskrit has guru,

heavy, powerful teacher. The word is usually equated, with Gk. Borys,

Latin gravis, though the identification is not altogether satisfactory.

The meaning teacher^ especially, seems a strange one, if Sanskrit

alone is considered. Moreover^ the word seems to occupy an isolated

position in Sanskrit, which is not usually the case with undoubted

Indo-European'Words.

I LSG, 232. 2 Ibid., 229. 3 Ibid,, p«.227.

4 Ibid., p. 231. 5 lbid.1 p. 219.
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(i7) '^Sumerian also has magh, great, practically identical with the

indisputably Indo-European magh (Vedic Maghavan, a title of Indra),

Sanskrit maha, having the same meaning.” Brown is not inclined to

suggest a Sumerian borrowing, but we have evidence of the fact that

the Sumerians considered the Indus Valley to be thefr original home.

Langdoii^ does not indicate that it is derived from any Sumerian

root or that it has any cognates in that language,-^indications of

sure borrowing according to Caldwell.^

‘‘Some nine (I have added others) have thus been adduced^ (most

of) which do not seem to be Indo-European in form or in meaning/*

concludes Dr, Brown, “having more or less exact parallels in

Sumerian. Most of these words are words not in the ordinary circle

of upgfe, but are technical terms, religious, philosophical etc. for the

most part
;

they are of the type of words which might be borrowed

under the assumption that the early Indian Aryans obtained much

of their culture from other races. Such words might easily have been

borrowed from early inhabitants of the Indus Valley, who may have

used a language akin to classical Sumerian.” I agree with him when

he says that “Sumerian and Mund may have had organic connection

in the remote past** for which he adduces much evidence. He says,

“There is little probability of organic connection between Sumerian

and Dravidian** and “that there may have been contact 'enough

to evidence certain resemblance is found in Dravidian/*

Now it appears to me that the pro-invaders are not clear

in their minds as to what they think the Invasion was like.

Was it like the Greek invasion and Mughal conquest, one after

another, of the tribes and states that fell In the way with garrisions

left behind or was it like the English penetration into the soil, first

peaceful, then aggressive.

The first will cause suddenly and swiftly a complete separation

from the other Aryan-speaking people, namely the Iranians. We should

then expect a language in the buffer-region between the two which

has no connection with either the Avestan or the Vedic—lapse of

time only resulting in a mongrel of both—like Tclugu or Oriya
;

Santali and Magahi
;
Santali and Bengali on the boundary.® But

if the spread of language had been gradual, we should naturally

exp^t a gradation of Janguages as is observeci between Hindi, Avadhi,

Magahi and Bengali, viz., Kanauji, Bhojpuri and Chika-chiki. Prof.

f LSG, .pi 327.
t

2 LLL, pp. 202 f. 3 LSI
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Sten Konow who was closely associated with Grierson in the pre^

paration and publication of some volumes of the LSI differs from him

in his opinion about the Prakrt PatSaci of the Grammarians, but is at

one with him in^his opinion about the modern Pi§5ca languages ;
only

he does not accept Dr. Grierson's contention about *.he existence of

a third Aryan language which *he names Dardip, KafFiri and

Khowar. (ZDMG, voL 6, pp. 109, 113 ;
vol. b-f, u. 78).

Tjjere is no doubt that this language was not the result of a

fusion of Indian and Iranian languages—which would have, given it

a mongrel appearance but the result of the growth of thi Aryan

language among a people who spoke -• language of the aborigines^

of pre-Vedic Delhi, Ambala and Magadh regions, possibly derived

fron> a dialect of the proto-Mon-Khmer family. Says Dr. Grierson

(PL, p. 4), ^‘Although these languages show affinities with both Indian

apd Iranian, they cannot be called mixed forms of speech. The

two-fold affinity is part of their essence, and exists alike in phonetic

I 5 )> grammar and vocabulary. It is not a mere instance of

word-borrowing etc.'*—(this last an improbable suggestion). Their

effects are visible in (possibly) the plural suffix 0 of Pasto but

clearly in the past element (waham— I am beating
;
ma wahalu—

I was beating
;
ma wawahalu (reduplication which has disappeared

in modern Indian vernaculars)—I beat ^
cf. Magahi maralu— beat,

maraliai connected perhaps with the element let, led, or lek (A form of

the Past of Santali)
;
the future element (ba wawaham—I shall beat

j
cf.

Magahi Mara bau— I shall beat you, connected with perhaps the ele-

ments le ba, len ba, a.i ba—of the preliminary persuasive of Santali)

;

the Paste dative (savl ta—'lo a man—not Vedic or *\vestan) is compar-

able to Santali dative U (Kora te, to the boy)
j
the vocatives in € <there

are some such vocatives in Vedic also), and the identical forms of all

nominatives and accusatives (except pronouns in Pafito) in both Pa6to

and Santali. Syntactical gradations are discernible in the pecu4iar use

of the instrumental for nominative in the Gathas (not yet uuderstood),*

the sociative sense (expressing accompaniment of the subject in

activity, i.e., when there are two nominatives, the other is a part in

the instrumental case) in Vedic
;

the instrumental case-ending to the

past participle forming the past tenses in fhe Modern Pai^cl lang*

uages (PL, p. 60), the absolute use of instriftnental in past tIfenseS

1 MEZ, p. 15, fit. I.
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in Paste/ and the modified and rationalized instrumental for nomina-

tive in Hindi confused in Marathi, We may not be able to explain all

this at present, but the gradation is too obvious to be ignored. Thus

there* are more than one evidence of the frontier languages being

of very old growth and not being fusions.

'One ' more fact is to be noted. ' The Phalguni year which is the

oldest year known to the* Indians turned Indo-Aryans, who reformed

civilization, consequently began about 35CX) B.c. At that tiipe the

autumnal, equinox occurred in Agrahayana® since it is now counted

from A^vinT. The year that is now found in use among the Pafito-

,speaking Hindus begins with Magar (from M5rga§lrsa), the old name
fgr Agrahayana, though the names of the seasons have been brought

up to date in accordance with the actual state of affairs :

Hindi

(I) magar (aghan)

(2) po (pus)

(3)
ma (magh)

(4) pagaor (phagun)

(S) cetar (cait)

(6) wisak (baisakh)

(7) jet (jeth)

(8) had (asa^h)

(9) paskal (savan)

(10) badro (bhado)

(n) asso (asin)

(12) katak (katik) '

But more important is the ethnological evidence, '‘Iri Leuco-

dermic India, says V. Giuffrida-Ruggeri,® a great Italian ethno-

logist, ^‘the anthropological composition is not the same every-

where. *The strongest dolichocephalism is found in the true Aryan

region, properly called Aryandom (which seems to be the Vedic

group : the Punjab, Rajputana and the United Provinces) called also

the Midland, as distinguished from the
.
other regions called “Outer

Countries'*# In all the castes of the provinces that now represent

the above mentioned Aryandom, and also amorig the Maithil
• 9

r t

1 MSGi § 199 (i)—a similiar use is found in Santali.

2 * I A, xxiii, p. 245, Biihler.

3c Anthropology of Asia, p. 43, tr. by Chakladan
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Brahmaos of the dolfchocephals prevail, there being only* 257*
of the mesaticephals and I.s7* of the brachycephals amon^ living

subjects, which again is reduced, to zero in the sKcleton.*' Almost
exactly the san^e condition has been found to prevail in the Indus

Valley many centuries before the alleged Invasion and among the

undoubted pre-Aryan aboriginals. “Nearly gill the sk<ileton remains,”

found at Mohen-jo-Daro, “appertain to a dolicho< iphalic people* who
may reiisonably be assumed to have belorged to the great lon:;*-headed

race of southern Asia and Europe to which the name o*f,‘Medi-

terranian' is commonly applied, hut which besides the Mediterranian

comprised the pre-Aryan Dravidians ol India us well as many other

peoples/*

“The only «ikull approximating to a brachycephalic t3^pe is from

the ‘fractional burial described above, and this appears to exhibit the

same social characteristics as the marble and alabaster statues from

Mohen-jo-Daro, whicli are pronounced brachycephalic.*** The data

are scanty no doubt, but when these correspond exactly to conditions

found now after more than forty-five hundred years, we cannot

believe in any appreciable disturbance in the composition of the

population of the Punjab by a gratuitously supposed Invasion about

700 to i2po years after the date of the old skeletons.

The drcumstances are not only such as not to warrant any in-

ference of an Aryan Invasion into India but rather stand against

any such inference.
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Jainath Pati

BaVana’s Laii^ located in Central India

The earliest known history of the Indian people in an epic form

is what is contained in the Ramayana of Valmiki. The language

and metre of the work, which are. nearer to the Vedic language than

anything to be found in classical Sanskrit, point out the work to have

been written in very ancient times. Indeed the writer claims it to

be a contemporary work, and if the interpolations made in it, which

are many and intermixed throughout the book, are deleted, what

remains appears to be an authentic narrative, although subject to

exaggeration here and there on account of its very nature as epic

poetry. To the same reason is due the fact that it contains many

.
riddles. Many of them have been successfully solved by that distin-

gi!iished scholar Mn C. V. Vaidya, M.A., LL.' B., in his book entitled the

"Riddles of the R3mayana.” But he too has failed to solve the toughest

riddle in it, namely, the identity of Lauki, the capital of Rava^a, with

any site in modern countries. There was a time when it came to be

believed tint like Dviraka of a later epoch it disappeared in the sed.
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But the question is so important that on ito right solution dapmult

the authenticity of the greater part of the history embodied* in* the

epic.

Thu story of Rama and Sita is well-known. Aftw Rima had

attained the age of maturity and was about, to be installed as the

heir-apparent, he was asked to go aiid live in the forest fo» ta years.

His younger brother Lak^maqa nnd wife Lit' accompanied him.

His adventures in the forests form the central theme of the

epic. As commonly found in such narratives, it is full* pi ad-

ventures, into which the lapse of time has introduced elements of

absurdity and exaggeration. They have so obscured history that

doubts have been thrown on i»j authenticity, and some have gone so

far as.to assert that it is a myth of Nature.* Prof. Jacobi in 'his

monumental work on the Ramayapa takes tl>e hero to Assam,

which he calls Rak^asa-sthana (the abode of demons). The Indian

astronomer Bhaskara (14th century) locates RSvapa's La&ki, the des-

tination of Rama, on the equator in the ocean. Some identify it with

an island near Sumatra, or Java. A few would locate it in the

Arabian Sea on the west coast. Recently, however, some people

have begun to place it in the Chhattisgarh District of the Central

Provinces. But the most popular theory current in India for the last

two thousand years is that Ladka is none other than Ceylon. The

believers in this theory differ as to the route by which Rama went

to that island, one holding that he went through the middle of the

Peninsula, and another asserting that he followed the East Coast.

It is not an uncommon phenomenon that when emigrants leaving

their mother country go on founding colonies one after another,

”lhey carry with them to their new* homes the names of places for

which they have some attachment. From the places, which, as de»-

cribed in the preceding paragraph, claim the honour of being associ-

ated with Rama’s principal exploit, the theory set forth here receives

confirmation.

There is, however, ample material in the earliest narrative of it,

which, with the corroboration now made available by research, points

to a place far nearer the country of Rama’s ^irth than the wild

stories which later became current. Valmiki’s ^Imiyapa or the

history of the exile of Rama contains a plain narrative of facts,

which has bepn laid under contribution for the prriting of this paper.

I Imp. I, p. 419.
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"From4t» it is claimed that the site of Rava^a^s Lanka must be found

in the ' Amarakantaka Mountains at the source of the Narmada on

the frontier between the Chhattisgarh Division of the Central Provinces

and the Rewa State of the Central India Agency.
^

ThaRamaya^a of Valmiki is'not only the first and earliest history

of the great hero, Rama, but from the view-point of language and metre

it is nearer to the Vedic Suktas than anything found in the later

Sanskrit literature. The story became so popular that not 9nly the

Mahaljiharata but almost all the 18 principal Puranas and later works

in modern Indian languages, among which Paumacariyam (published

and edited by Prof. Jacobi),Tulasidasa's Ramayana in Hindi, Krttivasa's

Ramayana in Bengali, MoropanPs 108 Ramayanas in Marathi and

Pambam Ramayana in Tamil are the most famous, have delighted

to describe the beautiful and almost divine story, not to speak of

several inferior versions of same in Sanskrit, and other works. Not only

has not Valmlki's work escaped interpolations to suit the later editions

of the story, but they have been rendered by additions and exaggera-

tions beyond recognition. Not only does the description in the Valmiki

Ramayana connected with Rama's journey in forest and subsequently

to Lanka preclude the possibility of its being so far away, as is

indicated by the different places which claim the honour of being

referred to in the history of the exploit, but, the other countries also

which are described in it and which are equally wrongly identified

with countries bearing the old names in modern times stand

in the same position. As an example the identification of Videha,

the kingdom of Janaka, the father of.Sitii, with modern^ Bihs^r,

can be cited. According to the Ramayana (i, 69, 8) it was, at .a dis-

tance of four days’ journey from Ayodhya. This cannot justify

identification of Videha with modern Bihar, From Oudh it can-

not ,b^it he at a greater distance than what is indicated by the above

mentioned fact. No such army as is described in the Ramayana,

not even a chariot drawn by horses, could traverse the distance

from Ayodya (Oudh) to Videha (Behar) in such a short time as is

distinctly mentioned.

The data in the yalmiki Ramayana are sufficiejit to identify Ayo-

dhya, from wher? Rama started on his journey, and Citrakuta,

where he was met by bis brother Bharata, who came to him with

the tidings of •iht death of their father Dasaratha, with the places

bearing these names. The difficulty of identification commences

Vfith the further ‘progress in the journey.
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On leaving the last named place Rama entered the Dantjaka

forest. There he came across a colony of R§is which was situated

in an inaccesible place (3, 1, 1). Then he entered the forest and met

with an adventure (3, 2). Here he saw a hermitage (3, 5, 4). - He
requested its owfler to show him a suitable place for settling (3, Si 33)*

The Rsi was about to die and* so he directed RSma 16 «go to

another Rsi by name Sutiksna, in the neighbourhood (j, 35)* He
desired him to follow the course of the MandakinI which having its

rise in the Citrakuta mountain joMis the Jumna. Here tVure was

a number of colonists who complained lo Rama of the harassment

to which they were^subjected by the fierce RXk^asas (3, 6, S). They

described to him the extent to which their colonics, which were sub-

jected to the harassment, had spread (3, 6, 17).

They were'established on the area between the Pampa and the

MandakinI, and the Citrakuta mountain.

Being accompanied by the members of the colony, he went to the

hermitage of Sutiksna after crossing the river (MandakinI) (3, 7, i).

^He stayed here for one night (3, 8, i).

He then wandered over different places in the forest and returned

to the same place after ten years {3, ii, 27). Here he was requested

by the Rsis to protect them from Rak^asas which Rima promised

to do (3:^1, 34).

Here on enquiry Rama heard that Agastya lived in the same forest

(3, II, 30 et seq ).

He is told that the hermitage of Agastya^s brother was 32 miles

to the south 'from there and Agastya^s hermitage eight miles further

to the south, ‘He is advised that he should halt at the former place for

^the night and then proceed to the other place which was at the back

(or end) of the part of the forest the next morning (3,11,37-42).

He goes to Agastya and asks him to show him a good place to

live in (3, 13, ii).

He is pointed out a place 16 miles away near the Godavari, a place

which was said to be not far away (3, 13, 18-21).

It was so near in the same Madbuka forest that he was told that

he should go by the way on the north of the banyan tree and, getting

on a hillock close by, see .the Paficavaji (3, if, 25); Janasthana was
another name for it (9, 5, 69). It was Ravana^s o&t-post (3, 21, 20)! So*

Rama settled there in order to keep his promise to the B^is (3, 10).

At Paficava$i Rama lived for nearly two* years ^nd from here

Sita was ta*l^i*away by Rava^a.
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The above narrative makes it ckar that SutIkfQa's hertnit^e was

not fkr away from Citrakufa, and from the former place Faficavafl was

only 48 miles.

Rama had gone a-hunting at the time of Siti's abduction and

Ja^yu tried to protect Sita front the hands of Rava^a. He was found

to have'been almost killed by Rava^ai when Rama returned. From the

former he learnt the name of the abductor of his wife and the direc-

tion in which he had gone (3. 68, 9, 10, and 16). While going on to

Paftcavati, Rama had seen a big bird perched on the banyan tree

(3, 14, 4). This was JatSyu, probably an aborigine.

R3ma went along that direction towards the south-west in search of

his wife (3, I and a).

leaving gone six miles from Janasthana (or Faficavatl) he entered

a forest by name Krauhca (3, 69, 5), and on going six miles eastwards

he entered a valley (3, 69, 8-iq ), which was between the forest

named Kraufica and the hermitage of Matahga, who, befpre dying,

told him to go to Sugrlva, who lived on a hillock on the banks of a

reservoir named Fampa in the forest known after MstaAga. Sugrlva

was the head of a tribe knOwn as Vanaras, who being antagonistic

to Raksasas was expected to help Rama (3, 72).

Having stopped for one day on the way shown by Kabandha

to the east of the hill (mentioned by him), he reached the western

banks of Fampa (3, 74, i, 3 and 4). Here was living a female hermit

named Tabari (3, 74, 4).

Then he saw Sugrlva, who was near the ^yamuka mount

(4> *30).

RSma made friends with Sugrlva, who gave him tidings of his

wife, who had been carried away by RSvana by that way (4, 6, 9).

Sugrlva had been driven away from home by his elder brother,

Balin (4, 6, 9 and 10), who lived at Ki^kindha, which was not at a

great distance from the place (4, 12, 13 and 14). It was in a valley

(4, 33> !)• From there he went to Fampa, near which was the mount

^yamuka (3, 75* 7)-

It has been seen that Fahcava^! was only 48 miles from Sutlk^na’s

hermitage, which itself was not at a great distance from Citraku|a,

From Fahcava(l or Jadasthana he goes intp the Kraufica forest at

*a distance of six nfiles in the south-west. Going on further six

miles, he entered the valley in which he killed Kabandha. He told .

Rfima to go to Sugrlva *who, it appears from the minute description

given by Kabandha such as the road leading by a banyim tree and
^
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tiience to the hillock from which PampS and l^^yarottka'

^

Which

enclosed Ki^kindha and where Sugrlva lived could be seen, 'di«i

not live far awayt say another six miles. Thwefore Ki^kmdba.waa

more than eight«n miles from Janasthana or abour 66 miles from

Sutiksna's hermitage, or g6 miles, as will be shown later, . from

Citrakdta.

To the immediate south of KJ^kindha were lue Vindhyas (4, 4^*

17), a

Sugrlva sent a batch of Vanaras under the leade ship of Hanumat

to the south (4, 47, 14). It began to search the deep valley of the

Vindhyas (4. 48, 2).'

They lost their way. Ihey were taken out of it by a nuft

who Vas living in it and who brought them on to the shores of the

sea which was washing the base of the Vindhyas (4» S 3 » 3
*
5 )•

‘ Here, when they were sitting ready to die, not knowing what to

do, came to them the brother of Jatayu, by name Sampati (4, 5^1

He told them that he had been living on the mountain Vlndbya for

a very long time (4, 58, 7).

He gives tidings of Ravana and Sita, who, he says, are at a certain

distance on the south banks of an island in the sea, on the shores of

which they were sitting (4, 58, 20).

We firid an indication of distance in the fact that he could see

them, or rather the place where they lived, from the spot on which

they were (4, 58, 29)* It is emphasised in the same stanza that he

could see.whatiie was describing.

’ It was on this information that Hanumat, the leader of the party,

made* up •his mind to leap or swim the distance. Hanumat swam

this distance, through the air, after halting in the way.

It is then quite clear that Ki^kindha was on the northern slope

of the Vindhyas which was at a distance of about Qbmilcarfrom

Citrakata, and LaAka to the south of the mountain in the sea.. From

the fact that 6abarl, who lived on the banks of the Pampa near

I On the the word Vindhya Govindaraja's commentary observes

:

Vindhyapadapa icyanena Ki^kindhaya da]t?tnato 'pi Vindhya-

parvataficQO 'stiti gainyeta.

Here the party entered a valley which was fuH of frees and through

which water jWas running and whicb was full of^ light
j[4, 15 »

io, 50)-
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Kiskindlia (3, 74, 4), can, as will be shown later, be said to have

lived at a place within six miles of Amarakantaka, which is identified

with Lanka in this paper, it was about 103 miles from Citrakuta,

Here the toughest problem arises. Mr. C. V. V^iidya, the learned

authqr.of the “Riddles of the “Ramayana* and “Mahabharata : a

criticism, sh6ws that„ even the Mahabharata, which is next in

authority to Valmiki's Ramayana, corroborates that Ki§kindha was

to the north of the Vindhya mountain. Now the difficulty abont there

being ,no sea to the south of the Vindhyas can only be got over

by agreeing to the view that what is described as sea here was only an

expanse of water.

^ Assuming this theory for the sake of argument, luckily,

there is actually such a place as indicated by the Ramayana

(vide Pioneer, July 27, 1908). There is a mystery hanging about

iL At a distance of some 10 miles from the Pendra Road

Station of the Bilaspur-Katni Branch of the Bengal-Nagpur Railway,

there is a hill-top on which there is said to be a fort, which is called

after Rani Bakavali, a fabulous queen. It is visible from the spot

known as Bhrgu-A^ram about 2 miles distant from the source

of the Narmada. It is said that in the sixties of the last century

Sir Richard Temple, then the Chief Commissioner of the Central

Provinces, had attempted to reach it by crossing over the marsh,

with which it is surrounded, by riding over an elephant, but as the

animal got stuck up in the mud the attempt had to be abandoned.

From this side of the marsh the fort looks as if submerged in a mist,

which makes it appear to be at a greater distance than it really is.

It is in fact a peak, just as Lanka is in the Ramayana. The land-which

is marshy at present may have had water over it once. Local tradi-

tion says that there is treasure inside the fort. It may be the Lanka

of Rayana.

Sutik^na^s ASrama, which Rama was the first to visit after

leaving* Citrakuta, is identified with modern Sutna, which is a station

on the E, I. Railway, the present head-quarters of the Political Agent

in Bhagelkhand and about 30 miles from Citrakuta as the crow

flies. It is situated on.a stream which has, even noAV, beautiful trees

omits banks. Here,Rama lived for the ten^'years of his exile.

Rai Bahadur Hiralal, a distinguished archaeologist, is responsible

for the statement *that,Goda, which is the name given to the river at

PaJlcavatl, where Rama lived for nearly two years and from where

Sl^ was abducted, is a common name for rivers in tpat part of the
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country. So it does not necessarily mean that Janasthina should

be located on t!ie well-known river bearing that name, which has

its source in the western Ghats and falls into the Bay of Bengah *
•

From Janasthana Rama went .to the Kraufica forest. Hereabout

is Kenjuva, an* offshoot of the Vindhyas. It may be identified with

Kraufica.

In Tabari dialect (Aboriginal Nam^s iti the RamSya^a by G.

Ramdas lyar, B.A., Journal of the Bchar . .id Orissa Research

Society, March, 1925) Jaitan means a place below the mountains just

as Lanka means the high mountain. It h not diPicult to fi^ld that

Janasthana, which was in a foresti was with no habitation, as other-

wise its meaning might imply the Sanskrit form of Jaitan. It was*

the advanced post of Ravana s army (3, 20, 22). Mr. Ramdas main-

tains* that in S^barl language Dandaka means a place full of water*

'Lanka itself was on the top of a peak known as Trik€i(a (S, i, 2).

In this paper it is proposed to identify it with a peak on the Amara-

kanjaka mountain. According to Rai Bahadur Hiralal there is a

peak called Amrakuta (a place with mango trees) on the Amarakantaka

•mountain. It would not be difficult to identify the other two peaks

as ^alakufea (Sal trees) and Madhukuta (Mahua trees). Within seven

miles of Amarakantaka there is a place called Sabarl Nftrayana, after

the her;nit of that name mentioned in the Ramayana (3, 4, 75). He
met Rama when he was on his way to and near Pampa or Ki^klndhS

(ibid.V

There also appears to be a striking phonetic similarity between the

names SalakaJ^ankata, the family name of Ravana and Amarakantaka.

•The inhabitants of these .parts call themselves Ravana-vam§!s' and

a song on Hanumat's exploits is sung with great zest by them. In

•that part of the Vindhya range in which is situated the Amarakantaka,

and which is called the Kaimur range, there are traces of old habita-

tions of men. In its caves are drawings of great antiquity,* This re-

gion, therefore, seems to have been connected with aborigines, and the

tradition of Lankfi may be traced to them.

There now remains the difficulty about Sagara or the sea. In

Sanskrit, according to Mr. Nundolal Dey, the word Sagara includes a

lake, a«8a or aaDcean. In these parts there ^are many lakes which

are called Sagaras. Rai Bahadur Hiralal asserts^that in some of Ihesci

lakes pearls are found (Journal of Hindi Sammelan, vol. 14, 5),

II

— - -•

—

I Imperial Gazetteer, vol. xil, p. 323. 2 Ibid., vol. xvi, p.‘ 275.

1928 73
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Now the question remains as regards the tribes of Vanara*?, mon-

key.s< which inhabited the land between Janasthana and Lanka, and the

Raksasas who lived beyond. That these two tribes had brotherly

relations may be gathered from the mentionJn the Ramayana that

Hanumat, the companion of Sugriva, introduced hisrname to Ravana,

as that of a brother (5, 2, 51).' It is said that Vanaras had a tail.

Apart from the fact that in medical works evidence is available of

men having tail, Mr. T. C Hadson, in his “Naga Tribes of Manipur”

describes a costume in which such a tail is added. The R^ak^a^^as

too h^d different sorts of costumes (e.g., the ten heads of Ravana).

But it is not the object of this paper to enter into that discussion.

I have avoided any reference to the last canto of the Ramayana as it

is held* to be an interpolation. Nor has any reference been made
to fhe date of the RSmayanic events, which preceded the Mahabharata

War by about a thousand years. •

The object of this paper has been to prove that the place-names

in the Ramayana are not fictitious and even today they can be identi-

fied with sites in existence. If, as is claimed in this paper, the

hypothesis that the Lanka of Ravana was located on the now
inaccessible peak of Amarakan$aka, stands the test of criticism, it

may lead some adventurous and enterprising person to survey it

from the air.

M. V.'kibe

Eeligion and Philosophy in Kerala

I propose to describe here some of the aspects of the Hindu
religion as current amongst us and then to briefly dwell upon
the three premier philosophical systems of Mimainsa, Advaita and
Dvaita which had their origin in Kerala. I may add at the very outset

that it is not intended here to go into details on these subjects.

What I here intend to dwell upon is to point out.some interesting

,
religious rites and practices which appear peculiar to us and to sum
up some of the Malayali traditions regarding the founders of the

three systems of theistic philosophy which form, as it were) the stable

foixndations of the wonderful superstructure of what is briefly summed-
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Up in the phrase, the Hindu Religion. And this, 1 believe, will net he

without its value, because ^rabhskara, l^i\kara, Madbva; 'these

three revered seers are all Malayalis. It is also proposed to s^eak*

a fev.' words in this connection to set forth hon these three popular

schools of philosophy affected our religious ideas and conceptions and

our attitude in matters religious. Before, hqwever, !* oroceed with‘

this subject, I may be permitted to br'jfly touch upon ttw

importance of Kerala for the student of religion.

Kerala may fitly be called the laud of religton.a and phild^pphics.

It was the meeting place of ail Indian religions and faiths and creedsi

and all of the most important world religions. Here found a con*

.genial soil not only the orthodox Hinduism, and the various schools

of theistic philosophy, Mlmainsa, Advaita, Visi^tadvaita and Dvaita,

but ' also the other Indian religions, Jainism and Buddhism. Besides

these Indian religions, here came and flourished the alien religions of

Judaism, Christianity and Muhammadanism. And our conceptions of

religion and philosophy must have been greatly influenced not only

*by these various and varied religions, orthodox and heterodox, native

and foreign, but also by the Grecian, the Roman and the Chinese

schools of philosophy, for these foreign nations also had their thriving

colonies .at Cranganore, the great emporium of trade in Ancient India.

It deserves to be pointed out that the Vedic religion was brought and

super-imposed over a Dravidian religion which had its own gods

and rites and ceremonies. It is also worth while to emphasise here

that the introduction in Kerala of a new religion, or a new creed, or a

flew faith, or • a new philosophy, did not mean the suppression of

the old, ‘The old and the new existed side by side : sometimes they

tvere amalgamated, sometimes assimilated; but no instance has yet

been recorded of the one suppressing or persecuting the other.

Mutual toleration and mutual accommodation have come to be prac*

tised amongst us in their widest and fullest measure. There is a

sufficiency of records and traditions to show that the follower! of one

religion mutually co-operated with those of the other.

When it is pointed out that Avyappan and Bavar, the one a Hindu

god arsd the other a Muhammadan saint, are ,chums with many an

adventure to their credit! that Christian Churches are founded abjf

Hindu local chieftains, for instance, the churches at Korafti and

Chengansferf, that the Christian marriage is, characterised by the

tying of TUi mnd the presentation of cloth, which are 'cbarycteriktic

Ifeatures of ^ local Hindu marriage^ that ihe lodkl’ Muhammadans,
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are foHowing the Marumakkattayam law of inheritance, that Hindus

vie * with Christians and Muhammadans in making offerings to

the sacred shrines of the latter^ that the local Hindus have no water-

tight compartments among themselves of Saivkes and Vai§na-

vites, Bhattites and Prabhakarites,* Advaitists and Dvaitists and that

the local chaeftains of ancient families do keep up even to-day some

of the ancient Hindu customs and manners,—when all these are remem-

bered, one is naturally tempted to wonder at, and admire, th% rare

power pf accommodation that has actually been practised in our land

from times immemorial. From these and other similar clues, as for

instance, the observation of impurity duelo death by families following

different religions, one is inclined to think that religion and philosophy,

were purely personal affairs and did not at all affect social life, so

much so that members of the same family might have belonged to

different religions and yet not only kept up cordial social relations,

but also enjoyed the same social rights and privileges. These clearly

suggest mutual influencing
;
only it is a subject that has not yet been

taken up for systematic study. It will thus be seen that Kerala is a

rich and virgin field which invites the students of comparative religion

and philosophy for study.

I shall not digress further on this topic, but this, I believe, will

suffice to show that the enquiry that we are going to make is by no

means insignificant. I must, therefore, tell you at the very beginning,

that I do not expect to be able on this occasion to do adequate

justice to the subject. My aim at present is only to explain to you

that it is a field of enquiry that necessitates the labour of all those

who are interested in religion and philosophy. This digression, short

though it be, will also make it clear that the three systems of philoso-

phy that originated in our land did not spring out of barren fields,

but frpm a soil that was already soaked with varied religions and

faiths, an aspect that must be borne in mind throughout the whole

course of our present study.

It has already been said that the Hindu religion and culture were

introduced into the land long before the dawn of Christianity. Quite

in keeping with this loqg history, there are found preserved jfhiongst

us cnore survivals of Vedic religions than anywhere else. These

survivals are manifest in the daily practice of the various puri-

ficatory and propitiatory rites and rituals, as observed by the high

class Brahmins who are locally known as Namputiris. :'To mention'

A c6uple of instances: the Namputiris perform their Sandhya Vandand
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without any reference to the popular^ i.e*, the Faurii}iC| Hin(ju reljgion,

and consequently the various Namaskaras to the gods ©f* this

pantheon, which do find a place in this rite as observed by ParadeiSis*

are conspicuous tby their absence in the practice of the Natnpfitiris.

Similarly, the purificatory and the •propitiatory rites as practised

here are characterised by no admixture of Pauraqic* influence: the

Namputiris follow the Vedic Code, pure and simple. This Vedic

survivasi is found in a more perceptible deg'*ce in their y$vuha cere-

mony, It is in the first place a post-puberty oae, and as is* ^natural

with it, it is Eka-vivaha. There is no ceremonial Code obtaining

amongst them for a second Vivaha^ the Adhana taking place on the

iourth day of the marriage. It is significant to point out Uiat tlje

widow never shaves hjpr braid of hair nor otherwise disfigures hefself.

Pre-puberty marriages are as a rule condemned. If one considers the

preponderance of Vaidika-Puja in the individuaVs daily practice of

religion and the sort of stigma that attaches itself to those conducting

HUagrama Pu;a and PW/a in temples, one inclines to think that

‘we have more of Vedic religion preserved amongst us than amongst

our Hindu brethren elsewhere. This is further elucidated by the

fact that more Ya/fias are performed in Kerala than in the whole of

the rest.of India put together. And as a matter of fact there are

amongst' ns a number of families who can claim even to-day an un-

broken continuity of the performance of Agnihotra and Vaihvadiva

practices which can be traced to the very beginnings of the families.

As in these, so in the field oi Vedic Uccaraiita and exegesis, the Mala-

*yali- •Brahmins do show .some specific divergences, and in the light of

survivaliy here referred to, these divergences are not to be explained

‘as entirely independent and sporadic. Here in our differences may
also be found a particular Vedic tradition handed down in unbroken

continuity.

The greater personal predilection shown towards the Vedic rituals

and practices would suggest that the Vedic religion was the earliest

form of Hindu religion current amongst the Malayalis, and this our

traditions also support. This was later on modified by, or, became as-

similated to, the>Saivite cult. Thus modified or assimilated, it con-

tinned to exist side by* side with the two o^er popular Indi^ re>

iigions. Jainism and Buddhism. Still later, when these two heterodox

religions were suppressed, say by about the bfginaing of the 7th cen-

tury A.C.. ^lie Hindu religion received its last tributary in ,the rntro-

duction of the Vai^navite cult. Conespopding ‘to* this-development,
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of religions,, the rituals also appear to have undergone changes, and

consequently, the old simple Vedic rites yielded place to the more

elaborate Tfintric rites, while the
.
degenerate Mantric rites of the

aboriginies became purified and elevated and wc^e treated on a

footing ^of equality with the Tantric. The changes which religion

and ritual .underwent affected in no small measure the nature of

temples which reveal a process of cult stratification. These we shall

now proceed to briefly notice.

The^ Intensive cultivation of the Vedas amongst the Malayali

Brahmins consists in the taking of very elaborate steps in the matter

^of ensuring correctness and thoroughness of Vedic recitals. The

Namputiris take to the study of the Vedas after their Upanayana

is oVer. After studying, i.e., learning by rote the particular Veda to

which by the very nature of his initiation ceremony he belongs,

he proceeds to learning by heart the other Vedas. The study of

these other Vedas is locally known as Mutalora: at present Mutalora

consists in the mere hearing of the other Vedas, but it appears that

in olden days the other Vedas also must have been studied as

intensively as one’s own Veda. I may as well point out one

fact which differentiates the followers of the Atharvaveda

from those of the others. The Ufanayana ceremony entitling

one to the study of the Atharvaveda entitles him to that of the

other three Vedas also. But the Upanayana ceremony prescribed

for the followers of the other three Vedas does not entitle their follow-

ers to the study of the Atharvaveda. If a follower of the Kgveda wants

to study the Atharvaveda, he must once more initiate himself accord-

ing to the Atharvan rites. These are, indeed, very significant things

and have their own elucidatory value. These clearly show that,

at least as our ancients had, the followers of the various Vedas never

confined themselves to exclusive comparatments : on the other hand,

they did mutually co-operate as they do even to-day in all kinds of

Vedic exegesis.

The more important of the peculiarly Malayali institutions in-

tended to further the Vedic studies are: Ottutu, Trisandha and

Paflcasandha, and among tests of Vedic proficiency reference m&y be

piadq, to Randam Varamirikkal, Numbilirikkal and Katannirikkal.

Of these the first three are Vedic recitals and are always accompanied

by grand feasting*, \^hile the last three are public proficiency

tests.* Ottuju is an annual function of the Yajurved^c Brahmin

wherG' the three limbs of the Vedas, didu Samhiti, ^Sidu Pada
* r
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and Kottu, a“e recited three times each by all those who arc

competent and quali6ed to take part in Hi and this, aerves

as a seasonal revision of the Vedas and an annual test ot Vedte

proficiency on the part of Vedic. scholars. Gramam after Gramam
takes up this sost of Vedic recital year after year, this being .'»s much

an imperative duty of theirs as the maintenance of thu Gramara*temple,

if th^re be one. Trisandha is a similar institution cbrducted on a

grander scale by the Egvedic Brahmin, bnt on acrount of the

heavy •expense and the number of day's sittings involved in conduct-

ing it, it is found celebrated not so commonly as Ottutu ;
anef^ during

this the Rgveda is recited under the three Sandhis, namely Sam-

hita, Pada and Krama. Still more ^V^borate is Piftcasandha in

which the Vedas are recited in their five-told a«?pects of Saijihiti,

Brliat Samhita> ^isu Pada, Brhat Pada and Kotju, Naturally *this

is cfonducted periodically once in twelve years. These institutions

definitely helped in a pronounced measure to ensure the purity and

the permanency of the Vedic recitals, and every Gramam temple has

some funds set apart for the conduct of these religious festivities.

• The three proficiency tests in public are conducted for the Rg-

veda and are conducted in the Katavallur temple. Of these the first

and the most important is the Katannirikkal, Valiyathu ( big ),

dnd Ceriyathu (small), lit, cross and sit, and these are considered the

final tests of proficiency in the Vedic recital and constitute the highest

honour, the most coveted distinction that the Vedic students ever

aspire to get. The Vedic preceptors with their batch of students

^froni various parts come to this temple, and the students are subjected

to a. severe and merciless, test of memory, skill and quickness. Only

the mostsuccessful is allowed, then, to cross and sit in the place of

•honour. It is not, however, all who can get this honour, but only

a very selected few. The clever Vedic student is content with Num-
bilirikkal which is second only to ‘crossing and sitting*.

^
Those

who have obtained this honour are treated as the very respect-

able of Vedic scholars. Still one step below is ‘Ran^am Varaihirikkal*.

The average students are content with this honour, while the rest

are content with mere Varamirikkal, i.e., associating themselves

with Vedic recitals. To associate themselves at least once with

the Vedic recital in the 'Katavallur temple is .treated as a seal df«

scholarship, and such are generally accorded respect and considera-

tion in Vedic conclaves elsewhere.

These Vedic recitals and the proficiency tests have helped in no
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small measure to maintain unimpaired the orthodox Vedic studies in

the <land. It is not exactly known when these celebrations are

organfeed, but popular tradition makes it out that these are coeval with

the revival of Hinduism under Prabhakara. And throughout the

whole course of its existence here for a period of nearly a thousand

and five hundred years, these haVe acted as the most orthodox and

popular agencies for tjie up-keep of Vedic studies in the land which

consisted, as I have said before, in taking elaborate steps to ensure

permanently the most absolute and scrupulous correctness of the Vedic

text apB its accented recital.

All the religious and socio-religious rites and rituals and practices

can be brought under one or other of the following major categories :

(•i) The !§rauta and Srauta-smarta rites which deal with the perform-

ance of the Vedic ceremony
: (2) the Smarta rites, including within it

also types of domestic ceremonies^ such as Soda§akriyas; (3) the Tantric

rites which deal with Sapta-mnrti-puja, i.e., the Puja of Siva, Visnu,

Sankaranarayana, Ganapati, Sasta, Subrahmanya, and which comprise

within them all the rituals performed in temple, and (4) the Mantric

rites comprising the §atkarmas, as Stambhana, Marana, Uccafana,

Vafiikarana, etc. intended to attain material greatness. In this respect,

i.e., in the aim of the rite, the fourth variety considerably differs

from the other three types of rites, as they do also in their elaboration,

-

because those three have for their object the denizens of a higher

place and aim at obtaining spiritual greatness. All these types of

practical rituals have been prevalent in our land from even ancient

times and, as is the case with the secular and practical Sastras,

the practice of these is found associated with certain specific

families. These have thus a long and continued tradition in the

field of a particular exegetical practice. This continuity of practice

has enabled them to contribute a definite quota in the matters

of the elaboration and development of rituals and, what is more

important, to maintain them unimpaired in their orthodox

purity.
•

The families connected with the iSrauta rites are six in number,

and they are:—(l) Cerumukku, (2) Tekkatu, (3) Perumpatappu, (4)

Kaplingatu, (5) Kaimiikku, and (6) Pantalu. These, are the»<famous

Vaidikas of Kerala^ and the members of these families do cherish

even now with honour and pride their high traditions and constitute

themselves the highest authorities in the field of Vaidika Karma.

Of 'thesc^the first two are the Vaidikas of the Covvannur.Gramamj the
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next two of the Perumanam Gramam, and the last of the IrinjSla-

ksta Gramam. Again the first two are Rgvedics, while the fest*are

Yajuivedics, The absence of the Vedics for the Sa naveda does^ not

mean that ther^ are no Samavedins in the land
; it only means that

the priesthood is not confined to particular families, it may pointed

out here that the first in each pair claims superiority over the second.

Thus Cerumukku, Perurnpatappu and Kaimulu claim to bf. a step

higher* than the othor three. And the reason assigned for this is

that the first triad are Vidhfiyakas and concerr. themselves ^"^ainly

with the Srauta portion, while the second triad are the Anu^thapakas
and concern themselves with the Smarta

^
ortion in the practical exe-

gesis which include both. In ^Jie conduct of a Yajfia, all the Vaidikas

ar^J^jresent and^ mutually co-operate, the principal place being assigned

to the Vaidikas of that Gramam which conducts the Yajfia. In addi-

tion to these prominent Vaidikas, there* are two families which are

both Vaidikas and Smfirtas— I mean the families of Vellekkat and
Potoru and these administer the spiritual functions of the Talipparamba
Gramam. In the field of Smarta rituals the more famous of the

traditional families, coming down from ancient times, are besides

the Vaidika Smartas, the Muttamana and the Pat^acomatiri, and the

presence^ of the Vaidika Smartas clearly suggests that the con-

stitution of Vaidikas and Smartas was originally based on merely

practical convenience and not on any ether essential difference

between the families in their social or religious status, though this

•difference has npw come to exist. The traditional Tantric families

of Kerala are those of Najearni, Animangalam and Tarananellur, the

last probably the most important, and the Tantrikas In all the im-

portant temples in our land belong to one or other of these families.

Two are the original Mantrika families and they are the Cennos
Mana and the Kaliur Mana, the former having Vettekaran ai\d the

latter Bhagavatl, as their family patrons. It is possible that these

Tantric ana Mantric families might originally have been Atharva
Vedins. These are the original Tantrikas and Mantrikas amongst
the Malayalis. This number has subsequently increased, the more
promin^t ones ..being Puliyanurs in the feld of Tantric, and
Kattumajas in that of MSntric rites. These a^p the guardians# of

“

the Tantric and Mantric rites as elaborated in Keraja, and the

Assignment of a particular work to a particulai; family enabled the

various famil^s to attain almost perfection in the practice />f pahi-

cular rituals.

D£CEMB£!k| I928
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Amongst original writers in these various fields I shall

here content myself with referring to two authors who are even to-

day accredited authorities in their respective spheres. The earlier

of these is a Namptitiri Brahmin, belonging to Mahisamangala Mana,

popularly called MalamaDgalam,"near Perumanam, the very well-known

and popular author of the Mahi^mangala Bhanam and Kotiviraham.

He is a prolific writer in this field and has produced a number of

works dealing with the Srauta and Smarta rituals. The most ^popular

of hi^^ works are (i) the Smarta PrayaScittam named Vimarsim

and (2) Adauca Prayai&cittam
;
they being the highest authorities in

their respective fields. These works have also found very capable

comnventators in two scholarly Princes belonging to the gifted

royal family of Cranganore, The A§auca Prayascittam has a com-

mentary named Candrika, written by Vidvan E4ya Thampuran

who passed away in the fifties of the last century, while the Smarta

PrayaScittam has been commented upon by the present Vidvan Elaya

Thampuran of Cranganore, Mahamahopadhyaya Goda Varma Bhattan

Thampuran, the premier Kerala Sanskrit scholar of the day. The

author of the orignal, the Mahisamangala Namputiri, may be

assigned to the close of the 12th century, if my interpretation of a

phrase as Kalivacaka is correct. The phrase, I have in mind, is

Ayuganta Samayam, occurring in the last verse of his Bhana and

this when worked out will give about 1215 A.C. From his own state-

ment, recorded in this work, he is known as a contemporary of Raja

Raja, king of Cochin, who is said to belong to the Matattil Tavali;

This, I may note, is a valuable piece of information, beca^pse in

the first place it gives rise to some new considerations regarding the

original collateral families of the Cochin Royal family, and secondly

it adds to the chronological list of the Cochin kings, a chronology

which is blank for the pre-Portuguese period except for the name of a

couple of kings who are assigned to various periods according as

it suits'the convenience or the theory of the writers.

The other author is Narayaiia Pandita, a scion of the eminent

Mantric family of Cennos Mana. His work is the famous Tantra

Samuccaya, an elaborate treatise which deals with the^Tantric

rit^aals now obtaining in our temples, as also with the temple

architecture and the construction of images. This is the most

authoritative text-bqok for the local Tantrikas. Th^ author wafe

prie of. the shining gems of the brilliant court of Vikrpma of Calicut

who flourished *dufring the early decades of the 15th century, and who is
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rightly praised as the Bhoja of Kerala. This work has an able com*
men^ator in the author’s son and disciple, iSaiakara. iSefasamAccaya

is anothei work in the same field, which is but a supplement to lantra^

samuccaya. Besides this, there are also a number of minor v/orks,

called, Anu§than^ Granthas, which deal with the rHuals of a parti*

cular ceremony in great detail as elaborated by*a particular specialist.

Thus, for instance, Tarananellur Facca iu life field of T?lntric rites

and Cerumuk Pacca in the field of Srauta rites, the former is current

amongst the Tantrikas of Irinjalakuda Giamair and the latter amongst

the Vaidikas of Covvanniir. In these and other similar work^ which

are evidently manuals for the priests, there is noticeable an admix*

ture of Malayalam in the later oay works while the ancient ones are

Uv^^ppre Sanskrit. As Anus^nana treatises in Sanskrit, mention |nay

be made of Karattaptra and T oJiuvannur in the field of Tantrikism, and

Tekattu Pacca in the field of Smarta rites. We have not yet come

across any standard work in the field of Mantric rites, except Prapafica*

Sara, by Sahkaracarya, though many Anusthana Granthas of the type

already mentioned are available, as for instance, the practical manuals
* of Kallur Namputiripad.

The next subject which I wish to touch upon is the stratification

of cults and rituals. Every prominent temple in the land yields to the

searching eye clues which reveal a gradual process of cult stratification,

the orignial Dravidian being first modified by the Vedic and then

submerged in the latter Buddhistic or Jainistic and this latter again

. in the still later Saivite and Vaifnavite cults. To mention a couple of

-•fiances*: the temple at Trpunittura, a premier Vaisnavite temple dedi-

cated* to Sri Ki^na, has,* connected with it, the Dravidian Masurt

Devata, and the Hindu Saivite cult. With the temple at Tiruvilvamala,

a modern Vaisnavite seat, is connected the Dravidian saint Amalaka,

the Aryan saint Parasurama, god Siva and his offspring Ganapati and

the Vaisnavite gods, the revered Ksatriya brothers, Rama and* Lak^*

mana. The temple at Irinjalakuda believed to have been an
^
original

Jaina stronghold, was at one time the seat of Kr$na and is now popular-

ly connected with Bharata, practising penance at NandigrSma, while

there are also connected with it a number of Saivite practices. T|‘cur,

one of ffie most ifAportant Saivite centres, as its name Tr^sivapuram

indicates, appears to have originally been a BuddMstic stronghold, %nd

Jater the meeting-place of all Hindu creeds. The more important Hindu

temples novf dedicated to consorts of Siva tt Vifnu are, at least

some of them'aret the seats of Dravidian sylvan go^desscs^ w4th their
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numerous cruel superstitious rites and festivals, and the lower forms

of M^htrika worship. This is enough to show that our famous centres

of Religion and worship were also not exempt from changes of cult,

sometimes leading to suppression, 'sometimes to amalgamation and

not rarely to change of status. In other words, ^cult-stratification

appears 'to be a feature intimately -connected with all our important

temples. Corresponding- to this cult-stratification we also meet with

ritual stratification, the simple Vedic Puja yielding place to, and some-

times ej^isting side by side with, the elaborate Tantric rites, and the

original" Dravidian rites, first changed into Mantric rites now

existing collaterally with Tantric rites. This stratification of cults

and rituals is an interesting and important feature connected with

sUch of our prominent temples as can claim any sort of antiqijity

and this feature has to be explained only on the basis of the concur-

rent existence of the numerous creeds and faiths. This is again a

subject yet to be investigated, and throws open an untrodden afield

for the research student.

It has been already said that during the early centuries of the

Christian era Buddhism and Jainism were flourishing religions in the

land existing side by side with the once popular Hindu religion. The

leaders of the latter were trying their level best to recover the ground

lost to Hinduism, especially because Buddhism had begun to* decline

elsewhere in India, while it was flourishing here, thanks to the lavish

patronage extended to it by the imperial Sovereigns, the Perumals.

The local efforts were, however, doomed to disappointment, the more

so because just at the critical moment when Buddhism was shaking,

there arrived on the scene, according to our tradition, three Buddhistic

philosphers from China who were more than a match for the Hindu

leaders. Convinced that they themselves could not meet the Buddhists

in argument and that, if they allowed themselves to be defeated, they

would be endangering the religion of their fathers, they resorted to

the best next thing, namely, to invite into the fair bosom of Kerala

some eminent scholars from elsewhere, who could successfully

maintain their hoary religion and philosophy against the Buddhis-

tic and other heterodox antagonists. The distinguished scholars

who were thus brought down were six in number and they

•were, according to tradition, Bhattacarya, Bhattabana, Bha$ta-

vijaya, Bhat^amayukha, Bh^^agopala and Bhattanaraya^a, who,

if their names be* of any indication, may be said to belong to the

Kattmarila school. They came, met the Buddhists In ai^ument
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and completely defeated them. This^led to the reestablishment

of Hinduism as the national and state religion of the Malayalis.* *
.

Naturally the Hindu religious leaders were im nensely gratified/

So they requested these eminent' Gastric scholars to settle down
in the country, at least till they would* be able to create a band of

Sastric students in the land, to clieck, If necessary, , tiie onslAuglk

of the Buddhists. For, the defeat of the BiiJd\i«tic sc]\Oiars and the

re-establishment of the Hindu religion did not necessarily mean that

all tiie Buddhists were reconverted. On the othor hand, thej^ conti-

nued to exist side by side. There was also another reason no less

powerful than the presence of the Bud^'iists, namely, the presence

of other alien religions and 'he free and liberal sense of toleration

and mutual accommodation that has more or less been the innate

charjacteristic o*f the Malayali. This innate attitude of ours as regards

religious matters made it abundantly necessary to devise measures to

permanently safeguard the interests of the Hindu religion. Hence it

was a wise lequest that they made and the first two of the scholars,

mentioned above, namely BhatJScarya and Bhattabana acceded to this

request and became temporary residents of Kerala. During the period

that they were here, they took a number of disciples, of whom the most

brilliant was Prabhakara, Another equally wise thing that the

Hindu religious leaders did was to organise a semi-religious spectacular

entertainment which is called by various names, Svasti-KaH, Sastra-Ka)i

and Saingha-KalL It is called Svasti-Kaji, because the celebration of this

is supposed to bring about Svastifor the performer
;
the second name is

glfen to it, because it is a performance which is associated with iSa.stras

and the beginning of Gastric studies in the land
;

the last, however,

is the popular name as the actors’ who lake part in it belong to the

different Kerala Sanghas which are eighteen in number. This sort

of entertainment was organised on the advice of Jangama Maharsi

and it consisted of four sections, (i) Nalupadam Vakkal, (2) Pana, (3)

Angyangal, and (4^ Hasyangal. The first of these is the most impor-

tant item, and the purely religious aspect of the ceremony lies in the

performance of this, which consists in the recitation with accents of

a panicular stanza by four Brahmins walking round a lighted lamp.

This is supposed to be a vcfy auspicious ceremofiy and it is now found

celebrated as a complement to social or religious festivities in the

bouses of the rich.

The xfouriding of a school for the perpetuation of iSastric

studies in the land and the organisation of a type, of spectactslar
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entertainment to popularise the traditional religion and get the

support of the masses, these are the steps which the Hindu leaders

then took to retrieve the ground lost to Hinduism and to permanently

safeguard its interests. And nobiy have they served their purpose,

for since that time no amount of alien faiths and creeds and philoso-

phies was ever able to shake the religion of old. Thus Buddhism,

Sastras and Vedic studies came to be permanently cultivated here^

a feature which is true even to-day.

Whfin Bhattacarya and Bhattabana found that their ^isyas had

completed their studies they asked permission to leave for their

native land. They told the leaders that the school of disciples founded

by them consisted of excellent scholars and that they were more

than a match for any scholar, the foremost amongst them being

the brilliant Prabhakara, the founder of Gurumata. The required

permission was granted and they were sent back with all the honours

that *could be heaped upon them. On their leaving, Prabhakara,

the greatest of the disciples, was made the head of the school founded

by the Bhattas. His brilliant scholarship soon became recognised.

He became the recipient of all the rights and privileges and honours

first conferred upon his Gurus. He was given free quarters and, for

the maintenance of himself and his pupils was assigned lands big

enough to take as much as i2,cx)o paras of seeds by the imperial

suzerain of all Kerala. This lavish gift of the sovereign was soon

followed by another equally generous gift by Kulottunga Cetty, the

premier merchant of the empire. This was the first Malayali

school of philosophy founded and Prabhakara became the first Gutc

in the land. This is probably the reason why he has come to be

called the Guru, and his system of philosophy Gurumata.

I may probably be expected to speak a word as to who is earlier,

Kumarila or Prabhakara, especially because I have assumed here

that the former is earlier. This, I know, is not the accepted opinion
;

but our tradition makes it that the six Bhatfas invited to Kerala

were the disciples of Kumarila and their disciple was Prabhakara.

This necessarily raises an incongruous position
;
Prabhakara is later

than Kumarila, and yet is called the Pracina School. The tradi-

tional explanation gii^en for incongruity points to ttie necessity for

adapting his school to local needs, both religious and secular. While

Kumarila was faced with the necessity for a general onslaught

against Buddhism, Prabhakara was called upon to bbldly face a

part4cal^ schopl tof Buddhistic philosophy. Thisi it is saidi is the
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main ^'ai^sc of the difference in their respective views. Then, again,

there is the natural tendency on the part of the Malayalis to*f*iVOur

always the orthodox and the old^ and this will go a long way to

explain the PracTnatva ascribed to Prabhakara^ And lastly, the

setise of mutual accommodotion and t6lcration -which is so character-

istic of the Malayan in all religious n.atters may nl':o account (ot

this divergence. This is, bowe\e^. a subject that I must perforce

leave h^e to be worked out in greater detail on another occasion,

Advaita, or the monistic school of philosophy, c ves its orij^n and

systematic elaboration to the revered ^ankar^carya. The place he

occupies in the field of Hindu religion, philosophy and literature, and

the contribution he has made to these fields, are subjects too* well-

knoVn, and have been discussed and treated in detail by scholars

here* and elsewhere, and a vast mass of literature has grown up on

the. subject. I do not wish to add to it, especially because 1 am
not technically competent to deal with the subject, as I am not a

student of philosophy. What I propose to do here is only to touch

upon certain other aspects, chiefly the place of this school amongst

us.

When Sankara elaborated the system of philosophy and ex-

pounded it, he met with the greatest opposition from his own

countrymen, who, with their innate sense of respect for the old and

traditional lore, found in the new philosopher a confirmed revolution-

ary. Naturally there was a great wave of opposition against him, his

family people being the greatest opponents. They with their

insistence on the due perforpiance of all Srauta and Smarta rites were

unwilling to listen to Sankara’? view which declared Jfiana as the sole

means of salvation. Naturally, therefore, Safikara had to beat a retreat

in his own land, and his opponents treated him as a social outcaste

for all his views. It was this that led to his going out of Kerala and

to his successive bilHant intellectual victories in other lands. He had

opponents, but everywhere he scored victory and got a nurtiber of

disciples
j
and before long he was acclaimed a divine seer by the

whole intellectual world of India. It was with this victory, with the

whole intellectual .strength of India behind him, ^that he came back to

his native land. His victories, however, had preceded him and^io

wonder when the Jagat Guru came, he was everywhere greeted with

honour and acclamation. Many distinguished Ma^yalis eagerly became

his disciples, of whom the only one we now know is l^ktibh^dra, the

j^uthor of Cw^matji, who was originally a follower of the ^KaumaHIa
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school-. Sankara appears to have made a Digvijaya in Kerala visiting

every important temple in the land.

To maintain his school of philosophy in the land of his birth,

he founded a number of Mathas and installed, in each, one or

other of his disciples as president, for the practice and propaga-

tion of ^dvaitism. Of these the most important are the four Mutts

at Trcur, Vatakkematham, Natuvil Matham, Etayil Mafcham and

Tekke Matham, and the first presidents of these were h»s four

principal disciples, Tfotaka, Suresvara, Hastamalaka and Padmapada

respectively. Generations of these disciples iSisya-pararaparya began to

preside over these Mutts for a long time. At the present time, however,

only two Mutts subserve the original functions, namely the Tekke

Malham and the Natuvil Matham. The Etayil Mafcham became

absorbed in the southern Matham and the Vatakke Mafcham became

set apart for the furtherance' of Vedic studies, when at one time the

president Sanyasins of these passed away without being able to

nominate a successor. From the time of Sankara till to-day, for a

period of over one thousand and one hundred years, these Mutts

which are richly endowed have been actively functioning in further-

ing Vedic and Vedantic studies. Regarding their original works in the

field, there is none yet available. Three out of the four disciples

above-mentioned are, according to our tradition, Malayalis and their

works are the only original contributions on the subject.

Sankara’s personality, and his intellectual eminence, the grandeur

of the system of philosophy elaborated by him, and its acceptance‘

by thef intellectual elite of India, the founding of the Mutt,s here""

and there to maintain his philosophy and the vast ardent follow-

ing created for it,—these naturally disarmed the opposition at the

hands of even the staunchest adherents of the Kaumarila and

the Prabhakara systems. But thanks to the innate sense of mutual

accommodation in religious matters that is our national characteristic,

the new faith did not lead to the suppression of the old school.

Both the new and the old thrive side by side, the one practically

helping the other, and both together helping the stabilisation of

the religion of old and the popularisation of the language \n which

that religion and philosophy have found expression.

The third school of theistic philosophy that has originated in

Kerala is the Dvaita of the dualistic school founded by Madh;y2carya

Purpaprajfia, indeed a significant title. This school of philosophy

witfi its specific? cdBe of <;onduct for the daily life of its followers and
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With its ^elaboration of a code of Tantric rituals soon becatne very popu-

lar, because it made a better appeal to the average intellect.' it has

silently spread throughout the whole of Keralai "o much so that the

followers of this school can now be met with almost evcrywheA*e.

They have established their own Mutts, of whiJi tne mos^ important

is the one at Udippi. The popularity of this school could easily be

measured, when it is remembered that the Frnbrantiii:», a« the follow-

ers of this school are called, are the Devalokas in many of the Mala-

yan temples. Towards the beginning of the i oth century tlyi leaders

of this school converted the reigning sove*‘eign of the Cochim Royal

family, and for a long time afterwai'^^ Cochin, especially T^fipuni-

ttura, was the chief centre of Dvaita philosophy in the middle Kerala. A*

number of works has been produced in elaboration of the pbilo*^phy

of fhis school ahd these are mainly the works of Malayalis—the most

popular and important of these beii g the works of Kavu Bhat^atiri, a

Namputiri Brahmin.

Before I proceed to trace the influence of these various schools .

of philosophy on the religious life of the Malayalis, I must make

a passing reference to the popularity of the school of Visi^ta-

dvaita in our land. Over a dozen temples, very sacred to the

followers of Ramanujaciirya, are found located in Kerala, the

most important being those at Trkkakkara and at Mujikiilam. The

followers of this school visit these temples as a religious duty.

The earliest visit recorded is that of Vedanta Desikacarin, who

» has written a commentary on Kavyapraka^a known as Ravi-

f^ma-yasobhusana, at the command on King Ravi Varma of Cochin

who* passed ‘away in 1603 A.c. This shows that the VUisJadvaita

school *of philosophy must have, been popular in the land from

the time of its inception.

From what has been said it will be clear that all the theistic sys-

tems of philosophy have been very popular in our land. The various

Hindu cults on Bhagavati, Siva and Vi^nu have also been current

here side by side with the Dravidian cults which have survived

in an Aryanised form in the tree worship, serpent worship, ancestor

worship and the worship of sylvan gods, the most famous of which is

Vettet:karan. With these various cults and schools of philosophy, there

have been existing the alien religions of Judaism,Christianity and Muhd^

mmadanism. In what follows we shall confine our attention to the place

of Mimarpsa, Advaita and Dvaita in the averaige IKe of the Malayali,

and the specific results which their presence in theJand has produced*

decbmbeRi 1928 15
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Both the schools of Mimamsa philosophy of Kumatila and

Prabhakara have not only made a deep and permanent impression

but -have continued to exist side by side. These have coloured to

a very great extent not only the daily life of the orthodox Namputiri

Brahmins but also the religious ideas and conceptions and the general

outlook' on religious matters of the average Malayali, It is more

oh account of these than anything else that Kerala has come to be

called the Karmabhumi, the land where Karma is given the greatest

prominence. The presence of these two schools of philosophy has

further given a permanent impetus to the intensive cultivation of Vedic

studies, to the development of a Tantric code and to the imposition

of a Tantric mode of worship in temples having originally a Vedic

form df worship, and in both these the Malayalis do show some

specific divergences as compared with the same prevailing amongst

their Hindu brethren elsewhere.

The elaboration and popular acceptance of Advaitism and the* esta-

blishment of a number of Mutts led to the intensive cultivation of

the Vedantic studies and the survival of the Vaidika form of

worship obtaining, while the presence of Visi§tadvaita and the

popular appeal which Dvaita made contributed in no small measure

to the founding of more temples and the grand elaboration of

the original simple rites of the Tantrikas and the Mantrikas. The

presence of all these theistic systems of philosophy made the intensive

cultivation of Gastric studies a desirable necessity in the land. Thus

it will be seen that the simultaneous existence of these greatly heljped •

to preserve and maintain the Hindu religion, the Hindu philosophy

and the Hindu culture embodied in the Hindu arts and sciences.

This has also contributed in a definite measure to create a peculiar

religious outlook in the Malayalis, which may well be seen in the

honours conferred upon the leaders of the various schools of Hindu

philosophy and even upon the leaders of alien religions still surviving in

the land. Every religion in the land and every school of philosophy

received equal consideration both from the Princes and the people of

Kerala. Naturally therefore it has become a matter of great difficulty

to estimate the nature of the influences exerted by each school and

religion on the religious <Ufe of the mass of the people. This is, as I

aaid before, a very interesting subject which has yet to be investi-

gated and which lies open to the students of religion and philosophy.

Before I conclude, I must dwell for a moment on one aspect in our

religious attitude, the most fundamental one, I mean, the utter absence
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of cM kinds of clanish sectarianism. Sectarian prejudices are abso*

lately unknown amongst us. Irrespective of the nature of our personal

family deities, all the gods of Hindu pantheon, both iSaivaite and

Vaisnavite, are accorded the same amount of respect and admiration

by all Malayalis. The Saivite Malayali is as loud in^is praises of

Visnu as the Vaisnavite is of Siva, and the followers of, both vL* willi

each other in their praises of Bhagavatt * As a mattec^f fact,

it could be known only with great difficulty *0 what exactly a

Malaypli Hindu is, a Vaisnavite or a ^aivite oraSakta: it i*? even

doubtful if any of us cherish such a clanish distinction. To the

Malayali all gods and goddesses are equally great, equally to be res-,

pected. To him the highest and most supienie deity is the one whom he

is worshipping at the moment, an outlook that may be characterised as

Kathenotheistic and is the necessary result of life amidst such diverse

foiims of religions and philosophies and forms the fundamental basis

for the practice of the widest and broadest spirit of religious toleration

existing in our land from time immemorial.

We have now traversed the whole field of spiritual !§&stras and

practices. I do realise that the information recorded here on this

liranch of Hindu literature is very meagre; but I believe I have

made it sufficiently clear that this is a field of enquiry that is practi-

cally untrodden so far as Kerala is concerned, and that our land pre-

sents an\|pcceedingly interesting field for research for the student of

comparative religion and philosophy. Much again has to be, and can

^^learnt from our land which may better elucidate many of the aspects

of Hindu religion and the various schools of Hindu philosophy. The
keys to open the wonderful treasure house of antiquities are in the

hands -of the Sanskrltists, and I conclude this discourse' with an

appeal to the research students among the Sanskritists to go and

explore that little corner of India, which in every aspect is as much
different from the rest of India, as India herself is from *the rest

of Asia, and make their own contribution for the further elucidation

of what is briefly summed up in the expression, the Hindu spiritual

culture.

K. R, PiSHAROTI

I Delivered at the University of Madras,



Social and Economic Condition of the People under

the Bahmani Sultanate

The souVces of our information for the Muhammadan period of

the Indian history are mainly Histories written by the Muhammadan
historians who were either contemporaneous with the events they

dealt with or who came later but derived their materials from

the writings of the contemporary historians. Both of these classes

of historians generally give us a very vivid and detailed account

of "the kings and their courts, and shower eulogies after eulogies ujjon

them, but about the common people, that is, the rank and file of the

population, they are mostly silent. Of course, it is true that there

were exceptions, and historians like Abul Fazl, Albadaoni and Mu-

hammad Kasim Ferishta broke away from the stereotyped mode

of writing and made attempts at throwing light on the social and

economic conditions of the country in those days, but such historians

were greatly productions of a somewhat later age, the Mughal'

period and were extremely rare in the period, of which we are

speaking.

The main source of cur information on the subject is the ‘account

given by the foreign travellers who occasionally visited ‘ India and

left valuable informations which would otherwise have remained

totally unknown to us. The neighbouring Kingdom of Vijayanagar.

owes much of its valuable account on tlie subject to this source,

but, unfortunately, the Bahmani Kingdom is very poor in this respect,

and the only traveller who throws some light on the topic is Athana-

sius Nikitin.

Though his account about the Bahmani Kingdom is very meagre,

yet whatever he says about it is of great value, for he wrote every-

thing from his own personal experience .without any prospect of

reward or gain from the then Bahmani sovereign, Muhammad Shah

III.

The Muhammadan Ifistories which are of great importance to us

ate Tlarikh-i-Ferishta alid Burhan-i-Maasir. Tazkiratul-Mulk is of little

help and Tabakati Akbari of Nizam-ud-din Ahmad, Muntakhabut-

Tawarikh of Albadaoni and Muntakhabul-Lubab of Khiafi Khan
'tiwjr be utilised to sopie extent.
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The population of the Bahmani Kingdom consisted of the Turks,

Persians, Abyssiniars and the Hindus (including Rajputs) of di^efent

races and cajtes. Among the Muhammadan population both the *Shia

and the Sunni ^sects were very ‘powerful
;

each of them hstd a

distinct party of its own and neither* was on friendly terT»«is, with the

other. Their animosity which is* otherwise known .as the s'.rugi^e

between the Deccanies and the foreigner®* deprived thfeJIJahmani

Kingcli)m of that peace and tranquillity which aie essential Vor the

stability and good government of a kingdom

The condition of the Hindus was similar to that in other Muha*

mmadan states of those days in India. It wus an age of intolerance,

,

image breaking and religious persecution a ju the atmosphere in which

th^ 'princes were born and reared did not afford them an opportunity of

bedring and practising that religious toleration which may be seen

in ^ cultured mind of the 20th century. It was very difficult, nay

almok impossible, for a man of the 14th or iSth century to cut off the

narrow shackles of the society and rise above the precepts ^f the age.

It seems that the Brahmins were at first given high positions in the

state and were much respected and honoured by the Bahmani Sultans,

“^ut this was as a result of Ala-ud-din Hassan's gratitude for the

Brahmin master, the Gangu Pandit. But we find that this policy was

afterwards reversed by his successors (as is seen from the writings of

FerishtT\and Ala-ud-din Shah II did not even hold conversation with

jthe Brahmms, not to speak of permitting them to hold civil offices

ly^er his government (Briggs' Ferishta, vol. II, p, 436).

. . IJovv the question is—how far the Bahmani sovereigns were suc-

cessful jn esiablTshing peace, tranquillity and happiness in the society?

• The fir^t two Bahmani sovereigns, Ala-ud-din Hassau Bahmani and

his son Muhammad Shah Bahmani were, no doubt, very strong and

powerful sovereigns and through their utmost care and close vigilance

the people enjoyed peace^ prosperity and happiness, Thcf life of

Ala-ud-din Hassan was too ftormy. He could not devote mjuch time

to the civil administration/ of the Kingdom, but still in the midst

of storms and bustles /he steered his course through, and even

when^Jie in his <^ath-bed he did no^ neglect to administer

justice to the people |s is evident from ^the following remarks

:

“The king continued six months in a deciding state of health,

in spite of which, he gave public audience twice a day, trans-

acting business and administering justice to the poor and friendless.

He issued orders to release all prisoners throughojit his ‘donjinioffiT
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except those accused of capital offence'' (Briggs' Ferishta, vol. II,

p. 2^61), This last sentence throws a good deal of light on the kind

and humane disposition of the sovereign.

Muhammad Shah I devoted much of his time in “promoting the

happiness of his subjects” and. “executing plans of public utility."

“Puring his reign," says Ferishta, “all ranks of people reposed in

securit)^AJnd peace.”

“Mihammad Shah II was of a very generous, affable ancj. sym-

pathetic^ disposition, established orphan schools in many places with

ample foundations for their support” and “observed that kings were

^

pnly trustees of the state.” He also “gave monthly charity to the blind

throughout his dominions." In short, during his reign, the people

enjoyed uninterrupted peace and tranquillity.

During the ministry of Gawan also (except during the reign‘of

Humayun) the country enjoyed peace and happiness, which is unani-

mously recorded by Athanasius Nikitin, Ferishta and Burhan-i-Maasir.

Athanasius's remark that ”the country was populous, the lands well-

cultivated” and “the roads safe from robbers” reveals the true picture

of the Bahmani Kingdom in those days.

But during the greater part of the existence of the Bahmani Sul-

tanate peace and happiness of the Kingdom were disturbed due to

the following causes

:

First, the absence of the law of primogeniture, a de/lict which

was inherent in all the Muhammadan states. The dethronement of

four kings, Mujahid Shah, Daud Shah, Ghiyass-ud-din S^'^ah afiti^

Shamsuddin Shah, in quick succession within a period of 1*9 or 20 yeais

not only disturbed the peace of the country, causing unnecessary

bloodshed and confusion in the Kingdom but also weakened the power

and prestige of the crown. In the absence of the law of primogeniture

every son of the preceding sovereign or his nearest relatives consi-

dered himself as the lawful heir, and did not suirender his rights

without a trial of strength which meani confusion and disturbance

in the Kingdom.

Second, the succession of several bo/-kings to the Bahmani

throne, which loosened s,the hold of the Go\ernment over the ^ople

and often gave rise to unnecessary commotion.

Third, the internecine struggle between the two factions, the

Deccanies and the '“Abyssinians on the one hand and the foreigners

uif'ihe other, which not only made life and property insecure bit
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also deprived the Bahmani Kingdom of the services of distinguished

noblemen like Khulf Hassan and Mahmud Gawan,

Fourth, ^*he frequent warfare with the neighbouring Hindu I?;ngn

dom of Vijayanagar which diverted the attention oi the sovereigns

more to the military organization and aggrandisement than to the

civil administration, with the result that the people were"" ^rcaUv
deprived of the blessings of peace and security:

Now let us turn to the economic condition oi *he people "'Uuiing

the rule o* the Bahmani sovereigns. India is mainly an agr'<Su1toral

coiyitrv and its people generally depends e^erywljore upon the pro-

du^s of the soil. From the accounts of Athanasius Nikitin it seems
that the majority of the population weie very misc’*able while the

nolAes and courtiers were extremely rich. He says, '‘the Iannis
ovA-stocked with people

;
but those in the country are very mise»*able,

whilst the nobles are extremely opulent and delight in luxury,

The^ are wont to be carried on their silver beds, preceded by some
20 chargers caparisoned in gold, and followed by 300 men on horse-

^back and 500 on foot, and by horn-men, ten torch-bearers and ten

musicians** (India in the istli Century, Hackluyt Socicty*s publication).

In those days as at present the Deccan was an important centre of

commerce and ships plied upon her coasts from central Asia and other

places, Y*eople came from different parts of Asia for carrying on

commereV with this country, and instances were not rare in which

they also ultimately settled there, sometimes forming an independent

^a^ of their own. It was in this way that a distinct political party

K^wn aST the foreign party came into existence : the two most

iinportajndLp«rsoni!Bg€SL^f..,ilie^Jiah Kingdom—Khnif Hassan of

Bussora^ and Mahmud Gawan of Geelan came into India for com-

mercial purposes but ultimately settled there. These instances go

"to prove that the country was certainly an alluring commercial

centre to attract so many distinguished men from such <listant

countries. It is also a curious fact that those who attained high

distinction in the state by thfcir meritorious services received the title

of '‘Mullik-ut-Tujar** (Lord^f the Merchants). The most important

sea-ports within its jurisdiction were Goa, Chaul and Dabul which

were Known^ 'famous centres of trade even from the Hindu times.

It is said by Ferishta that “Feroz Shah, even cv6ry year, despatched
'

vessels from the ports of Goa and Chaul to procure the manufacture

and curioulJ productions of all quarters of the^ world* (Briggs^

Fyishta, vol, II, p. 368),
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During the whole period of the Bahmani Sultanate only three

or four famines occurred in the Deccan, but in all these cases the

sov^ieigns extended their sympathy and kindness for the suffering

humanity by importing grains from other places or by opening the

public gr^;,ieries. Generally, the lands were “well-cultivated" and the

PF.9*4llct of the soil was sufficient to meet the demands of the people.

Now^ if' it is admitted that the country was a famous centre of

trade ^nd the lands well-cultivated and there were very few years of

scarcity^ the condition of the people could not be very miserable.

As this country generally depends on the produce of the ^oil,

the people are generally well off when the crops produced can n^eet

the demands of the people. It is of course readily admitted that
^
the

people of the great towns and sea-ports were better off than tr.ose

of the villages. But if we leave aside our comparison and consider

independently the condition of the people of the villages we must

also admit that they were generally self-sufficient. Athanasius x'^iki-

tin was dazzled by the pomp and grandeur of the rich and the

wealthy, so his remark that the people of the villages were very

miserable was in comparison with the rich and the opulent. He
is justified in his observations when these two grades of people becom'^

the subject-matter of comparison but when considered separately we

find that the rich, no doubt, overflowed in wealth, but the :ommon

people also had sufficient to eat and live upon.

JOGiNDRA Nath Chowdhury

The Development of Buddhist Art in South India

AffiarUvatl Stupa

Amaravati is picturesquely situated on the south bank of the

Krsna River close by the modern towiji of Dharanikota, ancient

Dhanyakataka, the capital of Maha-Andhr.', about eighteen miles west

of Bezwada. The earltest stupa was raised urder the patronage of the

Andhras about 200 wC, of which a fevj archaic' '^trulptur^ have

^’survived, but most ofithe exquisite marbles which survive to-day belong

to a subsequent restoration about four centuries later. The great

Buddhist stupa of Amaravati which was once unrivalled by any other

"ifiidian structure of jts class in form, dimension and decorative grana|pur
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shared no better fate than the rest of the ancient monuments. •‘When
Huen-tsang vjsited the place in the year 639 A.D. it had alrea<J}^•been

‘deserted for a century, but he speaks of its magnificence and the beauiy

of its site in more glowing terms than he applies to almost any other

monument in India, From this time onward tlfe*^^onument

gradually began to decay and fall into ruins. Towards the end oi'^hc

eighteenth century, the famous mound, the upper part rose

in a Jturreted shape encased with bricks to the iicij^lu of 20^v/it!i a

diameter of about 90 ft. at the tcp, was Wallv known as J?*pal-

diane or “Hill of Lights”. Colonel Mackenrie wh > went to the site

ii\l]t797 found to his great chagrin that jusi a year before, the locaP

RaJa Venkataclri Naidu had discovered and disemboweled thenreand

in /a fruitless acarch after hidden treasures
;
he afterwards caused a

reservoir to b*e dug in the centre and used the priceless marble slabs

in^building the new temple of Amaresvara and the flight of steps to

the adjacent tank of Sivagaiiga. Some of the slabs were utilised by thu.

Mussalraans in their mosques, after ‘carefully divesting of every

carving by rubbing them on harder stones, to prevent, as it is

said, any pollution arising to Muhammadan faith from idolatrous

i^bstances*.^ Mackenzie revisited it in 1816, when as a result of

excavation he recovered some 130 slabs, made drawings of them and

prepare^ a ground-plan of the stupa. The place was next visited by

Sir Walter Elliot in 1845 j
but in the meantime 70 pieces of sculptures

left behinci'^in the open had been carried away by the enterprising

villagers and burnt intb lime It is cleploiable that even the

Government Public Works Engineers were equally guilty of such

alisTir

The^ slabs excavated by Sir Walter were transhipped to England

and now adqrn the grand stair-case of the British Museum, The next

excavation was undertaken by Mr. Sewell, but it was reserved for

Dr. Burgess to make a shitfing and scientific examination of the spot

in 1882-83 and incorporate! his findings in a voluminous report In

the first decade of the 2cjih century, the work was continued, with

1 Historyjof Indian and Eastegff Architecture, 2nd ed.,

London, 1910, vol, I, p. IJI3.

2 Burgess, The Buddhist Stupas of Amaravatl and Jaggayyapeta,

London, 1887, p. 15.

Sewwl, Report on the Amaravatl Tope, London, i88o,*p, 6^.

Madras Govt. Orders No. 467, 30 April, 1888, p* 15*
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valuable results, by Mr. Rea of the Archseological Survey. The

sculptures which are now in India after surviving the ruthless vanda-

lism through the ages are shared by the Museums of Madras and

Calcutta.
^

An irJSSBl^tion of the reign of Palumavi VaSisthIputra tells us that

thdTSmaravatl stQpa was known as the Mahacaitya or ^Great Caitya’

of the ^Hroly One belonging to the Caitika School. A stupa or

Caitya^as its origin in the primitive burial mound of both the^ Arya

and the Asura.^ In the vicinity of Amaravatl itself, there are nu-

merous funeral tumulii, surrounded by rude stone circles, of remote

•antiquity, which served as the prototypes of the later stately structu'-es

in *stone or brick. The stupa at Amaravati was not a commemora-

tive monument like the ones at Sarnath or Nagarahara^, neither was it

a hollow Caitya containing some relic, as the earlier stupas at

Sanchi, Sonari and Manikyalado. It was a solid structure and r^ed

jwithin a square stone casket, on the top of the dome, in conformity

with the convention of the day.

The circular base of the stupa was 162 ft. in diametei*, perhaps only

6 ft. high, supporting a frieze and cornice, and was faced with marble

slabs possessing the richest carvings and characterised by the moSt

delicate treatments, depicting miniature representations of the stupa

itself and interposed by panels elaborately carved with sc^es from

the life of Buddha and the Jatakas. It is very difficult to.Ascertain

whether the dome rose directly from the drum or rested fipon several

receding terraces like the Gandhara, Further Indian or ^ndond^an

specimens. But there was no balustrade to encircle jhe proc^syon

path at the base of the drum as on AirtT’^rgat sHpa arTlaiiMlH *fhe

great marble dome of AmaravatT, unlike the short and stunted dome

of Sanchi, rose to a considerable height of 90 ft. ( twice that of Sanchi )

and was more or less bulging in form. In this respect it presented a

contrast to the stilted hemispheres of the earlier northern examples

and waiS more akin to the soaring fon/)s of the Ceylonese dagobas.

‘The domical part was covered with stucco, and with wreaths and

medallions either executed in relief or painted*.* The marble panels

were also ‘covered ^ginally with thin plaster, colouc'i^-a^rul gilt.'

I A very illuminating article on the ‘Stupas or Caityas’ has

been recently contt'ibuted by Mr. R. D. Banerjee (vide Modern Review,

Calcutta,•Feb. 1928).

2* Fergtlssob, op. cit.f p. 80,
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Thus the conception of the whole thif^^ profound and me was

matched by aa exter’or at once brilliant and dazzling. *
.*

As ail traces of the great stupa have been wiped away from

the site^ we cannot help looking* at one of the numcious panels repre^

senting the minfature stupa in oider to gain an idea of thef original one

(see plate). The very first thing that strikes us, aiui -which is visible

nowhere in northern India, is the five tail stilae ‘above th<? slab,

which slightly projects from the ba-^e of the >ba—the bfJSes are

square and sometimes ornamented with carvings of Cakra, Ttodhi

Tree and Dagoba
;
the shafts are octagonal and they have square

cafved capitals\' The existence of these novel features on the great*

stupa is attested by the discovery by Dr, Jiurgess of a number of- Ibese

pi^I^rs at the Jaggayyapeta stupa 30 miles noith-west of Amarav4tf, of

which we have already spoken,* In an inscription they are called

^Aryaka Khambhe*. That this was a common feature of the Kalifiga

Stupas is proved by the recurrence of this element also in the stilpaa,

at Bhattiprolu and GhantaSala. These projecting pedestals with the

enigmatical columns, on the four cardinal points of each stupa, may
correspond to the four shrines in the stiipas at Sanchi and BhArhfitt

Ji)d the niches for the Dhyani Buddhas in the dagobas of Ceylon

and the Caityas of Nepal. With the march of time the number of

these ch^apels went on increasing
;
at Sarnath they are doubled while

Borobuejur simply bristles with them.

Other s^abs invariably present us with another peculiar feature, viz.,

^ a d;warf figure standing on each side of the gate, holding a tray on his

head.® Th^ir constant occurrences lead us to believe that in the original
• • •

stftict»re^4lie^TBpiO£«c>ip/l,j6ta.t»*fr.ip the round, bearing trnys to receive

^the offerings of the visitors. Dr. Burgess opines, ‘No example of them

has been found and the only analogue I know of, is a similar small

figure bearing a basin by the doorjamb of the cave at Lonad of the

Thana district near Kalyan.’* But we think a closer examination of

the extant monuments maU yet reveal such figures and in fact there

are such at Karli and in /rissa. A pair of vases with flowers

1 Burgess, op. cit., p.^t*

2 Ghosh, Development of Buddhist Art in South India, Indian

‘Historical Quarterly, Sept. 19^7 > P- 502. .

Burgfilis, op. cit, Plate XXXI, Figs. 6 and 7.

lbid.| p. 72.
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(inaAg^Iakal^isa ?) prominently placed at the entrance is another

regula?* feature of the sculptured slabs.

The appearance of two slender pillars or free-standing lats with *

small Caitya capitals, crowned sometimes with plenty of Chalas^ one

on each side of the entrance withi<i the enclosure, is also remarkable.

Tbe*T:>aucity of* such examples in the northern stupas is striking ; and

if they -ooAr at all (as for example at Sarnath and Sanchi) they are

situated outside and not inside the rail. The actual presence of these

columns in the great stupa, is supported by the excavations at

Jaggayyapeta and Bhattiprolu. They have also a close affinity with

•innumerable concentric lats, still standing round the Thuparama aind

Lafikarama dagobas in Ceylon—a perpetual enigma to the generations

of arthaeologists. ^
^

The Rail,—The most singular feature of the early Buddhist dnd
Jaina stupas is the rail, upon which the artist devoted his most

^^rupulous attention and lavished all the splendour he could conceive.

We are aware of the extant rails at Bharhut, Bodh Gaya, Sginchi and
Mathura and we know too their wealth of decoration, but the remark-
able rail at Amaravatl has far surpassed them all in the magnificence

of elegant carvings and the marvellous display of intrinsic mer?t>.

The ornamental detail is simply staggering in its profusion and afford

a striking contrast to the plain and simple rail of the great ^stupa at

Sanchi.
*

The great rail at Amaravatl was about 600 ft, in circumference
and 14 ft. in height with a procession path 13 ft. broad, interve^mg ^

between it and the base. It was more than twice the 'dimension

the great Buddhist Acarya Nagarjuna, the founder of the *]VIadhya-
mika School ‘surrounded the great shrine of Dhanyakataka with
arailing."» Colonel Mackenzie in 1797 was responsible for starting”
the theory that the stupa was surrounded by two rails—one inner and
another •outer. The error persisted witi veteran archaeologists like
Fergusson and Burgess, not to speak bf Elliot and Sewell. It
was only about two decades ago that Burgas acknowledged and recti-
fied the mistake, ‘^jjom some misundersttfnding of the firg^ accounts’
he^dded, ‘it was supposed that the Amjravati sJffpa^had an inner

TAik
Geschichte des Buddhi^us, p. I72

;
J ASB. vol. LI, pp. 1 19 ; Jndian Antiquary, vol. XII, p,

88.* ^
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rail
j this wa^ a mistake

;
the inner circle of sculptures . wis the

facing of the base cf the st»lpa*.^

The rail at Amarivatl resembled its predecessors in the princi-

pal features
;
but the plinth was richly carved with a frieze <jf

running boys and animals, grotesquely treated, The rectangular

pillars were as usual edged oft‘ into shallow flutes. They were decorat-

ed with half lotus discs at the top and the bottom, and ‘circular discs

in thq middle inserted with a full-grown lotus or a scene, in tho usual

manner, l^ut the most typical characteristic about these pillars, is

the complete absence of the large standing human representations,

occupying the entire surface of the uprights, such as tne gracefuf

statues of Yaksas and Yaksinis of Bharhut, Bodh Gaya anck the

dancing girls of Mathura. They have entirely disappeared and* their

place is occupied by greatly magnified and richly carved lotus discs,

curling leaves, carefully corrugated, comical Ganas and an enormous

variety of scenic sculptures. The preference for group composition,

.

as oppo^d to single figures, is very obvious in the swarming of the

space between the discs—which was generally left bare and unadorned

in the earlier days by vivid and animated delineation of the Jatakas

dnd other incidents. The three cross-bars were each embellished with

a beautiful lotus disc with concentric bands of petals, the most elaborate

of its kind ever made, and all different. On the massive coping, the

meandering creeper of Bharhut was replaced by a long wavy roll,

carried by moving human figures and dwarfs and interspersed with

syntbols in the loops. The marvellous change which has taken place

Ml the s’phere of ornamentation has already been noticed in the

proj/jous^ chapter 0!> .Ornamental Representation.® On the whole the

pinner side of the rail, covered with * scenes full of life and movement,

was decorated with greater beauty and elaboration than the exterior.

The Amaravatl rail has a close resemblance to the rail of Stupa

no. 2 at Sanchi, in excellence of carving and richness of detail. The
decorative tendency which ^was strongly evident at Sanchf became

more pronounced at Amarivatl, The lotus medallions grew larger in

size and became more prominent (those at the top and bottom were

often ^three-quarters and not half) till at 1^ they reached their

cliinax in the rail of the Qautamiputra cave, Na^^k, where the pillars**

and cross-bars were adorned with full discs only, ^‘The discs were-^

f
Fergufsson, op. cit., revised by Burgess, pp. i i^f.

i2 IHQ., Sept, 1927, pp. 486-91.
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multiplied till the pillars almost became evanescent quantities in the

composition/^

In spite of all these arresting details, we are confronted with the -

rather astonishing fact that the four* openings piercing the great rail

at the cardiniil points, were not adorned with the beautiful towering

Tofanas, such as* we find^ at Bharhut and Sanchi. The sides of the

entrance shown instead as coming out in a *rude sort of perspective

and teripinating in neat pillars with bases and capitals, crowned by
figures of lions

;
at the angles too, above the roll, on each side is a

lion/' One such lion lying prostrate near the west gate yielded to

the spade of Sir Walter Elliot.® While the reliefs abound with

representations of such structures over the city and palace gates, the

conspicuous absence of the characteristic Torahs from the great

rail is mysterious indeed.

ArchiUctural Repnsentatiom

Now that we have a picture of the stupa in the height of i'cs glory,

let us proceed to discuss the various forms of architectural representa-

tions from the extant remains in relief as well as in the round.

Dwellin<^s and Palaces^—From the sculptured slabs we can find
*

that the ordinary dwelling places were really oblong shaped huts with

barrel-vaulted roofs which unlike the curvilinear forms of Bharhuti

Sanchi and Bodh Gaya are more or less semi-circular in shape.® This

may be a peculiar South Indian feature and differs strikingly from the :

square-thatched houses of Bengal, Bchar and Orissa* and dkher

early sculptures of the North. Other small detached huts ^how
that they were crowned with circular domed foofs’. These instatices

may lead us to infer that the South had dispensed with all angularity

in construction of the roofs of the poor and the common. *

Thepfew instances of single and double storied palaces, buildings

and shrines, carved here as well as on the Jaggayyapeta slabs, with
their railed verandahs, caitya windows and arched roofs with finials

—which were continued till the time of the Mahaballipur Rathas
reveal no dissimilarity between them and their northern prototypes.
To make the scenes mside visible they are shown sort Of conven-
tional perspective. Most of the buildings lepresented are distinctly

I Burgess, op.‘ cit,‘p. 70.

3^ Ibrd„ Platc.XLV, Fig, 7,

3 Ibid.,* XXVII, Fig,
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modern in character as Fergusson conjectures
;
and the practice of

setting up wooden architecture was prevalent in South India till

comparatively recent times. As at Sanchi, the difference in material

of domestic architecture from that of civic and miHtarjj architecture

is distinctly shown in the brick construction of the latter, ‘The

palace buildings are usually surrounded by high walls on the four

sides with two or more entrance ways. Over these gateways, ^here

are high spires or flag-towers, where sentinels were stationed and M^hefe

also play bands or Mangalavadya, pipe at^d music, both in the mornings

and the evenings. Such places are now found in all Muhammadan
palaces or Nowbatkhanas. The construction may be laid out square

or circular in accordance with the taste of the kings or owners of* the

grounds, or it ^may be even laid out in the form of a semicircle

as in the Karmuka form of town-plan.*^

.Most of the above features were recorded by the artists in the

panels.

Fortifications.^Th&CQ is also complete agreement between the

• southern and northern examples of fortifications. A comparison of

the reliefs of Amaravati with the architraves of Sanchi gateways,

will make this apparent in the identical forms of high and broad brick-

walls, massive palisades, strong gateways, lofty towers bristling

with turrets and pinnacles set with the usual Buddhist Caitya-window

facades, strongly built watch-towers, tiers of stories each supreim*

po'^ed on the other, adorned with hanging balconies and numerous

strategic windows facilitating the discharge of arrows from safe

quarters, and other apartments invariably fringed with the rail pattern

and crowned with gable-shaped ?oofs. It must be admitted, how-

ever, that it is very difficult to distinguish between a fortress and

a^ palace proper, as in those days every royal abode was a military

stronghold and vice-versa.*

Temples.—The method of building temples and shrines does not

seem to have made much progress since the days of Bharhut. The

object of adoration was usually placed and worshipped in a court-

yard generally flanked on three sides only by byildings (vide Asoka's

temple .at Bodh*.Gaya, carved on a Bharhjit pillar), or within

separate structures either# oblong or square, but generally open and

1 Rajagrhalaksmanam, Manasara, ch. xi. Translated by Iyer in

Indi,an Architecture, Madras, 1921, vol. iti, Bk. I, ch.^I.

2 Burgess, op. cit., Plate xxv,‘Fig. 2, and*xxvii, Fig. 2*
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surrounded by pillars. Indeed one may be easily led to ascribe the

shrinds Represented on some of the earliest slabs of Amaravati to the

Bharh.ut railings.

Gateways.—Although we have no evidence as to actual gateways

guarding the entrances of the stupa itself, the reliefs afford us with

copious examples. Two ^different kinds of Toranas can be noticed.

One type represents two square and carved pillars surmounted by

cushion .capitals and crowned with crouching animal figures^ like

those at Bharhut, which in their turn support a superstructure of a very

broad) solid semi-circular architrave without any volute ends.' The

second type, occurring more frequently, has exceedingly slender and

oftetl plain, square shafts, rising fiom pot-bases and crowned with or

without cushion capitals. There are the usual two or three archi-

traves with volute ends but entirely bare, each ranged above the other,

the gaps being linked by vertical posts. A few of them are carved

with geometrical patterns.^ The difference in appearance of the Amara-

vati Toranas from those of Bharhut, Sanchi and Mathura, lies

in the architraves of the former being more curved and the volute ends

correspondingly curled up to a greater degree. It can also be noted

that perhaps the gateways were not so lavishly enriched with mar-

vellous bas-reliefs as those of Sanchi.

Pillars and Pilasters—Apart from the pillars which serve architech-

tonic purpose, freestanding sculptured lats can be observed on many of

the slabs. There are some with cushion capitals and inverted steps bear-

ing Cakras and other Buddhist symbols.® The slender columns within

the enclosure, which *at once remind us of the Asoka lat in Northern

India and Iron pillar at Delhi' and^ specially the rows^ pillars round

the Anuradhapur stupas in Ceylon supporting the same cushion capita}

and inverted slabs, have miniature dagobas always placed on top of

them. . This is perhaps the first instance where a Caitya constitutes

the crowning emblem instead of the usual animal or other familiar

northern conventions. The Ceylonese capitals of the particular type

are either topped with a knob or with a flat surface.

None of the pillars which must have stood at the gates, remains
in its entirety— only fr^ments have been found. earlier types

we!« plain and caaved with rail pattern ajid other Buddhist symbols

I Burgess, op. cit*, Plate v. Fig. 2.

? Ilfid., xvn;, Fig. 2.

3 Ibid.*, v/Fig. 2. *
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while the later examples were adorned with the figures of*the j^ddha
and other sculptures. The shafts were square, octagonal or ’minyr

Sided.

Some of the broken fragments o*f pilasters betray crude ciaftsman-*

ship and antique characteristics noted below. Dr. Burgess judiciously

observes, ‘^These slabs so closely resemble those round* theJaggayya«
peta stupa that we cannot mistake in ascribing them to the same age.*

They ^nust have belonged to the early stupa. Like tbe Nasik and

Junar pillars, the base consists of three thin slabs supporting a vase,

carved with leaf and bead pattern. This clearly indicates that in

ancient times the original wooden shafts were inserted into metal pots

to preserve them from decay and injury. Tins theory has been

strengthened by ^the recent discovery of the bronze shoe of a column

at Balawat in Assyria, which points to the frequent use of this parti-

cular method in Assyria, Mesopotamia and Persia. Remarkable

plastic examples of this type are found at Bodh Gaya, Khandagiri

(Ananta Gumpha). and Gautamlputra cave at Nasik. But unlike the

western prototypes, a projecting member, carved with dwarfs or hybrid

creatures and ornamented with the old battlements and other motifs,

stands over the neck of the body. The shafts, the edges of which are

slantingly cut off like those of the Bharhut pillars, are adorned

with half lotus discs at each and a full one in the middle
;
and

closely resemble the pilasters in the Pithalkora Vihara. But

.

no pillar wifh cushion capital, first encountered at Kanheri and so

often • sculptured in the reliefs, has been discovered. Generally the

double^carve of the bell-shaped or lotus capital, is very slight and

do not possess the graceful sweep of % the Asokan capitals
;
neither it

iii boldly* modelled with soft drooping flutes nor faqaded like the

K|rli examples. The flutes, on the contrary, are extremely crude and

shallow, like the Bhaja specimens and their significance is fairther

reduced by the intersection of bands of lotus leaves and beads. Ab-

solutely smooth capitals, parallel with those found in Nasik caves are

not, however, rare. The necking consists of the bead and reel pattern

which supports the terraced superstructure, sur^nounted by a pair

of winged animals -pealed in juxtaposition, similgir to those prevalent

in other regions.®

So we may conclude that the typical characteristics of pillars and

1 Burgess, op. cit., p. 94.

2 Ibid., Plate XLIV, nos. 5 , 6 ; Liv^ no. 2 ,

J^ECEMBER, I9«8 17
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pilastc;#*s 'during the 2nd and ist centuries before the Christian era, are

almost" identical throughout India, whether in the north (Bharhut,

Sanchi, Mathura), in the west (Bhaja, Fithalkora, Junar, Karli, Nasik/

etc.), in the east (Bodh Gaya, Udafyagiri, Khandagiri, etc.) or in the

south (AmarSvatl, Jaggayyapeta etc.). Mr. Havell remarks “The lotus

and vase pillar, ‘besides being one of the most ancient Indian architec-

tural orders, is also the most frequently used. It is found at all

periods.^!

The Ruins of Sankaram and Ramaflrtham

-Let us now take leave of the Krsna district and proceed a little

higlier up the Kaliiiga country. There are two isolated hills covered

all over with monolithic and structural Buddhist remains, very close

to the village of »?aiikaram, in the Vizagapatatn district of the Madras

Presidency. ‘The monuments,” says Mr. Alexander Rea, ^^are the

earliest of their class in the South of India and constitute one of the

most remarkable groups of Buddhist remains in the Presidency,

Indeed the only other known site in the South, where monolithic

remains exist in any considerable number, is that of the Seven

Pagodas, and though the iSafikaram site is not to be compared with it

in point of extent, it takes precedence as regards the age of the

monuments.” The Eastern Hill, which is the higher of the two,

is literally strewn with rock-cut caves and dagobas, the monoliths set

upon platforms and terraces, rising in tiers over each other culminate

in the dominating structure of a great stupa on the suihmit. The
grandeur of Borobuclur flashes agross the mind wherT we visualize the

almost identical arrangement and the imposing profile of the whole
mass in its original and pristine glory.

The remains can be classified into three main heads, viz., (i) rock-

cut caves, (2) monolithic dagobas and structural stupas and (3) struc-

tural buildings for residential purposes.

Rock-cut Caves,—The surface of the rock at places is hollowed out
into a deep recess in order to provide a vertical wall with a platform
before it just in t^ie manner of the peculiar rocl^-dwellings in Asia
Minor, called the ^Syppilus. On the Eastern Hill, in one such wall.

1 Havell, Handt^ook of Indian Art, London, 1920, p. 44.
2 Rea, A Buddhist Monastery on the Sankaram Hills, Vizaga-

patam Dt.’* Archl Sur. Ann, Rep., 1907-08, p. 149.
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double caves arc cut* one standing over the other—and each pf them

is entered only by a single rectangular doorway. The faq^hd^ is of

the Behar caves, the Western Caitya halls or the neighbourii%

caves in the Godavari district, * We sorely miss the much familiar

Caitya-window, the Caityas, the Buddhist rail and other ornamental

devices which decorated the faqades of almost all the Buddhist roctc-

cut caves of the early period.

Ia Cave I, ‘^over the door which is guarded by figures of

Dvarapalas*’ like the Nasik caves, “weather-worn traces of an arthi*

trfive can be traced which include two semi-circular pediments with

a cornice over it.'* The usual place of the Caitya-window is usurped

by a semi* circular recess occupied by a lar^c-seated image of, the

Buddha. Figures of the Buddha, sometimes with attendants, afe also

carved in niches beside the faqade. The interior of tliis cave also

differs materially in plan and construction from the early Buddhist

Caitya halls. The Chamber, instead of being oblong in shape with

an apsklal end, is absolutely square in dimension. It is further

characterised by the absence of the double row of columns dividing

the interior into a central nave and the two side-aisles as in the

iVestern Caitya caves. The hall is, on the contrary, demarcated

into twenty compartments by four cross rows of sixteen pillars. The

columns are massive in proportion and do not resemble in any way

the early types of pillars with a pot base, lotus or bell capital and animal

superstructure. They belong to a different class altogether—having

a square base^ short octagon in the centre changing into sixteen sides

upwards, these several unskilfully moulded neckings followed by a

thin and small torus, surmounted again with square block. “Two
central* piers of the central square have a standing image apparently

a Cauri-bearer, cut in the front of the base." Stranger still, a Caitya

or rock-cut dagoba with a plainly moulded base, a circular dome

and the remains of a tree, stands on a square platform which fills up

the space between the four central piers and is situated in the middle

of the cave instead of rising precipitously from the floor at the apsidal

end of the hall, according to convention. So here we are confronted

with >he unique^ spectacle of the combination : a Caitya hall and a

Vihara combined into one.

Cave II above it consists of two apartments—one rectangular

vestibule, ajid a shrine which is also rectangular.and without pillars.

“The walls of the vestibule are also carved with the Bqddha.and atten-

dant images and some representations of the jlagobS with strikingly buj^
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bous domes" like some at Amaravatl. Instead of the Caitya, there

is a se^ed image of the Buddha on a pedestal on the back wall of Cave

III. In Cave V, the type of pillar is identical with that of No. i {

only it is more slender and has a fluted (f) or moulded torus. ‘‘There

is a lotus patera at the top qf each square and pediment at the top

of the octagon.,” The principal cave on the Western Hill contains

another novel feature, Viz., the Caitya is placed in a square cavity

in the middle of the chamber below the ground level. The ceilings

of these ‘caves are plain and flat. The walls and images were originally

coated with plaster.

Dagobas.—Almost all the dagobas, strewn about the hill and con-

verging upward, are rock-cut monoliths. They are very crudely

worked out and their forms are characterised by the utmost simplicity.

The hemispherical ‘"auda" which is either bulbous, flat or elongated

in shape, is nearly superimposed on a drum having also stunted or

column-like elongated forms. Formerly they were all covered with

Stucco. Compared with the monolithic Stupas at Bhaja, they appear

absolutely bare
;
even the essential rail ornament is absent from the

rim of the drum, and as far as it can be guessed, this device and the

favourite Caitya windows do not occur on the Harmika, disfigured

as it is. The dagobas on the West Hill are comparatively better.

Some of them have moulded bases, plain plasters and cornice round

the drum, also a series of inverted slabs on the relic casket, in the

conventional way. Others are faced with brick or made wholly of

brick. ‘

“The crowning Stupa rested on a square platform, on which rested

the low rock-cut cylinder which formed the lower part of the dome,

the upper part being completed- in brick. The complete dome must

have been a low curve of less than semi-circle almost wholly

of brick."

Structural Buildings for Residential Purposes.—On the eastern

end of the top of the highest terrace, the remains of a structural rec-

tangular Caitya hall made of brick and terminating in an apse, has

been excavated. Like the one at Ter, in the Nizam*s Dominions,

the Caityas are too ^mall to have space or necess^y for pillars. It

is the main structure Vound which all other constructions grew up.

It lias been divideef into two compartments by means of the usual

partition wall near the apsidal end, into an ante-camber and a shrine.

The Caitya is replaced inside the shrine by a rectangular stone

^pedestal with a cavity on top, probably meant for an image. There .
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is a large stone-paved brick haU» faced with pilasters juat in ffoirit of

the Caitya, but at a lower level. “And inside these walls and*pface^

^at right angles to them at the same level are the remains the

partition and outer walls of a continuous row of cells and shrines

standing on the north, east and ‘south sides." Another peculiar

feature is to be met with at the entrance of tl^s hall, which is flanked

on either side by apsidal brick structures, with their entrances facijpfl

the central passage. The chambers which occupied ihie .positiooi

if at all, in the Western caves, w^ere square and never apsidal. Rem-

nants of other continuous rows of cells have also been dug out around

the three sides of the raised Caitya terrace and at the same level*

with it, while an outer detached row stands parallel to those tcT the

north.'

One of the range of hills, in the vicinity of the village of Rama-

tirtham, in the Vizagapatam district, is also studded with the exten-

sive ruins of a Buddhist monastety. Like Sahkaram, apart from the

foundations of a large brick stupa, the most interesting buildings here

• are the structural Caityas so rare in India. On the Gurubhakta-

kondu Hill, there are remains of an apsidal brick Caitya hall, with

a*stone dagoba resting on a double pedestal. There is a wall across

the chord of the hall. The absence of pillars was perhaps a common
characteristic of the stuctural Caityas. In agreement with the Caitya

at Chezarla, it has brick pilasters “with moulded bases and capitals,

and at the *base of each, fragments remain of three crouchant lions."

The'semi-circular slabs at the foot of the flight of stone stairs at once

recalls the beautiful ‘moonstones^ of Ceylonese architecture. Near by

it, at a lower level, is the site of a brick Vihara, the roof of which was

supported by six rows of six piers each—square in section but near

the top octagonal. This exceptional arrangement has made it impossi-

ble for a quadrangular space to be provided in the middle, in. imita-

tion of the Western rock-cut Viharas, The foundations of other

Viharas do not show remains of columns.*

TAe Date of the Ruins,—Regarding the remains at ^ankaram,

Mr. Alexander Rea in his Report says, “Th^ sculptures in all the

I Most of the data# utilised here are borrcwed from Mr, Rea’s*

Report.

• 2 Rea,^ “Buddhist Monasteries on the Gurubhaktakonda and

Durgakonda Hills at Ramatlrtham.” Arch. Surv. Ann#Repij 1910-11,

78-81.
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caves &nd on their faqades generally are crude and primitive in design

and have none of the finished technique so strikingly observable at

places like Amaravatl, where the highest phases of the sculptor’s ar^

are so lavishly represented. The crudeness may pqint in either of

two ways. It may either represent a very early period of undeveloped

workmanship or a latec decadence. The Buddhists did not survive

sufficiently long after Amaravatl epoch for any such decadence to

have strikingly manifested itself. The inference is therefore that the

period represented by these sculptures is earlier than Amaravatl or

possibly prior to the first century. The earliest of the remains here

or the monoliths probably belong to the period of Asoka himself.

Though the sites founded by him are historically and traditionally

described as numerous in Southern Indiaj no traces of any of them

have hitherto been found.’’

^

Firstly, we cannot concur with the view of Mr. Rea, that the

Buddhists and their art ‘'did not survive sufficiently long

after Amaravatl epoch for any such decadence to have ^strikingly

manifested itself.” The statement falls to the ground in the face

of the discovery of Buddha and Bodhisattva images at Amaravatl,

Jaggayyapeta and other places belonging to the 6th and yth centuries

A.C. and betraying obvious signs of degeneration in technique and

treatment. Again we can hardly ignore the invaluable testimony of

the famous Chinese traveller Huen-tsang, who passing through the

countries of Kalihga, Koi§ala, Andhra and Dhanyakataka in the yth

century noticed stupas and numerous Sahgharamas peopled by

hundreds of Buddhist priests.

Secondly, the architecture of the caves, monoliths and other struc-

tures, itself does not warrant us to accept the conclusion of Mr. Rea.

If the rail pattern, Caitya window motif, sloping door jambs, wooden
ribs of ithe barrel vaulted roof and the wooden screen and the purlins

in front of the Caitya hall are indicative of an early age, surely all

these features are prominent by their absence at iSankaram. The
occurrence of the miniature Caitya windows over the door and some
of the windows and the so-called ‘diorse-shoe arch” over the entrance

of the vestibule, closely resembling the fa<;ade of the Lom.aSa ]^i

’cav6, in some of the Buddhist caves at Guntupalle, Godavari district,

in the heart of the Kalinga country, is sufficient proof of their pre-

Christian age. But we search in vain for these typical details here.

* t

.1111 t

I Rea, ArA. Sur, Aiin. Report, -i9o;'-o8, foot-note, p. 158.
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The faqade is extremely simple in design, the ceiling is entirely plain

and the pillars themselves have not any affinity with the earliac t^'pes

'%we are familiar with. On the contrary, many points of similarity cati

be detected between them and »the later cave pillars. Indeed^ nonj^

of the architectonic features at Sapkaram is reminiscent of wooden
construction—tliey are purely lithic in design and . conception and
indicate a late period when the transition* from the wooden to the

stone construction has been complete.

Then again the arrangement of the pillars, the square plaft of the

Caitya Chamber and the situation of the Caitya itself, in the centre

of the hall and on a pedestal, are unique in the history of Buddhist,

architecture in India proper. The presence of th^ stupas with square

bases, is noticed first in the caves at Kholvi in Rajputana and also

at Dhamnar. ’About the former’s date, Mr. Fargiisson is of opinion

that “they are probably the most modern group of Buddhist caves in

India.*^ As regards the monolithic dagobas, they cannot reasonably

be assigned to a period earlier than Amaravati, much less to the age

of Asoka—for the outlines of all the stupas, large or small, is flat

and stunted. We come across the bulbous domes for the first time

aft Amaravatl and it is an admitted fact that stunted domes resting

upon elongated pedestal is a later development. If we also take into

account the structural building at iSankaram, the peculiar combination

and arrangement of rows and cells with and around a Caitya, pri-

marily appears in the caves at Dhamnar, about which Fergusson

remarks the whole making a confused mass of chambers

and ^caityas in which all the original parts are confounded and all

the primitive simplicity of design and arrangement is lost, to such

an extent that without previous ' -knowledge they would hardly be

recognisable There are no exact date for determining the age of

this cave but like all of these series, it is late, probably between A.D,

600-700.''*

So in the absence of any good photographs of the sculptures we
have been compelled to take recourse to architecture, and in the light

of the above facts, it may not be quite correct to maintain that the

period^ represented by the ruins at ^ankaram '‘is earlier than Amara-
vatl or probably prior ^to the first century A?D." It is very probable,^

1 Fergusson, History of Indian, and Eastern Arch., vol. I, p. 166.

2 Ibid.
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on the other hand, that they belong to a much later period. The

crudeness of the sculptures, of which Mr. Rea speaks, is the natural

concomitant of a decayed art, when Buddhism was apparently in its <

last gasps in Southern India.

Devaprasad Ghosh

Some Additional Notes on Foreign Elements in the

Hindu Population

Prof, D. R. Bhandarkar contributed in 1910, in the .
pages of the

Indian Antiquary^ a thoughtful paper on “foreign Elements in the

Hindu Population ” wherein he made a success-

ful attempt to prove that ‘there was hardly a class

or caste in India, which had not a foreign strain in it.* According

to him, the Brahmanas as well as the Ksatriyas had an admixture of

alien blood amongst them
;
and from antiquarian or ethnologics^l

point of view, none of these two classes could boast of pure Vedic

Aryan blood in their veins.

It is quite natural that such a view should meet with serious op-v

position from the orthodox section of our countrymen; but there are

also scholars, who have seriously doubted the conclusion. Of such

scholars, Mr. C. V. Vaidya must first be taken into consideration

;

another strong protest comes from the pen of Pandit Oauri Sank-ar

Hirachand Ojha. The purpose of this short note is, however,* not to

meet the arguments of these two scholars/ but to make’ some

additional observations in support of Prof. Bhandarkar*s the*ory.

I

Leaving out of account the invasions of the Persian Emperors, Cyrus,

Darius or Xeroxes, foreign elements began to pour into Aryan Hindu

^ ,
Incfiaonly with the invasion of Alexander the Great

Alexanders Invasion.
, ^

*
. . {3?o B.C.). These invasiops helped to establish in

the North-western frontier of India several Greek principalities or Yona

I T!1ie*writor of this note proposes to do it in detail in a sepa*

fate paper to be {5ub^ished shortly.
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settlements and open up the course of further Greek penetrations

in later times. The Indiaiis who brought about the destructlofi of

these Greeks (circa 1st century B.c.) were the iSungas on one^side

and the Satakarnis on the other; but their final destruction wa»^

the work of the Parthians. During these three long centuries or more,

the Greeks had established themselves either as frieinds or as foe^

over a considerable portion of Northern Indi-i; and it is only

natural^that some of them showed a tendency towaid. being assi-

milated individually or collectively to . the indigenous social and

religious systems of the country.

On the eve of Alexander's invasion, the whole of North-western

India ‘was parcelled out into innumerable kingdoms and repuDlics,*

One of these small republics was Nysa. This

Nysa. small hill State is said to have been established

. by Greek invaders long before the invasion of

Alexander the Great. ‘The Nyseans^ according to Arrian, ‘were not

an Indian •race, but descended from the men who came to India with

Dionysus.^ This would show how even before Alexander, Greek

States were tolerated side by side with the Indian Hindu States; and it

may be noted that along with the Indian State of Kamboja this State

of Nysa is probably mentioned as the Yona State in the Majjhima

Nikaya where they are said to have flourished at the time of the

The AmbaathaS.^
Buddha.^ Another republican State in the North-

west was that of the Abastanoi who are identical

with the (Sanskrit) Amba§tkas, In the Barhaspaiya Arthahastra the

Amba^thas are mentioned along with the Hfinas and the Sindhus.*

The Huna^, as we know very well, were of foreign origin and it is

likely that the Ambasthas, if not originally foreigners themselves, did

nojt at least belong to the orthodox Hindu fold of the Indian social or

religious system
;

for neither the Puranas nor the Smrtis seem^ to in-

corporate them into the higher castes of the Hindus. The Puranas

call them Anava Ksatriyas,® and the Smrti literature brands them as

a people of mixed Brahmana and Vai6ya parentage. It seems that

1 “Yona Kan^bojesu dveva vanna Ayyoc'eva Daso ca'* (M. N.

n. »49)-
’

,

2 “Ka§tnira-Hun-Ambastha-Sindhavalj,” Ed. by F. W. Thomas,

p. 21.
^

.

3 Pargiter, Anc. Ind. Historical Tradition, pp. io8 and where

tjie‘Amba§thas are mentioned also as kinsmen of thefSitcis. .

I.H,Q.^PECEMBER, ip28 18
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they were incorporated into the Hindu population as the warrior

class, 'i.e., the K^atriyas (Aitareya Brahmana, vlll, 21, mentions one

Amhaftha king whose priest was Narada), but they were never

regarded as pure Kfatriyas,^

“India, after the death of 'Alexander the Great,” says Justin,

“had shaken, as it were, the yoke of servitude from its neck and

put his Governors to death. The author of this liberation was

Sandrocottus” or Candragupta who had to wage war with S-leucus,

son of Antiochus. Seleucus could not achieve much success,

Strabo informs us that he had to surrender the Alexandrian settle-

ments to Candragupta and conclude a "marriage

MMt^geContrsc t.
contract.” It is not certain whether the ‘Syrian

king gave his daughter in marriage’ to Candragupta

or the latter gave his daughter to the former; but this much is certain

that a matrimonial alliance was concluded between the Indian king

and Greek general. Candragupta was a Maurya and the Mauryas

are referred to as belonging to the Ksatriya caste in the Mahapari-

nibbam Sutta. The Mahavamsa, too, represents them as Ksatriyas.

The Divyavadam represents Bindusara, son of Candragupta, as "Ksa-

ti^yo M’Urdhibki^iktah”

,

and Asoka as “Ksatriya.”® The evidence of

Strabo, therefore, seems to support the view that a matrimonial

relation between a Hindu Ksatriya and a Greek was not improper.

It is interesting to note that the Asokan province of Suragtra was

governed by a Greek, Yavana Yuhsaspa, with Girinagara or Girnar

as his capital.

Prof. Bhandarkar and Dr. Ray Chaudhuri have been able to* show

that the Yavana invader contemporaneous with FatanjaK, was De-

Denetrius^Datta-
mitra.

metrius (and not Menander) who advanced as

far as Ssketa and Madhyamika at the time of

Fuijyamitra Sunga. Menander has long been

shown to be identical with Milinda of inscriptions and literature,

who became a convert to Buddhism. But the fact that Demetrius

I Curiously enou^jh, the Ambattha Sutta (Dia., Part I, p. 109)

puts forth the claim of the Ambat^has as bping Brahma^as
;
but Brah-

manical literature, as has been shown, never supports the claim. In

modern times the .^mba^^has are treated as Ksatriyas in Bihar and

as Vaidyas in^Bengal.

Ray-Chaudhuri, fol. Hist. of.Anc, India, and fed.
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was admitted into the contemporary social system of the ffindu9

still remains to be recognised. We do not exactly knowwjbether

Ijp really became a convert to Buddhism or to Brahmar^icat Hiih

duismi but the Mahabharata sepms to point to this G^'eek '^kicig

when it names a* king as Dattamitra. Dattamitra is peculiarly an

Indian name whose memory survives in the namq of the city of

Dattamitra in Sauvira according to Patahjali.^ The same city is

mentioned in the Vyakarana of Kramadldvara^^ and a]:^o in one uf the

Nasik Cave inscriptions,* Had not Demetrius been owned as an Indian

^ Hindu king, we would not have found his name
Menander-Milinda , , . ‘

t .

Indianised and a city named after him to per-
^

petuate his memory. It should be mentiont^d in passing that

Justin, the Greek author, mentions in the title of his now-lost fprty-

first book, Menaiider and Appollodotus, as Indian kings^ (as distin-

guished from Greek kings), probably meaning that they were kings

who’ were admitted into the Indian social system
^
and we know that

Menander was so admitted.

That Seleucus could conclude a “marriage contract” with Candra-

gupta, that a Greek Menander could become Milinda, that

another Greek, Demetrius, could become Dattamitra with an Indian

city named after him, that a Yavana Irila or Candra or a Yonaka

Dhammadeva could become a devout Buddhist, that a Greek HeJio-

dora could become a Bhagavata—these are sufficient proofs that

the Hindu sgeial and religious systems were accommodating enough to

allows into thier fold the absorption of foreign or barbarian elements.

II

The second wave of foreign immigration into India came with

the onrush, one by one, of the Sakas, the Parthians and the KusSnas,

for another period of three long centuries. The
extent and amount of their contribution of foreign

elements to Hindu population, as Prof. IMiandar-

kar shows, is considerable. The conversion to Buddhism of most

1 Ifid. Ant., ‘^Foreign Elements,” 1910, p. $.

2 Ray Chaudhuri, Po4 , Hist of Anc. India, 2ftd, ed„ p, 244, End

note.

3 Ep, Indica,, vol, VIII, p. 90.

4 Rhys Davids, Milinda, p. xix.
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of the 'imperial iSaka rulers, the posing of Saka Usavadata as a

pillar of Brahmatjical orthodoxy, the matrimonial alliance of

Mahaksatrapa Rudra with VSSisthIputra ^rl ^atakarni of the

orthodox Hindu fold and the personal predilections of private

iSaka individuals, have all been dpalt with by Prof. Bhandarkar. It only

remains to be shown how some of the earliest Saka governors actually

took Hindu names and Kfatriya name-endings. The early Saka

rulers became converts to Buddhism or Brahmanism, but they

ordinarily did not change their ^aka names. Two exceptions, how-

ever, are known. We know that the North Indian Ksatrapas are

generally divided into three main groups : viz., (a) the Satraps of

K^isi, (fi) the Satraps of Western Punjab, (c) the Satraps of Mathura.

The* Punjab Satraps belonged to three houses, one of which was

that of Indravarman, The Satrapal family was certainly a foreign one,

but Indravarman is undoubtedly an Indian name, and that he was a

Ksatriya can easily be assumed from the suffix ‘‘Varman.” So was

also his son Aspavarman but Aspa’s nephew who projjably did

, not become a convert retained his original iSaka
ThcSakas. t. r -tm , , , . .

name, Sasas. Prof. Bhandarkar has pointed out

that the first components Jaya and Rudra in the names of Jayadaiifan

and Rudradaman are unquestionably Hindu. Apart from these

names that end with a Saka suffix, there are distinctly Hindu names

in Rudradamana’s line ending with Hindu suffixes, e.g., Rudrasirnha,

Rudrasena, Damasena, Vijayasena, ViSvasimha and othersv

In the Nasik Prasasti of Gautamiputra ^atakarni, the Satavahanas

are considered as Brahmanas; in fact, Gautamiputra claims him-

self to be '^Eia Bahntana" (the unique Brahmana) as also

"khatiya-dapa-mana-madana” (the' destroyer of the pride an,d conceit

of the Ksatriyas). In the same PraSasti he claims to have been

“a promoter of the homesteads of the twice born (dvijas) and the low,”

and to have “stopped the confusion of the four varnas.* The very

fact that he takes pride in stopping the confusion of the four

varnas seems to prove that such confusion was of common occur-

rence; and if Rapson’s identification of Pulamayi with VaSisthiputra

Sri Satakarni be correct, then Gautamiputra himself may be said

to have been guilty of allowing contamination of foreign blood in his

own family. For Vadisihiputra Sri Satakariji (»» Pulamayi) is' repre-

sented in a Kanheri inscription as the husband of a daughter

of Mahaksatrapa Ru(ara), i.e., Rudradaman. Even if Rapson’s iden-

tification* 'incorrect, we may safely say that GaUtamlputr-a’s
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attempt to stop the contamination of the four varras was not

successful.

The Kusanas were a branch of the Mongolian Yueh-chis. fiut the

earliest Ku^ana king Kujula-Kadphises was devoted to Brahmhiiisai.

Kaniska and Huviska were patrons of Buddh-
The Ku^Snas.

. , , , , . i rr - >
ism

I
and Vasttdeva, the last of the early Kuan's

name, is a sufficient proof that he was lookeld upon as an Indian, nay

a Hindu. So thoroughly had they imbibed the Hindu faith

and culture that they styled themselves, and were in later titnes

known, “Devaputra’* or ‘^Daivaputra” in epigraphic records. And
yet one of the later Kusana kings of the Kabul valley gave his daughtei;

in marriage to Hormisdas II, the Sassanian king of Persia ^A.C.

301-309).'

The infiltration of these barbaric hordes produced no doubt an

ethnic confusion {varnasamkara) which was viewed with concern by

the orthodox section of the Hindu population.
Caste—a 'social fiction.’ _ . . , , 1. , . . •

^ It was this sentiment that found expression in

the Nasik inscription of Gautamiputra Satakarni who claims to have

stopped this growing tide of Varnasamkara, Now this sentiment

cff conservatism began to manifest itself in stricter social legisla-

tion as can be evidenced in the Dharmasutras. But we shall have

instances still to show that history always defied these strict

codifications of social laws, and barbaric tribes still continued to

be merged, into the Hindu population ; the contamination of the

fouf varnas continued unchecked through the process of subtle sociolo-

gical fusion, Mon. Senart’s assertion that 'caste system was largely

a social fiction*, therefore, seems to be a fact that stands on as-

sured grounds.^

Ill

The third wave of foreign infiltration began with tlje incom-

ing of the Hunas, the Gurjaras, the Maitrakas and other allied

tribes. That the Hunas were a foreign race is never
The Hunas,

. , . ^ . . .

questioned
;

in literature As well as inscriptions

they • are referred to as ‘Mlecchas* or barbarians. They seem to have

1 Ray Chaudhiiri, Pol, Hist, of Anc. India, 2n^ Ed., p. 304,

2 Emile Senart, Les Castes dans rfnde: les Faits et la

Systeme, 1886;
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entered Tndia by the middle of the 5th century A.C. So easily

and so'thoroughly they became Hinduised in less than a century,

that Mihirgul or Mihirakula became a devout worshipper of Siva.,

Prof. Bhandarkar says that as early ^s the nth century of the Christian

era they came to be regarded as Kfatriyas, with whom the Indian

tHngs never hesitated to contract matrimonial alliances.

The foreign origin of the Gurjaras and of the Maitrakas, the

Calukyas, Paramaras Cahamanas and other Rajput clans is still doubt-

ed. Both Mr. C. V. Vaidya and Pandit Ojha have put forward strong

arguments against the theory of foreign origin of these tribes. We
shall try in a future paper to examine in detail the arguments of

these two scholars. We shall see there what the local traditions,

chronicles and, above all, epigraphic documents have to say for or

against the theory and shall bring out the most probable-theory regard-

ing the origin of these different tribes. We propose here to consider

only one short argument in favour of Prof. Bhandarkar’s theory.

The foreign origin of the Gurjara Pratlharas may beome apparent

when we make a close study of the personal names of the Pratihara

dynasty of Rajputana (Mandor), the earliest house

Striy^GurjafriiW*.* Gurjaras. Haricandra, the first king, wcs

surnamed Rohilladdhi •, in fact, it seems, that

Kohilladdhi was his original name and Haricandra was the name
which he adopted when he came to be recognised as a Brahmin. Of
his four sons, three bore the names of Kakka, Rajjilla,and Dadda.

RajjiUa's son was Narabha^a, but his original name seems to have

been PettapeUi. Narabhat:a was succeeded by Nagabbata- who had

originally been known as Nahada. Then came in succession Tsta

Bhoja, Yafiovarman, Canduka, Siluka, Jhatobara, Bhilladityd (other-

wise known as Bhilluka), Kakka, Bauka and Kakkuka. Of these

Kakka, Dadda, Rajjilla Bhilluka, Bauka, etc. may be regarded

as having been known by names—which may be traced to

Sanskrit pr Sanskritic Prakrits. But let us consider three names, viz.,

Haricandra, Narabhata and Nagabha^a. These three names are

undoubtedly of Sanskritic origin
;
but what would we say of their

original names, Rohiiladdhi, PettapeUi and Nahada, which they

retained along with their Sanskritic Hindu names <1 These original

nam& do not seem \o have been derived frdm Sanskrit or Sanskritic

Prakrits ; at be-st, they do not seem to be Aryan Hindu names. Yet

we know that all* these kings claimed to be K§atriyas • and were

^cvout Hihdus ^ir ^uddhists. The natural conclusion, therefore, is
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that they were not indigenous to the soil
;

at least, they wefe not

Vedic Aryan Hindus* Alien to the soil, with strange na'ine^,

they came to own a large tract of the country which became the

land of their adpption. In course of time, they adopted also the

religion and culture of the country, In other instances, the original

names were probably dropped*

Besides these Gurjaras and other allied tribes there wetv^ othier

Hindu* dynasties which were originally of foreign extraction. .Of such

dynasties, the Snahi dynasty cf Kabul must be taken

Kabul.
*^^”**^^

Ij^to cosideration. Kabul, i.e., Kapida-Gaudhara,

had always been a part of India and th^ kings*

of the country were always treated rs Indians. During the tim^ of

Yuan Chwang's visit, the whole region seems to have been under

the king of Kapi§a (Ka-pi-shih) “who was of Ksatriya caste, was

an -intelligent courageous man, and his power extended over more

than ten of the neighbouring lands.*' ^ It is not certain whether

this Ksatriya king was originally a foreigner or an Indian. We know
•that from very early times this part of India had been ruled by kings

and dynasties that were foreigners. The province had been in

constant turmoil of foreign invasions, one by one, of the

Persians, the Greeks, the Bactrians, the iSakas, the Farthians

and the Kusanas who enjoyed the land. This would lend colour

to the assumption that the Shah! dynasty that held its rule over

Kabul during the 8th and 9th centuries were foreigners, especially

when we.* remember that the very name of the dynasty is

not. Irfidian but Scythic ip origin. The Sahis are mentioned in

the Allahabad Pillar inscription of Samiidragupta along with the

Daivaputras (perhaps identical with the Kusanas), Shahanshahls, iSakas

and Murundas as frontier tribes, who all did homage to Samudra*

gupta. All these tribes without one single exception are admittedly

foreign and all of them held sway in the North-western frontier.

Now, these Sahis are mentioned as reigning in a North-^Vestefn

frontier territory, i.e. in Kabul, by Kalhana, the poet chronicler of

Ka§mlr, and also by Arab historians. Therefore, the Ksatriya

Buddhjst king of ^^apifia mentioned by Yuan CJiwang was also a Sahi,

and, though originally a foreigner, he came to be regarded, as <had *

so often been the custom, as a Ksatriya. These Sahis were, as we

dan guess from Yuan Chwang, pious Buddhists. ‘But whether the

I Watters, “Yuan Chwang,” vol. I, p. 124.
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K^atrij^a'. king mentioned by Yuan Chwang was a Sahi, we are not

sure.'- ^ut it is certain that there was a Shahl dynasty in Kabul during

the 8^h and 9th centuries and that, we are informed by Kalhanaf

and Alberuni they were known as Hindus.

iSahkaravarman, king of KaSmlr (884-902 A.C.), conquered a ^hi
king named Laltiya, whose kingdom he seized. Lalliya was made to

flee away and take refuge with Alakhana Gurjara (notice the non-

Indian {haracter of the name). After ^ahkaravarman*s death, l^abha-

karavarman, guardian of Sankara’s minor son Gopalavarman, again

conquered the Sahi kingdom and placed on the throne Toramana,

‘son of Lalliya, Didda, the noted queen of KaSmir, is represented

as the grand-daughter of another ^ahi king whose name was Bhima.

Bhim'a built in KaSmir a temple of Vi?nu called Bhima KeSava, in

honour of his grand-daughter. The RajataranginI gives us a

detailed graphic description of the extinction of this Shahl dynasty

of Kabul, during the reign of its last king Trilocanapala, at the hands

of the Turks, under Mahmud.

Of this Hindu Sahi dynasty, Alberuni gives us a somewhat differ-

,

ent account. He says that the last king of the dynasty of Kanik (i.e.

Kaniska) was Lagaturman and his vaziry^zs Kallar, a Brahmin. Kaltar

put hi.s minister in chains and occupied the royal throne. After

him ruled Brahmin kings named Samand, Kamalu, Bhlm, Jayapala,

AnandapUla and Tarojatiapala.

Now, it has been shown that Kallar is only a misreading for

Kalliyd'\ Kamalu is mentioned in the RajataranginI as Kamafaka\
Bhlima (most probably another name for Toramana) is identical with

Bhima of Kalhana and Tarojanapala is certainly Trilocanapala. This

is also supported by the findings of Cunningham who in his “Coins

of Medieval India” has shown that the names Spalapatidtva,

i Lalliya is said to have overthrown a dynasty and founded a

new ond. The identification of Kallar with Lalliya makes both the

events suit well. The dynasty overthrown was that of the later

Ku^anas, as Alberuiji says, and was, therefore, a foreign one. The
Shahl dynasty founded by Lalliya was a new one. But the Allahabad

.ins., of SamudraguQta mentions the existence ot the Shlhis in

the North-west. Notice should also be taken of the Shahvihara outside

Kabul (apparently founded by a Shah! king) plundered by Mahmud,
in 786. A-C- about a century before Lalliya had established his

^ynifety.
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Simantadeva, Kharmarayaka and Bhlmadeva found on s6me |C§$m!r

coins, are to be assigned to Kallara, Bamanta, Kamalu and SHma
of Alberunn If we collate these evidences, we can sco^ th§t

the Sshis were •considered to be not only Hindus^ but also

Brahmins. The name Toram^na* was actually
^
bornt- By a

Huna king, and Lalliya, whatever it might be, cannot be accepted

as an Indian name. Mark also the prefix Spala in the nafhe Spate*

patide^%. This is probably Scythian. It has already been said that

they might have been foreigners
;
and these names affoid an additional

proof. And yet, from Lalliya to Trilocanapala, all are said to be

belonging to the Brahmin Sahi dyna‘?ty, so much so that they easily

entered into matrimonial relations \iith the kings of the of Brahthin

dynasties of KasjnTr. A grand-daughter of a Sahi king and a daughter

of a Lohara king (Simharaja) was married to K§emagupta; another

daughter of a second ^ahi king was married to the son of Tunga.

Next we refer to two foreign Yavana dynasties that held sway

in Orissa* and Central India. The history of Orissa, after the glorious

• reign of Kharavala of the Ceta dynasty, is not
Yavanas of Orissa. ^ , , , _ . . / , . , .

, sumciently known. It is permissible to think that

the local native dynasties continued to rule for several centuries when

they were overthrown by a Yavana invasion. The name of the

invader, viz. P^aktabahu, is supplied by Sir William Hunter on the

authority of local palm-leaf manuscripts discovered by him,* In his

opinion Raktabahu should be assigned to the early part of the 4th

century A.C‘, The palm-leaf manuscripts really call Raktabahu and his

descendants Yavanas. These Yavanas held their sway over Orissa

up till the* 7th century A.C., when they were overthrown by the rising

Ke§arl dynasty. We know that Backtrian Greeks held their rule

in* North-wei^tern countries up till the ist century A.C. and it is a

plausible guess that some of them advanced towards the interior and

established a dynasty of their own in Orissa by the beginning of the

4th century A.C. It is certain that these Yavanas in their gradual

process of advance became thoroughly Hinduised so much so that

the first invader was given a significant Hindu name Raktabahu.

The existence of a Yavana dynasty in Orissa^ is further supported by

the evidence of the existence of another Yavana® dynasty in Central-

India, c. 7th and 8th centuries A.C. Sir William surmised that the

’i Sir William Hunter, “Orissa,” vol. j, pp. !^o6ff.

I, H. Q., DECEMBER, 19^8
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dispossessed Yavanas of Orissa probably migrated southwards and settl-

ed in ^central parts of India in the 6th century A.C. Now, this surmise

finds^ its historical support in an interpolated passage of the Visnu

Parana wherein it is stated that after the earth b^s been enjoyed

by the Andhrabhptyas, Yavanas,* Turuskas, Mundas and the Monas

for 1090 years/ there sljall be the Kailakila Yavanas

^

not crowned

religiously (amurdhabhi^iktah). The earlier Yavanas mentioned here

must b^ taken to mean the Bactrian Greeks of North-westera India

and the Kailakila Yavanas should be taken to mean the Yavanas

of Central India, as already surmised by Sir William Hunter. The

mention of these Kailakila Yavanas is also made in the Bhagavata

Piitana. The Visnu Purana gives the names of nine kings of Kaila-

kila ^Yavanas, and their very names would show that they must have

become Hinduised by that time. These names are : (i) VindhyaSakti,

(2) Purafijaya, (3) Ramacandra, (4) Dharmavarman, (5) Vaiiga, (6) Nan-

dana, (7) Sunandina, (8) NandiyaSas, (9) iSukra-PravIra. Five of these

nine names we can trace also in the Bhagavata Purana. These are (i)

Bhutananda (Nandana), (2) Bangiri (Vafiga), (3) Siiunanclin (Sunandin),

(4) Ya6onandin (Nandiyasas), (5) Pravirakah (Sukra-Pravlra).

The existence of the Yavanas in Central India as late as the last

quarter of the 8th century A.C. is also attested to by the Khalimpur

inscription of Dharmapala, wherein a Yavana king is mentioned,

among the feudatories of Kanoj, along with the kingdoms of the

Bhbjas, Matsyas, Madras, Kurus, Yadus^ Avantis, Kiras *ancl others.^

The fact that the Yavanas continued to rule in different parts of

India as Indian kings with Indian names as late as the 8th century

A,C., would suffice to show how gradually they were being inoorporated

into the Hindu population.

Nihar Ranjan Ray

I C. V. Vaidya, Mediaeval Hindu India, vol. I, p. 351. In

his note on the Kailakila Yavanas, Mr. Vaidya thinks that they were

settled ip Apdhra,' for, according to Hunter, these Yavanas claimed

^.Andhra desoent»



On the Identification of Sonacala and Arunacala

in the Skhndapurana
•

The third and fourth cantos of ‘the first book (MaheSvarakhancJam)

of the Skandapurana is wholly dedicated to the mahafmfa of

Arunagalam. The identification of Arunacala has been made
difficult by the compilers of the Turana by their identifying;

Sonacala with Arunacala and vice versa. Thus Soijacala has

been declared to be the other name of Arunacala (i, 3, 9, 3),

and the descriptions of the mahaintya and siirioundings of the Jtwo

hills have also been confused
;

the description of Arunacala

and Sonacala * has been alternately described in i, 4, 4, 27-29

and i, 3, 6, 70 ff. Sometimes even the distinctive features of one

hill have been transferred to the other
j

e.g., in i, 3, 6, iipf. a

Tirtha o£ Sonacala is described and in the next verse (121) it is

said that in that tirtha Arunacala is worshipped, whereas in the

very next verse (122) it is said that Sonacala is worshipped there,

rfovvever, a close examination of these chapters will make it clear

that the Purana has preserved genuine geographical records regard-

ing the two distinct localities of these two hills, though they have

been much confused and mixed up together. Thus the following

verses are lo be found in i, 3,6, 125-127 regarding the boundary

of Sbnacala.

Uttarasyam diiSi pura punya SkandanadI sthita/

Atra snatva pura Skandah samprapto vipulam balam// 125

J^a^cimasyam di^i khyatapara’ Kumbhanadi i§ubha/

Agastyah kumbhakah kumbhas tatra nityam vyavasthitah// 126

Ganga ca mulabhagastha yamuna gagane sthitah/

^ * sevante Sonaparvatam// 127.

Here it is apparent how the physical features of the two distinct

hills have been preserved, no doubt in a confused form and

applied with regard to Sonacala only. The river Skanda, as the

name Jmplies, was associated with Skanda or *Karttikeya or Kumara

and in fact the association of the river with SlAnda has been admitted
^

(1258). The exploits of Skanda with the demons, which are narrated

at great length in most of the books of the Skandapurana, show that

the locality concerned in these struggles was Venkatacala and the

neighbouring places of the Madras Presidency. • T& .identification
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of Skandanadi is, therefore, to be sought in the Madras Presidency.

There a hfll called Puspagiri, a spur of the Western Ghats, on the

North-western boundary of Coorg in the South-Canara district of

Madras. From the Bisli Ghats ..below the Puspagiri there rises

a river called Kumaradhara, which while flowing thr'Ougb the Bellary

district, passes by the side of a celebrated place of pilgrimage called

Kumarasvam! in Tulu, • a place 26 miles from Hospot, which is

near the Guntakal junction of the S. M. Railway. The river also

flows through the Northern Arcot district of the Madras Presidency,

by the side of the Svamitlirtha where the temple of Kumarasvami

or Karttikasvami or Skanda is situated—a place which is about

a mile from Tiruttani, a station of the Madras and S. M. Railway,

some, 51 miles on the west of Madras. All these Tirtha places and

temples of Kumarasvami or Skanda in the Madras Presidency cer-

tainly are associated with the exploits of Kumara, and it is a noteworthy

fact that the river on the bank of which these are situated is called

Kumaradhara, i.e., the dhara or river of Kumara or Skanda. Skanda-

nadi is, therefore, the Kumaradhara of the Madras Presidency. Re-

garding the river Kumbha, it may be said that the association of the

river with Agastya is distinctly admitted, and it may be inferred

that the river in question was somewhere near Agastya^rama, a

place which has been identified with AgastyapurT, 24 miles to the

south-east of Nasik, But if it is a river of Nasik, we should note

in that case that the position given in our Purana regarding the

two rivers does not agree
;

the river Kumbha flows on the north

of Skanda or Kumardhara, instead of flowing in a south-western

direction from the river Skanda or Kumaradhara as the Purana

clearly tells us. The Kumbhanadi is, therefore, not a river of Nasik.

But in i, 1 26B it is said that Agastya always resides there. As the

river Kumbha was surely associated with Agastya§rama, wherever

that might be, the statement in i, 126B leads us to infer that the Agas-

tyaSrama,^ with which the river Kumbha was associated, was in the

Agastyakuta mountain of the Tinnevelly district, and as such it was

surely one of the AgastyaSramas (Caldweirs Dravidian Grammar,

Introduction, p. n8 ;
Bhasa's Avimaraka, Act iv). The river Kumbha,

therefore, rising from the Agastyakuta mountain of the Tinnevelly

‘distritt flowed northwirds, and lay on the Arest of Arunacala, on the

north of which again the river Skanda or Kumaradhara was

sitqated as will bfe subsequently shown. Anyway it is now cle^ir

tjiat the tiverU SJeanda and Kumbha were in Southern India,
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Assuming, however, thsi the two names, ^Qicala And AniQ3(;aIa,

rdec to one and the same hill, it seems an improbability -that Ae bill

povered such a vast area from the Ganges valley in the north to' thp

Madras Presidency in the south, if, of course, the Slokas quoted pbove

are at all to be interpreted as containing the boundary of one hill onlj^

Hence we are to regard the dlokas.as’containing the boundary of twp

distinct and separate hills. It may of course he argued that as the 3rd

and the 4th cantoes of the Skandapurana are wholly devotpd to the

description of the mahatmya of Arunacala, a south Indian hill,, we are

not justified in assuming that a hill of Northern India (^niacala) is

meant here, and that the river Ganges probably mean a river ot

Southern India, while the river Yamuna is wholly mythical,*

described only to complete the reference to the Ganges. I quite sCgree

that there are Ganges also in Southern India, and that one of the same

may lie near about Arunacala, but when in connection with Soijacala

it fs distinctly said that the river Ganges has been joined by the river

dona (i, 3, 6, 90) are we to believe that the river Ganges as described

.

(i, 3, 6,127) means a river of Southern India ? Should we not think that

the river Ganges of the above sloka (127 A) means the famous Ganges

of Northern India, and that the verse 127 of i, 3, 6 apply to

Sonacala, while the verses 125 and 126 apply to Arunacala,—a north

and south Indian hill respectively. It is really impossible to reconcile the

position of a river called the Ganges with a confluence of the do^a (i, 3,

6, 90) in the Madras Presidency, where Arunacala lies. However, let

me take donacala first. The name doQacala suggests that the acaia or

mountain- is associated with dona which is the name of a famous river

in' Eastern Ihdia. In Central Provinces there is also a river called

dona which rises in the Saletekri, Hill and takes a Southern course.

But I am inclined to think that the dona wnich is associated with an

hcala, is the famous dona of East India. The river doi^a, as we know,

rising from the northern slopes of the mount Amarakantajca of the

Maikala range of the Central Provinces, flows northwards, until it

reaches the Kaimur range. The Kaimur range, a detached portion of the

Vindhyas, commencing from the Jubbalpore district, runs northwards

until it reaches the south-eastern boundary* of the Maihir valley,

front tvhich place it takes a turn to the east compelling the river doQa

to take a similar course along its southern base. • Then from the Maihir

valley the range and the river run and flow eastwards until

Rhotasgarh (some 36 miles immediate squth-west of Sasaram) is

ceacbed. . Here the range stops, and the river in modern tunes puryues
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a northern course with a slight eastern bend, passing through

iSie districts of Gaya and Patna in Behar and meets the

Ganges at a place eight miles east of Chapra near Dinapun

But at the time of the Raraayana (Adi., Ch. 32) the riveri

without takipg the present north-eastern course frbm Rhotasgarh,

flowed further eastwards, and then^took a northern direction, flowing by

the eastern side of Rajagrha, then called Girivraja, and by the

western base of the Miidgala hill of Monghyr, and joined the Ganges

at Fatwa. Mudgala hill is the Hiranya-parvata of Hiuen-Tsang,

which according to Cunningham is a form of Harana-parvata (Arch.

Survey, xv, pp. 15, 16 ^
Anc. Coorg., p. 476)3 and as the river Son a flow-

ed by the base of the Hiranyaparvata, it was also called Hiranyabahu

or Hiranyavaha, the Erannaboas of the Greeks. So it seems that

the position of the Kaimur range and the course of the river, as is

described here, lends a great colouring to the view that the ^onacala of

our PnrSna is no other than the Kaimur range of the Central Provinces

and this is further supported by other evidences. Thus in i, 3, 6,

90*91 we read the following §lokas regarding ^onacala.

Hiranyagarbhatanayah pura Sonanadah puman/

Atra tlvrain tapas taptva gaiigabhimukhago ^bhavat// 90

Atra Sonamadi punya pravahaty amalodaka/

Bena ca punyatatini paritah sevate 'calam// 91

Here Hiranyagarbliatanaya does not mean that ^ona is the son

of Hiranyagarbha mountain, and, therefore, has taken its rise from that

mountain. Tanaya in Sanskrit is often used in case of a river when 4:he

sense of serving is implied, which fulfils the Brahmanical *idda of the

ideal of a son. The idea of ‘‘serving a mountain by a river flowing

by its base," amounting to the ideal- condition of relationship tetween

a father and a son or a father and a daughter, is often to be found in

Sanskrit literature expressed by the term ‘Tanaya*, though in reality

they are* not father and son or father and daughter, i.e., the river

has not taken its rise from the mountain, but only flows by its base.

Similar is the case with the river »§ona in these ^lokas where it is called

Hiranyagarbliatanaya, only because perhaps at that time the river

flowed by the base^ of the Hiranyaparvata or ^Mudgalagiri of

Monghyr as shown above.# It is also stated that the ri\^er Sona joined

Ganges (90;. This is also quite correct? but the place of con-

fluence was further eastward from the present place of confluence.

Further, •it is said that ^the river serves ^onacala (91 A). Accepting

Sonacala as* the •Kaimur range, it follows that the river Sona served*
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the acala, for the river flowed as it still now flows by the southern

base of the Kaimur range for a long distance and as such “serves? it.

It is also stated th?t the river Bena (91 B) ‘‘serves*^ i§onacala. ’There

are, of course, many Benas, but considering the position of SonScala^

it may be said that the river in question is the present nvcr Baijas,

a tributary of the Ganges, which rising from the northern slopes of

the Kaimur range of Behar and Orissa, flows in a northern direction,

by thg western side of Arrah and meets the Ganges. Before taking

a definite northern direction through the plains^ the ^ivet Banas

possibly had a long zigzag course around the northern base of the

Kaimur range, which suggested to the compilers of the Pura^a.^

that the river serves ^onacala. The above Slokas, therefore, bear

correct geographical ideas, and certainly go to prove that the

Kaimur range was Sonacala. It is also stated in a sloka (i, 3, 6, 127,

quQted above) that the river Ganges and Yamuna serve Sonn-

parvata at the base (mulabhage) and at the head (gagane) res-

pectivel)k This has also been found true by the present geographi-

cal position of the Kaimur range. It should be noticed that the Kaimur

range gently stretches to the valley of the Ganges in the north,

and the river Ganges also takes a southern bend in a semi-circular

way from Allahabad to Benares, so that the river also touches and

flows by the side of the Kaimur range, as much as the river Sona

flows through the southern base of the Kaimur range. So it is said

that the riv^r Ganges serves the ^onaparvata at the muladesa. The

river Yamuna which meets the Ganges at Allahabad lies on the

iiortii-west of .the Kaimur range, and compared with the position of the

river Gcyiges, is higher up Bowing from the west to tlie east. The river

Yamuna appears to be flowing higher and higher above the Kaimur

range, beca^use the river meets the Ganges at Allahabad (which is

the nearest point of distance between the Kaimur and the Yamuna).

By flowing not in a straight eastern course, but with a slight and

gradual southern bend, which, if viewed in a reverse^ position

from Allahabad, appear, as if flowing not in a straight western

course, but with a gradual northern lift, the river Yamuna

appears higher ^and higher from the south-eastern corner of the

Kaimur range (in the Maihir valley from which the range and the

Sona takes an eastern course) and as such serves the parvata by flawing

in gaganadesa, while the river Ganges because of her semi-circular

southern bend from Allahabad to Benares af)peared to the compilers

As if flowing by the base of the Kaimur range. Though nbt precisejy
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accurate, the passage quoted above (i, 3, 6, 127) clearly evinces the

fairly good geographical knowledge of the ancient Indians regard-

ihg the position of the Ganges and the Yumna with regard to the

Kaim'ur range or ^onScala. Another passage may be quoted to

establish the Identity of ^o^acala with the Kaimur range.

Asya bhfiskaranamadrih purvasyain diSi drSyate/

Yatra sthitah sadI vajri sevate ^onaparvatam// 27

Praticyam diSi Dan^adrir iti ka§cin mahidharah/

Pracetasas tadagragah sevate 'ru^aparvatam// 28

Dak^irtasyafi ca Sonadrer adrir asty amaracalah/

Kalah Sonadrisevartham • • • • 29 (ii, 4, 4,)

Jt shotild be noticed here that the mention of Arunaparvata in

28B is carelessly inserted by a later compiler, for the boundary of

the parvata which the compiler wants to describe in these §lokas is

evidently of iSonaparvata which is mentioned in three places and

not of Arunaparvata which is mentioned only once. So in place

of Arunaparvata in 28B we can reasonably substitute the word

Sonaparvata, to the west of which lies Dandadri. We should note

that in Sanskrit the words adri, acala, parvata, aranya and giri mean

the same thing, namely, a mountain or a hill. In fact, no distinction

has yet been found to be observed in the use of these words by the

ancient Indians, e.g., iSonacala is also called Sonagiri, Sonaparvata

iSonesa and ^onakhya, and such instances are not rare. Dandadri

might be an abbreviated or mutilated form of Dandakadri ^nd there-

fore might have been the same as Dandakaranya, a forest which

comprised ail the hilly tracts from Bundlekhand to the river Krsga

(The Geography of Rama's Exile, JRAS, 1894, p. 242). Anyway,

Dandadri was perhaps a spur of* the Bundlekhand forests ‘which

lay on the west of the Kaimur range. Then it is sjtated that

Bhaskaraparvata lay on the east of the Sonacala or the Kaimur

range. The word Bhaskara means the sun, while the word Bhaiiu also

means the came. Bhaskaraparvata was perhaps also popularly called

Bhanuparvata, The modern Bhanner range of the Central Provinces

may be a possible con-uption of that Bhanuraparvata, and so the

Bhaskaraparvata of the Purana may be the same as the Bhanner range

pf the^Central Province's. *But it has been misplaced. The range, a

detached portion of the Vindhya hills, rising in the Jubbalpur district

in the west of Kaimur, runs in close parallel and in the same direction

with the Kaimur range*for a distance of more than a hundred miles.

The Bhanner r^ngp, therefwc, lies in the west of the Kaimur range
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and ncyt in the east as the Purana tells us. The geographical knowledge

of the author of the Purana being more or less traditional rather than

r^al, the position has been confused owing to the close proximity o(

these two parallel hills, and the Katmur range which is really in the

east of the Bhasffara or Bhanner rang^ has been placed in’thc west of

it. The Bhaskara and Dan^adri * lie in the west of Sonacala. It

has been stated several times that Amaracala lies in the south of

Sonacala. Amaracala is also called Amaradri and Amarakantaka by the

same Purana. Kalidasa (Megha, i, 17) calls it Amrakufa. All these

surely mean the same hill, namely, the modern mount of Amara*

kantaka (a northern spur of the Mekala hills) on the northern side

of which the Kaimur range is situated. Amarr cala, therefore, IJes

in the south of ^onacala as is shown uy the Purana. So, the above

§lokas identifies iSonacala with the Kaimur range.

There are further evidences. In i, 3, 6, loi, it is said that

Agastyatirtha lies in the south of SoneSa, There are of course

various Agastyatlrthas, i.e., places associated with Agastya, but,

considering the established position of Sonacala, it is probable

that Agastyatirtha here means the tirtha of the same name
which lies on the Mahadeva hills (The Geography of Rama's Exile,

JRAS, p. 298) in the south of the Kaimur range. Agastyatirtha, there-

fore, lies on the south of Sonesa. It is said in i, 3, 6, 1 19-120

that Pandavatirtha lies in the south of iSonacala. There is only

one tirtha jof that name in the whole of India, to be found

in Venkatdcala which, as will be shown in connection with

Arnnacala, lies’ in the Madras Presidency in the north of Arunacala,

and ’ so, in the far south of iSonacala. So it seems that Pandavatirtha

lies in the south of ^onacala. All*- these evidences arc, I think,

sufficient to prove the identity of !§onacala with the Kaimur range

of *the Central Provinces, a hill which is quite different and widely

separated from Arunacala.

Arunacala

There are distinct evidences that Arunacala belonged to the

southerti* India. In Skandapurana, canto iii,«chapters 3 and 4, is

related a story by way df introducing ArunacaRi, where it is sfid

that one day Parvati out of conjugal dalliances pressed the eyes

pf Siva from behind and as a consequence the w*hole world was

delqged. So.Parvat! was distressed and ashamed, ^e went to Kaftcl

,
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to practise penance, where she was disturbed by the overflowing

waters* of the river Campa, when Mahadeva appeared on the scene

and said among other things that a hill called Arunacala lies nea^

by. 'Kaftcl is modern Conjeeveram, some 43 miles south-west of

Madras, and the river Campa might be the river Palar, by which it is

now situated. •In the Padmapurana (Uttar, ch, 70) it is said that KaflcI

was divided into two *parts—^ivakaficl on the west and Visnukafici

on the east. KaflcI, therefore, had a strong Saiva centre and it is

reasona*ble to infer that Arunacala lay near about KaflcI.

It is clearly said in the Purana (i, 4, 4, 10, 11) that in southern

India lies the country of Dravida, a great Ksetra called Arunakhya,

a holy place for worshipping ^iva.

Asti Daksinadigbhage Dravidesu Tapodhana/

Arunakhyam mahaksetram tarunendu^ikhamanfeh// lO

Yojanatrayavistirnam upasyarp fiivayogibhih/

Tad bhumer hrdayam viddhi j^ivasya ^ il

Dravida rouglily corresponds to a country which is a part of

the Deccan, from Madras to Sreenagapattam and Cape Comorin

(JRAS, 1844, p. 15). Its capital was Kafjcipura (Manu, ch. x

and Da^akumara, ch. vi) or Conjeeverum. As has been said above,

KaflcI having in its western part a sacred place for the iSaivas,

we are led to infer that the south-eastern spurs of the Vellore hills

stretching up to western Conjeeverum was Arunacala. But there is one

difficulty. For, regarding Arunacala, it is thus said in i, 4, 18, 22.

Drsyo 'yam natidurena purastat sakalarunah/

Syngaih samlaksyate'stabhir nunam mahatmyavan gi'rih// 22

For the identification of Arunacala we are, therefore, to seek for

a hill consisting of eight peaks. Now there is a hill called Trimatl-

giri consisting of seven Snigas standing like a zigzag line six miles

east of Tripati. This is a station of the S. M. Railway in Madras at a

short distance in the south from the Renigunta junction of the same

Railway line in the district of North Arcot But this Trimatl

Giri also cannot be identified with Arunacala, for the hill is the same

as Venkatacala, and^all the tirthas and other sacred places of Veii-

katacala mahatmya of the Skandapurana (ii, are to be found

in* the Trimatl Qiri * of seven Srngas. Moreover, we are often

told that Arunacala was in Dravi<jlade§a (i, 4, 18, 21). If Dravidadesa

begins from Madras southwards, Trimatl Giri cannot properly lie in

Dravida^ for Trimatl occupies a place to the north-west of Madras, at a

distance of sevcflnty-two miles. We should also remember that in
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ii 3> 6, 125-127 (quoted above) the compiler has preserved the bqtftdary

of the two hills, though they have been applied in case of iSonacala 6nly»

ft has been shown how there is no geographical similarity between

the Ganges and the Yamuna on the one hand and .the Skanda

and Kumbha on the other. It Jias also been shown how the des-

criptions of the Ganges and the Yamuna ar& applicable -with regard

to ^otjacala. It is, therefore, very reasonable to suppose that the other

two rivers Kumbha and Skanda form the western and nonnerH limits

of Arunacala. The river Skanda or Kumaradiiara, as has been

stated, flows by the side of Tiruttani which is some 40 miles

south of Trimatl Giri. So if Trimatl Giri of seven peaks is Arunacala,

the Skanda river cannot flow by its northern side, but flows along, the

southern side buf this is not mentioned in the Purana. So Arunacala

cannot be identified with Trimatl Giri. But there is another hill

which most probably can be identified. There is a station of the

S. M. Railway called Tiruvannamalai some 90 miles south west of

Madras, and on the east of that station there is a range of hills

‘still called Arunacala where a very old temple of Siva and

some lingas are to be found. This hill is still considered as a very

sacred tirtha of Siva where piligrims flock. We have no other

evidence to confirm the identification, except that the hill lies in

Dravidade§a, and that the boundary, as sketched out in i, 3, 6,

125-126, seems applicable in the case of this Arunacala. The

river, Skanda or Kumaradhara flowing near Tiruttani clearly lies in

the north of Arunacala and as such obviously formed the northern

limit *0! the hill, while the river Kumbha rising from the Agastyakuja

mountain* of the Tinr.evelly district probably flowed northwards,

keeping 'Arunacala in the east, and as such the river formed the

western limit of the hill concerned, though of course it must be

admitted that the northern and western limits which are given.by the

compiler in no way form a precise and accurate boundary of AVu^acala

but only offer a very rough idea regarding the position of the hill.

Sashibhusan Chaudhuri



The Date of Xaniska
9

It might seem presumptuous to take up the question of the date

of Kaniska. Has not* every thing pertaining to the query been

ransacked by competent scholars ? Yet the result so far has been

disappointing. We are still out of court. Many entertain the fond

hope that the excavator^s spade will settle the puzzle finally. The

present writer, however, ventures to think that there are a few astro-

nomical data in the Taxila Silver Scroll Inscription of the year 136

and .the Zeda Inscription of the year ii of Kani§ka which enable

us to calculate with more or less precision the exact period during

which the emperor flourished.

The portion containing the date in the Taxila Silver Scroll In-

scription runs as follows : i-ioo 20 10 ^ ayasa Asadasa masasa

divase io-4ri!' The meaning of the word ayasa has been the apple

of discord among scholars. Sir John Marshall who first edited the

record takes the word to be the genitive form of Aya («A2res)

and interprets the passage to mean ^'in the year 136 of Azes, on the

15th day of the month of Asadha.” Prof. E. J. Rapson agrees

so far, though he differs from him as regards the identification of

the unnamed king in this scroll. Sir John Marshall egnsiders that

he is the same as Kujula Kadphises
(
= Kujula Kara Kadphiees of

the coins noticed by Sir Alexander Cunningham), whild Prof. Rapson

avers that he must be Vima Kadphises* and that the inscription was

engraved in the very last year of his reign, which he assumes to be

77-78 A.C., taking the year 136 to refer to the Vikrama era. Afl

our leading authorities are agreed in referring the year 136 of the

scroll •to the Vikrama era, though it must be remembered that this

is only * conjectural. We shall return to this topic later on. But

what does the cflrious word ayasa really stand for? Can it be a

proper name ? Our accumulated evidences obtained in the interpreta-

tion of numerous records negativate such a view*. And even if it be

the genitive of a propei; name Aya (
= Azes), that date can 'hardly

‘ be *taken to refer *to the era founded by Azes. Such an interpreta-

tion would rather tend to identify the unnamed devaputra Khusang,

with Azes himself, t This, however, scarcely supports Sir John

#Mar$hali’k coAteqJtions, On the other hand, we have the weighty

^opinion of Hofrat^von* BUhler who specifically warns us against
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such an interpretation. Pr. J. F. Fleet and Dr. F. W. ^omas
Jhink that the word must be the genitive of a demonstrative

pronoun. While M. Boyer and ^Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar take the

word to mean •adyasya. Prof. Sten Konow too provisipnally agrees

with Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar. Anyway, we may take the word as

a specificative one which is used to show* that the used in

the portion containing the date is not the normal Arldha^ It ihay

well ftfer to the intercalated Asadha as some of these scholars referr-

ed to maintain. Prof. Sten Konow perceived the important result

that wjpuld follow from this interpretation. It gives us an astrono-

mical means for discovering the era used in this record, to legard

which the same as the Vikrama eia without an actual dejn'ons-

tration of this Jtypo is, whatever Dr. Fleet, Sir John Marshall and

Prof. E. J. Rapson may say, only a hypothesis and not a proved

fact. But unfortunately, as he himself contesses, Prof. Sten Konow
was not a mathematician and so he asked his Dutch mathematical

friend Dr. Van Wijk to calculate if in the year 136 of the Vikrama

era there was an intercalated Asadha. Dr. Van Wijk was mathemati-

cally correct when he informed Prof. Sten Konow that in that year

there had been no intercalated Asadha but only an intercalated

iSravana. Prof. Sten Konow is too conscientious, and he immediately

gave up the theory of the Vikrama era, knowing it fully well

that it is profitless work fighting against a mathematical proof. So

he •was brought to a difficult situation and he displayed great

ingenuity in ’devising means for accounting for the discrepancy. After

all, Ihe difficulty is not -as hopeless as Prof. Sten Konow thought

and there are ways out of the predicament, I have investigated the

' problem very carefully and can account for the apparent anomaly.

It is true, as Dr. Van Wijk found out, that in the year 136 Vikrama

( — 79 A.C. expired), there was no intercalated Asadha but -only an

intercalated l§ravana, if we proceed according to our curVent rules

of intercalation. But as Prof. Jacobi points out there has always

been two ways of naming an intercalated month. ‘‘According

to a verse quotgjl by Brahma Gupta, a lunaf month which begins

and'' dnds in the same solar month receives the .name of the

preceding solar month. • This rule has, however, long since goite out*

of use^^ (Ep, Ind., vol.^ I, p. 405, note 7). Messrs. Sewell and Dik-

shit too suggest in their Indian Calender tjiat Whenever we have to

cfcal with intercalations in early inscriptions, we should always apply

.this alternative rule in^case of a discrepancy** If in this case we app4y
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this alternative rule, the intercalated month receives the name of

4$adha. Readers will please note that we are not impugning the

correqtness of Dr. Van Wijk^s calculations. We are only interpreting

in an authorised manner the results of astronomical reckoning.

Further, according to the civil mdde of reckoning which regards the

whole of the day in which a samkrMi ends as belonging to the month

just over, the intercalated month in this case will be called intercal-

ated Agadha. Moreover if anybody would perform the neoassary

calculations, he would find that even according to our present rules

of intercalation, this month is intercalated ^ravana only because of

*a small fraction of a day and so in approximate calculations, it would

be tailed intercalated Asadha. This demonstration is of great im-

portance and warrants us to hold that the era usqd in the Taxila

Silver Scroll is the Vikrama era. This is no longer a postulate, but

stands on a solid basis. And we learn further that it was inscribed in

the first year of the Saka era. But Prof. E. J. Rapson would have us

believe that the record was set up in the year just preceding the iSaka

era (77-78 A.C,) and that the unnamed king must be Vima Kadphises.

I do not know how Prof. Rapson concludes that 136 Vikrama js

equivalent to 77-78 A.C. Even if the year be considered expired or

current, or the scheme of months pvLrnimanta or 136 Vikrama

can never be equivalent to 77-78 A.C., but it may be 78-79 A.C. or 79-80

A.C. Now that our records turns out to have been engraved in the

first year of the Saka era, I do not know if Prof. Rapson 'would ^still

hold that the king referred to must be Vima Kadphises. . Why not

infer that here we have a reference to Kani^ka ? As a matter of* fact

all our evidence points that way.

The presence of the very curious word devaputra persuaded Sir**

John Marshall to conjecture that the unnamed king must be Kujula

Kadphises, as the title occurred in his coins. He never thought that

he was Vima. But as it proved later on that there was a slight in-

advertence on the part of Sir John, this identification loses much

of its reason unless it can be proved that Kujula and Kujula Kara

are the same. But thi5 is debatable, and Prof. Rapgon is opposed to

such a view. The use pf the curious designation devaputra^ however,

*is retaarkable. It fs never used in the numerous coins of Vima
Kadphises. So it is rather strange that he should receive this rare

appellation. On the other hand, almost in all of Kaniska’s inscrip-

t^ns we liave <:his^ curious designation. The presence of imperial

titles, the uncoiAmon title devaputra^ and the haughty reticence dis-
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played in omitting the personal name permit us to infer thal the king

referred to must be Kanrka himself. The Buddhist affinili«is of

the record too support this inference. This assumption is further

strengthened by the fact that the record was inscribed in the firsh year

of the !§aka era. • So it is likely that Kaniska started the &iPa era.

The Zeda Inscription, however/furnishes data whicb strongly sup

ports the view that Kaniska founded the ^ka era. The date there

runs as follows : sam lo-i aqa^sa inasasa di :o utaraphiyjune Verna

dasa Jkariihakasa Kant^pa{qka)sa rajamL There can be ne doubt

about the reading of the date. The characters are too precise

to permit of any doubt on this point. So it tells us that ''in the^

year 1 1 in the reign of Kaniska, on the 20th day of AsSdha there

was the Naksatra Uttaraphalguni. Let us tentatively hold that the

era used is the Saka era, which on other grounds seem highly

probable, and see how far this assumption satisfies the astronomical

data furnished by this record. There cannot be any doubt that

the month is lunar and the year Caitradi. But the scheme

of months adopted may be pUrnitnanta or ammta and the year

may be expired or current. So we have to calculate for all

th&se possibilities. But we shall, first of all, calculate for the possibi-

lity most likely. As the inscription is a northern one, the scheme

of months used is most probably pUrnimanta and the year expired.

Now the 20th day of pUrnimanta A^adha is equivalent to the 6th

tithi of the. white fortnight of the same month. So, finally we have,

in vfew of these limitations (which are not in any way conjectural

as may be perceived by anybody who is conversant with astronomical

methods of calculation), the 'given date to be equal to : '*in the year

89 A.c. .(Spired), on A^adha Sukla 6, there was Uttaraphalgun\ Na-

ksatra.*' We shall see if our data harmonise. We proceed according

to* the method or calculation illustrated in the article 36 of L. D,

Swamikannu Pillars Indian Chronology (Madras, 1911).

Anomaly at new moon

iS*I46+S9-o6i ... ... =74*207

Add for six tithis ^ ... S*9^

^
" 80-117

By^alJte^VIItthe sun’s longitude for Nfk^atra

corresponding to 8o*days of the solar year is 6’2gft

By table V the sun’s long, for ‘iiy day is '008

Add tithi equivalent in days 5*91

• I3*V0
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By table III, at i2*2iodays of lunation space, the Nak§atra

current is the 12th, i.e. Uttaraphalgum.

• So we find that all the details fit in and it is not open to question

that the era used in this inscription is the Saka era. We can now

maintain with tolerable certainty^ that the iSaka era' has been used

in the inscriptions of Kaniska, or in other words, that Kaniska

started the j§aka era, •Strictly speaking, we should not say this.

Kaniska's inscriptional dates run from the year 3, so there is just

the possibility that some body else might have started the era"'. But

it is a mere possibility and that even a remote one. Moreover,

^^rof, Sten Konow comes to our rescue, for he tells us that : “the

famous casket found in the Kaniska stupa at Peshwar, is evidently

dated*ra?ii i ina{harafasa) Kamskasa.** So according to him, the

emperor's dates run from the year i.

We utter a sigh of relief if the great puzzle has really been solved.

Of course, there are other years near about for which the data are fit.

But when an era, which, it seems very likely, everything considered,

can explain all facts, it will be a mere craze for novelty to hunt for

other probable years. That procedure will be irrational in the extreme

and may shake the very foundations of Indian chronology built On

similar astronomical grounds with so much care and skill by Fleet and

Kielhorn.^

Haricharan Ghosh

I The writer owes much help in the preparation of this article*

to Mr. N. K, Majumfler, M.A., Lecturer in Mathematics ‘and Indian

Astropomj^ of the Calcutta University,



. Some unpublished Persian Inscriptions from Kathi^wad
*•

About fifty years ago, the enlightpned Bhavanagar State in Kathia>

wad took a leading part in organising an Arcbseological Department

and collected materials from different places bf Katlpawad. The epl-

graphical portion of the above collection chiefly consisteu rf impressions

of very valuable Hindu and Muslim inscriptions. A few Hindb inscrip-

tions selected from this collection were published by the State under

the guidance of the late Diwan Vijeyshankar Ojha in two volumes^

namely "Prakrit and Sanskrit Inscriptions” vaA "Bhavanagar dr^eln

Lekha-samgrahaP The department did not lose sight of the Muslim

inscriptions too; and consequently a third volume containing 5 1 se-

lected Arabic and Persian inscriptions was published. This volume

naturally contains some of the best Muslim inscriptions found in the

ancient province of Kathiawad, which was under Muhammadan sway

from very early times. The above volumes do not go, however, to

cover the whole collection, and later researches have since added consi-

derably to the number of unpublished records.

Muslim Inscriptions from Wadkwan

In the volume* of Persian and Arabic inscriptions referred to

aboye there is no inscription from Wadhwan, or the ancient Vardha-

roana* in themorthern Kathiawad. It has a history of more than

twelve centuries at its back -and derives its old name from Vardhamana

Svamini^^^br 24th Jaina Tfrthafikara who was a historic peisonality

•believed to have flourished and composed in this place all his works

which are so valuable for reconstructing the history of Gujarat.

The Muhammadan influence in Kathiawad* may be traced as early

as the sixth century A.C., but it properly dates from th’e time of

Alauddin (a.c. 1295—1315), reaching its zenith during the rule

of the Sultans of Gujarat. And from the time of Ahmad Shah (to
• •

i' Cotpjjs Inscriptionum Bhavanagri (Arabic and Persian Insaip-

tions), 1889.

2 History of Important Towns and Cities in Gujarat and Kathiawad

by Prof. Ai S. Altekar, Ind. Ant, vol. LIV (1(^25), Supplement, p. 38.

3 EMH., II, 120.
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whose rule falls the inscriptions under notice) a sftrong thatiS'- was

alwa}(S kept here,

Wadhwan is at present the capital of a second class state in

Kathiawad under a Jhata chief growing in importance and developing

modern ways. It lies 22*—45' N. and E., and is situated 83

miles S. W. of Ahmadabad with which it is connected by one of

the many systems of Railways in Kathiawad.

These inscriptions are being edited from the mechanical estam-

pages and with the help of somewhat approximate transcript* copies

written in the characters and style of the original inscriptions

at Wadhwan. The impressions, belong to the Watson Museum

at Rajkot, and have kindly been lent to me by the authorities.* I

regret, however, to note that the reading of the text has become

doubfful on account of the indistinctness and roughnei^ of some of the

impressions, due perhaps to the damaged condition of the original

inscriptions.

No. I. Inscription on Pada Mosque^

The impression suggests the inscription to have been cut in raised

letters in a piece of stone and measures 2' 3j^"X 1' 2%". The ins-

cription consists of five lines, written symmetrically, increasing in length

from top to bottom, and written in Naskh characters. Lines i, 2, 3 of

the inscription and a part of the fourth line containing Islamic precepts

and a part also at the end of the fourth line are in Arabic, while the rest

1 For detailed description see Bombay. Gazetteer, vo’l. viii, p. 69;

2 To Messrs. Vithal Dass J. Trivedi, M.A., LL.B., Hony.-Secretary

and D. B. Diskalkar, M.A., the Curator of the Watson Museum, Raj-'

kot, I am indebted for the impressions and general information.

3 “Jhis mosque is built near the Bhoiraha, where lie the remains

of many old Jain temples and the site has also frequently yielded many

Jain images. These temples are said to have originally been ;oo in

number and to have been founded by a Madhi Vaishya named
Pajo. An image of Niminath, the Jain Tirthafik^a, in one of the

ruined temples bears an inscription dated Samvat 130/ pibbably

li39«=A.c. 1282, whidi mentions that it was ‘installed by Ratandevi,

wife of Vohara (Vaishya) Munjal, son of Vohra Deda, descendent of^

Seth Pajo of Modh<Race, on the third of the light-half of Vaidakha

in the year.noteri above.^’

—

D. B. Diskalkar.
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of the record is Nn Persian and refers to the construction of the

mosque by one Malik Muhammad son of Malik Muia durif!^ the

raignof Ahmad Shah in A.H. 843 (A.C. 1438). Ahmad Shah 'I'(A.<3.

1410—1443) is too well known in the history of Gujarat, but Malik

Muhammad I scouid not trace so far, from the hooKs at my
disposal. He was presumably an officer at Wadhwan, for ’n those

days the word Malik (noble or honourable) was a sort of title which

superior officers generally adopted as a sign of distinction.

Tht text of the inscription as I read has been given at tne end.

Translation

Line I. There is no God but God ; Muhammad is the prophet of

God.

Line 2. In the name of God, the merciful and the compassionate

Line 3. “And verily the places of worship [are set apart] unto

God, wherefore invoke not any (other therein) together with

God."* The prophet (may the blessing and peace of God be

^
on him) said : “He who built a mosque—

Lhie 4. For God (here) will have a palace built for him in paradise

by God."* In the time of the reign (of the king)
;
of the rank of

Solomon, the defender of the world and faith

;

Line 5. The father of victory, Ahmad Shah, son of Muhammad
Shah [Tatarkhan], son of the king MuzaiTar Shah, the founder of

the mbsque Malik Muhammad, son of Malik Musa, may God

grant'him salvation: in the year two and forty and eight hundred

.
(A.H. 843).

Inscription No. a

• This inscription, as the impression shows, is damaged on the right

side and is| consequently incomplete. In its present form it measures

i'.d'xi' 2", while originally it must have been much lo'nger and

wider ^ it may have the concluding portion of the epigraph on

another slab, fixed just below it, but now lost. The contents of

the epigraph show that the record is unfinished since the date or the

nam^ of ©(^riter or the engraver is not gi^en in the piece. This

I Quran, sipara X, Ruk’at 3.

3 Do. do. XI, do. 3.

3 Hadith from the Mishkat Sharif.
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view is. corroborated further by the fact that ai^ epigra^ arranged

ao* AiegantJy is not expected to be wanting in such an important

detail- as the date. The record consists of four lines, of which the two

lines. on top {we shorter than the other two, and contain quotations

from the Qqran. Each of the two lower lines contains 3 couplets in

Persian verse. The inscription .is written throughout in Naskh

characters. It records .the construction of a mosque during the

reign of Ahmad Shah by Malik Thani, No date is known from the

record jas it is incomplete. According to Mr. C. M. Duff’s Chronology

of India, the genealogy of the Sultans of Gujarat, which is based

on the Ferishta, has two Sultans who ruled under the assumed name

of “Ahmad". But in addition to the above, on the strength of

nufnismatical evidence, Mr. H. N. Wright, l.C.s., has shown that Sultan

Kootb Shah (A C. 1451-1458) of Gujarat has also issued his coinage

under the assumed name of “Ahmad" (vide IMC, vol. II., pp.

221-227). Or there were altogether three of the Sultans of Gujarat

who have ruled under the title "Ahmad". Thus in the absence of the

date in this inscription as we% as of other data, it is difficult to

assign this epigraph to the reign of' the Sultan Ahmad, to whosv. reign

this epigraph belongs. However, on comparing this inscription with

the foregoing, I am inclined to assign it to the reign of Ahmad
Shah I (a.C. 14101443), Sultan of Gujarat. Similarly Malik Thani of

this inscription who bears an analogy of name to that of Malik

Muhammad in inscription No. i, may be taken to be one of the many
officers or nobles of the court.

My reading of the text is as given at the end :

Translation

Line t. In the name of God, the merciful and compassio'-iate

:

Line 2.
,
And verily the places of worship (are set apart) unto God,

wherefore invoke not any [other therein) together with God.

Line 3. (»)

(«) Got ar]:anged (completed) through the favour of the

Lord.

(t) It is a> no\^le place of worship and an eminent edifice.

(11) The founder of the (mosque) was Malik Thani

(») In the day;, of the king Ahmad Shah

(11) Jhe prdpxjctor of the diadem and the royal ^one.
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Line 4. (*) . -

(H) .(fbtttider).

(0 Do (thou thjs) kindness (to step) inside the* mosque.

(*^ One benediction (upon the soul of the deceased foun-

der) is incumbent upon every tr.ue believer (follower

of Islam). • . ^

(f) Oh God I The sin of such a one (the builder of mos-

que)

(fi) Lessen (discard) on the last day (the t)ay Of J«dg-

mettt).

InscripHon No. 3

This im’pression from the inscription of a mosque is the best

of the group under notice. The inscription is said to be still i« situ

and incised on a piece of stone available locally. The impression

measures 2'-9*xo'-i 1)4" and is divided into three panels by

wide strips left unchiselled on the face of the stone. Each panel

y^rries a line of script written in simple Tughra devolved from the

Naskh characters. The first line and a part of the second are in

Arabic and contain quotations from the holy scriptures of Islam.

The remaining portion in the record, except the date (which is

again in Arabic), is in Persian. It mentions the construction of the

mosque' by Muhammad Shah or the well-known Muhammad Shah

‘II (1443— 1451 A.C.) of Gujarat in A. H. 849=: 1445 a.C. and the

writing of the epigraph by one Barkat-ul-lah, son of Sulaiman.

The^ext as deciphered by me is given at the end.

Translation

Line In the name of God, the merciful and compassionate.

God, the most Illustrious, said I "And verily the places of wor-

-ship [are set apart] unto God , wherefore invoke not any [other

therein] together with God. The Prophet (may the blessing

».and peace of'<jod be on him) said : He who built a mosque for

eqd (here) will have by God.

Line 2. A palace 'built for him in ^adise." Built thfs noble

mosque for God, the king who is tihe greatest of all kings, the

respected monarch, the redeen[*r|Of *the world and faith,

Muhammad Shah, son of Ahmad Siran, sop ofMulfanin|ad ^hab,

son of the kiqg Muzaffar Shab.
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LineJIf.^May God perpetuate his kingdom for ever and his wealth

.te' (eternal and) imperishable. The writer (of the inscription),

(is) (he sinner Barkat-ul-lah, son of Sulaiman, the seeker of the

forgiveness, (of God, who is) the Commander, the Illustrious,

and the Great in the year nint and forty and eight hundred

(A. H. 849).

Inscription No. 4

The text of this inscription as given at the end of this note has been

made out from the transcript copy in the absence of an estampage.

The transcript copy, though made after the style of the original, is

not fai&ful in all respects, and is therefore not reproduced. This

is undoubtedly the surviving portion of an inscription, the upper part

of which containing the usual religious quotations is gone. The existing

portion records the name of the king as Mahmud Shah, in whose'

time the building, presumably a mosque may have been erected,

and the date is the second Sunday of the eleventh month of A‘. H.

889=1484 A.C. The whole text is in Persian, except the date whiel;.

is in Arabic, and is written in Naskh characters. This Mahmud
Shah is the historic Mahmud Shah I (1458—-15 ii A.C.) of Gujarat

and is also known as Mahmud Begurra'^ in the history of that

country.

Translation

“Secure through the assistance of God, the munificent^ the de-

fender of the world and faith, the father of Victory, Mahmud Shah, son

of Muhammad Shah, son of Ahmad Shah, son of Muhamm^’S^ah,

son of the king Muzaffar Shah, may God perpetuate his empire and

dominion for ever, and may His favour and goodness poui perf^tually

on the people of the world—on the second day of Zi-ul-qada lin the

year nine and.eighty and eight hundred (A. H. 889).

Ram Sing^ Saksena

’ Briggs’ Ferishta, vol. IV, pp, f/f.
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MISCELLANY

Dr. Walleser on the meaning of Pali

In the valuable series of Materialien ssur Kundi des Buddhismrs

an important question is raised by the editor, Dr. WaDeser, in Nu.

4, ^prJihe und Heimat des Pali’Kanons. This pamphlet of twenty •

four pages is not merely on the language and home of the Pali canon,

but hidden beneath the title is an important discussion on the mean-

ing of the word Pali, This ought not to be over-k v ked, and I should

like to draw attention to the arguments and conclusions. There is

much in the pamphlet which seems to me sound, but on this particular

point I am not convinced, and I should be glad to see fuither evi-

dence from either side.

Dr. Walleser rejects the view of Childers that Pali means ^series

^of^exts^ and hence the body of the Buddhist Canon. There is no
• doiry*^ the existence of the word with the meaning ‘series, row, or

liner both in Sanskrit and Pali. Buddhaghosa uses it to denote a line to

mark a boundary (Vin„ A., ii, 344). But Dr. Walleser points out that

there is a spelling in Ceylon Mss. with cerebral which makes this

derivation highly improbable, and he holds that it is more likely that

it is an expression which comes straight from the native commen-

taries. He further holds that the term refers properly not to the

texts as such/ but to the language in which they are composed as

opposed to the language of the Singhalese Atthakathas. But what

was the J^n^age of these commentaries ? The language of the

Canon which in Asoka’s reign was taken to Ceylon was, he thinks

(againet 01dqnbe?g>Pranke, Grierson, etc.), the language of Magadha.

But at this time the Aryan colonisation of Ceylon was compete, so

Mahindl must have found an independent Singhalese fjmguage

there wheume arrived. This language was a Prakrit which had reached

Ceylon/not from Magadha but from the S.E. coast of India. Now
the domii^ntary whW*^ was used in Ceylon when the Canon was

first intreoih^ must have been in Singhalese ^(so he argues), other-

wise it would nave failed of its purpose.

word Pali then was adopted from Ifce native commentaries,

and as they were in a Prakrit which omitten intervbcalic consonants,

•'there is no objection to assuming that Pali goW^ack^ through a form,

fiaali to paiali. But tljis word fe the first psfrt of*the 'name of Patali-'

DECEMBER, I928 22
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the very city where the Bhtkkhus assembled soon after the

.deafV of Buddha', and which for a long time was the centre of Bud-

dhist life. We know in fact that the t did disappear in this narfie,

as the form Palibothra proves.

He next assiimfes that the first part of the name P5tali-putra came

to be taken as an adjective, so that there is no objection to assuming

that the language of Patali-putra (or -pura) was called paiati ihasa or

simply patall. He then dicusses the phonetic changes whi^h would

result in the word becoming pali, (i) shortening of the final vowel, (2)

dropping of intervocalic t with contraction, (3) cerebralising of /.

Having thus explained palt he finds in peyyalam the corresponding

adjective, assuming that it comes from a form patala with double

vfddhi.

He then goes further and discusses the term dhammapaliyayani in

Asoka^s Bhabra inscription. This is the term that Asoka uses to

describe certain passages or sections of the Dhamma, which he there

enumerates. It is generally assumed to be identical (except in

gender) with the Pali dhamntapariyaya and Sanskrit dharmcipar ^yc^x

but Dr. Walleser ignores these, and derives Asoka's term from/a(<2/i-

kayani with the meaning ‘texts belonging to the Patali Canon*.

I trust that this fairly represents Dr, Walleser's coiKlusions, though

all his arguments have not been reproduced. So far as I can see he

has not produced any evidence to show that pali is ever used in the

commentaries to indicate a language. Childers speaks of pali-bhasa,

but he expressly explains that it does not mean ‘the Pali language*

but merely ‘the language of the sacred texts*. 1 his Dr. V/alleser

contradicts, and says that when Pali and Aiihakatha :»re contrasted,

the reference is only to the actual words (Wortlaut) of the commented

texts, not to their connection as a whole (Scbriftgan2)r and he declares

that tjie examples given by Childers prove it. But Childers thought

that these examples prove the exact opposite. We need not

through those given by Childers, as without their context they often do

not prove anything, and we can now find plenty of examples in the

published text of die commentaries, but Dr, Walleser does no\ quote

a single one, even from Childers. I will not give quotatif'iis to show

\

I That is what Dr. Walleser says, ^*den Namen gerade derjCt.^^en

Stadt wo die Bhikkhif bald nach dem Tode des Buddha sich vcrcin-

igten.* 'But was it r^^ soon after the death of Buddha that the

bhikkhus had their first meeting tihere ?
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tbftt the term is Mmmonlv used* to rc^er exactly to the sacred.tesiL

What we want is at least a single example to show that the comoMti*

txtor was contrasting the Pali language with some other. Itis'l^ly

enough that the Theras. with whom' Childers conversed, spoke of the

pSMhasS, but no one ever seems te have found this term in any

document. Dr. Walleser has nothing to say a^out the* word fait in

the sense of ^line' or ‘series,’ yet it exists, and when BudHhaghosa on

one pag^ uses it to mean a line drawn on the ground and a little

further on to mean the line or series of texts, we want some evidence

to believe that he is using two quite different words. What does the

spelling with cerebral 1 prove? If it can be shown that this spelling

is the original one, then there is the likelihood that the word really

came from the early Prakrit of Ceylon, and was later confused with

the Pali word meaning ‘line.* But so far no attempt has been made

to prove it. Let us have some evidence one way or the other, and

we shall be all the better able to do justice to the other matters in

thi| important essay,

Edward J, Thomas

Yogavatiaropadesa

In JASB,*I928, pp. 249-259, Mr. Durgacharan Chatterji has publish-

ed a small treatise on Yoga, YogavataropadeSa, byDhar-
men^ira inks Tibetan version with a Sanskrit restoration and
English translation by himself. It is quite clear that he did not find

tUe original Sanskrit of the work, taking . it to have been lost, as is

the cam of hunilreds of books now preserved in Tibetan and Chinese

translations, for the* originals of which we have almost given up hope.

He^will, however, be glad to know that the'present case is not such.

The originf/ of the work is still in existence, and it is found in a

Nepalese MS noticed by Mahimahopadhyaya Kara Prasad Sastri in

his Cdtalogut of Palm-leaf and Selected Paftt^flSS belonging to the

Durbar Ifittaty, Nepal, vol. U, I9 IS» p. 64, the number being Ui, 373c.

It is naraed^there Pr^jfiopaya vinffictayasiddh i»by

a V a j r a p a d a. Yet it begins m fact with the metrical

portion nine kirlkas) of the Yogava\aropadela, which

is simply known to us as Y o g a v a t a r ig its colephop in the

Itf S’, too, it ' is written Yogayatara ( X^g^rdtotiah’ samifhih),'
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Bit fe^re it is attributed to Nagarjuna {Kftir ifam affa-Nagar^

Wnapiddmm)i and not to D i n n a g a as in the Tibetan version.

It ‘is interesting to compare the Sanskrit restoration of Mr.

Chatterji with the original now found. It will be seen that except

in a very few instances, the restoration which is not perfectly free

from defects is* quite in agreement with the original, even the

wording in most cases being almost the same. The text as given

by Min. Hara Prasad Sastri in the catalogue referred to iar repro-

duced below together with Mr. Chatterji*s restoration, so that the

comparison may easily be made. In judging the restoration it should

be borne in mind that the Tibetan versions from which the restoration

is •Ynade are not in complete agreement with the particular Sanskrit

text given below, and this fact explains to a large extent the descre-

pancies between the restoration and the original. I may remark in

passing that the Sanskrit text before us contains some wrong readings

and is not free from metrical and other errors, and in one case (karika

7) a line has dropped off.

The Original Sanskrit.

1

srutva Sastram udaram

nificitya paramarthikani tattvam/

mrdvasanopavistah

susraddho yogam arabhate//

2

grahyagrahakam ubhayam

nobhayamandame§a nivrttih (?)'

svargah/ .

iti bahuvidhavikalpajalam

pravidhuya manahsamadhanaih//

3

jfieyam* vilokya sakalam maya-

gandharvanagaranirbhasam/

pravidarya dehayanfrani tathata-

vijfianavajrena//

Mr. Chatterji’s restorative;-^

1

fiastram prathitam Srutva

niscityapi paramarthatattvani/

firaddhayutah prajno

yogam mrdvasane yuiijyat//

2
,

samsaro nirvanatp svaparau,.

. dvayam advayam ts^tha

grahyani/

grahaka iti ca vikaJpams tyaktva

cittain samapanna'm//

3

mayagandharvanagafasadrSam

jneyam vilokya nihsesam/

tathatajfianasanina 6arirayafitram

parikseta*//

1 Read : nobhayam atmai^a nirvfiih for nirvrttih (?).

2 Tih, gzig par bya mzy be translated by pat%k§eta^^ hut in the

present c^se it canno^JL**^ accepted. One might ttKdi \xqxq prabhaii-

TetavPam iox 'it. •
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The Original Sanskrit.

4

sarvakaravirajitam

adyantavibhagarahitam

avikalpam/

nirmalasahasradldhiti-

nirbhinnamatisarain* gaganam

iva//

5

svakaramatrasesarn paSyati cittara

svam adyanutpannam/

yenapi padyatidam tad api

tathaivavalokayati//

6

so’nupalambho'cintyatathatokta

bhutakotis ca evam/

,kramado’bhyasat samjfiSvedita-

nirodham apnoti//

7

al^hiyukto yogi sattvartham

^anekadha kurute'smin//

8

parinispatlTne* ti^thati yogi

sudirgham adhvanam/

vajravad abhedyakayo

ni^ktampa* klesamaradyaih//

777

Mn Chatterji’s restoration,

4

adyantamSarahitam ivikalpaqfi

sarvaprakaravara^obham/

vimalamarlcisahasrair apakfta-

tamisragaganasarnkadam//

5

cvabhasaniatrarupani pafiyot

prathainad ajam svacittant*ca/

yena ca drsyata etad

dra^tavyam tad api tathaiva//

6

kathitam analambam cittam eva

tathatS ca bhutakotis ca/

Idfkkramasik^atal^* samjfiivedita-

nirodhalabhah syat//

7

tasmin samyak spardat paficabhi-

jfia bhavanty anayasam/

tadabhivyakto^ yogi

jagadartham sadhayaty apari-

meyam//

8

parisampanno yogi ti^thati kalam

sudhirghm apy e§ah/

tanur adanir ivadithila

nisce^tah kledamaradyah//

* I, For "^matisaram read ^tamisra.

2 Printed 3 The first haj^ of^the kSrika is missing,

^ This should have been abkiyuktah ^^non par ldam\

5 Read parini^annah.

6 Read niakampyah as suggested Jib. gya^ mi hgyur. The
‘ restoration of the last line should be corrected accordingly.*
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. I^he Original Sanskrit

9

prajfiapiramitakhye’smin^ sarvadS

.
pravfttasya/

sidhyanty anye bahavaiji

samSdhayo gaganagafljadya [h]//

Mr. Chatterjl^s retfeoration.

9

prajfiaparamitSyS etc yogSl^ sadS

samuAkntall)/*

bahavo hi gaganagafljadya^

sampannal^ samadhayal> santi//

ViDHUSHEKHARA BHATTACHARM

Pandyakavata
• • •

In the Ramayana, ed. Gorresio^ iv» 41, we read of the southern

way which the apes under Hanumat's leadership are to go to look for

Sfta; V, 2 iff. enumerate the localities which this part of Sugriva’s

army, ordered into the South, may touch : Agastya's abode on the

Malaya, the Kaverl

:

kSlnteva kttasahketS samudram abhidhSivati /

tato hemamayam dlvyam tora^aqa manibhu^itam // 24

kapafaguptajn Pandyanam gata drak^yatha vanarah /

tarn atikramya Kaverim avftya Malayarn girim // 25

pau^plm iva k^tatn malaip velam drakigiyatha vanarah /

maryadarn tarn samudrasya velaip gatva ya§asvin!m // 26

sacandanavanam ramyam vicinvantu vanaukasab /

It seems, however, out of place to touch first the K^yeri (24a),

then a torana (24b), again to cross the ICaverl (25b) which bars the

Malaya (avrtya) and then first to see the coast (26a). I suppose that

the order of the verses is here in some confusion as fs "indicated

already by^mentioning the Kaverl and the Malaya in v, 2J, the cross-

ing of the .former in v, 23a
;
further the tarn of v. 25b would be more

natural in close connexion with v, 24a, so that we had to insert 25

b

after 24a, unless we ta^p it to be an interpolation. Further proofs

for such an alteration are found in the reading of 'the correspondir)g

passage in iv, 41, 17 (Bomb, ed.), where the Tamrapar^I appears

as the MahanadT, so that after Kaverl and Agastya’s abode on the

• {
I Add here yog* as sugg|;ted by Tib. and wanted metrically.

ar Tbe fkk hak of the kirUca is defective.
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tora^a, the apes readi the coast. The text of iv, 41.

•ed.)runs as follows:

kinteva ]iavatl kSntam samddram avagihate f

tato hemamayaip divyam muktSmanivibhQsitam
// ifi

)niktam kavStaip PSndyanam gata drakayathi. vSnarSh /

.tatah samudratn &s3dya sampradhSry^rthaniScayuir
// 19

In both the recensions occurs a kapatam, resp, kavafatn,*. Pi^cJyS*

nam between Tamraparnl, as has to be read instead of ICaverl, and the

ocean. The metaphorical language of the edition of Gorresio calls that

locality a torana, the Commentary on IV, 41, 19 (Bomb, cd.) explains

yuktam as puraprakaraghatitam
;

in the edition of Gorresio the tbra^a

"is guarded by.the gatewings of the Pantjyas," But all that is not

quite clear
;

fortunately we meet the term “torana” in other works, and

what is most interesting, also in the Kautillya ArthadSstra, II, 10, 39—
kofiapravesyaratnaparlksa, as the second of finding-places of pearls

^nder the adjective-form Pa^dyakava^aka, explained by Bhat^asvfimin

’^orSbji's extracts, p. 17 ;
JBORS, XI, 1925, p. 28 of the appendix

in Part II) with Malayakotiparvatotpannam
;
that would mean that

Pandyakava^ has to be identified with the mountain Malayakoli;

but that is doubtful from other reasons which I do not want to dis-

cuss here." Another work, Varahamihira's Brhatsamhitfi, 81, 2 men-

tions eight finding-places of pearls, among them Pandyav31aka pearls,

the peculiarities of which are desaribed in 81,6 ; from this verse we
learn that the locality bears the name PandyavS^a, and therefore we

hafo to separate Psridyakava^a of the Arthadastra in Pa^dyaka-vata.*

1 Identical with kapa^a, see P. W., s.w.; Hemacandra, Abhidfa.,

1067 has (erronedusly ?) kuvata; cf. Scholion
; Unadiganas. 148; Amara-

kosa, II, 2,17 with Comm.
2 According to Surendranath Majumdar Sastri, the editor pf

Cunningham’s Ancient Geography, Calcutta, 1924, p. 740, Pa^dyaka-

v3ta corresponds to the Kavatapuram of Tanil literature; I hesitate

to. accept this, because the learned author himself declares Pa^dy^ka-

va^a to be jL “promontory where the W. Gh^ts dip into the sea.**
^

3 -vata as suffix in geographical names occurs for instance in the

inscription of Saka 1291^1369 A.D. (Ej^Ind., XIV. pp. 88f.) : Cara-

kuva^k^ modern Cerukuvata ;
Kurawa^, , Tamarava^akai .iQodern

Tamaradu.
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A juxtaposition of Brhats, 81,2 with verse 75 ot Buddhabbatta*s

Ratndpatikfa (ed. Finot, Bibliotheque de 1
’ E"coIe des Hautes

E'tudes/ fasc, iii) shows that both are nearly identical ; as Finot

maintains (Introd., pp. Vll*ix), both borrowed from a common source,

which is mentioned by Buddhabhaffa, a lost Ratiiasastra
; only metri

causa we have ‘in the Ratnaparlk^a Kauberava^a, which certainly

represents a Kaubera-Pandyavaja, as tamra is a shortened form for

Tamraparnl ; further proof is found in the Garu^apurioa (adhj, 69,

text in Finot’s book, p. 212 ;
transl. by Dutt, p. 189) which reads

Kauberapandyahataka, probably a misreading for 'vataka and thus

agreeing with Brhats. From these passages* we learn that PStjdya-

kava^ was a well-known finding-place of pearls, to which fact the

Ramlyana already alluded. But how to explain the form “kapa^a

of the Paijdyas”?

Mahabharata, V, 48, 7 iff. racounts, in incorrect Upajati-me.tre,

Kpjna's deeds and we read v, 76 :

ayatn kapatena jaghana Pa^dy^Q*

tatha Kalingan Dantaktire mamarda/

The reading of this pada was not quite clear
;

Nilakanjha, who

explains kapatena by wak§astataghatena, cites “any”e (others) who read :

kapate nijaghana and explain kapa^e as nagare, that is the name

of a city like Dantakura®
;
those “anye” are, as we see, the commen-

tators ArjunamiSra (kapate nagare) and Sarvajhanarayana (kapaje

nagarabhede)
;
cf. Udyoga Parvan, ed, Mahadeva Gangadhar Bhatta

Bakre, Bombay, 1920 ; see also P, Ch. Roy's translation, v; p. 174, n.*.

1 For the convenience of the reader the texts may be reproduced

here
;
Byhatsamhita, 81,2

;

Simhalaparalaukikasaura^j^rakatamraparniparasav&h/

Kaifberapaiidy^va^akahaima ity akara hy a^tau//

Buddhabha((a, Ratnaparik?a, 75

:

Simhalaparalaukikasauras^rikatSmrapaundrah/

Kauverava^ahaimafiu Suktyudbhutakara hy astau//

Garudapurana, i

:

SaiiphalikaparalaukikhsaurlfilrikatSmraparjiaparasavah'/

Kauberapindyabatakaxu^maka ity al^aras tv a$tau//

2 Nllakantha, however, |6xplains this name as samgrame, cf. especi-

ally his ren^ark ,on Mahabharata, V, 23, 24, where the killing of the

PS^dy&*’hidg is-not tSentioped.
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That explanation of ^apaja as a city* is based only on the confornyty

with Dantakura, the city of the Kalihgas
j

but another passage bfthe
Mbh, (VII, 23, 69) tells something more of that deed of Krsna ;

Kefiavena hate samkhye pitary atha naradhipe/

bhinne kapate Pandyanam vidrutesu ca bandhuau// (Cal. ed.)

' The son of this deceased king has once been ^rying to destroy

Dvaraka,. but failed, and now he is on thj side of the P’lndavas, to

whom hef brought an army (cf. V, 19, 9; VII, 23, 70-73). .Here>.

however, Nllakantha explains kapate as nagavisese. which can mean
only a mountain, quite in accordance with the passage from the

Ramayana, ArthaSastra, Brhatsamhita, etc.; but it is not impossible

that owing to a misprint we have to read nagaravisese also here.

Now, if we adopt the correct form Pfindyaka-vata, we learn

from these Mbh.-passages that by a misunderstanding of the geogra-

phical -name the rhapsodists of the Krsna-Epic invented a new deed

of their hero; that it is not probable to as«;ume the inverse way is

shoVn by the fact that neither the Visnupuraija nor the Bhagavata

ifoF^-the •HarivarnSa knows such an event. Kapfita is also hardly a fit

name for a town. More intelligible would be a Krsna-story of killing

a king by a gate-wing, but, as already stated, the separation of the

compound in Pandya-kapata is wrong. Yet for a moment we must

return to the relation existing between the Epic, Brhatsamhita and

Arthasastra. The latter two show a noteworthy discrepancy as well

in the jiumber as in the name of the finding-places.

Brhatsamhita, 81,2:

1 Simhala
^

2 Paralalikika

3 Saurastrika

4 Tamraparnt

5 Parafiava

6 Kaubera

7 Pandyavajaka

8 Haima

Arthasastra:

1 Tamraparnika

2 Pandyakavataka

3 •Pasikeya

4 Kauleya

5 Caurneya

6 Mahendra

7 Karclamika

8 Srautasij’a

9 Hradiya

10 Haimavata

We must conclude thal the Arthasastra ^borrowed its list from

KatnaSastra other than that of Varaham^jira and Buddhabhatta
;

,
only in three places both lists agree. Quite% unsatisfactory would be a

mechanical deduction that the longer list in the a Arthasastra js a*
%

• IJECEMBER^ 19^8 23
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rfgtt of later date
;

nevertheless, the names of places, quite different

‘frqni 'those of the Brhatsainhita, etc., show a much more intimate

knowledge of localities, especially of the South, a knowledge *we

can hardly ascribe to an earlier period of the penetration of India’s

South by North Indian imperialism or to a minister of Candragupta,

except we assume the origin of the ArthaSastra in the South.

Further, the treatment of special sciences of precious stones in the

Kautiliya, compared with the known texts on these topicsi,indicate

a progress too. On the other hand, geographical data in general

in Indian literature, must be considered from the standpoint of

history
;

I cannot therefore understand the opinion of J. J. Meyer

(German translation of the Artha§astra, Introd., p. xlvi), who de-

nied the value of historical geography for research in Indian literary

history
;
how could that be true, how could one argue in such a way,

considering, for instance, only the Brahmanas and the Mahabharata,

not to mentidn such special treatises as the Brhatsamhita ? And

now we find such a term, as that considered here, in the Ramay^na

in a part which Jacobi (
Das Ramayana, Introd., pp. 37ff.

;
but

cf. L ^ V i, Journal Asiatique, s. ii. t, XI, 1918, pp, 13, I48ff.)

declared as spurious
;

further, we see the misunderstanding of that

name Pandyakavata in the Mahabharata, the construction of a deed

of Kr§na, unknown to his principal ^‘biographies.” I should not

hesitate to deduce from this that the allusion in the Mahabharata

is a late interpretation of a South-Indian rhapsodist, to whom the

original meaning was already unknown as to N^lakantha,^ etc.,

while the mentioning of Pandyakavata in the list of the Arthasastra,

as other geographical data, would lead us to the conclusion that this

list cannot be of an earlier date than the 6th century A.D.

- O. Stein

I Karna,in the course of his digvijaya (Mahabharata,! 1

1

, 254) comes

also to* the South and here he meets Rukmina who submits to Kar^a,

offers to him gold and goes with him to the Pandyain sailam (254, 14)

;

Nllakan^ha explains<t« Srisailam, but this mount cannot be the ^rlsaila

or Sriparvata 50 miles south of the Kr^na (cf. Pargiter, Markandeya-

pur^na, transl., p. ,,290 n.; Beal, The Lif^ of Hiuen-Tsiang, Introd.,

p. xvi
;
Watters, On Yu’Siii Chwang’s Travels, II, p. 208; Kielljoni, Ep,

Ind., IV, p. 195) 7,8*53' L4 i6*s'B.,while they touch on their further way
the country of^Keralar^ perhaps that Pa^cjya §aila is the Pandyakavata

mount*
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A good deal of misconception exists even among scholars as 16 the

true meaning of the three technical, terms of MimSmLa*, Az., Vidhi

Niyama and Parisarfkkhya, Dr. Keith, one of the most acute of

European Orientalists, for instance, writes on page 93 of his iCariaa*

mlmanwa (Heritage of India Series): An injunction of limitation or

exclusion {parisamkhya vidhi) precludes om of seveial aitefnalivei

which otherwise might be resorted to; thus the injunction, five

animals among animals with five nails may !>c eaten precludes the .

eating of any animals not having that adornment (The italics

mine). The above passage contains many inaccurate and misleading

statements. In the first place, a parisamkhya does not preclude one of

several alternatives but all but one of several alternatives. Secondly,

the injunction paUca paUcanakka bhak^yah does not preclude the

Ceding oft any animals not having that adornment
;
on the contrary,

•it*\precjudes the eating of all animals with that adornment except

the five viz. saiSaka, ^allaki, godha etc.

Again on page 98 we find : ‘’The distinction between injunction

proper and a restrictive injunction {niyama) is applied in the sense

that the latter is reduced to nothing more than a maxim or rule,

which ought to be regarded, but which, if violated, does not render

the action affected invalid
;

thus Manu*s rule as to marrying an

amiable and healthy girl is not an injunction, the violation of which

rendg-s the marriage void, but a counsel of prudence.**

Here* also/ the learned Professor is wrong. In the first place,

JMimamsakas and Smartas hold what is also clear from the very

name niyama^ that no niyama can be violated with impunity. In

the case of the stock examples of niyama viz. vrlhln avahanti and same

debe yajeta, the sacrifices will of course be invalid if the grains are

not pounded or the sacrifice is performed on uneven ground. It is quite

clear that the learned scholar has confused niyama with parisamkhya.

Secondly, Manuks advice as to marriagg# quoted here (Manu,

lx. 94)^ can hardly be regarded as a niyama. It is given by Manu
as a **coux)^i of prudence.*’ Had it been ^a^ n^ama it could

not jiave been merely a counsel of pradence. Kulluka Bha(ta

•distinctly says ; etac ca yogyakUapradarsanclpfiram^ na tu niyamUrtham^

prayenaitavata kUena grhUavedo bhmatvi tribjtiagavayaskia ca kanj^

^vddkur yUibo fogyeti^ t>e*i it simply aims at showi5ig th^ proper, tims,
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but .does not impose any niyama, for generally by this time

(i.e. b'ythe time that one attains the age of thirty or twenty-four)

a man has mastered the Vedas and should marry a girl who Is

one-fhird as old as he.

Similarly, Medhatithi also . says : tyata kalena yaviyasl kanya

yogyciy na punar etavadvayasa eva vivaha iiy upaJeaMhah, i.e., tljp

purport of the counsel is that a girl younger by so many years is fit

for marriage and not that a girl of so many years of age al4ne has

to be married.

We shall now set forth clearly the distinction between vidhii

niyama and parisamkhya, or, in other words, apTirvavidhi^ niyama-vidhi

and parisamkhya vidhi. In the Tantravarttika we read :

vidhifatyantam aprapte, niyamah pakaike sati\

tatra cmyatra ca prapte parisamkhyeti g^yatejl*

i.e. that which enjoins something not at all kfiown from other sources

is an apurva vidhi or simply a vidhi^ as, vrlhln prok^ati. This

injunction viz. ‘the grains are to be washed* is found in the sectif»n

dealing with Dar§a-Purnamasa sacrifices. But for this injjinctvwi%

the washing of the grains in the Dar§a-Purnamasa sacrifices would

not have been known
;

it is the presence of this injunction which tells

us for the first and last time that the grains intended for the Darsa-

Piirnamasa sacrifices are to be thoroughly sprinkled with water. Hence

it is an apurva vidhi or vidhi proper. As the Mimarnsa paribhasa

puts it—tatra yo vidhir atyantapraptam artkam prapayati* sah apurva

vidhih^ yatha vrVtln proksati iti, etadvidhyabhave darsapurnam-

asiyavnhisu prokqanam katham api na prapnoti : tadvidhisattve tat-

sambandhivrlhiau proksanam prapnoty eva atyantaprap'iapro^qanapra-

pakatvad ayam apuryavidhili.

That which restricts us to on'e of two or more possible alternatives

competing for the mastery is known as niyamdvidhih e.g, vfihxn

avahanti he pounds the grains. Now what is wanted here is clearly

the sepa4-ation of the chaff from the grains for the purpose of the

sacrifice. This can be brought about in three ways: (i) by avaghdta

Le. by pounding, (2)^*by mardana i.e, by rubbing together or thresh-

ing, and (3) by nakhavidalana i.e. by peeling off with nails. In this case

any one of these three means is sufficient to bring kboijt the husking

but \iot more than one lat the same time. The injunction vrihln

avahanti therefore restricts us to avaghdta or pounding alone. Hence"

it is a niyama of niyamaruidJiu Or, take another example same

dcUyqjeta! Jhe injunction darbapUr^masdbkydm, yafetd prescribes^
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the Darsa-Purnamaia sacrifice as one that ought to be performed and

as no sacrifice can be performed without a plot of land, the injunction

'presupposes some land the ground on which the sacrifice* is to be

performed is iipplied. Now the place of sacrifice may be cf two kinds

even and uneven. When the sacrificer wishes to perform the

• sacrifices on a smootii plot, then the injupction ‘‘sacrifice should be

performed on level ground'* remains indifferent i.e. has no appli?

catiol, for what it prescribes has already been folio o^ed. When,
however, he wants to perform the sacrifice or uneven ground then

the injunction ‘‘sacrifice should be performed on level g<*ound* has

its scope, for what it prescribes has not yet been followed. The eJt-

clusion of 'uneven ground' is by implication, for by the perforihance

ot sacrifice on the ground prescribed, if we have recourse to a*kind of

ground which is not prescribed the sacrifice performed thereon will

not be according to the Saslra or injunctions, ,As the Mitaksara puts

it
:
pakse praptasyapraptapaksantaraprapanarn niyamah, yatha 'same

Vese yajeta.' ‘DarSapurnamasabhyam yajeta' iti yagah kartavyataya

•vihitah. Sa ca desam antarena kartum aSakya ity arthad de§ah prSplah.

Sa ca dvividhah—samo visama^ ca. Yacla yajamanah same yiyaksate

tada ‘same yajeta' iti vacanam udaste, svarthasya praptatvad
;
yada tu

visame defe yiyaksate tada ‘same yajeta’ iti svarthan) vidhatte, svarthasya

tadanim apraptatvat
;
visamade.^anivrttis tv arthiki. CoditadeSenaiva

yaganispatter acoditade^opadanena yatha^astrayago nanusthitah syad iti.

Ji parilamkhya is an injunction which restricts us to one out of

two or morei possible alternatives which otherwise might be resorted to

sinuiltaneousiy and which aie known independently of the present

injunction, ^.g, pahea paUcanakhl bkaksyah i.e. of five-nailed animals

only filVe viz. ^ri§aka, ^allakl, godha etc. may be eaten. Now one

natujally wants to eat the five species of animals with five

nails as well as other animals with five nails and it is possible

to eat both kinds of animals at one sitting. Tlie injunclion i^aUca

pafUanakha bhaksyah restricts us to only five particular *species of

animals with five nails, thereby forbidding the eating of other animals

with five nails. It should be noted that the iftjunction does not enjoin

tho eajting of the five animals with five nails. It simply states that

if one feeU inclined Ijd eat five-nailed animals, he must restrict h\9

choice to these particular varieties.

To take another example—^‘imam agrbhnan /afianam ptasya, ity

a^vabhidhanlm adatte' i.e. the sacrifice? should hol^ the^reins of the

horse reciting the mantra 'imam agfbhqan rSdanam rtksyR* (|.e.
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(Prajapati and others held this girdle Ynade of Kuda grass at the begin-

nin.g ^ tliie sacrifice). For the construction of the Citi, bricks are

brought by the ass and the horse. The word ‘rafiana’ has reference

to some animal, here of course, to-' both the ass and the horse.

The following word t&vabhidhimnu, however, restricts the reins to the

horse and thus precludes the ass. Citinirmanartham gardabheniilvena

ca is^aka aniyante, tatra imam agrbhijan raSanam iti lingad garda-

bhara§anayam api mantrah praptah advabhidhanlm ity anena niva\ tyate

(Kuficika on Laghumafiju^, p, 723).

Both niyama and paristmkhya agree in this that both restrict the

^tion to one of several possible alternatives. In the case of a niyama

the alternatives can only operate at a time, in the case of aparisam-

ihya, fiowever, they may operate simultaneously. Further in the case

of a niyama, we commit an offence by violating what is prescribed

by the rule
j
in a parisamkhya vidhi we commit an offence by doing

what is implicitly forbidden by the rule.

It should be further noted that though in most cases of prisaifi

khya we are free to do what is prescribed by the rule or not apd no

sin accrues so long as we do not do what is forbidden by the parisariy-

khya, there are certain cases of parisarrikkya where failure to obey

the positive part of the injunction brings on sin. e-g., dvayok praxMyati,

Another point to note is that since in both niyama and parisam-

khya there is the common element of restriction to one out of many

possible alternatives, the one term often stands for both. Thus in

Grammar a parisavp.khya is called a niyama, just as in.Rhetoric the

figure parisatiikhya includes cases which strictly speaking - come under

niyama. As Fancjitaraja Jagannatha points out : Niyamo 'py asmin

darfiane [i.e, AlaukaraiiaStre] niruktalak§a^akrantatvat [i.e. samanya-

tah praptasyarthasya kasmaccidviSesad vyavrttih Paiisamkhya] Pari-

sarnkhyaiya—pakf|ikapraptiyugapatpraptirupasyavant"araviSe§asyavivak-

sanat. Ata eva vaiyakarananam mate parisaipkhyapi niyamadabdeno-

cyate. Talhahi ‘krttaddhitasamasaS ca’ [Pan. I. 2. 46] ity atra saraasa-

grahanam niyamartham iti hi tesam siddhantah. Tatra hi samase

paksikyah pratipadlkaiatpjfiayah prapter al^iavat katham nama

parabtumataniyama upapadyeta. Yugapadd hi samasa-sama^etara-

^fidasafighatasya "arthavat—” [Pan. I. 2. 45] sutram prapfam iti

parisanikhya bliavitum arhati.

Kshitish Chandra Chatterji



The SeTenteenth International CongreM o£ OrlentalUta

Oxford, 1928

The 17th (sternational Congress of Orientalists was Ijeld at Oxford

after a lapse of sixteen years under the presidency of I’rof. A. A.

Macdonell. About seven hundred persons o£ almost* all -nationalities,

from|Asia, Europe and America, evinced their interest in the

activities of the Congress.

On the evening of the 27th August the Congress ass''mbled in the

spacious hall of the Examination School in t'ae historic town of

Oxford. Lord Chalmers in welcoming the members and delegatd^

expressed his great pleasure at the presence of scholars from 'Asia,

America and all parts of Europe. He referred to the fact that this

congregation was the first of its kind in Europe since the great war,

and pointed out how the love of knowledge could work as a unifying

power in the establishment of amity among the nations.

About two hundred scholars read papers, or spoke, using in some
casefr lantern slides, to illustrate their lectures and the latest discoveries

made by them. Papers were read in German, French and English,

one in Arabic and a few in Italian and other European languages.

The Congress was divided into nine sections, each being presided over

by a recognised authority on the subjects falling within the purview

of the section. The sections with their Presidents are given below:—
Section

*

President

' I General Prof, J, L. Myres

" Assyriology and

kindred subjects „ S. H. Langdon
„ HI Egypt and Africa

, „ F. LI. Griffith

IV Central and Nor-

thern Asia „ F. W. Thomas
V The Far East „ W. E. Soothill

VIa» Ancient India „ F. W. Thomas

.,
Via* Modern India

;

Southern India with

. Ceylon.
,1 Ho.

Vib Iran, Armenia, and 0

the Caucasus „ Do.

VII Hebrew and Aramaic „ , G. A. Cooke

„ VIII Islam
;
Turkey

,, S. l^argoliouth

„ ‘IX Oriental Art Sir Michaet Sadler
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As .the gentlemen, whose names* appear in this 'list, were unable

to preside throughout the Congress, their places were filled, when

necessary, by distinguished scholars who were selected from among
^

those present. Papers were read simultaneously in the different sections

in the mornings and evenings of the three days, 28th, 2^th and 30th.

Discussions on the papers were invited by the sectional Presidents

giving rise at times to many lively debates which relieved the tedium

induced by much specialised papers.
^ ^

On the 1st September, the final meeting was held for adopting

the resolutions which had passed through the various sections. The

following were among the subjects dealt with in the resolutions :

The fee over and above cost price for the Indian archaeological

photographs for publication, and the availability of photographs for

study in the India Office Library.

The co-operation of Governments and learned Societies in the record

and publication of documents in languages, which are in danger

of extinction.

The increased cost of archaeological publication, allocation of
,

a larger proportion of funds for publication so as to reduce prices, and

the desirability of publication of immediate provisional summaries of

results of excavations.

The collection and publication of information on aboriginal tribes

of Malay Peninsula.

The importance of ethnographical and linguistic survey of Burma

now in progress, and the hope that the Burmese Government may find

means to carry it out to its completion.

Congratulation to Sir George H. Grierson on the succes^ul comple-
. r

tion of his linguistic survey of India, and thanks to the Government of

India for having caused the work 'to be undertaken, and met all the

charges.

Gratitifde to the Government of Ceylon and the Ceylon Branch of

the Royal ^Asiatic Society for undertaking the preparation of an

Etymological Dictionary of the Sinhalese language.

The need for the fornjgtion of a consultative committee of compara-

tive philologists interested in Indo-Aryan and Dravidian to advise

\yith regard to the compilation of etymologies.

The desirability of publication of a complete historical A"fabic

dictionary which should be considered by the Government of Egypt.'

Approval of the proposed Corpus Medicorum Arabicorum.

'

Appi;oval‘of the proposed Bibliotheca Arabica Scholasticorum.
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Satisfaction at jfrogress made with Concordance of Arabic po^tiv

up to the end of the Onieyyad dynasty. *•
V*

*

%* Appreciation of the action already taken by the Nizam of

Hyderabad and urging that steps, be immediately taken to obtain

a complete and adequate photograpjiic record of all tlie remaining

fragments of Indian wall-paintings which, inspite of all eiToris for

preservation, are liable to gradual decay and ultimate disappearance.

Recommendation for the formation of schools of archaeo'*vrv in India

independently organized and financed on the lines of those in 'Athens

and Rome, but in connexion with an institution founded, iiaintained,

and controlled by the Government.

The Congress terminated after taking the last derision t^iat

the next Congress will be held in Holland in 1931 under the ainfpices

of the University. of Leyden, an important centre of oriental studies in

Europe.

The activities of the Congress were of such a varied character that it

i^ difficult to give even a bird’s eye view within a short compass without

^oing injustice to many of the excellent papers read by scholars

of world-wide repute. We give below the names of scholars and

their papers contributed by them to the Section Via i.e, relating to

India :

Section via

(/) Paper with Lantern Slides

PertoW, Dr. O/ ••• The Bhils of Satpura hills.

(2) Papers requiring longer than 20 Minutes

De, Df. S. K. . ... The problem of the Mahana^aka.

Tucci, Prof. G. ... Buddhist logic before Dignaga. .

Hauer, Prof. Dr. J. W, ... The problem of the Vratyas* and the

fifteenth book of the Atharvaveda,

{j) Short Papers

Aiyangar, Dr^S. fC. ••• The Kalabhra interregnum: what it

means in ^uth Indian history.

•Bhattacharjee, Mr, U. C. ... Vedanta and the Vedantists.

Bloch, Mons. J. ... Sur les rapports^ entre les vocabularies

> • dravidien et indo'%ryc1i,^

I, H, 0,, DECEMBER,• 1928 *4
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Chakravarty, Mr. P. C,

ishaa^, -Dr. H.

Chatterjii Mr. J. C.

Chaudhnry, Mr. S. B.

Chengalvarayarii Pandit N....

Dharmacharyya, Rev, D.A....

Diwekari Mr. H. R.

Dutt, Dr. N.

Jayatilaka, Mr. D. B.

Ganguli, Mr. D. C.

Hiriyanna. Prof, M.

Johnston) Mr. £, H.

Kibe, Sardar M. V.

Kincaid, Mr. C. A.

Majumdar, Dr. R. C.

Mansion, Prof. J.

Oltramare, Prof. P.

Pertold, Dr. O.

Archery in ancient India.

The Eastern recension of the Ramayana

and its relation to ‘other recensions.^

(i) &me aspects of Hindu philosophy

and the latest scientific thinking in

^Jhe West.

The Biblical Exodus in a different

version in the Rg Veda. l

Antiquity of the Puranic tradition.
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sahasrika-prajfia-paramita.
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Artha-dastra.
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The poet Mahipati.

The palaeography of the Inscriptions of

Champa, and its bearing on the his-

tory of Indian colonization in that
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Quelques passages de Patafijali au point
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Newly discovered Asoka Edicts

A momentous discovery of another recension in Brahml script of

fourteen rock edicts of Asoka has just been announced by the

Department* of Archaeology in India. The inscription have been found

engraved on five large rocks in the Kurnool District of the Madras

Presidency. Jlleven of the fourteen rock edicts have already been

identified. It is expected that a fuller report together with the photo-

•graphs of the inscriptions will be available shortly.



Review

KAVYALANKARA by Bhamaha with English -translation and

notes by P. V. Naganath Sastrl, B.A., B.L., Vakil, High Court, Tanjore.

We heartily congratulate Pandit Sastri on his completion of an

independent edition of one of the earliest rhetorical works in Sanskrit,

namely, the work pf Bhamaha. The want of such an edition was being

keenly felt by scholars at large. It first appeared in print, some
years back, only as an appendix to the Prataparudra-Yasobhllqana

in the Bombay Sanskrit Series. But that edition could not be satis-

facto/’y on account of the inadequacy of tlie manuscript material

on which it was based. The edition under review has had the

advantage of the collation of several Mss', and as a consequence the

readings have been improved in many cases.

The work, however, suffers from several defects which have considej*-

ably minimised the importance of the edition. It was based, as we
learn from a statement of the editor in the Introduction, on as

many as four Mss. Curiously, however, scarcely any variant reading

has been noted. Several big lacunae have been allowed to remain

just as they were in the previous edition of the work. It is strange

that readers have been left in the dark as regards the readings,

if any, in the Mss. consulted by the editor. The whole work has been

translated into English and, explanatory notes, though not always of

a high standard, have been added after each verse.

The printing and get-up of the work also leave much to be desired.

And we have every hope that the editor will try to reniove these

defects and thus enhance the utility of the work when it undergoes

a second edition.

Chintaharan Chakravarti

JAINA LEKHA SAMGRAHA, vol II, by Puran Chand Nahar,
M.A., B.L.

Mr. Nahar is to be congratulated on his edition of the secon'U

volume of the Jaina inscriptions collected by him from different

•places of India. These irwcriptions, like the previous ones published
in vol I, belong to a \omparatively modern period (ilth-igth

century). They have beep collected from different parts of India,

^urshidfibad, ' Rungpur, Madhuban, Pava, Rajagrha> Benares,
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Mathura, Agra', Alvrar, Bikaneer, Marwar, Kathiawad S^mt of

them are written in Sanskrit and some in Hindi. Most of them Rrc

^votive inscriptions commemorating either the construction ot temples

or erection of statues.

A series of 1 18 modern Jaina injeriptions was edited and published

.
by G. Biihler in the Ep> Indica^ vbl II. L. Rice published many more

in the volumes of the Ep^ Carnatica. The mscriptioiis edited by Mr.

Nah^ form a suite of those collections. They are of c^toital interest

for the study of the great revival of Jainism which took plate in. the

nth century. The work of propagation has been carried on since

then in the different parts of India, and Jainism has succeeded in re-

establishing itself in regions whence it was once ousted by Bud\<ihism.

These inscriptions will help the study of this later phase of Jainism.

They will also^ render great help in determining with precision the

time of the ganadharas of different gacchas,

’Mr. Nahar has not published the plates and that has greatly

impaired the critical aspect of the work. There is practically no

means of verifying the readings which do not seem to have been very

carefully done. There is one plate facing 9.185. The reading given

on pp. 185-186 contains several inaccuracies 1. d^,,,kamalavilasa does

not seem to be quite correct. L. 7-8 namdyannav\nagar% should be

read as narndyan-nnvina-nagarl
; 1. 9 bhayadvibheti is not supported

by the plate; 1. 21 sa karuna should be sakaruna
\

1. 22 dve kalye should

be dvaikalpa
;

1 28 jiya / nnarayam should be flyannarayano
;

1. *29 kamarumah should be kamarUpdh, If the plates had been

published the scientific value of the work would have been increased.

But even as-^such the work will be useful to the students of Jainism.

P. C. Bagchi

HINDU LAW AND CUSTOM by Julius Jolly. •Authorised

English Translation by Batakrishna Ghosh. Greater India Society
;

Calcutta, 1928.

. The standard work of Professor Jolly, entitled Recht und Sitte^

oy Hindu ^aw and Custom^ which was published in 1896 in the weH-

kno^ Grundriss Series, requires no i^ftroduction to the scholarly

world. Mr. Batakrishna Ghosh, an enthusiastic young Indologisti

is to be congratulated on his bringing odt a painstaking and excellent

•translatiom of this valuable irork under the auspipes of the •vely d!}ter-
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prising Greater India Society of CalcHtta, which has published' it as

thb second of its interesting series of publications. Prof. Jolly's very

stimulating and systematic work has been a mine of information ot^

the subject, but unfortunately it h^d been so far a sealed book to

those Indian 'scholars and students who were not c'onversant with

German. Mr. Ghosh has removed this long-left want. But he has

done more. He has tried to make the work up-to-date by supple-

menting its information by the addition of valuable footnotes and^ refe-

rences which are meant to bring them into a line with the latest

researches* on the subject. One may perhaps indulge in the criticism

that these footnotes could have been more copious and fuller, but it is

possi})le that the limits of space as well as the more modest function

of the translator prevented Mr. Ghosh from being as exhaustive as he

might have desired.

Since the translation had the good fortune of having been looked

over in considerable parts by the veteran author himself (a fact which

in itself is a guarantee of its accuracy), one may venture to m,ake one

or two remarks in this connexion. One would naturally have enter-

tained the hope that the opportunity thus offered would have enabled

its learned author to effect certain improvements in the original text.

The preliminary chapter on the Sources, for instance, could have

been rewritten in the light of the very important additions made

to our knowledge of the subject in the course of more than thirty

years which have elapsed since its first publication. One also regrets

that although most of the important original Sanskrit texts had bfeen

utilised for this work, the commentaries had been comparatively

neglected, especially with reference to the later developdients of the

subject. It is a matter of great disappointment that, as the author

himself explains in his Foreword to the translation, his advanced

age and ill-health have prevented him from supplying these and other

deficiencies.
c

The printing and general get-up of the work are excellent, and

all credit must be given to the Pravasi Press for its typographical

merits.

S. K. Oe

INDIAN UNT^R BRITISCHEN HERRSCHAFT by Josef

Horovitz. HandJjuch dfir Englisch-Americanischen Kultur, Heraus-

ge^ben vaa Wilhelm Dibelins, 136 pp., 1928.
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Tliis is an infdirirative little book on India under British rulcf The

author has first-hand information on matters Indian, for he ‘li<^ . in

tindia for eight /ears and thus had ample opportunity to study modern

India in its various aspects. He has given as much information as

possible within the small space at his disposal, on the economic, social

. and political condition of India. Wc hope that the cdntinental readers

who cannot use the English books on the subject will be able to form

a corject idea of modern India from this handy volume.
•

B, K. G.

THE HISTORY OF RAJPUTANA (in Hindi). Fane. It by

Rai Bahadur Gaurishankar Ojha.

The present iasciculus contains a preface of 46 pages and a table of

contents of volume I of the book in progress, besides a continuation of

the history of the Udaipur State (Mewar) from the earliest times till,

the accession of Rana Pratap Sinha (c. 550 A.C. to c. 1572 A,C.) in

^pages.40i-73S.

The preface and the table of contents should have been published in

fasciculus 1 . In the preface the author gives an analysis of the materials

for Rajput History. The whole subject is divided into three periods

:

(i) From the earliest times until 1192 A.C. For this period

the primary sources are inscriptions, numismatics and some works

in Sanskrit, e.g., the dramas, Harakeli and Lalita-vigraharaja, the

epic poem Pythviraja-vijaya, etc. (p. 18).

Jii) From 1192 A.c. till the accession of Akbar in 1556 A.C.

The materials are of the s^me classes as under (i) above, besides

Muhanimadan records (pp. f8-20).

(iii) From the accession of Akbar till the present time. The mate-

rials are of the same classes as under (ii) above, besides worlds written

in the vernaculars of Hindusthan. It must be admitted that the most

interesting materials for the history of the later-day Ra^jputs are

furnished by these vernacular works. The author refers to some

of the Khyatas or chronicles (pp. 22-23), histcalcal poems written in

^Rajasthani and Hindi (pp. 24-25), and commemorative songs composed

byj^the Caracas or bar^s (p. 25). For a proper appreciatioa and'

critici^ of these vernacular materials one ifiust go through the very

illuminating articles on 'Bardic and Historical Sprvey of Rajputana'

contributed by the young Italian scholar? the^late Qr. Tessitori, in

the Journals of the Asiatic Society of Bengaljbr.the'y^s 1914*^0
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igig. •The untimely death of this* erudite scholar ha? been a gfreat

loss keenly felt by all who are interested in the history of the Rajputs

and it is Regrettable that the author does not mention in the preface/

the excellent i^ork done by him.

After an examination of the 'materials, the author reviews the

works of his predecessor, in this field and, of course, begins w'ith a

life-sketch of the celebrated annalist of Rajasthan, Lt. Col. J[ames

Tod. It may be mentioned here that there is a popular misconcep-

tion about the which is believed to be a *history^ of Raj-

putana ancf Rai Bahadur Pandit Gaurishankar Ojha is unwarily led

irlto the same inaccuracy. A casual glance through the introduction to

his Rxzfasthan will show that this shrewd and far-sighted annalist, Tod,

had no such misunderstanding. He says, '*lt was never my intention

to treat the subject in the severe style of history L offer this work

as a copious collection of materials for the future historian," and,

most fittingly styles his unique work as, not history

^

but Annals and

Antiquities of Rajasthan (Tod^s Rajasthan, edited by W, Grooke,

vol. I, Introduction, p. Ixv).

Turning now to the body of the book itself it is agreeable to find

that the writer has, following Prof. Bhandarkar, accepted the authority

of the Atpur Inscription of Saktikumara in tracing the early history

of the Guhilotes of Mewar (Indian Antiquary, 1910, pp. 169 ff.).

But he has in one essential respect differed from Prof. D. R,

Bhandarkar. This difference arises out of the probleih of the

identification of Bappa Rawal, All traditions ascribe to Bappa

Rawal the conquest of Chitore and the establishment of the Guhilotes

on its throne. But in the list of rulers furnished by our earliest and

best authority, the Atpur Inscription, the ‘name of Bappa RawSl does

not occur at all, presumably because, as an analysis of the terms shows,

Bappa was a term of respect or designation; and, therefore, the list

in the inscription apparently and appropriately gives the proper

name and* not the designation by which the ruler came to be known

to later generations. To ascertain the person who came to be known

as Bappa, we have 0^6 evidence to the effect that he abdicated the

throne in 753 A.C.; and the author also rightly draws an inference to

the effect that this person could not have ascended the throne of

Chitore earlier than 713 aSs:. from the inscription of Raja Kflan. a

translation of whic^ is given in Tod's Rajasthan but which is entirely

ignored by IProf. Phandykar. * Clearly, therefore, Bappa flourished bet-

ween 71^-755 a;c. Adcpfdirvg to Prrrf; B^ndarkar the prince ‘who flour-^
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ished aBout this pepioa was Fhutnmana I who is thus to be identified

with the traditional Bappa Rawal. The author, however, finds fault

wjth Prof. Bhandarkar^s argument (pp. 409-410) on the ground that

traditions preserved in Mewar describe Bappa as Khummana’s father

and that Prof, Bhandarkar*s calculation of 24 years for each reign is

questionable. It is easy to meet ‘this criticism. Traditions are, as

he himself says, conflicting, for there are* some which identify

Bappa with Shila and Prof. Bhandarkar’s calculation .3 not based

upon mere fancy but on accurate examination ot the period from

which the average of 24 years is obtainable.

Besides, the following points might also be urged in support of

Prof. Bhandarkar’s view. Bappa Rawal, whoevet he may have b.;en,

acquired a celebrity by his conquest of Chitore. It was but naturaJ that

the later-day rulers of Mewar should take pride in describing them-

selves as his descendants. Now, it is curious to see that in inscrip-

tions* of the fifteenth century and later, rulers of Mewar are often

'•described^ as descetidants of Bappa/ whereas, in earlier inscriptions

jy^lers of the same family took glory in describing themselves as

descendants of Khumrnana/ Moreover, it is interesting to note that

of the first 20 rulers of the dynasty as many as three bore the name

of Khummana and a big historical poem dealing with the exploits of

the Guhilotes is known as Khummana Rasa/

The cumulative effect of all these considerations is to identify

Bappa not t with Kalabhoja as the author has done but with Khum-

man^ I of the Atpur list.

The author, has given a full description of a gold coin which he

ascribes to B^ppa Rawal (pp. 414-416). On the obverse of the coin

there i.v a legend “Sri Bappa,^* Now the writer himself says that

the terra “Bappa*' and its variations originally signified ‘father' and later

on they were used in a sense of reverence towards eiders and respected

persons. Is it possible that any prince could have issued ft coin in

either of the two senses? The authenticity of the coin, w^ich is the

I E.g. ^Bappavamsya Sribhuvanasimha* in the Rampur Inscrip*

tioii of*i438 A.C, *
^ ^

b 'Big. ^hommane* Vinas^e' in the ^Hastikundi Inscription o*f

.996 *a!c., Ep. Ind., vol, X; also “KhummSna-santati” etc. in Mt.

Abu Inscription of 1285 A.C.

. 3 Modern. Vernacular Literature of Hindus^ai^ by Dr.'Grig'son*

DECEMBER,* 1928 ^5



oiily^oneso far discovered, must therefore be regarded with great

suspicion.

" The writer has with great ability traced the history of the princes

of this dynasty and has been eminently successful. It can however be

suggested that if, instead of looking through the Mewar point of view

in isolation, he had attempted to* put more emphasis upon the inter-

state relations of those times, the subject would have been of greater

interest and importance than a bare list of personal achievemegts. It

appears* possible that during c. 725 A.C. to c. 915 A.C., the Guhilotes,

far fron> being independent rulers, were but vassals of the famous

. Gurjara Pratlhara rulers of Kanauj, whose authority extended over

all .Rajputana as far as Gujarat and Malwa. It was probably the

Guhilote prince Bhartripatta II whose alliance with the Ra§trakutas

is indicated by his marriage with a Rastrakuta princess
;
he shook

off the allegiance to the Pratiharas who Were at the same time being

hard pressed by the Raatrakutas of the south,* Shortly after, a

Paramara prince of Malwa (Mufija-raja) attacked Mewar ,and for a

time ruled over it, although the contemporary Guhilote prince wa<5

assisted by his ally, the Calukya king of Gujarat. It is noticeable

that evidence of a matrimonial alliance between the Calukya and

the Guhilote families is furnished by inscriptions,* The history of

these centuries is a history of perpetual feuds among the Rajput clans

in which marriage alliances not only indicated the course of diplomacy

but also the grouping of the states contending among themselves.

The author has rendered a real service to the cause of history

by supplying the correct chronology of the Guhilotes during the^ 12th

and the 13th centuries. The reign of Jaitra Sinha (1213 A.C.-1252

A.C.) has been given its true place. T^ history of the prolonged

conflict between Sultanate of ’ Delhi and the State of Mewar during

the 13th century will clearly disprove the idea that Muhammadan
progres# in India was an easy walk-over.

The great event of the early fourteenth century is the conquest of

Chitore by Sultan Allauddin Khilji, The traditional version pre-

served in Tod, when* jsxamined, gives no sense. The author .has,

therefore, used all available sources, Hindu and Muhammadan, with the

exception of a very important one, namely, the Airi-i-Akbari* wyoich

I Ep. Ind., vol. VII, pp. 3ofr,

a Annual Report, Rajpatana Museum, 1914.

3 ^En^. ttansla^ioj^vol. II, pp. adgff.
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will be«* found fo Jse more accurate in this respect than Ferishta. It

is ascertained that Katna Sinba, the ruling prince, died in the.conflipt

along with Lakshman Sinha who belonged to a younger brahcli of

the family. After the conquest
.
of Chitore, first Khizr Khan, and

later Maidev Chauhan, ruled Mewar till Hamtnir, ar grandson of

i^kshtnan Sinha, recovered the throne from Maldev's son (p{.. 485*

515). It is difficult to subscribe to this account in full. ' A careful

examiifation of all the authorities, including Abul Fr.zl, will sl ow
that on Ratna Sinha's death Lakshman Sinha continued to withstand

the attack of the Muhammadans for a further period and that he was

then acknowledged as the ruling prince,^ It is also more consonant

with the above authorities to hold that after Laksl-man Sinha’s d^ath,

the titular headship of the clan devolved upon hio sole surviving 'son

Ajaya Sinha and in the latter’s death on his nephew Hammir.

While dealing with the predecessors of Hammir and Lakshman

Sinha, the author seems to have fallen into an inaccuracy. He finds

>>dault with the Ranpur inscription of 1438 a.C,* which says that Bhuvan

^inha defeated a Chauhan ruler, Sri Ketuka, and the Sultan Allaud-

din (p. 5 II). Remembering that while the younger branch of the

Guhilotes held the Jaigir of Sesoda under the main ruling branch,

it is easy to see that the former must have fought many battles on

behalf of the latter who were their sovereigns
;
and of these conflicts

those with the Chauhan prince and Sultan Allauddin Khilji may be

mentioned.® It is reasonable to infer that when the main line of the

Guldlotes ended with Ratna Sinha, Lakshman Sinha of the collateral

line being found to be the more competent person to hold the reins of

government irt critical time when the capital was invested by the

enemy,/vas acclaimed as thq hew ruler.

* The author supports Tod’s view 'that Hammir met Muhammad
‘Khilji's army and defeated it, although in his opinion there are some

inaccuracies in Tod's description. In the first place, Hammir's

enemy was Muhammad Tughluck, not Khilji
\
and secoiijlly, there

are some exaggerations, e.g., the story of the capture of the Sultan is

mythical (pp. 546-548). On the contrary, ho,wever, the story seems

ll 'The epithet nrpah is applied to Lakshman Sinha by the Kum-
bhalg^41i :

cf. verses 177*179.

8 - Prakrit and Sanskrit Inscriptions of'lCatthyawar, p. XI4.

3 Compare in this connection the quotation from the Tirthakalpa

given in footnote No. 2, p. 477, in the book.
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to be without foundation. A shrewdy and clear-sighted scholaf as he

115, the author should have seen through the curious error of the tra-

ditions upon which Tod’s account is based. All our authorities,

Hindu and Muhammadan, agree that a later Rana, Sanga, did take

one Sultan Mahmud Khilji of Malwa prisoner. Owing to the un-

critical nature of the traditions the same event has been credited to

many rulers of the state and the present story is only an instance

of the same character. The surname Khilji together with the incidents

connected with the affair clearly shows the fallacy of the traditional

account.

The chronology of the fifteenth century as put forward by the

author is not free from doubts. Hammir reigned for 64 years accord-

ing ‘to Muhanoti Nei>si, and, if his accession took place in 1315 A.C. (as

there is good reason to maintain), his death may be said to have taken

place in 1379 A.C.' Hammir’s successor was Khetra Sinha, who,

according to the author, died about 1382 A.C. (p. 571). Unfortunately

this is not reconcilable with the known datas of Khetra Sinha's

reign. This prince is, in an inscription, said to have imprisoned.

Ranamalla of Idar who had inflicted a great ignominy upon the

Sultan of Gujarat. A glance through the contemporary history of

Gujarata will show that about 1403 a.c. Jaffar Khan,Sultan of Gujarat,

was imprisoned by his son who continued to rule over the kingdom

for some time as independent ruler. It is likely that Ranamalla of

Idar took some part in this overthrow of Jaffar Khan,^ Coi^sequently,

Khetra Sinha’s death took place about 1403-5 A.C.

Early in the fifteenth century, the Guhilotes of Mewar came into

intimate touch with the rising power of the Rathores of Marwar.

The incident which brought their connection close, was the rr^arriage

of Rana Lakha Sinha with Hamshavai, daughter of Rao Chunda of

Mandor. Taking advantage of this event there .was an influx of

Rathores, in Mewar and their influence dominated Mewar politics

throughout the reigns of Lakha and Mohal as well as a part of

Kumbha’s* reign. The history of this period is conflicting
;

for we

have, on the one hand, the Mewar chronicles which put all the blame

1 The author speaks of an inscription of 1266 A.C. of Rkna
*^H.ammir’s son, Khetr& Sinha (p. 571). But ‘'it is doubtful ^dietner

the date has been carefully read. Even Dr. Tessitori was misled by

Tod to commit a blunder of tj^is nature. JASB, 1916, p. 115.

2 Boral?ay Gazetteyf’, History of Gujarat, vol. I, part i, pp. 232-234.
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on the Ral/hore {farty led by Ranamalla on the ground that the latter

had his eyes upon the throne of Mewar; while, on the otherH .th^

Rathore chroniclers find fault with the spirit of wanton jealousy

manifested by the Guhilotes which culminated in the assassinatipn ot

Rathore Rananfalla in Chitore although the latter was not in any way

concerned with the conspiracy to unseat his relations from the throne

oKMewar. Bearing in mind the peculiar polity of the mediaeval

Rajpu^states, where each state stood for one clan and outside influ-

ence was regarded as a negation of the rights of the ciansmen, it

will appear that the Rathore version is probably more trustworthy,

especially as, barring the traditions, we have hardly any jvert act

laid at the door of Ranamalla which could be -adduced in support'

of his ambition.

The author deals with Rana Kumbha^s reign with great skill

and knowledge
;

but the fact that while contending against the

Sultans of Malwa and Gujarat, Kumbha I^ad also to meet attacks

from his own kith and kin, namely, Khema Sinha and the Rathore

Jeader Jodha, should have been emphasised upon, for, only then it is

possible for the reader to form a clear idea of the difficulties by which

he was surrounded and from which he came out in flying colours.

Leaving aside the conflicts with the Sultan of Malwa, the most

noteworthy event of Rana Raymalla's reign ( 1473 '

^

5^9 )

quarrel among his sons, All later authorities and traditions cxtoll

Sanga, buf it is a question w'hether he should not be accused of

creafting civil dissensions within the state with the help of Surajmalla

— troubles that blasted the last years of Raymalla's reign.

Rana Sanga (1509-1528 A.C.) ruled over the state for 19 years,

but it /was a period full of* events of engrossing interest. lie fought

against and routed his enemies, namely, the Sultan of Malwa, Gujarat

"andT even Delhi;, and these successes must have inspired him to bid

for the imperial throne at Delhi. The battle of Khanwa, between

Sanga and Babar decided the fate not only of Sanga but of India

as well. The author puts forward three reasons for Sanga's defeat,

the^ principal one being Sanga’s lack of promjjtness. If Sanga had,

immediately after his initial success, pushed forward, Babar would

not Ifttve secured time to entrench himself in a strong position.

A platv:^ though the ntemoirs of Babar would^show that the«imUaf

success gained by Sanga^s army was only against a reconnoitering

party sent by Babar and not against q,ny portion of Babar’s main

{irmy. Besides, it does not at all appear '^hat Sanga jvasted away
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time unnecessarily on the way to Khanwra. IJfojt assuredly, as

the
.
author allies, a second reason of Sanga's failure is to be

traced' to the time-worn methods of warfare against such a consum-

mate, leader as Babar who was using the most up-to-date system

against his enemy. But it would appear that the most potent cause

of Sanga’s failure was the want of .unanimity in the Rajput ranks.

Babar tells us that Sanga had collected a "rabble-rout” andjthe

mentality of the Rajput clans who had been compelled to join Sanga’s

standar4 can be clearly understood when we find each of them taking

its own. way home after Sanga’s defeat on the battle-field. In fact,

where clan-feeling predominated it is idle to expect a national senti-

ment.

bn Sanga’s death the throne of Mewar passed to his son Ratna

Sinha (1528-1531 A.C.) for whose reign as well as the reigns of his

successors our best and reliable authority is the Khyata of Muhanoti

Nensi. It appears that Ratna Sinha’s step-brothers, Vikramaditya

and Udaya Sinha, had received from their father the district of Ran-

thambhor in Jaigir. As soon as Ratna Sinha came to the throne,

he found that the fort of Ranthambhor was of paramount importance

for the defence of Mewar and accordingly desired that it should be

garrisoned by the state army. The idea was entirely disliked by

Surajmalla and Rani Karmeti, who were the guardians of the

young princes, and they approached Babar for assistance against

the Rana. The whole episode reveals the worst traits in the Rajput

character.

With the accession of Vikramaditya in 1531 A.C. begins a change

in the diplomatic relations of the state. Towards the close of Sanga’s

reign and throughout that of Ratna Sinha', ,the central idea in Mewar’s

external relations was alliance with Gujarat. But when Vikramaditya,

a pro-Mughal prince, secured the throne of Mewar, Gujarat, #hicH

was now. aspiring after the imperial position, scented danger and

in 1533-34' undertook an invasion of the Rajput state, Mewar got

out of the scrape by entering into an ignominous treaty with Gujarat,

one of the terms being ^hat the Rana’s younger brother, Udaya Sinha,

was sent as a hostage to fee Gujarat court (Muhanoti Nensi Khyata).

Gujarat apparently could not be satisfied until she was in a positbn

'to .hold a sway over Mdwar’s external policy. "Udaya Sinita, ^v/ev^r,

fied from Gujarat and in 1534-35 A.C. the latter state had to under- '

take a second expedition whi^h culminated in the second ''daka’ of

Chitore. Wkh the assisjlknce of the Emperor Humayun, Viktamaditya,
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fccovercif the crown*but was shortly put to death in ^5 by the

bastard Banbir, who at once usjrpcd the throne of Mcwan After a ruloi

of 4 years he was driven out and Udaya Sinha proclaimed as the Kana*

Udaya Sinha (1541-1572) has been portrayed in the darkest possible

colour by Col. Tod
;

and following him, almost all modern writers

have fallen foul of him. The author (p. 734) is reception. But
if 'fee is to be judged from his activities h€ cannot be said to have

meritt^^the slur cast upon him. The only incident wl.ich can be

adduced against him was that on the occasion when Chitore was in-

vested by Akbar in 1568 A.C., he left the citadel in Uie qharge of

some of his officers and himself retired into the Ar^'avalis. xt doesN

not appear what else he might have done. To st.M in Chitore wa« to

court sure death. Under the circumsiiances ht adopted the, only

tactics possible, namely, leaving the city under a strong army to

continue withstanding the enemy's attack, while he (as the Tarik-i-

Alfi ^ays) engaged himself in creating diversions at the back of the

enemy. Jle certainly showed his foresight by the construction of

a new city which was named after him as Udayapur. On the whole,

the testimony of Muhanoti Nensi who says that Udaya Sinha was
a '‘very powerful prince*' seems more accurate than that of Col. Tod,
It should also be remembered that although he lived for four years more
after the loss of Chitore, he never thought of submitting at the feet of

the Mughal emperor although it might have saved him much trouble

and was supported as well by the example shown by other Rajput
ruleffe at that time. Like a true Rajput he preferred independence
and adversity to submission and prosperity.

In conclusion, it is only necessary to acknowledge that all students
of Rajput history must ever* remain grateful to the author for the
most brilliant work that he has produced at the cost of stupendous
^iTdy^nd labour. As had been anticipated in the review of the first

fasciculus, the name of the author is a guarantee that all that is worth
knowing would find place in his work. There is hardly any evidence
which he has left untouched and unexamined

;
and probably no other

book of Indian scholarship published in rec<^nt years shows such a
mastery of the subject, painstaking scholarship*and accuracy of judg-
meiit. It is hoped that the author will be spared many years more
notonlj^to continue theVork which he ha^undehaken but to Enrich
Indikn* historical literature by the publication of other books relating
to the subject.

SuBiMi(^ Chandra,Duct .
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